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In the Khalifa's Clutches; or, My Twelve Years' Captivity in

Chains in Omdurman.*

ASSEENA had been told that the

best remedy for my fever was a

description of vegetable marrow
soaked in salt water

;
the water

was to be drunk and the marrow
eaten as the patient recovered. Now the

purgative properties of this medicine might suit

Soudani constitutions, and it evidently suited

mine at the time, but I warn any of my readers,
should they be so unfortunate as to contract

this fever, against attempting the remedy. When
the decoction has acted sufficiently, the mouth
is crammed with butter, which, to the throat, at

this stage of the "cure," feels like boiling oil,

and the wretched patient experiences all the

sensations of internal scalding. The next

operation is briskly to rub the whole body, and
then anoint it with butter or oil— butter for

preference.
The patient has nothing to say about

Kulo* Cuws*

his treatment—he is helpless. Every
bit of strength and will has left him,

and when he has

been rolled up in

old camel-cloths
and "sweated,"
weakness hardly ex-

presses the condi-

tion he has arrived

at. It was on the

thirteenth day of

my attack that I

reached the final

stage of my treat-

ment, and then I

fell asleep. I

awoke some hours
later with a clear

head and all my
faculties about me,
though I was then
but a living skele-

ton. The Khalifa,

hearing of my con-

dition, thought it

a favourable oppor-

tunity for me to

By Charles Neufeld.

V.

receive a few more lessons in Mahdieh, and

my period of convalescence was much pro-

longed owing to the worry and annoyance
these teachers of Mahdieh caused me. Kadi

Hanafi, one of Slatin's old kadis, then im-

prisoned with me, owing to his open avowal

that the justice and the sentences given by the

Mehkemehs (religious courts) were against
the teachings of the Koran, told me it was a

mistake on my part so openly to defy the

Khalifa, and that it would be more "politique"
to submit as had Slatin, who had now his house,

wives, slaves, horses, donkeys, and cultivated

land outside the city. But in my then con-

dition, a little procession, which my dead body
would be the reason for, was much more to my
liking.

And I did not really care in what

?«? Death? shape death came, provided that it did

come, and that quickly. Hanafi used

up all his arguments in trying to persuade me to

become a good Muslim. Dilating on the power

THE KHALIFA THOUGHT IT A FAVOURABLE? OPPORTUNITY FOR ME TO RECEIVE A FEW MORE
LESSONS IN MAHDIEH."
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After All.

I R Of THE SAIF.R PRISON,
|

Ihning my twelve years' captivity, this, my very
first chance of escape risk)- and desperate

though it was was the only one which had in

it a real clement of success; for my conductor
in saving me was to save himself also.

But to return to my prison life. As is

customary in all Oriental prisons, the prisoners
in the Saier had either to purchase their own
food, or their friends and relatives had to send
it into the prison for them

; failing money,
friends, and relatives, the prisoners simply
starved to death. I have already said that the

best and greater part of the food sent to the

prison gates was appropriated by the gaolers
—

that is to say, after Idris es Saier had first seen
to the wants of his "starving children" and
numerous household. Idris, even during the

worst period of the famine, did not lose flesh
;

he was always the same tall, stout, flat-nosed

black that he was when I first saw him on May
10th, 1887, and when 1 last saw him in Sep-
tember, 1898.

Not so Bad N° r was Idris quite so bad as he had
been painted; he would often—for

example, when
the Nebbi Khiddr
tale had had the

desired effect in

the way of repent-
ance

;
or when he

was in a good
humour after a

bout of marrissa

drinking
—

go out

of his way to do
his prisoners
small kindnesses,
such as the re-

moval of extra

chains, and the

giving of per-
mission to sleep
in the open. The
Nebbi Khiddr in-

stitution, however,
left him very
much at the
mercy of the
Khalifa's imme-
diate attendants,
and his periods of

good humour
were, in con-

sequence, of very
short duration.
Some day, if I

return to the

Soudan, or Idris

pays a visit to
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civilization, I may learn from him whom I have
to thank for a few of the unnecessary hardships
inflicted upon me.

It might be asked why we, knowing that the

guards would purloin the greater part of the

food sent in, did not arrange for a larger quantity
to be sent. There are two explanations for this,

and the first is the least of the two : the guards
knew very well what was the minimum amount
of food required to keep us alive, and just that

quantity and no more would be allowed to pass
the portals of the Saier.

The second reason was, because the
a Reason

sjgnt Qf more or betta- food being
Extortion,

brought to a prisoner proved one of

two things : either the prisoner himself

had received some
money, or his friends

had
;
and the following

day the time - worn
Nebbi Khiddr tale, pro-

perly translated, meant

pain and chains until

more dollars were forth-

coming. And, under
such circumstances, the

unlucky offender against
Saier politics would be

called upon by the other

mulcted prisoners to

make good the money
they had been robbed

of; for the Idris was
most impartial in the

matter of chains, and,
certain of always getting
the proper victim in the

end, he invariably
loaded a dozen or so of

the prisoners with extra

chains, a.nd then ordered
all into the Umm
Hagar. An attenuated
and burned chicken, or

pigeon, cost a few dollars

in repentance, and also

the wearing of extra

chains besides the
horrors of the Umm Hagar, or hellish Black

Hole, for nights; for it was advisable to keep
Idris waiting some days for an evidence of

repentance, so that he should believe, and the
Khalifa's attendants believe also, that some little

difficulty had been experienced in collecting the
few dollars you had to pay.

Our usual food was "Asseeda," the

ordinary Soudan dourra (sorghum), roughly
Prison

Food.p0un(je(j w |-,en mo j st) an(J m jxed intO

a thick paste. It felt and tasted to

THE GREEK LADY CATTARINA—
TO SAIER PRISONERS AND
From a Photo, specially

the palate like sawdust. It was not a very

nourishing dish, but. was a heavy one, and it

stayed the pangs and gnawings of hunger.
A flavour might have been imparted by allowing
a quantity to stand for a day or two until

fermentation had set in. Occasionally
— but

only occasionally
— a sauce made from the

pounded seed of the Baamia hybiscus, and
called

"
Mulakh," could be obtained, and this,

with the fermented asseeda, was considered a

veritable banquet. Friends in the town sent us—when they could either afford or obtain it—a

little wheaten bread, a bit of cheese or butter,

or a few pinches of coffee.

Among the many captives in Omdurman who
did so much for me Father Ohrwalder stands out

prominently; also theold

Greek lady, Cattarina—
who was a ministering

angel alike to Saier

prisoners and captives
in the town; Mr. Tramba
and his wife Victoria

;

Nahoum Abbajjee ;
and

Youssef Jebaalee.
Surely the recording

angel has placed to the

right side of his account

the little deceptions
practised by Father
Ohrwalder to gain access

to the prison, when the

few piastres of back-

sheesh he could afford

were not sufficient to

satisfy the rapacity of

the guards, and this in

order to bring me some
little dainty, when, God
knows, he was bringing
me the lion's share of

what he was in absolute

need of himself. At one

time he would present
himself at the gates as

being Jyyan Khaalas

(sick unto death), and,
of course, he wished to

see me once again before his dissolution. At
another time it would be that he had heard

I was dying
—and then, of course, he wished

to see me. The changes would also be rung

by his coming in on the pretext of wishing to

see some other prisoner.
With bowed head and bent back,

ohrwaider-sexaggera,; ing the weak state he was
Ruses.

then undoubtedly in, he would crawl

towards me, dragging one foot after

the other, and, on reaching me, he would sit

•"a ministering angel alike
cai'tives in the town."
takenfor this narrative.
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to think about
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«rhen allowed to

air at night-time,
all the horrors

ell, the

fif into a sound
uld start up out of some

confused dream of old days; and, looking up
to the sky, I would wonder to myself, half awake

and half asleep, which was the dream and

which the realit) the old loved scenes or the

awful prison of Es Saier at Omdurman—the

.

apital of the Soudanese despot. I would

for some moments be afraid to look round at

the men chained on each side of me. When

ngth I mustered up enough courage to do

so, and felt the weight of my irons and the

heavy chain across my legs which bound our

gang of fifty
or sixty together, I would speculate

on how long it would lie before the slender

thread would sua]) which held me between

reason and insanity.
That my reason did not give way during my

first period of imprisonment I have to thank

father Ohrwalder and the friends already men-
tioned.* Each one of them risked his or her

omparative) freedom, if not his life, to help me.

following passage occurs in the personal narrative of Father

Ohrwalder ("Ten years' Captivity in the Mahdi's Camp." London :

Sampson Low and Co., Ltd.):
—

" Th< depth of misery to which poor Neufeld was reduced may
idily understood when it is known that he spent a whole year

in the stone hut, and it was not until he had completed two years
in prison that, through the intermediary of a friend, he was allowed
to build a little cell for himself in one of the corners of the yard,
where he could sleep away from the other prisoners. This little

building was about 12ft. square, and very low, and here poor
Neufeld used to sit all daylong. His jjbbeh

was very dirty, and

swarming with insects, which allowed him little rest at night, and
in despair he used to get one of his companions to rub him with
wet sand, which made his skin less irritable ; some sympathizing
Vrabs told him to soak crushed cloves in water, and then rub his

witli the paste. This Neufeld found a capital remedy,
though it made his skin smart a great deal at first. Neufeld s

1. mil 1 less soon won over his guards, and often they allowed him to

in undisturbed in his little hut fir the night instead of

dragging him off to the stone hut."

r,i , »

1 1 HAINS. 1 HEY w 1 11 HHOTOGB
SOON AFTER LORD KITCHENER HAD RELEASED HIM.
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Even during the worst nights in the
He
BartR?

n Umm Hagar, when hell itself might
be defied to match such a scene—

when Madness and Death stalk hand - in -

hand amidst the struggling mass
;
and when

jammed in tight with a number of the more
fanatical prisoners, I fought and struggled,
bit and kicked, as did they for bare life, the

thought of having friends in adversity, suffering

almost as much as I did, kept that slender

thread from snapping. But the mental strain

caused me most violent headaches and periods

for food, as they were able to take longer strides.

Had it been under other circumstances, the

scenes enacted might have provided endless

amusement for the onlookers, for they had in

them all the elements but one of a sack-race

and the old country sports. Seeing thirty or

forty living skeletons shuffling and leaping as far

as the weight of their chains and their strength
would allow, you knew when one fell it was
the result of weakness caused by starvation

which had brought him down. And there he
would lie where he fell, given over to despair.

iHTING FOR FOOD— THIRTY OR FORTY LIVING SKELETONS SHUFFLING AND LEAPING AS FAR
AS THEIR CHAINS AND STRENGTH WOULD ALLOW."

of forgetfulness or loss of memory, which even
now recur at times. It was during the famine
that the Christian—the more than Christian—
charity of my friends was put to the severest

tests and yet never faltered—God bless them.
Food was at enormous prices, but, nevertheless,

day after day, Cattarina brought her scrap of
dourra or wheaten bread. Every day, too,
Youssef Jebaalee sent his loaves of bread, un-
mindful of how much the guards stole, provided
that I got even a few mouthfuls. All the food
sent for the prisoners did not, of course, reach
them. And what little passed the gates of the
Saier was fought for in a maniacal manner by
the starving and desperate prisoners. Those
having longer chains or bars connecting their

anklets stood the best chance in the crazy fight

Those who did reach any messenger
as
re
wfid with food, far from resenting the

Beasts,
stripes given by the guards with the

kourbash, would almost appear glad of

the open wounds the frightful hide lashes caused,
so that they might caress the wounds with their

hands and lick the blood from their fingers.

This picture is not over- but under-drawn, and I

have been advised to leave out minute details

and other scenes as unnecessarily harrowing.
We heard that cannibalism was being practised
in the town, but none took place in the prison.

Inside the Saier, once the despair engendered

by starvation and cruelty took hold of a prisoner,

he would 'lie down and wait for death. Food
the dying man would never refuse when offered ;

but if water without food were offered, it would
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When the many escapes from the Saier

zareba became a matter of common gossip-
too common to be any longer concealed—
Abdullahi ordered a wall to be built in place of

the thorn zareba
;

and later, to obviate the

ssity of the prisoners going to the Nile banks

for drinking water and ablutions, he com-

manded that a well was to be sunk to provide
infiltration water for the purposes mentioned.

I' ntil these works were ordered to be made,
the prisoners were mainly employed in building
mud-brick houses for the gaolers; and, when
these were finished, we had to attend to certain

of the household duties — the tending of

children, sheep, and goats, and the carrying of

r from the Nile. Of all the tasks set the

prisoners, the household duties were the most

pleasant, or, at all events, the least distasteful.

Most of the gaolers were able to

Resuit
e
of keep up a large establishment on

sife^sh"." the proceeds of their backsheesh

and ill-gotten gains ;
but with a

multiplicity of wives or concubines a very
natural result followed—household bickerings
and squabbles, in which one wife or concubine
was bound to come off worst. This gave the

wide-awake prisoner engaged upon household

duties his chance. He would soon detect

which concubine was being "put upon," or

whom the women-folk were most jealous of,

and in a few days' time, as a result of his

attentions in carrying her pots and pans,

bringing her water as many times in the day
as she wished, he would be bemoaning in her

sympathetic ears the hard fate of both of them,
and trying to persuade her that what she was

enduring was far worse than his imprisonment
and chains. The old truism that "

pity is akin

to love
"

obtains equally as well under the

dusky hide of a Soudanese damsel as it does
under the white skin of her European sister

;

and very soon the pair would be maturing plans
for an escape and elopement. The main

difficulty was the removal of the man's chains

and a rapid flight to some distant village, but

the Soudanese ladies are not a whit behind in

the traditional woman's resourcefulness in the

face of apparent impossibilities. Failing to

arrange for a regular flight, the woman would
secure some place of hiding in Omdurman
itself. She would undertake all the arrange-

ments, and I never knew of a failure in their

plans.
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Each month a list of the prisoners

VrogreM m tne Saier, and an account of their

Khama. progress in the matter of " educa-

tion," would be submitted to

Abdullahi, with recommendations for the

release of certain prisoners ;
and each month,

coincidenc with the preparation of this list,

some prisoner would be missing from his

usual place that night and next morning—
and for ever afterwards.

I was too important a prisoner for my escape
to be at all possible by such happy means as

those above described. My only hope lay in

trusty natives and swift camels which would out-

strip my pursuers. I often envied my fellow-

prisoners who exchanged the bonds of slavery
for those of matrimony, for numbers of them
came to see me after their

"
release

"
;
but I

shudder to think what might have happened
had I been released by the Khalifa's orders, for.

following the old adage that a drowning man
clutches at a straw, I must have promised
marriage to dozens of Soudanese beauties (?) in

the event of their doing anything towards

wheedling their masters or the Khalifa into

releasing me. Thus it is quite certain that, on

my release, I should have met at the prison-

gates a clamouring crowd of ladies all claiming
me as husband. But I should explain how it

was that I came into direct contact with the

harems of the gaolers. Having studied

physiology and medicine at Konigsberg and

Leipzig, I was often called upon by the

natives in Upper Egypt, before the place
was so well known to the travelling public
as it is now, and in the absence of doctors,
to attend to them in cases of sickness or

accident. My practice, being gratuitous, was

naturally a large one, and I soon became the
" Hakeem Pasha," or prin-

cipal medical officer.

My reputation in this

capacity, if it did not

precede me, at least SM^ew
accompanied me to

Omdurman when I was

captured ;
so that I

was in constant requisi-
tion at the gaolers'
harems, paying

"
pro-

fessional
"

visits, ranging
from cases in which the

Khalifa was soon to
be presented with an-

other subject, right
to the most
and sometimes

imaginary com-

*^SU.'

d o w n

trivial

wholly

plaints.
Vol. iv.-2.

So long as the women kept ailing,

"s'jMfuack
1

my life was rendered endurable, for
Doctor,

j was abie tQ sit down and chat with

them for hours, whilst supposed to be

waiting to see the result of concoctions made
from, to me, unknown herbs and roots, whose

properties I was utterly ignorant of. Fortu-

nately, the results were always satisfactory.
The only medicine or chemical I came across

of any value in the stores of the Beit el Mai
was permanganate of potash ;

and I soon

discovered that a Soudan constitution neces-

sitated the application of this in crystals and
not in liquid form. The effects, as may be

imagined, were rapid, and, though my medical

readers might be inclined to doubt the state-

ment, the results were eminently satisfactory
both to patients and myself.

Occasionally I would be sent for to attend

someone in the women's prison, which was

situated a short distance from the Saier con-

trolled by Idris. The women's prison consisted

of the common cell and a light zareba, through
which the curious might gaze on the women
as they lay stretched on the ground during
the day in the sun, undergoing their first

period of imprisonment. The majority of the

women prisoners were slaves locked up on

some pretence or other to prevent their

escaping. It might be that their master was

arranging for some trading trip which would

occupy him for weeks and, maybe, months
,

and the simplest way of preventing his property
from running away during his absence was to

trump up some charge against her, and have

her locked up, knowing that her release could

not be obtained until he himself returned and

requested it. Furthermore, as in the meantime
she would have to be fed at his expense, and

1

li:^?*
5

-

SHOWING THE REMAINS OF MR. NEUFELD S MUD HUT WITHIN
OF THE SAIER PRISI

From a Photo, specially taken/or this narrative.

HE PRECINCT-
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one inall mud hut, a few feet

re, in the prison inclosure, and had received

ilission bom Idris es Saier to sleep in this

at night instead of in the Umm Hagar. The

young gaoler aforesaid— and other gaolers as

well pted backsheesh from prisoners to

allow them to sleep in the open ;
and Idris,

finding the contributions to his
"

starving
children

"
falling off, suspected the reason, and

lay in wait. Upon a night when a larger

number than usual had been allowed to sleep

outside the Umm Hagar, he suddenly made
his appearance in the prison inclosure. There
was nothing for our guardians to do but to

pretend that the prisoners had been insubordi-

nate, and refused to enter the Umm Hagar. So

they laid about us with their whips.
The young gaoler, not aware that

Assau" I bad paid the regulation backsheesh

to Idris. made straight for my hut,

dragged me out, and flogged me to the door

of the common cell, a distance, maybe, of

40yds. or 50yds. My thick jibbeh, however,

prevented the blows from telling with much
effect so far as regards abrasions of the skin.

Nevertheless, their weight told on my dimi-

nished strength, and I again fell ill. The
circumstance came to the ears of the Khalifa

through Idris, or the " Nebbi Khiddr," and I had
the huge satisfaction of seeing my tormentor

dismissed from his lucrative post and receiving
two hundred lashes. He was then sent as a

prisoner in chains to work at the very same
boats he had had me flogged for refusing to

assist in the unloading of. This, at the present

moment, is the only bit of real justice I can

remember having been meted out during my
twelve years' captivity.

I have in a former chapter given a slight

description of the flogging as I saw it practised
when first captured by the Dervishes; but the

flogging in the Saier was a very different matter.

The maximum number of stripes ever ordered
was a thousand, and this number was often

actually given ;
but in every case the stripes were

given over the clothing. The rules of flogging were

generally as follows : the first two hundred were

given on the back below the region of the

lumbar vertebrae
;
the third and fourth hundred

on the shoulders ; and the fifth hundred
on the breast. When the maximum number
of one thousand lashes was ordered they
were always given on the same parts as

the first two hundred
;
and this punishment

was resorted to for the purposes of extorting
confessions. After eighty or one hundred
blows the jibbeh was cut into shreds, and soon
became saturated with the blood of the victim ;

and while the effect of the individual blows

may not have been as great as those from the
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An
Egyptian
Patient.

cat-o'-niae-tails, the number given made up in

quantity for what might have been lacking in

"quality," as is evidenced by the large numbers
who died under the castigation, or as a result of

it later.

On one occasion an old black soldier

of the Egyptian army, named
Mohammad Ajjami, who was em-

ployed as a runner (a foot-galloper— if I may invent the expression
— of the

Khalifa on field days), was sent to me while

in the prison to be cured of the effects of a

flogging. He had by some
means incurred the dis-

pleasure of Sheik ed Din,
the son of the Khalifa,
and by him had been
sentenced to receive a

public flogging, after

which he was to be sent

to the Saier to be "edu-
cated." He was carried

into the prison to me after

his flogging. The fleshy

part of his back was cut

into ribbons, and the hip-
bones exposed. For six

or eight weeks I was con-

stantly employed bathing
this man's wounds with a

dilute solution of carbolic

acid
;
the carbolic crystals

being sent to me by Sheik
ed Din himself for the

purpose
—for his father,

the Khalifa, jealous of his authority, had
censured his son, telling him, as he constantly
told others, that

" In Usbaiee shareeknee fee

tnulkee, anna ikktahoo" This expression was

always used by the Khalifa in any discussion,

holding up his forefinger as he spoke. Ajjami
did recover, and often came to see me in prison
to express his gratitude. Sheik ed Din himself
was so pleased at the man's recovery that he

begged his father to release me, so that I might
practise the healing art among his Ansar

(Faithful), and teach it to others. The Khalifa
was obdurate, however, and refused persistently,
his reasons for refusing to release me being
better left to be told later by some of my fellow-

captives.

My third flogging was received

8coJr
h
g\n

d
g.
under the following circumstances.

Having received from Idris es Saier

permission to remain in my mud hovel,
and not have to spend the nights in the
Umm Hagar, and feeling secure in my com-
parative freedom and security from exactions
from the other gaolers, as I had " backsheeshed

"

Idris well, I firmly refused to be bled any further.

My particular guardian, not daring, after what
had occurred to my former keeper, to order me
into the Umm Hagar, went a step further, and
refused to allow- me to leave my mud hut at all

for any purpose whatever. I insisted upon
being allowed to go to the place of ablution—
about iooyds. distant—and, being refused, set

off, receiving at every step a slashing blow from

the kourbash. Being heavily chained I was

quite helpless, and therefore could not reach my
tormentor, who was able to skip away from my

*
Ii

ALL THAT REMAINS Or l 1 1 !:

occu

From a
RRED AS DESCRIBED I'.Y MR. NEUFELD.
Photo, specially taken for this narrative.

reach, which was limited to the length of the

bars connecting my feet. These bars were 15m.
in length. It was on this occasion, and night-time

too, that Idris es Saier paid another surprise visit

to the prison inclosure to see what number of
" unauthorized

"
prisoners were sleeping outside

the Umm Hagar ; then, furious at the number he

discovered, he ordered all he found outside to

be flogged without exception. I and fifteen to

twenty others received a hundred and fifty

lashes each— at least, I received this number;
the others repented by crying out after twenty
or thirty blows. I alternately clenched my
teeth and bit my lips to prevent a sound of pain

escaping, as I was asked,
" Will you not cry

out? Are your head and heart still like black

iron ?
" And the more they reminded me of

the courage I was exhibiting, the more reason

I had for not giving way or breaking down.
But the mental ordeal was far, far

Agony! niore terrible than the corporal

punishment. There was I, a

Europea-n
— a Prussian — a man who had

fought with the British troops in what turned
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HEAVILY Cli IS, AND THEREFORE COULLl
11 MY TORMEN ION."

out "too late" expedition for
•

Gordon, now in the clutches of

tnt and his myrmidons, from whom we
Gordon. Yes, a white

ind a Christian—and the only professing
— chained and helpless, being flogged

•

'-.. who was in reality as much a eaptiv<
I. and yet he was my superior
It is impossible for anyone who

ne a similar experience to appreciate
s I endured. I may have

f-willed and -tr< ded
;

I may, if

iike a fool in my constant

the Khalifa and the tenets of the

idi. But now, looking back on those

d that, had poor
Ion In 'ions would at least have

ith his approbation, for the outward
•it the Mohammedan

out on me under force after

the escape oli. Death, in what'

form it uld have been a welcome
jr to me : but while doing all in my power

to exasperat
<

aptors to kill me, a strange

something : perhaps hope, courage ;
a clinging

A
(&d!!u!

y or

to life
; pride in my race

; personal vanity in

defying them to the end—call it

what you will—restrained me
from taking my own life

; though
I leaven knows that, if ever man
had a good excuse for doing so,

I had.

My conduct so im-

Khaitfa pressed the Khalifa
Impressed. that hg tQ jd Wad

Nejoumi, who asked

for my release so that I might

accompany him to Dongola to
"
open up trade" (and Abdullahi

later on told many others the

same thing): "Nofal I will

not release
;
but I will not kill

him." Invariably, in speaking
of me to others— as I was still

" unconverted" — the Khalifa

omitted the name "Abdullah"
which I had been given, and

spoke of me as
" Nofal

"—the

Arabic pronunciation of Neufeld.

While a man, having already
the regulation quota of four

legal wives, might crowd his

harem with as many female

slaves and concubines as he

could support or keep in order,
a woman was restricted to the

one husband or master. All

breakings of our seventh com-
mandment were, if proved,

followed by flogging in the case of unmarried

women and slaves, and the stoning to death of

married women
; but, in the latter case, the sen-

tence could not be pronounced nor the punishment
inflicted unless the woman confessed. But few

stonings to death took place, however, and these

were in the early clays of Mahdieh, when religious

fanaticism held sway. The flogging has already
been described. When a stoning to death was

to take place, a hole was dug in the ground, and
the woman buried to her neck in it. The
crowd stood facing the victim, about fifteen to

twenty yards distant, and on a given signal the

stoning commenced. It is, however, only right

to say that the Soudanese themselves hated and

feared taking part in such a ghastly and devilish

orgie of brutality. None of the stones thrown

had, singly, the force or weight to cause uncon-

sciousness or death
;
and the horrid and fearful

tacle was presented of what appeared to be a

trunkless head—a pitiful, bleeding thing
—

slightly

jerking backwards and forwards and from side

to side to avoid the stones being hurled at it.

I 'his ordeal continued for an hour

more. Sometimes a relative

or friend, under pretence of losing
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his temper in upbraiding or cursing the

woman, would smash in her head with one

of the small axes usually carried by the

Soudanese, thus putting her at once out of

her torture and misery. Shortly before sunset

the relatives and friends would come out to take

away the body and give it decent burial, for the

soul had fled purified,

with the woman's blood,

to the next world.

In January the

Khalifa, in a fit of good-

humour, sent word to

me to ask if I would

undertake the manu-

facture of gunpowder if

he released me. I un-

fortunately replied that

I did not understand the

making of it, and this

aroused his suspicions,
which did not abate one

jot when, shortly after-

wards, a Bohemian
baker, who had strayed
from Haifa, was taken

prisoner, and sent on to

Omdurman as a cap-
tured spy. This man,
whom I knew only by
the name of Joseppi

—
though he had a string

of other names, which I

have forgotten
—was a

Bohemian by birth and
a baker by trade. He
was not of strong in-

tellect, poor fellow, and
what intellect he had
had apparently been

impaired by a kind of

"music madness." From
the rambling statements

he made to me during
his year's imprisonment
I gathered that he had

tramped Europe as a

wandering musician,

finally landing in Egypt,
where he tramped from the Mediterranean to

the frontier. It is quite evident that instead of

coppers he received drinks in exchange for his

strains, and this further added to his mental
troubles—though the drunkenness he has been

charged with was, in my opinion, more the

result of circumstances and misfortune than a

natural craving for ardent liquors. On leaving
Wadi Haifa he had expected to find, as he had
found in Europe and the part of Egypt he had

tramped through, villages or towns within the

day's tramp. He had not the slightest idea of

what the desert was until he found himself in

it. Surely a very remarkable case.

After some days of wandering, how-

wandering ever, during which he ate pieces of his
Lunatic. worn - ut boots in lieu of other food,

" AFTER SHOWING THE
SA\*AGE

M THAT HE WANTED FOOD, HE COMMENCED TO SOOTHE THE
BREAST

: WITH THE STRAINS OF HIS VIOLIN."

he struck the Nile, and, wandering along,

quite ignorant of the direction he was taking,

the unfortunate man suddenly came upon
a party of Dervishes, whom he tried to com-

municate with. Then after showing them by
means of gesticulations that he wanted bread

or food, he commenced to
" soothe the savage

breast
" with the strains of his violin. They

took him prisoner, however, and destroyed his

instrument. Then they sent him on to Omdur-
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s ushered

K a . who was iin-

nadman or an

being brought
. he threw them about, and

to the surprise of

s« nt to prison
ut in the pr< having

. he fainted away.

hargi about one
while being as harmless

d. he caused me endless
1

ring the day he would
but at night-time h>

S i tr humming ; and
ad neither ginning nor end,

s snatched from

soon tired of it. Indeed,
_ on one occasion

itting his mouth
"
when requested to

I remonstrated with him after he had
I him that he should not

hum after other prisoners had

:eep quiet. He ruminated over

thinking, maybe, at the moment,
the part of the others against
to Idris, the head gaoler,

him confidentially that 1 was a great
General in Europe^ and a few

r things.
i had an enormous appetite, and was

hungry. He caused me a serious deal

during the worst days of the famine,
so scarce; for, after sharing my

I,
he would wander off and pester

up of starving prisoners for a scrap of

ntually, we had to provide three

r him, and just when our food came in,

lim his bowls, and thus were allowed
ace. We had finished our

before he had finished his food, so that

from his importunities.
. he came to grief through eating

skin, which the gaolers used
til

*

poorer prisoners during the
<uld die in the prison, I

istian
"

quarter, advising
i should be prayed to release
was done, and he found con-

lial ei a time in the bakery of

afterwards, however, he
dollars here and there for the

piK i grain at El Fun.

I off dressed in a new
°rK^t. and ollars and

of provisions

journey. At the very
mor: Wad Adlan was pleading with

lifa I _- me from prison, so that I

could assist him in the work of the Beit el Mai,

a deputation of the captives arrived at the door

ot the house to tell the Khalifa that Joseppi
must have escaped, as he should have been

back in Omdurman some days ago. Turning to

\\ .ul Adlan, the Khalifa said, harshly :

" Elboomi

mahhgaad— Abdullah Nqfal ogud ? Khallee

ossbur" (
"The fool did not stop when he had

the chance to escape. Will Neufeld? Let him
wait a bit"). It was a bitter, bitter disappoint-
ment. This was the second time the poor
fellow had cost me my liberty. There is no
doubt that the unfortunate man was murdered
for the sake of his food or money, for his

ins were afterwards found on the road

between Khartoum and El Fun.

A favourable opportunity here presents itself

for referring to that little-written-about and,

therefore, little-known and strange character in

Mahdieh—Ibrahim Wad Adlan, the Amin Beit

el Mai, or Keeper of the Treasury. Maybe to

no one else did he confide as he confided in

me while we were fellow-prisoners, and possibly
he confided in me only because he knew that I

was an avowed enemy of Mahdieh— that I was
at the time defying the Khalifa to do his worst

against me, and that my interests lay elsewhere

than in the Soudan. There was perhaps also a

lurking suspicion that I had after all been sent

up as a Government emissary, and that the

letter of General Stephenson was purposely
couched in the language it was, so that, if it

fell into the hands of the Khalifa, he would be
led to believe that I had started upon a trading

expedition pure and simple. The friendship
formed during the two or three months Adlan
and I spent together as fellow-prisoners was
destined to end in the not least interesting of

my experiences; but it also ended in a tragedy.
Wad Adlan, prior to the Mahdist

T
of wa5y revolt, had been one of the principal
Adian. an(j r ichest merchants in Kordofan.

His business connections had taken

him a number of times to Cairo and other

parts of Egypt. For intelligence, and as a man
of the world, he was far and away superior to

all the
"
great

"
people who from time to time

became my fellow-prisoners.
Had there been one more Adlan in the

Soudan (and many had the opportunity of being

such), the rule of Abdullahi would have ended
with the insurrection of Khalifa Shereef. Adlan
was the one man in the Soudan who had the

courage of his opinions, and expressed them to

Abdullahi.

As Director of the Beit el Mai, Wad Adlan's
first care was to keep the treasury and granaries
full to repletion. During the famine, of course,
this was an impossibility, but some grain and
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money had to be procured from somewhere.

The poor, and those who had come by their

little stores honestly, Adlan never made a call

upon ; indeed, he was the protector of the poor
and the Muslimanieh—as the captive Christians

were called. It was Adlan's policy to create

enemies of Abdullahi, so that was another

reason for his protecting the poor, who were

already bitter enemies of their savage ruler. On
reporting to Abdullahi the depleted condition of

the treasury and granaries
—and Abdullahi was

that he was carrying out Abdullahi's orders, and
all knew that a disobedience of these, or any
attempt to evade them, meant summary execution.

Occasionally some "strong" man
A
"Mai?S

g "would enter a mild protest to the
protest. Khalifa himself, who would feign

ignorance of having given any general
orders to Adlan. Adlan would then be sum-

moned, but, questioned as to his actions in

the presence of the complainant, he dare not

reply that he had but obeyed the general orders

'THE DOORS OK THE BEIT EL MAL AND ADLAN'S HOUSE WERE BESIEGED NIGHT AND DAY BY
THOUSANDS OF STARVING WRETCHES."

aware that the doors of the Beit el Mai and
Adlan's house were besieged night and day by
thousands of starving wretches—Adlan would
be given a verbal order to search for grain
and bring it anyhow into the Beit el Mai.
This order he would put into immediate
execution against Abdullahis particular friends
and adherents ; for the whole of their stores

were the proceeds of robbery and the plunder-
ing and murdering of weaker tribes and

people. To all remonstrances Adlan would reply

given him. He would be obliged in such cases

to answer in such a way that the "
strong

" man
would believe that he had acted upon his own
initiative. Then, after the audience, the

"
strong

"

man would follow Adlan to the Beit el Mai, and

demand the return of his grain and dollars.

But Adlan, it would be found, had distributed

all on the Khalifa's orders—which the registers

proved, as nothing might leave the Beit el Mai

without Abdullahi's sanction. It was an amusing

game—thoroughly Oriental.

(To be continued.)
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us who had luged before said the track

was much better for the purpose we had
in view.

Accordingly next morning we started gaily

forth, each bearing a luge on his or her back, to

which was tied a pac-
ket of provisions : and
after a while the
owner's outer coat was
added thereto, for the

clear bright sun makes

walking up a steep

patli very warm work.

The road goes up the

mountain side in long,

easy curves, which we
rather rashly forsook,
as they seemed to go
so far to get so short

a way. The wood-
man's track we went

up was frozen hard,
and therefore ex-

tremely slippery. We,
therefore, found it dis-

tinctly preferable to

tow our luges behind
us instead of carrying
them on what seemed
an endless journey

upwards.
But at last our re-

ward came, for we
reached the top of the

hump-backed hill

known as the Col de
Sant Loup, from which
we had a glorious view

away to the Juras in

one direction, whilst

in the other gleamed
the blue lake, beyond
which the Dent du
Midi reared its stately

peaks. The atmosphere was so still that the

creaking rustle of the ravens' wings as they flew

to and from their rocky haunts was distinctly
audible. And, although there was a stinging

frost, it was quite possible to sit on one's
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"
\VF. FOUND IT PREFERABLE TO TOW OUR I.UGES BEHIND US.

From a Photo, by the Authoress.

luge, basking in the sun, getting freckled

and burnt, whilst devouring the sandwiches

which went but a little way towards appeas-

ing the pangs of hunger. Indeed, two of

our party found this spot so attractive that

they could not tear themselves away from it,

and so they spent the greater part of the

day until the sun went down, seated up there,

engaged in earnest conversation and admiring
the view. However, the rest of us, more

energetic, but with sinking hearts, prepared to

embark on our mad career down the mule-track

which leads down the Col to Chambay.
Now, there are several ways of guiding a luge,

and everyone declares his way to be the best.

You can put the feet slightly in front, at either

side, touching the ground with the heel, according
to which way you want to go. As the heels and
feet are also used for putting on the brake, this

method, by which very fine steering is possible,
is very hard on boots, as may be imagined.
Also, the feet can be kept quite clear of the

ground, straight in front of their owner, when
the little vehicle is guided by means of two

sticks, or one longer one, which is used rudder-

wise. The third way is to
" coast

" down head-

first, but this is not to be recommended, for

Vol. iv.—3

SOME OF THE PARTY TOOK THE SPORT EASILY.

From a Photo, by the Authoress.

'MY COUSIN' JANE I.ED, BUT HER CAREER WAS SHORT.

From a Photo, by the Authoress.

should the luger charge into one of the many
obstructions, a broken neck is no unlikely result.

We explained all this to the novices—told

them to shout " Gare !

"
at every corner,

and also when they saw danger ahead.

Then the descent began. My cousin

Jane led, but her career was short and

inglorious, for she went off at a tremen-

dous speed in a whirl of powdery snow
which flew up like the spray over a

yacht's bows as she tears through the

water in a stiff breeze with as much
canvas as she can carry. Suddenly
round a corner hove a pedestrian,

coming along the track as usual right

in the very middle. We held our

breath, and wondered what would

happen. Jane shouted " Gare I

Gare ! ! GARE ! ! !

"
as, like an express

with a mineral train in front, she made
frantic efforts to avoid him, with the

surprising result that she went, luge
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a hat. Yes, there she stood, white, but smiling,
when we arrived to lend her aid, and after

explanations and condolences, we started her off

once mqn .

As well as those who came down singly, we
also had a "bob" of three. Now, a "

bob," or
"
traineati," in luging parlance, consists of two

or more people who, each on their own luge,
form upjone hehincl the other, each girl or man
holding tightly to the ankles of the girl or man
behind him or her; the greater part of the

steering falling upon the front member, though
the others may greatly assist by balancing round
corners. The longer the "

bob," the greater the

difficulty of steering
—

naturally. I once saw a
" bob " which consisted of fifteen enterprising

lugers ;
its upsets were many, and its adventures

surprising, as, in addition to its general un-

wieldiness, the pace was greatly increased. The

sharp turns of these Swiss mountain roads are

<
, THE

IGHT I\ Till-: VERY
Mil '

by the Authoress.

ght over the edge of the

here the snow
and soft. How she did it

1 never tell, but she alighted
\ holdin_ her luge in her

with the air of a successful

rer producing a guinea-pig from

—

*»l l

t

he Authoress.

OBSTACLES—A LADEN TIMBER SLEIGK RIGHT IN FRONT UV U.S.

From a Photo, by the Authoress.

by no means easy to get round even when the

luger is alone.

The luger, by the way, should keep as close

as possible to the inside of the curve, otherwise

the luge will skid and upset, and its occupant
be hurled against the wall or rocky side of the

cutting. Or, again, the luge may spin round
and attempt to continue its journey backwards.

It is also desirable to slow up on reaching a

corner, for, as a rule, you cannot see what is

round it. Our " bob " had a narrow escape

through neglecting this precaution, for as we
whirled round we perceived right in front of

us a timber sleigh, towing long logs behind,
which waggled backwards and forwards over the

whole road. The thing seemed specially devised

for the destruction of lugers
" on the luge."

Then, indeed, it was all hands 'bout ship, and
we only just pulled up in time, for the front

man's knees were up to his chin, his toes actually
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" SOME HEAVY WOOD LUGES WERE BEING LOADED AT AN AWKWARD
From a Photo.] turn of the road.'' [by the Authoress.

touching the logs, whilst the other two of us

grovelled in the snow into which the sudden

stoppage had turned us.

Our next adventure was caused by some

heavy wood luges which were being loaded by
their owners at a

peculiarly awk-

ward turn in the

road. This turn

we christened
" The Grave," on

account of the

numerous spills

which occurred

there. Its dan-

gers were caused

by a large ditchy

rut, which formed
a difficult jump.
Should the luger
fail to negotiate
this properly dis-

aster was certain ;

and on each side

of the road stood

great timber-

stacks, into one or other of which the unfor-

tunate luger was sure to crash. Add to this two

large wood luges, partly laden, in the very
middle of the road, and our feelings may be

imagined as we bumped roughly over the jump
and hurtled against the left-hand log-stack, a heap
of bruised human beings and overturned luges.

On one occasion luge races were held. They
were really most exciting ;

and, indeed, from what I

have already told you, you
will readily understand this.

The competitors were
started at intervals of two
minutes after each other

and timed, the luger who

got over the course in the

shortest time being, of

course, the winner.

The snow is the great

highway of the Swiss

peasant in winter, and it is

a wonderful sight to see a

hayrick apparently taking a

trip down the mountain
side on its own account

;

for the luge and the luger
who sits in front and guides
and controls it are quite
invisible until one is quite
close. Neatly cut logs

too, for firewood, etc, are

brought down from the fir

woods on the inevitable luge, with the cheerful

little Swiss mountaineer in his picturesque
costume of blouse, baggy trousers, and gaiters,

seated in front, in some mysterious way keeping
his rather unmanageable load from running away,

and charging
headlong down
the hill to its and
his own destruc-

tion.

It is no wonder
that the Swiss are

expert lugers, for

they seem to be-

gin to practise
almost before

they can walk. It

is no uncommon
sight to meet a

small child luging
down with an ex-

tremely small

baby tightly
clasped in a spare
arm. Directly the

children are out

of school they immediately fly off to luge,

sometimes down the roads, sometimes down the

mountain slopes.

The great thing in choosing a luge is to see

that the runners are exactly parallel, and that

the wood is sound, well-seasoned, and free from

knots and cracks. The luger's boots should be

strong and waterproof, with climbing nails in

soles and heels
;

the outer

edge of the latter being pro-
tected by a rim of nails.

Very few who have once

tried luging forsake it. It

combines the joys of cross-

country riding and sailing

in a stiff breeze—that is, if

a good pace be maintained.

What a thrill of triumph as

a bad corner is safely nego-
tiated ! Then full steam

ahead along the straight

slope, with the driving,

blinding spray of crisp snow,
that flies up, stinging the

luger's face, and powdering
him with white from head

to foot. On he goes,

whistling through the keen

air until the next corner is

reached, and there is a tem-

porary slowing down ;
and

so on till the bottom is

reached, or the snow ends.

MALL-BOY LUGER HAS ONLY JUST BEEN
LET OUT OK SCHOOL.

From a Photo, by the Authoress.
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B\ Oliver Roberts, Ml., oi San Francisco.

rt well known all over the Pacific Slope, and also known to many
sion to employ him in California and Nevada. Although he has

more than thirty years, undergoing many thrilling adventures, Mr. Roberts

ideal herein described as the most fearful of his life.
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pun which to

tal. 1

I
. I here-

upon I a price
:i my services,

which was promptly

pi d. Without
delay. I packed up a

cam] i :id mining
outfit, and was off, by

Mojave and

through Mojave desert.

The mines men-
d are situated on

the ide of the

Panamint range of

ntains, facing the

and terrible

t h V a 1 1 e y
— a

counl I known to

resi-

nd travel in

the State. I was to meet
i with 1 nd a waggon at Mojave.

•mpany me on the trip, and
e in every way possible to explore

and gate the mines.

bought a 300ft. rope, ^in. in diameter,
.rub and a larger camping outfit,

all of which we put into the waggon, with a
ten and twenty-five gallon water-barrel ; the

country before us being almost entirely without

sprit n rains, and good water
therefore almost wholly lacking. We struck portable

Tills IS A PORTRAIT OF MR. OLIVER ROBI RTS, WHO RELATES
IN THE MOST TERRIFYING ADVENTURE IN HIS 1 Ml I

I

AS A MINING EXPERT.

From a Photo, by Schneider and Shims.

out from Mojave, and by the first night made
Indian Wells.

The next day brought us to Shepherd's

Station, in Shepherd's Canon. On the day that

followed we had a long, hot ride across Pana-

mint Valley and into Wild Rose Canon. That

night we arrived at the old cool camp where I

had been so many years before. At this place
we left the waggon, packed both horses, and

started on foot to finish the trip
—a distance of

twelve miles, over towards Death Valley. When
night came again we
were at the mines,
where we camped until

morning. All up to this

time had been com-

paratively easy sailing
-

fatiguing, certainly,

under the blistering sun,

but yet not attended by

any particular discom-

forts to one accustomed
to the mountains and
barren country.

After breakfast that

morning I took a look

around the locality and

surrounding mountains.

The men showed me a

tunnel which had caved

in. It had formerly tap-

ped the shaft of the

mine which I was to in-

vestigate. The cave had
filled it in completely,
from floor to roof; we
therefore climbed the

hill, at the top of which
was the shaft. Here we
found an old windlass

of ancient and primitive construction. It had
two sticks thrust through holes in each end, the

extremities sticking out like four spokes in a

wheel. This sort of windlass is much more
difficult to control than the type on which a

crank is employed. This mechanism we put

together, erected over the open mouth of the

shaft, and then braced it strongly in position.

Finally the rope was made secure and wound

on, after which we fastened to the end a cow-

hide tub, stout and large, and, of course,
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While the preparations for my descent into

the shaft were being completed, I could hear

mysterious noises proceeding from the dark

hole. Pebbles and small pieces from the ledge

fell in and rattled down, finally to strike on the

bottom. I could not imagine a reason why
these things should fall in, and asked one of the

men what he thought the noises were, or what

they indicated. He said he thought they were

made by wood rats or kangaroo rats, which

were numerous about the place. The other

man said that undoubtedly lizards were the

cause. Their explanations, however, failed to

give me entire satisfaction
;

I thought of other

far more objectionable things which might be

inhabiting the old, deserted works.

It was exceedingly hot down there in that

it failed to give sufficient friction on the wood—
so down, down, down I went into the apparently
bottomless pit.

Finally, my descent was not so swift
;
then

the speed began perceptibly to slacken. Soon
I stopped altogether, suspended in the shaft.

I could just see above me a speck of light. It

did not appear larger than my hand. I shouted

up for the men to lower more slowly. At the

first sound of my voice, however, an enormous
flock of bats started suddenly up the shaft—so

thick about me that my candle was instantly

extinguished. Then came a fight. The situa-

tion was well calculated to appal the stoutest.

I shouted again and again for the men to

hoist, for I was being overwhelmed and choked

by the vast swarm of creatures. But instead,

WE PACKED BOTH HORSES AND STARTED O.N l-'OOT TO FINISH THE TRIP.

desert country. I had started to go down the

mine in a silk neglige shirt and stout overalls,
but on second thought I put on a heavy brown
duck coat, lined with blanket wool. The
overalls were made of the same material. I

then put on a pair of heavy buckskin gloves,
took my pick, got into the raw-hide tub, and
told the men to lower away.

Well, they lowered with a vengeance. Instead
of letting me down slowly, controlling the wind-
lass by holding to the spokes on each end of
the rickety old affair, they employed a brake,
which they had rigged up for the purpose. It

consisted of a rope wound about the roller.

This, however, was not strong enough, or else

it was too stiff to bind or tighten. At any rate,

down and down I went. The men evidently

could not hear my cries. I held tightly to the

rope with one hand and tried to get a match to

light the candle, but the bats flew against my
face and hands, striking their sharp little claws

into my flesh. I was completely covered by the

evil-smelling and nauseating creatures. There

were thousands of them, which I tried to fight

off from me. But now came the worst.

I was shot down until I was entirely through
the bat "line" or "belt," and was still descend-

ing. Kneeling down in the cow-skin tub, or

bucket, I got out a match and relighted the

candle. Instantly a dozen or more rattlesnakes

set up -their fearful and unmistakable sound of

warning. I say a dozen, but there must have
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. up, 1 suppose, trying to get
known fact to ail miners

West that rattlesnakes

whether necessity tor such
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. from

fast
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ping

horror in i

,
] ght him

the back

the head,
. and drop-

him down the

and knew I was not

. by the

mptness with
which the sound
came back. Two

hree other rat-

ruck in

a similar manner,
but had fallen short

leir mark and
: down. ( >ne

struck me, or rather

at the

1 of my back,
i >at was

hat the

failed to

to the

i,
and he finally

fell off and down to

the bottom of the

me the

rattling
had increased a

hundred - fold
; the

fall ing snakes
having aroused countless numbers of their

bottom of the shaft. The bu
now stopped abruptly. I was suspended there

ft. below the surface and about 15ft. only
from the snake-inhabited bottom of the mine.
- h rattling no one ever heard before

; and the

ABOUT 3'tFT. LONG FINALLY COT INTO
THE BUCKKT."

stench of the snakes was stifling. Only those who
have ever smelt rattlesnakes in a horrid, close,

writhing mass can realize what this dreadful

odour is. 1 was sick and faint with it, and the

prospect of being lowered helplessly into the

very midst of this den of snakes was something
awful. I fairly shivered with terror at the mere

thought.
I shook the rope in desperation ;

I shouted
and kept shouting, and shaking more and more

frantically. I felt as though I were frozen, so

cold and horrified had my whole body become.
It seemed as if

nothing could save

me from shooting
down that last pal-

try 15ft. to a death

from which it would
be absolutely im-

possible to escape.
But at last the

bucket began to

ascend — slowly
—

slowly. Oh, it was

maddening ! I felt

as if it would
reverse and go down
at any moment
lower than ever. I

crouched in its cow-

hide depths and

struggled with all

my power of will to

endeavour to make
the men hoist faster.

The slowness with

which the thing
went up was enough
to make a man go
crazy. The ordeal

I had already un-

dergone before was
now repeated. I

was continually
being struck at by
the snakes left on
the timbers. I was
hit time after time— so much so, in-

deed, that my duck
coat was wet in

many places with

the poison of these

horrid reptiles. The thing would have been
horrible enough, God knows, had it happened
above ground in the light of day. But down
in that awful pit !

One monster, about 3
x
/> ft- long, finally got

into the bucket with me. He must have
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reached out too far, when striking, and fallen

in. I quickly stamped my foot upon him and

ground it down and held it there
;

I put my
whole weight upon it, and got him just behind

the head, where he could not move to strike.

His body writhed about my ankles; his skin

slipped on his body, beneath my weight. It

was a sickening sensation to feel that awful

slippery form under my heel
;

the chill and the

crawling of my nerves never departed for a

second. But the bucket still moved upward,

slowly, slowly.
I now arrived in the belt of the bats again,

Now, at last, I could see daylight and could
make myself heard. I shouted to the men to

hoist quickly. The two miners did their very
best, and soon had me up at the top, or within a
few feet of it. They now discovered, and I also

saw, four large rattlesnakes hanging to the
bottom edge of the leather tub. These had
struck at me, and had got their fangs caught in

the raw hide in such a manner that they could
not get away.

With the butt-end of my pick I smashed the
head of the fellow I had under my foot, and
then I was hoisted to the level of the top, where

IT WAS ALL I COULD DO TO PKOl ECT MYSELF FROM THEIR FLAPPING WINGS
AND BLIND HURTLING AGAINST MY COLD FACE."

and such a mess I don't think any man ever got
into before. The erratic winged creatures beat
about me— it seemed with added fury. They
struck me repeatedly in the face, and once more
put out the candle. It was hideous, I tell you.
Their mouse-like squeaks and the dying rattle

of the snake beneath my heel nearly froze me
to death. I could not fight such a cloud of

foes— it was all I could do to protect myself a

little from their flapping wings and blind

hurtling against my cold face.

I crawled out of my cow-hide bucket on to

the dump. The sun was blistering hot, but I

shivered from head to foot, and was so nauseated

that I vomited for an hour. For a long time I

lay upon the earth in the hot glare of the sun

trying to get warm. My flesh was as cold as

ice and my face (they told me) as white as a

piece of marble.

The men killed three of the rattlers which

were hanging to the bottom of the bucket, and

I guess the other fellow killed himself, for he
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I down the shaft again, which

than th deep which we had
I .: ned that the only reason

lowered entirely down to

ng the deadly and disgusting
-

inhabiting the place, was that

:i all paid out, and therefore

own farther. It had held me
not more than 10ft. or 15ft. from the

: a distance which I was well

a from the many sounds of falling

matl and inanimate I heard while

in I ition. 1 [ad the rope been

r, what would have become of me I

not know, for the two men on top would

ntinued to let me down, and I should

. in the thick of a living mass

of venomous and enraged serpents, at the

numl hich I can only guess.

jot over my fright and had begun
n my self-control, and my blood had

w through my veins, 1 asked

e men why they did not hoist when I shouted
i hey answered that they had not heard a

d, and that furthermore it was all they had
en able to do to stand at the edge of the

t when the bats came out. The cloud of

the creatures, they told me, was so thick as it

poured from the mouth of the hole that it

like so much smoke. Then the sun had
made the bats blind, so that they flew against
the men, and battered them as they had done

and all but made them blind themselves for

time. My assistants, indeed, had been unable
to see anything but bats, and could hardly
control the windlass, assailed as they were by
the winged myriads. They did not dare, at the

time, to pull me up again through the mass,
>ut thought it would be best to let me drop
low the belt where the creatures lived. They

did not, of course, know of the other still

more fearful danger.

My adventure put an end to all exploration

of that particular mine — by me, at any rate.

The rope was pulled off the windlass
;

the

outfit was packed, and my coat thrown away on
imt ot its being covered with the poison of

the snakes. The venom looks very much like

albumen, but is very thin and watery.
The explanation of the presence of the snakes

in the mine is that about twenty-five years ago
an Italian and Frenchman worked the claim,

sinking the shaft which I descended, until

hoisting out the rock and ore became too

difficult, when they went down the mountain
side and drove in the tunnel which tapped
the shaft at the bottom. The tunnel was

completed as planned, but the miners found
that the ore was too poor, or "low-grade,"
to warrant their pursuing the work further.

At that time milling facilities were almost

wholly lacking, so that rich ore was the

only sort worth taking from the earth. The

prospectors therefore abandoned the mine, which

thereupon became the den of snakes, scorpions,

tarantulas, and sundry other denizens of the

rock and brush with which the country swarms.

After many years the tunnel caved in, imprison-

ing the snakes and anything else which had
made the pit their home. Doubtless creatures

less tenacious than are the rattlers perished, but

the snakes fed on the young bats that fell into

the shaft, and there the serpents have been

breeding and flourishing ever since.

I weigh 2501b. (1 7st. i2lb.), and had I lost

my nerve and fallen to the bottom of the pit

those snakes would have had enough to eat and

keep them alive for two years.
The trip down the shaft did not turn my hair

grey, but if anything like that ever happens
again, I believe it will become as white

as snow.

I returned to San Francisco and reported to

my English friends that I had made the trip

and found—the biggest rattlesnake mine in the

country !



The Juggernath Festival in Bengal.

By the Rev. T. R. Edwards, of the Baptist Missionary Society.

The festival is not what it was in the days when frenzied devotees hurled themselves beneath the
wheels of the car, but still it remains an extraordinary instance of Pagan fanaticism and fervour.
This well-known missionary tells us all about the festival, and illustrates his description with photos.

of a striking character.

HE great car of Juggernaut, or

Juggernath ! The very name sug-

gests the reading-books we used at

school, which told us of the san-

guinary horrors of the festival and

the hideous trail of blood left by the murderous

wheels. All this, of course, is past and gone,
thanks to the beneficent rule of the British in

India — a rule

which, one is

bound to say, is

fatal to what the

worldling is apt
to call

" the pic-

turesque."
Even to-day,

however, one of

the most charac-

teristic sights to

be witnessed in

India is that

furnished by the

worship of the

god Juggernath.
To begin with,

there is the im-

posing temple,
surrounded with

an atmosphere
of age-long mys-
tery and super-
stition. Next
comes the lofty
and ponderous
car, gaudily
painted with
Hindu mytho-
logical scenes.

Let me here
afford you a

near view of one
of the cars of Juggernath—an excellent idea of

its size is gained by comparing it with the figure
of the native on the right. You will observe
that the construction of the car is extremely
rude, and round it runs what looks like a crazy

balcony. The wheels are more or less sunk
in the sand, and on the right we see the

great cables used for hauling on the festival

day. In contemplating this extraordinary

temple on wheels, however, it must be borne
in mind that the one shown in our photo, is "in

Vol. iv. -4.

»

THE WHEELS OF IHIi> CAR CKUSHED THE
From a Photo, by] in the ol

its stable," so to speak ;
its appearance on the

great day itself being far more gay and animated.
But this will be evident in the other photos.

Besides the temple and the car there are the

images, grim and hideous, which are worshipped
by adoring thousands. And, above all, there

are the vast crowds which the eye tries in vain

to estimate. You may readily imagine, then,
that a pageant
made up of these

elements forms
a unique and

magnificent
spectacle. So

you cannot do
better than ac-

company me to

Serampore and
behold it for

yourself.

Sera mpore,
you must know,
is about twelve

miles above Cal-

cutta, on the

right bank of the

River Hooghly;
and the place is

famous because

it was here that

the first Protest-

a n t mission
station in India

was planted. But

Serampore is

also famous for

its Juggernath
worship. There

are two chief

festivals claiming
our attention—

the Snan-Jatra, or bathing ceremony, and the

Roth-jatra, or car expedition.
The next photo, reproduced gives us a

splendid view of the scene presented on the

first of these occasions. In the background the

temple of Juggernath raises its lofty head,

standing in its own walled inclosure. Behind

is a forest of palms and mangoes ;
while the

foreground is made up of a veritable sea of

human beings, relieved only by a few booths

and a sprinkling of carriages.

LIFE OUT OF HUNDKEDS OF DEVOTEES
d days. [Bourne & Shepherd.
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\ OK HUMAN l'.LIM.S, RELIEVED ONLY BY

From a J'/ioto. by the Rev. T. R.

A- the sun is blazing down with all its Indian

ur, those natives possessing umbrellas have

prudently put them up. Every person present
is on the tip-toe of excitement and expectation,

waiting for the ceremony to commence. All

are turned towards the platform of brick

and masonry at the rear, where the great func-

tion is taking place that has attracted all these

multitudes. The fact is, Juggernath is receiving
inual public bath.

During the greater part of the year the god
in considerable state in the temple, but

on this occasion he is carried forth, carefully

wrapped up in a thick cloth. His brother

loram and his sister Shubhodra dwell with

him in the temple, and now accompany him on

journey forth. Juggernath himself is ex-

ingly heavy, and it requires several men to

carry him. They pull and strain to get him up
2 top of the platform, and then the covering

s remo\ed and a gorgeous umbrella held over
ad. This done, the god is ready for his

bath.

Amid an impressive silence, the officiating
take water from the holy Ganges and

pour it over the idol's head in full view of the

ed thousand-. Every eye is strained to

<f the god, and witness the

illy. Every phase of the ritual

thunders of "Hurri-bol- hurri-bol"
Shout the name of God"). After the water

has been poured o. gernath, and his body
carefully wiped with a cloth, this particular

mony is at an end. The orthodox Hindus

A FEW BOOTHS AND CARRIAGES.

Edivrnds.

believe that by
coming to Seram-

pore and witness-

ing the bathing

ceremony they
acquire unbound-
ed merit and
more or less
certain salvation.

The more enthu-

siastic devotees

now press forward

to the platform,
where they make
their obeisances

to the god, while

the majority of

the people
(human nature

being the same
all over the world)
turn away to en-

joy the fast and
furious fun of the

fair, as repre-
sented by performing bears, show-booths, jug-

glers, snake-charmers, etc.

But let us, too, approach the platform for a

closer view of the images. As a matter of fact,

they are merely three misshapen logs of wood.

Juggernath himself is neither lovely nor artistic.

He is painted black. Two white circles do

duty for eyes, and two more broad stripes are

intended to represent respectively the nose and
mouth. None of the figures have either arms
or legs. It seems rather curious to call such a

grotesque idol
" Lord of the World," but that is

what "
Juggernath

" means. When he appears
in public in his car, however, the obliging

priests provide him with temporary silver arms
;

but these are merely
"
properties

"
for stage use,

so to speak.
As soon as the enormous concourse have

finished worshipping the idols, they are covered

up again and carried back to the temple, there

to await the great ceremony of the Car Journey.
This is undoubtedly the chief event of the year,

and most accurately is it portrayed for us in the

next photograph reproduced. Really, a study
of this picture is almost as good as a trip to

Serampore at festival time. Observe the vast

throng in the photo., and remember that this

can only show a very small section of the

assembly. All along the route taken by the

car the road-sides are packed with countless

devotees and spectators. Walls, banks, and

house-tops are all crowded to their utmost

capacity, and almost beyond it. From a worldly

point of view it is a grand sight, but also one
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which gives intense pain to the missionary, who
realizes at a glance the tremendous hold which

idol-worship still retains upon India's millions.

Let us watch the ascent of the gods to their

positions on the great car. They are presently

brought out of the temple as before, all covered

up and tightly corded round. Musicians (!)

result in surreptitious loss of life beneath the
wheels of the great car, as in the olden days,
when the natives positively vied with one another
in casting themselves beneath the wheels, and
the car left a hideous track of mangled corpses
behind it. Moreover, the magistrate has

to see that the hauling ropes are sufficiently

READY FOR THE SIGNAL TO PULL THE GREAT CAR—" FROM A WORLDLY POINT OF VIEW IT IS A GRAND SIGHT.

From a Photo, by the Rev. T. R. Edwards.

with large gongs and drums accompany the

idols, and make a terrific uproar, the crowd

hailing their approach with repeated roars of
" Hurri-bol I

r
Arrived at the car, the gods are

hauled up in the most unceremonious manner
to the topmost chamber of the lofty vehicle.

During this trying operation they look like

nothing so much as bales of goods swung aloft,

instead of august divinities for whom, in the

days gone by, thousands of fanatics literally

laid down their lives.

When the idols have been duly set in their
"
high places

"
their coverings are withdrawn

and their temporary arms fastened on ; then

they are ready to be pulled. This operation,

however, cannot take place until the British

magistrate -who is present with a large body of

police
—

signifies his assent. But, you will ask,
what are the magistrate and his police doing
here ? Well, it is his duty to see that excess of

fanaticism on the part of the spectators does not

strung ;
and behind him stands an officer

carrying a gun, the firing of which is under-

stood by all to mean that the pulling must

instantly cease. These officials may be observed

on the right of the photo. I have been describing.

Should the car threaten to go in a wrong direc-

tion, or any accident occur by which life is

endangered, off goes the gun, and the car at

once comes to a standstill. Thus it is that no

victims are nowadays claimed by Juggernath.
I myself have witnessed the great procession
for many years, but have never seen or heard of

a single fatality.

On one occasion, however, the famous idol

all but claimed a sacrifice—and that a far more

important victim than a mere Hindu. It was,

indeed, no less a personage than the magistrate

himself ! There had been a great deal of rain,

and the ground was slippery from the trampling

of countless feet. Just as the signal was given

to pull the car, the magistrate slipped and fell
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in front of the huge erection. The gun

tantly fired, but it was too late : the car

already in motion, and with such "
way

"

as not brought to a standstill until

it had passed completely over the unfortunate

ate form ! A thrill of horror

h the multitude, and there was a

beneath the wheels. Everyi

pected to see the British Raj
ath : but. wonderful to relate, he

led OUl n the wheels without even a

brui<e. He had fallen in such a way that the

i cumbrous wheels only just grazed his side.

had he been injured it would no doubt

have injured British pi
in a curious

Without doubt the natives would have

pointed to the incident as an indisputable proof
of Juggernath's irresistible power.

"
See," they

would have said,
" even the highest official of

the tun eminent is helpless before our god !

"

As a proof of this, I may mention that,

another year, the number of Hindus at the

so small, and the car so heavy, that

jernath simply could not be drawn. The

great car stuck in the mud, and no efforts could

move it.
" There you are," declared the admir-

populace,
" when Juggernath makes up his

mind that he will not move, it is impossible to

make him bucL You see, their own lack of

power actually brought fresh honour to their

god. The sequel, however, put a different com-

plexion on things
—but this the devotees care-

fully overlooked. When all else failed, an

English jack-screw soon compelled Juggernath
to change his mind !

Let us now get as near as we can to the car

to watch the actual pulling. The god is quite

ready for his annual trip, and his priests and
attendants have clambered on to the car, as may
be seen in the photograph. The huge ropes
are then made fast to the front, while hundreds
of men rush forward to

" haul on," considering
themselves highly privileged if they get a place.

At length a weird gong sounds, and a vener-

able Brahmin standing on the front of the car

gives the signal. The ropes tighten, the car

creaks and groans and quivers and shakes.

Then, amid rolling thunders of applause, it

lumbers on its way, much as we see it in the

accompanying photo. This, by the way, gives
a really magnificent idea of the actual pulling of

the Juggernath car. Here, again, on the right,

we see the magistrate and his officials watching
over the lives of the people. All along the

chosen route the people hail the car by waving
their hands and shouting their loudest. It is

indeed an extraordinary spectacle, and one
well worth going all the way to India to see.

When the car has arrived at its destination

the idols are taken down and carried into the

temple of another god. Here they stay until

the priests are ready for the return journey to

their own temple ;
and this is conducted with

the same great ceremony.

*, THE CAR GROANS AND SHAK1tS, AND THEN
From a Photo, by Bourne & Shepherd.

I I S WAV.
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THIS IS A GOD-SHOP AT THE JUGGERNATH FAIR— PICK THEM OUT WHERE
YOU LIKE. PRICES FROM 4O. TO IS."

From a Photo, by the Rev. T. R. Edwards.

During the ten or twelve days occupied by this

festival a great fair or mela is held
;
and it is not

too much to say that miles of temporary shops
are erected, whilst primitive merry-go-rounds and

queer side-shows provide amusements for all

tastes. I .et us pass along the line of shops and

anything there may be of interest. Why, what

have we here? The very first booth we inspect
is a god-shop ! This sounds fantastic and extra-

ordinary, but here we
are at an emporium,
where gods are sold

to fanatical devotees

at prices ranging from

4d. to is.— "
prices to

suit all pockets
"-—

in fact, our booth
contains rows upon
rows of outlandish

images for sale. You
, every Hindu

householder has his

own domestic god,
and he has here quite
a large number to

choose from. The
images, you will ob-

serve, are quaint
rather than beautiful.

By the way, it is esti-

mated that the number
of divinities wor-

shipped in India is

something like 330
millions !

We next come to the most curious

sight in the whole mela. This
is the "

living goddess," repre-
sented in our last photograph.
Judging from the plate of voluntary
offerings on her left hand she finds

the role a very paying one. The
woman is, in fact, got up to repre-
sent accurately the far-famed and

mighty goddess Doorga. She has
ten arms (eight of them "

pro-

perties "), and by her side are

placed her sons, Ganesh and Kartik.

The latter is on his mother's left,

and rides a peacock ; whilst the

former is provided with an ele-

tphant's
head. Uoorga's face, neck,

and arms are painted a brilliant

yellow. If the truth must be

told, this heavenly tableau vivant

business is but the ingenious device

of an Indian beggar or female
fakir for extracting alms from

numerous spectators at the Juggernaththe

festival.

But, you will ask, has she anything to give in

return for the offerings? Why, yes, of course.

She pours forth all kinds of blessings upon the

heads of her benefactors, who fondly imagine
that good wishes of this kind are as efficacious

as if they proceeded from the real goddess her-

self. And, of course, they are.

A LI\ INI .
1 .' I

> I IE A I HE Wls— \\ H>> IS ALSO A BEG
TEN-ARMED DOORGA, WITH HER SONS GANESH AND KARTIK

From a Photo, by the Rev. T. R. Edwards.

ESENT THE MIGHTY



The terrible Adventure of Emil Habl.

\\\ 1 11. ElSl NMANN, OF VIENNA.

of country, we must all yield our tribute of unqualified admiration to the young
compositor. Emil Habl. whose all but incredible feat of endurance and pluck was

mi of the Austrian capital. That a man with a leg fractured so badly that the

protruded through the skin should set it himself, and then descend the precipitous
mountain in three days and three nights, is surely the greatest climbing feat on record.

•' the mountain-giants o( the Austrian

Alps, two in particular may be con-

red the favourites of Vienna
-

namely, the Schneebi rg

and the Rax. The popularity of

quite natural. Firstly, they

ty,
at the wry gates of Vienna : for

in little more than an hour one reaches Payer-
h on the Southern Railway, the point of de-

parture for the ascent of both mountains. Then
the panorama from the top of each is surpris-

I he

v e r y
rich : and last,

but not kast,

are s(

rent ascents

from which to

choose. Among
_ular

promenades, well

laid out and
rising in serpen-

>o gradually
as to enable even
ladies to ascend
with ease. There

are, however,
other routes lead-

ing up the face of

bar pitous
which can

ed
mountait

free from

altogether ;
and the consequence is that the

Rax is now more visited by regular mountaineers
than ever. There are dozens of different routes

up to the plateau forming its summit, and they
afford magnificent and extensive views.

The tracks leading from the Hoellenthal up
the steep, rocky walls on the north side of the

mountain afford particularly grand views of the

rocks, and are the favourite paths of venture-

some tourists. But the route from Payerbach—the tourists' station par excellence—is both

:henau, the fashionable v
From a Photo, by] ox

the cog-

way up the Schneeberg was opened,
ind for the first time the shrill whistle of

was heard just below the summit,
has gained many new friends,

leather boots, umbrella in one
i novel in the other, lounge about the

mit, which they never reached by their own
rtions. But also it has lost many an old

friend, who was wont, knapsack on back and
alpenstock in hand, toilfully to gain the wind-
wooed top. The railway has driven him away

IENNESE RESORT. IN THE BACKGROUND IS THE MAJESTIC RAN,
which the accident happened. [R. Lechner, Vienna.

charming and interesting. The wanderer first

passes through a beautiful valley, with the

majestic Rax in the background, and soon
reaches the fashionable summer resort of
Reichenau. Then he enters the narrow,
picturesque Hoellenthal, through which rushes
the River Schwarzau. The entire district indeed
is one of the most beautiful in all Lower Austria.
In places, precipitous rocks of over 2,000ft. so
shut in the valley as to leave only bare room
for the river and the road.
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naturally it is

the headquarters
of many tourists

who contem-
plate excursions

up one or both
of these beauti-

ful mountains.

All the routes

from the Hoel-
lenthal lead up
steep rocks,
and are, without

exception, ex-

tremely difficult—
suitable, in

fact, only for

experienced
climbers. But

particularly diffi-

cult is the path
from Kaiser-
brunn through
the Wolfsthal

;

so that quite a

con sider able
number of more or less serious accidents have
taken place there within the last few years. On
account of the dangers and difficulties of this

route, there is a rule that it should be attempted

only by j\ /at tourists together; so that they

may help one another in case of need.

"THE NARROW, PICTURESQUE HOEIXENTHAL, THROUGH WHICH RUSHES THE RIVER SCHWARZAU."
Front a Photo, by R. Lcchner, Vienna.

Not long after the tourist comes to the little

village of Kaiserbrunn, where the valley is a

little broader
;

it receives its name of Kaiser-

brunn (Emperor's Spring) from that plentiful

Alpine spring which, with some other sources,

supplies Vienna with its
"
Hochquellenwasser,"

a water of such

excellent purity
as no other city

can boast of. It

was discovered

by the Emperor
Charles VI.
when out hunt-

ing in the year

1732.
At Kaiser-

brunn the valley
divides into two
narrower ones,
the right one,
called the
Krummbachgra-
ben, leading to

the Schneeberg ;

whilst the one
on the left— the
Wolfs t hal—
takes the direc-

tion of the Rax.
As Kaiserbrunn
lies at the part-

_
,

• "at kaiserbrunn the valley divides into two narrower o

ing Ot the ways, From a Photo, by} this place that the injured man made.)

(it was for

[R. Lechner, I 'ienna.
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rva of this wise rule almost

an his life this summer. He fell

and he ow

own
en<

on the

injuries

aim human
rders

Despite
ssible Tor

icceeded

from the

it into the

neighbourhood of

I dread-

and three awful nights
i that memorable d(

ent which can easily be

in two hours by anyone
able to walk. It may almost

certainly be said that the case

ithout a parallel in the

annals of Alpine accidents.

The unfortunate young man
n, a compositor in

shaped rocks, is seen to the west of

Wiener Neustadt
"I intended to do a different

mountain in the Semmering
day, making only

ascents—
of course, the

Not only am

region

interesting

THIS IS POOR EMIL IIABL HIMSELF, WHOSE
I EAT OF ENDURANCE WAS RECENTLY THE

SENSATION OF ALL VIENNA.
front a Photo.

is Emil Habl,
the office of a

rspaper, the Xatc Freie Presse.

through

hoi id ay
mountains,

to see him

hospital in

nna

Habl is an experi-
enced mountaineer,
and intended
spending his week's

in t li e

I went

in the

Vienna,
v h e r e (at the
moment of writing)
he is lying, and, in

the opinion of the

doctors, he will not

be able to leave the

institution for an-

other six or eight
He is a

sympathetic young
fellow, very intelli-

. and he told

of his Rax tour

in the following
rds :
—

"On Sunday,
June nth, I left

Vienna by the first

train in the morn-

ing, furnished with
a complete moun-
taineer's kit

;
and

same day I

made the ascent of
the Hohe Wand,
which, with its

picturesquely-

botanizing

berg-

'LI-SI HAL—THE ROl II i ,il l. AX WHICH
HABL TOOK AFTER LEAVING KAISERBRUNN.

From a Photo, by A. Holder, Vienna.

each

the most
that is to say,
most difficult.

I passionately fond of moun-

taineering (since my boyhood
I have spent every holiday in

the mountains), but I am also

an ardent botanist and collector

of simples. Just at this season,

then, I hoped to bring home
from my excursion a large
assortment of rare plants where-
with to enrich my herbarium.
On the Monday I ascended
the Schneeberg in lovely

weather, and descended
the Krummbachthal. I reached the

Hotel Kaiserbrunn in the evening, and spent
the night there. On Tuesday, June 13th,

I got up very early,

strapped my knap-
sack on my back,
took my
tin and my
stock, and started

off alone, intending
to ascend the Rax

by way of the Wolf-
sthal. I must admit
that when I hap-

pened to mention

my project at the

hotel I was earnestly
warned against un-

dertaking such a

difficult ascent
alone

;
but I would

not give up the plan
I had formed. I

had no fear, for had
1 not already climbed
this very mountain
dozens of times in

the company of

friends, and had I

not accomplished
the route through
the Wolfsthal it-

self twice without

much difficulty ? I

had, in fact, always
been successful
on my many
excursions.
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"Accordingly at 6 a.m. I left Kaiserbrunn

in excellent spirits. At first I had no difficulty

whatever
;

there was a capitally-kept path,

which is often made use of by summer
visitors from Kaiserbrunn. After half an

hour I found the ascent becoming steeper,

and then soon the real mountain track began.

It is indicated by means of stripes of green

paint on trees and rocks
;
but in places the

rain has, unfortunately, washed away the

colour, so that the right path may be easily

overlooked. The scenery is most interest-

ing. The shapes of the rocks are extremely

bizarre, among them being many curiously-

formed towers and wild battlements, such as

elsewhere are only to be found in the

Dolomites. I made rapid progress, and

hoped to reach the summit before noon.

"But, all at once, the track became very

difficult, so that it cost me the greatest

trouble to advance at all. I climbed on and

on as best I could, after a while finding it a

little better, and I was soon congratulating

myself on having got over the worst.

"But all too soon fresh difficulties appeared,
which were far worse than the former ones.

On the two previous occasions when I had

gone that way I had met with no such

terrific obstacles as these. Had I strayed
from the right path? I wondered. I looked

for the green stripes, but could not see any.
Still I climbed on. Suddenly, however, I

found myself confronted by two gigantic
and almost perpendicular rocks, which I had

never seen before, and which so completely
barred the way that the only thing was to

ascend one or other of them. Then I was

altogether convinced that I had missed the

path and gone astray. The best thing,
of course, would have been to return to

the marked path ; but, unfortunately, I did

not do so. The way of the true mountaineer
is to delight in difficulties. On one of the

two precipitous rocks I presently perceived, at

a considerable distance apart, iron clamps such

as the hunters in the high Alps insert to

hang ladders on. Accordingly, I argued,
there evidently must be a so-called hunter's path

leading up the face of that rock, from which
the ladders had been taken away to prevent
tourists from going that way. Feeling utterly
disinclined to go back, I boldly resolved to scale

the sheer face of the precipice despite the

absence of ladders. I was partly induced to

come to this resolution by the assumption that

at the top of the rock there must be a path
which I could use. Before I had ascended

many feet, however, I lost my footing and

slipped back a bit, but without hurting myself.
Vol. iv.— 5.

IIII-. IS v PHOTOGRAPH Of I III-: VERY PRECIPICE FROM WHICH
YOUNG HABL FEL1 .

Prom a Photo, by A. Holder, Vienna.

I then made a second attempt, and really got

up some 30ft. to 40ft., when to my dismay
and disgust I found all further progress abso-

lutely impossible. I at once decided to make
the best of matters—to submit to the inevit-

able and return.
" But scarcely had I got down two steps

when a stone under my foot slipped out,

causing me to stumble heavily. My heart

leaped with instinctive terror. I lost my
balance, and despite my efforts to steady my-
self with my alpenstock, I went crashing help-

lessly right down the rock, and there remained

in a state of unconsciousness. That must have

been towards half -past seven in the morning.
" How long I remained unconscious it is im-

possible for me to say, for on coming to again I

did not at once look at my watch
;
I think, how-

ever, that it must have been a long time. The
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a .1 terrible pain in my
. and left side ; I was also

from several wounds. At

ring the fearful fall 1 had

I thankful 1 had not been killed out

I up 1 discovered to my
t 1 had broken my right shin-bone.

rhe break was

i\v the knee, and at the

I . .. wry bad fraciure.

ill an 'open
'

fracture

ted through the skin.

"\\ my might 1 shouted for help, but

the echo of my own
mded like somebody mock-

In such a lonely spot, I reflected dis-

:''! hear me? Tourists seldom

lie Wolfsthal : yet perchance some

jsing that way and would

my more than dreadful need. So
led out again and again, until at length I

terribly h I did not, however,
1 could no longer utter a sound.

a far away in the valley the barking of a

ir, but no human voice. I

-
.. that the only help I should get was

Ip, and that my situation was an abso-

js one, and desperate at that,

p melancholy overcame me. I should be

_ht, if I could not succeed in getting
a the mountain. But of all the many
ntures and accidents of mountaineers that

ad read of, I could not remember a case in

ch a man with a broken leg had accom-
t of a mountain ! And yet I

was absolutely convinced that this seemingly
impossible feat alone could save me from a

•ath. Even leaving out of account
3ther not inconsiderable injuries, how was

ch a thing within a human creature's capacity
The slightest movement in-

tny, until it became altogether

Again and again I uttered loud

help, but none came : no man
Meanwhile the sky had clouded

id it began to rain in torrents, which
2 probability of anybody's coming that

more remote than before. Unless I

bly to die a longdrawn-out,
tth from hunger and thirst, I knew

/ must save myself. I decided not to lose

loment in fruitless brooding, and
waiting, and shouting, but to act at on

1 that first of all I must set my
and bandage it in some rough

of the agony it caused me, I

rolled over and over the ground in different

directions like a bale of goods a few yards
here and a few yards there— until I had collected

a sufficient quantity of fallen branches, bits of

fir and moss ; this strange collecting process
took me some hours. The next thing was to

off the sleeves o( my shirt and such other

parts of my underwear as I could spare. On
my mountain excursions 1 always took with me a

box containing iodoform gauze and cambric
;

and now these things were more than welcome.

Then by my side I laid some string 1 fortunately
had in my pocket, as well as my hat-line and

my scarf, with which to fasten the bandage.
"At last, then, I was ready to begin the opera-

tion. But, good heavens, what agony ! My
deadliest enemy 1 would not wish such excruciat-

ing pains as I suffered when setting the poor

splintered bone—which, be it remembered, was

not broken straight across. The dreadful

splinters, indeed, dug deep into my flesh. Not

regarding the pain (although nearly fainting

therewith) I exerted my whole force, and at last

succeeded in getting the bone into what, as far

as I could judge, was its right position. Then I

wound the iodoform gauze round it, and over

that I put the cambric, the bits of underclothing,
and a layer of moss. Next in the queer opera-
tion came my alpenstock and some boughs in

place of splints ;
and finally I tied the whole

together with the string, my hat-line, and neck-

tie. Of course, it did not all go so straight-

forwardly as I have described. More than once

the improvised splints slipped, because I could

not hold everything with one hand. But at last

I did succeed in making as good a job of the

setting as circumstances permitted. Without

the leg being set, I should never have got down
the mountain at all, of this I am fully convinced.

Of course, even then I could not use my injured

leg, but at least I could move more freely and
with less pain.

" Meanwhile the evening had come on, but it

being still partly light, I resolved to begin at

once the perilous and frightfully painful descent.

I did not hesitate to do this, because I wanted
to be quite sure that in my disabled condition

I should be able to get down the rocks, the ascent

of which with perfectly sound limbs had caused

me such extraordinary difficulty. I found to my
great joy that I did make progress—although
with extreme slowness. Just as it grew quite
dark I reached a place where it was absolutely

necessary for me to descend a very steep and
sheer declivity some 15ft. high. For a long
time I considered how best to acomplish it. In

the smooth face of the rock I sought long and

carefully for resting-places for my sound leg

and my hands
;
and having found these, and

also proved every hold, I gently let myself down.
When I had nearly reached the bottom, I put

my left foot in a wrong place, and an incautious
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IN THE FACE OF THE ROCK I SOUGHT RESTING-PLACES FOR MY SOUND LEG AND -MY HANDS.
Fiom a Sketch specially made in I 'ienna.

movement of my right leg shifted the bandage,
so that I was again obliged to arrange it. I

succeeded in this only just before it became

totally dark. Of the exquisite agony I then
suffered I would rather not speak. Doctors

may realize it, and perhaps also people who
have suffered a broken limb.

"When I had recovered somewhat I thought it

time to take a trifle to eat and a little wine, for I

had forgotten all about my refreshments since

my early start, owing, of course, to the excite-

ment and pain. Now, however, a dull, gnawing
in my stomach most distinctly indicated Nature's

1. So I felt for the provisions I had brought
with me, but, alas !

—another misfortune—they
were gone. Evidently they had slipped out of

my knapsack when I took out the bandages
—

that is, on the spot where I lay at the foot of
the rock after my dreadful fall. That spot

—
despite my long hours of agony and exertion—
could not have been more than about two or

three hundred paces from where I then was.

Yet I saw most plainly that it would be madness
to try and get back there, so I contented myself
with eating the strawberry leaves I found at my
side, hoping they would at least diminish the
now painful cravings of hunger.

" The rain now became heavier, and soon
wetted me to the skin. But I sat quite still,

being convinced that to

proceed in the dark would
be suicidal folly. I could
not sleep because of the

cold, hunger, pain, excite-

ment, and the hardness of

my bed. I caught the

rain in my hat and wetted

my parched lips with it.

Never before had I drunk
rain water, but now I found
it like nectar.

'•

Slowly that fearful

night dragged on, and at

length it began to dawn in

the east. One more hour,
and it was light enough for

me to continue my tortur-

ing descent. I slipped and
slid along, writhing with

pain such as it is difficult

even to conceive. My
broken leg had always to

lie on the other one, for

when I touched the

ground with it I screamed
with the agony. As the

rocks were very sharp, and
I had to clutch them tightly

to prevent myself from fall-

ing, my fingers ere long were so badly cut and

bleeding that I had to bind them up with bits of

my shirt. Every moment I was forced to rest,

and very often a feeling of utter despair over-

came me, and I felt inclined to give up the

awful task and perish quietly where I was.

But then the remembrance of my beloved

parents at home lent me fresh strength. I ate

some more strawberry leaves, as well as the very
few wild strawberries I came across, some rib-

wort, and sorrel. I was terribly thirsty, but

could find hardly any water, as the rain had

ceased in the morning. The tiny quantity

preserved in a hole in the rock, or the hollow

of a tree, barely sufficed to moisten my lips.

At last the second night came on, and it was

even more hopeless, more painful, and more

sleepless than the first. The distance I had

traversed by this time was very small, but

then the ground had been very difficult, and I

might reasonably hope that it would be less so

the next day.
" On Thursday morning I felt so tired and

feeble that I was hardly able to advance a yard ;

and again I was strongly tempted to lie down
and await the end. The sharp rocks had cut

me so I could no longer slide along in a sitting

posture, but was forced to lie flat on my back

and push myself along. The result was that
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had long been in mere

vious days 1

certain extent

but my thirst was most

dry 1 could not

to lick up the

5 and leaves morning

I i ame to two

I once used to improve
: n my leg, and then my progress

1 -UK's 1 had to pass

lothes sti

lock in the afternoon 1 was

1 that nie impossible I

id an

awful that

I -hake
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I i : two hours

I did not move.

Then I heard
h u m an
and instantly for-

trem t up.

Collecting all my
d for

help, then anxi-

listened, but

i v e d n o
•

I I

had revived,

I mov(

till it grew quite
dark. The de-

: 1 1 was no
•

-[),

and I reckoned that the chief difficulties must
alreai and that I was not more

five to thirty minutes from Kaiser
brut. 01 I mean not farther for one who

. and not for me in my deplorable

ursday night I at last got some sleep,
which greatly refreshed me. In the morning

in pained me so frightfully that I

v the bandage, for which purpose I

fragments of my shirt. Having
:ngth from my sleep, I advai

more but still suffered wofully from

oming to a hut, I crawled in

and found a f of water and a bit of
salt. The water I ly drank, and I ate a
morsel of salt, both of which refreshed me a
little. At last I saw some houses, but once
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lacerated. again grew faint. I called feebly for help, and

was beyond measure delighted to receive an

answer. It was a servant girl from the Hotel

Kaiserbrunn who heard me ; and as it was then

just about half past nine in the morning, exactly

three days and three nights had elapsed since I

had left that same place. Help was soon at

hand, and carefully and gently they carried me

. AT HANI), AND CAREFULLY AND GENTLY THEY CARRIED ME TO THE HOTEL KAISERBRUNN.

From a Sketch specially made in I 'ienna.

to the hotel, where every kindness was shown
me. Despite my pain, I felt proud when the

doctor said that the bandaging had been done
most skilfully, and he could hardly believe

that I myself had accomplished it alone

in those circumstances. In the evening I was

transported to the hospital here in Vienna, and

the doctors assure me that in some six weeks I

shall be restored again.
"
Anyhow, I do not think that my accident,

terrible as it is, has cured me of my love of

mountaineering. But certainly the remembrance
of those three terrible days and nights will deter

me from again undertaking difficult climbs by

myself. l!ut as my parents would never know
a minute's peace were I in the mountains again—

perhaps, after all, I had better give up

mountaineering altogether."



What a Breton "Pardon' is Like.

By Kathleen Schlesinger.

A striking example of the old-world picturesqueness, simplicity, and piety prevailing in Brittany,
the land of mediaeval religious festivals and queer customs. Illustrated by a series of snap-shot

photographs by M. Charles Geniaux, 32, Rue Louis-le-Grand, Paris.

N Brittany religion is the rein by
which the people are led. The
best way of realizing this is, perhaps,

to attend one of the Breton Pardons,

or festivals of the patron saints of

the villages. We shall then merely feel as

though Time had stepped back two or three

centuries and landed us again in the Middle

Ages. The Pardon of St. Jean-du-Doigt is

one of the most popular in

all Brittany, and attracts
:< sound" pilgrims from afar,

as well as the halt, the

maimed, and the suffering

from the neighbouring
hamlets.

If we follow the worthy
farmer and his wife who are

just setting out from Plou-

gasnou to the village of St.

Jean, we shall be sure not to

miss any point of interest.

The village owes its name
to the holy relic contained in

its sanctuary
— the forefinger

with which St. John the

Baptist pointed out Christ as

the Lamb of God. This is

how the relic found its way
to Brittany

— so 'tis said.

When the Emperor Julian
commanded the relics of the

saint to be burned, a mira-

culous rain fell and put out

the lire; and the finger in

question was treasured care-

fully by Philip, Patriarch of

Jerusalem. Some centuries

afterwards a young Norman
maid, Thecla, obtained pos-
session of the finger, and
carried it back to her home
in Normandy, where a chapel
was built for its reception.

In the sixteenth century
archer of Plougasnou, in the

Norman nobleman, fired by the accounts
of the miracles performed by the Holy
Finger, was inconsolable because he could not

carry it back to Brittany with him. On his

return journey, however, the young peasant felt

strangely elated, and wonderful things came to

THE OLD BRETON FARMER AND HIS GOOD WIFE
SET OUT FOR THE " PARDON " AT ST. JEAX.

From a Photo, by M. Charles Geniaux.

a young Breton

service of some

pass on the way. The trees bowed low before

him, and the bushes murmured a welcom
he passed. As he walked through a village in

Normandy the bells began to ring on their own

account, whereupon he was thrown into prison
on suspicion of being a sorcerer.

In the morning when he awoke he found
himself lying, not on the dank floor of his

dungeon, but on the grass by a fountain just on

the outskirts of his native

village.

He entered the Chapel of

St. Meriadec to return thanks

for his delivery, and imme-

diately the bells began to peal.

The candles on the altar also

were lit by an invisible hand,
and those who had accom-

panied him, on hearing his

strange tale, saw the finger

of the saint emerge from the

archer's arm and place itself

on the altar. In a short time

the miracles and pilgrimages
had become so numerous
that a new church, that of

St. Jean, was built beside the

chapel ;
it was finished in

Ever since then the festival

has been kept, and every

23rd of June has seen a huge
crowd of pilgrims on their

way to St. Jean. Now you
know why they go, and also

why we found ourselves one

bright morning on the out-

skirts of St. Jean. Suddenly
our olfactory nerves became

agreeably tickled, and a

vision of new cakes, light,

crisp, and golden brown,

was conjured up before our

eyes. Immediately we felt conscious of pangs
of hunger

— the result of our long walk

through the scented lanes and of the whiffs of

brine-laden air which blew straight off the sea.

Without suspecting it, we had come upon the

very village we sought nestling in a wooded

hollow, and the tall, slender spire of the church

appeared through the trees like a finger— the

finger of the saint, pointing to Heaven.
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dexterous movement of the wide
sort of spatula she held like a magic
wand, the woman made the cake

perform its perilous somersault with-

out breaking or falling into the

ashes, which would probably have
been its fate under a less experienced
hand.

Through the curling light blue

smoke we could distinguish an old

woman and her pretty daughter
enjoying a little snack before vespers.

Taking a plate from the chest,
covered invitingly with a clean white

cloth, we too squatted down in the

shade of the cart to enjoy the cakes.

KAKING AKES
.E THE Bl

ill A.

We took a sharp turn to

the right, and there under

the lee of a half-ruined

cottage we espied an im-

promptu kitchen on a little

plot of grass. The cook,
a fre>h-looking woman, in

now - white cap and

spotless, pale blue cotton

blouse, knelt on the

ground surrounded by her

paraphernalia. Over a

wood fire stood the flat

pan in which the delicate

cakes were Irvine:. With a

,H THE OLD GATEWAY WE PASSED WITH THE CROWD OF WHITE-CAPPED
From a Photo, by] worshippers." [M. Charles Geniaux.

ON THE LEFT IS SEEN THE MIRACULOUS
FOUNTAIN. THE SCFNE OF SO .MANY

MARVELLOUS CURES.

From a Photo, by M. Charles Geniaux.

We were not alone, however, for

the little fellow who stands wist-

fully watching the proceedings

required little pressing to induce

him to join us.

How long we might have

lingered in that peaceful spot I

don't know, had not the warning
bell called us to vespers. Through
the old sculptured and carved

way we p issed with the crowd

of white-capped worshippers into

the peaceful churchyard, where

our eyes at once turned to the left

to seek the miraculous fountain

the scene of so many marvellous

cures. Entering into a friendly
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back to its own Breton sanctuary at St. Jean.
What is more, the sacrilegious robbers were

immediately struck blind; and in order to

recover their sight they were forced to make
a pilgrimage to St. Jean to implore the for-

giveness of the saint. Thus runs the legend
told by the Bretons.

We found the fountain no longer solitary.
Two women, having laid down their um-
brellas on the side" of the trough, were

bathing their

while

the healing waters

. TON WOMEN BATHINc;
THEIR EYES IN THE WATER

OF THE MIRACULOUS
: N'TAIN.

From a Photo, by M. Charles
Geniaux.

chat with the old

farmer and his wife,

we learnt at last why
the waters of the

fountain were more

especially potent in

healing any malady
of die eyes and in curing
blindness generally.

In the reign of our

Henry VII. some British

troops landing at Primel,
the next little harbour,
invaded St. Jean, and car-

ried off the precious relic.

As soon as they touched English
soil, messengers were sent post-
haste to announce to the clergvthe
treasure they had brought with

them. A sudden exultation filled

the breasts of these good men at

the news, and with hymns and
chants a great procession,

#ssa»p*

->.

-
„ «*

-^afc.

eyes in

a third was holding a little portable
barrel, with a handle to it, under the spout,
in order to fill bowls, mugs, and cups, which
were later to be sold to the pilgrims in the

procession. We
were so absorbed in

this novel scene that

we heard, as in a

dream and without

heeding, a sing-song
murmur behind us.

An unceremonious

dig, however, recalled

us abruptly from the

land of dreams, and
we turned round

sharply to see a grim,
sour-faced cripple

holding out his tin

mug.
"
Now, then, give

' ALL THE BEGGARS
WERE MIT HID]
I\ THEIR MISERY,

HOW I

From a Photo, by
M. Charles Geniaux.

swelling its ranks with
noblemen and distin-

guished persons of all

degrees, went on its

triumphant way to the

palace to present the relic

to the King.
The reliquary was

opened with due cere-

mony and becoming
solemnity, but, to the

horror and dismay of all

the high dignitaries, the

Holy Finger was no

longer there : it had fled

; THE BLIND MEN OF ST. JEAX, FATHER AND
SON—TWO OF THE BEST-KNOWX FIGURES

AT THE ' PARDON.'
'

From a Photo, by M. Charles Geniaux.

something, do !

" he

cried, imperatively ;

and being afraid of

the evil eye
— for

when you are in Brittany you must

do as the Bretons do, and also try to

feel as they do, if you would under-

stand them—we dropped a little silver

coin into his tin mug.
The churchyard was quite full of

beggars ; they sat on the gravestones,
and on the steps of the

porch. They hobbled
across the grass, exhibiting

repulsive deformities in

order to excite the pity and

charity of the visitors. All

were not hideous in their

misery, however— the

family here shown, for

instance. The little, toddling, rosy-

cheeked creature standing between

its mother and grandmother was

positively happy
—

radiantly happy.

It had no cares for the morrow ; it

only knew that for the first time in

its life it possessed a pocket into
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I ALL IN WHITE, WITH LACK CAPS
oto. v M. Charles Geniaux.

AM) I.IING WHIIE VEILS.

clutching the

its fat littie

which it had tucked its hand,

untold riches so recently laid in

palm by a passer-by.

ip was even beautiful in its noble

[t was the blind men of St. Jean, father

and son, two of the best-known figures at the

Pardon. They always affect the same spot and
attitude ; in fact, one might from a distance

take them for a group of statuary. The father,

who sat on a high stone, with his sightless eyes

upturned to Heaven, had a noble face ; on a

r plane sat the son between his father's knees.

Inside the church the scene was a very
animated one.

The crowd was

pressing towards

low S(

dividing the
faithful from the

priests, who pre-
sented to each

kneeling devotee

in turn the holy
relic to 1.

The metallic

ring of coins

dropping into a

den r

drew our

attention to the

nature of the
screen

;
tlv

rail, which was

hollow, was
pierced all along
with little slots

OVER, THE CROWD HURRIED OUT
From a Photo. by] TO PASS.

for the reception of the

offerings of the pilgrims
and the faithful generally.
To the left of the nave

was the basin of holy water,
ever running, into which
the Holy Finger had been

dipped. There the pilgrims
bathed their faces, or let

the life-giving water run on

any part of their body that

chanced to be suffering.

Just then a fanfare and
the roll of drums were

heard
;

it was the proces-
sion from P 1 o u g a s n o u

coming to join that of St.

Jean, and we hurried out

to see it arrive. First came
the beadle in flaming

scarlet, his cheeks puffed
out with importance as

with his staff he cleared

the way for the bearer of the cross. A bevy of

young girls dressed all in white, with lace caps,

long white veils, and pale blue sashes, surrounded

the silver statue of the Virgin, which was borne

on a stand on the shoulders of some eight or

ten maidens.

The statue was half-concealed under a canopy
of ribbons and flowers. White, blue, silver, and

gold banners, gorgeously embroidered and

painted, waved around it ; and on its passage
the men bared their heads and the women
bowed low. Pilgrims and penitents dressed in

black followed. More beating of drums, and
this time it was

the mayor and

corporation, to-

gether with the

National Guard
of St. Jean,
which came forth

to meet the pro-
cession from

Plougasnou and
conduct it to the

church.

Vespers over,

the crowd of

worsh ippers,
hurrying out
across the
churchyard and

through the

gateway, over-

flowed into the

street beyond,
and took up a

TO WHERE THE PROCESSIONS WERE
[AI. Charles Geniaux.
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THE PROCESSION WAS NOW LKAVING THE CHURCH HEADED BY Till

From a Photo. by .!/. Charles Geniaux.

position on the road along which the massed

processions were to pass. They were not

one whit too soon, though, for the great

procession was now leaving the church,
headed by the banner of St. Jean, ornamented
with a graphic painting of the Baptism in

the Jordan. Next came the cross hung with

little silver bells, which tinkled musically as the

procession passed. Round it were grouped the

heavy banners lined with ermine, as well as

the oriflammes, and
the silver statue of

the Virgin, with its

accompanying white-

robed maidens. A
band of little boys
guarding the statue of

the Infant Christ
came next, followed

by the large cross of silver-gilt repousse
work, with hanging ribbons embroidered
with rich silks and gold thread. Pilgrims
closed in behind the priests, and finally
came the grandest and most important
part of the pageant — the priests, in

gorgeous vestments of richest damask,
stiff with embroideries of silver and gold
thread, precious stones, and priceless
old lace. They were the bearers of the

relics. First came a silver bust contain-

ing a relic of St. Jean ;
then a silver

urn containing a bone of St. Meriadec,
the patron saint of the valley before the

miracle of the arrival of the Holy Finger;
and finally came that most precious of

Vol. iv.-6.

all relics, the Finger
itself, in itscrystalcasket
incrusted with gold.
This brought up the

rear, and has been re-

corded by the camera.

Pilgrims innumerable,
and all the miraclous

(as the Bretons call

those cured during the

year by kissing the relic

or bathing in the waters)
who had come to return

thanks, walked barefoot

after the relics. Seme
of the men were in their

shirt-sleeves, candle in

hand. There were also

numbers of children of

all ages among the

miraclous ; the tiniest

in their mothers' arms,
with caps of cloth of

gold trimmed with bright
ribbons. Other children were in the costume

assigned by painters to the infant St. John,

holding a cross in one hand and leading a

white lamb by a blue ribbon with the other.

The procession wound its way up the hill to

the fountain, near which, centuries ago, the

young Breton was supposed to have found
himself when he awoke after his translation

during sleep from the Norman prison. Here a

kind of pyre or bonfire had been erected, of

BANNER OK ST. JEAN.

FINALLY CAME THAT MOST TRECIOUS OF ALL RELICS—THE

ITSELF, IN ITS CRYSTAL CASKF. INCKUSTED WITH GOLD.

From a Photo, by M. Charles Geniaux.
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Our Wreck in the Dead Sea.

By the Rev. W. Hastings Kelk, B.A.

(Late English Chaplain in the Lebanon, Haifa, and Jerusalem).

Mr. Kelk relates in graphic style an adventure that befell him and a party of American gentlemen
in a rotten boat on the dreary Dead Sea. The narrative is illustrated by snap-shots taken by the

author himself under very trying circumstances.

SUPPOSE there is

hardly any part of

the world where
Nature has ex-

hibited more eccen-

tricity and fantastic conception
than in the construction of

that strip of Syria called

the Ghor, culminating in

the "abomination of desola-

tion," the Dead Sea. I re-

member, when a small child.

being told that this great salt

lake obtained its lugubrious
name from the fact that not

only could no fish live in its

waters, but that any bird at-

tempting to fly over its surface

fell down dead, suffocated, no

doubt, by the noxious fumes
that rose from the steaming
cauldron. That, of course, was
an exaggeration, but not very

All along the dreary shores of the Dead Sea,

except for an occasional oasis, there is an
absence of life of any description : and, (if

course, no fish could live in its intensely briny
waters more than
a few minutes.

The timber, too,

brought down by
the Jordan is in

keeping wit h
the appalling
surroundings, for

it is quickly strip-

ped of its bark

and cast up on
the beach, white

and gaunt, and

looking for all

the world like

the bleaching
bones of a lost

army.
But yet the

Dead Sea is not

without a charm
of its own. See

it, if you can,
from the Mount

I HE REV. W. II KELK IS WELL
ACQUAINTED WITH THE HOLY LAND.

From a Photo, by H. Graham Glen, Leeds.

great.

"all along the dkeary shores there is an absence of life^"
1
-"

any^
From a Photo. by\ description."

of Olives, or the Frank Moun-
tain—a stretch of living blue

between the yellow lulls, as

if the cloudless sky had lost

its way and settled on the

earth to rest; or, nearer still,

from En-Gedi, where the hill

slopes sheer from the water's

edge. The whole sea lies at

your feet, still reflecting on
its bosom the dazzling sky,

but here and there of darker

hue, where gusts of wind
break its surface and withal

its calm. And most curious

are the paths of light that

zig-zag to the deep shade of

the Moab hills, or are lost in

the shallows at the southern

end.

I, like most tourists in Syria,

had made the orthodox three

days' trip
—had floated on its buoyant waters,

and had washed off the salt afterwards in the

River Jordan. But I longed to explore the

weird sea thoroughly ;
not that I expected to

make any great geographical discoveries, but

more from a

spirit of adven-

ture than any-

thing else.

At last the op-

portunity came,
and our party,

composed of

three Americans

and myself, with

an Arab servant,

found ourselves

encamped on the

banks of the

Jordan. We had

sent word before-

hand to the
Father Superior
of the Convent
of Mar Juhanna
(which belongs
to the Orthodox
Greek Church)
that we should[the Author.
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.:: JUHANNA, WHOSE FATHER SUPERIOR SUPPLIED THE BOAT.

From a Photo, by the Author.

:. This he had promised to have

ready for us. When we called on him on our way
down, however, he tried to persuade us that we
should be much safer in his steamer, but a trial

trip up the river convinced us that our original

plan was better. This " Vabour "
or steamer of

the Father's was the delight of his life, He
had spent, according to his own account, vast

sums of money on it, and hoped to repay him-

with interest by taking tourists for short

trips up the river at the

rate of £.^ a head !

widespread has become
what may be termed the

ok
:
"

instinct.

These trips promised to

>hort, for the boat

made hardly any headway
ream, and,

indeed, in the full current

actually .round. At
such moments v.e realized

the dignity of a "
capi-

ta^ position, and
envied the fluency and

of his Italian.

Once, when we all hap-
•<: in the bows

at the we
heard a peculiar whirring

shouted

the stern. We then

; that our w<

in the bows had ra

the stern so much that

the screw was wasting its

energy in the air. It was,

indeed, a wonderful steamer.

But, unfortunately for us,

the boat we had hired—a

sea -tub from Jaffa
— did

not quite come up to the

expectations we had been
led to form of her. The
Father Superior assured us,

nevertheless, she had been

put into thorough repair.
But our arrival on the scene

must have been a day or

two too soon, for we found
the convent carpenter
knocking out the rotten

planks with an axe. Before

very long that boat pre-
sented the appearance of a

five barred gate. Then the

carpenter retired for lunch

and a siesta, and we had
to hold a council of war. Our Arab's sug-

gestion, that the carpenter's energy might be

stimulated by a promise of ten francs if the

boat were ready for use early next morning,
not only showed a knowledge of Eastern

character, but also acted like a charm.

The approach to the Jordan from Jericho

greatly increases the appreciation of its beauty.
After a hot ride through a dreary waste, where

nothing meets the eye but a succession of low

VERV LONG THAT BOA I 1M:I-.M..'. TED THE AIM-EAR ANCE OE A FIVE-BARRED
From a Photo, by the Author.
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sand-hills, torn into fantastic shapes by wind
and rain, or, perhaps, the restless action of a

bygone sea, it is peculiarly pleasant suddenly
to come upon running water and luxuriant

foliage.

During the time the boat was being patched

up we employed ourselves in various ways.
Some of the party tried their hands at fishing,

but with indifferent success. Others crossed

the river in a punt, in the hope of getting a shot

at a pig on the eastern bank. There were signs
of boar in plenty, and other game ;

but the

dense undergrowth kept them out of sight.

Where the country was more open, however, a

few partridges and sand-grouse were put up, as

well as an early quail. On our way back, as it

was dusk, we startled a couple of francolin, but

they were lost in die brushwood. Fortunately,
we had no difficulty in getting firewood, and the

enthusiasm of some of the convent servants

was such, that our camp fire must have startled

the BedawJn for miles around.

The next morning our friend the carpenter
declared the boat fit for use. We were a little

dubious though when we found the water

flowing in as fast as a boy could bale it out.

However, we decided to start, hoping the new
wood would swell and so stop the leak. We
had to stow most of our stuff on the seats and in

the bows, to keep it dry ;
and this naturally

made the boat top-heavy and difficult to manage.

THE DEAD SKA IS REACHED THE JORDAN WIDENS
From a Photo, by the Author,

Until near the point where it debouches into

the Dead Sea, the Jordan flows between high
banks, and especially on the eastern side the

bank is precipitous and overhanging. Just before

the sea is reached, however, the river widens out
into lagoons. Here, among the reeds, water-

fowl in immense quantities find a home. So
close are these reeds together that all attempts
to force our boat through them proved useless,

but with a duck punt fair sport might easily be
obtained.

So far our course had been an easy one.

Being occupied principally with baling out the

boat and keeping her in the middle of the

stream, we had been content to drift along,

admiring the scenery and taking occasional

shots at a passing duck or swan. And drifting
down the Jordan, even at its southern end,
means making fair progress, for the river falls

6icft. in its last sixty-five miles, and about

3,000ft. in all from its source 137 miles away.
The rapidity of its flow is, however, somewhat
lessened by its tortuous course. Though the

distance between its source and the Dead Sea

is only 137 miles in a straight line, in reality

it is three times as far.

When we shot into the Dead Sea, startling a

number of pelicans by the suddenness of our

appearance, we found a change of tactics

necessary. Such was the force of the stream

that we were carried well out to sea before we
realized that we had ex-

changed fresh water for

salt. Out came the
flattened poles that served

for oars
;
and after a great

expenditure of labour we

again approached the

northern shore of the sea.

Having in mind accounts

of adventurous explorers

kept for days tossing about

the sea by adverse winds,

and suffering agonies of

thirst and heat, we had

determined not to wander

too far from land.

An hour or so of pull-

ins; began to tell on us.

The heat was now intense,

as was to be expected at

such a depth below sea-

level
;

and the extreme

buoyancy of the extra-

ordinarily briny water

made rowing all the more

difficult. After a time we

found towing an easier
OUT INTO LAGOONS.

mode of progress, one
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remaining in the I steer. But

time the Pilgrims' bathing-shed was
- evident that, with our present

sploring the sea must be

i up. The wretched thing was leaking

vy for i

farther down
the -

towing we
w would be im-

I le. 1 1 ere we
•:;anded,

miles away from any
human habitation.

The boat we might
but not

__ _ Just as

ning
I fate we heard

:

—
'•

I 'is way. ladies !

Here de Head Sea.

Here de Bilgrim

'HIKE WE WERE, THEN, STRANDED, MILES AWAY FROM ANY
From a Photo. by\ human habitation." [the Author.

bath. Vater ver booful.

Drink leetle, now. Yer salt—eh? Ha! ha! ha!"
., all in the true dragoman style. Then

the owner of the voice drew his revolver, shut

his eyes, and fired two or three shots into the

His party was much impressed. How could

it be otherwise?

W e, on our
part, hailed his

appearance with

He took

charge of a letter

from us to the

r of Mar

Juhanna, asking
for the steamer to

nt after us

a t c n c e . W e

should be found

anywhere bet v.

d and Ras
kah. 'I 'he

tourists proceeded
in the direction of

the Jordan, and
we once more

•: up the tow-

ing-line. Our

find fresh wal

a drop had we seen since we left the

an, and the little we had brought with
us was all but expended. How eagerly we
scanned each pool and even ventured
to t me in the little wadys we crossed—
only, however, to find more concentrated bitter-

M. WHERE WE KNEW WATER EXISTED—NOTICE THE TREES
OF THE WATER AND MARKING THE ENCROACHMENT

From a Photo, by] ov the sea. [the Author.

ness. We knew there was water at Ain Feshkah,

but the sun was last setting, and Ras el Feshkah

appeared to be as far off as ever. After a time,

our Arab ..spied camels browsing far inland,

and hv dint of walking about a mile and shout-

ing over the remainder

of the distance, he

put himself in com-
munication with a

camel-herd. Presently
he came back with

the consoling informa-

tion that the sea had

encroached so much
of late years that he

doubted whether we
should be able to find

the spring at all. How-

ever, we toiled on,

and eventually found

a dirty pool
— brackish,

but not quite so salt

as the Dead Sea.

As far as we could

judge by the map, we were now some miles

beyond Ain Feshkah. It was almost dark, so

we had no option but to camp for the night.

A host of mosquitoes and gnats quickly drove

us from the vicinity of the pool, but higher up
we found a fair

camping
-
ground,

sheltered from the

wind by a dense

thicket.

A fire was soon

m a d e
,

water
brought from the

pool, and the pro-
visions spread on

The

cry was

for tea. After a

long day spent
under an Eastern

sun, when the
h e a t has p e n e-

trated to the very

bones, and appar-

ently dried every

particle of mois-

ture out of the

system : when the

lips are cracked

and the throat feels like a lime-kiln, then isexperi-

enced a thirst such as seldom, if ever, comes to a

man in England. To satisfy it there is nothing

equal to tea. But, alas ! we were doomed to a

hideous disappointment. First one of us took

a sip, and then silently put down his cup : then

the ground

general
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From a Photo. by\ SERVE US PROPERLY.
EVERY IIIIM.

[the Author.

another tried it, and looked reproachfully round

on the rest. Easily the Arab ejaculated,

"Kabreet" (sulphur), and spat the stuff out

violently. That was the greatest disappoint-
ment we had had. The failure of the boat was

nothing to it.

Later on, we found water not quite so

sulphurous, but yet far too painfully reminiscent

of Harrogate to be pleasing to healthy men.

We had some difficulty in getting a fire to

burn. There was no lack of timber on the sea-

shore, but it was too permeated with salt to be

of much use as fuel. We found a shrub growing
not far off with little green prickles that served

for leaves, and its wood was so rotten that it

proved quite easy to break a whole bush up
into firewood even without the use of an axe.

But this gave out much more smoke
than flame, and left an evil-smelling
ash behind. Truly we were having a

grand object lesson in the "abomin-
ation of desolation."

Next morning we were up betimes,
on the look-out for the steamer.

We rigged up an oar as a flag-staff,

and raised a good smoke-signal from
the fire, such as would have done
credit to a camp of Australian

blacks. During the night we had
heard heavy breakers beatimr on
the shore, but now the sea was as

calm as a duck-pond. I managed
to bag a brace of partridges for

breakfast, but they proved to be as

dry and salt as is everything near

the Dead Sea. About ten o'clock

our Arab, who had been filling the

water-skin at a new spring he had

discovered, came with the news that

the steamer was in sight. We all

rushed to the flag-staff, and could

just make out a tiny column of smoke in the

direction of the Jordan. In a short time a
mast appeared on the horizon. We calculated

that it could not reach Ain Feshkah until well

on into the afternoon, so it would not be worth
while moving our camp that day; but we hoped
to be able to get on to En-Gedi the next day.
The steamer came steadily on, hugging the

shore all the time. When almost within hailing
distance it disappeared behind a headland.

We all thought it was taking a very long time to

round the point, when, to our horror, we saw it

gaily steaming back again towards the Jordan.
We fired guns and revolvers

;
we piled more

wood on the fire
;
we waved the flag furiously ;

but with no effect. The men on board, evidently

despairing of ever finding us, had turned tail.

What was now to be done ? It was impossible
to go on any farther with that boat, and it was

equally impossible to get back to the convent

in her. The wisest plan appeared to be to tow

her to the northern shore again, in the hopes of

coming across a party of tourists. We had one

water-skin with us, sufficient for twenty-four

hours, and if we were not rescued in that time,

we should, of course, be obliged to abandon all

our belongings and make for the nearest habita-

tion. Our Arab refused point-blank to take a

message for us, either to the convent or to the

hotel at Jericho. He said he could not walk so

far, and even if he could, with so many tribes of

evil reputation on the plain, it would not be safe.

So we began again to bale out the boat. She

was lying well up on the beach, so it did not take

us long to empty her. It was much harder work

IT WAS FROM THIS CAMP THAT WE BEHELD THE MYSTERIOUS STEAMER AND
From a Photo, by} decided to " GO to Jericho." [the Author.
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launching her. but at last we accomplished that

too. But when we came down from the tent

with the first instalment ot~ luggage, we found

her already nearly half full of water. Yes, we

thought o( "them that go down to the sea in

ships," and a lot o\ other strictly Biblical

ciations. \ . they were now brought
home to us in a peculiarly forcible manner. So

the baling began again. But it was no use.

In a few minutes we found the water was

. and in a quarter of an hour only
the ts of the villainous craft remained

the surface. W e waited for them to

ppear. but the extreme saltness of the

water kept the boat floating Hush with the

surface of the sea. It was an interesting illus-

tration o( the buoyancy o( the Head Sea, but it

fail licit any exclamations of admiration

rather the reverse.

What we said now was,
" Go to Jericho

"
;

it

- the only thing to be done, really. Our only

hope, in fact, lay in being able to find our way
Jericho across

the plain. One of

the party volun-

red to stay with

the native to look

after the tent.

We did not start

until 3 p.m., thus

g the heat

of the day. We
k n e w that t h e

range of hills ter-

minating in Ras
el Feshkah runs

nearly north

and south, and
that gave us a

of the

direction of
ho. About

sunset we struck

a deep ravine,
which we con-
cluded must be
the valley that

descended from Neby Mousa. Dropping into
this ravine, we suddenly found ourselves in the
midst of a Bedawin encampment. It was too

to a\oid it, for already the dogs were bark-
and naked children running out to see

what was the matter. Though inwardly cursing
ourselves for our carelessness, we put on a bold

face, and asked the first man we met the way to

Jericho. He wanted to know from whence

HAS EL FESHKAH, THE TERMINATION OF THE KANGF OF HILLS WHOSE
TREND GUIDED US ACROSS THE PLAIN TO JERICHO.

From a Photo, by the Author.

we had come. We pointed vaguely in the

direction of the Dead Sea. What had we
been doing there ? Oh, walking round the

Bahr-el-Lut, but we intended to sleep that night
in Jericho. He ejaculated,

"
Ma-sha-allah,"

and then showed us the way out of the ravine.

We breathed more freely when we had put a

mile between ourselves and the Bedawin, for in

that plain they bear anything but an enviable

reputation.
What a weary walk that was ! We were hot,

tired, dusty, and, above all things, thirsty.

Perhaps also "crusty." We were not certain

that we were going in the right direction even

now. We never knew when a bush might dis-

gorge a number of yelling, thievish Arabs. Just
as we were debating whether it would not be

better to wait until daylight, we heard the

sound of running water. In a moment we
were lying prone, lapping up the delicious fluid,

in a way that recalled the story of Gideon and
his men. Then we recognised one of the

Jericho irrigation
canals. That and
the water gave us

sufficient energy
to break through
several zarebas of

thorns that sur-

round Jericho,
and then came
the hotel !

The next day
we set out on

donkeys for the

steamer', and

eventually found

it at the mouth
of the Jordan.
The "

capitano
"

said he had gone
down the coast as

far as he dare,

and as he had
not found us, he

concluded we
were all drowned.

It was just what he would conclude. We
were soon under way, and by night-fall at

our old camping-ground. But further explora-
tion of the sea was impossible. The short run

from the Jordan to Ras el Feshkah had nearly
exhausted the fuel, and there was none to be

obtained nearer than En-Gedi. The following

morning we returned reluctantly to the north

shore, towing our water-logged boat behind us.



Among the Hairy Ainus of Yezo.

By Archibald Gowan Campbell.

A traveller relates his experiences in Yezo, the North Island of Japan and the home of the Ainus
a mysterious and interesting people. Mr. Campbell's photographs (which are strictly copyright) will,

we are sure, be pronounced both impressive and picturesque.

EZO, the northern island of Japan,
lies away from the ordinary routes

of travel, and contains the remnants
of one of the oldest and most in-

teresting races left on the earth. My
visit to the land of the Ainus was made during
the summer of '98, for the double purpose of

studying the aborigines
and salmon -

fishing in

the rivers. The photo-

graphs accompanying
this article are my own

"snap-shots."
Two or three ac-

counts of the Ainus
have been published in

this country, but the

writers have usually
sacrificed all pretence
to accuracy in catering
for the public craving
for picturesque

"
local

colour." I believe the

only man possessing a

really intimate know-

ledge of the customs,

character, and language
of the aborigines of

Vezo to be the Rev.

John Batchelor, a gen-
tleman who has lived

for years in their huts

and has devoted a great

part of his life to their

spiritual and material

advancement. His
labours have included

the establishment of a

church and school at

the large Ainu village
of Piratori and of an

hospital close to his

own residence at Sapporo. He has also written

a valuable and most interesting work on the

Ainus of Japan, and has translated the New
Testament into their language.
The total Ainu population in Yezo has been

diminishing for a great many years. Mr.

Batchelor tells me that it is now about stationary
in the district under his own immediate super-
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From <?] among the hairy ainus. [Photo

vision, but that the decrease continues in the

central and northern parts. Being an utterly

unprogressive race and a hindrance in the vray
of the go-ahead Japanese settlers, their rights
are not much respected by the Imperial Govern-
ment. Their present numbers in Yezo probably
do not exceed 17,000, which is actually less

than the yearly immigra-
tion of Japs into that

island
; and this esti-

mate of population no
doubt includes many
who are not of pure
Ainu blood.

There are a few scat-

tered settlements along
the greater part of the

sea-board of Yezo, but

the coast Ainus asso-

ciate so much with

Japanese fishermen that

they cannot be regarded
as typical. The villages
on the upper branches

of the Saru, Tokachi,
and adjacent rivers,

however, are more in-

accessible, and their

inhabitants conse-

quently more represen-
tative. The route to

the latter district lies in

the first instance over an

immense plain, covered

in summer with lovely
wild flowers.

The first photo, repro-
duced on the top of the

next page shows our

caravan entering one of

the desolate little fish-

ing villages among the

sand-hills separating this plain from the rollers

of the Pacific Ocean. The figure leading on

the right of the picture is Major C. - — in

whose company I did part of my travels in

Yezo. Next to him is an Ainu groom ;
then

come our two Japanese servants, with another

Ainu bringing up the rear. According to the

invariable custom in Yezo and many other parts
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through forests

IERING ONE OF THE DESOLATE LITTLE AINU FISHING VILLAGES.

Front a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.

. the foals are here seen acccompany-
_ :heir mothers. The sand-hills in the back-

nd arc carpeted with dwarf rose-bushes

:h, towards the end of June, burst into a

perfect blaze of crimson flowers. These roses

have an extremely sweet scent, but, unfortunately,
it is overpowered by the terrible odour of decay-

fish, which makes a journey along this coast

not altogether a pleasant experience.
I my first trip to the

Ainu country I rode a

. the luggage fol-

i horseback;
but tl broke down
on the return journey,
and the machine had to

loaded on to one of

The animal
boh re that opera-
tion was half complet
however, and disappeared
in a thick fog, with the

r his

tail, and my cher-

flying
in all < •

;

ventually
hunt- n, and most
of the thin_

in a n

»n.

The next photograph
its the second
of the journey

of oak, with the

ragged under-

growth for
which Yezo is

remarkable,and
of which more
anon. The fore-

most figure is

the Ainu woman
who acted as

our guide, and
she is sitting

cross-legged on
a pile of lug-

gage which the

unhappy pony
has to carry in

addition to the

rider. In the

background to

the right of this

is my Japanese
servant. Never

having been on
a horse before, he was in chronic difficulties with

his steed, and on more than one occasion got
lost in the forest by lagging behind

;
so the

Major, who stands about 6ft. 2in. in his stock-

ings and has a most stentorian voice, used to go
to the rear of the cavalcade and periodically
shout at him, an expedient which only made
hJm roll off on to his head in sheer terror. We
next thought of tying him on as part of the

stage
HIE AUTHORS CARAVAN PLUNGING THROUGH THE FORESTS OF VEZO.

From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.
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ARRIVAL IN THE VILLAGE OF P1RATOKI—NOTICE THE BAOY AND THE BICYC1

From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.

luggage, but by dint of careful management and

frequent stoppages to hoist him back on the

pony after a fall, we succeeded in getting to the

end of our journey without resorting to such

drastic measures.

My third photograph shows the arrival of the

caravan at the large Ainu village of Piratori.

Penri, the old chief, is on
the extreme left, and in the

centre is m\ bicycle, held

by a stalwart Ainu and his

little son, who looks as

though he thought he had

accomplished a feat in

merely touching the weird

thing. The building on
the right is the inn which
has recently been estab-

lished here. It is in

Japanese style, but is kept

by an Ainu, and the tra-

veller is waited on by Ainu
servant girls. Europeans
travelling in the interior of

Japan must not depend on
the food of the country,
which consists mainly of

rice and raw fish; and
even these are often not to

be had in the remoter
districts. So we lived

chiefly on the tinned pro-

visions we carried with us. There are a good
many Japanese in Piratori, which accounts for

the fact that the clothes of some of the Ainus in

this photograph are made in semi-Japanese style.

We next have to consider a group of Ainu

women, one of whom is grinding millet, while

another is nursing a baby. The young woman

GROUP OK AINU WOMEN—THEY TATTOO MOUSTACHES ON THE1I

From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.
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standing up in the centre much appreciated the

joke of being photographed, and was greatly

delighted by the subsequent presentation of a

copy of her portrait. The women are all

tattooed round the mouth with the dark blue

pattern i ling a moustache, which will be

noticed in the pi phs. Their forearms

and the backs of their hands are similarly

ted, the process being commenced in

nth by a slight incision on the upper
which :^ gradually extended in subsequent

the whole operation being completed by
the time they have reached the age of eighteen.
M v favourite

"he n eh man."'

Pikanchari, is

lug-out

noe in the
Mil pa n ying

p h -a p h .

which also con-

excellent

: the beauty
of the river

nery in this

n. I [ere we
one of the

boats u-ed by the

Ainus for net-

fishing in the
rivers : and t:

are remarkably
skilful in poling
t h e m up the
swil 'reams.

It was from this

a iut
'

that I

did a good d

of my own fishing—and I had m<

than one ducking
when trying to

throw a fly from
such an unstable

platform. Netting
and

\
sal-

mon in the rivi

and a little cultivation in the imm vicinity
A their villages, form the only resources now
left to the Ainus. J hese interesting people
used formerly to hunt deer and bear in the

forests, but when the advantages of civilization

dawned upon Japai om a few years

ago, it pre in its anxiety to prove itself

thoroughly up-to-date
— to establish large deer-

canning factories in Yezo, and to organize
wholesale massacres of the game, with the result

that in a very short time scarcely an animal was

left. After having thus successfully disposed of

IT WAS KROM DID MY OWN MSHIMi.
From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.

the "goose that laid the golden eggs," the

* lovernment is now attempting to bring it back

to life by the enactment of stringent game-laws

rating for a period of years; but in most

districts the plan has not yielded encouraging
results there being no deer left to breed from.

At the present time most of the young men from

the mountain villages go down to the coast in

the summer to take service with the Japanese
fishermen.

The Ainus have practically no manufactures

or industries. They occasionally make a primi-
tive cloth from the bark of a tree, and do a

little rough carv-

ing ;
but this is

chiefly for home
use, and a con-

siderable part
even of their own

clothing and
utensils is now of

Japanese origin.

Physically they
are infinitely

superior to their

conquerors, the

men being often

splendid speci-
mens — b i g

-

chested and mus-

cular, with black

beards which
attain their full

length at a com-

paratively early

age and give them
a most imposing

appearance, to-

gether with an air

of wisdom which

is usually quite
unmerited.

I have heard it

suggested that the

Ainus represent
the residue of
" the lost ten

tribes of Israel
"

;
and certainly many of them

approach very nearly to our ideal of the patriarchs
of the Old Testament. But I don't know that

thi above supposition rests on any evidence more

convincing than that no satisfactory explanation
has been offered as to their origin, and that in

neither language, customs, nor appearance do

they approximate to any known race. The very
fact that the Ainus have a distinct bias for

veracity, and will frequently tell the truth to

their own disadvantage, seems to divide them in

no uncertain way from all the Asiatic nations ;
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EAST AND WEST .MEET. —OLD AINU WOMAN EXAMINING THE AUTHORS MACHINE

From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.

but it will also, I am afraid, almost invalidate

their claim to be considered as the lost remnant
of the "chosen people."
The Ainu voice is both characteristic and

peculiar. It is remarkably soft, low, and
musical in ordinary conversation, with a rising
inflection at the end of each
sentence. The main feature

of the men's salutation con-

sists in rubbing the palms of

the hands together and then

stroking the beard
;
and that

of the women, in covering the

mouth with one hand and

looking down. Both sexes

seem entirely devoid of that

insatiable curiosity which
characterizes the Japanese.
Even in villages where a

European has never previouslv
been seen, the inhabitants will

return immediately, after a

quiet but affable greeting of

the visitor, to their ordinary
avocations.

A typical example of the

difference between the two
races is afforded by their re-

si >rctive attitudes towards a

bicycle. An Ainu will merely
stroke the bright metal parts
with an expression of mild
and contemplative interest ;

while a Jap, after climb-

ing all round it, and trying
to get inside the works,
will invariably start ring-

ing the bell and rotating
the pedals. The accom-

panying photo, shows a

quaint old Ainu woman
examining my sturdy
little front-driving safety.
At least, she was doing
so a second or two before

I photographed her.

The seventh snap-shot
shows a halt for lunch
on the banks of the river.

Pikanchari is boiling the

kettle over a wood fire,

while steaks of salmon
are grilling on a row of

sticks close by. In the

foreground, on the right,

are some of the fish I

caught that morning.
These are the small

Japanese salmon, or
'
masu," which are almost indistinguishable

from the European species, but do not usually
exceed iolb. in weight.
The climate of Yezo is peculiar, the winters

being long and severe, and the country under

snow for fully half the year. July and August,

A HALT FOK LUNCH—GRILLING SALMON STEAK'S ON THE RIVER BANK.

F>om a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.
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however, are often intensely hot, and. owing to

the humidity of the air. the climate is then m
trying than would be expected from the

temperature. During this period swarms of

s, mosquil flies make life

almost unbearable in certain districts- especially
n added to the perennial infliction of the

more domestic pests which have to be endured

anyone living among the Ainu-

e remote mountain village which 1 visited

twice was remarkable for the extraordinary size

and fei I its fleas. These insects attain

ble dimensions in all the Ainu settle-

menl here they were almost like rabbits !

r leaving the Ainu country it was some time

I could thoroughly clear my luggage of

these awful visitors : and 1 was always able to

specimen hailing from that particular

villag I >wing to persistent intermarriage the

Ainu inhabitants of each settlement come to

mble one another closely, and to be readily
ble from those of some other district

perhaps not more than ten or twenty miles

nt : and it is possible that a similar cause

may operate among the insect: population ! At

least, I offer that as a suggestion to any inquiring
naturalist who cares to go deeply into a subject
which at the time had a peculiar interest for me.

The northern island is separated from the

rest of Japan by a narrow but exceedingly deep
channel, forming a natural division known as

the "Blakiston Line"; the fauna and flora to

the south partaking essentially of an Asiatic

character, while to the north they are of a

markedly European or North American type.
The forests of Vezo are remarkable for the

enormous weeds which spring up during the

short summer. There are docku and burdocks,

ragweeds, and similar plants, very like what we
in Europe, but all attaining a perfectly

gigantic size. This is no doubt due to the

great heat and moisture acting on a flora of

Western origin in a volcanic soil, the resulting

growth being probably unequalled in any

country in the world. I was compelled to

leave the country before many of the plants
had attained their full height ;

but the photo,
here reproduced will convey an accurate idea

of their remarkable character. It represents
a group of Ainus from a mountain village,

» A FEW WEEI ; !:.
|

i
I KED BY THE AUTHOR IN AINU FOREST!

From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.
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hold in

which

by.

respectable size instead
of luxuriant weeds of only
afew weeks'

1

growth !

Kgain, in the next snap-
shot a girl (about four-

teen years old) and a

baby boy are squatting
under the shade of a

monstrous dock - leaf.

Many of the Ainus are

distinctly handsome, but

I think these were about
the ugliest creatures I

ever saw.

The next photo, is a

view of the mountain

village I have already

spoken of as possessing
a surprising
fleas,

right

dwelling, while the one

in the distance with a

dark roof belongs to the

chief, and formed the

head-quarters of Major
C- and myself on

g a l'<j\\ typical weeds of various species several fishing excursions. The thatched huts

I have just
"
plucked

"
in the forest close on the left are built on piles and merely used as

Truly, they appear to be trees of a store-houses, though, owing to their "outlandish"

"brand" of

The house on the

is a typical Ainu

/ SHI . r-KIMi UNDKK AN ENOKMO
From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.

From a Copyright Photo, by] typical MOUI
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appearance, they are often made to figure as
• Ainu habitations" in travellers' story-books.

I am sorry to have to cast doubts on one of

the most cherished fables relating to the people—
namely, that their skins are invariably and

completely covered with a thick hairy coat like

a bear ! Exceptional instances, no doubt, exist

which lend some colour to the legend, only 1

have n< n one myself in the least like the

tures in the story-books; nor have I ever

met anyone who has. On the other hand, there

plenty of Ainus, of undoubtedly pure- descent,

who are no more hairy than ordinary Europeans.

They have very fine brown eyes and generally
well-formed . their whole appearance sug-

_
- tuthern Europe rather than Asia.

Their mouths are large, with somewhat heavy,
loose underlips ;

but their teeth are good, and
their smiles most attractive.

The children, by the way, are jolly little

. and singularly European in their ways.
A most curious point about the people generally

at their intelligence, limited though it may
be, seems to be

of the same kind

as our own, and
not of an Asiatic

order. For in-

stance, an Ainu

readily under-

stands European
while a

Jap invariably
"hem up

down, and, other

things being
equal, it is far

r to make
a novel re<.

intelligible to an
Ainu than I

Japanese. The
latter will jump
at once at your

meaning, but he

u 'ill'a/uun sjumf
This,

however, is

partly owing to

the fact that he
considers him-

self so much
cleverer than

you are, that he
will have made up his mind as to the purport
of your babbling long before you have got to
the point : and no power on earth will drive the
first assumption out of his head.
The Ainu religion is the same in all districts,

and consists in a vague worship of spirits, which
are propitiated by offerings of white wands,
called

"
Inao," curiously whittled in one or

more places into mere bunches of narrow shav-

ings. Cenerous libations of an intoxicating spirit

called
" sake "

are, unfortunately, essential to

the performance of their native religious rites
;

and the consequent deeply-rooted drinking
habits of the men have formed one of the chief

difficulties in dealing with them. During a time
of festival the proportion of drunkards to be
seen in the Ainu villages is very large, and a

perfect pandemonium prevails nearly equal to

that existing in one of our own great cities on a

Saturday night !

Every religious celebration, in fact, partakes of

the nature of a series of drunken orgies. The
" Dear Feast

"
is the most important of these,

but as I have never assisted at one myself, I

will not attempt to describe it. The bears which
are being brought up for the purpose may fre-

quently be seen in the Ainu villages. They are

caught young, and kept for several years before

ysswBSPtps

PEOPLE—HERE WE SEE A GIRL FEEDING A PET BEAR-CUB.
From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.

being sacrificed. A young bear-cub will be
noticed in the foreground of the photo, given
above, which represents a group I encountered
on the road to one of the mountain villages.
One of the girls is trying to get the little beast
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to feed, while their dog is seriously considering
whether discretion is not, after all, the better

part of valour.

A breed of big, long-haired, yellow dogs was a

feature of the Ainu villages some fifteen years

ago, but a mysterious epidemic broke out

among them, and now there is not a single

specimen remaining. The dog in the photo-

graph is one of the parti-coloured mongrels
which are so common all over Japan. The
short bow which the man (on the right) is

carrying in his hand is intended for poisoned
arrows. The use of the latter is now for-

bidden by the Japanese Government, but I

don't think the prohibition is much respected in

the remoter districts. I was once assured by an

Ainu sportsman, in one of the more "civilized"

villages, that a gun was a most unsafe weapon
with which to pursue a

dangerous animal like a

bear, as "
it was abso-

lutely necessary to place

your bullet in a vital

spot, whereas a creature

wounded in any part of

the body by a poisoned
arrow would be sure to

die in a few minutes."

There really seems to be

something in his conten-

tion, and I am seriously

thinking of taking to a

bow and arrow myself
when I next go out after

dangerous game ! The
poison, by the way, is

manufactured from the

root of a kind of aconite

made into a paste, a

big lump of which is

applied to a hollow in the side of the bamboo
arrow-head.

My last photograph is a portrait of Penri, the

patriarchal chief of the large village of Piratori.

A general view of this place appears at the top
of the third page of this article. In the back-

ground of Penri's picture you may observe the
construction of those peculiar thatched huts,
built on piles and used as store-houses, which I

mentioned when describing the mountain village.
Needless to say, the old chief's memory easily

goes back to the day when Western civilization

was as remote as Mars from the Ainu people.
The Ainus, it may be mentioned, are fearfully

and wonderfully dirty, the men seldom taking
off their clothes, and the women never! A
story is told of an Ainu servant girl whose

employers insisted on her having a bath. She
was a long time in re-

appearing, and, on their

going to see how things
were progressing, the

girl was discovered im-

mersed up to the chin

with all her clothes on !

But in spite of their dirt

and apathy there is

something very atti active

about the soft speech
and gentle ways of these

aborigines ;
and the few

Europeans who have

lived among them have

ever after retained a

kindly feeling for a race

which is rapidly passing

away, and which in a few

generations will have

vanished from the face

of the earth.

OLD PENRI, CHIEK OF PIRATORI VILLAGE—HE AND HIS PEOPLE
ARE GRADUALLY BEING INFLUENCED BY JAPANESE PROGRESS.

From a Copyright Photo, by Mr. A. G. Campbell.
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Father Long and His " Sacred Nugget.*

(i l'.W'S of the finding of an excep

tionally rich slug o( gold, weighing

nearly ioolb.. by sonic prospectors
near kanowna, has just been

received from Father Long, of

na. The reverend gentleman, however,
i> unable at present to divulge the names of the

tinders, or the locality where it was ohtained,

owing to his being pledged to secrecy." Such

B\ John Marshall of Kalgoorlie, W.A. (Late I1<>n. Secretary of the Western
AUSTRAl IAN C.OI D-DIGGERS' ASSOCIATION).

The alleged find of the "Sacred Nugget" sent a thrill of excitement through Western Australia;
stirred up the people in the other Australian Colonies, and induced hundreds of miners—some of

them from South African goldfields to come to a Colony where, it was alleged, gold had been
found by the hundredweight.

most searching investigations on the part of

the police and Mines Departments, no definite

information respecting it could be obtained.

Just about the time the nugget was supposed
to have been found, mining matters were getting

very quiet at Kanowna. Several of the latest
" rushes

" had turned out "
duffers," and the

healthy spirit of enterprise which had prevailed
was beginning to grow feeble. But the news of

the great
"
slug

"
put

fresh life and energy into

the people, especially in

the immediate neighbour-
hood of Kanowna, and

prospecting was vigor-

ously carried on for miles

around the town. As the

weeks passed by, public

excitement, instead of

abating, actually in-

creased
;

and hundreds

arrived by every boat from

the Eastern Colonies,

drawn, of course, by the

reported find of the

monster nugget. At last

the excitement rose to

such a feverish pitch that

the authorities were fear-

ful of a disturbance

taking place, and Father

Long was pressed to dis-

close where the alleged

nugget had been found.

After a time he publicly
stated that on Thursday,
the nth of August, at

two o'clock, he would
reveal the locality where

the mysterious nugget had been found.

That was enough. From a very early hour
on the morning of that eventful day vast crowds
of excited men gathered in the vicinity of the

hotel where the explanation was to be given,

eagerly discussing whether the whole affair

would turn out a hoax or not. Many of them
had not forgotten the " McCann Rush " and its

HOM WE SEE HER] A CAMEL
m a I'hote. by II'. Roy Millar, Kalgoorlie.

was the startling statement which appeared in

the goldfields' newspapers one morning about
the middle of July, 1898. This news threw

the thousands of diggers into a state of intense

excitement, which it is difficult for those who
have not lived on a goldfield to realize. The

locality in which the alleged nugget was found
was kept a profound secret

;
and despite the
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outcome—the many thousands of pounds it had
cost, the many men who had been ruined by
it, and the all but disastrous results from the

mob's vengeance.* The men reasoned thus :

All efforts to
" draw "

the reverend gentleman
respecting either the locality where the nugget was
found or the names of the finders, or the alleged

finders, had so far been futile. And yet no
reasonable excuse for all this secrecy could be

given, unless the finders had been guilty of

larceny or murder, or both. The sceptical
—

and there were many such—were of the opinion
that no nugget had ever been found, but that

the whole affair was either the result of a

practical joke, a deliberate hoax, or the off-

spring of an over-heated imagination, to which

authority had been given on account of the

position and sacred calling of the gentleman
who reported it. There were a great many
present who thought there was likely to

be a big row
; and, really, after my former

experiences, this appeared to be the most likely

ending to the whole extraordinary matter. By
one o'clock there were over 4,000 persons in

the street—at least 1,000 of whom were provided
with means of locomotion to proceed instantly

to the locality where the alleged slug had been

found. There were buggies galore, from the

stylish turn-out with dashing horses right down
to the sorry "crock" with only three sound legs.

Oil the edge of the crowd there were large

numbers of vehicles with parties of men having
the necessary appliances to

"
peg out." All, in

short, were as ready as possible for the mad
rush which, it was expected, would take place.

Never had such an array of bicycles been

seen on the field before. At ten minutes to

two another large contingent, numbering at

least 2,000 persons, arrived from Kalgoorlie.

Extraordinary precautions had been taken by
the police to prevent any but representatives of

the Press and a very few others from getting

into the balcony. However, I managed to get

there as a reporter. As I looked down upon
that great sea of earnest faces, comprising some

of the oldest and most resolute men on the face

of the earth, and saw written there eager ex-

pectancy and intense excitement, I trembled

inwardly. This vast crowd, calm and self-

contained and orderly as it then appeared,

needed, I felt sure, but a mere spark to rouse it

into devilish fury. I knew that if the men were

persuaded that they were being fooled by a

madcap orator they would tear him limb from

limb.

Punctually, however, as the clock struck two

* Mr. Marshall tells the whole story of this extraordinary hoax in

last month's issue. The narrative is copiously illustrated with

photographs.
—Ed.
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Father Long stepped into the balcony of the

hot He approached the railing, and the

rd, which had been densely packed before,

now squeezed together into the smallest

A considerable amount of

cheering . I I ather 1 ong's appearance, and
1 waiting till order was restored, pale,

.. and trembling, his rather mobile and

wing the excitement under

which he laboured. He began by addressing
the

• Men o( Kanowna and adjoining

fields," and he remarked that
" he was placed

in a most unenviable and disadvantageous

ntinuing, he spoke for a time

they had spread. The speaker next apologized
for not having properly estimated the height
which the gold fever had reached, and, inferenti-

ally, the dramatic effect his statement must have

on the people.
"And now," he proceeded, "I will tell you

where / think the gold has been found, and the

truth about the great nugget as it at present
exists. I cannot tell you the names of the men
who found it, because I have not their per-
mission. The nugget, however, is in existence

at present unsullied and almost untouched. It

is not in this town, but is, perhaps, in one of

the other towns, and may be brought back to

. i. FROM THE DIGGERS UP WENT UN-NUMBERED THOUSANDS OF HANDS. {Photo.

in a ratlr quent vein, the matter
also being irrelevant to the important subject
m hand. He then asked all the people to

promise that after he made his statement
no further questions would be asked of him

ecting the "Golden Sickle Nugget," or

as it had been termed. Further,
he asked all who would promise this to hold up
their hands. Of course, up went unnumbered
thousands of hands —those, in fact, of every man

sent. This scratch vote having been taken
the reverend gentleman proceeded to blame the

newspapers for the grossly exaggerated reports

Kanowna." Then slowly, impressively, and

deliberately he said :

" I'm. NUGGET has BEEN
FOUND A QUARTER OF A MILK ON THIS SIDE
OF THE NEAREST LAKE ON THE Kl'RNALFI

•AD." Scarcely had the last words left the

speaker's mouth than a great roar was
heard. The vast mass of men, who had
been densely packed together as a living

wall, suddenly broke, scattered, and then fled

as if a thousand demons had been let loose

on them and they were fleeing from impending
destruction all, however, shaping their course

towards the common sroal. Tin's was the end
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of Larkin Street, round the corner of which the

Kurnalpi road lay. I had seen many exciting
incidents on other Australian and American

goldfields, but, surely, never since the yellow

devil, Gold, became the medium of exchange
did such a mad, headlong rush take place on
the strength of such a vague, indefinite, and

unsatisfactory statement as that made by Father

Long to the multitude on that occasion. To the

more thoughtful it seemed an insult to the intel-

ligence
—such an impotent and incredible story.

Meanwhile the race to the spot indicated was
of the wildest, most dare-devil, and break-neck

character. All raced as if their very lives

depended upon their pegging out a claim near

to the magic spot indicated by Father Long.
To those who watched the maddened crowd
from the balcony it seemed as if the pace must

inevitably result in some person being killed, or,

at least, maimed. So many different persons
on bicycles were breaking down on the road—
their wheels being ridden over by buggies, and
sometimes the riders themselves jumped upon
by persons on horseback—that it seemed a

thousand chances to one that fatalities would
ensue. Many injuries were received owing to the

breakdown of bicycles, the colliding of traps,
and the spilling of horsemen

; but, happily, no

very serious accident took place. It must be

remembered, however, that nearly everyone in

the rush was a picked man— the very cream of
the diggers—men, that is, whose nerves and
skill had been tried on many a rough journey.

After the crowd had stampeded, Father Long
essayed to finish his statement, which had been

interrupted in such a dramatic fashion, and

quiet having been restored, he finished speaking
in a distinct and impressive tone of voice by
saying,

" The slug was found not far from the

road, at a depth of five or six feet, and its

weight was betwen 951b. and ioolb." He then

retired from the front of the balcony, amidst
the thunderous plaudits of the assembled

diggers, many of whom, in the face of what
looked a definite statement regarding the locality
where the alleged nugget was found, appeared
to be perfectly satisfied. A cordial vote of

thanks was proposed to the reverend gentleman
for his statement, and then carried—amidst

some ominous mutterings, however, from a

numerically small, but by no means unim-

portant, section of the diggers.
Meanwhile the excited crowd was racing

helter-skelter towards the spot indicated by
Father Long, a distance of about six miles from
Kanowna. They were the motliest crew on the

• 1 -
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THE CROWD BREAKING ON CATCHING FATHER LONG'S KIKST SENTENCE—" THE MOTLIEST CREW ON THE MADDEST

From n\ SEEN—EVEN IN AUSTRALIA."
EVER

[Photo.
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maddest "
rush

"
that was ever seen, even in

Australia. I'ho first to reach the spot was ono
the alluvial diggers, mounted on a magnifi

cent horse. He started to "peg out
"
a mining

claim the instant he dismounted. Hundreds
»on on the ground, and the

work oi
]

out was rained on with tre-

mendous energy. Tin- mode of taking posses
n of a mining "claim

"
is (according to the

rmula) by
"

fixing in the ground firmly at

angle thereof (or as nearly as prac-
ticable thereto) a post not less than ain. in dia-

meter, projecting above the surface not less than

3ft and set in the angles of an '1.' trench,
the arms of which shall not be less than 3ft. in

length and 6in. deep ;
and the trench shall be

cut in the direction oi the boundary lines."

It will be easily seen that a considerable

amount of work was entailed in performing
this strictly-defined operation. However, in

little over an hour after the driving of the first

eral hundred mining claims had been

formally taken possession of; and what had

riously been a deserted waste of sand was
now transformed into a perfect forest of pegs
and a network of trenches.

Immediately after this took place the race-

back to town began, each man excitedly trying
to outpace his fellows. But the road was more
suitable for the horsemen, and they were the

first to return, their poor beasts lathered with

t. with flanks bleeding and presenting a
" tu appearance generally. More
than one valuable horse died from the fearful

strain, having been literally ridden to death in

the fierce race. For hours after the return of
the first party hapless bicyclists could be seen

_
rig back into the township with broken
-mashed forks, twisted handle-bars, and

punctured tyres. Also drivers leading their

helpless horses, with the drivers' mates pushing
on the vehicles behind, for a few days work
was carried on with feverish activity, but from
the first the knowing ones had seen that the

chances of obtaining alluvial gold from the

neighbourhood of the alleged find were not

particularly rosy.
But when a week had passed away without

the smallest degree of success the diggers, to

use their own expressive phraseology, "slung
it," and a few days after not a single digger
could be seen at work. It was many weeks,
however, before the excitement calmed down,
and in the meantime a very bitter feeling arose

against the originators of the rush. It was

freely rumoured that threats of personal violence

had been offered to those who were considered

responsible.
One incident may be given as indicating the

feeling then prevailing. The Rev. Mr. Jenkins,
a Wesleyan minister stationed in the Kalgoorlie

circuit, who was rather young and not unlike

bather Long, was sitting in a railway carriage at

Kanowna, waiting to go to Kalgoorlie, when a

big, burly Irishman leapt into the compartment,
and seizing the minister by the throat, rudely
demanded if he were Father Long. Mr. Jenkins,
after some considerable difficulty, satisfied the

rather impulsive digger that he was the Wesleyan
minister, and then, in the strongest possible

terms, the irate miner indicated that it was just
as well it was so. Father Long continued for

some months to reside in Kanowna, but no
further information respecting the alleged
"Sacred Nugget" was ever tendered by him.

It is still a moot point as to how this extra-

ordinary report was first spread. Some asserted

it was a
"
put-up job

"
by the Kanowna publicans

to bring grist to their mills. Others, again, were
of the opinion that a -practical joke had been

played on Mr. Long; whilst a much larger
number believed, and still believe, that the

story was the offspring of a too exuberant

imagination
—

told, however, with no evil intent,

and in total ignorance of the tremendous
influence it would exercise on the popular
imagination of the hardy, daring diggers of

Western Australia.

But, whatever be the explanation, the criminal

folly of rousing the hopes and exciting the minds
of the diggers by startling tales of bogus gold
finds was at least brought home to all interested

with a dramatic force they are never likely to

forget.

(We learn from Mr. Marshall that soon after

this extraordinary incident Father Long died in

hospital of typhoid fever, at the early age of

twenty-seven.)



How a "Portage
"

is Worked.

By Edward J. Stillmax.

A practical definition by means of personal narrative and photographs of a familiar term in the
vocabulary of the Canadian pioneer.

FTEN in reading newspapers, more

particularly in the case of news from
British North America, one meets
with the word "

portage." The term
has been explained over and over

again, but still people have not a clear idea as to

what a portage is. There are even places called

by the name, such as Rat Portage, in Canada.
The description and set of three photographs
which are reproduced in this little article will do
more to explain this interesting operation than

whole pages of the newspapers.
Mr. Randle F. Holme, of 51, Great Marl-

borough Street, W., visited Brazil in 1885 on a

pleasure trip, accompanied by his brother. They
went far into the little known interior of the

5th, 1887. After waiting six days in St. John's,

they caught the second mail of the year running
up the Labrador coast, which happened to be a
small coasting steamer named the Plover.

"This vessel," he says, "landed us at Battle

Harbour, in the south-east comer of Labrador,
on July 24th. Here we changed into the
mail steamer, the Lady Glover, and reached

Rigolet, in Hamilton Inlet, on July 27th.

Next, we started to sail up the inlet in a small

schooner belonging to the Hudson Bay Com-
pany. A sail of two clays brought us to

the post at North-West River, at the head of

the inlet.

'"This post we found in charge of Mr. Walter
West : and a number of families, mostly half-

THE FALLS, WHERE THE ''PORTAGE" WAS MAM
From a Plinth, by Mr. Bandit F. Holme.

province of San Paulo, and this expedition led

Mr Randle Holme to turn his attention to serious

exploration when the next opportunity pre-
sented itself. Consideration revealed the fact

that the nearest point of the American continent
to Great Britain, namely Labrador, was, curiously

enough, probably the least known, and he de-

cided to investigate the interior of that country.

Accordingly Mr. Randle Holme sailed with a

friend for Newfoundland from England on July

breed Eskimos, engaged in salmon fishing, seal

hunting, and trapping, lived scattered about the

head of the bay.
" We afterwards obtained the services and the

boat of John Montague, a settler at North-West

River, who had emigrated from Orkney thirteen

years previously. John was a fine, strong man
of twenty-eight years of age; and well acquainted
with the country." After a general inspection

of the country round the bay, Mr. Randle Holme
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decided to ascend the (".rami River, and this he

did, accompanied by two men, his friend, mean
while, returning to England. He says :

"
Being

anxi make an extended exploration of

the Grand River, which is by far the

the rivers which flow into the bay,
I ( Montague, ami also obtained the

- oi a man named I'lett, another
. )< v emigrant. On August 24th we left

River, and started up the (irand

River itself. We met three families of Indians
near the river's mouth, but saw no other human

gs until we reached the same place on our

way hack a month later. The ascent was made
an ordinary fisherman's dinghy. The river

current was extremely swift, so that the boat
had to be towed from the hank nearly all the

way up the river, with the exception of a few
• where it was found pos-

row or sail. The night

24th was spent in an

empty log hut at High Point,
on the south side o[ the (Irand
River. Next day. at noon, we

bed the first falls, which I

spent a few hours in photo-

phing."
'

The first photo, we reproduce
shows this spot in .Mr. Randle

-

journey. Obviously it is

impossible for a boat to live in

such water as this. The great
falls at this place consist of two

steps, the double fall being 70ft.

The roar of the water was
almost deafening, and even in

our reproduction a cloud of

spray and spume may be seen

rising from the seething waters.

is the spot where it is

make a porta^
A

1
consists in hauling

the boat out of the river and
1 along the shore, past the

falls or . until it can be
launched again in smooth water.

The wh< August 26th,''

continue^ Mr. Randle Holme,
" was occupied in portaging the
boat and our stores to the head
of the falls. The preceding night
we had arrived on the ri

bank of the stream, opposite the
- hill you see. Early next

morning we crossed to the left

side, where the Indian
]

'

1 was. This path was nothing
more or less than a narrow track

through the forest. Moreover,

the ascent over the hill was very steep.

Altogether, I may tell you that the portage path
consisted, first, of a steep ascent of 210ft., up
which the boat had to be hauled by means of

block and tackle. Next came about half a

mile of level track through the woods
;
and

lastly, a steep descent of 140ft. Our boat was

dragged out of the water and then hoisted up
the bank. The block and tackle were attached

to trees, and we kept on constantly shifting our

gear higher and higher up the path."
The second photo, shows us the portage

actually taking place. Here we see Montague
and Flett dragging the boat through the

forest over the hill, and so down to the river

again to the smooth water. You can judge for

yourselves of the difficulty of this business, since,
rvm after the boat had been relaunched past

DRAGGING THE BOAT ("oil-. PORTAGE") THROUGH THE WOODS.
From a Photo, by Mr. Handle F. Holme.
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the falls, there still remained all the stores for

the entire party to be transported little by little

by the explorer himself and his men.
" A canoe," says Mr. Randle Holme,

"
would,

of course, have been more suitable for work of this

kind
;
but as my crew consisted of white men,

who were less accustomed to canoes, I had

been compelled to take a boat. There were

advantages, however, because we were frequently
able to sail. Moreover, a boat is not so de-

pendent upon the weather as a canoe on a large

river like this.''

The portage of the boat and the transport
of the stores was a hard day's work for the three

men. Mr. Randle Holme had hoped to reach the

Grand Falls of Labrador, mentioned with awe by
the Indians and settlers on the coast. It

turned out, however, that the distance of the

falls from the coast was much greater than had

been supposed ; and, as the country traversed

afforded very little sport, the provisions of the

party ran short, and they were compelled to

turn back before reaching the grand falls. Since
Mr. Randle Holme's journey, more attention
has been turned to this country, and these falls

have since been reached and Mr. Randle
Holme's estimate of their magnitude confirmed,
it being estimated that the volume of water

passing down them averages about 50,000
cubic feet per second, this vast body of
water falling about 300ft. in one clear leap
at the main fall. There are numerous smaller

leaps, and altogether the river falls 760ft. in

twelve miles.

The third photograph reproduced shows Mr.
Randle Holme's two men having

" a little blow "

before launching their boat on the other side of

the hill past the falls. It was, as one may imagine,
a trying business to drag the boat through the

timber-encumbered path in the woods. How-
ever, as seen in this third photo., all they
have now to do is merely to shove their boat

down into the smooth water and then push
on up stream.

[HE PORTAGE '. LAU.N'CHIN'G AGAIN IN CLE
From a Photo, by Mr. Randle h\ Holme.
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Short Stones.

I.
— Buried Alive in an Avalanche.

By Mrs. Emma Brewer.

How this lady and her girl friend the latter suddenly recalled from the Tyrol to the bedside of a

ng mother journeyed from Innsbruck towards Constance ; and how the mail-coach in which they
:d was overwhelmed and buried by an avalanche of snow, caused by the hot sun.

winter months and was piled mountains

high. Added to this, the warmth of the

sun had lately been so intense that it was

gradually undermining the snow, and great

anxiety was felt in the scattered villages
lest avalanches should prove more dis-

astrous than usual. But we explained to

our host the urgency of the case, and he

kindly went with us to various places in

the town trying to obtain for us the

means of travelling ;
but it was in vain.

No vehicle would be leaving Innsbruck for

Bludenz or Constance for several days,

except the mail-coach, which was bound
to make an effort, however great the diffi-

culty, and our landlord went on to say that

he was quite sure the guard would not care

to increase his responsibility by under-

taking the charge of a couple of women.
but it was our only chance, and we spared
neither persuasion nor money to secure the

inside of the cumbersome old vehicle

MRS. E. BRE THE WELL-KNOWN WRITER ON SOCIAL QUESTIONS
AND STATISTICS.

From a Photo, by Lock 6° Whitfield, Regent Street.

IEFORE the Vor-Arlberg Railway was
thought of, we—myself and a girl friend,
that is— found ourselves in the early part
of May, 1880, in Innsbruck, on our way
south

; and as we were leaving the hotel

a stroll through the interesting old city, a telegram
was put into my hand sufficiently startling :

" Come
home at once without a moment's delay ; Mrs. C. is

dyit Now, Mrs. C. was the mother of my com-
panion, who was an only child.

We went to the landlord for advice as to getting
on to Constance : he looked grave, and said it

would be difficult to obtain a carriage and horses

just at this particular time. The risk would be
so great, not only for the horses but also for

travellers, as snow had fallen heavily during the

rHIS IS THE YOUNG I.ADV WHOSE SUDDEN RECALL
LED TO THE ADVENTURE.

From a Photo, by Am Fassatw.
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HERE WE HAVE A GENERAL VIEW OF THE BEAUTIFUL TOWN OF INNSBRUCK, WHERE THE LADIES WERE WHEN THE
Front a Photo. by\ telegram came. {Wiirthel &> Sohn, Salzburg.

known as the Royal Mail. It would not start

until eight o'clock in the evening, and it was
now only mid-day. Naturally the hours inter-

vening seemed to us, in our impatience, like

weeks.

Long before the time for starting we found
ourselves at the "post," ready to take our seats

the moment the horses were put to
;
and without

knowing that our powers of observation were

active, we both noticed the simplicity of the

arrangements for connecting the horses with the

coach. The traces were simply pieces of rope
attached to the collar

;
while the other ends

were supplied with rings, which went over an
iron hook on either side of the carriage. At
last, with much cracking of the whip and much
excitement, we began our night journey, and
found ourselves in the morning at Landeck,
where good hot coffee and little loaves of new
bread were ready for us. After breakfast and
a wash we felt quite elated that no misadventure
had marked the first stage of the journey. In
the Ess-Saal we found two Sisters of Mercy and
a school inspector, all desirous of becoming
passengers by the mail. I did not see the ladies

again, but the inspector took his seat beside the
driver and we retained ours unmolested.

What struck us as remarkable was that three

bodies of men with pickaxes and coils of rope
now appeared as our body-guard. One lot

preceded us
;
one kept near us

;
and the third

followed some distance behind. Still, our night's

journey having been free from mishap, we were
in comparatively good spirits; and any fears we

might have had had disappeared altogether. It

was a curious outlook as the day advanced :

the sky was a perfect blue, the sun very hot and

brilliant, whilst everything else that the eye
rested on was of a dazzling

—even painful
—

whiteness.

As the coach moved slowly and carefully

along the snow-covered way we noticed that we
were on a very narrow road—such as one fre-

quently sees in Norway and Switzerland—cut as

it were on the outer edge of a rock or moun-

tain, the latter frowning high above us on one

side, whilst on the other was a sheer fall of

some hundred feet down to the valley below,

which was dotted about with little villages. The

slope, however, although deep and sheer, had

trees growing here and there in clumps, which

made it appear less dangerous.
After an hour or two of cautious driving the

coach stopped, and the guard came to the door
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saying, in German, "Lac;:-. 1 do not wish to

u, but we are just now in a good
deal of e r,

which you will increase very

siderably unless you exercise great self-

contn I. No matter what happens, you must

keep your -
ats, and 1 beg of you to make

x Photo. by\ jUND OURSELVES IX THE MORNING AT LAXDECK.

crash ; and in a moment we were buried in

a vast mass of snow. One of the immense

piles from the mountain above had crashed

down upon us, carrying everything with it. At
the same moment we felt a violent jerk of the

coach, and heard a kind of sound which

expressed terror
;

but, happily, our

vehicle did not

turn over, as it

seemed likely to

do for a minute
or so. There we
sat — for how
long I know not

—scarcely able

to breathe, the

snow pressing
heavily against
the windows,
and utterly
blocking out
light and air, so

that breathing
was a painful
effort. And now
came a curious

sensation. It was

an utter suspen-
sion of thought,
and of every\_Alois Beer.

no quick movement to the right or left, for a

sudden jerk would send us all into the valley,
as the road is very narrow and without fence of

any kind. Again, on no account must you
open a window, even if you feel suffocating,
until I give you permission. You will have
to put up with my company for a short

time : I will make myself as little obtrusive as

possible, but I must be here to see that every

precaution is taken, both for your own safety as

well as that of a very valuable post-bag which
we are carrying. God helping us, we may be in

time to avoid the danger; but our men, who
know the district well, are terribly anxious, as

the snow is showing strong signs of collapse."
He took his place opposite, and we knew by

the expression of intense anxiety on his face

that he had not exaggerated the situation.

Although we were in deadly fear we did not
show it, but sat, to all appearance, quite calm,
neither of us speaking a word nor moving a

limb, and waiting with every nerve strained for

we knew not what. We had not long to wait

for the expected catastrophe. Suddenly a low,

booming sound, like that of a cannon on a

battle-field or a tremendous peal of thunder.
broke on our ears, swelling into a deafening

mental and
physical faculty. I had a husband and

child at home whom I dearly loved, yet

I did not even think of them ! I had impor-
tant work unfinished

; yet no thought of

it intruded ! I felt that only a few minutes

probably stood between me and death,

yet no fear of it troubled me. It was as

though already the thinking, suffering part of

me was dead, and nothing more could affect

me. I simply thought of nothing and nobody.
I have heard that when suddenly brought
face to face with death, the whole of

one's past life comes back in a single picture,

showing opportunities lost, and placing before

the mind's eye such a record of what might
have been as to be perfectly maddening. But

it was not so with me; I might never have

lived at all for anything I experienced to the

contrary ;
and oddly enough, though I believe

thoroughly in the efficacy of prayer, I never

offered up the smallest petition
—not even a

fervent
" God help us !

"

True, in a sort of unconscious way I became
aware that the guard was sobbing out a prayer
for his wife and children ;

but it had not the

slightest effect on me.

We might have been buried days and nights
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for all I knew, for I kept no count of time. In

reality, I believe it was but a couple of hours

between the fall of the avalanche and the first

moment of hope, which came in the form of

men striking with pickaxes. The sound seemed

to come from a long distance—almost, as it

were, from another world.

The guard, roused by the noise, said,

earnestly, "Ach Gott ! I thank Thee." And
then, speaking to us, he said,

"
Ladies, help is

near !

"

Gradually the sound of the digging and the

voices of the men grew nearer, till at length one

window was open—the one overlooking the

valley ;
and the life-giving air stole softly in upon

us. Even now, however, we were told not to

move
;
not that we had any inclination to do so,

for we were in a dazed, half-conscious condition.

When at length we used our eyes, it was to note

that the valley did not- seem so deep, and that

the villages with their church spires had dis-

appeared ;
the meaning of it was not far to seek.

We were both good German scholars, and
knew several of the dialects, so that we were

able to learn a good deal of what had happened
by listening to the men's talk. The school

inspector in his terror had lost all self-control,

and forgetful of the warnings given him, threw

himself off the seat and leaped into space,

thereby endangering the safety of all. He
mercifully fell into one of the clumps of trees

some distance down the slope, and so escaped
without very much damage to himself, except
shock to the sys-

tem and bruises.

The poor hors>

however, fared

infinitely worse.

The weight of

the snow lifted

the rings from
the hooks on the

carriage, and at

the same time

carried the poor
brutes down with

it into the valley—never again to

do a day's work.

We remembered
the simplicity of

their harness.

The difficul-

ties still before

us were very
serious. We
could neither go
backward nor
forward, and

there was danger of more avalanches falling.
The next posting village was still far ahead, and
there was no chance of our advancing a step
until the brave body of men could cut a way
through or make a clearance, and even then
time would be required to bring back horses.

The men, however, lost no time, and set

cheerfully to work. We heard the sound of

their tools and talk till gradually it was lost in

the ever-increasing distance between us.

As we lay bacu ;n the old coach alone (for
the guard had gon.' outside the moment he

thought us safe) I think we must have slept a

little
; anyhow, it was hours before we heard the

sounds of the horses, and began to move slowly
and cautiously on our way once more. Great

was the excitement when at last, towards the

end of the day, we arrived at the little posting

village. And then it was as though they were

receiving us from the grave. I shall never

forget the kindness of those villagers. They
had good hot soup and coffee and boiled beef

on the table, and seemed as though they could

not do enough for us—the dear, kind Tyroleans !

They had heard from the workmen and the

guard that we had been quiet and calm during
the hours of danger, and their answer was,
" Ach ! yes ;

but they are English !

"

I need not say how gladly we offered fees to

our late bodyguard, and the guard of the mail,

for their services in securing our safety.

When we started on our next stage, which

was to Bludenz, many of the people brought us

VIEW OF BLUDENZ, WHERE THE LADIES WERE BESIEGED BY CURIOUS INQUIRERS.

From a Photo, by Alois Beer.
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bunches of wild flowers, and wished us
" God

d." The school inspector, who was bound
for Constance, where he had to inspect schools

rtain date, took his place again by the

side of the driver, and was sent on his way
with many definit of disapprobation at

what the villagers thought his want of courage.
: man. I pitied him.

As we approached Bludenz we found that

the rapidity with which the sun had iru

the snow had deluged the country round, and
how we should n towards England was

i mystery. We heard that never in the memory
nan had Lake Constance been so disturbed

and furious. Extraordinary masses of water

poured into it with violence and volume such

as threatened destruction to the country round.

The history of our avalanche with all its

particulars soon became known in the place
—

to our great regret, lor we could not get peace

anywhere. At length we sought a hill behind

the homely hotel as being the only dry and safe

place for a walk
;
but even here we were followed

and asked ever so many questions, such, for

example, as :
—

" What did you think of when you felt you
would have to die ?

"

"
Nothing."

" Didn't you say
' Our Father'?"

" No."
" Weren't you frightened?"
" No."

But at length I turned and faced the people— I could bear the strain no longer
— and

said :
—

"
I know you all mean to be very kind, and we

are very grateful to you ; but you would help
us very much more if you would let us take a

walk quite alone, for we are still half-dazed and

very tired, and want a little quiet to think

everything over."

And with the utmost good temper they wished

us "
Good-bye

" and " God's blessing," and
turned back to their homes, leaving us free to

breathe, and think, and be thankful. We left

by the earliest train to Constance, which we
reached safely, and on to Basle and Calais with-

out pause. Then home to London just in time

for mother and daughter to take leave of each

other.

II.— The Strangest Revenge in the World.

By the Rev. Wm. Arthur Cornaby,

Editor of the " Hwni fao," at Hanyang, China ; author of ".4 String of Chinese Peach-Stones."

This gentleman, himself a great authority upon the Chinese, sends us an extraordinary account of
"
revenge by proxy," or rather by dummy, together with a quaint photograph of the figure used by

the woman whose chickens were stolen.

It is not often that a writer is forced to use

a Gaelic expression in his narrative for the

want of a corresponding term current in any
more familiar tongue, but such is the case

in the present instance. The practice referred

to under the name of
"
Ciurf Creadh

"
is that

of making an effigy of some hated personage, and
then maltreating that effigy in the hope that the

original will suffer in like manner. Traces of

this custom might be found in every land

beneath the sun, but in China the custom itself

has lasted into modern days. Vet it has not

fallen to the lot of every resident, nor indeed

every old resident, to watch the whole process,
and to gain a photograph of the effigy itself.

Perhaps this is the first time that such an

extraordinary snap-shot has been secured.

It will be remembered that the Philistines

who had ventured to take possession of the Ark

sought relief from their plagues by making golden
images of the tumours which distressed them.
And in later days, the native doctors among the

North American Indians have been known to

fashion a representation of their patient's disease,

carry it to the woods, and there bury it.

Again, in ancient Greece, those who cherished

animosity towards another seem generally to

have contented themselves by taking a tablet of

lead, scratching terrific curses upon it with a

pin-point, and then exposing the result in the

temple of the infernal deities.

Among Continental sailors, the practice of

making a dummy to represent Judas Iscariot,

and then hanging it on the yard-arm, is a

frequent method of celebrating Good Friday ;

and in Mexico figures of Judas, clothed in

modern coat and trousers, with a tall hat on his

head, and fireworks in place of internal organs,
are sold in the streets, to be exploded on the

Saturday of Passion Week.* And who among
our readers has not helped to make an effigy ol

Guy Fawkes, or chant the ditty,

A
j jlly good fire to roast him—

quite unconscious of the fact that they were

taking part in an interesting survival of ancient

practices of the Ciurp Creadh order ?

In the Highlands of Scotland, indeed, we

* A photograph showing the whole of th's was reproduced in tbe
" Odds and Ends "

section of our July number.
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find the practice in more than mere "
survival

"

a decade or two back. A writer in the Lancet

(23rd June, 1872) says that
"
nearly half-a-dozen

instances have been met with in this district in

which women have fashioned clay images repre-

senting the person to whom they desired ill,

and have then subjected the work of their hands

to slow destruction. Sometimes an old sword-

blade was thrust into the

side of the image, which
was then placed in running
water. In most cases the

image had been stuck over

with pins. And in one case

the victim complained during
his illness, which was fatal,

that he had pains as if all

the pins in Dingwall were

stuck into him."

I am able here to repro-
duce a photo, of one of

these identical clay
"

re-

venge by proxy
"

figures
from the Scottish Highlands,
and I think all will agree
that this, taken in conjunc-
tion with the Chinese dummy
mentioned and illustrated

later on, forms a striking
instance of the universality
of certain quaint customs.

But let us come to very
recent events, and describe

the circumstances under
which the photograph on the

next page was secured. Just over our garden
wall there is a yard common to a number of

small Chinese houses. The inhabitants are as

friendly as they can well be with the foreigner,
but not altogether so among themselves. It

is rare for a week to pass without a great deal

of elocution of an exceedingly violent nature,

directed against other occupants of the little

row of houses, or against persons unknown.
For garments and chickens seem to be always

disappearing.
These elocutionary performances often last a

whole day, and give an interesting, if sad,
illustration of the facility with which Oriental

folks—who may be of an uneducated order—
lapse into rhythmic utterances, and also into

that impassioned metrical declamation which is

at the root of all ancient poetry. In fact, it

would do all higher critics of ancient Hebrew
odes a world of good to reside for a few years
in the interior of China, where they would find

in every Chinese woman a possible poetess, and
in many a poetess in action— though the poems
would be those of wailing despair, as at a death

On
em":

"REVENGE BY PROXY IN THE SCOTTISH
HIGHLANDS. HERE IS A PHOTO. OF ONE
OF THE VERY CLAY IMAGES MENTIONED
BY MR. CORNABY ; PINS ARE STUCK IN IT,
AND IT IS THEN PLACED IN RUNNING

WATER.

in the house, or of vociferous hatred, when
neighbour has done an injury.
One night, then, the now familiar strains

began. Another chicken had disappeared.
The declamation lasted far on into the night,
and commenced before dawn next morning,

looking from the upper veranda, a straw

y was seen to have been fixed upon some

palings. The head was of

cotton-wool, and round the

body was a piece of white

paper which had been stained

with blood. Beside the effigy,

in solitary anguish, only
relieved by the presence of

a meditative youngster and

three chickens, leaned the

vocalist herself, with her

head tied up in a black rag.

which is the Chinese equiva-
lent to our nautical

"
inverted

flag
" —a signal of distress.

In one hand the woman

grasped a kitchen chopper,
and in the other the corru-

gated board for counting out
"
cash," which, however, also

serves the purpose, when

reversed, of a chopping board

for greens and the like. Now,
this board was half-chopped

away, for her extemporized

poem was being punctuated
with vicious blows from the

chopper.
lend itself to

of its milder
Her poem does not readily

translation, but this is the style

strains :
—

Chicken-stealing rascal ;

Chicken-stealing robber ;

You have stolen one ;

You have stolen many.
Know, then, that they are inedible ;

Know, too, that they are 'jr,isonous !

There is judgment for the sinner ;

There are curses for the thief.

You will be devoured as you devour ;

Your wife will be plagued in her time of need ;

Your offspring will be monsters ;

Demon dogs will bring forth demon dogs ;

They will die untimely deaths ;

They will die at the headsman's hands.

Thus had she continued, with a wonderful

variety of verbiage, for perhaps three hours in

all, apparently lifted out of herself by hands not

angelic. All at once she stopped, and seeing a

neighbour emerge, said, quite cheerfully: "I

have incense and candles in the house. I'll do

it." And she turned and went to get the

materials to do the deed.

From behind a half-closed Venetian shutter
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every detail could be minutely noted. The

an produced .1 small bundle of straw, three

if incense, and a smouldering spill of

straw was done up into a little

if,
divided in the middle, ami thrust fork-

i the top board o\ a rough fence.

\ tf the incense-

sticks were stuck

into the straw, and

lit from the paper

spill. Then pro-

ducing a needle,

supp
" d the

. dummy with

hand, and dug
die in with

the other in several

plat es, saj ing, as

did so :

"" A- I

k this in here,

and here, and h

may the thief be

pierced in like man-
ner. As I am doing

you (addressing
the dummy), may
it lie done to him
or her." Then, quite

coaxingly :

" You"ll

have it done, won't

you ? And if you
do it, 1*11 burn quite
a lot of incense,
and will worship

you as a god. D'ye
hear?" And then

she went in.

A strange mental

muddle this, surely !

The dummy repre-
sented her enemy
the thief, and she accordingly stuck pins into

it and maltreated it
;
and then she tried to

coax it, as though it did not represent her

enemy. She promised if things went well to

-hip it as a deity who had power over
her enemy ! Will some metaphysician and

hologist kindly elucidate the matter, and
unravel the tangle ?

Being unable to do so myself, I thought the
next best thing would be to secure a photograph
of this rarely-seen curio, the dummy itself.

Everything was in readiness, a native attendant
was called, and we sallied out round the bit of

THIS IS THE REMARKABLE PHOTO. WHICH THE AUTHOR TOOK IN

HANYANG—THE DUMMY IS SUPPOSED TO REPRESENT THE PERSON WHO
STOLE THE CHICKENS.

street into the yard. In reply to the inevitable

questions, I told the neighbours that here was a

\\ . stern as well as a Chinese antiquity, and, if

no one objected, I should like to get a rapid

picture of it. There was no opposition what-

ever. Everyone tried to help.
The photo, taken,

thewoman emerged,
looking poorly
enough after her

night of wakeful-

ness and excite-

ment.
" I'm sorry your

chicken has gone,"
I said. "So many
have disappeared

lately, have they
not ? I do not

happen to have the

price of a chicken

on my person, but

this hundred cash

(threepence) will

buy an egg or two,
at any rate."

The woman took

it, and was profuse
in her thanks.

Then on return-

ing, the following

dialogue was heard

from the veranda :
—

" He's spoilt your
charm."

" Not so
;

he's

done a good deed."

"I'm not so

sure.

"Yes, he has, I

say. And the
matter ought to be taken as settled now."

"To be sure," chimed in another old dame,
" these images do frightful harm. And only a

chicken lost. Would you kill a whole family

for the sake of a chicken ?
"

And he gave you a hundred cash !

"
urged

a fourth dame.
"
Settled ! Settled ! Take the thing down,"

cried the neighbours in chorus.

It was done
;
and the half-wild dogs seized

and worried the quaint effigy until but a few

loose straws strewed the common rubbish

heap.
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III.—Chased by a Mad Buffalo.

By Mrs. E. M. Stewart.

A lady's thrilling adventure on the high road near Darjeeling.

During my twenty-five years' sojourn in

India I have had many exciting adventures,
but the one I am about to relate is, I am sure,

one of the most thrilling and dangerous of

them all.

I was on my way from Darjeeling, that

delightful hill station in the mighty Himalaya
Mountains, where I had been staying with a

married sister, to my home in Kasauli, another

hill station not far from Simla.

Captain and Mrs. B (whose names I

must withhold for reasons sufficiently obvious

when my story has been read) were acting as

my chaperons. Captain
B and myself were

riding on small hill

ponies, and preceding
us a few yards was
Mrs. 1! in a dhoolie

carried by eight natives.

We were jogging along
at a slow pace, admiring
the magnificent scenery
around us and revel-

ling in the beautiful

warm sunshine and

bracing air which one

only obtains in the

Himalayas.
W e had left Darjee-

ling about three miles

behind us, and the

road was winding round
the hills with the moun-
tain sides rising up like

a cliff on our right-hand

side, and the khud or

precipice falling on our
left almost vertically to

the ravine below.

Suddenly, as we
rounded a bend in the

road, we saw about one hundred yards ahead of

us, and rapidly advancing towards us, a magnifi-
cent black buffalo of enormous size. We at once

saw, by his wild and savage appearance, and by
the ropes hanging from a collar round his throat,
that we had to deal with a dangerous customer.
The coolies, taking in the situation at a glance,

dropped the dhoolie in the middle of the

road, and jumped the low wall bordering it.

Then, taking up a position of safety down the

khud, they prepared to follow the course of

events from their point of vantage.
Vol iv.— 10.

WHEN IT HAPPENED, MRS. STEWART WAS ON HER
WAY FROM DARJEELING TO KASAULI.

From a Photo, by E. Dcbenham &= Co., Weymouth.

Captain B
-, leaving me to look after my-

self, jumped off his pony, sprang into his wife's

dhoolie, and drew the curtains, now and then

peeping out to watch the course of events and
to give me advice : his pony, with a snort of

terror, turned and bolted back to Darjeeling.

My own pony stood trembling with fear, and
I remained sitting on its back equally frightened
and powerless to help myself. I heard the

shouts of the natives beseeching me to jump off

the pony and join them down the khud, but it

is not an easy thing for a lady to dismount un-

aided with any rapidity, and I saw that the bull

would be upon me
before I could have

time to escape from it

if I attempted to dis-

mount.

The buffalo now
noticed myself and my
pony, and dashing past
the dhoolie with its

terror - stricken occu-

pants, which it evi-

dently did not notice,

it charged straight at

me with a fearful bel-

low. I can see it now
—its head lowered, the

long horns directed

straight at my pony's

flanks, its bloodshot,

glaring eyeballs, its

distended nostrils, its

heaving flanks and

powerful limbs and

body, and its tail erect

and stiff, as it comes

thundering towards me.

I now realized, as the

buffalo came within a

few feet of me, that

unless I at once stirred myself I must inevitably

be killed. So, with a superhuman effort, I did

my best to be cool, and frantically thrashing my
pony with my whip I wheeled him round to one

side, and the buffalo flashed past so close that I

could have touched him with my whip. Then,
foiled in his attempt, and now worked up into

an insane pitch of fury, the brute wheeled round

to make a second charge upon me, but by this

time I .had collected my scattered senses, and,

riding up to the wall, slid off the saddle into

the arms of the natives down the khud. The
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alo by this time was again almost within

h oi the pony, who thereupon, relieved of

my weight, at once bolted down the road back

to Darj with the buffalo inclose pursuit,

and the last of them I saw as they rounded a

The following day my natives brought back

mj saddle and bridle, which they had found on
the pony, who was lying gored to death in the

middle of the road about a mile and a half from

Darjeeling. The buffalo was recaptured shortly

FRANTICALLY THRASHING MY I'ONV, I WHEELED HIM ROUND AND THE BUFFALO FLASHED PAST.

bend in the road was the pony galloping for its

life and the enormous buffalo close at its heels.

After waiting a short time to see if our late

enemy returned we climbed back to the road

again, and the gallant captain also crawled from
his place of refuge.
We now had a deliberation as to what was to

be done, and finally decided to continue our

journey to the nearest Dak bungalow, which

only a short distance farther on. Here we
ed for a whole day, as we were feeling very

much unnerved, and, besides, the ponies with

our saddles and bridles had to be found. We
now learned that the buffalo was mad, and was
held sacred by the Bhotans, who had kept it

chained up for years in one of their temples,
from which he had broken loose on the morning
of his encounter with me.

afterwards by the Bhotans, who tied it up
again in their temple, but when I told my
brother-in-law, who was Station Staff Officer at

Darjeeling, of my narrow escape, he brought the

matter to the notice of the authorities, who con-

sidered that it was highly unsafe for the public to

be subject, at any moment, to the risk of losing

their lives by this ferocious creature. The buffalo

was, therefore, ordered to be shot. A small

party of soldiers was dispatched from Darjeeling
for that purpose, and in spite of the protestations
of the Bhotans the animal was killed. Thus
ended an adventure which was fraught with

so much peril to myself. My saddle, which had
been ripped open and cut in many places by
the buffalo's horns, was repaired and preserved

by me as a memento of the adventure, and used

on many another memorable occasion.



One Thousand Miles on Mule-Back.

By Mabel Penniman, M.A.

II.

This lady, who is the wife of a well-known South American official, here concludes the narrative

ot her extraordinary journey through some of the wildest and most remote parts of Bolivia

and Argentina. Illustrated with rare photographs of places and people.

N account of the rugged nature and

the isolated position of Bolivia, the

Republic is as yet without the most

civilized means of transportation

facilities. The freight is carried

by mules, donkeys, and llamas. Mules and

donkeys are imported from the Argentine Re-

public. A strong mule must carry from 4001b.

to 5oolb. during a journey of from eight to ten

days. Donkeys carry from 2colb to 2501b.

The animals are loaded in the early morning,
and must travel at a good pace until sundown
without any food, only stopping once, perhaps,
for a drink in crossing a stream. When relieved

of their loads, they are often compelled to

forage for themselves in a country where the

night air is bleak, and the grass scanty and

poor. At the end of a journey (generally a

week) the poor animals are a mass of sores,

and are then turned loose to rest, while others

take their place until they in turn are unfit for

work.

But the quaint llama is the freight carrier, for

less important articles, over the wide, in-

hospitable plains of the
Andes. It is most graceful
in appearance, but very timid,

and will carry 8olb. for several

days without food. If, how-

ever, the load consists of but

a few pounds more (the old

story of the "
last straw "), the

animal absolutely refuses to

rise. In colour some are snowy
white, others seal brown, black,

or spotted. By the Bolivian

law one woman must accom-

pany the Indian with each drove

of fifty llamas. The photo-

graph represents a drove of

llamas coming to La Paz,

bringing in brown bags llama

manure, which is used for fuel.

Our ten days' stay in Cocha-
bamba was made so pleasant by
the few foreigners living there

that we entirely forgot all the

discomforts we had endured

on the journey. We left the city for Sucre,
the capital of Bolivia, in charge of one of

the best-recommended cirrieros, or guides. We
made the journey entirely on mule-back, with

the exception of the first fifty miles — which

we did on the top of a Concord stage-coach

through the valley of Cliza, which is the

granary of Bolivia. We were seven days

making the journey of 250 miles, but were

constantly ascending or descending steep
mountain passes. Sometimes we would be

an hour climbing up a mountain, and as

long going down the other side. The narrow

trails, full of loose stones, made the journey
more dangerous for me on a side-saddle, so

for safety, and comfort also, I used a gentle-

man's saddle provided with a horn. I wore
"
bloomers," and a short black skirt which in

no way interfered with my riding astride. I

rode in this position in the open country, but

when Hearing a town I always used the horn of

the saddle. My mule had become so accus-

tomed to my riding astride, that on passing
the last hamlet before reaching Sucre she

LLAMAS ARE THE BEASTS OF BURDEN IN THE ANDES—HERE WE SEE A DROVE OF THEM
From <l\ COMING INTO LA PAZ. [Photo.
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absolutely refused to move when 1 changed

tion, notwithstanding a vigorous use of

the spurs. In a moment I had a group of

curious folks around me, but they offered no

molestation, nor did they make any rude

remarks. On this route there were few post-

houses, and we were compelled to accept the

titality of many a Bolivian host.

We arrived in Sucre simultaneously with the

transmission of the Government from President

Mariano Baptiste to Senor Don Severo Fer-

nandez Alonso, which was accomplished in the

51 orderly and quiet manner, notwithstanding
lutions which were published in

European papers. To the wearied traveller, the

first vie" S icre, the capital of the Republic,

.arming in the extreme, although there are

no chimneys and no signs to indicate in the-

nce that the city contains nearly 25,000
inhabitants. It was founded in 1538 by

.:'. - Pizarro under the name of La Plata,

and the location was chosen on account of the

salubrity of the climate, it being a sanitarium

for the over-taxed workers of the "
silvery

"

Pot

Our photograph shows the principal plaza or

re,
"
25 de Mayo,"' at the moment when the

annual procession of the patron saint of Sucre,
. is emerging from the Cathedral.

The building adjoining is the old Government

Palace, now torn down to make room for a

more stately building still in process of con-

struction. More recently the plaza has been
transformed into a most beautiful garden, studded
with rare trees, palms, shrubs, and flowers.

The photograph of Nuestra Sefiora de

NUESTRA SENORA DE GUADALUPE—MANY LEGACIES OF BIG
AMOUNTS ARE LEFT TO THIS BEJEWELLED IMAGE.

From a Photo.

Guadalupe was taken from the original figure in

the Cathedral. It is scarcely necessary to state

that the image is

THE GREAT PLAZA, OR SQUARE, OF THE BOLIVIAN CAl'ITAl
From a] THE CATHEDRAL.

— RELIGIOUS PROCESSION COMING OUT

much venerated

by the inhabitants

of Sucre. It is a

great honour, and
entails the expen-
diture of quite a

sum of money, to

be one of the

twelve bearers
who carry the

image in the pro-
cession. Many
legacies, repre-

senting large
sums, are annually
left to this pre-
cious image. It

is stated, on ex-

cellent authority,
that the dress and
ornaments con-

cilia tain diamonds,
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El.A UK SAN AUGUSTIN, -THE ANNUAL MULE AND DONKEY FAIR IS BEING HELD
From a Photo.

pearls, rubies, and emeralds whose priceless
value is in great contrast to the almost im-

poverished condition of the country.
The next photograph of Sucre represents the

Pla/.uela de San Augustin, where the annual
mule and donkey fair is being held. The white

edifice on the

side of the moun-
tain is the famous
Convent of La

Recoleta, where

many revolu-
tions have been

fought, and with-

in whose walls

many a leader

has found refuge
from the fury of

an enraged mob.
Sucre is noted

throughout the

Republic for the

many families of

culture who live

there. Some of

them have tra-

velled exten-

sively, and very

many have lived

for several years
in Europe to

"THE BODIES OF THE BETTER CLASSES ARE DEPOSITED IN NICHES MADE OF MUD.

From a Photo.

educate their children.

The houses are very large,

having four and five courts,
and they are filled with

magnificent furniture and
works of art from Paris.

The photograph of the

cemetery shows the curious

way in which the dead are

disposed of in the country.
The cemeteries are owned

by the Church, and to it

is left the manner of inter-

ment of the people. The
bodies of the better classes

are deposited in niches

made of mud. For the

Cholo and his family, how-
ever (artisans and working

people), and also for the

Indian, a grave after the

usual manner is provided,
but for only seven years,

after which time the remains

are exhumed or put with

others into a common
urave. The coffins of the

better classes are generally

zinc-lined, and provided in many cases with a

thick piece of glass in the corner just above the

face. The niches are filled with flowers and

lighted candles at each anniversary of the death

of the departed, or All Saints' Day and any

religious holiday. Public functionaries, war

veterans, or other

noted persons
are honoured
with a pompous
funeral, as well as

music, and often

long and tire-

some orations.

Severo Fer-

nandez Alonso,
the Constitu-
tional President

of the Bolivian

Republic, who
resided in Sucre,

was born August

15th, 1848. His

Excellency is of

medium height,

rather slender,
and his personal

appearance is

youthful, whilst

his address is

very pleasing.
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[VIA—
A I PY.

From a Photo, by F. Palmtro.

- nee the year 1880, in which President

Alonso began his political life, his career has

>f uninterrupted triumph. In three

different Governments he has been intrusted

with the responsible portfolio of Assistant

f State. He has been Congressman,
Senator, Minister of War, and Vice-President

;

to-day he is Supreme Chief.

After a residence of many months in Sucre

tarted for London -
i

Potosi, Tupiza, Jujuy, and
Buenos Ayres. Our road

when first leaving the

capital city led through a

beautiful valley, where
some of the wealthy Boli-

vians have really stately
mansions. In the after-

noon of the first day
-:ed the Cachamayo

River, a considerable tri-

butary of the Pilcomayo,
whose waters empty into

the Paraguay near Ascun-
cion. Our caravan con-

sisted of six freisht mules

(one carrying two pet parrots) and three saddle

mules.

Our guide, a veteran in the business, first

crossed the stream alone to ascertain the depth
of the water. The current was so strong, how-

ever, and the opposite bank so steep, that it

was a hard pull for his mule to reach the top
in safety. He returned immediately, and with

the assistance of the peon (Indian servant), who
walked the whole distance, the freight mules

were driven into the roaring waters, whilst the

guide followed with the peon on the back of a

mule. My place was next, and my husband

brought up the rear. The river was more than

1 ooyds. wide and carried more than 3ft.

of water, as was shown by the legs of the mules.
rhe water was almost thick with mud, but

evidently the bed was composed of boulders of

all shapes and sizes, making it extremely
hazardous to ford. The sensation produced by
the noise and swiftness of the water it is

impossible to describe. At one time, when my
eves followed the current, I felt as though the

earth were moving away from under me, but

this we soon learned to remedy by looking up-
stream. Slowly but surely the mules kept their

pace, and nearer and nearer drew the opposite

shore, when suddenly the last freight mule

carrying the heaviest load (3501b.) stumbled

and nearly fell. A yell from the guide, how-

ever, brought her to her feet again, and soon we
were all safely ashore. That same afternoon we

passed the Pilcomayo, a most powerful river,

having many branches in one bed, seven of

which we crossed in less than an hour. When
we reached the first post-house, at nine o'clock

at night, we had a good forty miles to our

credit for the day. I was very hungry, but so

tired that I sought our comfortable bed at once.

A ride of two days more, constantly up and

up, but with no rivers to cross, brought us to

Potosi, 14,378ft. above sea-level. The city of

["ED OF SIX FREIGHT MULES AND THREE SADDLE MULES.

From a Photo.
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From a] ENORMOUS TREASURES OF SILVER WERE DISCOVERED IN THE HILL OF POTOSI.

Potosi was founded in 1545 by Don Juan de
Villarroll and Don Diego Centano, because of

the enormous treasures of silver discovered in a

most extraordinary manner by an Indian named
Guanaco. This Indian, pressed into the service

of the Spaniards, had charge of a troop of

llamas loaded with provisions. The road led

him over the hill of Potosi, where the city is

now situated, and necessity compelled him to

camp over-night 15,000ft. above sea-level.

In the morning he noticed a lump of unmis-
takable greyish metal on the spot where his

camp fire had been burning throughout the

piercing cold night. He confided his secret

to one of his

countr y m e n
,

who, under the

influence of

drink, gave it

away to Don Juan
de Villarroll, a

Spanish captain.
Guanaco was
ordered, under

pain of the sever-

est punishment,
to divulge the

sacred spot, but
he stubbornly
refused

;
and it

was only after

months of in-

human torture,
by which his

body was nearly
torn in pieces,
that he would
point out the
place toVillarroll,

who had carried

him there more
dead than alive.

A tradition, faith-

fully preserved by
Guanaco's people,

says that at the

moment when he

had pointed out

the spot his spirit

fled amidst fear-

some sounds like

the roar of thunder
and the discharge
of heavy artillery.

The climate of
Potosi is bleak
and raw in the

extreme. Pneu-
monia is the only

disease known, but it is nearly always fatal.

Our first stopping-place after Potosi was Puna,
where we put up in a so-called hotel, kept by an
Italian. Our room had to be cleaned out after

our arrival, the proprietor apologizing for the

filth, and saying he had only been in the place
a year and a half, and had not yet had time to

get it cleaned ! From Potosi to Tupiza is nearly

300 miles, which we made in six days ;
it was

rather a monotonous journey, as each day was
much like the preceding one. When we arrived

in the last-named place our mules had entirely

given out, and we were compelled to look for a

newguide, whom we were fortunate enough to find.

[Photo.

From a] THE WHITE CAP OF THE VOLCANO CHOROLQUE (ARGENTINE FRONTIER)- {fVioto.
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With a t": t o( mules we started on

d Sunday morning for Jujuy, about 300
miles away, and crossed the Argentine frontier

at La Quiaca, where thanks to the Argentine
Minister resident in Sucre we were dispatched

through thi I stom House without having
unload. I country had the same dreary

nly relieved by the white

I horolque, which we could

irly a hundred miles to our right. We
r and higher each day until

i i Agua, where we crossed

:r vi~ the And
next photograph represents part of the

•five-mile journey which we travelled

upiza and Humaguaca. When we
from a high mountain upon the country

The next day we met an Indian who had killed

i condor measuring 12ft. between the tips of its

wings.

Every step of the way now our road descended
until we reached Jujuy, 3,450ft. above seadevel,
where we said farewell to our mules and took

the train to Buenos Ayres, which we reached in

three days, from there we had an uneventful

voyage to Hamburg, and in a few days crossed

to England.
It may be interesting to know that in our

travel of more than 1,000 miles through Bolivia

we received nothing but the very kindest atten-

tion and consideration from all with whom we
came in contact. We travelled by day and by
night through a country entirely unknown to the

outer world. We met many people whose

rHE Ij: IV-HVE MILE JOURNEY—NOT A DROP OF WATER, NO ULADE OF GRASS, AND NO LIVING THING.

From a /'hoto.

in which we were told not a drop of

water, no lilac ss, and no living thing
—

not even a fly
—was to be encountered, a feeling

of desolation crept over us that may better be

imagined than described.

In order to reach the next post-house in good
time, we started by candle-light, and suffered

intensely from the cold, as the sun did not get
over the mountains to us until nearly nine,

travelled in the dry river-bed, and in the after-

noon a fearful wind filled the air with sand,

compelling us to 'over our faces with shawls
and trust to the mules to keep in the right track.

language we could not understand
;
and were

compelled to sleep in some of the most peculiar
and remote places. We were without arms or

any other means of protection, and I can only

repeat that we were never molested by man or

beast. Wr

e felt safer regarding our chattels and
bodies than in many more civilized portions
of the globe. Moreover, no serious illness

befell us, nor were we ever troubled by

mosquitoes or any other pest, save on one
occasion when the vinchucas were about

;
and

a candle burning all night will drive even
these away.



Adrift in the Arctic Sea.

By Captain T. F. Gellatly.

The terrible narrative of what befell the crew of the whaler "
Chieftain," of Dundee. How the boats-

missed the ship ; the awful days and nights of blind wanderings hither and thither in the icy ocean ;,

and the final rescue and explanations.

N the 7th of March, 1884, I sailed

in command of the whaler Chieftain,
from Dundee, with a crew of

twenty
- six hands. A stowaway

turned up later,

making twenty-seven. The
Chieftain was a "

plum-
pudding

" whaler. That
means, that we were to cap-
ture all the fish and animals

yielding profitable blubber or

skins that we could. And
my orders were to bring back

a full ship at all costs. We
reached the ice in ten days,
sent the crow's-nest aloft, and

hung the boats in the davits

all ready for sealing. No
time is wasted on board a

whaler.

Following the edge of the

ice to the north, we saw
several of the steam whalers

cruising about like ourselves,

endeavouring to find the

young seals. The Chieftain
was a barquentine,and we de-

pended entirely on her sails. Only three or four

of the best steamers were able to penetrate
the ice far enough to get among the young
seals. The more unfortunate of the other

ships, after getting so far in, got stuck fast in

the pack for

longer or shorter

periods. The
Chieftain also

got fast in the

ice on two or

three occasions,
but luckily not

for long ;
and

when I saw it

was useless try-

ing to get to the

young seals, I

contented myself
with cruising
about the edge
of the pack and

among the drift-

Vol iv.—11.

the weather

settled, and,

fine as we

THIS IS CAPTAIN GELL
TERRIBLE

From a Photo, by

If? *m
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BOTTLE-NOSED WHALES WERE SEEN, CHURNING THE SEA INTO EDAM AS THEY CAME.

fourth harpooner going to the assistance of the

third mate. When my fish appeared on the sur-

face he made off to the south-east, and some time

elapsed before the second mate got near enough
to fasten a second harpoon. The weather in

the meantime became foggy, and a light breeze

rippled the sea. Our ship was soon lost to

view, the great fish we had struck running us to

windward away from her.

The second mate made
ral ineffectual at-

tempts to get alongside
the whale, which was

steadily increasing our

distance from the ship.

Seeing the futility of his

effo Id the second
mate to slack away astern.

My harpoon was in a

better position—well

ird in the fish : and
after a lot of struggling
and hard work with the

lance, we had the satis-

faction of seeing the hi

bottle-nose turn over on
his back quite dead.

By this time we had
not seen the ship for

hours, but had, by the

boat's compass, noted the

direction taken

by our whale.

We now con-
cluded that the

C hie/tain bore

north-west.
Therefore, fas-

tening our tow-

line to the tail

of our prize, we
started off in

that direction.

After pulling for

a considerable

time we came

upon the other

boats, both fast

to their whale,
which they al-

leged was so wild

that they could

not get near to

kill it. The third

mate said he had
seen the ship
with her sails

all set about an

hour previously,
not agree with

the vessel was
bearing north-east. This did

my bearings
—

unless, indeed,

sailing about in the fog, which was against all

whaling rules. As a fact, the standing rule is

that, when all the boats cannot be seen, the ship
is to be kept absolutely stationary

—if possible.

The boats' crews can then keep the bearing
of the ship, and run no risk of going astray.

*km&

MY FISH MADE OFF TO THE SOUTH-EAST.
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Sending the second mate with his boat to

assist in killing the other whale, I continued

towing my fish to the north-east, and eventually
found the Chieftain^ which had nearly passed
to windward of us, sailing in the fog. When I

got the monster alongside and went on board

I pointed out to the fishing master, whom I

had left in charge, the grave danger of losing
the boats, through his shifting the ship in that

way ;
and I gave strict orders that in future she

was to be kept hove to under as little canvas as

possible until all the boats were plainly visible.

It was about three o'clock on Tuesday morn-

ing when I reached the ship. After a change of

clothing and a good meal, I became anxious

about the other boats' crews. I feared they might
still believe the ship bore north-east, and so

pull in that direction. We had a boiler and
steam winch on board for flensing whales and

hoisting boats, and there was a steam whistle

attached to the boiler.

Leaving orders to blow the whistle at frequent

intervals, and fire a gun occasionally, I manned

my own boat
;
and then taking some food for

the absent boats' crews, I went in search of

them, taking my watch with me to enable me
more accurately to judge my distance. After

about two hours' pulling I found the three

boats still attached to the whale, which seemed

actually to be as lively and wild as ever ! These
creatures often display extraordinary vitality.

When the men had refreshed themselves with

the food I brought them, I told them to give
the whale plenty of line so as to fatigue him

more, whilst I attacked him at close quarters.
For about four hours I kept struggling with the

gigantic fish
;
and it was only after firing another

three gun-harpoons into him, and repeated

lancing, that I at last succeeded in reaching his

vitals—so furious were his struggles.
It was nearly noon on Tuesday when I killed

that whale. When fastening the tow-line to his

enormous tail the fog lifted and we saw the ship,

bearing north by east, and distant about six

miles. The clearance of the atmosphere was

only temporary, however. In a quarter of an
hour the fog again enveloped us as densely as

before. However, we had now got the bearing
of the ship, and thankfully pulled in her direc-

tion. The wind was light and right astern of

the boats.

After pulling for four hours I considered we
must be somewhere near our vessel. Leaving
two boats fast to the dead whale, I sent the

second mate off to the east to pull, as nearly as

he could guess, one mile, whilst 1, with my boat,

proceeded the same distance westward, to try
and see or hear something of our floating home
and head-quarters. We also arranged to fire

harpoon guns and blow fog-horns at intervals as

signals. Neither of us was successful, however,
and, returning to the other boats, we again towed
the whale another stage in a different direction

and repeated all our manoeuvres as before, but

again without success.

All the men were now much exhausted. The
wind had increased to a strong breeze, and a

nasty sea had risen. The air was dark, with a

raw, damp, penetrating fog, which seemed to

increase the bitterness of the cold. While lving

on their oars to listen, several of the men
declared they heard the steam-whistle to lee-

ward. I also believed I heard it, so I sent the

second mate off to see if he could verify the

sound.

As the
" second "

did not return, and think-

ing the ship might be drifting as fast as we
towed, I tied my handkerchief flag-wise to a

lance-handle, stuck the lance in the whale, and
then fastening an empty water-beaker to the

tow-line, we cast off, and pulled in the direction

whence we seemed to hear the sound of the

ship's whistle. But, alas ! In vain we pulled
about backwards and forwards, following

imaginary sounds, until at length we fancied

despairingly that we heard whistles in every
direction. Nor did we again see the second

mate's boat—though we repeatedly heard the

sound of the fog-horn, and, answering it,

followed up the sound.

The wind now increased to a gale, and the

sea was breaking furiously. I rigged a deep-sea
anchor and, with the other two boats fast

astern, we rode to the gale and fiercely-lashing

sea. Our position was critical in the extreme.

It took the men all their time to bale the water

out of the boats
;
and all our provisions and

water were exhausted. We were continually
drenched with driving spray, and the cold was

intense.

Tuesday night, Wednesday, and Wednesday
night were spent in the most utter wretchedness.

Ah ! how easy it is to write down the mere
names of those dreadful days. None but God
and the sufferers themselves, however, know
what interminable hours of anguish they con-

tained. Though we kept a sharp and eager

look-out, nothing was seen but the driving scud

and the foam-flecked, raging sea. The gale

moderated a little on Thursday morning, and

we took to the oars, pulling north-west to the

ice (distant about thirty miles), and reaching

the edge just as the gale again broke forth

with renewed violence. Wretchedness—utter,

despairing," deathly wretchedness was the pre-

dominant feeling amongst us.

This fresh burst of wind, however, cleared the

atmosphere, and though at first we refused to
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believe our eyes, we suddenly beheld a vessel

under clos> I canvas, about two miles to

idward. Oh.
j

We would now be saved,

thought Rushing to the summit of a high

ce, we unfurled our flags and

superhuman effort, I kept myself afloat till

my nun seized me and assisted me back into

the boat. The very marrow in my bones

seemed fro/en.

other boats back,

UNO TO THE SUMMIT OF A HIGH HUMMOCK- OF !CE, WE UNFURLED OUR FLAGS
AND STOOD WATCHING."

stood watching for an answering signal from the

ship. Alas !
—vain hopes. They did not see

.nd almost immediately a dense dark pall of

fog enveloped sea and ice. That glimpse of

salvation merely mocked us : and the sensa-

tions of men under such circumstances are

not to be described. We were powerless to

pull in such a sea, and my heart bled when
I saw the looks of dismay and despair on
the faces of the poor fellows around me. The
gale raged furiously once more, and our boats

were in constant jeopardy of being smashed by
the grinding ice.

After making a pitiful repast of frozen snow,
I endeavoured to pull to windward to a safer

position. No sooner had I left shelter, however,
than a heavy sea struck the broad blade of my

ring oar, and I was precipitated backwards
into the seething, icy waters. With an almost

I immediately waved the

and again sought shelter

under the lee of the high
hummock of ice. Stripping
off my clothes, I wrung
them out as quickly as I

could, my teeth rattling and

whirring the while like an

electric bell. After getting
them on again, I walked
about on the ice, beating

my body with my arms to

keep up the circulation.

During Thursday night the

wind shifted to north-east
;

the cold was intense, and it

was all one or two of my
men and I could do to keep
the others from going to

sleep, which meant the utter

extinction of vitality. Some
of the poor fellows only
wished to be allowed to lie

down and die, so paralyzing
was the cold.

Early on Friday morning
I called the men together,
and told them that to remain

inert any longer meant death
—

probably to all of us. The
wind was fair

;
south-west

was the course to Iceland,

and, at least, we stood a

chance of either falling in

with a whaler or reaching
the land. But how far was

it to Iceland ? I was asked
;

and I replied, evasively, that it was ninety
miles or more—knowing full well that it was

at least two hundred. My line cover was a

piece of canvas 4ft. long, 4ft. wide at one end,

and 2ft. at the other. This I fastened to the

ramrod of my harpoon gun, and with two

boat-hooks lashed together for a mast, I rigged
it as a sail. The other boats were similarly

rigged, and after taking in a supply of frozen

snow and ice we started on our despairing

voyage. The boats were constantly in danger
of being stove in by the floating pieces of sharp
ice that strewed the sea for some distance from

the pack.
When nearly clear of this danger, the im-

provised little sail of the boat ahead of me was

suddenly lowered
;
and when I came up with

her, the harpooner told me that the boat-steerer

had just been lost overboard. The poor fellow
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had been " kicked
"
by the steering oar into the

sea, just as I had been previously, and no one

in the boat had seen the sad occurrence, so

dazed were they all. The harpooner was in

despair. I endeavoured to tow his boat, but

soon had to let go, as both boats were in danger
of swamping. I encouraged him, however, to

set his sail and steer the boat himself, and we

again proceeded on our way.
Bad enough would our plight have been had

the sea been comparatively smooth. But now
it was blowing a furious gale from the north-

east, and the sea was lashed into white, driving

spray, and huge, seething, foam tipped billows.

My whole attention was occupied in steering
the boat right before the wind and sea. In the

afternoon we had so out-distanced the other

boats that we lost sight of them. All Friday,

Friday night, Saturday, and Saturday night we

kept on, every breaking sea threatening to

engulf us. I think each man had abandoned

hope, though possibly he would not have cared

to have said so aloud.

On Sunday morning we saw a

small vessel lying hove-to. She was

a little on one side of our track,

but we dared not change our course

and finally, in spite of all our efforts

to attract attention, we
crossed her stern about
a mile distant without

being seen. In a cramped
position I had been steer-

ing the boat ever since

left the ice
;

and I

thought my last

was at hand. I

almost continually

my men changing
in the boat, and
her out so as to

were renewed. I felt almost as strong as ever,
and steered, if possible, straighter than before.

It was seven o'clock on Sunday evening
when we reached the west side of Langanaes,
on the rocky coast of Iceland. A man and two

boys on the rocks directed us to a tiny cove,
where we beached the boat

;
and we were then

with great difficulty and danger rescued from

the heavy breakers by the Icelander and his

two sons. Not a man among us could walk. Our
rescuers carried us to their house on their backs,
where they vied with each other in showering
kindnesses upon us. By the aid of a pencil
and an old Danish almanac I was enabled, in a

rough way, to give the peasants an account of

our past exposure and sufferings. And, indeed,
we were in a sad condition—our hands, and
feet especially, were black, and swollen almost

to bursting. I think I may say I was the worst.

Getting two tubs of ice brought into the house,
we placed our hands and feet in them for

upwards of an hour to try and relieve the

we
now
hour

had

kept

places

baling

keep their blood in cir-

culation. And all that

time I know they thought
me the most cruel devil

afloat. I wonder they
obeyed orders at all.

The gale still raged
with unabated fury, and
the great seas broke with

long, leaping, tumbling,

roaring, towering vio-

lence. I was nearly

giving way to despair,
when our dazed, apa-
thetic, weary eyes were

greeted with the sight of
a snow-capped mountain

right ahead. Our hopes
GETTING TWO TUBS OF ICE, WE PLACED OUR HANDS AND FEET IN THEM TO RELIEVE THE

AGONIZING PAINS."
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ng pains of slowly returning circulation.

The wife and daughter o( our host gave us some

gruel made with milk, and they put us in their

own beds, which were built like ships' bunks,

and consisted of a feather bed to lie on and

another wring.
was built of wood

and 1 three rooms- a dwelling-room, a

s byre, and a --tore room. Outside the

building the angles were filled in with earth,

which was covered with turf, the roof also

being similarly coven The whole dwelling
d the appearance of a grass

- grown
mound, which, with the

chimney smoking in the

centr daminia-
ture active volcano. 1 or

three eived

the : attention

from this kind family.

During this time, al-

though my sufferings
. I was con-

stantly thinking of the

nder of my men,
and wondering what
could have been their

fate.

Wednesday after-

noon a Norwegian fishing
smack came in and an-

chored for shelter a short

distance from the shore.

Our Icelandic host and

my sailmaker, who had
somewhat recovered, put
off to her and told the

captain our story. He
immediately came on
shore and offered to

convey myself and my
men to Siedysford, a port
in the east of Iceland.

I gladly accepted the

captain's offer, and bid-

ding good-bye to the

kind Icelanders we were
taken on board the

smack, which was soon

got under way. Both

captain and crew were

edingly kind to us
; and after a five days'

age they saw us safely lodged in a sort of
inn at Siedysford, when they again proce<

a to follow their occupation of cod-fishing.
There was no British Consul at Siedysford, and
we were under the care of the Sydlnsond, or

local governor, who personally saw that we were
well cared for. Here we were attended to by

!

H, 'INK UK ! HE I HIRD MATE
CRKW, AS HE AI'TEAKS TO-DAY.

Photo, by /'. JV. Gil/us. Brought? Ferry.

a doctor, who dressed our feet with oil and lint.

Arrived at length at Granthon by way of the

Faroe Islands, the agent of the Shipwrecked
Mariners' Society sent us on to Dundee, where
news of our arrival had preceded us. For a

long time I was unable to walk properly, and

many months elapsed before my feet were quite
well again. News of the remainder of the crew
came to hand very disjointedly. I will relate

the accounts given me by the survivors them-
selves when they returned to Dundee. Soon
after I parted from the other two boats, one of

the third mate's crew, James Mcintosh, changed
into the fourth har-

pooner's boat to assist

him in steering. The
boats then separated,
and were lost to view of

each other.

The third mate's boat

reached Iceland the day
after my arrival there,

and some forty miles

farther west on the coast.

The men were in a most

pitiful condition when

they landed. One poor
fellow succumbed to his

sufferings just as the kind

Icelanders put him to

bed. Fortunately there

was a doctor at hand,
and the other three men's

feet were only saved by
the partial amputation of

their frost-bitten heels

and toes. As soon as

they had sufficiently re-

covered, and a home-
ward-bound steamer was

available, they also were
sent home.
When James Mcintosh

got on board the third

boat, he took the steering
oar and kept the boat

before the wind and sea,

making a south-west

course. They were get-

ting along as well as

could be expected, when,
on the second day, one man picked up the com-

pass and tried to drink out of it. The poor,
crazed fellow, finding no water in it, threw the

compass into the sea before anyone could stop
him, and then lay down in the bottom of the

boat
;
he expired soon afterwards. While wind

and sea kept in the same direction, the loss of

the compass did not so much matter
;
but when
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the wind moderated and changed, Mcintosh did

not know in what direction to steer, and so the

boat was allowed to drift. Soon after they
committed the body of their dead shipmate to

the deep another man died. His body also

was consigned to the sea. And then the three

survivors sat looking at each other, wondering
whose turn it would be next.

Another day and night passed without relief,

and yet another of their number was added to

the list of dead. After putting the third body
overboard, James Mcintosh and the harpooner
were the only survivors. These two unfortunate

men took up crouching positions one at each

end of the boat, and watched each other's every
motion with half-demented terror.

Time passed thus in fear and despair until

Tuesday, when the poor harpooner died in rigid

agony in the bottom of the boat, and Mcintosh
was left in ghastly loneliness. Horrible thoughts

passed through the famishing man's mind as he

sat for a time looking at his dead and disfigured

shipmate. There was nothing in sight from

the boat but cold sea and bitter sky. His

better nature asserting itself, however, Mcintosh
crawled forward and with a strenuous effort

heaved the body of his last shipmate into the

dark, deep sea. The wretched man presently

got into such a dazed condition that he scarcely
knew how the hours passed. In a gleam of con-

sciousness he raised himself above the gunwale,

'*

MCINTOSH HEAVED THE BODY' OF HIS LAST SHIPMATE INTO THE DARK, DEEP SEA.

and seeing a small ship some distance off, he
waved his cap and feebly shouted, "Help! Help!"
The vessel was an Icelandic shark-fisher. The

crew took Mcintosh and his boat on board and
then sailed to Aykeraera, a port in the north of

Iceland. Here he was attended to by the

surgeon of a Danish man-of-war. Mortification

had so far set in that the poor fellow's legs had
to be amputated a little below the knees. The
operation was very successful, however, and about
two months later Mcintosh was brought home.
The second mate, it appeared, after vainly

trying to find the ship, hove the boat to, and
drifted about until Saturday, when he and his

men were picked up by a Norwegian whaler,
and later on transferred to their own vessel, the

Chieftain. The officer left in charge of the

latter, by the way, saw the boats when the fog

lifted, and proceeded to make all sail on the

ship, not noticing that while doing so the boats

were again lost to view. After the sails were
set he went up into the crow's-nest and
remained for some time looking out, thinking
and hoping that the fog would again clear.

Meanwhile the breeze was moderate and the

ship slipping quietly through the water. After

sailing for some time on the starboard tack, the

mate reduced sail, and hove the ship to, not

realizing that he had materially changed the

bearing of the boats. Thus it was that, when
we pulled close to where the ship was when we

caught that glimpse of her, she was then

some three miles east of our position.

During the gales that followed the

Chieftain was kept reaching about in

search of us. The mate saw several

whalers. The master of one of them
stated he had the second mate's crew

and boat on board. Another Nor-

wegian whaler had found our abandoned

whale, and the captain returned the

fishing gear. When all hopes died out

of finding the missing boats and men,
the mate bore up for home, and the

Chieftain eventually reached Dundee
with only six tons of oil—a truly

disastrous voyage.
Most of the crew had little or nothing

to take when discharged. Yet, not-

withstanding the calamitous voyage,
most of the men wished to sail with

me again, and publicly thanked

me in the Dundee shipping
office for what little I had been

able to do for them. Those who
had been of service to us in our

distress were recompensed, and

suitably rewarded by the Board

of Trade.



Open*Air Festival Plays in Switzerland.

Bv I. Oscar GySI, OF BERNE.

A short article, illustrated with extremely striking photographs, showing how the brave little Swiss
nation loves to celebrate the memory of those victories which won for it its independence.

3 a nation the Swiss appear to have

a peculiar genius for organizing
n-air historical pageants and

festival plays.
The Suabian War began on the 6th

February, 14m). On the one side were the

German Emperor Maximilian I. and the

Suabian league of knights and towns, and on
the other the different sections of the Swiss

ion, with its allies. In this war

victory rested almost entirely with the Swiss,

although they had to defend a long frontier.

On the 20th of February, 1499, the Swiss

defeated their enemies at Hard, near Lake Con-
stance : on the 22nd of March at Bruderholz, in

and on the 22nd of May on

the Calven, not very far from Meran, in the

Tyrol. The brunt of this battle was sustained

by the men of Grisons, and they have, there-

fore, a very good right to celebrate the 400th

anniversary of this glorious victory.
When they returned to their homes, after the

usual three days' stay on the battlefield, their

young men acted the battle over again in the

Jrant belonging to the Episcopal Palace at

Coire ;
and the great spectacular display which

took plate in the early part of last summer was
the re-acting of those warlike scenes on that

very spot. The scene depicted in the accom-

panying photo, shows a great grassy slope
crowned by the dark pine forests of the Mitten-

g,
and of the Piz Okel. From this spot the

eye commands on the one side the view towards
the (irisons-Oberland, and on the other the

historic fortifications of Luziensteig, and the

mountains of the Prattigau, which form the

frontier line towards Austria.

The vast stage (such a one as has never been
seen before) represents the land of the Grisons,
with its rocks, ruined castles, and dark forests.

Only the background is painted stage scenery,
and behind it Nature completes the picture, as

the peak of Calanda rises far above it. Over
the huge central stage will pass the armies,
with their mounted knights and squires and

men-at-arms; also the procession of the Lands-

gemeinde (the people assembled as a Parlia-

ment) : the strings of pack-mules and many
travelling merchants with their attendant
minstrels and mule-drivers.

The chorus of 800 voices contains 300
children, who have practised the ancient tunes
for months past. The costumes of all the

actors in this great national play accord strictly
with those worn in the fifteenth century, and

these give reality to the scenes acted before us.

The natives of Grisons come on foot from

remote mountain valleys, and many have two

days to walk to get to Coire. Others living in

foreign lands hasten home to be present at the

national celebrations.

The town of Coire, with its 10,000 inhabi-

tants, has put on holiday attire. Every house,

big and little, in every street or narrow lane is

most tastefully decorated from top to bottom
with green wreaths, entwined amid brightly-
coloured cloths. Each dwelling seems to be

prettier than its neighbour, and yet they all look

as if their owners had excellent taste in colour

and arrangement. Triumphal arches there are

at every crossing, and splendid green wreaths

hang from side to side. All the inscriptions
breathe the truculent spirit of those mediaeval

days when the battle on the Calven was fought.
On the 27th May last the final rehearsal took

place at Coire, to which the school children of

the whole Canton were invited. Every seat and

every inch of standing room was occupied. One
school came from far-off Poschiavo, and had to

cross two high mountain chains on the way. It

took them two whole days to reach Coire. On
the 28th May we were roused at 6 a.m. by
a musical "reveille." At 8.30 a.m. special

services were held for the Protestants (who
are the majority here) at St. Martin's

Church ; and for the Catholics at the Hofkirche,
the church in the Bishop's Court. Then
came a procession through the town headed

by a German regimental band— the famous
" Constanzer Regiments Musik." In the
"
festhutte," a timber and rainproof canvas

erection, a public banquet was held, at which

over 2,500 people attended. During this the

regimental band played, at intervals, most lovely

music
;

and after a speech by some local

dignitary, with an almost inaudible voice, the

President of Switzerland, who together with the

Home Secretary and the Minister of Justice had

come to Coire to be present on this important

day, arose, and made a patriotic, yet statesman-

like, speech.
At 2.30 p.m. the great national play com-

menced in the open air, and was given four

times (each performance lasted four hours),

before a vast concourse of spectators, numbering
over 40,000 people, of whom nearly 5,000 were

seated—the rest standing behind, and on the

road overlooking the stage. Many, however,
not included in this estimate, looked on from

points of vantage in the pine forest above.
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Unfortunately the weather was far from perfect.

A slight drizzle came on at intervals, and a steady

shower towards the end
; yet for three full hours

this great audience remained spell-bound by the

splendid spectacle. No umbrellas were allowed

to be opened. From scenes of peace, with the

welcome offered by a large concourse of peasants
to a caravan of pack-horses coming from Italy

with their sturdy attendants, the play proceeded
to alarms of war, and then to scenes of camp
life and of real battle.

The deliberations of a conference between

the Bishop of Coire and the delegates from

different valleys ends in turmoil on the arrival

of messengers bringing bad tidings of excesses

committed by the Austrian soldiery. The
arrival of a body of friends from Uri is the next

scene
;
and when these leave to help the Swiss

Confederates farther north against a body of

German enemies in the valley of the Rhine near

Ragatz, a troop of distressed country-folk, with

women and children from the south, arrives with

tales of woe about burnt villages and desecrated

homesteads. The fighting men are summoned
from every valley, and, on meeting, engage in

martial games until Benedict Fontana, their

leader, calls upon them to take the oath to fight
for victory and not desist till death.

The battle on the Calven affords opportunity
for splendid scenic effects—first with a camp of

Austrian soldiers, with its carousings and brawls,

and then the alarm caused by news that the

men of Grisons had fallen on the army which

thought itself so secure in strong fortifications on
the Calven. The fight comes nearer, and the

Austrians on the stage are driven back, their

cavalry galloping off in furious flight in front of

the stage on the greensward. This scene was

most effective. Then follow the wailings of the

wounded, and later on the rejoicings over the

victory, troubled by the presence of newly-made
widows, and by the bringing in of sorely-stricken

men.
The last act is of an allegorical character,

beginning with a very fine scene of gnomes, who

rejoice over the help they have given the men
of Grisons in the battle

; going on with scenes

connected with the Napoleonic wars as they
affected the Grisons, and ending with rejoicings

over Grisons' happy union with the Helvetian

: GREAT PATRIOTS 'ESTIVAL i-LAY AT COIRE. SOMETIMES OVER I.OOD ACTORS ON THE STAGE AT ONE TIME. (MEN OF

From a Photo, by] GRISONS TAKING the OATH TO CONQUER or DIE.) \.La>l i^ang, ^oire.

Vol. iv—12.
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Republic In those last scenes there were some-

times over 1,000 actors on tfte stage, and on the

rocks and mountains connected with it. The gay
and brilliant costumes; the men in armour: the

strange weapons including crossbows, halberds.

led battle-axes, spiked clubs, broad -

and spears—veritably carried the spec-

tators k many hundreds of years. The

scenery was a work o( art, and quite in keeping
with the surrounding snow-capped mountains,
which looked down upon the audience. Too
much praise cannot be given to the 1,400 men
and women, boys and girls, who for several

to do honour to their confederate and chief

city.

In the background of the photograph, sur-

rounded by natural scenery of extreme beauty,
lies the open-air stage built in imitation of a

mediaeval keep, with small watch-towers on each

side : while reaching right to the foreground is

the vast amphitheatre whose crowded seats are

arranged in four rows of twelve blocks each, with

standing room at the back for the late comers.

Between the stage and the auditorium is the

orchestra, accommodating over a hundred instru-

mentalists besides the chorus. The chief events

5TS CAME FROM AM. PARTS TO SEE THIS GREAT OPEN-AIR I'LAY IN BERNE.

From a Photo, by Professor Dr. Badertscher.

AUDIENCE OF TEN THOLSWP.

months worked together to produce this great
national play.

If Coire can produce so magnificent a festival

play, what can the Swiss capital do ? You
shall see. A photograph of the great Berne
festival play of 1891 is next reproduced : it

was taken by Professor Dr. Badertscher, of

Berne. This photograph shows an audience
of over 10,000 persons witnessing a grand
spectacular drama at Berne, in 1891, on the

occasion of the celebration of the 700th anni-

versary of the foundation of the city. Patriotic

visitors assembled from all parts of Switzerland

in the history of the ancient and picturesque city

are recorded in the scenes of the drama, duly

interspersed with incidental music and song.
This particular scene represents the sad day in

1798 when, after a brave resistance, the valiant

band of Confederates were obliged to accept
Fiance's ultimatum, and with it a new Con-
stitution. The Swiss always do these open-air

pageants well, but this one was conceived on a

specially gigantic scale, and was so generally

remarkable, that foreign tourists from all parts of

Switzerland flocked into the quaint capital
of "

Europe's Playground."



Lost in Vesuvius.

By Dr. Z. E. Birasky, of Essec, Sclavonic.

Wherein is related how Professor Blondel, disregarding the warnings of the guides, persisted in going
round the crater and walking on some partly cooled lava. The unfortunate savant fell through the thin
crust and was destroyed in the fiery sea. One photo, shows the guides actually pointing out the terrible

danger to the Professor.

Y dear friend Pro-

fessor Blondel
and I found our-

selves one wet

night in a cafe at

Zurich : it was in April, 1897.
Our conversation soon turned

upon the adventures each of

us had had. Professor Blon-

del was a meteorologist, and
in pursuit of his researches

he had travelled a great deal.

It was some years since last

we met, and now my friend

related to me how he had

visited Central Africa, India,

and other regions in pursuit
of his professional studies.

In the course of the even-

ing the Professor said he was

compelled, for the purpose of

making some meteorological

examinations, to ascend Moun
it was incumbent upon him

approaching season, he

would have to be in Naples
at the beginning of May-
He remarked how pleased
he would be if I would

accompany him on this ex-

pedition, saying how much
it would add to his enjoy-
ment to have a companion.
I returned no definite reply.

However, M. Blondel,
whom I was continually

seeing after that evening,

kept pressing me for my
decision on the suggested

journey, and having ob-

tained a fortnight's leave, I

went to the Professor on
the 25th of April and told

him I was ready to accom-

pany him.

Accordingly, two days
after this interview, we took
the train and crossed the

beautiful mountains of

Switzerland into Italy, and,

breaking our journey for a

THE AUTHOR, DR. /.. E. BIRASKY, WHO WAS
WITH PROFESSOR BLONDE!. WHEN III- WAS
From a] DESTROYED. [Ph

t Vesuvius, and as

to do this in the

THIS IS THE UNFORTUNATE SAVAN
BLONDEL, WHo MET A FEARFBI
From a] Vesuvius.

rest at Genoa, we arrived at

the gay city of Naples four

days after leaving Zurich.

This was my first visit to the

beautiful city. We engaged
apartments at the Pension

Suisse, just near the Bay,
from whence we could see

the famous volcano and also

the smoke from its crater, as

from the funnel of a steamer

in the distance.

After a few days' sight-

seeing we decided to pro-
ceed with our ascent of

Vesuvius
;

so one morning
Professor Blondel went to

see one of his friends, and
on his return told me that at

one o'clock in the afternoon

we would leave by boat from

the quay near our hotel. Ac-

cordingly, we started, having left word that we

should, in all probability, return to dinner, but

in any case we desired our

host to have something

ready for us, as on our re-

turn we should be very tired

and hungry. We arrived

at our destination after an

hour's row, the distance

being about four miles ;

and on landing we were

at once solicited by many
guides desiring to be en-

gaged. Selecting three of

them, we walked towards

Resina, one of the small

towns nearest to the shore.

The view of the volcano

from here, as compared
with that from our hotel,

was altogether different.

The whole side of the

mountain was covered with

vineyards and gardens, in

which the choicest of fruits

are grown. From this

point we could see on the

summit the lavas of the

various flows during the

I-KOKI5SSI I

DEATH IN

[Pkoto.
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;>S AND SMOKE AROUND THR GLOOMY SUMMIT I.IKE STEAM FROM fiOILING WATER.'
From a Photo, by Dr. Z. E. Birasky.

past thirty years. It is difficult to convey the

scene to the minds of those who have not seen

a volcano. A good comparison is to suppose
that a sea of boiling pitch has been violently

agitated by a storm, and then suddenly cooled

—so quickly, however, as to retain when solidi-

fied all the roughness and

irregularity which the surface

had when liquid. The clouds

and smoke around the gloomy
summit give an appearance not

unlike the steam arising from

boiling water.

From Resina there is a rail-

way which goes to the top of

the mountain, but our desire

unore especially that of Pro-

sor Blondel, who wanted
to see Vesuvius as closely as

possible, to explore every

point, and take notes of his

observations) was to proceed
on foot. As we slowly made
the ascent to the top, the view

that presented itself was in

most striking contrast to that

which gladdened our eyes on
the commencement of our

journey. In the place of

beautiful gardens, in which

orange, lemon, almond, fig

trees, and vines grew to per-

fection, and in which roses

and camellias bloomed in

profusion, we now found
ourselves making our way
through a black, sterile, and

forbidding waste, utterly de-

void of vegetation, and
covered only with huge folds,

waves, and unshapely masses

of rough lava.

However, by -and -by we
reached the crocelle, on the

summit of which stands the

hermitage of San Salvatore.

As is the custom of all travel-

lers making the ascent on

foot, we had a rest here, and

partook of refreshments.

Here also is found a well of

good water. The streams of

lava which have at various

times descended the moun-
tain near the crocelle have

flowed on either side of this

ridge, and so its summit had

hitherto afforded a safe site

for a habitation
;

whilst all

around has been from time to time covered with

a perfect sea of liquid fire. Attached to the

hermitage there is a sanctuary containing an

altar and the shrine of the saint whose remains

lie beneath.

We- remained here for an hour, as Professor

TFIEKE IS A RAILWAY TO THE TOP, HIT OUK DESIKE V.

From a Photo, by Dr. Z. E. Birasky.

EED ON FOOT.
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Blondel wished to make some investigations.
I should explain that on account of the com-

manding position of this ridge, and its com-

parative immunity from danger, it has an

observatory, built by the King of Naples, for

' AN OBSERVA1 O
Front a Photo, by]

DV THE KING OF NAPLES FOR THE STUDY OF VOLCANIC
PHENOMENA.

the purpose of facilitating the study and obser-
vation at close quarters of volcanic and earth-

quake phenomena. In this observatory there
is a collection of the minerals found around

Vesuvius, and this museum is shown to visitors

by an intelligent and obliging custodian.

After this stay we commenced the ascent of

the cone itself. This is the most difficult and
laborious part of the whole climb—the looseness
of the rough, angular lava masses, and the

consequent uncertainty of footholds causing
great fatigue. With the assistance and encour-

agement of the guides, however, coupled with

constant exertion on our own part, we were at

length enabled to reach the terrace at the

summit. We were greatly excited by the

proximity of the mouth of the volcano and the

deeply interesting phenomena we were about to

witness. So, naturally, in spite of the warnings
of the guides, Professor Blondel pressed on to

make the ascent of the new cone, and gain the

very edge of the crater.

From this crater arose columns of vapour
charged with sulphurous fumes. Stones and

cinders of most irregular and various sizes were
also discharged with loud subterranean noises
almost every minute. These stones and cinders
rise to a great height almost perpendicularly ;

and if there is not much wind, the greater
number of them fall back

again into the crater. As
the vapour emerges from the

sides of the pit it deposits

sulphur and various salts,

these covering the surround-

ing surface with variously
and beautifully coloured in-

crustations.

Notwithstanding the oft-

repeated warnings of the

guides, I followed Professor

Blondel up the new cone,
and gained with difficulty
the edge of the crater

;
then

together we peered into the

terrible interior of the vol-

cano. I shall never forget
the sight

—words utterly fail

me to describe adequately
the strange and awful scene

that presented itself to my
view. Rolling clouds of

dense white fumes were

seen covering the bottom

and almost hiding from

sight the sides
; while, from

the more distant part of the

fiery and mysterious abyss,
the cinders and stones

before-mentioned were discharged with thunder-

ous roars. No flames were to be seen, but on

looking down the fumes were found to be

illuminated as if by a colossal fire beneath.

On the opposite side of the crater the lava

was in a liquid state, and vapour was rising

from its glowing surface. The Professor, after

examining closely and with great interest

everything around us, wanted me to accompany
him close to the liquid lava, but I firmly declined

to do so, for to me the sight of it was awful

enough without closer inspection. Heedless of

the counsel of the guides, who strenuously
advised him not to go

—
pointing out that the

lava was in a molten state, and that he might

slip and fall into it— Professor Blondel per-

sistently determined to proceed, and actually

started off. At the last moment one of the

guides caught hold of him and passionately urged
him not to attempt so foolhardy an adventure,

adding that he and his fellow-guides, as natives

of the district, knew the frightful danger which

was before him, and felt sure he would perish

in the attempt. And yet, in spite of these

[Dr. Z. E. Birasky.
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:• THEK WE PEERED INTO THE TERRIBLE INTERIOR OF THE VOLCANi

(,
A --NAP-SHOT NOW POSSESSING A MOURNFUL INTEREST—GUIDES

TING OUT THE DANGER TO THE DOOMED MAN.)
From a Photo, by Dr. Z. E. Birasky.

entreaties and my protests, Blondel positively
declined to abandon the attempt, and would
not be dissuaded.

•' He is going to certain death," said the

guide who had addressed himself to me. "
I

would stake all I possess that this unfortunate

r will never return alive. Such a crazy
adventure I have never heard of in all my
mountaineering experience. My companions,"
he added,

"
join me in repudiating any re-

sponsibility for what your friend is doing." As
for me, I was in a perfect agony of terror and

helplessness. Professor Blondel was still pro-

ceeding, so I shouted out to him imploring him
to return and not risk his life in such a mad
attempt. I now felt certain the lava was too

liquid on that side to support his weight. To
my cries, however, he never responded, but

-sed forward eagerly.
I cannot well describe how I fei

1
at this time.

Nothing that I could do would stop the doomed
man. And such a hideous death .... crash-

ing through the treacherous crust, not into icy

water, but into living fire !

Anxiously I followed M. Blondel's every step
through my glass until he had reached the very
edge of the crater. By this time he appeared
to be extremely fatigued, and was advancing
slowly along the edge, until at last he approached
the smooth, recently-formed lava, in which I

felt sure he would sink, the surface being too
soft to bear him. Still keeping my eyes fixed

upon him fascinated, I thought I should lose

my reason. I wanted desperately to call out

again to urge him to come back, but I was

quite unable to do so. My throat was

parched and contracted from the agony of

that awful scene. I could only murmur that

poor Blondel was lost—lost ! As I stood

there helplessly, with all my limbs trembling
in deadly fear, you may judge of the ghastly
shock I sustained when I saw the unfortu-

nate man sink slowly into the fiery lava, from

which there was no possible escape. He
uttered no sound that I could hear. I can,

as I write this, see him as it were again
before me, as he clasped his hands in horror

and despair, and made desperate efforts to

extricate himself. He appeared to call for

assistance to help him out of the great

expanse of liquid fire—but, alas !
—all was in

vain. He gradually sank beneath its dread

surface, and was swallowed up like a stone

that is thrown into deep water.

This heart-rending scene, which lasted

only a few minutes, seemed positively to

paralyze my faculties. I did not know
what to do for some time. All my senses

seemed to leave me, and I could not move
from the spot whence I had witnessed my
dear friend sinking into the sea of fire. My
thoughts ran on what he must have suffered in

those last moments, and how the unfortunate

man should have turned back as he found the

vapours grow more suffocating and the lava

more treacherously soft.

I see again before me that joyful and

courageous Blondel who had yielded up his life

in scientific pursuits. For, of course, he would

never have gone to the other side of the crater

but for his determination to make some

meteorological examinations—to carry out his

original plans upon which he had started. He
had set his mind on solving some problem, and

no risk was great enough to deter him. Poor

Blondel !

After this terrible disaster, and as soon as I

had recovered myself a little, I hastened to

make the descent of Vesuvius, leaving for ever

in its bottomless pit the remains of my poor
friend. Then, taking at the foot of the mom. tain

the road leading to Naples, I made my way to

the hotel with all possible speed, and there

found awaiting me the refreshments ordered by

my late companion. I was, of course, too

distracted to eat, and hastened to telegraph to

the family of the late Professor what had

befallen him. Returning to the hotel, I packed

my luggage and returned home by the midnight
train.



Some Stanley Relics, and Why They are Prized.

By J. Reed Wade.

The renowned Central African Explorer here permits his private relics to be photographed and
described for the first time. There is something interesting about each of these historical trifles,

and Mr. Stanley himself tells us what it is in each case. Photos, by the writer.

jT is now nearly thirty years ago that

.Mr. H. M. Stanley (now Sir Henry
M. Stanley), then practically un-

known, was told by Mr. Gordon
Bennett to find David Livingstone.

The story of his expedition into the heart of

Africa in search of the Doctor, and its success

and his subsequent expeditions
— these things

are too well known to most of our readers to

need re-telling here.

The relics of these expeditions
—

necessarily
numerous and of great interest—now rest in glass
cases in Mr. Stanley's museum, and it is owing
to his kindness and courtesy that we have been
enabled to reproduce, for the first time, these

priceless treasures around which so many
memories, both pleasant and terrible, are

entwined.

Perhaps the object Mr. Stanley prizes most of

all in the collection is the Consular cap which

belonged to Dr. Livingstone. This cap forms
the subject of our first illustration. There it is,

just as Livingstone wore it at Ujiji (save for the

label, pasted on for exhibition purposes) when
his faithful attendant, Susi, told him that a white
man was approaching. This indeed is the very

cap he raised in response to Mr. Stanley's well-

known salutation, "Dr. Livingstone, I presume?"
In colour it is of a bluish tint, and is lined with

silk
; the faded gold lace band, symbolizing his

office, can just be discerned in the photograph.
In order to preserve this relic as long as possible
the cap is kept plentifully besprinkled with moth
powder. In spite of all efforts, however, it will

be observed that at the back of the cap some

sacrilegious moths have already made more than
one disastrous meal.

Hardly less interesting is the flag next repro-
duced. This Egyptian flag was carried at the

% "&

THIS EGYPTIAN FLAG WAS MADE BY MK. STANLEY AND CARRIED
AT THE HEAD OF THE EMIN PASHA RELIEF EXPEDITION.

head of the expedition for the relief of Emin
Pasha, by special permission of the late Nubar

Pasha, the then Prime Minister; the object of

the expedition being the rescue of Egyptians.
The natives of the country through which the

expedition was to pass, recognising this flag as

a symbol of authority, feared to molest them
;

but had they carried any other ensign they
would probably have met with hostility.

It will be noticed from the photo, that, save

for the edge, the flag is intact and unmutilated by

spear or bullet, although it has travelled many
thousands of miles through all sorts of country—this in itself proving the protection the

banner afforded the expedition. Its edge is

simply frayed by continual flapping in the wind.

It is an interesting fact that Air. Stanley cut out

the stars and crescent himself, and stitched

them on- to a piece of red cloth—surely an

admirable piece of work for a member of the

sterner sex, whom few would suspect of dexterity
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with the needle Indeed, Mr. Stanley became

quite adept in the use o( needle and thread—

a fact which is fully established by cur next

illustration.

The cap shown here was actually made by the

MR. SI

OF TENT CLOTH.

sun,
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The cartridge next reproduced is a specimen
of the missile used for penetrating the hide of

elephants. The half-crown which is photo-

graphed by its side will give the reader a fair

idea of its size. The leaden bullet weighs
about three ounces, yet Mr. Stanley relates

how on one occasion he hit an elephant three

times in succession with similar projectiles, and

then failed to secure his quarry ;
the animal

THIS WATER-BOTTLE ALWAYS HUNG AT MR. STANLEY
OFTEN FAILED HIM ON THIRSTY DAYS.

THE EXPEDITION WAS KEPT IN MEAT BY THESE SHOTS.
THE HALF-CROWN SHOWS THE RELATIVE SIZES.

escaping

meat pnnci-

into the dense bush, probably only
to die there from loss of blood.

The expedition was kept in

pally by what fell to these shots.

The elephant rifle, or "little can-

non," as it was termed by the

natives, and with which these

terrible bullets were fired, was, of

course, very heavy, and it was no

easy task to fire it accurately. Mr.

Stanley, however, got so used to it,

that during one month he secured

fifty-seven blue and water buck by
its aid, not to mention smaller

animals. One of the missiles

shown was sufficient to kill any-

thing from a buffalo downwards
;

elephants sometimes requiring a

second shot.

the expedition,
ever thought of

a day's hunting
medicines

; indeed, he would
of leaving his rifle behind.

tired after a hard day"s work, what

easier than to catch a chill whilst

Whilst with

no white man
going out for

little stock of

as soon think

Hot and
could be

THE POCKET MEDIC
MR. STANLEY TOOK
ONLY THE SIZE O

without his

The bottles could be refilled, of couise, when

empty, each phial holding about twenty to thirty

tabloids. The little tablet shown is presumably
for writing down prescriptions or notes.

The water-bottle depicted above always hung
at Mr. Stanley's side. As will be seen from the

photograph, it has been covered

with a piece of cloth— not by
Mr. Stanley himself this time, but

by his native boy Saleh. This

was done to keep the heat of the

sun from evaporating the water.

In spite of this, however, Mr.

Stanley has many a time gone to

it in order to slake his thirst,

only to find the bottle empty !

Not only water did they lack

on occasion, but food also. Daring
the march through the Great

Forest they absolutely ran out

of all food, subsisting on berries

and wood-beans—in fact, any-

thing eatable which they could

find. Hence the interest attach-

next illustration, which shows a

wood-bean, the half-crown piece being photo-

graphed by its side in order that the reader

INE-CHEST Willi. I

WITH HIM. IT IS

F A CARD-CAsP.

ing to our

resting? And then fever would probably ensue,
as it does in nearly every case, whether the

trouble be sunstroke, dysentery, or chill
;
and the

hunter, unable to crawl home in such a condi-

tion, would in all probability die in the forest.

Provided with medicine, however, he would be
able to allay or perchance prevent the fever.

Our next illustration shows Mr. Stanley's little

pocket medicine-chest. It is about the size of
an ordinary card-case, the medicines being made
up in doses in the form of tabloids, a large
number of which were taken by the expedition.

Vol. iv -13

DURING THE MARCH THROUGH THE GREAT FOREST THEY RAN

OUT OF FOOD, AND HAD TO LIVE ON WOOD-BEANS LIKE THIS.

(HALF-CROWN ON LEFT.)



may compare their relative sizes,

name is the
" makweme," and it grows in pods,

four ans in each pod. o\ about loin. long,

an is very plentiful in the forest, and,

being an inch thick, is fairly substantial. It

has ^ i. dove coloured skin, which when

scraped away a hint, by the way, given them

v woman whom they happened to

the bean may be mashed, bruised,

or boiled whole. On account of its tough,

iery nature, however, the bruising method

usually adopted. When these beans, which

wen ist satisfying,
were not forthcoming,

Mr. Stanley and his men had to fall back upon
such various kinds of berries as they could find.

. when nothing of even tins sort was to be

procured they had to consume white ants, slugs,

era!-, tortoises, and roast field rats—an experi-

ence surely terrible enough to turn any man's

hair white in the course of three years.

Hut to turn to a more pleasant subject. Our

next illustration is a photograph of the compass
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Its native

THIS MR. STANLEYS EXPEDITION THROUGH IHE
IT IS As TRUE NOW AS EVER IT WAS.

The little box of safety matches next repro-
duced has had an eventful career. It was left

at Yambuya with the reserve stock of provisions,

etc., whilst the expedition journeyed farther

down the river, and was subsequently sent on

with other things by canoe. In its course the

canoe filled several times with water, only reach-

ing the expedition after some months. The next

adventure undergone by the matches was to

be upset in the Great Forest, and being valuable

they were, of course, scrupulously picked up and

replaced, and when needed were found to strike

quite properly. After the return of the expedi-
tion the remaining matches, together with the

box (which is of the kind sold in London streets

at six boxes for a penny), were duly installed

amongst the Stanley relics as champion long-
distance travellers— at anv rate, as far as a box

and matches are concerned.

Our next picture shows the three whistles with

which Mr. Stanley called his followers together.
The whistle to the left was given to the explorer

by a friend, an officer, and has engraved upon it

the words, "Oh, blow such kind of walking."
This mysterious inscription, the existence of

which Mr. Stanley was not even aware until it

was pointed out to him after his return, is a

which guided the expedition through the (beat

st of Central Africa. Mr. Stanley always
carried this instrument fastened round his neck.

Without it he says it would have been impossible
•netrate the forest. Like a ship in mid-

n without a compass nay, worse, tor the

ship usually has the stars by which to guide her

course—the expedition would infallibly have

been lost. It would have taken a circular route,

always returning to the place from whence it

started. Lvery tree is alike; there is nothing
which could in any way serve as a guide, the trees

themselves turning the most brilliant sunlight
almost to twilight. This compass certainly was

an important factor in the materiel of the

expedition. At one time it was japanned, but

every vestige of the enamel has now disappeared

through constant wear. The compass itself,

however, remains as true as ever it was.
THE THREE WHISTLES WITH Wl

; HER. I HE MIDDLE ONE
Wl EY CALLED HIS MEN
NTED HY MRS. STANLEY.
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IHE EXPLORERS BOOTS AS llll-.VW

THEY HAD BEEN REPAIRED Wl

curiously appropriate one in view of the immense

amount of tedious walking Mr. Stanley accom-

plished.
The police whistle in the centre, presented

to him by Miss Tennant (now his wife), was

only used on special occasions. If, for instance,

news had come to

Mr. Stanley which

he wished to com-

municate with all

possible speed to

his followers he
would blow this par-
ticular whistle

;
and

so accustomed did

the natives get to

its sound, that they
could tell exactly in

what sort of mood
their leader was
when he gave the

signal ! If blown

impatiently they
knew that the

sooner they an-

swered by their

presence the better it would be for them ;

whereas, if an ordinary blow were given, they
took their own time and strolled leisurely

towards the appointed meeting-place.
The next illustration is, indeed, an interesting

one. It shows the last pair of boots Mr. Stanley
wore on his expe-

dition, together
with their con-

dition when he

reached civiliza-

tion. Six pairs
were taken, each

made specially

strong in order

the better to re-

sist the tremen-

dous wear and
tear. And the

expedition lasted

over three years,
one pair of boots

wearing out in

about nine months when travelling over ordinary

paths. This pair, however, did not last anything
like that time. They had to be used whilst Mr.

Stanley was travelling from Stanley Falls to the

coast. By far the greater part of this journey
had to be made over rocky ground, by leaping

from boulder to

boulder and scram-

bling over sharp
rocks — which, as

will be clearly seen

from the photo., is

a bad thing for

boots. The sole is

completely gone
from the farther

boot, and in the near

one it is fastened to

the boot with pieces
of trade wire

;
the

patch covering a

rent in its side being
made out of a por-
tion of sail-cloth

taken from the in-

flatable pontoon
which was used during the expedition.

Our concluding illustration is interesting inas-

much as it shows what strides civilization has

made of late years in Africa. This little book,

presented to Mr. Stanley by a missionary, was

printed at Lukolela. in Central Africa, entirely

by the natives,

and in the lan-

of the

Congo
The mis-

sionary wished to

show Mr. Stanley
that the people
with whom he

once fought were

already giving up
their evil ways
for more peaceful

pursuits. It cer-

tainly is an ad-

mirable piece of

native work.

ERE WHEN HI-; REACHED CIVILIZATION
I'll SAIL-CLOTH AM) 1 RADE tt IRE.

guage
Upper
tribes.

A SIGN OF PROGRESS THE FKIN'TED BOOK PRESENTED TO MR. SlA.NLliY BY

A MISSIONARY ON THE CONGO.



A Doctor in the Wilds.

\\\ Col. F. T. Pollok.

Colonel Pollok's missionary host first relates some hunting adventures, and then tells how a

desperately-wounded Masai warrior was brought to him to be cured. And if the missionary medico
failed to effect a cure, the whole mission station was to be wiped out !

IN one o\ my wanderings in East

Africa, about two days' journey
inland from Mombasa, I found

myself on the top of a range of

hills. Hert was a mission-bouse,

in which a lay missionary resided with bis wife

and family. Me very kindly allowed me and

my follower- to sleep in a portion of the bouse

too— three of them in the heart of the town of

Mombasa ! He wouldn't shoot one there now !

We used to sit outside and chat of an evening,
and as I was new to that part of Africa, and
also an ardent sportsman, I never tired of asking

my host questions, which he was ever ready to

answer.
" You were at Mpwapwa, were you not ?

"
I

From a] Tilt AUTHOR IN EAST AE-'KICA—COLONEL POLLOK IS RECLINING ON THE I
I [Photo.

set apart for the daily services, but we had to

clear out each day at 6 a.m., at which hour
service was carried on by the incumbent in a

native dialect, which neither I nor my comrades
understood. However, as we left at daylight

;am the jungle in search of game, and did
not return until the evening, that entailed no
inconvenience on us.

I found the pastor a gentleman and a man of

culture—an M.D. of Edinburgh and London—
who, out of pure philanthropy, had volunteered
his services as lay brother to the East African

M ^ion. He was a powerful, determined-look-

ing man, a great athlete, and a first-rate shot. He
was very fond of natural history, and possessed

many specimens of rare birds and some very
small antelope. He had shot a good many lions,

inquired.
"

I am told there is good sport to be

had there."
"
Yes," replied my host.

" A friend of mine
was tossed by a buffalo, there

; and, if you like

to hear the details, I'll relate them as nearly in

his own words as I can."
"
Pray do so," I replied.

Accordingly, my host, lighting a fresh cheroot,

commenced: "About six months after my
adventure with the lions in Mombasa, I was

ordered off" to Mpwapwa (which was then one

of our principal stations in this part of Africa—
that was before it was bonded over to Germany),
where there was a good deal of sickness just

then. Although I hurried over the ground, as

I was anxious to get to my destination, I had

'1 snort en route. And I had one rather
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narrow escape. I had knocked down an oryx,

and, on going up to cut its throat, the antelope

sprang up suddenly and prodded at me with his

long, sharp horns. So sudden was his attack,

that he managed to knock the rifle out of my
hand, and one horn actually went through my
waistcoat sideways, grazing the flesh. I seized

him by both horns, however, and then we had a

tussle, I can tell you. Fortunately, I was

tolerably strong in the arms, for I was given to

athletics and boating in my college days, and do
a little gymnastics even now, whenever I get the

chance. I was in prime condition and hard as

nails on this occasion. The poor brute, though
as big as a pony, was severely wounded, and
had lost much blood, or the encounter might
have ended very differently. After a tough

struggle
—which lasted, I should say, for nearly

five minutes—I succeeded in throwing him over

on his side. Then, kneeling down, I got one

round Mpwapwa is a high table-land. It is a

lovely country, with every diversity of forest and

prairie. Our hunting
-
ground was from two

to three miles off. It was about 4 p.m. when
our friend started. Our dinner hour was
seven. As he did not return, we waited till

eight, and then, fearing some accident had

happened, we went in the direction he had
indicated. Taking with us some boys with

torches, we searched for ever two hours, every
now and then firing off uns, but we got no

reply of any sort
;
and it was nearly midnight

before we came across poor B ,
more dead

than alive. He was in a truly shocking condition,

and unable to articulate. We made a stretcher

and carried him home, where for three weeks he

hovered between life and death. At last, thanks

to'a good constitution, sober habits, and an all-

powerful Providence, he began to mend
;
but it

was nearly six weeks before he was able to relate

",
*»

c v
AFTER A TOUGH STRUGGLE I SUCCEEDED IN THROWING HIM OVER ON HIS SIDE.

knee on to his head, and having my right arm

free, I soon put him out of his misery with my
shikar knife.

"
I had been at Mpwapwa about two months,

and some of us generally went out daily to get

game for the larder
;

we seldom came back

empty-handed. One day B took his

smooth-bore, saying he had heard guinea-fowl

calling in a nullah not far off, and that he would

try and secure a brace or two. The country

what had happened. I may say here that we

knew from the marks on his body, and an ex-

amination of the ground next day, that he had

been mauled by a buffalo.
"

I could not leave my patient, but two of our

party took up the trail and, after following the

brute a long way, came up with him. He proved

to be a solitary bull. They came upon him

suddenly, and after a stubborn fight killed him.

They brought home the head as a present for
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B . It is one o\ the finest 1 have ever

n, the hums at the broadest part measuring

5 1 in. and very thick. Our injured friend gave
the following account of his adventure :

—
" •

After leaving you,' he said.
'

I took a broad

path to the north-west, and followed it for about

two miles. 1 had seen only a small antelope or

two, for there is seldom anything bigger so near

the station. I had ball cartridges in my pocket.

my gun was loaded with No. 4 shot only.

The nullah I told you of was then about half a

mile oil. and 1 was walking quietly along the

narrow pathway, skirted with longish grass, when
I heard footsteps behind me. and had only

partially turned round, when, without the slightest

warning, 1 was tossed high into the air and

flung to a considerable dis-

tan There were no

preliminaries (exciting or

otherwise) such as one
reads about. Of course I

was much shaken, but no
bones were broken, nor

- I wounded. Had I

lain quiet, I have no doubt
I should have escaped
further injury : but. in the

itement of the moment,
I jumped up to recover

my gun—only, however, to

find a fiend in the shape
of a buffalo of the largest
size down upon me again.
This time the monster

severely wounded me, and
threw me with great vio-

lence. Following me up
closely, he thrust his huge
horns forward, and rolled

me backwards and for-

wards, mauling me dread-

fully. I did not lose con-

sciousness, but remained
as quiet as I could, feign-

ing death. I was afraid

he would kneel on me and
knead me to a jelly : in-

deed, twice he essayed to

do so, but seemed to

change his mind each time.

It was dreadful to feci the hot breath from his

nostrils, and see his diabolical eyes glaring at

me only a few inches off.
" '

Having rolled me about, the buffalo presently
stood still and eyed me suspiciously. He then
walked off a few paces and paused. Whether I

unwittingly moved a limb, I know not, but that
fearful brute rushed back again and tossed me
as though I had been a rag doll. Never can I

hope to describe the stunning thrust of the

powerful horn, the giddy sensation of flying

through the air, and the final crash as my poor
maimed body struck the earth. This time I

lost consciousness, and knew nothing more until

I found myself here in bed.'
"

"What a perfectly miraculous escape!" I

exclaimed, as the doctor concluded the story of
his friend.

"
Yes," he replied ;

" but after I married, and

my wife and I went to live at a solitary station

of the mission, I think we had an even narrower

escape from those mighty warriors, the Masai.
The people of the surrounding country were all

communicants. We had built a large chapel,
and it was daily well attended. The inhabitants

'

mt -

C K

HAVING KOI.LED .ME ABOUT, THE BUFFALO PRESENTLY STOOD STILL AND EYED .ME
SI SPICIOl SLY.''

had few cattle, and there was nothing to attract

the Masai to that district. Besides, we were
far away from any of their usual haunts. Y'et

one morning these dreaded warriors rushed into

the villages, killing men, women, and children
in the most appalling manner. The few who
escaped the first rush fled to us for protection,
but were followed very quickly by the relentless

savages. Our first child was then but a month
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living amongst

old, and my wife barely convalescent. Imagine

my horror and despair when I found we were

completely in the power of these dreadful savages,

who had never been known to spare a soul. I

had my battery at hand, and although I did not

value so much my own life, I was determined

to defend my family to the utmost of my power.
At the same time, I knew that unless a Higher
Power intervened, we wTere as good as dead

;

for what could one man do against a horde of

bloodthirsty Masai ? I had but little time to

think, however. I fastened the doors of an

inner room as well as I could upon my wife

and child, and then, with my guns lying on

the floor close to my feet and covered over

with a mat, I sat with a small table in front

of me in the veranda, which was raised

about a foot and a half off the ground.
Had we had secure fastenings to our doors

and windows, I should have barricaded the

house and fought it out
;

but

the more simple Africans, we
had acquired a sense of security,

and our frail doors and windows
had neither shutters, bolts, nor

bars. Indeed, there was no need

for them, living as we did, and

trusting our people. In the

ordinary way there was much

greater danger to be apprehended
than from men
A few minutes

after the first attack, a crowd of

fugitives came running up the

hill-path which led to our house,

closely followed by the Masai.*

It is impossible to describe with

accuracy the savage appearance
of these blood-stained monsters.

Hideously ugly naturally, they
adorn their persons with every
device that can make them look

still more repulsive. The extra-

ordinary fringe of feathers that

envelops their ugly countenances ;

the loose monkey skin, which,
fastened by a string of beads
round the throat, lies across the

back, swaying to and fro with

every movement of the body ;

their huge naked limbs, the

great spear and shield, and the
short sword carried at the waist

in a leather belt, with a formidable knob-

kerry ;
and the bits of feathery skin tied below

the knee which fly out as they trot along
—all

these render the Masai the most terrifying of
human beings.

" Two or three of the poor villagers were

speared and killed in front of where I sat, and

my blood boiled at my own impotence. But
for my wife and child I would have shot d^own

some of the savages where they stood, regard-
less of the consequences to myself. As it was,
I was obliged to sit still, quivering with rage and

horror, my revolver grasped tightly in my hand
and resting on my knees just under the ledge of

the table. Suddenly one of the chiefs, a giant
in stature, with blood dripping from the blade

of his spear, sprang into the veranda, and
with upraised weapon stood glaring at me,
not a yard off. We were both, I believe,
within an ace of death. Had he moved forward

but an inch I should have shot him dead,

from wild beasts

in that region.

* This strongly recalls the scene preceding
the massacre of the missionaries—Mr. and
Mrs. Houghton—by the Masai, as related in
our May number by Mr. Walter Bone, now
residing in Sydney. Mr. Bone afterwards
visited the Masai country to inquire into the
dreadful affair.

c-k;-

CHIEFS SPRANG INTO THE VERANDA, AND WITH LT'KAlsED WEAPON
STOOD CLARIM, AT ME, NUT A YARD OFF."
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and been myself instantly speared by his

numerous followers. Controlling my feelings,

how aking in one of the native

dialects, 1 said,
'

Well, chief, what is the

matter? Sit down and tell me what brings you
here, where there are no cattle and only a

mleSS people.' He appeared to understand

what I said, but spoke so rapidly in return that

I could not follow him. Lowering his spear.

lie again addressed me, this time more slowly,

and 1 made out a part o\ what he said. We
I,

it appeared, a girl in the mission who had

formerly been a slave among the Masai, and
- ':ie chief asked for her, I called out to my

to >end her to me at once. In the mean-
while the slaughter had ceased, and the warriors

now assembled in great numbers in front of

the house, and even in the veranda itself.
• The poor girl presently came out, trembling

but did not care about the latter, as he could not

understand it. 'If you are a great medicine

man,' said he, 'attend without delay to one of

our principal men, who has been severely injured
I iv a buffalo. If you can cure him, we will go

away and never again molest this part of the

country, nor allow anyone else to do so.'

" ' Where is he ?
'

I inquired ;

' send for the

sick man.' So saying I called out to my wife,

telling her that she need not be afraid, but

might show herself and the baby. I also told

her to collect our servants and get a room

ready for the expected patient. I then quietly

pocketed the revolver, removed the guns and
rifles from beneath the mat, and got together

my medical instruments and appliances.
" About a quarter of an hour later a warrior was

carried in, in a sort of native blanket, and I laid

him down on the camp-cot and examined him

'I LAID THE WARRIOR DOWN ON THE CA.MI'-COT, AND EXAMINED HIM MOST CAREFULLY.'

all over, and no doubt thinking he'- last hour
had come. However, on seeing me sitting

n quietly and unharmed, she became a little

more tranquil, and proceeded at my request
to interpret the interview. The chief then
demanded what I was doing there. I told him
I was a medicine man, who administered not

only to the body but also to the soul. He said
he could appreciate my usefulness in the former,

most carefully. I found a compound fracture of

the thigh ; several ribs and a collar-bone broken,
and the body generally not only punctured in

several places, but practically one vast bruise. A
worse case I never sawr

,
and as the wounds

were several days old, I was afraid gangrene
had, or would very soon, set in. I thought that

in order to save the life of my savage patient I

should have to amputate the broken leg close
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to the hip ;
but when I suggested this, the

patient and his comrades grew furious, and

promptly denounced me as an impostor.
' What

use,' they asked,
' would a warrior be with only

one leg, even supposing he survived the

disastrous operation ?
'

" The savages now became very threatening in

their language and manner, when my suggestions
were interpreted. May the sympathies of the

respectable London family practitioner be with

me !
—for surely a doctor never had so amazing

a
'

kill or cure
'

case, so there was nothing for

it but to do the very best I could for the

desperately wounded man, and then trust to

Providence. I desired all the Masai but two to

retire, and before they went they promised a

truly embarrassing truce. No man, woman, or

child among our people was to be injured while

the ivounded chief lived ! If I couldn't save him,

however, we would all be wiped out. That was

exactly the situation. In the meantime they

appropriated the few cattle the villagers had, and
feasted on them. My milch cow they spared,
as we told them it was required for the baby.

Turning to the patient on whom so much
depended, I reduced the fracture, bound the

man up secundum artet/i, washed his sores with

diluted carbolic acid, and did all I possibly
could. Then, giving him a mild opiate, I

enjoined the greatest quietness and left Nature to

do the rest. Now, although these Masai live on a

meat diet exclusively, they are abstemious in

every other respect, and taking, as they do, an
immense deal of exercise, they are naturally

healthy and hardy. In a week my patient was

decidedly better, and if the improvement went

on, I hoped to save not only his life but his

limbs also. But it was an anxious time, as you
may suppose. My wife attended on the savage

assiduously, and fed him like a child. At first

he objected to any diet but that to which he had
been accustomed—that is to say, great pieces of

half-cooked beef. But beef was scarce with us.

We seldom tasted it, and lived mostly on dried

amelope meat, which I either shot or purchased
from the village shikarees. We fortunately had

just at this time a large stock of meat, as I had
lately been unusually lucky in bagging a lot of
deer and two buffaloes. Out of this store we
made the strongest extract we could, and per-
suaded the sick man to take it. His progress
was rapid and splendid. After ten days or a

fortnight the greater part of his tribe, finding
him doing so well, left our country—to my un-

speakable relief—promising that we should not
be molested again.

" In a month all but two had left
; one was a

brother of the chief who had threatened me on
the day of the raid, and the other some relation

of the wounded man. At the end of another
month even these two left, asking when I thought
the invalid would be able to get about again.
I told them in about six weeks or two months

more, and they promised to return then. They
had noticed my fondness for natural history

specimens, whether dead or alive, and when

they did come back they actually brought with

them (carried by people whom they had forced

to act as porters) quite a small menagerie of

birds and beasts, and also a lot of horns. Some
of these I have been able to send home by men
of the mission going back to England for a

change of climate, but I have several rare birds,

especially two live eagles, which I think are new
to science, and which I greatly prize. It is,

however, very difficult to get them food, as they
will touch nothing but fresh raw meat, which is

not always obtainable."

I told the good doctor I should be going
home shortly and would, with pleasure, take

charge of anything for him.
" But what became of the wounded man,"

I asked
;

" and did the Masai keep their

promise ?
"

" The chief got quite well," was the reply ;

" he

had a slight limp, but it was scarcely perceptible,
and so grateful was he for my treatment and the

care bestowed upon him by my wife, that he

presented her with the full-dress costume worn

by a Masai chief of the highest rank, together
with all his implements of war. You can see

the whole 'harness
'

hanging over there."

Vol iv.- 14.
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The photographs reproduced in this section are selected as representing the highest standard of interest

and remarkableness. They are the pick of thousands received from all parts of the earth.

V THE DEI
LL WAS IRE— SK1K 1'S 11' F< il

From a Photo.

fJORSKS IN

CHARGING. DROPPED, SO AS TO
From a]

i THE THICK QUILTED COTTON SKIRTS ARE
PROTECT THE HOUSES' LEGS FROM SI'EAR-

THRUSTS. [Photo.

1 RST of all this month we have
two photographs, taken at Assouan,

Egypt (First Cataract of the Nile),

of a horse in a Dervish cavalry

protector. This curious armour was

only worn by Dervish cavalry whilst engaged
in inter -tribal warfare. The rider himself

wore a very thick quilted and coloured cotton

garment, reaching from the shoulders to the feet,

open in the middle, front, and back, to enable
him to mount and dismount with facility. Over
this the Dervish wore a chain-mail shirt reaching
to his hips in order to arrest pointed spears.

Arm-pieces and a shield, together with a helmet,

THING LIKE A ELAZE- V 36,000-ISARREL TANK OF CRUDE OIL

From a Photo, by A. .)/. Ketchum,

completed his military outfit. The photographs
show the rider's horse protected by a large and

curiously-made garment of the same heavily-

quilted cotton, the thickness being nearly ^in.—
quite enough to render a cut from a sword or

a blow from a hroad spear quite harmless. The
head and breast- of the horse, by the way, are

also covered with metal armour. A fantastic

design of red and white squares has been

adopted in the armour shown in our photos.
—

a design at once distinctive and pleasing to the

eye. Loops are provided to enable the skirts to be

drawn up and let down respectively when gallop-

ing and going into action. This rare specimen
is now in an English collection.

What have we got here ? Is it

an earthquake, a tornado coming
up, or what ? Whenever any-

thing extraordinary is happening,
from one end of the States to the

other, you may be sure someone
is there with his camera

;
and

someone was certainly
"
there

"

on this occasion. The fact is,

the photo, shows the burning of a

36,000-barrel tank of crude oil,

situated about

5}4 miles to the

south - west of

Findlay City,
Ohio. This tre-

mendous fire was

caused by light-

ning striking the

tank. Fifteen
hours after it was

AFTER IT HAD BEEN STRUCK BY LIGHTNING. - ,

Findlay, Ohio. Struck, Mr. A. M.
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Ketchum, the photographer of Findlay, was on

the spot with business in his eye and a few

plates in his camera. The tank seen to the

right of the vast smoke-cloud is 25ft. high, and

of equal capacity to the one that is burning.
What are these—bathing machines ? No—

listen. The Chinese—the better class, that is

from the central area, and exposed to the ob-

servation of the soldiers who guard the place,
and watch that no one has the least intercourse

with the imprisoned students. Confinement in

this cramped position, where it is impossible to

lie down, is exceedingly irksome, and is said to

have caused the death of manv old students

THEY ARE NOT BATHING-MACHINES, BUT EXAMINATION-SHEDS AT CANTON—IN THESE THE STUDENTS ARE KEPT IMPRISONED.

From a Photo.

— are perpetually passing examinations in the

hope of being appointed to some fat Civil

Service post which will enable them to acquire
riches. And our photo, shows the Canton
Examination Hall, or Koong Yum, as it is

called. It contains 7,500 cells, each measuring
four feet by three, and high enough to stand

up in. The furniture consists of two boards,

one for sitting on and the other contrived to

serve both as writing-desk and eating- table.

The cells are arranged round a number of

open courts, receiving all their light and air

who were unfit to undergo the fatigue, but who
still enter the arena in the hope of at length

succeeding. The characters on the cells indicate

the particular place for each student.

The curious photo, showing hundreds of

graves will give you some idea of the
"
prospect

"

round about Tientsin, in China. In the distance

you will see men at work on them
;
and right

on the horizon the walls of the city itself are

visible. Every year, at a stated time, these

graves are put in order by guilds, which exist

for this very purpose ;
and the men in the photo.

E DAP.S OF WHITE TELL THE CHINESE WORLD THAT THE GRAVES OF THE DECEASED

are p.eing cared for. \riwm.
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tration, often grow-
to a height of 6ft.

or 8ft., or even
more.

As a bull's excel-

n lence for Spanish
.J^m&tki sporting purposes

depends on the

fierceness of his

temper, it is ob-

vious that he can

only be brought in

to the towns from
his pastures with

all manner of pre-
cautions. The
small hours of the

morning are gene-

rally chosen for the

purpose, when few

people are likely

to be about. Our

photograph represents the departure of some
fierce Andalusian bulls from the pastures between

Cordoba and Seville. The herd may be dis-

cerned grazing in the background. A regular
track has been fenced in all the way to the

outskirts of the town, and along this a body-

guard of horsemen, armed with stout lances,

accompanies the bulls which have been chosen

for the next corrida, or bull-fight, one lead-

ing the way and the others bringing up the

rear. It would be a very dangerous operation
but for the excellent training of the cabeslros or

decoy bulls—long-horned and specially sturdy
animals, two of whom may be noted flanking

. . THE NATIONAL DRINIC OF THE MEXICAN'S, [S OBTAINED FROM THE CACTUS PLANT
From a Photo, by Lorenzo Becerril.

are engaged in this work. On each grave you
will observe a dab of white. This is "joss

gin
"

: and the patch is equivalent to a prayer
for the departed. It is also a sign that the

departed's grave has been looked after.

Pulque, the national drink of the Mexicans, is

manufactured from the milky sap of the maguey
plant, or cactus, which covers acres upon acres

of ground in the vicinity of all the cities and
towns. In the accompanying photograph we
see a Mexican drawing off the sap from the

central leaf bulb into a pig-skin, which, when
full, will be strapped upon the back of the

patient burro in waiting. The pulque is sold in

the market exactly
as obtained from
the plant, and has

then the taste and

appearance of

corn-juice. In the

fermented state,

some two days
old, the pulque is

slightly intoxicat-

ing, and in this

condition is drunk
in enormous quan-
tities by all class

but especially by
the poorer people.
There is a third

variety known as

meschal, which is

a powerful intoxi-

cant. The pulque
plants, as mav be
fOttn fi-/-.rr. n,„;ilnc THIS IS H0W THE FIERCE FIGHTING HULLS OF SOUTHERN SPAIN ARE COAXED FROM THE PASTURES TO
seen irom Our lliUS- From a] the arena. [I'hoto.

>#«&3»«iW.> - MJgF**
'
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each fighting bull. The cabestros are the most
fortunate of all the bulls in Spain, for their lives

are spared and their great intelligence earns for

them the best of treatment. They will keep the

fiercest fighting bull in order and lead him any-
where they may be directed. At the end of the

run to town, they have to lure him into one of

the cages similar to those we see outside the

track. This is always a very ticklish job, and

requires infinite patience. Once inside the cage,

however, the fiery bull is put on to a cart and
driven into the ring, where he remains in the

corral or stables until the hour of the per-
formance.

The perils and difficulties of the winter mail

service in Prince Edward Island, off New
Brunswick, may be realized on glancing at the

accompanying photo. In the early days the

during the rigours of the winter. Her engines
are of such great power as to force her through
ice of almost incredible thickness, and her

prowess herein has to be seen to be understood.
A long continuance of north wind or a heavy
blow from that quarter drives the ice from the

Gulf of St. Lawrence into the Strait of North-

umberland, where, mingling with the ice already
formed there, it becomes so closely packed as

to defy even the engines of the Stanley. On
more than one occasion, indeed, she has been

caught and imprisoned for more than a wTeek.

Hence, when the Stanley fails, another service

has to be resorted to. This is prosecuted by
means of ice-boats which cross between Cape
Travers on the New Brunswick coast and

Cape Tormentine on Prince Edward Island.

These boats are yawls about 14ft. long, built of

THE STRANGE^
/•>-. m a Photo. by\

ICE IN THE Wi I
'.' , ["HE STEEL-SHI >[>

TO THE MAINLAND.
ICE FROM PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

[G. Lewis.

mails were conveyed to Prince Edward Island

by sailing vessels in summer, and in winter by
couriers and ice-boats of a very primitive type.
In 1832 the first steamship was run between the

island and the mainland, and for ten years she

did good service. Many winter-service boats

came after, and serious and numerous were the

mishaps and adventures experienced. But all

these vessels were more or less unsatisfactory.
The advent of the Stanley, however, made so

great a difference in the winter mail service that

to-day she stands forth as the most conspicuously
successful of all the experiments that have been
made in years gone by. Yet even so fine and

powerful a boat as the Stanley cannot be

depended on to make a continuous service

cedar, and placed on runners of steel. For

many years these boats formed the only link

between the island and the outside world during
the winter months. When the passage across

has to be made, the distance is, of course,

greatly increased by reason of the constant flow

of the ice, the rapidity of which, again, depends
on the rate of the tidal current and the velocity

of the wind. The boats are fitted with

hauling ropes, having stout leather belts

at their ends, at a distance apart of from

two to three feet. These belts are thrown

across the shoulders of men, who walk alongside

and pull the boats—a proceeding in which the

male passengers are also glad to have a share, in

order to preserve their animal heat. The time
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. THE SIWASH INDIANS CELEBRATE THE QUEEN S BIRTHDAY BY CANOE KACES. [Photo.

This American
suggestion of our
own Gog and
Magog was made
in honour of the

Lumbermen's
Union by the
Phoenix Lumber

Co., of Housten,
Texas. The figure
stands 12ft. high,
and is entirely
made of wood —
even the axe being
of the same mate-

rial. The man
seen bearine the

mallet and chisel

transit depends on the condition of the ice

and weather— though, under ordinary circum-

stances, it occupies from four to eight hours.

There are those who profess to enjoy the ice-

boat trip, and the novelty of the journey ;
but

it is seldom made without more or less peril ;

and, on more than one occasion, it has even
been attended with downright calamity and
horror. But was ever such extraordinary boat-

ing known as that depicted in our photograph ?

The next photograph reproduced depicts an
Indian canoe race in the Gorge, Victoria, B.C.,
on the occasion of the Queen's Birthday.

Naturally Victoria is always en fete on such

occasions, and makes herculean efforts to

live up to its name and provide for the

entertainment of the many provincial visitors

—not to mention the good friends south of

"the line." Prominent among the outdoor

sports are the bicycle races at the fine Oak
Bay track and the regatta in the Gorge.
At this latter a huge attendance is always
secured. The programme contains com- t

petitions for all types of craft, from the
native "dug-out" to the naval pinnace. To
new-comers, however, the piece de resistance

is undoubtedly the Si wash canoe race, which I

is shown in our illustration. The boats
measure fully 18ft. in length, and are made
from a solid block of cedar or fir, hollowed
out by adze and fire. Each craft is manned

leven paddlers, the hindmost acting as
steersman. Indescribable excitement prevails

during the race, both among the crews and
their tribal supporters on shore. The winners

ve a perfect ovation on passing the

mark, and everybody—including even the
losers— is in the best of good humour.

^

Here we see
"
Cypress Bill," of Dallas,

Texas—a striking and interesting trophy of
the lumber trade in the Western States.

is the carver and designer of "
Cypress Bill,"

while the man with the saw put it together.
At the top of the next page is shown a

remarkable photograph, for which we are

indebted to that distinguished administrator,
the Right Hon. Lord Stanniore, G.C.M.G. It

represents the trial at Bari, in South Italy, of the

Secret Society of Malavita. This was a society
that existed throughout the whole of the South
of Italy, and its members seemed to live as bad
a life as it was possible for them to lead. They
did not go in for very much open brigandage,
but relied principally upon blackmailing, assassi-
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From EXTRAORDINARY TRIAL OF ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY MURDERERS IN SOUTH ITALY. [Photo.

nation, and secret murder. Their exploits, how-

ever, became altogether unbearable, and the

authorities took steps to capture the band.

They succeeded in making prisoners of no fewer

than 170 of them. These were removed to Bari,

and during their trial were specially confined in a

couple of huge cages like the one in the photo.
A significant fact about these men was their

extreme youth, for there were only two of them
over thirty years of age. The trial lasted three

weeks, and throughout the whole of the pro-

ceedings the men maintained a most defiant

demeanour. The cages in which

they were imprisoned were always

guarded by gendarmes armed with

rifles. While the trial was going on
at Bari the great feast of St. Nicholas,
the patron saint of the town, and of

that part of the country generally,
was celebrated there. Pilgrimages
were made from all parts of the

country to the shrine of St. Nicholas
at Bari, and one day a very striking
incident was witnessed. The pri-
soners were always marched to the

court manacled to a long chain, and
as they walked along on this par-
ticular day, they presented a most

revolting appearance, shrieking out
all sorts of blasphemous cries and

hurling vengeance upon their captors
and accusers. They bore a striking

resemblance to a

huge centipede ;

and as one stood

watching them

pass through one
of the squares

singingtheir revo-

lutionary songs,
from the opposite
side of the square

approached an-

other procession
of pious pilgrims

singing litanies

and waving
palms. The con-

trast was most
remarkable. The
result of the trial

was that most of

the men were

committed to

prison for vary-

ing terms of

penal servitude.

One man who
had committed

twenty-eight murders got fourteen years, which

was the highest sentence inflicted.

Ouida's charming novel of peasant life,
"
Signa," has made the little Tuscan village

bearing that name known to all the world. It

is situated about ten miles from Florence, and

is easily reached by tram. The people of the

neighbourhood are all engaged in the manu-

facture of straw hats, one of the staple industries

of Tuscany ;
and our photograph shows a pile

of this head-gear in its preliminary stage, drying
in the sun. The curious cone-like objects seen

TUSCAN STRAW H AT SIGNA, NEAR FLORENCE.

a Photo.
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on the ground, having all

the appearance oi an array
of beehives, constitute the

straw hat as it leaves the

hand of the local plaiter.

In this state they arc sent

away to England and <

where to be pressed into

the Fashionable shapes one
- - in shop windows.

When the noble sav;

becomes a convert to the

civilizing influences of

Christianity, his fervour is

uently positively hys-
terical in its intensity.
N i sacrifice is too great
for him to make, and he
will go to almost any

_;hs to prove his devo-
tion to the new faith.

Unfortunately, however,
his enthusiasm is often

very fleeting, and it re-

quires strenuous efforts

on the part of the patient
missionaries to keep him
from sliding back into the

old bad ways. Here we
see a Solomon Islander
whose admiration for the

missionary has led him to

obtain — probably felo-

niously
—an ancient dress-coat, a

"
pot

"
hat

that has seen better days, an imposing-looking
Testament, and last, but not least, a dropsical

HOPE OF ACQUIRING HIS VIRTUES.

umbrella of the type be-

loved of Mrs. Gamp.
Thus equipped, the devout

savage fondly imagines
that he is imbued with the

same beneficent powers
as the good missionary,
whose outer garb he has

copied to the best of his

limited ability.

And lastly we see a road

in one of the Western Caro-

line group, in the Pacific.

There is nothing very
remarkable about the

thoroughfare except the

symmetrical border of big
stones. These are coin of
the realm in this benighted

island, and the two lines

of boulders represent
—

literally
—

quite a large

fortune. Surely there was

never a more cumbrous
medium of exchange !

When the native desires

to buy anything, from a

bow and arrow to a wife,

he sticks a long pole

through the hole in

one of his stones, and

staggers off to market

with it. It is easy to

imagine that the completion of a transaction of

any magnitude would necessitate the transfer

of a veritable quarry in miniature.

[Photo.

A ROAD LINED WITH
From a Photo, by]

-WHEN- A CAROLINE ISLANDER WANTS TO BUY ANYTHING, HE CARRIED AWAY SOME
op these stones on a pole. [/. Paine, Sydney.





ALLAN CALLED OUT, ' THIS IS MY DAY ; HAVE NO FEAR—AN V OF YOU.
I AM A MAN.'"

(See page 119.)
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In the Khalifa's dutches ;

Chains
or, My Twelve Years' Captivity in

in Omdurman.*

By Charles Neufeld.

VI.

EPORTS now reached us that the

Beit el Mai was in sore straits, and
that the Khalifa had already ex-

pressed his intention of reinstating

Wad Adlan if matters did not im-

prove. Then it was that Adlan unbosomed him-

self to me—practically unreservedly. Gradually,
but surely, he gave me to understand that if ever

he was reinstated he would do all in his power to

secure my release
;
and he so often told me not

to attempt flight if I were released, that I saw

clearly he meant to assist me. As the Beit el

Mai went from bad to worse Adlan's spirits

rose, and he appealed to me to advise him what

to do in the event of his being reinstated. He
saw that for a time, at least, he should have to

abandon his old policy, and he did not know in

what direction he might have to turn to revive

the fahen fortunes of the State Treasury and

Granary. Trading had been permitted to a

certain extent, so I suggested its extension, but

Adlan would not at first hear of this.

Abdullahi's purpose, he said, was to

keep the Soudan as much a terra

incognita as possible, and the further

opening up of trade routes would
defeat this object. My next suggestion was that

the Beit el Mai should hand over to merchants

gum, ivory, feathers, etc., at a fixed rate, to be

bartered against specified articles required at

Omdurman, which, being received into the Beit

el Mai to be distributed from there, would allow

of its making double profits on the transactions.

At first he scouted the idea, for there was not a

single man whom he could trust ;
and if he gave

merchants any goods and they did not return

with the proceeds of their barter, he himself

would be held responsible. It was then that I

suggested he should only advance goods to people
Vol. iv.—15. *
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who had families in Omdurman, which would

insure their returning. Adlan then jumped at the

idea of trading, and said that as soon as his

release came—for he felt sure he would be

released—he would ask the Khalifa to release

me also, so that I might assist him in the work.

Poor Adlan—"man proposes," etc. The first

essential, he told me, was to abandon my
present attitude towards Mahdieh, and offer to

become a Moslem, or at least a make-believe.

I agreed to do so, and Adlan reported to the

Saier, who, in turn, reported to the Kadi, that I

was willing to embrace the faith.

"What!" said the Kadi, "Abdallah

Modern :

a
- Nofal a Moslem ? No, his

hearty
is

the old black one ;
he is not with

us. He is deceiving ;
his brain (head) is still

strong. He is a deceiver, I say ;
tell him so

from me." The Kadi had not forgotten my
old discussions with him in the presence of

others, when he perhaps had the worst of it,

and, therefore, he could not forgive me. Fail-

ing my
"
conversion," he knew that I should

have to suffer the tortures of the Saier, and he

intended that I should suffer them too. Soon

after this, Adlan was released and reinstated in

his old post ;
but he sent word that I must be

patient, as he could not speak to the Khalifa

about me until he had got back fully into

favour, and felt himself as "strong
"
as ever.

I should have mentioned before that, on the

Khalifa asking for designs for the proposed

tomb of the Mahdi, Kadi Hanafi and others

suggested I should prepare drawings in the

hope they would be accepted. In that event,

I should have to be released to see to their

execution. Remembering the old Tombs of

the Caliphs at Cairo, I had little difficulty in

drawing a rough sketch of one, and this I had

Company, in the United States of America.
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iKE A CLAY MODEL, AND SPENT
IN MAKING ONE ABOUT TWO FEET UK, 11."

IE Till I l

submitted to Abdullah as being an entirely

original design
—a little thing of my own. I

was then told by the Saier to make a clay

model, and spent some three weeks in making
one about 2ft. high. Hundreds came to see

it, but one day it was knocked to pieces by a

umed fanatic, who objected to a "dog of

an unbeliever" designing the tomb of the holy
man.

But from what I learned later, it

th
D
e
e
Mih'drs %vas on 'y kicked to pieces after it

Tomb.
)ia(i foeen copied^ Adlan, knowing of

this incident, next sent me word
to prepare designs for the mural decora-

tions of the interior, and I spent some weeks
over these. When they were finished I sent

them direct to the Khalifa, who in turn sent

for Adlan, and told him to make inquiries as

to how long the transfer of the designs to the

walls would take, and also how much the work
would cost. I gave an estimate of sixty days
for the completion of the work. Adlan, on his

part, said the cost would be nil, as he had the

paint in the Beit el Mai.

While these designs were being sketched out

I made preparations for flight as soon after my
expected release as possible ;

and having paper
and ink in comparative abundance, I was
enabled to write letters surreptitiously. On
October 12th, 1888, I sent my servant to a

Greek captive, asking him to write me a letter

in Greek to my old friend, Mankarious Effendi,

station-master at Assouan. The original letter

is before me, anil the following is a literal

translation :
—

Mr. Neufeld has asked me to write this letter because

Ik- could nut write it himself. You cannot know what a

difficult position he is in. Since he came here he has

been taken twice to the gallows, but

was not hanged, and is still in chains,
and subject to their mercy. He wants

you to take over his business, and to act

forthwith as his agent. He borrowed
from the bearer a hundred medjedie
dollars, which please refund to him, and

give him something for his trouble, also

try and send him back with two hundred

pounds, for which he might buy his

liberty. This letter is to be kept secret,

as there are people who carry all news

here, and if the authorities got to

know anything about it Mr. Neufeld's

condition would grow from bad to

worse.

(Signed) Niroghopoi.o.

I had heard from people

^iphjfp.* wno nad come to Om-
durman of strange doings

in connection with my business,

and in order that my manager
should understand that the letter

was authentic, I also signed it,

also using our cipher for payment of ^200— jt.r.r.

While in a fever of excitement and anxiety
over the dispatch of these messengers, Adlan

sent me a secret messenger to say that Sulieman

Haroun, of the Ababdeh tribe, who was then

living at Omdurman, was sending his son,

Mohammad Ali, to Cairo. Divining that Adlan

wished me to communicate with Sulieman, I

sent out word that I wished to see him. In a

few days' time he gained admittance to the

prison, and I at once set to business, and asked

him if he would undertake the arrangements for

my escape. This he agreed to do, but only on

condition that I succeeded in getting outside

the prison walls myself. So that he should have

some confidence that I would assist also, I

asked him to call and see Adlan, and I believe

it was Adlan who advanced to Sulieman the

two hundred dollars he brought me, and for

which I gave a receipt for ^100. I gave him a

letter for his son to deliver to my manager at

Assouan, inclosing a receipt for ^100, and an

order for payment of a further ^200. On

receiving the money he was to buy goods,

arrange for relays of camels on his return

journey, and to bring the goods to the Beit el

Mai, where Adlan assured him he would find

me. Mohammad Ali was to leave immediately,
and return to Omdurman at the earliest pos-

sible moment.
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Within a few

Arrange* days of the dlS-
ments -

patch of this

m esse n ger,
Moussa Daoud el

Kanaga, also of the

Ababdeh tribe and an

old acquaintance of

mine, came to see me,
and I enlisted his

services. Also I told

him of the other arrange-
ments I had made, and
asked if he would go
partners with Moham-
mad Ali in effecting my
escape. To Kanaga I

gave a letter telling my
manager that I had
drawn against him a

draft for ^200, which

I instructed him to

honour. But, in case of

accidents, I instructed

Kanaga to see Man-
karious Effendi at As-

souan, and, failing to

find him, he was to

make his way to Cairo,
and hand the letter to

the German Consul.

Kanaga left Omdurman
about December 30th,
1888.

After my remarks
anent the reliable unreli-

ability of everyone in the

Soudan, the deceptions

practised one against
the other, and the
absolute necessity for

secrecy, it will naturally
be wondered how it was
I came to intrust my
secret to so many— if

secret it could be called,
when so many knew of

it. The explanation is

simple. I knew the

people I had to deal

with, and perhaps you have noticed the seem-

ingly insignificant fact that I borrowed money
from each of the men I employed ! Later in my
narrative I will explain these peculiar transac-

tions.

While these different messengers are on their

journeys
—

being
" held up

"
at one place, per-

haps, and at others pretending that they were

r 5aiers

Sr»bi«

Yard.

£}
Private

riVard
T £ ' R

_L*
Saier's

Yard.

O/VeufeldsHut.

Saier's

yard

P-,
o

Entrance

Saier's Chief Wife's Hut.
Harem Apartments.

Mother.
Harem Kitchen.
Saier's Store-room.

Saier's Bedroom.
H Harem Entree.
1 Guest Room.

rs Children's School-
room,

ic Jailor's ( luard-room.
l Bint Umm Hagar.

GROUND PLAN OF THE GREAT SAIER PRISON AT OMDURMAN
FROM -MR. NELTELD's OWN SKETCH.

gola for trade— I will

relate what was happen-
ing in Omdurman.

News filtered

" victory- through that

Faith
1

™, the "faithful'"'

had won a

great victory over the

English at Suakin ; but
as the Saier filled with

prisoners who were pre-
sent at the fight, they
gave vastly different ver-

sions from that ordained
as "

official
"

by Ab-
dullahi. Hence their

imprisonment ;
and in

this way we learned the

truth. The "faithful"

had received a severe

defeat. Soon after this

the army sent against

Abyssinia won its great

victory over the forces

led by King John, and
the fortunes of the Beit

el Mai took a turn for

the better from the pro-
ceeds of the sale of

slaves and the loot

brought in. Adlan was

coming into favour

again, but Abdullahi

was at this time too

much occupied in goad-

ing Nejoumi to attack

Egypt to give any atten-

tion to such relatively

minor matters as the

decoration of the

Mahdi's tomb or the

extension of trade. He
was still less inclined

to give any attention to

such matters when the

news arrived — and it

arrived very soon—that

Nejoumi's army had
been almost annihilated

at Toski. My evil star

was certainly in the ascendant, and was

mounting higher and higher. It was at this

time that the poor, weak-witted Joseppi received

a flogging for his vocal exercises, and, having a

severe fit of mental aberration in consequence,
he went off to Idris es Saier and told him that

he knew I was a great military general, and that

I was maturing plans for the overthrow of

M Umm Hagar, or Stoni

Prison.

N Straw Huts.
o Hut.
p Shelter, or

" Rekooba
"

i) Straw Hut, or " Tukol."
r Well.
s Chain Post.

T Trees.
U Cell of Khalifa Sherif.

v Jailor's Guard-room.
w Saier's Brother's House.
x Female Prisoners' Huts.

gradually working their way to Berber or Don- Abdullahi. I do not for a moment believe the
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ption that the builders had shaped the dome
Adlan came to me there, and congra-

tulated me on this being my last day in makkiehs,
or chains. Telling me to remain at the tomb until

.turn, he went off to the Khalifa to receive
his order for my transfer to the Beit el Mai, and

at the verj moment he was receivingit the depu
tation o( the Muslimanieh put in its appearance
to report the disappearance of Joseppi. How
1 evei lived through such crushing disappoint-
ments 1 do not know. I was hurried back to

11. and an extra chain fitted to me. How
1 cursed Joseppi : but I did not know then

that the poor fellow had been murdered. It

was not long after this when, to my amazement,
1 saw Adlan himself brought into the prison,

heavily weighted with chains. He was taken to

a but some distance from all the others, the

prisoners being forbidden to approach or speak
to him. During the night, on pretence of going
to the place of ablution, I shuffled towards his

hut, and when a few yards distant I lay on the

ground and wriggled close up, stretching my
chains to prevent their rattling and attracting

the notice of the guards.

Asking in a whisper, "What has

"ha^Me°
g
happened?" he replied, in a startled

voice,
"
Ims/iee, imshee"-—go away, go

away.
" Do not speak to me," he muttered. "A

big dog has me by the leg this time
; go away, or

he will get your leg." I tried again to learn

what was the matter, but Adlan's entreaties for

me to go away were so earnest

that I wriggled off, and gained

my hut without being dis-

covered. Soon afterwards

Adlan's slave boy, when walk-

ing past my hut, said,
" Do

not speak to my master : if

you do you will hear the

ombeyeh." The whole night

through the boy passed back-

wards and forwards between
Adlan's but and his house

outside the prison. Asked as

to what be was doing, he gave
the same reply each time I

put a question to him —
"
Burning papers ;

do not

speak to my master." I had
learned from Adlan that he

had been in communication
with "

friends," and under-

standing from him that, in the

event of my ever returning to

Egypt, I was to be his
"
friend

at court
"

with the Govern-

ment, I suspected that he was

destroying all evidences which

might be used against himself and others. That
the Khalifa himself had received word of some

correspondence is evident from the rage he ex-

hibited when Adlan's house was searched and no

incriminating documents found. Indeed, Idris

es Saier nearly lost his head over the matter,

CLAY MODEL HAD BEEN
I. CONICALLY."
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for the Khalifa accused him of having assisted

Adlan in disposing of the papers in some way.
But the very worst was to come. On

Ylt'to
V
coml the morning of the third or fourth day

of Adlan's imprisonment we saw him

being led out of his hut bound,
and taken to the anvil to have
his chains struck off. We all

knew what this meant—an execu-

tion
;
but most of us believed that

the Khalifa was only doing this

to frighten Adlan, and impress
him with this evidence of his

power. We were

not allowed to

approach him,
but Adlan
called out,
"This is my
day ; have no
fear— any of

you. I am a

man. I shall say
and do nothing
a man need be

ashamed of.

F arewell."
While extra
chains were

being fitted to

my ankles, the

deep - booming
ombeyehs were

announcing the

death of Adlan.

The mourning
for his death

was general;
but few if any
knew the rea-

sons w h i c h

actuated the
K hali fa i n

ordering his

execution.
Maybe the fugi-

tive Khalifa
himself only
knows ;

but it

is possible I can throw a little light on the

matter. To coin a word, Adlan had been
"

( lordonized." About the time of the anniver-

sary of Cordon's death, Adlan met with his, and
that while waiting for that help which it will be
seen started

" too late."

In reply to the charges of refusing to
R
Escapf ?° escape from the Soudan, I have brought

together the links of the chain of

evidence in my favour up to the present period of

ADLAN REPLIED IN* A STARTLED VOICE,
NOT SI'EAK TO .ME.'

"

my narrative. Other evidences will be forth-

coming in connection with incidents to be treated

of later. Certain letters I possess are ample
proof that from October, 1888, until April, 1890,

my guides and myself were doing all in our power
to effect my
escape ; and
while we were
thus occupied
others were

busy with wed-

ding festivities

and dispersing
the goods and

properties of

the helpless
prisoner some
thousands of
miles distant.

And while my
guide— when
not occupied in

running from

pillar to post
—

is kicking his

heels in the
corridors of the

War Office, the

Intelligence
Department on
March 10th,

1890, are writ-

ing to my wife

as follows :
—

M o h a m m a d

F.ffendi Rafai, late

Sub-Lieutenant
4th Battalion, 5th

Regiment, w ho
left Khartoum three months ago, stales

that he knew Neufeld very well, and
saw him at Omdurman only a few days
before he left. Neufeld had been under

surveillance until about five months prior
to this, but was now free. His release

was owing to one of the Emirs repre-

senting to Abdullah Khalifa the great
service Neufeld had rendered in enabling
arms and ammunition to be taken from

ihe Kabbabish at the time he was cap-
tured. He now was employed as one

of the Khalifa's mulazimeen, and received

a small salary ; the Khalifa gave him

two wives, and treats him well. Neufeld has very little

to complain of except want of funds, which renders living

difficult ; good food being very dear. He is frequently

staying with Ibrahim Bey Fauzy, who has opened a small

coffee-shop. It is untrue that the Khalifa ever threatened

Neufeld's life ; he was only threatened with imprisonment
unless he turned Mussulman. Informant does not think

it possible that Neufeld can receive any letters, etc.
,
from

outside. Neufeld does not occupy himself in business in

any way." He has never heard Neufeld express any wish

to go away, but does not think he would be able to do

so even if he wished it, as everyone knows him.

GO AWAY—DO
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what was communicated to the Press.

The disappearance of Joseppi, followed by
the death of Adlan, threw me into a state of

almost abject despair ;
there appeared to be no

hope of my ever being released from the fright-
ful Saier Prison, and after the replies given by
Abdullahi to Wad Adlan and the Muslimanieh

I A]

i HE WAR OFFICE OF

From a Photo.

when they interceded for me, my friends outside

evidently abandoned all hope also. But I was

soon to have an interesting fellow prisoner whose

deceptions ou Abdullahi and others were in-

directly to lead to my release. It will take

main generations of Gordon College teachers

to uproot the firm belief of the Soudanese in

"
jinns

"

(spirits, sprites, and fairies), and also in

the supernatural powers claimed to be possessed

by certain communities and individuals. Cen-

turies of most transparent deceptions have not

shaken the belief of these people, so it was no

wonder the Mahdi
found many imitators

in the miracle-work-

ing line, and also that

these people found

thousands of be-

lievers.

Indeed,
Gunpowder ctrnncrp isfrom Sand. Strange as

it may ap-

pear, the more these

charlatans failed in

their endeavours to

produce powder from

sand, lead from dust,

and precious metals

from the baser ones,
the more credence

was given to the next

professing alchemist

who came along. For

example, a man
named Shwybo, of

the Fellati country

(near Lake Chad),
had driven a good
trade in Omdurman
by inducing people
to give him large

copper coins to be

converted into silver

dollars
;
he had even

offered his services

to Wad Adlan, but

as the Beit el Mai
had already been mulcted in some thousands

of dollars by people like him, Adlan refused

to entertain any of his propositions. On the

death of Adlan, however, Shwybo offered his

services to the Khalifa and the Beit el Mai.

The Kadi was first instructed to inquire into his

pretensions. Now, Shwybo professed to have

power over the jinns who converted copper
into silver

;
and in due time a number of his

dupes presented themselves to the Kadi,
and complained that Shwybo's jinns had not

only not converted the coins given them to

D, «)!' FREQ1 ENTLY LEARNT 1 VEN
I HE DEATH i HUSBAND.

by Reiser, Assouan.
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work upon, but had actually stolen the coins

into the bargain. Shwybo pleaded that the

action of the jinns was in consequence of a

want of faith on the part of the complainants,
and also to their curiosity in trying to see the

jinns at work. The jinns, as anyone ought to

know, would never work in the presence of

strangers ; no one but the magician himself

might remain in the place where the converting
of the metals was in progress.

Shwybo succeeded in imposing on

Experiments the Khalifa's Government. He was
commence.

given about a hundred dollars' worth

of copper coins, besides incense,

drugs, spices, etc., to a further value of

nearly two hundred dollars, which were taken

prisoners were invited to go and see the coins

buried in the ground - - the jinns having
been first propitiated. A quarter of an hour's

incantation was given, Shwybo speaking a lan-

guage which must have been as unintelligible to

himself and his jinns as it certainly was to us.

A similar incantation had to be given each day
until noon on the following Friday, as it was at

this hour each week that the jinns finished off

any work they had in hand.

Accordingly on the Friday, at noon,

MiTacie we were asked to go to Shwybo's hut
;

performed. an(j on ^e earth being removed, sure

enough, the copper coins had dis-

appeared, and silver dollars had replaced /hem !

The next Friday, however, only part of the

RICKERV OF SHWYBO— SURE ENOUGH THE COPPER COINS HAD 1)1

DOLLARS HAD REPLACED THEM."
kPPEARE D AND SILVER

from the Beit el Mai, and charged to the

account of the Kadi. The incense, drugs, and

spices were to propitiate the angry jinns ,-
but

to insure their not being disturbed at work, the

Kadi drily remarked that Shwybo had better

carry out his experiments in the Saier, where

Idris, the head gaoler, would personally see

he was not interfered with. He was given
a hut apart from the rest, where he set to

at once with his incantations and incense-

burning. Idris and a number of the
Vol. iv—16.

coins had been converted, when Shwybo remem-

bered that the jinns had not been fed, and

must now be hungry. They had delicate tastes.

Asseeda they would not eat, so they were

liberally supplied with roast chickens, pigeons,

white bread, milk, eggs, and other comestibles,

that made the mouths of us poor, tortured

prisoners fairly water. We were not permitted

to see the jinns eat, but we were allowed to see

the clean-picked bones and empty egg shells !—

surely the next best thing ! Yes, it was an
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on supposed jinns.

Whether my reply or the conviction

shwybo that he had been duped angered him

rfotlne. I cannot say, but Shwybo received a

gging. Not a civ escaped
ver. IK- even laughed at the

trike harder. The flogging

nfidentially told Idris that although

rking jinns had flown off, and that

no fault of his. yet his gold-working
had come to his succpur, and had

posed their bodies between his and the

sh. Hence his fortitude. Idris, as I have
•inted out, was the very incarna-

ion of superstition and credulity, and it was

only necessary for Shwybo to mention that his

iful gold jinns could convert lead into gold to

Meeting dollars from the

prisoners on the "
\'< bbi Khiddr"

int : and with these our head

gaoler set up a special laboratory
• in the house of Wad

gaolers—and a

puted son of Idris. Shwybo
now provided with a number
mall crucibles : two sets of

. with a couple
of si to work them : a

. and a number
- and powders

el .Mai pharmacy.
Id to keep an eye on

the raaj i and see that he did
not purloin any of the gold when
it appeared. When the first lot of
lead Shwybo drew

attention to its reddish

colour, proving that the conver-
sion was taking place ;

then Farag
retired while Shwybo utt.

another incantation. On his being
called in again, and the cover
removed from the crucible, a bright
yellow mass was seen, from which

strong fumes arose. Farag was told
to cover up the crucible quickly,
which he did, and left the room with

The Kadi
has His
Doubts.

Shwybo to allow of the jinns completing their

work and cooling the metal. Farag then went off

to Idris and the Kadi, telling them that the con-

version of the lead into gold had actually taken

place
— that he had seen the gold with his own

I

j
s

The Kadi was dubious, but as Idris

was only employing Shwybo on this

work, he declined to come into the

prison to see the gold turned out.

When it was believed that the work was com-

plete Idris, Farag, and Shwybo proceeded to

the laboratory, when, lo ! and behold, the crucibles

werefound empty 1 Shwybo thereupon accused

Farag of having stolen the block of gold, and a

tremendous row ensued. The prison and the

prisoners were searched, and the gold not being
found, Farag was flogged to make him disclose

its hiding-place. Shwybo heroically essayed a

second attempt, but as Idris insisted upon
remaining in the laboratory from beginning to

end, the jinns refused to work, and then

Shwybo himself was severely flogged. One
would have thought that, after this, people
would see that Shwybo was duping them, but
he continued successfuly to collect money for
"
conversion

"
from the prisoners, and now and

again was even able to give to an earlier dupe one
or two dollars he had received from a later one.

IOVED FROM THE CRUCIBLE A BRIGH1 VELLOW
MASS WAS SEEN."
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Complaints were made against him,

imPos
n
tor-s though, and he received repeated

End.
floggings to make him discontinue his

frauds, finally dying in the prison as a result of

his injuries.

It was while Shwybo was working away at his

alchemistic frauds that Hassan Zecki, an old

Egyptian doctor, and then in charge of the

medical stores of the Beit el Mai, came into the

Saier in connection with the drugs being pur-
chased on Shwybo's account. Zecki had known
me by name for some time, for I had in my
practice as " medicine man "

frequently sent him
notes for the medicine I required, and not know-

ing the Arabic terms, I used the Latin names for

such drugs as I was acquainted with. From this

Zecki must have come to the conclusion that I was
a qualified chemist, and as at that time his assis-

tant, Said-abd-el-Wohatt, was, and had been for

some time, trying to extract saltpetre in Khartoum
and the neighbourhood, Zecki questioned me
as to its production in Europe. I had to admit,

however, that I had only seen the crystals ob-

tained in the laboratory when at the University,
and had no experience of their production on a

commercial scale. I told Zecki what little I knew
of testing the crystals, and you may imagine my
surprise when three days later I was summoned
before Yacoub, the Khalifa's brother (who was
killed in the Battle of Omdurman), to explain the

manufacture of saltpetre. The new Amin Beit

el Mai—El Nar El Gerafawi—came to the Saier

after sunset, and conducted me to Yacoub's house.

One thinks rapidly under such cir-
Su
bX°e

ed
cumstances, and by the time we

Yacoub.
,-eac | le(j Yacoub's house I had my
tale thought out. I saw that if I de-

clared that I could not do the work I should
not be believed, and would be flogged and have
extra irons placed on me for "obstinacy.'' On
the other hand, to lead them on to believe that I

could manufacture saltpetre meant my release

from prison. Well, after a long discussion with

>ub, it was arranged that I was to construct

three large tanks, about 6ft. long and 4ft. high,
in which impregnated earth was to be mixed
with water, and the solution drawn off and
allowed to evaporate. Believing that I should
be set to make these tanks or reservoirs, I

suggested, them, as their construction would
necessitate the removal of my chains.

.
And

sure enough, the following morning I was called

to the anvil, where the rings holding the heavy
iron bar were cut and forced open, and the

heavy ankle-chain I was wearing replaced by a

piece of light awning chain taken from one of

Gordon's steamers. I was thankful even for

this relief, as it removed a dead weight of 151b.
to 2olb. of iron from my feet.

Under an armed escort I was taken

Ihemie. down to the Nile, where I found

awaiting me the Emirs Yacoub
;

Ahmed Fedeel—who was lately causing trouble
on the Blue Nile

;
Mohammad Hamad'na

Allah—Zobheir Pasha's old Wakeel
;

and a

party of thirty to forty workmen with materials

for the tanks. Whenever Abdullahi gave an
order immediate execution of it followed.

I had existed in the vile-smelling Saier for

nearly four years, and you can imagine how
I enjoyed the two hours on the river reaching
Halfeyeh. On arrival at this place we were met

by El Fiki Amin, a Fellati then in charge of the

works. He did not disguise his displeasure at

my being taken there, as he evidently con-

sidered it a slight upon himself. He was ex-

tracting the saltpetre from mounds, mixing the

earth and water in pierced jars lined with fine

matting, then allowing the solution to filter

through, and finally boiling it down to obtain

the crystals. His appliances were very primitive,
but he was producing a very good quality of

saltpetre in
"
needles." Yacoub now ordered

me to search the ground for any deposits,

and, coming to a dark, damp patch, I tasted

the earth, and, believing saltpetre to be present,
I mixed some of the earth with water, pouring
off the solution into a small coffee-pot and

setting it to boil. More solution was added
as the water boiled away, and at the end of two
hours I had a small deposit of a thin, syrupy

consistency. Touring this upon a burnt brick,

the moisture was absorbed, leaving the crystals
behind

; and these on being placed on hot

charcoal burned away.
I next took some of the earth, dried

•Expiri- it, and rubbing it fine, allowed it to
ments."

fajj j n a tn jn s tream on to the fire
;

the "
sissing

" and occasional coloured

sparks convinced all present that a valuable

deposit of saltpetre had been discovered, and

Hamad'na Allah was sent to Omdurman to

inform the Khalifa of this important find.

During his absence the Fellati told Yacoub
that the burning of the crystals was no

proof that they were saltpetre. I was, there-

fore, ordered to produce a quantity to be

submitted to Zecki and the Greek Perdikaki, the

Khalifa's gunpowder manufacturer. Hassan

Zecki himself came to Halfeyeh to examine the

crystals and declared them good. Perdikaki sent

a Greek employed with him, but this man, not

being able to give an opinion, he took the

crystals to Perdikaki, his master, who sent me a

message to the effect that they were useless, but

that rather than I should be sent back to prison

he would say they were good on condition I

tried to produce further quantities in
"
needles,"
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me it' I thought I could not find

deposits elsewhere.

I innocently suggested
A New

Suggestion. looking farther north,

It was really a serious situa-

lly my life depi on finding
ibout which I knew little,

nd manufacturing iff when I had found
i

I felt terribly incompetent to do.

lUrcefulness were needed, surely
- the ti:. H in Zecki present-

rt to the Khalifa, and telling him
iould have some large pans sent out to

a nuiii big copper boilers,

and an officer's camp bath. 1 h< latter must
have been taken from Khartoum or Hicks

army. The Fellati in charge grew very
sullen on s all these- preparations, and

mb, knowing that the Khalifa was entirely

dependent upon the Fellatis— the only people
who seemed to understand the extraction of the

saltpetre
— rather than offend the man, asked

but this would not do.

He wanted a place close to Om-
durman - where I could be

watched. I then suggested Khar-

toum, but the Khalifa would not

at first hear of my transfer there.

What probably decided him was

that, when I had been two weeks

at Halfeyeh, Hasseena came to

tell me that Makkieh, her child,

was dead, and the Khalifa hear-

ing of the loss, and believing
that there was now nothing to

hold me in the Soudan, agreed
to the transfer to Khartoum, as

a better watch could be kept

upon me there. I was not sorry

to leave Halfeyeh, for although
the place offered every facility for

escape, I saw that I had a

jealous and bitter enemy in the

head Fellati, who was then spying
on my every movement. It was

certain that he would frustrate

any plans I might make for flight,

and suspicion would have been

aroused immediately if any of

the guides came to me there.

Hamad'na Allah was made
director of the Khartoum salt-

petre works ! Abdel Wohatt was

his second, and I was to work

under the orders of Wohatt.

On arrival at Khar-
N
Thr

e
ef'

s
toum, in January, 1891,

Guardians.
J was a lSQ placed ill

charge of Khaleel Has-

sanein, the director of the Arsenal, and all three

had to answer for me with their lives. Wohatt

was given the chapel of the Mission as a house

to live in
;

I was given one of the priests' rooms

opposite the arches. Windows, doors, every

scrap of wood, metal, and ornaments had all

been taken from the place ;
it was almost a

complete ruin, but the garden had been kept in

excellent condition, its produce
— dates, figs,

oranges, limes, and vegetables
—being sold

on account of the Beit el Mai. Wohatt, when

arranging his sleeping quarters, found the very
substantial altar in his way, and made two or

three ineffectual attempts to pull it down ;

failing this, however, he utilized it as a resting-

place for household rubbish, and here cocks

crowed and hens hatched out their broods !

When we came to construct saturation tanks
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it was proposed to take the material from the

walls of the Mission ; but I told Hamad'na
Allah and Wohatt that as we had to live in the

place it would be far better to repair than further

demolish, so the necessary materials were

brought from outside by the fifty to sixty slaves

sent over to assist us in making the tanks and

carrying the earth from the mounds. While the

construction of the tanks proceeded we had to

extract saltpetre in the boilers, etc., sent to us at

Halfeyeh, and which had been brought with us.

We produced maybe four to five pounds per
diem on an average during a period of six

months —the time we were occupied in building
the tanks.

Perdikaki made some gunpowder with
G
aFa°uI?l.

r our first consignment; but it was a

sorry failure. The good fellow, how-

ever, mixed it with some powder from the old

Government stock, and sent us another warning.

My immediate chief, Abdel Wohatt, was the

son-in-law of Ali Khaater. the director of the

Omdurman Arsenal, and to whom our saltpetre
went in the first instance

;
and Perdikaki telling

him of the had quality of our produce, Khaater,

fearing for his son-in-law, mixed our next consign-
ment with an equal quantity of saltpetre from
the old Government stock in his stores, and thus

it passed muster, although Perdikaki complained
again that it was only half purified. However,
the powder made with it would explode, though
it did leave about 25 per cent, of ash. The
Fellati, hearing of the success, came to Khar-
toum to examine our product, for the secret of

producing pure crystals was believed to be in

the hands of the Fellati only
—

and, as a matter

of fact, in the Soudan, it is. Again he declared

the crystals were useless for the purposes they
were intended for

;
but as Abdel Wohatt had

been a dispenser in the Egyptian Army, and as

such was supposed to be a chemist, and I, as a

medicine man, being similarly credited, we won
the day. Fellati appealed to Perdikaki, but got
no satisfaction in that quarter.

Honest, loyal Perdikaki ! He was not

pe?d?kak°
f

long to be troubled with the rival salt-

petre makers, for on the sixth anni-

versary of Gordon's death some tins of powder
in his factory exploded, killing him and those

working with him.

Some time about June or July, 1891, our
tanks were finished, and in about two months'
time we produced between 5cwt. or 6cwt. of

crystals, and then stopped work on account of

the rains. These crystals were—as usual—
mixed with an equal quantity of good crystals
from the stores, and then sent to the powder
factory. It must not be imagined that at this

time the Khalifa was actually short of powder

or ingredients for its manufacture. In fact,

there were, unknown to others in the town, very

large stocks indeed, which Abdullah was keep-

ing as a reserve
;

but he wished to add to that

reserve as much as possible, and expend only
such powder and ammunition as was then and
there produced.
On the death of Perdikaki, Hassan Hosna,

a Circassian, and, I believe, formerly an officer

in the old army ;
also Abdes Semmeer, formerly

in the ordnance section of the old army at

Kassala, were placed in charge of the powder
factory. When our mixed product was used for

the manufacture of gunpowder queer things

happened.
After a few cartridges made from such

ca?t"fdges. powder had been fired, the barrel of

the rifle was found coated with thick

white fouling ;
then a serious inquiry was held.

The rifles were brought to us at Khartoum, but,

pointing loftily to the cleaning rods, I asked

what these were intended for. On being told

for cleaning the barrel, I asked sarcastically

whether it was not far better to have a powder
which left a white ash that might be seen than

a powder which left a black ash that could not

be seen. Hut, for once, my argument was of

no use. Wohatt replied that perhaps we were

working on bad beds, and suggested our being
transferred somewhere else. Nothing was done

at the time, however, and we worked on for

some more months
;
but as large quantities of

saltpetre came in from Darfur. and later, con-

siderable quantities of good manufactured

powder arrived from Upper Egypt and by the

Suakin route, Khaater was able to store away
our saltpetre, and supply the factory with pow-
der and saltpetre from these new sources. The

Upper Egypt and Suakin supplies were supposed
to have been put to the reserve, so that when

cartridges exploded in the breeches of the rifles,

and destroyed the eyesight of a number of

soldiers, our saltpetre came in for the blame

again
— this time quite unjustly, of course.

Another inquiry was held, when we were told

that the bullet did not leave the rifle, and that

the breech-blocks blew open.

This, we argued, could not be the fault

7XF
Rifil of the powder, but of the rifle. What-

ever the Khalifa's opinion might have

been, he sent off Wohatt to Alti, on the Blue

Nile, where, with a number of Fellatis working
under him, he was able to send considerable

quantities of
" needle

"
saltpetre to Omdurman,

while I continued at the Khartoum works to

turn out as poor a quality of saltpetre as before.

Abdel Wohatt is in Cairo now, and tells me our

precious production
—about two tons of salt-

petre
—is still lying unused in the stores at
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still alive,

Hassanein

and would
and Ali

doubtless

: at the ! that I
" manufactured

for the Khalifa to shoot English soldiers

-particularly when I forbade the use of

in the saturation tanks, and this

addition, they knew later, was the Fellati secret

for the purification of the saltpetre.
W

. at the Mission - house in

Khartoum, Father Ohrwalder came on three or

e me, the last occasion

- I believe, about a month before his

ould sit together talking of old

times and commiserate each other on our hard

lot.

fiuardedly
—

very guardedly —we would
H
E S

P
ca

S

pe' v '-' n breathe a hope that, in someway
and by some means, our release would

come ; but I have no recollection that we ever

confided to each other any plans

for escape. Father Ohrwalder knew
1 had had letters written by some

Greeks, but I do not think he knew
of any of my plans. That we did

not openly discuss such plans now

appears to me strange
— and yet it

is not strange. Where all led for

years a life of falsehood, in which

deception of self had no less a part

than the deception of others— sus-

picious of everyone around us, and

trusting no one—what wonder that

deceit became a kind of second

nature, and that truth, honour, and

morality
— that is to say, morality

as preached iii Europe — should

have retired to vanishing point !

When I heard of Father Ohrwalder's

escape, the conclusion I at once

jumped to was that my guides,

seeing the impossibility of effecting

my escape from Khartoum, had come
to some arrangement with him.

How fervently I cursed them all !

But I did not pray for their recap-
ture. Even had I done so, it would

have been useless.

There was nothing, pro-

N™°e^ity. vided you had money with

which to purchase camels

and arrange a couple of relays in

the desert, to prevent everyone who
wished escaping from Omdurman.
Your guides had only to lead you

away from any settlements ;
no pur-

suers could overtake you once you
reached your first relay, fast a$ their

camels might go, and you would

travel at twice the speed the news of

your flight could—besides having some hours'

start of it. In the event of your coming across

any straggler in the desert, a few dollars would

silence his tongue ;
for the dollar is not more

"almighty" in America than it was in the

Soudan. And supposing the dollars did not

appeal to him, and your bullet missed its mark,
the chances were a thousand to one against his

picking up your pursuers on the route you had

come, for they would make for the settlements

near the river, and waste their time in useless

inquiries, while you were fast covering the dis-

tance between you and safety.

As if my troubles were not all-sufficient in

themselves, Hasseena, my Abyssinian servant,

in addition to the begging and other undesirable

proclivities she had developed since the death

of her child Makkieh, now added that of

thieving. She naturally devoted her talents in
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this direction to my friends, knowing that they
would not, on my account, prosecute her.

Numberless complaints came to me, and many a

recommendation was made to get rid of her,

but as she had been sent to me by the Khalifa

I could not send her away without his sanction.

The question also arose as to what
H
c1tts

na excuse I might offer for divorcing her.
Trouble. por to gj ve ^g rea i reasons might end

in her being stoned, mutilated, or

imprisoned, and this I naturally shrank from.

I must admit, too, that, bad as she was then, I

did not like the idea of throwing her over.

Being in receipt of ten dollars a month, I sent

word to my friends that I would save what I

could to repay their losses, and do my best to

break Hasseena out of her bad habits. My
friends warned me that if I were not careful I

should find myself
before the Kadi as

Hasseena's partner in

crime
;

and the Kadi
—

being no friend of

mine — would certainly

order me into prison

again, which would
mean an end to all

chances of escape. In

the end, however, Has-

seena had to go.
Xahoum Abbajee, my
greatest friend, gave a

feast at his house to

celebrate the marriage
of his son Voussef.
Hasseena was one of

the invited guests. It

was a great opportunity-
She stole all the spoons
and cutlery before the

feast commenced, and
also a number of

articles of dress be-

longing to other
ts, all of which

property she sold in the

bazaar. Xahoum could

overlook her stealing his property, but to steal

the property of guests under his roof was

carrying matters too far. He sent word to me
that I must get rid of her, and that at. once.

Calling Hasseena to Khartoum, I was com-

pelled to quarrel with her in such a way as to

attract the attention of Hamad'na Allah
;
and

on his asking me the reason for our constant

squabbles, I told him that Hasseena was not

acting as she should by me, and begged his

intervention in obtaining through the Emir
Yacoub the Khalifa's permission to divorce her.

Abdullahi was "
gracious." He per-

S
mvo?lef mitted the divorce, and sent word that

he would select another wife for me.

This, however, was just what I did not want.

Always expecting the return of my guides, my
not having a woman in the place lent pro-

bability to my having a whole night's start of

my pursuers, for my absence might not be dis-

covered until sunrise the following morning, at

which time we went to work. And some hours

further would then be lost—and gained
—

by
Hamad'na Allah and others making a thorough
search for me before daring to tell the Khalifa

that I was missing.

Returning my thanks to Abdullahi, I asked

ENA STOLE All. THE SPOONS AND CUTLERY P.EFORE THE FEAST COMMENCED.

to be left in single blessedness for a time, but to

this he replied that
"

his heart was heavy at the

loss of my child. No man," he said,
"
might be

happy without children, and he wished me to

be happy. He also wished me to have all the

comforts of life, which did not exist where

woman was not. If I did not take another wife

he would believe I was not content with my life

in the Soudan under his protection."

(To be continued.)
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rtion of the precious relic

in the Church of the Holy City
and virtue called forth

had sprung therefrom
;

his descendants even-

tually handing their precious heirloom over to the

safeguard of Mother Church.

Relying, therefore, firstly on the enormous

probability of anything connected with the

Saviour during His earthly life being devoutly

sought for and treasured by the early Christians

alter their Master's death; secondly, on the

decided conviction given in endless historical

documents by those great in learning and
wisdom of the Eastern Church

;
and lastly, on

the assertions of the historians of the Holy Land,
the Church considers it a fact, based on solid

and well-founded grounds, that the relic it pays
such intense and devout veneration to in the

May of each succeeding year in the ancient

PLACED THE RELIC.

IN WHICH HE

[Photo.

all the : religious enthusiasm and ardour

:ig the followers of Peter the
:nit in the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth

centuries. And what wonder, when the world-
famed relic was no less than some of the blood
of Chri

Tradition shows that it was through Joseph of
Arimathea that the Church obtained this relic.

He it was who took the body of Christ down
from the cross, and who, after reverently bathing

-acred wounds, preserved the blood which

capital of Western Flanders is actually and in-

contestably the Blood of our Lord.

Thierry d'Alsace brought it to Bruges in

1148 with all die pomp and circumstance be-

fitting so precious a gift. He placed it for a

while in the private chapel attached to his

Palace on the Bourg ; I give a photograph of

the Palace, which is remarkable for the elegance
and delicacy of its architecture. It is now used
as the Town Hall. In the right-hand corner of
this photo, you see the Chapel of St. Basil,
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where the relic was eventually placed, and
where it is to be seen to this day, at any time,
for the modest sum of fifty centimes. The lower

part of this chapel dates from 1150. The Holy
Blood was kept there for close on four centuries.

In 1 531-1533 the upper chapel, part of which is

said to have existed in 1482, was finished, and
the relic placed in it.

Whenever their sacred charge was in serious

danger of falling into irreverent hands, the

guardians thereof—known as the Guild of the

Holy Blood—rose in a body to withstand any
and every attack made upon it.

In 1578 a band of iconoclasts from Ghent
made a forcible entry into Bruges, and began a

systematic course of sacking and pillaging every
church and chapel in the place. The relic was

only saved by the vigilance of a

Spanish member of the Guild,
one Don Juan Perez de Mal-

venda, who, seeing the danger it

was in, carried it off in the folds

of his cloak to his own house,
and hid it in a place of safety
until the storm was past.

Once again, in 1 792, when the

French Revolution was at its

height, and the French them-
selves in Bruges, did the good
citizens shake in their shoes for

the safety of their beloved
treasure. The chaplain of St.

Basil conveyed it, first to the

Episcopal Palace, and then to a

certain Richard Godefroit's resi-

dence, where it was blocked up
in a cavity of the wall until the

following year.

Again in 1795, when the san-

guinary law of suspects was pro-

mulgated, and terror reigned pre-
dominant in every heart, the vial

containing the Holy Blood was

packed into a strong box and sent with others

holding Church treasures into Holland for a time.

Later in the same year, however, the relic was

brought back. From 1795 to 18 19 it was carried
from one hiding-place to another in Bruges itself,

when, all danger over, it was finally restored
once more to public veneration, although not to

its ancient resting-place. In their senseless fury

ngainst everything relating even to the very word
"
religion," the Revolutionists had practically

demolished the Chapel of St. Basil, leaving
merely the outer walls standing. In 1819 its

restoration was begun, and in 1824, the lower

part being finished, Bruges placed her precious
relic once more within its walls.

Every Fridav morning throughout the year
V I. iv.—17.

THE RELK^UAKY IN

BLOOD HAS BEEN
CENTU

Front a

the relic is exposed to the veneration of the
faithful from the first morning mass until after

the last, which is said at eleven o'clock.

The next photo, represents the reliquary in

which is preserved the Holy Blood, faint traces

of which can be discerned through the cylinder.
Most of the precious stones studding it were

presented by the Archduke Albert and the

Archduchess Isabel of Burgundy, in the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century. In order that

it shall run no risk of falling, when removed
from the " chasse

"
in which it lies all through

the year, the priest first fastens a long silver

chain to both ends of the reliquary, and then

puts the chain round his neck, before taking his

seat at the improvised altar in the chapel. To
this altar, every Friday, those who desire to kiss

the relic stream one after the

other, the priest holding the re-

liquary in one hand
;
and as each

person passes on after performing
his or her act of veneration, he

wipes the relic with the hand-
kerchief which he holds in the

other.

Many are the miracles vouched
for by faith in the authenticity of

this sacred relic ! I can quote
but one—produced, however, by
a totally different cause from that

of faith.

The miracle is authenticated by
a "

bull
"
issued by Pope Clement

V., in which he assures the faith-

ful of the fact that the Holy Blood

liquefied about six o'clock every

Friday evening throughout the

year, until 1309-1310, when this

wonder ceased owing to the act

of some disbelieving ruffian

amongst the pious crowd flock-

ing up to kiss the sacred relic.

One Friday morning this sacri-

legious man, when it came to his turn, dared to

mutter horrible blasphemies against the Holy
Blood and the death of the Saviour, as he

stooped over the reliquary. The instant petri-

faction of the blessed relic was a clear witness

of the wrath of God at this abominable

sacrilege.

Only on one occasion since that date has the

precious blood been known to liquefy. That

was when, having replaced the outer cylinder of

the relic by one of purer crystal, the chief

magistrates prayed the Bishop of Ancona to

perform the ceremony of translation. He was

in the act of doing so, when the Holy Blood,

up till then a compact and congealed mass,

suddenly changed colour, became a brilliant red,

which 111.. holy
venerated for
RIES.

Photo.
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I 5 woke between five

the mornii he 8th (the
5 plat n the Monday

,i large school of ,u ir ' s

h my window, praying aloud as

the line of march the procession
I hours later. From that hour onwards

the: am of pilgrims along
and rank, all telling

5,
and the majority of the men bare-

head What with these pious folk, sight-

rs on foot and in carriages, and bicyclists
without end. the cobbled and often moss-grown

I
- are well-nigh impassable on

stands in which is not crammed with expectant

sightseers.
from my point of vantage I can see a fair

portion of the great market-place, with its quaint
houses and old-world air. My next photo.
shows the belfry, or

"
Halles," on the top of

which, in honour of the day's festivity, has been

placed a large fir-tree, from which floats the red,

yellow, and black national flag of Belgium.
The fine old building, which dates from the

thirteenth century, towers solemnly above
all the worldly frivolity of the sweet booths,
••

Montagues Russes,'' shows, and what-not of

the yearly fair, which takes place every May
and almost fills the Place. The " Halles "

contains one of the finest "carillons," or chimes
of bells, in all Europe.

I If If I
I i

[I

I

••**'iv

jj a

From a]
[VI TV—THE GRAND HI. ACE. ON THE DAY OF THE PROCESSION

NATIONAL FLA', FLOATS FROM A FIR-TREE ON THE DELFRV.
THE
[P/lOtO.

this day : and as I gaze down on the multitude,
from the friend's window at which I am com-
fortably installed about the time the procession
is supposed to come by, I breathe a silent

prayer of thanksgiving that it has not fallen to
lot to have to join the crowd below. The

world, as personified by the Brugeois them-
selves, and by those who have flocked within
their gates for the occasion, is on the tip-
toe of expectation. Flags are waving from

v house; bells are tolling (chief of which
is the great bell in the belfry known as the
"Bourdon 1

';; and there is not a window on
cither side of the street my friend's house

As I stand at my window, meditating on the

splendour, now long decayed, of the Bruges of

olden days, there comes a sudden break in the

crowd, surging out beyond the street I am in, at

the opposite end of the market square ;
and I

hear a sound as of martial music in the

distance. Every head is craned in the direction

from whence it comes, and every soul in the

living mass below me is all agog.
The holy relic, having been conveyed by

the clergy from its chapel to the Cathedral,
and High Mass having been said by the Bishop,
the procession has formed, has already made the

round of several streets, and is now close upon us.
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Following the example of my neighbours, I,

too, crane my head out of the window and,

looking up towards the market -
place, see the

red -plumed brass helmets and gold -braided

uniforms of the Lancers, as they make a broad

way through the immense crowds, which fall

back on either side to avoid the horses'

hoofs. The next photo, depicts but faintly
the effect, picturesque and striking to a

degree, which the entire cortege produced as

it wound in and out through the huge con-

course massed in the spacious Grand Pla

The Lancers' pennons
wave gaily and their

band plays inspiriting
strains. The whole

atmosphere is full of

commotion and music.

As the head of the pro-
cession draws nearer, I

perceive that a priest
on foot, in surplice and
biretta and rosary in

hand, leads the way,
now and then turning
to address a word and
a smile to the foremost
of the Belgian

" Tom-
mies "

behind him.

Reeds and rushes are

scattered freely by the

residents in the houses
on either side of the

street, in front of the

cavalcade. Then come
in quick succession (for
the sky looks threaten-

ing) one group after another, represent-
ing the various parishes of this Cathedral
town. They are typical of the lives of
their different patron saints, and one
and all are remarkable for the beauty
of grouping and colouring of dresses.

Three .Mary Magdalens pass by—
one depicting her as she was before
her conversion, and the other after;
whilst the third shows her leading a life

of penitential mortification in Provence,
surrounded by angels. I behold also
a brilliantly attired St. Margaret, robed
in red plush and ermine mantle, tread-

ing the earth once more, venerated as

a martyr to her faith.

Our next photo, shows a recumbent

figure of Christ in the Sepulchre,
surrounded by Crusaders in full war-

paint and Knights of the Order of St.

Sepulchre. One of the Church's most

powerful and noble patronesses follows

hard in their footsteps
—one of our own Kings'

daughters, Walburga, canonized on her death.

And yet another personification of her passes

by directly after, robed as Abbess of Eichstadt,
in the midst of her nuns.

Lxigencies of space forbid my entering as

fully as I could wish into details of this lengthy
and very interesting pageant. I will, however,
touch lightly on some of its chief features.

Behind the band of the Garde Civi(/ue, which
is led by the tambour-major—a huge man in

dark uniform and enormous bear-skin—stream

FIGURE OF CHRIST IN THE SEPULCHRE SI.

From a Photo.

N'DED BY CRUSADERS AND KNIGHTS.
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From a Photo.

more queens, martyrs, hermits,

saints, and virgins, all representa-
of the Church at various

„es of her existence, interspersed
bv statues of the .Madonna, her

Mother. St. Anne of the Sacred

Heart, St. Joseph, and countless

otht. Banners there are, too,

gorgeous in their splendour of

embroidered velvets and embellish-

ment of precious stones ; angels
both great and small, with hair

elaborately curled, white dresses

stiffly starched, white wings already

sprouting from their shoulders, and

bearing before their sweet persons
Latin and Flemish mottoes, or

baskets and bunches of flowers.

The town band goes by ; and
now comes into view a double
line of white-surpliced priests in

birettas, students from the Bruges
seminary, a choir of fresh boy-
voices singing a hymn of praise to

that which is close behind them :

whilst more boys and a <!

tonsured priests swing costly cen-

wafting clouds of perfume up
to my quaint window. The next

thing I see through these delicious

clouds is that to which all the

honour and glory of this magnifi-
cent procession is due— the Blessed

Blood itself contained in an ex-

quisite "chasse" (casket), borne by
two priests on their shoulders. It

is a perfect chef cTcpuvre of the

goldsmith's art, and the work of a

master goldsmith, Jean Crabbe,

who finished it in 16-16, when it was presented to

the township o[~ Bruges by the Archduke Albert

and Archduchess Isabel of Burgundy.
The reader will see by the photo, here given

of it that it is a hexagonal coffer, composed
entirely of silver-gilt, richly engraved and covered

with enamelled shields, precious stones, pearls,

and cameos of great antiquity. The four

statuettes above the
" chasse

"
represent Christ

rising from the tomb, the Blessed Virgin, St.

Basil, and St. Donatius. All four figures are of

massive gold. The relic is always placed in

this magnificent
" chasse

" when carried proces-

sionally through the town
;
and on the day of

the annual procession alone is the gorgeously

A PERFECT MASTERPIECE OF THE GOLDSMITH'S ART—THE JEWELLED CASKET
From a] CONTAINING THE HOLY BLOOD. [Photo.
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jewelled crown which forms the subject of our

next illustration placed just above the " chasse "

and beneath the flat roof supporting the statu-

ettes. This is the crown of Mary of Burgundy,
left by her to the Chapel of the Holy Blood.

THIS JEWELLED CROWN IS PLACED ON THE HOLY BLOOD CASKET
WHEN' THE RELIC IS CARRIED IN PROCESSION THROUGH

From a] the streets. [Photo.

Armed gendarmes guard the blessed relic on

either side, and after it follows the Bishop of

Bruges. He distributes blessings all along the

line of route as he goes, surrounded by revered

canons of the Church and the highest in rank

among the town officials. A body of Lancers

brings this imposing religious cortege to an end,

and all that is left

for me to note, as I

still gaze down below,
is the huge con-
course pressing on-

ward in the wake of

the procession
— all

hurrying to reach the

Bourg, where the

Benediction is to be

given, and all in the

best of humours,

notwithstanding the

heavy drops of rain

which are now be-

ginning to fall.

By the way, I was
told by one of my
own countrywomen
(at procession time

the English Colony
musters in full force,

on balconies, at win-

dows, and in streets)

that it had rarely
been known to rain

on the day of the> THE HALT IN THE PLACE DU

procession, and that Froma] blending

when it did, the Brugeois considered it in the

light of a bad omen for the prosperity of
their town.

Presently I join them on their way to the

square where stands the Hotel de Ville. This

square is called the "Bourg." Under the trees

stands a statue of Jean van Eyck, and in the

buildings surrounding the "
Bourg

"
you see a

curious diversity in the style of the architecture.

I arrive in time to find the Benediction
about to be bestowed. A more picturesque

sight I rarely, if ever, saw. The next photo-

graph gives a view of it—although, to see

it to its greatest advantage, one must
be actually present to appreciate the artistic

grouping and blending of every colour in the

rainbow. I stand in the midst of pilgrim
fathers with their staves, and of the Apostles

surrounding a man personifying our Lord. Near
me stands a tiny St. John the Baptist in flesh-

coloured tights, a sheep-skin his only covering.
Farther on are grouped girls and boys in the

costumes of every nationality on earth—all bear-

ing testimony to the widespread power of Mother
Church ;

and close at hand is a group of young
girls, veiled in white and wearing many-coloured
robes, each bearing a cushion on which are

placed the various symbols of the Crucifixion,

viz., a sponge, a hammer, dice, nails, and so on.

A statued group of Christ after the descent from

the Cross
;
Our Lord lying in His Mother's lap ;

BOURG FOR BENEDICTION—" THE ARTISTIC GROUPING AND

OF EVERY COLOUR IN THE RAINBOW." [Photo.
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and .1 ontaining a fragment
the Holy * both resting on stalwart

st behind me.

lifferent groups, and
:ns help to make a wonderful

stand massed together in the

old "F which has seen the same sight

e\ er since the year
n this remarkable procession was

to which Emperors and Kings, with

Archdukes, and tin- great

many kinds have paid the tribute of their

tting the present Pope,
:i he v. Nuncio at Brussels in

usly coloured altar, erected in front of the

old Hotel tie Ville for the occasion. Then
tomes an almost complete silence among the

tremendous crowd around me, as Monseigneur,
surrounded by lesser dignitaries of the

Church, turns and raises the holy relic

itself in blessing above the kneeling multi-

, all of whom cross themselves devoutly.
A roar of sound succeeds the silence ! The
Church groups disperse, the bands play them-
selves off the

"
Bourg," each to a different air

;

the besandalled and brown-bearded Carmelite
monks who have taken part in the morning's
proceedings stream by me in their coarse brown

THE BENEDICTION IN FRON r OF THE HOARY OLD HOTEL DE VII.LE, As GIVEN YEAR BY YEAR FOR FIVE CENTURIES.
From a Photo.

1844 (a fact the devout Brugeois love to dwell
on). A wonderfully fine sight, indeed, recalling
visions of the days of long ago.
The last photo, shows the final act in what

has been a long and tiring morning for most of
those taking part in the procession. It is no
small matter walking over the uneven cobbles
of Bruges, under the weight of heavy statues
and huge banners.

The Lancer band fills the air with music,
until the Bishop mounts the steps of the gor-

robes, one of them bearing aloft a painted
wooden cross, on which are displayed the signs
symbolical of the Crucifixion

;
the crowds hurry

off to seek shelter from the now fast-falling rain,
and the great ceremony is over.

It only remains for me to add that it is

greatly owing to the courtesy of Monseigneur
Bethune, Canon of the Bruges Cathedral,
that I have succeeded in obtaining so many
details concerning . the history of Bruges' most
sacred relic.



In the Jaws of a Lion.

By Captain J. H. Vanderzee (late Indian Staff Corps).

A late officer of H. M. Indian Army relates his own personal experience of the above, and describes
what the sensations are really like. Poor Captain Vanderzee ! His story has a sad sequel,
for he was destined never to return in search of that lion's " relations." His gallant voice is a

voice from the dead.

EADERS of The Wide World will

hardly yet have forgotten, even in

these days of short memories, Mr.

Brockman's experience with a lion

in Central Africa,* which is probably
without parallel in the records of any country,

and furnishes one more proof of the truth of Dr.

Livingstone's statement, made many years ago,

that under circumstances somewhat similar (in a

lesser degree) to

those narrated, he felt

no pain whatever
whilst being gnawed
by the "king of

beasts." Now to my
own adventure.

Although I had
devoted most of my
leave and leisure to

the pursuit of big

game in various parts
of India for more than

five years previously,
it was not till 1895
that I was able to

carry out a long-

planned project to

essay my fortunes (as

a hunter) in new
fields.

The scene of the

adventure which I

am about to relate

is that portion of

Portuguese East
Africa lying between
the Zambesi and the

Pungwe Rivers.

On 1 6th August
of the above year
I left camp on the

River Urima at
about 8 a.m., accom-

panied by five Kaffir

"boys." One of these

'577

CAPTAIN VANDERZEE, WHO HEROICALLY LOST HIS LIFE IN THE
WILDS OF BURMA SHORTLY AFTER WRITING THIS ADVENTURE

FOR THE " WIDE WORLD."

From a Photo, by the Artistic Photographic Co., Oxford Street.

carried my double

Express rifle, together with twenty cart

After walking over the short grass for about
an hour or more, several shots in rapid succes-

sion were heard about a mile away to the left,

the direction in which my companion (a Dane,
named Jansen) had proceeded on leaving camp
that morning. Thinking from the number and

frequency of the shots that Jansen had fallen

in with a big herd of buffalo, I did not pay any
particular attention to this, but proceeded on my

way. Soon afterwards,
the Kaffirs who were

following behind stop-

ped, and catching the

word "pondoro"(lion)
I also stopped, and
turned round to see

what had attracted

their attention. About
half a mile away to

the left (from whence
had come the sound of

firing) four yellowish

objects, looking at

that distance very like

big mastiffs, were

visible; these were four

lions, or rather two

lions and two lion-

esses, which, after

being disturbed by

Jansen, were making
their way to the near-

est patch of long reeds.

The ground for nearly
a mile on all sides was

quite devoid of

shelter, being covered

with short, green grass

about six or eight
inches in length.
When I first saw

them, the lions were

shambling along at a

good pace in single

file, and they appeared to be heading towards

some high grass nearly a mile away to my left rear.

ridges, most of which were loaded with solid This being my first introduction to these animals,

against buffalo. I it may easily be imagined that I was most

reluctant to lose the chance of improving their

acquaintance, but to do so meant at least half a

mile's.hard running before I could hope to get

near enough to shoot, supposing the animals

maintained their present course and pace.

hardened bullets for use against buffalo. I

myself carried a sporting Lee-Metford magazine
rifle, with a supply of cartridges ;

the remaining
four "

boys
"
were taken to bring in heads and

meat for camp.
'See issue fur June, 1898.
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always been a bit of a runner, and

hav '1 many races at various distances

in my rim S telling four out of my five

I remain where they were, and taking

strapping Makalolo

pina), w '' at a good pace

ting I rms in front of us.

My costume consisted of a flannel shirt, a

aki knickers cut short like running

nd moccasins of sambhur

My companion was in a stat

r a loin cloth, so we were in nice

:or travellini

r running hard for

ie 700yds. or so,

more than 350yds.
divided us from the

ml
magazine,
regards the

HARD FOR SOME 700YDS., NOT MORE THAN 350YDS. DIVIDED US FROM THE REARMOST LION.

rearmost lion. As we gradually closed up with

), the leader of the four, a superb brute

with a good mane, put on the pace a bit, and
was followed at an interval of some yards by
the second (a lioness), hut the other two slowed

n perceptibly and growled once or tw

g by this time rather pumped I essayed
or three shots with my "303, but as the

muzzle was describing circles in the air at the

time, these were without result.

Another but shorter run this time brought us

to within about 200yds. of the pair in the rear,

whilst the other two were now quite a consider-

able distance ahead. Having by this time got

my wind a bit, I was fairly steady, and my
second shot brought the male to a standstill,

w minded somewhere, but where exactly it was

then impossible to say; however, he pulled up
and lay down in the short grass. Another shot

at the lioness also proved effective, wounding
her somewhere in the body, for she, too,

dropped. The remaining pair of lions con-

tinued their course, and eventually disappeared.

Exchanging the -303 for my double -577, I

now proceeded slowly to reduce the distance

between myself and the wounded

lions, followed at about ten

yards' distance by the Makalolo,

carrying the "303,

which still had
the empty shell

from my last shot

remaining in the

chamber, with
three or four cart-

ridges in the
As

577,
besides the two

cartridges in the

rifle, 1 had two

spare ones loose

in the breast-

pocket of my
shirt. All four

were loaded with

a hardened lead

sol i d bullet,
weighing 520
grains.

Slowly and
cautiously we
advanced until

not more than a

full 1 ooyds. re-

mained. At this

point the lion

which had first

been wounded
stood up facing me; I also stopped and waited

developments. In this way we remained gazing
at each other for perhaps half a minute, though
it seemed longer. The lion seemed to be

deliberating what to do, but stood motionless

except for an ominous twitching of the tail,

which moved slowly from side to side.

Judging from my previous experience with

the cats (tiger and panther) and other animals

in India, and after a careful study of what

recognised authorities have written on the

subject, I had come to accept it as an axiom

that, as a general rule, animals, wounded or
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unwounded, do not charge from a distance of

more than 50yds. or so. And, provided the

firer stands firm and holds his rifle straight,

there is little danger of the animal making good
whilst charging,his charge, for, if not disabled

it will usually swerve off at the last moment.
Hence in the present instance I thought it

unlikely that the lion now facing me would

charge so long as a distance of rather over than

under 1 ooyds. separated us. Or, if it should do

so, I thought that a shot in the head or chest

would in all probability disable it, or at all

events turn the brute from its course.

Animals, however, differ much individually.
The absence of cover and the fact of its having
been hustled and driven off its prey by Jansen

probably had something to do with it
;

at all

events, after the tail had twitched round for the

third time, up it went in the air, and the lion

came rushing towards me—not in bounds, how-

ever, for that was impossible, as will be seen

presently, but simply with a low rush, belly and
head nearly touching the ground. Waiting, in

order to make the more sure of my aim, until it

had reduced the distance between us by about

one-half, and then aiming just below its mouth,
I fired, and saw at once, from the way it swerved

suddenly, that the bullet had gone home. But
the lion came again without any perceptible

pause, and it could not have been more than

15yds. or 20yds. away when it received the con-

THE NEXT THING I KNEW WAS BEING GRABBED ABOUT HALF-WAY DOWN THE
LEFT THIGH AND THROWN TO THE GROUND."

V I. iv.—18.

tents of my second barrel. The smoke
prevented my seeing the immediate effect of this,

but the next thing I knew was being grabbed
from the left about half-way down the left thigh
and thrown to the ground. As I fell, the rifle

dropped from my hand and lay a little way to

my right rear.

The lion was evidently nearly done for, as it

made no attempt to use its claws, but lay with

its body clear of me whilst holding my thigh in

its jaws. As I fell, it shifted its grip higher up,

seizing me just below the left groin and driving
all four canine teeth deep into the flesh. On
my moving, it again changed its grip, this time

to a place a few inches above the right knee, its

head and neck resting across my legs.

Whilst this was going on I was not conscious

of any pain whatever, but remember wondering
in a vague kind of way when the brute was

going to stop gnawing my legs.

In the meanwhile Dinakopina was hovering
round behind me, endeavouring to load the "303,

but being unacquainted with the mechanism he

did not at first succeed
; so, thinking that he

would find the "577 easier to manipulate, I took

out the two spare cartridges from my shirt

pocket, and from my position, half sitting and
half lying down, threw them over my head, at

the same time telling him to load—of course,

all these things occupied very little time in

the doing, probably not more than twenty
or thirty seconds.

After the lion had got hold of

me by the right leg I instinctively

tried to push his head away from

me with my right hand, the result

being that the brute dropped my
leg and grabbed hold of my wrist

with its mouth, one upper fang

entering deep in just where the

radius bone of the forearm

terminates. Another fang (a lower

one) penetrated in front of the

end of the ulna bone.

It was just at this moment
that my native companion man-

aged to work the Lee-Metford

rifle, and fired. Whether from the

effects of this or succumbing to

his previous wounds, I know not
;

but the lion immediately after-

wards released its hold of me and

its head dropped. Hastily scram-

bling to my feet I took the -303,

loaded, and fired it into the

animal's head just to make sure,

lest he should revive again. On

investigating the damage on

both sides it appeared that the
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hidden by the hair of the
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51 down my appearance was

rath. ! th h ^ were completely
th blood in thick, semi-liquid gouts.

he thighs looked as though an auger had

being carried to camp on the shoulders of two

men, I was able to direct operations. With the

help of a bottle of carbolic acid and so

lint, the wounds were thoroughly cleansed and
dressi

Next day a messenger was sent on to apprise
the doctor in medical charge of the Beira

railway employes, asking him to come to

Fontesvilla, the then terminus. At first, an

attempt was made to carry me overland on a

stretcher, but owing to the narrowness of the

path and other reasons, this had to be abandoned.
The only alternative was to go down in a dug-
out canoe by river. At first we tried travelling
at night as well as by day, but this was found to

be impracticable, and the risk of a capsize too

great owing to the number of hippos in the

river, not to mention the crocodiles, which are

very numerous in these parts.

DINAKOPIN'A TO TI >IX CI.OTH INTO STRIPS AND MADE BANDAGES OF THEM."

been at work boring holes all over them—every
hole being big enough to admit the forefinger,
and from an inch and a half to two inches deep.

•ie place a strip of flesh about three inches
:id a half inches wide had been

taken bodily out. My right wrist was badly
-hed and quite u this day I am

u°2 and how I managed to work
-.3 and fire a shot, using the

hand throughout.
care was to stop the hemorrhage as

far as possible. I _ •

Dinakopina to tear his loin
cloth into strips and made bandages of them.

t him off to bring up the other "b
with the water-bottle. A message was also
to Jansen at the same time. Beyond being
rather weak and a bit dazed, I did not feel very
much the worse for my adventure, and after

On the fourth day—that is to say, on the 19th

August—I was landed at Fontesvilla and handed
over to the doctor. After a week's treatment,

during which time I was a sort of side-show for

the residents, not one of whom in all probability
even knew my name, I was advised to get down
to Durban, in Natal, as soon as possible, in

order to get the nursing and dieting which my
case demanded.

After being carried on board the river steamer
at Fontesvilla we started down stream for

beira, but stuck fast in the mud before we had

gone more than a few miles. This delayed us

for several days, and eventually we continued
our journey in a sailing-boat.
On arrival at the mouth of the Pungwe

opposite Beira I was just in time to catch a

German steamer, southward bound. Having
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been put on board, the German doctor, with a

view, I believe, of reducing inflammation, slung

my hand to the roof of my cabin, which had
the effect of increasing the swelling of the fore-

arm to an alarming extent. By this time the

circulation in the right hand had nearly stopped,

and, apart from the constant pain, my right arm

appeared to be in a bad way.
For the next five weeks I was never free from

pain, and my right arm at one time looked as

though it would have to come off. At length
the pain and swelling subsided, and the out-

look generally began to improve. On the 9th
of October I left Durban by one of the Union

boats, and, after a very pleasant voyage, arrived

at Southampton a very different being from

what I had been a month before, but with a

bad stiff wrist as a memento.

Luckily for me, one of the first surgeons of

the day interested himself in my case ; but

many months passed, and many a half-hour of

torture had to be endured before I even par-

tially recovered the use of my right hand and

arm, and it was not really until some time after

my return to India, towards the end of 1896,
that they altogether ceased from troubling, and
became for all practical purposes sound and fit

for use. At present, I am looking forward to

the time now, I hope, not far distant, when I

shall be able to return to the scene of my mishap
and exact full toll for the past from the author

thereof, or rather from his relations and kindred.

Strange that this gallant officer should come
almost unscathed through the terrible adventure

related here, only to meet with a tragic death by

drowning. The following appeared under the

heading of " Naval and Military
"

in the daily

papers of Monday, February 20th : "The death

is announced of Captain John H. Vanderzee,
Indian Staff Corps. Drowned in Burma. Aged
thirty."

We communicated at once with his father,

Major-General F. H. Vanderzee, I.S.C., of Bath,

only to learn with sincere regret that the sad

news was true. General Vanderzee kindly sent

us the following letter, which tells the whole

story of his gallant son's death :
—

"Myitkyina, Upper Burma.

"Sunday, February 26th, 1899.
"Dear Sir,

—It is with sincere regret I write

to give you details of the death of your son,

Captain J. H. Vanderzee, of the battalion

under my command, of which you will have
heard by cable before the receipt of this. He
was in command of our most advanced post—
N'Sentaru on the N'Maikha River, and at the

time was the only Englishman there. He took

out the detachment there in November last, and

by his energy and hard work established them
in a fort in an incredibly short time. I visited

the post in December, and last saw him on the
22nd of that month.
"On Sunday, February 12th, while boating

on the N'Maikha, the sad accident occurred
which cost him his life. Communication was

only kept up with N'Sentaru by means of the

heliograph, and it just happened that the 12th

and 13th of February were dull, rainy days, when

signalling was impossible. Hence the news did

not reach Myitkyina till the 14th of February.
I was on tour at a place called Hopin, seventy-
one miles away on the opposite side of

Myitkyina, when I heard the news
;
and as

N'Sentaru is fifty-six miles north-east of

Myitkyina, I was only able to reach the spot in

the afternoon of 17th February.
" Your son had just received a boat he had

ordered from Calcutta (one of Osgood's portable

folding-boats, described in the inclosed cata-

logue, which I took from amongst his papers) ;

and he had been out in it on the river two or

three times only, just opposite the fort, where
the water is still and quiet. From all accounts

the boat gave satisfaction. On the 12th of Feb-

ruary, at about midday, he, with his Sepoy boat-

man, Jangbir Rai, and his Kachin servant, Mah
Tu, embarked apparently with a view of going
some considerable distance up stream surveying,
as poor Vanderzee took some surveying instru-

ments with him. When only a few hundred

yards up stream, however, and only just out of

sight of the fort, they came to some bad water,
where the river, in running round a point, was

disturbed, and the current very strong. Sepoy
Jangbir Rai was in the bow of the boat paddling

(face towards the bow) ; the Kachin, Mah Tu,
was in the middle paddling, and your son in the

stern steering.
" As the boat first felt the strength of the

current running round the point, Jangbir Rai

called out that he did not think they would be

able to make headway, and suggested their

landing and pulling the boat past the point
with a rope. He received no reply to this, and

suddenly, without a moment's notice, the boat's

head was knocked aside by the strength of the

water, which, catching it broadside on, over-

turned it and precipitated all three into the

turbulent river.

"The N'Maikha is a large river, several

hundreds of yards across during the rains ;
but

at the place where the accident occurred it is

only about a hundred yards wide at the present
season. Vanderzee was an excellent swimmer,
I belieye ; Jangbir Rai could also swim ; but

the Kachin, a big, powerful man, dreaded the

water—like all hillmen—and could not swim a
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r Rai saved himself by
me two hundred yards

•i the opp to the fort.

alarm by shouting. A sentry

him, and the native officers

: the river with logs,

not think it probable they ever will. The
river is very deep and full of huge rocks, worn

into all sorts of fantastic shapes and holes by the

water. The bodies are no doubt caught in the

rocks below, and will never be recovered. The
river at the scene of the accident, and for miles

" THE BOAT'S HEAD WAS KNOCKED ASIDE BY THE STRENGTH OF THE WATER, WHICH OVERTURNED
IT AND PRECIPITATED ALL THREE INTO THE WATER."

ropes, etc., to try and render a>>istance. Sepoy
Jangbir Rai was much exhausted and terrified,

and can give no details as to what occurred to

the oth<

landing and turning to look at

the river he saw either poor Yanderzee or the

hin—he cannot be certain which—rise to

the surface and then sink again. The men were
:ided all along the river bank, but not a sign

of •

;. A glimpse of the over-

turned boat was caught by one of the men
x>ut a thousand yards below the scene of the

t, and every endeavour was made to get
•i the hope that Yanderzee might be hold-

on to it
;
but without success, and the boat

washed away and not recovered. That

your son. a good swimmer, and only lightlv clad

in tennis shoes, knickerbockers, and stockings,
did not d in saving himself, or, at li

w; '• r for the space of ten

mir, >zn he might have been saved by
the S on the banks, can, it appears to me,
be explained in one way only : namely, that he
did his best to help his wretched servant, whom
he knew could not swim, and that the man
held on to him in his terror, and so drowned
them both. I regret to have to inform you
that, in spite of every endeavour, no trace

of the bodies has been found
; and I do

down-stream, has been carefully watched and

patrolled for over a fortnight, and rewards for the

recovery of the remains have been offered to the

tribes living about the banks; but without success.
"

I hope you will permit me, though a

stranger, to offer you my sincere sympathy in

your great loss. Your son thus suddenly cut

off in the prime of life is a great loss to Her

Majesty's Service. He was a most active,

vigorous, energetic, and capable officer—just the

man required for the wild frontier life we have

to endure. He had been living this lonely life

for about two years, during which he had

made himself acquainted with the Kachin

language ;
had given much useful information

to the authorities on the various villages and
routes in the hills

;
and several of his maps and

route reports have been printed. As we are

military officers in civil employ the duties of

winding up your son's affairs devolve on the

Deputy-Commissioner for Myitkyina District—
Captain E. C Townsend— to whom I am
handing over all your son's kit, among which

are some very valuable sporting guns, rifles, and
scientific instruments.

"
Believe me, yours faithfully,

"A. W. W. Taylor, Captain,
"

ist Burma Gurkha Rifles.
"
Battalion Commandant, Myitkyina."



The Ice Harvest of Iowa.

By W. E. Barlow, M.A., of Iowa City.

Farming extraordinary. The fields of ice are ploughed, and a highly remunerative harvest gathered in

by the " farmer." With a complete set of snap-shots illustrating the different phases of the industry.

t"

IFTEEN degrees below zero ! Forty-
seven degrees of frost ! I can see

my English readers shivering in

anticipation ; but I hasten to assure

them that they have felt the cold

more keenly in England, on some wet

winter day, with the cruel east wind

searching and wounding, than I did on

that glorious December day on the Iowa
River. Indeed, as I stood on the boat-

house slip, a little out of breath from

my brisk walk from town, the blood

tingled through my veins, and I felt a

warm glow of- animal life. The exhila-

ration produced by the dry, clear cold

of an Iowa mid-winter must be experi-

enced in order to be understood.

Below me, as far up the river as I

could see, the thick ice was dotted

everywhere with men and horses, hard

ru work. It was the beginning of the
'

ice harvest
"—that short season of

' hustle
" and excitement, during which

hundreds of thousands of tons of ice

are cut and stored in huge wooden ice-houses,

for use in the scorching heat of the following
summer.
The scene was a magnificent one. To the

left, near the dam. where the ice-cutting had not

yet commenced, crowds of skaters glided and
circled. Behind them, in the distance, the

towers and spires of the churches and Univer-

sity buildings rose against the brilliant blue of

the sky. Directly beneath me snow-plough and

ice-plough passed and re-passed ;
whilst ringing

blows of crowbars and a ceaseless "
whish-

whishing
"
of innumerable ice-saws came from

far and near. To the right, where a cross-road

V
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I.—THIS Is THE ICE-PLOUGH BY MEANS OF WHICH THE ICE SURI'

From a I'hoto.} divided into SQUARES. [by the

2.—THE ICE PLOUGHMAN WORKS VERY MUCH AS HIS BROTHER DOES ON DRY LAND.

From a Photo, by the Author.

from the river joined the main road, a close

procession of heavily-laden sleds struggled up
the bank, hurrying and crashing along as though
the horses themselves understood how valu-

able the minutes were. Almost over my head

great blocks of ice glided, rattling away along a

wooden chute
;
and above everything

—gleam-

ing on the blades of the skates
;
on the sparkling

snow-crystals ;
on the open squares of rippling

blue water which grew in size each

minute
;
reflected in a hundred shim-

mering colours from the sides of the

great blocks of transparent, bluish ice,

shone the sun—a regular, mid-winter

Iowa sun, warm and glorious.

I had dropped from the platform, and

walked up the river. Here the snow

had already been partly ploughed and

swept away, and I was in time to get a

couple of photographs of the ice-plough

in operation. By means of this machine

the surface of the ice is divided into

squares about 3ft. in each direction.

First a line is ploughed along one side

of the area to be cut; then the two teeth

of the guiding bar, seen in the first

Author photo., are fitted into this groove, and
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allel line—just the width of the

a from the first— is marked out. Two sets

such lines, at right angles, are ploughed over

whole field. These grooves may
n in the first photo., in which

also the cutting teeth of the plough
- iwn. Photo. Xo. 2 shows the

dually in motion.

lares are marked out,

me: horizontal saws, somewhat
the saw of the ice-plough,

go over the lines and saw to the di

ral inches. One of these hori-

zontal saws may be seen in the distance

in phot' \ .

3. Then comes the

_
•

. which is carried on by
large, coarse-toothed saws, 4ft. or 5ft.

in length. Photos. Xos. 3 and 4 show
these well. The figure in the fore-

ground in Xo. 4 is that of a typical

ice-sawyer. He is a Bohemian, and—

made

if one may judge from his appearance
in his shirtsleeves — a warm-blooded
one. Most of the photographs which

illustrate this article were taken when
the temperature was about i2deg. or

i5deg. below zero, out of the sun. In

spite of such a temperature, however,
it is possible for a man scantily-dressed
to keep up a glow by continuous exer-

cise, and the ice-men get it. Then, too,

in the sun it is often positively hot.

When the blocks are sawn nearly

through, men with crowbars, as shown
in Xo. 5. follow on along the edge of

the ice and split off the rows of blocks,

guiding them along the edge of the

water towards a trough cut in one
corner of the open piece. Photo.

No. 6 shows these composite cakes,

up of from three to six blocks each.

In the left foreground a boat-hook is hauling
in a double cake.

-i-v* 2wv
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From a J'hotoA

1 \ SAWN THROUGH THEY AKE SPLIT OFF BY

the crowbar-max. \by the Author.

ft

a I'lioto. by the Author.

First comes the workman with the

horizontal saw. Xext comes the man
with the vertical saw. On his heels

follows the bearer of the crowbar. The
work goes from right to left. Other
men with, boat-hooks and crowbars

h and divide the rows into blocks,

which are guided, four at a time, into

the trough. Here they are seized, as

shown in photo. Xo. 7, by a grappling-
hook attached to a stout rope, which

passes over a pulley above and is then

made fast to the harness of a horse.

When the blocks are thus seized a

signal is given, the horse is started,

and the blocks are guided up a pair el

rails on to the stage, whence they are
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immediately loaded upon sleds and wag-

gons and hurried town wards.

When, as is often the case, the ice-

house is built near the river, the blocks

are hauled from the trough directly up
on to a long chute, the man with the

grappling-iron following up and holding
the blocks in position on the rails.

Photographs 8 and 9 show such a chute.

When the little procession reaches the

summit of the incline -— which may be

seen in No. 8— the horse is stopped, and
the blocks glide away down a slight

descent into the ice-house, where men
are waiting to receive and store them.

This particular chute crosses the river

road. On the extreme right of the photo-

graph a part of the team of horses used

for the hauling may be seen, the cable

H
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6.— HERE ARE THE ICE SLABS READY FOR GLIDING TO THE
From a Photo.} TROUGH. [by the Author.

being led, by means of a series of pulleys,
down one of the chute supports and out

into the road.

Accidents happen occasionally on
these long chutes : for example, when
the tackle slips and the string of ice-

blocks gets loose and slides back clown

the rails. Then the man with the grap-

pling-iron has the alternative of getting
out of the way—if he can—or of being

seriously injured. A broken leg, or a

pair of crushed ankles, is a small

matter when such an accident occurs.

Photograph No. 10 shows a teamster

hauling ice to the warehouses in town.
In the rush of the ice harvest almost

everything which may be drawn by
horses, either on wheels or on runners,
is used for transport.

CE SLABS BEING SEIZED AND LOADED ON TO THE WAGGON.
From a Photo, by the Author.

Some of the waggons run on wheels, but

this is a sled mounted upon two pairs of

runners. As long as the ground is frozen

hard the sleds run merrily and smoothly along,
whilst the waggon-wheels slip in every direc-

tion
; hut, towards the end of the harvest, it

sometimes happens
—

partly in consequence of

the sudden changes of weather common in Iowa,
and partly because the cutting is postponed until

the last minute, in order to take advantage of

every inch of ice possible
—that a sudden thaw

softens the roads. Then the tables are turned,

and one may see the sleds tugging along stolidly

through slush and mud, whilst the wheeled

waggon rolls on its way cheerfully.

And now a word as to the magnitude of this

enterprise. From the field which I first visited,

-CONVEYING ICE "—THIS IS VERY DANGEROUS WORK.

From a Photo, by the Author.
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and on which four dealers were cutting, about
Soo lor.

• were hauled to town in one day ;

and between 400 and 500 men were engaged in

hauling, and storing. A few miles up
the river the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific

Railroad has special tracks running into the

Hot/, ice-fields. Here, when the hard cold

comes, making ice several feet in thickness,

nearly a thousand men work day and night,
under electric light, filling the warehouses and

loading the long trains of cars. These trains

carry the ice to every part of the great Mississippi

Valley, the railroad companies of the West and
South being Mr. Hotz's best customers. I was
unable to ascertain the weight of ice cut at

this field during the season, but I learned
that Mr. Hotz often paid the railroad com-

pany as much as 2,ooodols. daily for freight.
And the object of all this hard work ?

Well, if this is a land of cold winters it is

also a land of hot summers—of very hot
summers—of summers so hot, in fact, that

it is almost impossible to preserve food and
drink without some artificial means of keep-
ing them cool. And so almost every house-
lolder has a valued refrigerator, or ice-chest,
lined with cork or charcoal, or with sawdust,
and coated with hardwood and zinc, in which
to keep cool and sweet to-morrow's eggs and
butter, and milk and meat. Covered ice-

waggons lumber through the streets in the

early mornings of the summer days, and
Scent or iocent blocks are rapidly distri-

buted, ides this host of small con-

sumers, there are the great breweries, the

butchers, the milkmen, the restaurant-keepers,
the pork and beef packing- house men—
everybody, in short, who has to do, directly

or indirectly, with food. The railroad

companies, who transport tremendous

quantities of perishable food-stuffs in

specially-constructed
"
refrigerator cars,"

are probably the largest consumers.

Hardly a picnic party leaves the

dusty, sizzling heat of Iowa city's

streets, hurrying for the rippling waters

of the Iowa River and the refreshing

shade of her wooded bluffs, without

the all-important blanket-covered cube
of ice. Could anything, indeed, more

disgusting than tepid lemonade be

placed before a perspiring pleasure-

party on a Midsummer day ?

There are many beautiful things to

be seen, and many interesting things
to be done, on the rivers and bluffs of

Iowa in mid-winter
;

but perhaps the

most fascinating of them all is to become, for

a while, part and parcel of the excitement and
bustle of the ice harvest.

The panting, tugging horses, surrounded by

rolling halos of their own congealing breath,

and with their heads and trappings crusted with

hoar-frost
;

the ice-laden sleds
;

the teamsters

with their icicle-decorated beards
;

the busy
river

;
the shouts and the laughter ;

the hurry
and excitement ; and, everywhere, the gleam of

ice and snow in the radiant sun, combine to

make a picture, and to inspire a sensation, never

to be forgotten. One leaves the ice-fields with

a four-fold impression
—

ice, sun, work, life.

-HAULING ICE TO THE WAREHOl 5ES IN

From a Photo, by the Author.



My Treacherous Dragoman.
By Z. E. Birasky.

A Hungarian gentleman, who is at once a doctor, a trader, and a traveller, relates how he was
all but murdered by his dragoman in the interior of Persia for the sake of a valuable chrono
meter. With actual photographs of the caravansary in which the incident happened, the dragoman

himself, and the police who arrested him.

j^3P

RAVERSING Persia without a

friend or any knowledge of the

language of the Shah is a difficult

enterprise. The journey was both

wearisome and monotonous, and I

really think that had it been a little more
extended I should have lost my powers of

speech, having always to make myself under-

stood by gestures.
When I left Bokhara for Teheran with a

small camel caravan I

made a great mistake in

disregarding the advice

of my friends, who sug-

gested that I should take

with me an interpreter,
who would act both as

servant and dragoman.
As it was, however, I

had a very unpleasant

journey to the Persian

capital, thanks to the

muleteers whom I had

aged at the former

town. On many occa-

sions they did as they

thought best, and at

every station they wanted
to stay for a day or two.

Before I reached Teheran
I was utterly disgusted
with their conduct, and
resolved when I arrived

there to engage imme-

diately a dragoman for

the rest of the journey.
The heat during my

expedition was intense
;

to one unaccustomed to the climate, indeed, it

is often fatal. The sky was perfectly clear, and
the unmitigated rays of the tropical sun poured
down upon our unprotected heads with terrific

force, for there was neither friendly rock nor

shady tree to shelter us. The effect of this

upon me was very enervating, and several times

I thought I should have fainted through sheer

exhaustion.

At length we arrived at Teheran, where I

remained a considerable time in order to

recuperate my strength after such a tedious

journey. And, of course, I was very pleased to
Vol. iv.—19.

BIRASKY, WHOSE VALUABLE WATCH NEARLY COST HIM HIS

I.e. I.i 1111 COVETOUSNESS OF His DRAGOMAN.
/'roi/i a Photo, by the Author.

dispense with the muleteers who had so meanly
taken advantage of me on account of my being
a stranger and ignorant of their language.

Having a letter of introduction to a certain

European in the city, Mr. Galy by name, I

called upon him and requested him to recom-
mend me an honest and able interpreter who
would accompany me to the Persian Gulf. My
friend was able to assist me in this respect, and
took me to a Khan (chief) with whom he was

acquainted. The Khan

engaged for me a young
fellow of about twenty-
five years, conversant

with English and French,

and, in fact, exactly the

person I wanted. His

name was Alinoor, and
he seemed to be a really

kind-hearted and honest

fellow
;

whilst we were

in Teheran he was very
courteous and respectful
to me. (I am glad to

be able to give at the

top of the next page a

photograph of this inter-

esting person.) Alinoor

conducted me about the

town, and showed me all

the famous buildings in

the Persian capital.

On the day of our

departure from Teheran

Alinoor prepared our

baggage and engaged
the muleteers, and I was

highly delighted by the

way in which he carried out these arrangements.
He looked very imposing in his Caucasian suit,

with a long,' shining sabre at his side, and well

able to command the obedience of the mule-

teers.

I particularly noticed, in the early stage of

my journey, that Alinoor had a special regard

for my chronometer, which I always carried on

account of its good record as a time-keeper.

He more than once asked me how I managed
to obtain such a splendid watch, and remarked

how fortunate he would consider himself if I

could obtain one like it for him. These remarks
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ler the outcome of any bad

lently they did not

the time. On the

- nd him a similar

gland should he fulfil my
:;;. 1 have studied the

utions, but was unfor-

t u; inted with that of the

He happens to be a very

nd has been known to

r faithfully for years, and

or no reason at all to turn

not until my arrival at Ispahan
iad anj

- m to suspect Alinoor.

irtments at the beautiful

and
|

caravansary shown in the

mpanying photograph. My room was

on the first and the easement over

1 the courtyard where my guide slept.

I determined to remain here for a few

I had become somewhat
wearied with my journey. I also wanted to

the striking landscape of the surrounding
countrv. The broad River Zeinderud wends its

way through the centre of the city, its banks

crowded with shady fruit trees.

after my arrival at Ispahan Alinoor

advised me to visit the lovely gardens of the

re the finest in all Persia. Accord-

ingly, in the afternoon my guide conducted me
to one of these gorgeous resorts situated on the

river bank, but rather isolated from the rest,

entering this garden, its magnificence so

ed my admiration that I was held spell-
bound. Tropical fruit trees abounded every-

where, and !!( grew in indescribable pro-
n. Whilst I was musing on the beauty of

scenery, I was suddenly startled by the

AN ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH OF AI.INi

TREACHEROUS DRAGOMAN.
From a Photo, by the Author.

*****
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I'AHAN, IN WHICH THE NIGHT
a Photo.\ attack i . \by the Author.

report of a rifle,

which was dis-

charged twice in

rapid succession,

apparently from
the other side of

the river. We at

once ran to the

gate of the garden
to see what had

happened, and Ali-

noor, who was well

acquainted with

these parts, quickly
understood what

was the matter.
We saw a man

swimming in the

water towards us,

whilst a Persian

soldier was con-

tinually firing at

him from the opposite bank. The soldier

seemed to be firing without any sort of aim, and
several of the bullets came dangerously near to

us. My guide explained to me that the swimmer
was a fugitive from justice

—
probably a thief;

and he had been followed by the soldier, who
intended to arrest him.

Finally my dragoman, drawing his sabre, with

a sinister smile, declared he intended to seize

the poor wretch when he landed. The soldier

presently observing Alinoor's intention ceased

firing, whereupon my eccentric guide suddenly
became like a madman. Wildly brandishing
his sword he rushed down to the edge of the

river and called upon the fellow to surrender or

he would kill him. The look of abject despair
which came over the poor man's face was really

terrible to witness on find-

ing that, after he had strug-

gled so bravely through the

swift-flowing water, followed

by the shots of his pursuer,
he was only to fall a victim

to another and more dan-

gerous enemy on the

opposite side.

The dragoman's conduct

so greatly perplexed me
that I could scarcely believe

him to be the same man.

He had entirely changed
from a kindly disposed
fellow to a ferocious brute,

and I trembled for the

safety of the hapless crimi-

nal. I reflected, too, that

if he could become thus

i
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suddenly transformed over an affair that did not

concern him, he might also turn upon me when

I least expected it. I became decidedly uneasy,

and my confidence in the man was so shaken

that I longed to escape from him altogether,

indispensable though he was. Directly the

supposed thief landed he sank to the ground
from sheer exhaustion, whereupon my valiant

dragoman promptly tied his hands behind him,

and then awaited the arrival of the soldier, who
crossed the river in a boat.

I would have resented Alinoor's interfering in

this poor man's capture, but feared that he

would vent his rage upon me in some awkward
manner. I could see by the wild look in his

eyes that he was now scarcely responsible for his

actions. After surrendering the thief to the

soldier, however, he explained (when he had

sufficiently recovered) that the "thief" had

stolen a single piece of firewood from his neigh-
bour. It was to me incredible that such a

trifling offence could have been the cause of so

tremendous a commotion, but so it was. When
we were alone I reproved my dragoman for the

part he had taken in this unpleasant adventure,

but he replied that he was obliged to uphold
the cause of justice, though it jarred against his

better feelings. Alinoor's next association with

justice must have jarred against him far more

forcibly.

The same evening, as we prepared our effects

for the journey to Yzed the following morning,
I noticed with much astonishment that Alinoor

had not in the least recovered from his excite-

ment, and was still both furious and eccentric.

When we bade each other " Messak Allah

Kher," or good-night, and retired to rest, I

carefully closed the door and bolted it on the

inside. I also closed the window, which, how-

ever, owing to its dilapidated condition, could

not be very securely fastened.

Nervous and agitated with the tragic events

of the day, and also dwelling upon Alinoor's

surprising conduct of the last few hours, it was

with a feeling of positive apprehension that I

lit my candle and prepared for bed. Terrible

thoughts invaded my mind which, combined
with the stillness of the night, drove all sleep
from me. I felt every moment that something
dreadful was about to happen. At last, vexed

at what I told myself were perfectly idiotic

forebodings, I tried the expedient of sleeping
without a light. Gathering together the little

courage I had left, I sprang from the bed and

extinguished the candle.

When I was but half asleep I was suddenly
startled by a peculiar noise at the door, and in a

pel feet paroxysm of terror I leaped from the

couch. "Who is there?" I cried; but after

waiting awhile and receiving no answer, I con-

cluded I must have been dreaming, and hoped
that nobody had heard the noise I made. After

this fright I again lay down, but sleep was im-

possible
— I was at a loss to know what was the

matter with me. Tossing about for a long time,

I worked myself up into a perfect frenzy. I

laughed aloud to buoy up my spirits, but my
mirth sounded so strangely harsh that I shud-

dered and buried my head beneath the clothes.

Presently, I could stand this no longer, and

jumping from my couch I seized my brandy
flask and drank at a draught a quantity of

the fiery liquid, in order to stimulate my now
shattered nerves, and if possible obtain a little

strength for the next day's journey. This dose

certainly had the desired effect, and I felt a

pleasant drowsiness creeping over me. Before

lying down again, however, I took out my watch

and, placing it on the table, was surprised to find

how quickly the time had passed : it was already
one o'clock.

I must have been asleep for some consider-

able time when I was rudely awakened by a

sharp blow accompanied by severe pain on my
left arm near the shoulder. This time I knew
I was not dreaming, for as I turned in the bed

I felt the blood streaming from my shoulder

and my clothes sticking to me. And even as I

turned another and still more terrible blow was

delivered. All this happened in so short a time

that, when I jumped from the bed to ascertain

the cause of this murderous assault, I was so

bewildered that I entirely forgot my suspicions
of Alinoor and the dread I had had of an attack

from him. Whilst I was groping about for the

matches in a dazed condition, I suddenly con-

fronted a weird figure enveloped from head to

foot in a mantle not unlike a monk's cowl. I

attempted to cry out for assistance, but before I

could do so I received a third cruel stab upon

my wounded shoulder. My senses were rapidly

leaving me, and as I collapsed on the ground I

dimly saw my would-be assassin escaping by the

window.
On regaining consciousness I was so weak

from loss of blood that I had not the strength

to summon aid, and was fearful lest at any

moment my nocturnal visitor should return and

finish his terrible work, in which case I should

be utterly helpless. The blood was now flowing

freely from my wounds and my clothes were

saturated. As a medical man I knew that

something must be done quickly, otherwise I

should bleed to death. With great difficulty

and excruciating pain I succeeded in lighting

the candle, and it was then I noticed that my
chronometer was missing. It now dawned

upon me who my assassin was, and it caused
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le mental anguish to think that

1 had ti whom 1 had

nld murder me for the

•

ion were also aroused,
the time endowed with new

i nded the stairs

the proprietor, who. after

ime from his room in a towering
. from his rest at so

1 now realized my awkward
How was 1. knowing not a word

plain to this man what had

However, by showing him my
il wounds, and with a few expressive
-. 1 mi to explain to him that 1

stabbed. He ran to awaken my
an, but found his room empty— thereby

spicions of Alinoor's villainy.
li-

the

£

. which he

immediate!; re-

turn
>rtly after-

mpanied by
a weird-looking indi-

By this time

had dawned, and

stinctly
the precise nature of

my wounds. The first

-
'ii my left

arm near the shoulder,

- ping
about an inch

>nd was
on •

ne arm but
- the hand, and

rious

nature : there was

ry bad con

ily caused by the blow which
: me senseless to the floor. Had it

not been for the travelling coat (which I had
d of my night-gown, in consequence

: early rising), the knife—judging
on in which 1

g< rally lie would
undoubtedly ha\e pierced my body.

rything the supposed "doctor" did to

top the bleeding proved unavailing, and I

could see by the way he went about his work
that hi

gical knowledge was of a most
elementary character. As I am a doctor myself,

i ARE THE PERSIAN POLICE WHO PURSUED AND CAPTURED
THE i s DRAGOMAN.

From a Photo, by the Author

however, 1 thought it best after such poor
'•

treatment
"
to do what I could for myself, and

putting my arm into cold water I soon succeeded
in stopping the flow of blood.

later in the day I went to see the police of

Ispahan, and happily found an officer there who
could speak English. To him I explained

everything ; he assured me that they would do
all in their power to effect the arrest of Alinoor.

I returned to the caravansary, and that same

day was seized with a terrible fever, the result

of the shock and loss of blood. Next day an
officer came and told me he had captured my
murderous servant just at the moment he was
about to start back to Teheran with a caravan.

The examination at the trial of Alinoor
revealed the following facts: On the night before

our proposed departure from Ispahan the villain

had decided to kill me, steal my watch, and
return with it to Tehe-
ran. He admitted
trying to open the

door when I cried

out "Who is there?"
and having failed in

this he returned to the

courtyard and, climb-

ing the wall, entered

my room by the
window. At this time
I was somewhat over-

come by the brandy I

had taken to induce

sleep, and did not

awaken until I had
received the first

blow. Alinoor in-

tended to finish me,
but thinking he had
killed me when I

fainted after the third

blow, he escaped,
taking the coveted watcn with him.

I was astonished to hear before I left Ispahan
that the Persian Government had sentenced
Alinoor to have his left hand cut off for

attempted theft, and to undergo three years'

penal servitude for attempted murder. The
watch was returned to me in good condition,
and I hurried to the Persian Gulf for proper
treatment. On arriving at my destination I

was fortunate enough to find a European
surgeon, who dressed my wounds, and under
whose skilful care I speedily recovered.



"Brusher" Mills, the Snake=Catcher.

By Mrs. Delves Brought* in.

A lady penetrates into the wilds of the New Forest to tell us all about a real English Wild Alan
of the Woods, and his curious calling of Snake-Hunter. With a complete set of photographs

specially taken by her for this article.

Ifn

N that part of the New Forest lying

between Brockenhurst and Lynd-
hurst, some distance from the high

road, and almost hidden by under-

growth and giant beech, is the home
of the snake-catcher, Mr. Henry Mills, com-

monly known as "Brusher." The origin of this

appellation is a dark mystery : he is ignorant
himself of how he

came by it, which

is the less surprising
when we hear he has

been so named ever

since he was four years
old.

"
Harry, Brusher—

no matter what they
call me, so long as I

gets my dinner," are

his laconic words ;

and, like many a man
before him, "to get
his dinner" is the

whole aspiration of

his life.

His home is a

charcoal-burner's hut,

constructed of • tree

branches covered with

sods and bracken—
here he lives i n

solitary grandeur ;
his

furniture (if such it

may be called) con-

sisting of a bed of

dried ferns, an old

tobacco tin made to

hang over the fire by
means of a piece of

wire inserted in the

sides, and a spoon
of home manufacture. He is contented with

his lot, which is more than can be said of

others richer in this world's goods.
I '.rusher is an hospitable person, and a tea

party is no uncommon occurrence with him.

His guests, we must acknowledge, are generally

"his home is a chakcoai.-eurner's hut of branches covered
From a] with sods and bracken."

self-invited, but none the less welcome. From
the inner recesses of his

" house "
he produces

his tobacco tin, black from age and use, and
in this he brews the tea, boiling it over the wood
fire he has lighted inside. The smoke streams
out through the doorway and also up through a

hole in the roof. Cream is an unknown quantity,
but sugar he is able to supply. Then comes the

spoon with which to

stir the decoction.

This spoon is of

strange shape, and is

about oin. long with

a crook at one end,
and so polished and
darkened from years
of hard work that it

resembles ebony. The

guests must be con-

tent to drink from

the same vessel, for

Brusher's store of

tobacco tins is limited.

Tea is not the only

beverage he has to

offer, however. From
some secret corner in

the thatch he un-

earths a bottle of

whisky, which he tells

us
" the doctor has

ordered
"
for his deli-

cate chest, and no

doubt it is a very
efficacious cure for a

diversity of ailments.

He seems quite
affronted if from shy-
ness or reluctance of

any other kind his

hospitality is refused.

In this little hut of his he lives summer and

winter, or rather sleeps, for at daybreak he is

out and away, walking for miles about the

country, catching snakes, cutting walking-sticks,

attending fairs, humbugging tourists, and

generally picking up an odd shilling or two as

[Photo.
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KAK HE I-- Ol I AM) AWAY —HERE XVI

ll'I'EI) FOR THE DAYS HUNT.

From a Photo.

he can in an honest way. At night he

returns to his ferny bed ami his dinner—not a

very elahorate one, but consisting of bread and
cheese. I ! r e a k fa s t

to be his

:rite meal, and a

smile lights up his

usually rather solemn
features as he recalls

voury delights
while describing how

"

I lights

: rasher

of ticks a

>ked wire

i

it, and c<

Hi usher

ho:; the shad'

_ fall, and then

to tramp all

through the night
_aining his

humble dwelling ; but,
be it moonlight or

dark, he never 1

his way. so accus-

tomed is he to every
turn and twist of the Front a

THE SNAKE-CATCHEK CUTTING
IIS

foresl : nor does he ever seem tired, although
he canies about him a heterogeneous collec-

tion of goods and chattels. In a tin with a per-

forated top ,ni' some adders, both dead and
alive : vrhilst slung round him is an old water-

proof coat, worn and stiff. He has hung over

one shoulder a sack of snakes, and over the

other a second bag filled with odds and ends-
such as scissors for cutting open the adders

and removing their fat. This weird sub-

stance he eventually melts down and makes
into an ointment, bottles of which he keeps

ready for sale to anyone who wishes for a

perfect cure for bruises, sprains, or adder's

bite. In the mysterious odds and ends bag
Brusher also carries a knife, some bits of

string, a perfect medley of other strange

things, whose use only Brusher is cognizant
of. Stuck through the button-hole of his coat

rests the flat -

pointed scissors with which he

secures the adders by their necks
;
and in his

hand is his staff of office—a rough stick forked

at one end, and used both as a walking-stick
and for snake -catching. Even when amongst
the undergrowth or half hidden in moss and
leaves his experienced eye detects his snaky

prey, which he is able to pin to the ground by
means of the forked end before the snake or

adder has realized its danger. In the case of

the former he grasps it fearlessly with his bare

hand, and untying the mouth of his sack drops
it in to join the wriggling company already there.

But with the adders

he has, of course, to

act more cautiously.
Then the flat-pointed
scissors comes into

play, and clasping the

* neck of the reptile
between its two points
he holds it while he

removes the perforated

top of the tin slung
about him. Then
putting the adder in

he shuts the lid tightly-

down, for it does not

pay to be careless

with such live cargo.
This roving, inde-

pendent life is the

one that best suits

our wild man of the

woods. In his own

way he works hard,

but hard work in the

accepted sense of the

word he will have

none of. One bitter
AN ADDER TO EXTRACT

FAT. [I'hoto.
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BRUSHE R

From a
|

MILLS PINS A SNAKE TO THE GROUND WITH HIS

FOKKED STICK. [1'ftoto.

winter, when snow lay two feet deep around
his hut, and snakes had long ago retired to

their holes and tree crannies, there to await

the kindly warmth of spring
—and therefore

Brusher found it hard to light his

fire 01 gain enough money to buy
bread and cheese—he was charitably
offered work in the shape of stone-

breaking. One morning of this

sufficed him.

Again was he invited to earn some

money by the sweat of his brow.

Haymaking time had come, labourers

were scarce, the weather doubtful,
and a good crop of standing grass

might be spoilt for the want of hands
to save it. Brusher was asked to

help : of course he was ready and

willing, being a most obliging person,
but when dinner - time arrived he

preferred playing practical jokes to

eating and resting, and as these took

the form of letting loose amongst
his fellow-labourers the snakes and
adders he always carries about him,

they objected strongly, and declared

that nothing would induce them to

stay in his company. Brusher thus gained his

purpose, which was to relinquish his uncongenial

employment.
Fear is unknown to this strange being. No

terrors, either supernatural or real, disturb his

nightly rest
;
he sleeps soundly and peacefully

on his bed of ferns in his sod-covered hut, whose
door of branches is his only protection against
intruders. There, in the depths of the forest,

far removed from other habitation, he feels as

secure—perhaps more so—as a king in his palace.
One year, not long since, when England was

visited by that terrible scourge, influenza, and

many a home was made desolate, Brusher fell a

prey to the disease. Alone and unaided he-

battled with his deadly foe. No comforts, no

remedies, were at hand to help him, and, in all

probability, his snake-catching days would then

and there have come to an end for ever had not

some passer-by happened to find him in his sore

distress. He was taken to the " workhouse "

(or
" House of Industry

"
as it is now called),

where he was cared for, and nursed into con-

valescence ; but he retains no kindly feelings of

thankfulness for this act of charity. The enforced

rules, the regular hours, were all antagonistic to

the roving nature of the man, and what seems

strangest of all, considering the simplicity and

meagreness of his daily meals, the food was

not up to his standard of excellence.

Brusher declares he is fifty-eight years old,

but he does not look that age, and is as active

as many a man ten years younger. For the

past eighteen years he has fo.lowed the pro-

fession of snake-catcher, and seems now quite
at home with these loathsome reptiles, handling

SEEMS
Trom a\

QUITE AT HOME WITH THESE LOATHSOME REPTILES, HANDLING
THEM AIM 1ST LOVINGLY." [Photo.
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nderly and lovingly. I'h. grass

etimes found over 6ft. in

quite harmless, and his only object

them is to make a little money. At

xcellent market lor them,

. who then lived at Bolder

New I orest, paying him a shilling

lake he caught ; but at the present
nds principally on the chance fancy
vist who may like to carry off a

this wild and picturesque region,

be seen surrounded by trippers

the arrival of the

h from Bourne-

mouth exhibiting
handfuls of his sna

In his _ teen
- .:t the snake-

S
• ade he has

d 29,023
besides 198 of

nailer and much
r species which

he calls
"
levers

"
(a

.1 name, no doubt,
is not to be

found in encyclo-
lias), and 3,834

add'.:-. These latter

•.tifullv marked,

rtainly the

-t attractive to look

at : but their venom-
sometimes

I -her

himself, accustomed
as he is to handle

tures, has

not escaped dangerous
illness caused through
adder-bite. On one-

occasion he had

caught an adder by
the tail carelessly, and
was proceeding to pass his hand up to grip it

the neck as usual, when it curled its head
round and fastened its fangs in his finger. The
onlookers were filled with pity, and cries of "Poor
fell ood heavens! he's bitten; what
will he do?" reached his ears. But his nerves,
or want of nerves, stood him in good stead.

"Cure it in two minutes," was all he said.

Throwing the reptile from him, he hastily got
his knife out of the sack, and cutting a deep
incision in his finger where the wound was, he
let the blood flow freely.

" Poison go out with the blood," he explained
to the still awestruck and gaping crowd.

HE ADDE1
I-'rom a\

His next proceeding was to search in a sack

for a bottle of his magical decoction, made out

of the oily fat of the adder, and, pouring some
of the contents over the cut, he rubbed it

well in.

" Worth five guineas if the bottle was full,"

was his short comment as he shouldered his

sacks and walked off, leaving the onlookers,
who had been prepared for a speedy and tragic

death, proportionately disappointed.
Brusher's presence of mind and quick action

no doubt saved him from any ill-effects that

might have attended

the bite
;
but others,

either ignorant of a

remedy or neglectful
of applying it, have

paid a severe penalty.
Brusher tells of one

poor little girl, who,
with her brothers, had
come from Bourne-

mouth to spend a

long and happy holi-

day, and as they were

playing in the forest,

enjoying the delights
of rambling about be-

neath the leafy trees,

picking flowers here

and chasing butter-

flies there, a moving,

glinting object on the

ground attracted the

attention of one of the

boys. To his shame as

an English boy be it

spoken, fear forbade

his touching the

reptile, so he bribed

his little sister by the

promise of two
pennies to take it up
and put it in his

pocket.
The prospect of such untold wealth and the

sweeties it would bring overcame any dislike for

the task. The little one stooped, picked up
the adder, and fumblingly tried to put the

wriggling thing into her brother's pocket. Alas !

it fastened its poisonous fangs in her plump
little arm and inflicted a deadly bite. There
was no one to advise, no one to help, and by
the time the terrified children reached home the

poison had taken a firm hold. Her forearm

had to be amputated, then her arm, but all in

vain, and her young life was sacrificed to the

foolish ignorance of her brother.

Brusher formerly got a shilling each for snakes

ROUND
FINGER.'

I ASTENED ITS

{Photo.
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"HE LAUGHED pVER THE RECOLLECTION OF HIS DUPLICITY.

From a Photo.

which he sent to the Zoo, where they made a

feast for the King Cobra, but on one occasion

he had a particularly good find of adders, catch-

ing seventy-six in a single week. These he

dispatched in great glee to London, and

promptly received his seventy-six shillings for

them. But, with a merry twinkle in his eyes,

he tells us,
"
They'd have no more of that sort,

for they said
'

they bite !

' " and he laughed over

the recollection of his duplicity in having sub-

stituted the venomous adders for the harmless

grass snakes.

Brusher's wild life in the forest has given him

plenty of opportunity to observe the habits of

his favourite reptiles, and he has availed himself

of it. He knows that both snakes and adders

are enemies to game, sucking pheasants' eggs and

swallowing young birds. Their skin and mouths
are so elastic that bodies of even larger diameter

than their own find easy passage down their

throats ; frogs and toads are favourite dainties ;

they go alive into the snake's stomach, as into a

living grave, there to be slowly digested
—so

Vol. iv.— 20.

slowly, in fact, that frogs have been known to

live and cry for some time after being swallowed.

A feast of this sort will sustain the snake for a

considerable period. Brusher has proved the

fasting capabilities of both snakes and adders

by keeping them for two months at a stretch in

his tin can without a particle of food, and at the

end of that time they seemed as lively as at the

beginning of their imprisonment.
He also relates a peculiarity connected with

the adder, which he declares to be a fact from

his own observation. After the female has

produced her young, and when they are in her

company, should anything cause her alarm she

promptly swallows her little ones, and then

when the danger is over they return the way
they went, alive and unharmed.

Brusher says :

"
I counted as many as twenty

tiny fellows go in at the female adder's mouth,
and twenty come out, and the last to disappear
was the first back again on the grass." His

theory is that the adder has little pouches in her

interior, each of which can hold a young adder.

There they are snugly housed till all fear of harm
is over.

Charles Knight, in his
"
Cyclopaedia of

Natural History," alludes to this peculiarity of

the adder or viper as a " notion
" handed down

"brusher" gives a practical lecture on adders.

From a Photo.
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id, and adds that
"
there

i against it," but he

l anyone who could state thai he

n the young enter or issue from

We are more lucky than he, for

mphatic and clear as to what

.thin his own observation during the

he has -pent alone, hermit-fashion,

in th

\ w Forest, with its miles of greenwood
•rland, is a happy hunting ground for

and in many of its glades their curious

ons may he seen—primitive erections of

ipparently covered with rags, which can
•

dignified by the name of tents, but in

which I
dwell and flourish. The

»y children and Brusher do not agree : why,

them at his opponents, when tears and terror are

the result, followed by a hurried stampi

leaving Brusher complete master of the situation.

The snake catching trade in the New Forest

is by no means so lucrative as it used to be,

the numbers of these reptiles having greatly

diminished of late years
—whether from Brusher's

unflagging energy in their capture or from other

causes it is difficult to say. But our hermit

complains bitterly of the present scarcity of

snakes. The market also does not appear to

be so good as formerly ;
so our friend's outlook

is not a hopeful one. Eighteen years of hard

work, carrying no pension and with very pre-

carious pay, might well affect the spirits of even

the most sanguine. But in Brusher's case it is

not so : he is still cheerful on the whole, fond of

From a] 'the gipsy children know it's Mi use jeering at the snake-catcher. [Photo.

difficult to imagine, as there is space enough
and to spare in that wild region. Perhaps they
are jealous that there should be anyone, not of

their own kind, who still lives much the same
wild, forest life.

nge, unkempt beings, whose clothes,

ar always to be made several sizes too large
"hern, and whose hair remains ignorant of

the brush as their faces and hands are of water,
i without the accompaniment of soap ;

these

black, keen-eyed little creatures, I say, often

surround Brusher at a safe distance, jeering at

him and putting out their tongues to show their

contempt for the snake-catcher; but Brusher
knows he can retaliate and scatter his foes with
no great difficulty. Slowly untying his sack, he
has but to hold out a snake or two and flourish

a joke, especially one of a practical nature, and
his eyes twinkle and his face puckers comically
as he smiles at the recollection of his success

over the timid, by means of his snaky prey,
while he holds up a reptile in his hand to act

the part.

Brusher Mills is a character that is not often

met with : clever in his own way ; uneducated,
with an inexhaustible fund of conversation

which is not always intelligible, owing to a

defective power of speech ;
fond of company,

and yet preferring his lonely home in the depths
of the forest, with wild creatures as his only

companions, to the more attractive comforts of

civilization ; he thus exhibits a strange mixture

of geniality and shyness, of the hermit and the

merry good fellow.



Saved by "Jack "
in the Blizzard.

By Egerton R. Young, of Toronto.

The well-known missionary describes the risks and sufferings encountered in one of these unique
storms of the Canadian North-West, and tells us how his own life and that of his Indian comrade
were saved by the marvellous sagacity of a trained St. Bernard sleigh-dog, who is seen with his

master in the photograph.

S onwards sweeps with irresistible

fury the cyclone in the tropics, so

marches, with ungovernable power,
the blizzard in the far north land.

Despotic and unconquerable are

these storms, and, while they last, all Nature

yields submission

to their rule.

They seem to

flourish most on

the great treeless

plains and on the

vast frozen lakes

which, like great
i n 1 a n d seas,
abound far up
in the high lati-

tudes of North-

ern America.
Throughout the

day they have

darkened, as well

as through the

gloom of night,

they seem to

shriek out their

rage and anger,

because, in spite
of all their over

whelming power,
the victims of

their fury are so

few.

Blizzards may
occur when the

sky is cloudless,
and may begin
in the brilliant

sunshine, which,
of course, they

quickly dim. A
true blizzard is

not a downfall of

snow from the heavens, but an uplift of the vast,

dry, feathery quantities on the ground. The
three essentials for a first-class blizzard are :

first, a previous heavy snowfall of light, dry
snow

; second, a fierce, terrible wind
;
and third,

a vast, unbroken waste place in which, without

any obstruction of mountain, hill, or forest, the

Storm can hold its high carnival.

as England and Scotland combined

THIS IS THE CANADIAN .MISSIONARY, MR. EGERTON R. YOUNG, OF TORONTO,
AND HIS .MAGNIFICENT BLACK ST. BERNARD, "JACK," TO WHOM HE

From a Photo, by] owes his life. [Rosevear, -Toronto.

These three conditions met one bitterly cold

day in January, when my duties as a missionary
called me to make one of my long trips with

my dog-trains on my mission-field in the Hudson

Bay Territories. My allotted field was as large
Over it I

travelled in sum-
mer in a birch

canoe and in

winter with dogs.
I generally took

with me a trusted

Indian guide ;
but

to keep down
expense, and in

response to
Church authori-

ties, I only had
as my companion
on this trip an

Indian lad of

about sixteen

years of age. We
each drove a

splendid train of

four dogs. Our
sleds were in

shape like the

toboggans of

Quebec. They
were iSin. wide

and i oft. long.

Our dogs were
harnessed to

these sleds in

tandem style. As
on this journey of

several hundred
miles we would

not for days to-

gether see a house

or wigwam, we
carried on our

sleds our provisions, kettles, blankets, fur robes,

axes, guns, and other things necessary to winter

travelling in such a land.

We slept each night in a camp made in the

snow which we dug out, using our snowshoes as

substitutes for shovels. The temperature ranged

from forty to sixty degrees below zero—which to

English people is simply inconceivable. One
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red my hc.nl, and in

lition drew my hand oul of

hold of something,

rously, and in my
i 1 in it was the end of

my surprise, when the

length fully awoke me, and I

all off my own n<

: 'ail !

Indian lad. and I had started to

Indian bands who lived on the

s of I ake Winnipeg. They
^, hut many of thorn were still

and I was anxious to do them good.
ider of my train a white Esquimaux

The other three dogs were
- and one Newfoundland. The

the train was Jack, the hero of my
He was a black St. Bernard, a gift from

-niford, of Hamilton. He was the

g 1 r owned or saw. He stood 33m.
.

r, and his hardworking weight
lb. many years he was the undis-

of my pack, which numbered from
to twenty- five trained dogs. His

r in harness I never knew. Other

ere the shelter of a friendly bluff or balsam

forest could be reached, we could depend upon
Jack to get us there. No whip ever fell across his

sable back or brought blood from his silky ears.

Ih was as gentle and intelligent as he was strong.
At our mission-house he was as a house
servant. He kept the kitchen wood-box full,

bringing in the great sticks in his mouth from
the wood-pile in the yard. Two or three lessons

enabled him to open any door, furnished with

the common thumb latch, from either side. He
was the finest dog I ever shot over, when hunt-

ing wild geese, ducks, or smaller birds.

Alec's train consisted of four well-trained

St. Bernards. One morning on this memorable

trip we had left our camp in the woods, and,

directing our course towards the north, had

hoped that ere that wintry day ended we would
have been sixty or seventy miles farther on our

journey. We pushed out from our camp on to

the frozen surface of Lake Winnipeg, keeping
the distant headlands well in view for our

guidance. So well trained were our dogs that

all we had to do was to point out to them the

next high landmark, many miles ahead, and for

it they would go as straight as a surveyor's line.

.UND IT, AS WE COULD JUMP OFF OUR DOG-SLEDS AND RUN.
1

dogs, good and true, on some of my fearful

trips, often of many days, would sometimes lose
heart and require to be urged on by voice or

whip, but Jack's courage never faltered. We
could depend upon him to infuse new life into

5 weary comrades, and in emergencies to take
the greater part of the work himself. When we
were caught in a storm, and had to toil for miles

( )n and on we thus travelled for some hou'rs.

The cold was intense, but as we were clothed
in moose-skin and furs, we did not much mind
it, as we could easily. jump off our dog-sleds
and run, until we felt' the glow and warmth
which such exercise will give. Especially was
it so now, as the running was heavy on account
of the snowfall of the previous night. After a
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while we noticed that the strong wind, which

had now become very fierce, was rilling the air

with fine, dry snow, thus making the travelling

very difficult and unpleasant, as well as quite

bewildering. Soon it increased to a gale, and
it was not long before we found ourselves in a

real north-west blizzard, on stormy Lake Winni-

peg, many miles from shore.

Our wisest and most prudent course would
have been, at the commencement of the storm,
to have turned sharply to the east and found
the shelter of the forest on the shore

;
but the

bay we were crossing was a very deep one, and
the headland before us, when last seen, was
much nearer, so we thought it best to run the

risk and push on, and find refuge in the dense
woods in front.

The blizzard had now filled the air with

blinding snow. As a precaution against our

sleds being separated in the storm, I fastened

what we call the tail-rope of my sled to the

collar of the leader dog in Alec's train. About
the greatest danger encountered in travelling in

a blizzard arises from the fact that often in these

storms the wind veers so rapidly, and yet so

unconsciously to the traveller, that he turns

from the direction in which he imagined he was

going and wanders on in a most erratic manner.

Then, in addition to this veering around, the

fickle wind often blows in such whirling eddies

that it makes it almost impossible to tell from
what point of the compass it really is coming.
Stung by the icy particles, which seem at times
to burn into his face like hot sand, the un-

fortunate traveller in his agony turns his back to

it, only to find, however, that the storm has

turned about as quickly as himself.

It is because of this fickle changing of the

wind in a blizzard that so many people, caught
in them on the prairies, have been lost.

After Alec and I had dashed on through the

bitter gale until we thought we ought to have
reached the land, and yet not the slightest sign
of it appeared, we began to realize that the

terrible blizzard had been playing one of its

tricks upon us, and that we had wandered far

from our course and were out somewhere on the

great lake.

We stopped our dogs, and there, amidst the
roar of the tempest, as Alec's train came up
alongside, we shouted out our fears to each
other that we were lost. We were completely
bewildered. The direction that I thought was
east Alec declared was south. Perplexed and
somewhat alarmed, I said :

—
;

Alec, I am afraid we are lost."
;

'Yes, Missionary," replied Alec, "we are

surely lost."

As we had now been travelling since some

hours before daylight, and it was fully midday,
and we had had a good deal of vigorous running
in the early part of the day, we were both very

hungry. We opened our provision bag, and

taking out some frozen food and dried pemmi-
can (pounded buffalo meat), we did our best,
under the circumstances, to satisfy our good
appetites. We missed very much the warm
cups of tea we would have had if only we had
been able to reach the point for which we had
been looking, and there had been fortunate

enough to have found some dry wood with

which to kindle a fire.

After our hasty meal and a brief discussion,
in which it was evident that we were bewildered

and knew not which way to go, we decided to

leave the whole matter to our dogs, permitting
them to take their own course, and go in what-

ever direction they chose. To many this may
seem running a great risk, but the fact was, I

had a great deal of confidence in my dogs. In

winters past I had seen displays of sagacity and

intelligence which, under certain circumstances,
had even eclipsed the marvellous ability and
acumen of the cleverest Indian guides.
To Jack, the noblest of them all, I looked in

this emergency to lead us out of our difficulty.

So ere we started I did what was not generally
allowed. I opened my pemmican bag, and
with an axe cut off some bits of the frozen

dried meat
;

I gave a portion to each of the dogs
of the two trains. Jack, as usual, had crowded
close up to me while we had been lunching, and
with him I had a talk. I said something like

this :
—

"Jack, my noble fellow, do you know that we
are lost, and that it is very doubtful whether \V2

shall ever see the mission-house again ? The

prospect is, old dog, that the snow will soon be

our winding-sheet, and that loving eyes will look

out in vain for our return. The chances are

against your ever having the opportunity of

stretching yourself out on the wolf-rug, before

the study fire, with the children gambolling over

you ;
or taking, as in the past, your well-earned

rest after the toils of a laborious trip. Arouse

yourself, old dog, for in your intelligence and

perseverance we are going to trust to lead us to

a place of safety."

Alec lost heart, and chided me for not having

brought along an experienced old guide. He
said he would never see his mother again, and

that I would never more see my wife and little

ones. I tried to cheer him, and then helped to

wrap him up in a great rabbit-skin robe. Then
I securely lashed him on to his dog-sled, so

that if he should become unconscious in the

terrible cold he could not fall off. Straighten-

ing out the trains, I wrapped a fur robe about
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i\ ;« If on my own dog sled, as

1 shouted,
" Marche "

the dogs. Koona,
at me in a bewildered

I HAT WE ANT. I.OST
;
AKI) IT IS DOUBTFUL

HE MISSION-HI i

I N ?"

raging for his prey. Not for a moment did

fack seem to hesitate as to the route. Gal-

lantly was he aided by the two splendid dogs
behind him. They seemed to catch his con-

fident spirit, and so aided

him that the weight upon
him was not very great.
The cold was so intense

that I had very grave
fears that we should freeze

to death. Alec and I

were both so tied on our

sleds that we could not

get off and run. Indeed,
the snow was so blind-

ing and so dense that it

would have been a fearful

risk to have attempted to

leave the sleds. Often

we could not see five

yards in any direction.

So we were obliged to

remain where we were

and run the risk of there

perishing with the cold.

Occasionally, when there

was a lull in the roaring

gale, I would shout to

Alec, to rouse him and

keep him from going to

sleep, as, in all proba-
. hility, if he had done so,

there would have been

no awakening.
On and on wTe thus

travelled through that

terrible blizzard. Jack
never faltered. Some-
times I would cheerily

;ort of way and, as clearly as a dog could speak,
:
—

'• Which way, master, is it ? 'Chaw '

or
'

yee '?"

r left).

id not know myself, and the Esquimaux
tood there so irresolute in the blinding gale, I

shouted out :
—

on, Jack, whichever way you like. Do
the hi can, for I don't know anything
about it."'

Koona still hesitated, Jack, with all the

confidence imaginable, dashed off in a certain

direction, and Koona, with slackened traces,
ran n, g ing him all the honour and

ibility of leadership. For hours the

dog pt bravely to their work. The terrible

blizzard howled around us like a wild beast

call to him, and back

through the appalling
storm would come his

welcome bark. It makes me shiver still to

think how relentless and bitter were those

continuous blasts, which, like great guns, seemed

to assail us from every quarter. After a while

the light of the short day faded away, and we
wi re enshrouded in darkness.

Still the storm swept on and around us. It

seemed so much more dreadful now than it

was when we could occasionally see our

dogs and get a glimpse of each other's sleds.

There was, however, no use in giving way to

despondency. Better keep up our courage
and hope for the best. We could only rejoice

that our noble dogs kept up their rapid

travelling; and surely, I thought, if they can

continue that gait, after a while we shall

certainly reach somewhere. So all there was
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to do was to shout occasionally to Alec and
to the dogs.
About three hours after dark the dogs

quickened their pace into a sharp gallop, and
showed by their excitement that they had
detected some evidence of safety or nearness

to the shore, of which, however, we knew

nothing. About eight o'clock they ran us up
on a pile of ice, the accumulations of the

freezings of a water-hole, cut out each day
afresh by a company of Indians, who there

obtained their needed supply of water. Here
the dogs did not linger, but turning sharply
to the right, on the trail of these Indians,
dashed along for a couple of hundred yards

more, and then dragged us up a steep bank
into the forest. In a few minutes more we
found ourselves in the midst of an Indian

village of wigwams.
Aroused by the jing-

ling of our dog - bells

and the furious bark-

ings of their own dogs,
the natives came rushing

out, and were amazed
at our arrival at such
an hour. They rejoiced
with us at our marvel-

lous escape. They gave
us a cordial welcome,
almost carrying us, half-

frozen as we were, into

their warmest wigwam.
They adopted the best

methods possible for

our recovery from the

numerous frost-bites
from which we suffered,
so that after a few days'

rest, the storm having
passed away, we were
able to resume our

journey, thankful that

we had had such a

marvellous escape from
that terrible blizzard,
which was the wildest

and fiercest of that
whole year. Days after,

when we reached a
Hudson Bay Company's trading post, where
a daily record is kept of the temperature,
we found that the least cold it had been

during the full blast of that storm was 48deg.
below zero.

Months passed away, with their usual varied

experiences, in that northern field of toil. In

June, the ice having all melted from lake
and river, the packet, witli its welcome budget
of letters and papers, arrived. Only twice a

year did we hear from the outside world. Once
in winter by dog-train, and now in summer
by the fur-traders' boat. When we turned
out on the floor our bundles of letters, we
were saddened by seeing some of them
with mourning borders, telling us of death

among friends. On opening one of these black-

edged missives we were grieved to read of the

death of the Rev. George McDougall, a minister

on the great Saskatchewan Plains. He had gone
out with horses on a journey, and never came
back alive. When the storm arose he was

only eight miles from his camp, but he never
reached it. His horses failed him and drifted

away with the storm from the place of safety.

IN A FEW MINUTES MORE WE
FOUND OURSELVES IN THE MIDST OF
AN INDIAN VILLAGE OF WIGWAMS."

Many days after his dead, frozen body was found

far out on the plains. When we saw the date of

his death, and compared it with my journal, we
found that it was in the very same blizzard in

which he perished that my dogs had run me
through the blinding gale for many hours to a

final haven of safety.
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an island three leagues from the mainland, at

the northern extremity of Cardigan Bay; but the

latter part of the journey will not be found easy

to accomplish. Reaching the little, out-of-the-

world village of Aberdaron, the island may be

i in the distance. On two occasions I

reached Aberdaron, but failed to get to the

island, for the passage, although only four miles

n ross, is dangerous, and often impossible, by

reason of adverse winds and a tide that runs at

the rate of seven miles an hour. But I com-
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had failed to reach the sacred isle, and had
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From our port of departure Bardsey looked

like a barren rock tapering into a narrow head-

land at the southern end. But on near approach
the rock develops into a fairly lofty mountain,

bristling seaward with overhanging crags, under

the shadow of which our smack passed, before

through Chester, Holywell, St. Asaph, Bangor,
and Carnarvon, right on to Aberdaron. Every
seven or eight miles were wells or fountains, in

the centre of a square composed of stone seats;

these were stages or resting-places, on reaching
which the fatigued and footsore monks, after

THIS IS WHAT THE "ISLAND OF THE DEAD "
LOOKS LIKE FROM ACERDAROX.

From a Photo, by Milton, Pwllheli.

reaching a peaceful, sandy creek, sheltered by
low rocks and forming a safe harbour for vessels

of not more than forty tons.

Here we disembarked, with the aid of some
of the islanders, headed by their present
"
monarch," King John Williams the Second,

under whose guidance we proceeded to explore
the island. Bardsey's present is peculiar, and,
in some particulars, unique ;

but the little

island's past is so weird, not to say sensational,

that the present is tame by comparison.
The whole island is a graveyard, tunnelled

everywhere into shallow trenches a little more
than 2ft. deep, and about the same in width. In

these the uncoffined bodies were laid in lines,

head to feet, the top of the trenches being
covered with rough slabs of stone, over which
earth was laid. The King informed us that

many of these rude tombs had been laid bare

when the foundations of the new farmsteads,
built by Lord Newborough, were being dug.
"

I have seen barrows full of bones taken up,"
he added

;

" and we buried them up there,"

pointing to the old monastery.

Strangely enough, all the skeletons found have
been those of aged people, which seems to

verify the quaint old record of the
"
dying by

seniority." Every day and all day long, in

ancient times, processions of monks, bearing
the dead, slowly traversed the old high road

Vol. iv.— 21.

reverently laying down their burden, rested and

bathed their weary feet. Several of these wells

are still to be seen.

Every monk engaged in this solemn office

could demand free lodging and food at any

wayside house on the route. As a rule, the

usual arrangement was that one set of friars

carried the body one stage, and were then

relieved by others. Returning, they would

probably only have time for refreshment and a

brief rest before starting again on the same

funereal errand.

Relays of funeral processions were daily

arriving at Aberdaron, where, if the weather

was unpropitious for crossing to Bardsey, the

dead were deposited in St. Mary's Chapel, to

wait for a fair wind and tide. Often, during

the late autumn and winter, communication

between the island and the mainland is impos-

sible for weeks together. When this was the

case, the bodies were buried in the churchyard

by the sea, with their faces towards the sacred

isle, and the moaning of the waves as their only

requiem.
As may be seen to-day, the little island is a

peaceful resting-place, guarded by precipitous

rocks rising out of the sea. The headlands are

covered.with gorse and heather, swaying softly

to and fro in the westerly breeze; while birds

sing of the ecstasy of life, far above those who
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when the King
3 our

f white

marble,
d by the

1 . ( ;. Wynn, the

the Isle,

in memory of his father,

the late Lord New-
borough, whose wish it

was that twelve months
after his death his re-

mains should be finally

deposited in Tardsey.
The island entirely be-

longed to him, and he

took a deep interest in

it The erection of this

monument, which weighs
over thirty tons, was only

accomplished with great

difficulty.

The Bardsey of to-

day is as unique as it was in the past.
It has only seventy -two inhabitants — thirty-

men and thirty-six females. They are

ruled by a
"

King.'' who is crowned on his

election, and who, like his subjects, earns his

bread by the
sweat of his brow.

The; nt
Ruler succeeded
his father. King
John Williams
the lirst, who
was unfortunately
drowned whilst

crossing
alone to the
mainland.

With great
difficulty we in-

duced his present

Majesty to sit for

his portrail
was the first and

only one ever

taken of hirn.

He permitted the crown to be placed on his

head for the occasion, but no persuasion
—even

on the part of his wife—could make him put
on his regal Sunday suit.

The crown is of home manufacture, and is

neither very valuable nor

very beautiful, and the

King, with a sigh of in-

a
tense relief, as soon as

the sitting was over, ex-

changed his cumbrous
emblem of sovereignty
for an old hat.

The natives, although
a little suspicious of

strangers, are, when their

confidence is won, very
kind and hospitable. A
few words of Welsh insure

a ready welcome. Un-

fortunately, the old cot-

tages have nearly all been

replaced by substantial

farmsteads,'~very comfort-

ably arranged, but not

half so picturesque or

interesting to strangers as

the quaint old cottage
still standing, of which
exterior and interior views

are given.
THE PRESENT RULER OF THE ISLAND— KING JOHS
WILLIAMS II. HE WEARS A HOME-MADE CROWN.

From a Photo, by Milton, Pwlllicli.

THE
From a Plioto. by Milton, Pwllheli.

The owner was an old

widow. Her face, bronzed
and wrinkled like a winter

apple, was set off by the snowy frills of her cap,
which was surmounted by a soft felt hat. Asked

why she had discarded the traditional tall hat

of her nation, the old dame hastened to assure

us they were " old-fashioned now."

There is

neither public-

house, inn, nor

prison on the

island
;
and rates

and taxes are un-

known. The
people lead
healthy, peaceful

lives, knowing
nothing of the

outside world, or

of poverty, or of

riches. There
have been only
fourteen deaths

during the last

twenty - five

years !

theAlthough
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island cannot boast of a single tree, the

land is very fertile
;
and the barley and oats

of Bardsey always find a ready market, and

are better known than the island itself. The
sea also yields a plenteous harvest of fish—such

as lobsters, crabs, roach, cod, gurnets, and

is delightfully invigorating, and water is their

only beverage
—the best I ever tasted, and as

clear as crystal.

Curiously enough, until the year 1798 no

sparrow had ever been known to breed on the

island ; three nests were, however, built in that

THIS IS WHAT THE INTERIOR OF THE KINGS " I'ALACE

From a Photo, by Milton, Pwllheli.

mackerel. Several seals have also been caught ;

one, a very large one, was recently captured in

the Seal Cave, which lies at the south-east of

the island. The inhabitants, many years ago
(the King informed us), used to make a living

by the dangerous work of collecting the eggs of

sea-fowl, but this is now forbidden, on account
of its danger.
We looked up at the rocks, where, we were

told, the men were let down by chains, in order
to reach the crevices and precipices where the

eggs were most plentiful, and really one felt

glad that such hair-raising exploits are no longer
permitted.

Among these rocks the tiny sheep of Bardsey
browse contentedly, perched on ledges that

make them look as if suspended in the air.

Dogs are cleverly trained to catch them, but,
once on the rocks, they are safe from pursuit,
for they will even jump into the sea to avoid

capture.
The inhabitants own about sixty head of

cattle, besides horses, pigs, and poultry. So
that altogether their lot (except for the loneli-

ness of their lives) is a very enviable one. They
pay merely nominal rents. The air they breathe

year, and the cheeky little birds have now
become quite a colony.
A new church has recently been built, and

the old one converted into a school-house. The
minister is also schoolmaster, most of his pupils

beinu his own children ; for he boasts of a

larger family than the whole of the islanders put

together !

On the headland at the south end of the

island is a lighthouse 108ft. high, belonging to

the Trinity Board. It is provided with a

revolving light and a fog-horn. Three light-

house-keepers and their families live there.

Mr. Jenkins, the principal of the lighthouse,
was recently killed by falling 120ft. over the

precipice.
The Hon. F. G. Wynn, the Lord of the Isle,

frequently spends several days among the

people, shooting and fishing. For our own

part we were loath to leave the island, both the

place and people being so interesting. But,

being warned of a coming storm, which might

keep us prisoners in Bardsey for a week or two,

we hurriedly bade our hospitable entertainers

farewell
;

no less a personage than the King

offering to row us back !



With a Mad Mate in Paraguay.

By Charles F. Hughes.

story of a maniacal assault in mid-stream. Left alone in the great primeval flooded forests.

!ng and swimming through the undergrowth, and the final rescue by Paraguayan Indians.

i] WENT through the following terrible

adventure in Paraguay during the

months of October and November,
>. having gone to South America

shooting and adventure gener-
n going down the little-known

irru

for about seven

and with

ion of

one small vill

called Villa Maria,

and 1. a

solitary rancho,
had seen no -

of human habita-

tion. Once we
met a party of

Indians hunting,
and we stopped
in their camp
for the night,

treated us

: hospitably,
meat

and . both
of which the y
had in

;
: and
thed

us to sleep with

the music of their

nat: uments.

I: w - in a 15ft.

canoe that we
travi We
had a small tent,

and it was
to find

dry land we always stuck the tent up and

slept in it
;
otherwise we had to sleep in the

can as only 3ft. wide, what with

the mosquitoes and the heat, you may be sure

our sleep was never of the soundest. I had for

some days noticed my companion becoming
rather sullen. He was a middle-aged man, and

THIS IS THE AUTHOR, MR. CHAS. F. HUGHES, WHO SUFFERED SO
H THROUGH HIS ".MAD MATE."

From a Photo, by Lafayette, Dublin.

one who could not put up with much discomfort.

Now, we had a lot of discomfort to put up
with daily, far more than we ever bargained for

when starting. Some days we had to live on

roots alone, finding nothing to shoot, and a

tropical sun was for ever blazing down on us.

Indeed, the sun

was at times so

unbearable, that 1

was forced to jump
into the river and
swim alongside the

canoe. My com-

panion, who could

not swim, had to

content himself
with bathing his

head. We also

suffered greatly
from thirst during
the day, and had

nothing to drink

but hot river water.

One morning I

had shot a couple
of monkeys, and,

having skinned

them, was about

to put their skins

to dry on a stick,

when Benyon, my
compaflero, who
had been particu-

larly morose for a

long time, told me
to leave them in

the bottom of

the canoe. I did

not care to do so,

as I wanted the skins, which were good ones,

and would have gone bad if not dried at once.

However, Benyon insisted on my putting the

skins down, and I jokingly told him he was

going mad. Next moment, without a word of

warning, he started up with one of the oars and

brought it down with all his might on my head.
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The oar broke in two, and thanks only to the

stout helmet I had on, my brains were not

scattered. For a few moments I was stunned,

and in the meantime, the oar being broken, my
mad mate caught up my Winchester rifle which

was beside me, and went for me with the butt

end. I jumped up also, saved my head, and

caught one end
of the rifle.

Silently we strug-

gled for mastery,
the frail canoe

being in danger
of going over

every moment.
There were mur-

der and mad-
ness in my an-

tagonist's eyes.
I had no time

to realize what
had happened,
however. He
seemed to have

entirely lost his

senses, and not

to care what hap-

pened— whether
we A*ent into the

river, where he
would have
been promptly
drowned, or
whether I killed

him, which I

could easily have

done, as I had
both revolver
and knife in my
belt. On the
other hand, he
had no arms of

any kind.

I must here

explain that this man, Edgar Benyon, whom
I had met some months previously in a

colony, and whom I had asked to come with
me down the river as I wanted to do some
shooting, came only to oblige me, and up
till now I had found him the best of friends.

He would take upon himself all the hard work,
and I got to like him very much. What came
over him I cannot tell. His brain, I think,
must have become affected by the blazing
sun.

I could not bring myself to shoot him, so I

thought that if I let myself into the water and
he saw me there, he would, after a minute or

two, come to his senses again. Over I went

SILENTLY WE STRUGGLED FOR
IN DANGER OF GOING

accordingly, but I still clung to the rifle. He
shouted to me to let it go, but I would not, as

I guessed that he would either have shot me or
dashed my brains out with the weapon. At

length, finding himself unable to wrest the rifle

from me, he let it go, and immediately snatched

up a large stick we had for hammering down

tent-pegs. With
this the man
tried to brain me
as I swam, and
whenever I came
within his reach

he dealt a tre-

mendous blow at

me.

After a few
minutes I had
to let the rifle

go, and I dare-

say it will never

be found again,
as the river was
about 30ft. deep
at that place. I

shouted to the

maniac that I

should drown if

he did not let

me in, I being
now hard set,

swimming with
breeches and
shirt on. I told

him that I had
been only jesting
when I said he

was going mad
;

but all my plead-

ing was in vain.

I besought him

again and again,
but he only
cursed and raved,

and told me I might drown. He next took up
a paddle and began to propel the canoe swiftly

forward, leaving me to my fate. I never saw

him or the canoe again.
Here was I, then, swimming for dear life in

the middle of a large and swiftly-flowing river.

After a severe struggle I reached the bank

utterly exhausted, and bleeding from the first

stunning blow my crazy mate had given me.

I must here tell you that we were travelling

after very heavy rains, and the country along

each side of the river was flooded to such an

extent that the banks were only discernible in

very few places. We had found that the river

wound its way almost the entire journey through

MASTERY, THE FRAIL CANOE BEING
OVER EVERY MOMENT."
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a v impenetrable forest,

it and leaving its

rippoi orru, which

has more bends in it

: travelled on, doubl-

few hundred yards. When
iok us all our time to

. ed through the forest,

irrent would oft( n be taking

a ni! a

t a

the

.

h a v i n g
.

I v

ng as near

to the river as

! .and
thinking that

on might
have recovered

his wits and be

waiting for me
: down. If

not, I thought
that by some

good chan< !

might strike on
some hut or

camp. I

never less than

my waist deep
in the whirling

flood, and every
now and then

the water would
oo deep for

wading, coming
gradually u;

my mouth and

compelling me
to swim. The
forest, how
was generally
too thick for

swimming, being
interlace

vines and thorny

plants. What
clothes I had on I found a serious encum-

brance, and I had at length to throw them off and

proceed almost naked, with the exception of my
belt, in which I had my knife and revolver. I

also had in my possession fifty paper dollars, and
these I carried in my mouth when swimming.
But after some time I had more swimming than

walking to do, and I began to feei as if money

CING AND CUTTING MY WAY THROUGH WATER
. VINES AND THORNY i'l.A

would be no further use to me, so I let the

dollars drift.

( )ii 1 went all day with no food of an) kind to

i at, forcing and cutting my way through water

and forest, vines and all manner of thorny

plant-, which twined themselves around me,

tripping me up and tearing me in a pitiable
manner. Sometimes 1 would climb up one of

the enormous forest trees to try and spy cut

some dry land,

but naught could

I see but an

appalling pros-

pect of forest

and water.
Night came on

presently, and I

could go no

farther, so I

waded back to

a bit of fairly

dry ground I

had passed some
time before. I

then got bits of

branches and
leaves off the

trees to try and
cover myself. I

lay down, but

not to sleep, for

what with the

mosquitoes,
which I could

take off my
body in hand-

fuls, and later

on the cold and

general wretch-

edness, sleep
was impossible.

During the

night I heard

crocodiles floun-

dering about in

the water, and I

thought if one
of these ghastly

reptiles would

only come my
way and tear

me to pieces, it would be at least better than

having to die of slow starvation. To add to

my miseries a strong wind rose during the

night on the river, and I felt so cold that I

had to get up and carry my covering of leaves

into a hollow which was soaking wet, but yet

sheltered from the biting wind.

As I walked I came upon a bunch of pampas
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grass, which I wondered how I could have

missed ;
and taking my knife I went out to cut

the prize, which would certainly have been a

great addition to my covering. To my horror,

however, just as I seized hold of it I found it

contained a nest of large black ants, each about

an inch long. Some of these terrible insects

attacked me at once and gave me some fear-

ful bites.

With the dawn I rose, aching, bleeding, and

wretched, and found it hard to move a step,

my feet being full of thorns, and the wounds

on my body having stiffened with the cold.

On I had to go, however, through the gloomy
flooded forest, stumbling on despairingly through
the cold, black waters. So thick was the forest,

indeed, that not a gleam of sun could enter, so

that I had to stagger half blindly forward,

perished with the cold, shivering violently, and
with my teeth chattering. 1 did not get warm
all that dreadful day, and I thought several

times that fatal cramps would overtake me.

I saw some vultures in a tree over my head,
and tried to bring one down with my revolver,

thinking I might in this way obtain a meal

(fancy anyone eating a vulture
!)

But the cart-

ridges were wet and useless, so having enough
to do to carry myself I left the revolver in a

tree. As the unspeakably dreary afternoon

wore on I began to give up all hope of being
saved. I found the water getting deeper and

deeper, and when I was not actually swimming,
with half-hearted, spasmodic strokes, I was up to

my chin in the black, never-ending flood.

At length I came to a wide river running into

the Tippocorru. I realized at once that if I had

attempted to cross this vast stream I should
have been swept away to certain death, being
now utterly spent. To get over the river in

front, then, was impossible, and yet, unless I

crossed it, I could go no farther. To go back,
even if I could reach the spot from which I had

started, would have been useless, so what to do
I knew not. I make an appeal for pity, for

surely no man was ever in so deplorable a

plight.

Suddenly I saw an old tree with a beam of
sun striking on it, and over to that tree I swam
as fast as I could. I even climbed up a little

way. The heat of the sun was so grateful, that
I was not in the tree a minute before I fell

asleep, and, of course, the moment I lost con-
sciousness I tumbled off like a log into the
water. I climbed into the tree again, and the
same result ensued. It was only a single limb,
so that when I fell asleep I had no secure hold.
I repeated this operation several times, and
derived a little benefit from the heat of the sun.
Whilst in the tree I considered the situation,

and saw that my chances of being saved were of

the smallest, so I said a few prayers and wished
I might die at once

;
but the worst of it was I

knew I had a very lingering deaUi before me.

Still, I did not care much as I felt myself grow-

ing unconscious with despair, pain, and fatigue.
I then thought of my mother and everyone

at home, and reflected with a kind of dull

bitterness that they would never know what had
become of me, as my bones would never be

found in such a weird, out-of-the-way place. I

doubted, indeed, whether they would even know
whether I was dead or alive. At length, solely
for the sake of those at home, I screwed up my
remaining courage, and determined to make one
last effort. Down I got into the water, in which

there were a number of old logs floating around.

I promptly swam here and there, and collected

three or four, which I tied together at one end
with my belt and some trailing vines. I had
tried this plan of making a raft earlier in the

da)
r

,
but the thing had gone asunder when I

placed it in the river, with the result that I had
been nearly drowned, and only just saved my-
self by grasping at a thorny shrub, whose top

appeared above the water.

However, this second raft turned out some-

thing of a success. I used my belt as the prin-

cipal means for fastening the logs together, as

the vines were not to be depended upon.
In making my crazy craft I dropped my knife,

and as the water was too deep for me to find

it, the last of my earthly belongings disappeared
for ever. I got the raft into the river all right,

though, and up I got on to it straddle-wise.

Down it sank, however, and I just managed to

keep my head and shoulders out of the water.

I had hard work to balance myself on that raft.

Sometimes I would go altogether underneath it,

but usually managed to regain my position. I

thought every minute it would go asunder, as it

was only tied at the top end. One log would

go erratically in one direction, while another

would begin to float off the other way. If it

had gone asunder I was done for, as I was

floating with the current down the centre of the

great river, and was too utterly worn out to

have reached either bank. And yet on I went

in comparative safety.

Some vultures circled round my head, think-

ing, I suppose, I was dead, or soon would be.

I had to shout at the dreadful creatures to keep
them at a respectful distance. I went along
like this for a league or so, having a wonderful

escape from the crocodiles with which the river

is infested ;
and in the end I came to some

high ground, where I heard some cattle lowing.

Then,- indeed, I felt hope arise once again

within me, as I knew that where there were
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wners not very far

. with my hands as near as I

•ik, and at last, casting my frail

..-bed the land and went in the
•

l ard the cattle. Still 1 had

rim through the long, wiry pam-

p of which appeared above

: the water. It would get in

make them understand my condition. They
brought me a

"
poncho," or native cloak, and gave

me plenty of meat. They even got grease and

rubbed it all over my wounds
;
and 1 may say

that from my head to my toes I do not believe

I had a sound inch of skin on my body. It

was about a fortnight before I got all the thorns

out of my feet.

VULTURES CIRCLED AROUND MY HEAD, THINKING I WAS DEAD OR SOON WOULD BE."

'

>es and fingers and caused m t

acu: g to the bone.

on the treeless land presented
a great contrast after the flooded forest and the

where the tropical sun had full

.t first like e itoavery hot bath.

r jour:. about two miles I came

upon a camp of natives, just as night was falling.

My appearance at the camp, half dazed, bruised

and bl and perfectly naked, caused no
sm; . more especially as they spoke
only Guaranee and understood very little

More by signs than speech I tried to

If I had not by good luck come to this camp
I should have had to go thirty miles to the next,

where two Englishmen named Fairbairn lived.

I afterwards went to the camp of these men, and

they treated me very kindly. I stopped with the

natives for three weeks, and then went down the

river with the hunters.

The Paraguayan natives are, I think, the most

hospitable people in the world, and many
civilized nations might take a lesson from them.

I never heard anything of my mad mate Benyon,
nor of the canoe

;
but as long as I escaped

safely myself I am thankful.



Our Adventures in Unknown Uganda.

By Lieutenant R. Bright, Rifle Brigade.

A narrative of the travels of the important Government expedition under Colonel Macdonald in the

very heart of the African Continent. With a complete set of snap-shot photographs, taken by the

author, illustrating many phases and incidents of life en route. Practically it is to Colonel Macdonald
that the British Empire owes the possession of the vast territory commonly known as Uganda.

COLONEL MACDONALD.
From a Photo.

FTER leaving the Uganda Railway,
of which, in 1897, only seventy
miles had been constructed, the

Macdonald Expedition was divided

into three columns. The first, con-

sisting entirely of porters, was under the com-
mand of Colonel Macdonald himself, while the

other two columns were made up of waggons
drawn by bullocks, and their attendants. The
road made by Captain Sclater was followed.

For the first four days there was practically no

water, the road leading through the Taru Desert.

All the porters, however, were provided with

water-bottles, and a water-waggon accompanied
the caravan for the

first two marches
;

while, to make assur-

ance doubly secure,
as many mussocks
full of water as

possible were car-

ried in the waggons.
In spite of these

precautions, how-

ever, my boy came
to me one night,
and plaintively de-

clared he had had
no water to drink
for two days ;

I gave
him all I could spare.
It proved to be,

Vol. iv.—22.

LIEUT. BRIGHT, WHO WRITES THE ARTICLE AND PROVIDES THE
PHOTOS.

From a Photo, by Werner <5r> Son, Dublin.

literally, a "
stirrup-cup," for, having obtained a

supply of the precious fluid, the young rascal

promptly deserted and returned to Mombasa.
The first water we came to was the River

Tsavo, which it took the expedition many hours

to cross. Fortunately, the water did not come

r
--

GROUP OF MISSIONARIES,
From a]

WATCHING TWO INDIANS JOINING THE ENDS OF THE TELEGRAPH LINE ON
THE UGANDA RAILWAY. [Photo.
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the monsoon, and no doubt

verely tried by the hard marches
and scarcity of water, had wan-
dered some distance from the

camp in search of rest and quiet.

Presently he lay down in a shady
pot for a peaceful

"
forty winks,"

little dreaming that he was being
stalked by our sportsman col-

league. At any rate, he was

rudely awakened from his slumbers

by an express bullet behind the

shoulder, and, on looking round
to ascertain the cause of this un-

M.UCHIS FROM MILE zgo TO Till

- f the waggons, so that the

loads did not require to be unpacked and
-for which we were devoutly

nkful. The photo, reproduced below shows

one of our "gharris," or Bombay country carts,

crossing the river, assisted by Sikhs and Swa-

hilis. 1 its were specially brought from

India for the use of the expedition, and proved
- rvio able. They are light andean

be man-handled.

Mention of the Rn i Tsavo reminds me of

a rather comical incident. The country near
r had the reputation for affording good

shooting, but so far very Little game had been
seer. I if our party, getting impatient, went
out one mi uning vowing that he would not

irn until he had killed something. The
manner in which he fulfilled his vow was deci-

dedly curious. A poor water buffalo, after

hav: . ie from India through the worst of

. THE RIVER
From a Photo, by Lieut. Bright.

1HE CART WAS LOADED WITH THREE SECTIONS OF OUR STEEL
BOAT FASTENED IN A CRATE."

From a Photo, by Lieut. Bright.

kind treatment, he received another ball in the

neck which finished him. He never drew a cart

again. Our porters, who subsequently
ate him, were no doubt perfectly well

satisfied, but I do not think that the

sportsman was altogether proud of his
"
bag."
We followed the cart road for some

400 miles, through somewhat unin-

teresting country. The nature of this
" road "

may be best judged by an

examination of the above photograph,
which shows one of our bullock-

waggons crossing one of the swamps
which intersect the track. The cart

was loaded with three sections of our

steel boat, securely fastened in a sub-

stantial crate. This craft was a whale-

boat, intended to be placed on Lake
Rudolf to keep up communication
between the north and south ends of

the lake. It was 25ft. long, and was

carried the whole way from the coast

in ten separate sections. For the

first 400 miles it was packed in crates
TSAVO.
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THE CARA\ .-.

From a Photo.

on the waggons, as seen in our photo. ;
but

beyond that point its parts were shouldered by
the Swahili porters, each section being slung
on bamboos and carried by two men, who

generally carried the pole-ends on their heads.

The boat, however, owing to the outbreak of

the Soudanese mutiny, never reached its desti-

nation, but was left

on Lake Victoria for

the use of the

Uganda Administra-

tion.

At Ngara Nyuki,
our next halting-

place (sometimes
called Equator
Camp, because it is

almost exactly on

the Line), we were

joined by the Uganda
Rifles, who were to

form the main part
of the escort. The
Soudanese on join-

ing were very dis-

contented
; they had

just come through an

arduous campaign,
and had an aversion to starting off on an expe-
dition the very destination of which they did

not know. And they had another very real

grievance. The particular three companies
to which they belonged generally had to do
most of the fighting in the Protectorate, whilst

the other detachments of the regiment remained
in garrison in peace and plenty. How, finally,

they deserted the expedition and marched to

Lubwa's is now a matter of history, as is the

subsequent battle on the high ground overl

ing the Victoria Nyanza. Here the pursuing
Colonel Macdonald, with a small force consist-

ing of nine Europeans, seventeen Sikhs, and

340 partially-trained Swahilis, was attacked by
the mutineers. He beat them off, and drove
them back in disorder to Lubwa's Fort, which

they had seized the night before. By this signal

victory there can be no doubt that British

prestige was saved and the L'ganda Piotectorate

preserved to the Empire.

Fighting continued round Lubwa's until the

beginning of 1898, and during the whole of this

period the exploring work of the expedition was
at a standstill. The indefatigable Macdonald
was here, there, and everywhere — fighting,

pacifying, and avenging ;
until at last, during

his absence, the mutineers— the primary cause
of all the trouble—escaped in a dhow across a

bay of the Victoria Nyanza. They were, how-

ever, pursued and defeated. Mwanga, the

rebellious ex-King of Uganda,* having been

signally smashed about the same time, the

expedition was at liberty to resume its long-

delayed journey towards the unknown north.

The caravan marched in single file, as the

next snap-shot shows ; and, as long as they kept
well together, the men were allowed to march

pretty much as they

pleased. In front of

the long, straggling
column went the
advance guard, com-

posed of Sikhs and
native soldiers,

accompanied by an

officer. Then came
the porters, as we see

them in the photo.,

nearly all armed with

Martini-Henry rifles

and sword-bayonets.
Each company of

porters had a drum-

mer, and these
" instrumentalists "

marched together in

the fore-front of the

caravan. I was lucky

enough to obtain a very characteristic snap-shot
of two "of these curious musicians, and it is here

reproduced. The bundles on their heads are

'

In The Wide World for May, i3g8, under the title of "The
Strangest Monarch in the World." will be found a complete history
of King Mwanga and his little eccentricities. It is written by one
who knew 1 im, and i-- copiously illustrated with photoerai hs.

CHID I\ SINGLE FILE.

by Lieut. Bright.

"EACH COMPANY OF PORTERS HAD A DRUMMER .... THE
BUNDLES ON THEIR HEADS ARE THEIR PERSONAL BELONGINGS-'

From a Photo, by Lieut. Bright.
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N MARCHE D ALONG THE
OF LAKE BARINI

by Lieut. Bright.

theii - igs, usually consisting of

the weirdest possible assortment of odds and
ends. Their water-gourds are strapped outside,
and th ping- mats and food are made

a roll and tied round with a piece of

string. All the porter's worldly belongings, be

ver so cumbrous and unwieldy, go
into this bundle on his head. Even if he

poss live fowl—the acme of his ambition

-he ties a piece of string round its leg and
it to his load. These drummers have

nt "bjats" for different occasions—a

graph-code, in fact
;

so that the

porters in thJr rear know when camp is near,
or when there is a river to be crossed, or a halt

for rest is about to be called.

For several days the column marched along
the western shore of Lake Baringo, a snap-shot
of which—probably the first ever taken—is

Lake Baringo is a fresh-water lake,
some forty miles in extent, belonging to the

ain of Central African lakes. It is

tuated four hundred miles in the interior—
the eastward from the Uganda

id. The inhabitants of the lake shores are

the Wa-Njemps, a peaceful and
industrious tribe, who have a few canoes on the

r fishing purposi
rocodiles in Lake Baringo,

men indulged to the full in bathing, a

luxury of which they were very fond : and a

couple of more or less merry bathers may be
;en disporting themselves on the right in the

photo, und' •

leration. There were a few

opotami in the lake, and lions abounded
round the flat, marshy shores.

One night a posted to look after the
cattle was struck down from behind by a lion
and seriously mauled, but the brute was driven
off before any harm was done. The man, in

spite of his terrible wound (he was badly scalped

by the brute's claws), recovered rapidly, and
was soon able to go about his duties once more.

A little while after, whilst in charge of a small

party who were carrying letters, this same man
had another thrilling lion adventure. The
whole party were attacked in their little camp
by a troop of lions, and only succeeded in

driving them off after the expenditure of some
three Jiundred rounds of ammunition, which was

proved by an examination of their pouches !

The deadly aim of the men and the fierceness

of the fight will at once be apparent when I add
that no damage was done on either side !

But this was by no means the last of our

rencontres with lions, which seem to fairly

swarm round the lake. A party of five porters
deserted soon after passing Lake Baringo,

intending to make their way back to the coast.

But Nemesis was on the track of these sinners.

Whilst sleeping under a tree they were

suddenly surprised by lions, and had barely time

to climb up into the branches before the hungry
brutes were upon them. Then, and not till

then, did the unfortunate men realize that in.

their excitement they had left their rifles—their

only means of salvation—at the foot of the tree.

Apparently fully understanding the helpless con-

dition of their victims, the lions waited patiently

until, one by one—worn out with hunger and
exhaustion—the poor fellows dropped down on
to the ground, only to be instantly torn to pieces
and devoured before the eyes of their horrified

GUIDES WHO HID NOT KNOW THE WAY.
From a Photo, by Lieut. Bright.
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companions. Only one man survived to tell

the dreadful tale, and he rejoined one of the

columns of the expedition some months later.

Wherever possible, guides were procured from

the natives
;
and the next photo, shows a group

composed of three guides and the same number
of Masai warriors.

These particular
guides came from

Njemps, a large vil-

lage to the south of

Lake Baringo ;
and

before they started

from their homes

they led us to be-

lieve that they knew

every inch of the

way. This proved to

be very far from the

case, however
;

but

they did succeed,

notwithstanding the

thick bush, in pilot-

ing us as far as the

next native settle-

ment, where fresh

guides were pro-
cured.

The victualling of

the expedition was,
of course, a vitally

important matter ;

and for this purpose we had to take along with us

large herds of cattle, to say nothing of immense
stores of flour, and sometimes water. We engaged
a number of Masai to look after the cattle, and

during the whole time—in spite of the manifold
difficulties of the route, and the fact that some-
times they had as many as 400 head to drive—
they never lost a single beast. On the way back
we paid each man off at his own village, giving
him two cows as a reward for his fidelity.

These Masai are a warrior race, and replenish
their herds of cattle by the delightfully simple, if

somewhat questionable, method of raiding their

weaker neighbours.
As a rule, we bought flour from the natives in

exchange for beads, cowries, cloth, or wire. A
one-pound tobacco tin was used as the standard
measure, and this, piled high with flour, was a

porter's ration for two days. As is the universal

custom in East Africa, the higher a man's rank
the more food he is supposed to require ;

there-

fore the headmen received double as much food
as a porter. The giving out of the rations

was called
"
Posho," and the ceremony is

well illustrated in the photograph reproduced
above, which shows the headman filling the

flour-tins.

THE HEADMAN .MEASURES OUT T

From a Photo.

Sometimes as much as ten days' food is given
out at a time, and this is carried by the man
himself; it is for him to see that it lasts the

right number of days. At first the men were
inclined to eat up their ten days' food in half

the time, hoping that when it was exhausted

they would be given
more. This caused

considerable incon-

venience and suffer-

ing in the early days
of the expedition.

But, later on, when

they got to under-

stand the difficulty

of carrying more
food than was abso-

lutely required, they
did their best to

make their rations

last over the allotted

period.

Elephants were

very numerous in

some parts of the

country, and in the

next illustration we
see a native carrying
a large piece of ele-

phant meat. Swa-

hilis, although as a

rule not very deli-

cate feeders, will rather starve than eat either

elephant or donkey meat. The natives, how-

ever, did not share this aversion, and when-

ever an elephant was shot they would assemble

rapidly and attack the carcass with their spears

HE RATIONS IN A ILI1. TOBACCO TIN.

by Lieut. Bright.

A DAINTY DISH—ONE OF THE NATIVES CARRYING A LUMP OF

From a Photo, by] elephant meat. [Lieut. Bright.
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and eal

Si mie would
it quite

em to ha\

own
ncidents which came
tion : A number oi

driven along, when
it o(

\\ thout the s 1 i u. 1 1 : n a

.mt made straight For one of the

. him bodily into the

stroying the bales of

h he was laden. The poor
don'-. ime evening probably from

:(.! in the tossing process.
-on

of my brother

king an

elephant, his riding-

ng led

hind him. Suddi nly,

in t': ting way
donkeys have, the

brute began to bray,

and the elephant, hear-

rged down

upon poor Neddy. The
man leading the donkey

nptly dropped his

rifle and fled, while the

donkey also made
tracks, faster than

he had don re in

his life, hotly pursued

phant. By
a clever double, the

donkey eluded the big
which then re-

- and came across the discarded

phant picked up, and, waving
triumph, i red in the bush. Neither

phant nor rifle was ever seen again.
'

graph reproduced has a

pathetic int When one of the columns
of the expedition reached the north shore ol

jdolf, the natives who live on the banks
1 »mo were found to be in great

distress. They had been raided a few months
bef - bands of Abyssinian horsemen,

ming down both sides of the river, had

destroyed all their crops, burnt their granaries,
and driven away their flo<k- and herds.

Dead bodi- lying unheeded in the almost
deserted villages. These people, some repre-
sentatives of whom are shown in our illustration,
were in a starving condition, and were, besides,

suffering from smallpox. When asked what

STARVING NATIVES KKOM LAKE KUDOLF-
From a Photo. by\ GUIDE."

they had to eat, the poor creatures pointed first

to their stomachs, round which thongs of

re tightly bound to stave off the pangs
o\ hunger, and then to the river^signifying

thereby that they subsisted on what fish they
could catch. On the left of this famine-stricken

group is our guide This man was rather a

character in his way. He was very fond of

snuff, and even pinches of Cayenne pepper,

surreptitiously administered, did not appear to

upset his equanimity. His nasal organ was

indeed quite useful to him, for even when given
a little tobacco he preferred to smoke with the

mouthpiece oi' the pipe up his nose!

Providentially only one case of smallpox
occurred in the caravan : so we were spared the

awful suffering and wholesale decimation which
would inevitably have

occurred had this dread

disease once taken hold

on our men.
There being no food

to be had in this part
of the country, the ex-

pedition had now to

beat a hasty retreat.

We managed to get a

small supply from the

inhabitants of the
north-west shore of the

lake, and this was just
sufficient to enable the

caravan to continue on
the return journey for

some thirty days. On
the very day when the

last of the food had
been consumed,- and

things were beginning
to look desperate, we

fell in witli Lieutenant Hanbury Tracy's column,
much to our delight. Major Austin had, for-

tunately, foreseen the difficulty of obtaining food

for the return journey, and a column had been

sent back to Mount Elgon some two or three

months previously, to bring up fresh supplies
for the Rudolf column.
News was here heard of Colonel Macdonald,

who had had an adventurous journey into the

Nile Basin. Lie had reached Tarrangole, the

capital of the Sultanate of Latuka, where he

had been cordially received by the natives. The
Sultan of Latuka was an eminently diplomatic

gentleman, who aspired to be on good terms

with everybody. He possessed an old Egyptian

flag, but when "
political considerations

"
re-

quired it, he exhibited a Dervish standard, and
clothed his minions in the patched "jibbas" of

Mahdism. The next white man who visits this

-" ON THE LEFT IS

[Lieut. B
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"the NATIVES OF KETOSH inhabit the country
From a Photo, by] of .mount elgon.'

1 HE S"UTH-\VEST
[Lieut. Bright.

Soudanese corporal, who was struck in the

neck, died shortly afterwards from the effects

of the poisoned shaft.

The natives of Ketosh inhabit the country
to the south-west of Mount Elgon. Thev
are a warlike race, and caused considerable

trouble to bring into subjection.
Some years ago a small party of men

belonging to the Government station at

Mumia's were murdered by these people,
and a punitive expedition was sent against
them. On the storming party entering the

village, the huts were found to be separated
from each other by fences of brushwood.

Our next photograph shows a Ketosh

village forge, where spear-heads, hoes, and

pipe-stems are manufactured. The apparatus
is wonderfully simple and withal efficient.

Two mud-pipes, converging into one close to

the furnace, serve to conduct the draught,
and these are covered with goat-skin, into

which a stick is fixed. A native sits at the

end, and moves each skin backwards and
forwards alternately, thus making a very

accommodating monarch will find that his

collection of international emblems has been

increased by the addition of a brand-new Union

Jack, which will doubtless be displayed in the

stranger's honour.

There are a large number of caves in the

lower slopes of Mount Elgon, and these are

inhabited by the natives, who drive in their cattle

every night for safety, the entrances being strongly
stockaded. Several of these natural fortresses

had to be stormed in order to punish the in-

habitants for outrages committed on members of

the expedition. On the alarm being given, by
means of horns, the flocks would be driven into

the caves and a heavy discharge of arrows kept

up from the darkness of the interior. Several

of our men were wounded whilst engaged in

cutting down the defensive stockade, and a

A KETOSH VILLAGi
From a Photo, by] [Lieut. Bright.

A BARGAIN JUST CONCLUDED—SUPPLY OF FL

VILLAGERS AND ABOUT TO BE TAKEN AWAY.

From a Photo, by Lieut. Bright.

good, if primitive, bellows. The forge is roofed

with grass to protect the workers from the sun.

I have said elsewhere that, wherever possible,

we bought our flour from the villagers, and the

above photo, shows a supply of this precious

commodity all ready to be carried away. A
string of white beads, large enough to go over

the head, was taken in exchange for about a

pound of ground millet. The people here go
almost entirely nude.

On the occasion of a marriage great rejoicing

takes place among the villagers, the men and

women,' in separate parties, dancing round the

village wall. Here we see the men clapping
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. IjANCE in the ketosh country.

From a Photo, by Lieut. Bright.

after selling their wares and emptying their

.;ets of flour, they would sit down under
the trees for a friendly chat with their

neighbours. I noticed on some of these

people ivory armlets that had grown into

the flesh, having been put on when the

wearers were very young.
Most of the flour bought here was made

from bananas. The fruit is gathered while

_ :en, peeled, and then split down the

The slices are placed in the sun,
hen thoroughly dry, are pounded
ur with a smooth stone on a rock.

Banana flour has rather a bitter taste, and

unpalatable to Europeans. It

was eaten by the officers in small round
\ cakes as an indifferent substitute for

ad.

spent Christmas Day at Mumia's.
In the fort it was, of course, observed as a

holiday, and many of the native women
:ame in and danced. They were dressed
in pretty coloured pieces of cloth, which are

here bartered by the Government for food.
The dance lasted many hours, and was not

exhilarating. The leader of the dance
carried an umbrella, and the ceremony was

and

U H CAMP O.N ["HE SHORES OP REMOTE LAKE NAIVASHA.

From a Photo, by Lieut. Bright.

conducted on "
follow-my-leader

"
lines. The

dance continued many hours, and as the fair

ladies became hot they cooled themselves by the

simple expedient of removing a garment or two.

On the journey back to the coast a halt of

several days was made on the shores of Lake
Naivasha. This lake is of volcanic origin, and
contains an island in the shape of a crescent

moon, which is undoubtedly an old crater. A
few prisoners are seen in the photo., engaged in

cleaning up the camp at this remote spot.

Another snap-shot shows a magnificent pair
of tusks bagged by Captain Ferguson. They
weigh ioSlb. and nolb. respectively. It speaks

highly for the honesty of the natives that, several

days after Ferguson had mortally wounded the

elephant, they found it and immediately sent

messengers to tell him where the grand beast

had died. Four men carried each tusk slung

"a magnificent pair of tusks, bagged by captain ferguson"
From a Photo, by] (total weight, 2i8lb.). [Lieut. Bright.
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suddenly

gallantly

Captain

[ kdi.vSOME OF THE INCORRIGIBI.ES OF THE EXPEDITI1
CONVICTED OF STEALING FOOD.''

From a Photo, by Lieut. Fright.

on a pole. On the right of the photo, we
see Colonel Macdonald himself; and on the

left is Captain Ferguson, who shot the elephant.
The man in the centre is a Somali headman
named Ali. He was with Count Teleki's expe-
dition which discovered Lakes Rudolf and

Stephanie. He was never tired of talking of

the hardships of that expedition, when for

nine days the men were without food.

They managed, however, to subsist on
nuts and the roots of trees.

The above photo, shows some of the
"

in-

corrigibles
"

of the expedition
— men who

were repeatedly convicted of stealing food
from their comrades. As a punishment,
they were fastened together in the way
shown in the photo. An iron collar is

worn round the neck, and through a loop
in this a chain is passed, fastened at the

end by a padlock. The prisoners are com-

pelled to carry a load in the usual way, but

are guarded by a few soldiers. If this were
not done they might seize their opportunity
and smash the padlock. So salutary an

effect, however, does this punishment
have, that escaped prisoners have been
known to bring their irons back and

deposit them by stealth in the camp,
lest at some future time they should be

recaptured and accused of having stolen

their fetters !

The accompanying group of officers was

taken by Mr. Stanley Tomkins, on the ss.

Canara, during the voyage from Mombasa
to Aden. Ten officers started with the expe-
dition in 1897. A great loss was suffered in

the death of Lieutenant N. A. Macdonald,
14th Sikhs, who was killed in one of the fights

against the mutineers at Lubwa's. His com-

pany of only partially trained Swahilis was
attacked in thick grass, and while

rallying his men, he was shot dead.

R. Kirkpatrick, D.S.O., Leinstcr

Regiment, had seen much of the fighting in

Uganda ;
he afterwards fell a victim to the

treachery of a native tribe. With an escort of

nine men, he had left his camp to climb a hill

a few miles distant, as he was anxious to get a

good view of the surrounding country. The
natives appeared to be very friendly, and were

walking with the small party. Suddenly they
attacked Captain Kirkpatrick and his men with

pears, and only two of the party succeeded in

escaping and reaching camp. The loss of

these two comrades, who were both deservedly

popular, was most keenly felt.

Major Woodward, who was suffering from a

sunstroke, had been invalided home a year

before, and Lieutenant Osborne had been

severely wounded in the knee at the Battle of

Kabagambi, and had also returned to England.
He was much missed by the remainder of the

officers. Captain Pereira, Coldstream Guards,
who belonged to the Uganda Rifles, remained

at Mumia's.

The author, Lieut. R. Bright. Capt. Macloughlin, D.S.O. Major Austin, R.E.

Capt. Ferguson, D.S.O. Col. Macclonaltl.Lieut, the Hon. A.
Hanbury Tracy.

TEN OFFICERS STARTED, BUT ONLY THESE SIX WENT THROUGH.

From a Photo, by Mr. Stanley Tomkins.
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\moiiir Kurdish Brigands in Armenia.

\)\ Al I \ VNDl R J. SvOBODA.

chant was journeying through Turkish Armenia from Samsoun to Kharput
icked by Kurdish brigands, who demanded a ransom. The narrative

hat travel is like in this wild region, and it is illustrated with actual

raphs taken by M. Svoboda himself.
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varied by periodical
of Christian Armenia.

i the point of changing my mind, and

proceeding by some other road, when I formed
a resolution that 1 would not allow myself to be

discouraged, but would proceed at all costs. I

therefore concluded a contract with the bravest

and most courageous guide I could find—
Kalousse by name. He had already made the

journey to Kharput many times, and was well

acquainted with its discomforts and hazards.

Many times, by the

way. had he

MR. I, Ullo HAS TRAVERSED NEARLY EVERY RF.(.I'

</o.) HE east. \by the Author

been

attacked, and even

severely wounded by
the Kurds, who had
on two or three occa-

sions left him for

dead.

From Samsoun to

Diarbekir the traveller

is carried in a primi-
tive kind of springless
wooden cart, with two
wheels

;
it is called a

karossa. As a rule, an

Armenian karossa is

in a ruinous condition,

and the iron - work
almost completely
eaten away with rust.

In the interior of the

vehicle two men may
contrive to stow them-

selves away.
On the evening of

February 23rd last I

decided to leave Sam-
soun next morning.
Two native Armenian
merchants were to

travel with me
; they

were going to Diar-

bekir in another
karossa. That night,

however, when I was

about to retire to rest, I was surprised to

see my worthy guide, Kalousse, enter my
room, looking very grave. He told me that

some travellers had just arrived in the town
with the unpleasant news that they had been

attacked on the road to Kharput, about three

days away from Samsoun, and right on our

route.
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Their assailants were a band of mountain

Kurds nearly 200 strong. The result of the

affray was, that one gendarme was killed and

two others very seriously wounded. The three

gendarmes, by the way, had been ordered by the

Governor of Diarbekir to escort the travellers;

but that their presence had no deterrent effect

upon the Kurds will be evident from the fact

that the travellers aforesaid were robbed of

everything they possessed, except the bare cloth-

ing they stood upright in.

This, of course, was not cheerful news ; but,

strangely enough, instead of

altering my decision, it had the

effect of confirming me in my
resolve to push on at all risks.

At ten o'clock the same evening,

therefore, I and Kalousse paid
a visit to the principal khan,
or hotel, in order to interview

the travellers who had been

attacked.

These Armenian merchants

received me very courteously,
and confirmed the story told

by my guide. On leaving them
I made my way to the local

Kaimakan, or Governor, and

requested him to send some
soldiers with me in order to

insure my security in the wild

regions through which I had to

pass.
The reader may well imagine

my sensations as I set out on
this remarkable journey across

Turkish Armenia—paiticularly
if he bears in mind the appa
narratives of eye

- witnesses

THIS IS THE GUIDE, KALOUSSE, WHOM
.Ml;. SVOBODA HIKED IN SAMSOUN.

From a Photo, by the Author.

ling and ghastly

icerning the

fiendish cruelties of the Kurds during the great
Armenian massacres.

Early next day I called my guide and told

him all I had gathered. He said he intended
to keep to his agreement with me, but it would
be better not to let the news leak out among
the rest of the men, lest they should refuse to

go with us. I warned Kalousse to keep his

own counsel, and told him we should certainly
start within half an hour. I then went once
more to the Kaimakan, and asked him how
many soldiers he could spare me as escort.

He was very kind indeed, and told off an

unimposing force of three gendarmes to go with
me to Kharput. He also informed me that on

arriving at the last-named town other soldiers

would be placed at my disposal, and so on until

I reached Diarbekir. These arrangements com-
pleted, I and my party

—eleven souls in all-
left Samsoun, and took the road which brought

us to Amassia, the same night : this was the
first stage of our journey.
We were now fairly on the road, our caravan

consisting, as I have said, of eight persons only,
besides the three gendarmes. The "

carriage
"

turned out to be a frightful affair, into which my
large quantity of baggage, myself, and Kalousse
were packed in a manner not agreeable to

myself. Inside the crazy vehicle I scattered

straw several inches thick, so as to obviate the

ill-effects of the severe jars and jolts, and I laid

my head at night on the softest package I could

find. Never in all my experi-
ence of Oriental travelling have
I known such frightful going.
The road zig-zagged through a

terribly wild country, ascending
and descending high mountains

- now lumbering through a

gloomy gorge, and then perched

upon the very verge of a dizzy

precipice. The horses were for

ever slipping and falling; and
after only a i'cw hours on the

way I became horribly sick,

and my head ached as though
it would burst. After a time I

was obliged to get down and

walk, leaving Kalousse in my
place ;

he was more or less

accustomed to this kind of

thing. After two hours of walk-

ing over large stones and small

boulders, however, I felt both

tired and hungry, and ordered

a halt for breakfast. Then it

was that I noticed some liquid

from my cases and packages. I

hastened to open some of these, and found to

my rage and disgust that about two dozen of

bottled beer and soda-water had been smashed

by the tremendous jolting, and had distributed

their contents over a large quantity of valuable

merchandise, to say nothing about my supply of

photographic dry plates. And this, thought I,

at the very commencement of our journey !

On arriving at Amassia we found the village

to be a small Armenian hamlet, and were com-

pelled to resort to a small khan, which was the

most uninviting-looking place one could pos-

sibly imagine. It was built of wood and was

very old—just like a quaint little toy, in fact.

Certainly it was cheap, for the entire charge for

the whole caravan only came to about sixpence

for the night .'

Soon I discovered that everyone knew the

story of the murdering of the one gendarme
and the wounding of the others

;
and of course

my muleteers also got to know of the occurrence,
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From a Photo, by the Author.

in immense revolver. He then

jumped down, spoke excitedly to the other

men, and made frantic signs towards me.

Up to this moment I had not asked Kalousse
lat was the matter with the driver, but I con-

that he had gone mad, and wanted to

mok and shoot the lot of us. Kalousse
hims disinclined to tell me what was
the matter, and so, not knowing what to think,

ny rifle and revolver, loaded both of
. and then jumped to the ground to inves-

tor myself.

however, stopped me and told me
50 on any farther. He said we were in

: danger—the driver was not mad at all,

iad red that we had been pursue. 1

by a tribe of wild and fanatical

had followed us from stage to stage,
in the valleys and waiting a

portunity at night to rob and
•

us. This was not at all cheerful

particularly as our whole caravan only
No village or civilized

1 sight, and there appeared to
r us from the clutches of thi se

murderous Kurdish brigands. Taking my glass,

I looked in every direction, and suddenly
discovered a large' black spot in the distance.

1 told the principal gendarme about this, and he

said, grimly, "Those are the people into whose
hands we shall fall to-day."

Kalousse here gave a cheering manifestation

of his fidelity, declaring that he would give his

life for me, if necessary. I should not like to

tell you my private opinion of this manifestation.

However, our three soldiers turned their horses

towards the mysterious enemy and galloped

away as fast as they could. I may say I awaited
their return in a state of considerable suspense
and anxiety. In the meantime, Kalousse ex-

plained to me that, situated as we were in the

very heart of the Kurdish mountains, escape
was out of the question, and the only thing left

was to put a bold front upon
the situation and trust to

luck.

As he was speaking, I was

following with my telescope
the soldiers who had gone
to visit the Kurdish leader.

Judge of my amazement
when I saw far down on the

plain that the brigands had

apparently run helter-skelter

before the three soldiers who
had gone to meet them.

Presently both gendarmes
and Kurds disappeared from

view, and then I waited for

about two .hours, wondering what it could all

mean. At length, a little before sunset, the

three gendarmes returned, and told me that we
were in very great danger indeed, as the band
we had seen consisted of a whole tribe of

Kurds, who had pursued us insidiously from

early morning, with the intention of attacking
us at night.

When, however, they saw we had no fear of

them they thought it best to disappear.

Presently I noticed that our three soldiers had

brought back a prisoner whose horse had failed

him. This picturesque ruffian appeared to be

in a deplorable state of terror, and kept begging
of the soldiers to let him loose and not kill him,
as he said he had been pressed into the service

of the brigand chief. We gathered from the

man all the information possible, and then let

him go. As he rode slowly away he assured us

earnestly that we were in the greatest possible

danger, as the Kurds were mustering in great

numbers. By this time I was wondering
whether we should ever get out of those

accursed mountains alive.

Almost every moment we expected an attack,
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'to

on

and the reader may well

imagine for himself what our

feelings were all through the

long night. Fortunately, how-

ever, we arrived at Sivas in

safety, and left that town again
on the 27th for Kharput.

Everything went well until we

were about five hours from

Kharput itself, when we were

encamped between two rugged

ranges of high mountains on

smooth, sandy ground, We
chose this on account of the

showers of rain which had

been falling, and which ren-

dered progress through the

villages all but impossible.
At five o'clock in the even-

ng, when I was lying quietly

my iron bedstead in the

tent, thinking of the exciting
alarms of the past few days, I

heard a tremendous yell, and,

jumping from my bed, was

confronted by Kalousse, who appeared to be in

the last extremity of terror. He was jabbering
in some language I could not understand, but

I gathered that something frightful had hap

pened to us. I questioned him sternly, and,
when he grew a little more composed, he cried,
" We are lost ! We are lost ! For God's sake,

get your rifle 1

"

I could make neither head nor tale of his

story, but just as I was cross-examining him
in much perplexity, two shots rang out sharply

just outside my tent. Knowing that some-

thing serious was amiss I rushed for my rifle

and revolver, but to my dismay and horror

found that they had been unloaded and the

cartridges placed in some inaccessible package.

However, I made my way outside with my
weapon, and then saw, to my indescribable

amazement, crowds
of strange, barbaric

figures clothed in

camel - hair tunics,
and all in a state

of great excitement.

They were, I knew,
the fierce and mur-
derous Kurds.
Positively I knew
not what to do. In

my hands I had
not a single avail-

able weapon, and
even if I had, it

would have been

THESE ARE TWO (IF THE VERY KURDISH
BRIGANDS WHO ATTACKED MR. SVOllODA

From a Photo, by the Author.

NEAR THIS RUIN THE AUTHOR WAS SEVERELY SCOURGED BY THE K

From a Photo, by the Author.

of little use, for there must
have been several hundreds of

these brigands around my
encampment.

Turning, I saw two stalwart

Kurds seize my guide Kalousse

by the back of the neck and
then tie his hands and feet.

This done, they dragged him
out of the tent by his hair.

The next thing I knew was,
that two other brigands were

approaching me, no doubt
with the intention of serving
me in like manner. The first

man I pushed away with all

the strength I could muster,
but he growled and pulled out

his pistol threateningly. His

si^ns were unmistakable, so I

submitted. Whilst he was

tying my hands and feet I

looked at Kalousse, and saw
that they wgre dragging the

unfortunate fellow along the

sand by his hair. Presently they pulled him
on to his knees and began to lash him about

the body with a long and curious whip. And
I, myself, by the way, came in for a pretty
considerable scourging, souvenirs of which I

carry at the moment of writing. I was, indeed,

most savagely whipped- and beaten, until I

nearly fainted. I knew, however, that it would
be all but fatal for me to beg for mercy.

Whilst all this was going on the rest of the

brigands had removed all my trunks, boxes, and

packages in the tent. Then came a heart-

breaking onslaught upon my baggage. Every-

thing was broken and torn open, and, almost

worst of all, my photographic plates were

smashed to pieces, as being of no use. When
everything had been thoroughly overhauled and
no money found, about fifteen of the Kurds

came and t o 1 d

Kalousse that, if

his master would
hand t h em over

r,ooo beshlik, we
would be allowed

to proceed to Khar-

put unmolested. If,

however, the money
were not forthcom-

ing, everyone in the

caravan would have

his throat cut, after

which the bodies

would be thrown

into the river.
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rently thinking that extreme measures were

ss ry, two of the brigands went some paces

away and. kneeling down, actually levelled their

; at Kalousse and myself. Then,
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. which the brigand pointed straight
at me, I realized that my last moment had
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Leaping
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himself free with a
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run like a deer ; but he had not gone many

yards before a shot rang out, and my poor
Kalousse collapsed like a sack of potatoes,

badly shot through the calf of his left leg. I

certainly believed that they would lire again
and kill him and me. They did not, however.

( )n the contrary, it seemed as though they
were alarmed at what they had already done.

They asked Kalousse what arrangements I

could make for sending them the necessary

ransom. They added, probably by way of

bravado, that they had no fear of any Govern-

ment, and they would, if necessary, pursue us

from one place to another, until I disgorged
the necessary sum. I could not, for the life of

me. understand why our lives had been spared

up to this time, and also those of the gendarmes
who were, of course, in the same plight as our-

selves. I'he rest of my party busied themselves
in collecting the sovereigns which the brigand
had thrown away, and these they were at once

requested to hand over to our captors, who also

took our rifles and revolvers. Then, forming
into two parallel columns, they marched along
with my caravan between like a flock of helpless

sheep.

Presently the chief of the gendarmes informed
me that he considered we were free.

" Free "

was good ; here was I in the wilds of the

mountains of Kurdistan, robbed of everything
I posNessed, and not knowing how I was to get
to my destination alive.

Finally, I decided to beard the lion in his

den and go and interview the chief of all the

Kurdish robbers, who, I learned, had a village
not far away. I determined boldly to ask him
to give us a safe conduct away from his desperate
and murderous people, as we were simply
traders and travellers, and really had no money
to give away. Amusing to relate, we were

received in a most courteous and delightful
manner by the Kurdish chieftain in his mud
hut, and when we told him of all that had

happened to us, he grew quite excited—partieu-

- ;-*^T^ V^^^iV^PTt'

HERE WE SEE THE VII.

From a Photo, by]

CAGE OK THE BRIGAND CHIEF TO WHOM MR. SVOBODA APPEAf.ED

FOR protection. [the Author.
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larly when he saw my poor wounded guide
Kalousse. The chief immediately sent about

a dozen of his trusty men to bring in the

brigands who had attacked us. Why, we

Finally, when we left the chief, it was with the

escort of a dozen of his own men, who had
instructions to see us safely to Diarbekir, so that

no one should interfere with us. I must say

I EVEN OBTAINED PERMISSION To PHOTOGRAPH THE KURDISH CHIEFTAINS HAREM.

From a Photo, by the Author.

actually stayed a day or two with the chief,

enjoying his most delightful hospitality. He
insisted that the money taken from me should

be tefunded, and that night I slept in his own
room.

Next day the brigands flocked round me in a

most embarrassing manner, the scene being so

picturesque that it was difficult to believe one

was not standing on the stage during the run of

some romantic drama. I even obtained per-

mission to photograph the Kurdish chieftain's

harem (which photo-

graph is here repro-

duced), but I don't for

a moment believe he

imagined I was taking
a picture of the
women. As a matter

of fact, he was under
the impression that

the "
one-eyed box "

would have a life-

giving effect upon the

ladies. For himself,
he said, it did not

matter; he was
healthy enough. I

did not care to press
him further.

that the idea of hobnobbing with a robber

chieftain, whose men had been within an ace of

wiping us all out ; photographing his ladies, too ;

enjoying his hospitality, and finally being safe-

guarded by his men, greatly appealed to my
sense of humour—afterwards—that is, I am

quite certain, however, that had we not gone to

interview the chief in this way, we must inevit-

ably have been killed. Never— never can I

forget those moments when I was looking down
the rifle-barrel of that Kurdish brigand.

1

o>
:
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FRIENDS IN KHARPUT COME OUT TO CONGRATULATE MR. SVOBODA ON HIS ESCAPE (REMEMBER \\ HA

kllARPUT ITSELF SUFFERED IN THE KURDISH MASSACRES IN ARMENIA).

From a Photo, by the Author.



The Hermits of the Sierra Morena.

B\ Herbert Vivian.

Monks we know all about, but hermits are still mysterious and mediaeval. The following is a

mmunity of hermits inhabiting the wilderness of Cordoba, in Spain.
th photographs and described by a gentleman who paid them a visit, provided with

a special permit from the Bishop of Cordoba.

us have by this time a very
; of the life of a monk or

a nun in any Catholic conventual

tblishment which may be named.

much has been written on the

in the form both o\ "heavy "and perish-

. that anyone of average education

njure up a fairly accurate picture of their

work and prayer in all its mono-
3 sii ii ity.

But the mere mention of a

Jiermit still si all sorts of mysterious
-

: men living the lives of outcasts in

almost inaccessible caws, prodigies of privation ;

skulls for cups, rats and serpents tor sole corn-

par :. all the romance of religion,

n was observed in the Middle Ages.
For everything really mediaeval and least

impaired by the lapse of centuries we must go

Spain, where nothing changes except (lovern-

ments and a few other details which really do
not matter. So to Spain I went in search of

hermits, and was fortunate enough to find a

goodly number of them scattered about upon
-

rra .Morena, a league or so to the north

of Cordoba, the ancient and glorious capital of

the Moorish Empire in Spain. If they do not

quite come up to the expectations conjured up
by the hermits of legend and art, my hermits

are, at any rate, deeply interesting in themselves,
and afford us a vivid picture of the life and

of the average hermit three or four

hundred years ago.

Hermits, known as "Sons of the Wilderness,"
ave occupied this mountain since beyond the

lory of history. The first definite record of
in the year 1309, when a band of

tillian soldiers deserted the army of Ferdi-

nand IV. and took to the hermit's life—

olved," as an old chronicler puts it, "to
2 war henceforward on behalf of the King-
1 of Ibaven/' The original hermits are

thought to have come from Egypt, or at any
ate to have adapted their mode of life from
that of famous Egyptian hermits.

Though the hermits we are about to consider
-arto Cordoba, they can boast of a full

re of seclusion. To begin with, we may
m without a special permit from the
this is not very readily granted. I

iaye
'

nt myself at his palace punctually
a certain hour and explain, in broken

Spanish, to his chaplains the reason of my

request
—what my motive is, what the result of

my visit will be, etc. They are very courteous,
but inclined to be a little suspicious. Am I "a
North American "

? Heaven forbid ! (I have a

purpose to serve.) They smile graciously. Am
I a Catholic ? Of course—though I do not

enter into vexed questions of Roman and

Anglican, which they would not understand.

At last they are satisfied, and I am furnished

with a document addressed to
"
the Chief

Brother of the Hermits," and setting forth that
" we grant our license to Mr. Herbert Vivian

and any other persons who may accompany him
to visit the desert and chapel of Our Lady of

Belen, provided the established rules are ob-

served. But no permission is given to pass the

night in the desert
;
and this license is only

available for three days from the date of issue.

* The Bishop of Cordoba."
Ladies used not to be allowed in

"
the

desert," and even nowadays they are only
accorded permission if accompanied by male
relatives. So the solitary modern globe-trotting

girl is hereby warned off.

Then come difficulties of access. The hermit-

ages are only a league away, but the road is

infamous, and the cabmen of Cordoba declare

with one consent that the thing can only be done
with three horses and for a payment of seven

dollars. However, I have been long enough
among Spaniards and Orientals to know how to

drive a bargain ;
and eventually, after waiting

almost the full tether of my permit for the

weather to clear, I set out with only two horses,
and for a conscientious price. But the road

proves as impossible as even the cabmen
had pictured. Never have I traversed such

roads— no, not even in Bulgaria. The result

is that I have to walk the greater part of

the way. Still, when I come to "the desert," I

feel that I have been amply repaid for all my
toil and worry.

It is not at all a "
desert

"
as we understand

the word. Indeed, the sole thing the place has

in common with a desert is its loneliness. We
make our way up the slopes of a well-wooded

mountain, amid orchards of olives, Moorish

rose-gardens, palms, aloes, chestnuts, cactuses,
and all kinds of tropical plants. Every now
and then great tufts of geranium lend a fragrance
to the air. Surely the "desert" has fulfilled the

Scriptural prophecy and
" blossomed as the rose."
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AL HERMAxNO MAYOR DE LOS ERMITANOS
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>J< £1 Obispo de Cordoba,

NOTA durante la Cuaresma ni en dias festivos.

J-L
YOU CAN T GO AND SEE THE HERMITS IN THEIR WILDERNESS WITHOUT A SPECIAL PERMIT.

ISSUED BY THE BISHOP OF CORDOBA TO MR. VIVIAN.

HERE IS THE ONE

From Cordoba itself, and from the shaky
railway by the Guadalquivir, the scudding
tourist may catch a glimpse of the hermitages

—
a number of glistening, whitewashed cottages,

nestling among the dark woods of the mountain.
But the guides will have told them that there

is nothing to see but the view, and they will

have grudged an after-

noon deducted from
their treadmill of
churches and galleries.
These recluses and
their simple lives do
not appeal to the slaves

of the red-bound guide-
books.

But I grow excited at

the prospect of an inter-

view with a latter-day
Simon Stylites, and my
spirits rise as the air

grows rarer and more

exhilarating, and at last

the details of the " head
brother's" hermitage are

distinctly visible.

Adjoining it are the

chapel and refectory.
The dwellings of the

other hermits are scat-
Vol iv.—24.

tered about the hill-side at sufficient distances

apart to secure the privacy which is the anchorite's

ideal. When at last I arrive I find a simplicity
and modesty which exceed all my anticipa-
tions. Head hermitage, chapel, and refectory
all together only make up the humblest little

whitewashed cottage, with a red-tiled roof and a
small belfry surmounted

by a cross. In the rude

yard outside over a

score of beggars (never
to be avoided in Spain)
are crouching in groups
over the coarse but

"HEAD HERMITAGE, CHAPEL, AND REFECTORY ALL TOGETHER ONLY MAKE UP THE HUMBLEST
From a] little whitewashed cottage." (beggars awaiting food.) [Photo.
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which the hermits never refuse

urg their needs. I lie

all who care to come
of the place, and

- me of the beggars

dition o( raggedness and

se in the beautiful phi

.need has little more than a

j and it does not suffice to

from the sharp air. The

minutes, however, they emerge in procession,

most of them with their hands raised upon
their breasts in an attitude of devotion, as if they

were still reciting their grace after meat. Among
the group is a young man from Cordoba,
who has been privileged to share their frugal

fare. In spite of their austerities, the hermits

all look the picture of cheerfulness. The head

brother has a particularly kind expression, and,
alter examining the Bishop's permit, which 1

f
" THE DISTRIBUTION Ol (I KIM CARE TO COME FOR IT IS ONE OF THE SIGHTS OF THE PLACE." [Photo.

countenances of these beggars wear that expres-
sion of mingled wistfulness, gratitude, and

dignity which is the characteristic of mendi-
cants all over Spain. The soup is brought out

in a large earthenware tureen of mediaeval

shape, glistening with cleanliness, and tilted out

into a bowl, from which it is eaten with three

large wooden spoons, which are handed round
in turn. A couple of young hermits are surveying
the with benevolent smiles, which have
endeared them throughout the whole country-

-

le of these young hermits comes forward

me me, and explains that the rest of

'ill in the refectory. In a few

hand to him, he makes me an amiable speech,

every word of which he evidently means. He
then bids the young hermit accompany and

show me everything.
hirst I am taken the round of the various

hermitages and told something of the life there.

At present there are seventeen hermits and one

novice in
" the desert." They maintain rigorous

silence, and are completely isolated from each

other during the greater part of the day, only

meeting for the daily mass and the pious reading

which follows it, and for their mid-day meal in

the refectory. Breakfast and supper are pre-

pared and eaten by the hermits each alone in

his little cell, where he has a simple kind of
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From a]

5GE IN PROCESS] , MOST OF THEM WITH THEIR Hf
THEIK BREASTS IN AN ATTITUDE OH' DEVOTION.'

RAISED UPON
[Photo.

kitchen. Most of the day and night is spent in

meditation and prayer, very little time being
accorded for sleep ;

five hours out of the

twenty- four, however, must be devoted to

manual labour, generally digging and
various forms of gardening. One advan-

tage the hermits have over monks is

that they are very little bound by rules,

but are free to choose their own times

for most of their occupations, the regular
hours of prayer alone excepted. The
habit is for ihe head brother, as he

goes through his own devotions in the

chief hermitage, to sound the bell in his

little belfry. Every cell is provided with
a belfry and bell of its own, which each
hermit must sound when he hears that of

the head brothei. In this way they
make sure of observing the hours of

prayer simultaneously. To
sound his bell is held to be
remission of duty, and entails

penance.
The next photograph represents the

outside of one of the cells. It is

certainly very picturesque with its stately

cypresses and great hedges of prickly
pear. My guide is standing on the

pathway which leads to the mountain,
and the owner of the cell is just return-

ing with a pitcher of water which he
has been fetching from the well some
distance off. Above the little window,
which is closed by a thick wooden
shutter, we see in a niche the skull of a

previous tenant. It wears an expression
of deep calm, and seems to smile as it

reminds us of the shortness of life. In-

side the cell we find little more than bare

head brother is

hermitage is only

walls. All the furniture

there is consists of a hard

mattress, where the hermit

passes his few hours of

sleep; a praying-stool with

a heavy, antiquated book
of hours, printed in the six-

teenth century ;
a large

rude crucifix ; a couple of

pitchers, and the few things

required for the simple
cookery. I can scarcelv

restrain my amazement at

the cheerfulness which sub-

sists in so terribly depress-

ing a dwelling.
Most of the other cells are

identical with this one, and
need not be particularly
described. That of the

not more luxurious. His

larger because it comprises

omit
a

a severe

to

grave

EXTERIOR OF ONE OF THE HERMITS CELLS. ABOVE THE WINDOW IN

Front a
J A NICHE IS THE SKULL OF A PREVIOUS TENANT. [Photo.
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is only one at present, the hermits take it in

turns to stay with him and fit him for adopt-

ing their mode of life. The novitiate lasts six

months, which is found quite sufficient to deter

any who may have no real vocation for the life.

Besides their regular devotions, the hermits

constantly repair for prayer to various parts
of the

" desert
"
which may be hallowed by

sacred associations. For example, the graves
of deceased hermits are favourite resorts, but

the most popular place is a large, whitewashed

pillar, surmounted by a wooden cross. Here,
tradition says, a hermit was once upon a time

martyred by the Moors. Though the hermits

may not speak when they meet in this way,

except for reasons of charity or necessity, they
doubtless feel it a relief from their solitude to

meet other human beings. My guide would
not allow this, saying that if that were the

object of their coming to the place of prayer
it would be a sin which they would have to

confess and do penance for.

Confession, by the way, is frequent, but

generally quite voluntary. Any hermit may
give absolution, but most of the community
prefer to come with their sins to the kindly
old head brother, whose sympathy and com-
mon sense may always be relied upon.

THl PULAR PLACE OF PRAYER
•

. WHITEWASHED PILLAR,
-

A WOODEN CRI

From a Photo.

the chapel and refectory
under the same roof. In the

chapel is a large and some-
what imaginative picture of

the t," as it appeared
in bygone days. Though the

spective is not what it

might be, we can see that

the hermitages are still much
what they were in the Middle

The gardens seem to

have improved, but there

"he same predilection for

cypresses.
me to the

house of the novices, which
is some distance apart from
the other hermitages. When
there are several, the novices

live all together, but as there
i OF 1HK HERMITS PRONOUNCING ABSOI

Frotll a] THRONE OF THE EISHOPS

rED in ii

KDOBA.

: NT SI

[Pkoto
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Farther up the hill we come upon an

elaborate stone seat, or throne, which was made
bv the hermits for the use of the Bishop of

Cordoba whenever he deigns to visit them.

It is often utilized as a confessional ;
and the

next very artistic photograph reproduced

depicts one of the hermits in the act of pro-

nouncing absolution. Assuredly no more

fitting place could have been chosen for the

solemnization of a holy rite. Here we enjoy,
in all its magnificence, the view which the

tourists come out for to see. In front

of us are the majestic Guadalquivir and the

spires of Cordoba, while in the distance are

the blue peaks of the mountains of Cabra and

Granada, with the peak of Alcaudete standing
forth to the south-east. Among the hills are

dainty white pleasure-houses and ruined castles,

one of which is pointed out as the summer
residence of the Moorish Sovereign, Abderrah-
man I. With the world so fair to look upon, it

becomes more incredible than ever that all these

men should abandon it voluntarily and remain

contented in the
seclusion of their

lonely "wilderness."

But they certainly
seem to deserve the

title of "Sons of the

Wilderness," by
which they have
been known to the

outer world for so

many centuries.

They appear to revel

in the barest and
loneliest corners of

their domain, and to

find supreme happi-
ness in cherishing
the most gloomy and
morbid thoughts.
Xotice the beatific

expression of the fine

old fellow in the

next photograph as

he digs his own
grave. Like an
animal about to die,
he has chosen for his

last resting-place a spot as far away as possible
from the habitations of the living. With a huge
pick he has cleared away the brambles
and made some progress with his digging.
He has paused in his work to say a prayer,
and is reflecting upon that blissful state

where the wicked cease from troubling and the

weary are at rest. He came to the hermitage
in the hope of forgetting all the sadness of his

former life, but he has long ago realized that

there can be no complete forgetfulness on this

side of the grave, and for death accordingly he

yearns.
I saw many other weird scenes such as go

most largely to make up the life of the " Sons
of the Wilderness." In one spot I beheld
a fervent hermit, clad in his uniform of a

scapulary and cowl of grey cloth, holding a rosary
and praying in most absolute solitude before a

skull set upon a rock. Presently he heaves a

deep sigh of penitential devotion and prostrates
himself upon his face before the grisly emblem,
clasping his hands in an agony of self-abase-

ment, and remaining
motionless for end-

less minutes amid
the deathless silence

of Xature. The
scene carries us

back into the Dark

Ages, and I know
not which is grim-
mest— the mocking
expression of the

skull or the derisive

gaiety of the palms
and rose bushes in

the background.
Dies irce, dies ilia.

Solvet soeculuin in

favilla.

A bell tinkles in

the distance, and
the rapt hermit rises

slowly from his

knees, with a strange,

far-away joy lighting

up his rugged face.

And I return to

Cordoba.

ONE OK THE HFRMITS DIGGING HIS OWN GRAVE.— HE HAS
From It] PAUSED IN' HIS WORK TO SAY A FRAYER." [Photo.



Our Mysterious Panther.

Bv Lieut. 11. C. Sandford (isi P.I.)-

•ant of the havoc wrought by an enorm
way in which the

-

'. !
i \ '. ! I.". ). WHO

I BED THE "MYSTERIOUS PANTHER."
From a Photo, by F. Bromkead, Clifton.

Hl.X I was marching through the

Shan Hills in Eastern Burma, en

route to join my regiment at Fort

Stedman, I met
an officer of the

ous leopard in Eastern Burma, and the remarkable
brute met his death.

the manner of [nippies, used to object, in a

lamentable voice, to such treatment; so it

generally ended in my patience being exhausted,
and in letting him loose to wander at his will

in my room and veranda. Alas ! poor puppy !

Ills habit of nocturnal exploration proved his

bane. 1 was awakened one night by a piercing

yell, and, leaping from bed and rushing to the

veranda, was just in time to see him disappearing
in the bright moonlight, an enormous panther

having seized him from my very doorway.
Soon afterwards I was stationed on detached

duty at a small post not far from the Siamese

frontier. My bungalow, raised, like all Burmese

houses, some 6ft. from the ground, on wooden

piles, stood in a fenced compound, but the pine
forests of the hills ran right up to the palisade.

One moonlight night I was awakened by
the whining of my two dogs ; and, after vainly

trying to quiet them, I opened the door and
let them out. The only result was that, just

as I got back into my warm bed, they began a

diabolical duet in the veranda. In vain I

cursed and wished all dogs to the dickens.

Suddenly there was a thud and a snarling

roar, and then arose the cry of a dog in mortal

lie Works, who invited

me, with true Indian hospi-

tality, to stay at his bungalow.
- my two terriers and a

puppy with me, he warned
me to be careful to tie them

up under my bed at night
—

lerwise," he added, "they
will be bagged by a panther

-ure as fal But I was

young and foolish, and showed

by my incredulous smile that

I thought he was merely try-

take a rise
;!

out of me.

'Veil," said he, "you
dn't believe me, but only

a month ago a panther
jumped in through the
window in broad daylight,
while I was having my
and took a greyhound of
mine from my et."

' " ild rdly doubt him
-

this, so I took the
caution to tie my two d
under my ,,

The puppy, however, after
IN MIS

If^.wfoow

I ILED ONI 01 MY HAPLESS DOGS, WHILE THE OTHER HAD
-l IZEI i I Id; BRI I E BY '! UK HIND II '
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fear and agony, mingled with growls and the

same horrible snarling. I leapt from bed, and

seizing my gun, which I had loaded with two

No. 8 cartridges (the only ones I possessed),

I rushed out. My heart seemed to stand still at

the appalling sight before me. Near the back of

the centre room, which, open at both ends, ran

right through my house, half in shadow and
half revealed in the bright moonlight, was

an immense panther. In his mouth struggled
one of my hapless dogs, while the other, with

the almost incredible pluck of his breed, had
seized the furious brute by the hind leg, and was

growling as fiercely over it as if fighting for a

bone. The panther did not want to drop his

prey, and made frantic efforts to turn round and
seize his brave little foe

;
but the terrier was too

quick for him. I was only a few feet away
when I fired. With a roar of baffled fury and

fright the panther dropped his prey, shook off

dozen Sikh Sepoys, armed with Snider rifles, sat

under my veranda behind a hurdle, whilst I

kept watch from the window above, intending
to come down and join them later, when I had
finished my pipe and an engrossing book.
There was a bright light burning in my room,,
and it was pitch dark outside, the moon not yet

having risen. My friend the panther, however,,

upset my calculations by making a sudden and
silent onslaught on the goat before I had had
time to go down and take up my position with

the men. The cry of the stricken animal was
drowned in the roar of a volley, but, when we
rushed out, we found the goat torn by the

panther and riddled with bullets, but nothing
more.

I left the carcass lying there, and took up a

position with the men. Within a quarter of

an hour the beast returned and dragged the

body of the goat to the end of the rope. It

was very dark, but I could

lave sworn my gun was aimed
dead on the brute when, at

my word, another volley was

poured forth. But, again,

nothing resulted, not even a

trace of blood.

For the next two weeks

hardly a night passed but

I COULD HAVE SWORN' MY GUN

the little terrier, leapt
from the veranda,
and was gone, his

plucky antagonist

pursuing him to the

very edge of the

jungle. My other

poor dog lay moan-

ing in a pool of

blood, but, thanks
to the care of the

native hospital assistant, he eventually recovered,

though his head and neck swelled to twice their

normal size, poisoned by the fangs and claws of
the fierce brute.

I need hardly add that I had missed, or at

most barely touched the panther, although I

was so close to him when I fired.

Next day I procured a goat and tied it up at

dusk a few feet in front of my house. Half-a-

WAS AIMED DEAD ON THE TRUTH WHEN, AT MV WORD, ANOTHER
VOLLEY WAS LOURED FORTH."

this uncanny beast levied toll on us. Once it

sprang into a Burman's house at night ; and,
while he and his family lay quaking with fear,

slew and greedily lapped the blood of one of

his goats. My orderly tumbled into my room

to wake me, but I was again too late to catch

even a glimpse of the mysterious animal.

Another time, while I was sitting at dinner, it

leapt on to my veranda, and snatched away a
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h I hail tied there, prepara-
bait thr same night.

bed impartially the

.1 the villagers of their

. who were all Sikhs, declared

ame to me one day,
last exploit, when

'. which was to them, as

animal. They brought with

S ians, who asked my leave to tr)

This i sted of shutting up
.1 k of stout logs, placed

of my palisade, through which the

had now broken a regular thoroughfare.
lire converged on the

ge, wei supported on props ;

and string of which passed behind

the k'hile the bow itself was stretched just

re the by a thread secured about

in front of the muzzle, was placed on each

rifle. It looked as if nothing could escape it.

I sat in my veranda, one after the other

the three rifles

ploded. and I rushed

out to find the rifles

and the kid

I verily believe

the panther had fired

them by touching the

threads with his paw.
Think of the cool

pluck of an animal
•which could walk un-

dismayed through
i a deadly fusil-

lade, relentless of his

cruel purpose ! And
he died at last. A

days later the
i officer. .Mr. Stir-

I

real name—
1 known in the

i States— as he
•would not, I feel sun;,

ioath to i orrobo-

ry word of my
ordinary tale. We

sitting at dinner in his house, when
suddenly a frantic noise arose, and, as wi-

ng from our seats, his Burmese servant
ushed into the room and made straight for

3 rifle. No need to ask what
matter. Stirling seized the rifle and I a

ife, and we dashed out to find our enemy
i in a stable, having killed a foal

which, with its mother, occupied it. The stable

was closed by a brushwood palisade, through the
cornci- of which the panther had forced its way.

Vainly we peered through the brushwood; we
could see nothing in the thick darkness.

.Meanwhile a ring of servants with flaming
in kept the tierce beast in, while my dogs

barked with hysterical fury at the narrow open-
ing. At last, mad with rage and fright, the

panther rushed half out, but stopped, appalled
at the circle of flame before him. A hush fell,

the men ceased their wild cries, and nothing
was heard but the crackling of the torches and
the terrified whimpering of the dogs, while clear

in the torch-light, thrown back on his belly
as if to spring, his ears laid back and teeth

glistening as he snarled, the fierce animal met
his doom, game and savage to the last.

Stirling walked steadily up to within about

3ft. of the panther and, after a tense pause
which seemed to last for ages, shot him

through the heart. He fell without a groan,

CLEAR IN HIE TORCH-LIGHT, HIS EAKS HACK AND TEETH GLISTENING, THE FIEKCE
ANIMAL MET His DOOM."

and the joyous crowd pressed round us

scoffing at the dead body of their dreaded

enemy. His measurements were on the largest
scale -

7ft. ?.'m. in length and 2ft. 2in. high at

the shoulder.

Thus, after many days, was I deprived of the

honour of killing the brute that had given me
so much trouble.



What the Sealers Endured on the Ice.

By Arthur P. Silver, of Halifax, N.S.

A vivid glimpse of an interesting industry, completely illustrated with snap-shots, taken under

circumstances of great discomfort by Officer J. A. Farquhar, of the sealer "Newfoundland."

Narrative and photos, taken together convey a remarkable idea of the perils encountered by the

seal-hunters of Newfoundland.

of vessels which had struck the herd

at different points. It is estimated

that in this herd there must have

been over two milium seals—a mass of

mammalian life analogous to the old-

time buffalo herds of the rolling prairie.

There are three such wonderful

herds known by hunters to form

each winter on the ice of the Straits

of Belleisle, and also three other

great herds off the east coast of New-
foundland.

The "
harps," so called from their

markings, which bear a resemblance

to an ancient Welsh harp, school by
themselves. The " hoods "

are a

larger variety, so called from their

being furnished with a bladder-

shaped bag which they can inflate

at pleasure for the protection of

their skulls
;

and the hoods also

keep in separate communities. It

is the instinct of breeding which

draws together these vast hosts of

si als from many a remote inlet and
THIS IS A TYPICAL NEWFOUNDLAND SEALER. J

Front a Photo, by J. A. Farquhar.

T is difficult to conceive a

human occupation more deeply

steeped in excitement and peril

than hunting the Greenland
seal on the vast ice-fields off the

coasts of Newfoundland and at the mouth
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

By midwinter the vast white field of

glistening ice has generally extended its

borders to a distance of at least 150 miles

off the shores.

Hither arrive towards spring marvellous

herds of mammalian life in the shape of

immense "
schools

"
of seal, the

"
harp

" and
" hood "

varieties predominating.
These schools of seal are sometimes-

sighted extended in a straggling line along
the surface of the field ice for a distance of

upwards of thirty miles, running in a general
direction from north to south. Their mass
has a width varying from a quarter to one-

half of a mile. One school is known to

have reached for a length of sixty miles.

Its extent was ascertained by the reports

4K
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THESE ARE THE OFFICERS OF THE U'.i'VK SEALER. THEY ARE
PROBABLY THE HARDIEST FELLOWS ALIVE.

From a Photo, by J . A. Farquhar.
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VLING. THESE YOl NGSTERS STOWED
, A M-.Al.l i ii TAKEN.

From a Photo, by J. A. Farquhar.

>rd of the Arctic Zone. From their

collected multitude a roar goes forth that rends

the air for many miles, and may be compared,
when heard at a distance, to the hum of a vast

metropi
Towards the end of February the whelps are

born, and these mingle their plaintive, baby-like

winnings with the hoarse roar of the adults.

Most welcome are these distant murmurs to

the ears of the hardy adventurers who fight their

perilous way among the besetting icebergs of

these Northern seas
;

for it means for them
and the

favours of for-

tune, wrung from
a stem and i

lentless environ-

ment.

Although the

hunting of the

enland seal

is inseparable
from almost in-

dible hard-

ships, and beset

with danger to

human life in

most appalling
forms, it never-

theless attra*

large numbers of

men from the

w-

idland.

And yet not a

season passes
ON THE LOOK-OUT FOR SEALS.

From a Photo, by J. A. Farquhar.

without claiming its victims : sometimes,
indeed, the stern Northern seas demand
a veritable hecatomb, as in the terrible case

of the sealer Greenland. Treacherous ice-

floes part in some sudden storm, or yawning
chasms open and close mysteriously, with-

out warning, separating the adventurous
toilers of the sea from safety, and con-

demning them to a frightful and lingering
death from starvation and exposure. Yet

the excitements of a successful hunt are so

fascinating, and its rewards so considerable,
that for a Newfoundland fisherman to be

rejected by the "skipper" of a sealer is

regarded by the men as the extremity of

misfortune.

Briefly, "sealing," or "going on the ice,"

is the great annual event in the Colony
of Newfoundland, overshadowing every
other local interest. Whole fortunes are

sometimes made in a brief voyage of six

weeks ;
while frequently the seals are

missed by the vessels becoming imprisoned in

the ice, or crushed and made to founder by
the "packing" of ice sheets piling up in drifts

from the effect of violent storms. Hence an

inevitable element of gambling enters into the

pursuit, and it is therefore not surprising that in

every office, in every
" saloon

"
or public bar,

in every inn, almost in every dwelling house,

pools are made up and enormous bets

occasionally made on the first steamer home
with a load ; the biggest take ; the first

vessel to sight the schools
;
and so on.

There is estab-

lished for a dis-

tance of four
hundred miles

northward of the

port of St. John's
a s y s t e m o f

signal stations
and "weather
bureaus," which

report violent

storms, the
strength or

velocity of cur-

rents, and the

direction of the

prevailing winds— all of which
have to be taken

into considera-

tion by the seal-

ing skippers in

guessing the
whereabouts of

the herds. For
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the icefloes are like floating islands, and are

scattered by storms and tides in most unlooked-

for directions.

However, it is not the purpose of this paper

fully to describe the extremely interesting annual

seal hunt, chiefly undertaken by a fleet of some

twenty steamers from Newfoundland, but rather

to relate the thrilling story of a Newfoundlander

as communicated by him to the author. This

particular seal-hunter assuredly came through
an experience under which the majority of

civilized men would certainly have succumbed.

But Newfoundland's hardy race of men are

accustomed to
" near things."

I was one of a crew of two hundred—this

sealer told the present writer— shipped in

Harbour Grace for

a voyage in the

sealer Greenland.

Our vessel was un-

fortunate from the

very start, for in

blasting our way
out of port among
ice of extraordi-

nary thickness, a

dynamite cartridge

exploded prema-
turely, killing two

of our number and

inflicting consider-

able injury on the

bows of our ship— the ill-fated

Greenland.

However, we

got well out of

port in the middle
of a perfect winter

night. The whole

village population
turned out with
torches and
cheered us as we
steamed out into clear water,

northern constellations blazed
winter sky, while the fitful

A NEWFOUNDLAND SEALER IN THE ICE.

From a Photo, by J. A. Farquhar.

The bright
in the dark

glare of the

'Aurora," or Northern Lights (sometimes called

by us
"
the dance of spirits," or " the dance of

the dead "), illumined the northern sky.
Yet we knew that the unusual splendour of

these lights presaged a violent storm—which,
sure enough, burst suddenly upon us the very
next day. Never before did I experience such
a stinging from the hail and sleet, driven, as they

were, by a gale which howled frightfully through
our rigging, like the raging of a troop of lost

spirits. The thermometer showed twelve

degrees below zero, and our decks became iced

up so that it was dangerous to release one's

grasp of the life-lines. Through intervals of
lull in the terrific storm we saw huge icebergs
and "growlers" (smaller bergs) lifting their

cold, jagged summits to the skies ; and we
inwardly prayed that none might strike our good
ship, for if this happened it meant an infallible

descent to the bottom of the sea.

Terrible storms came on successively, with

slight intermission. At last we got embedded
in a vast field of ice, at first easily piercing
it, but soon finding it of such formidable
thickness as almost to prevent progress

altogether. Occasionally we came upon great
lanes of clear water, and sometimes open
spaces exactly like vast inland lakes.

One night we
were all delighted
at the well-known
roar of the distant

seals, which
sounded like the

subdued noise of

some fa r - a w a y
cataract. We could

tell that this pro-
ceeded from a vast

herd, and our

spirits immediately
rose in anticipa-
tion of a successful

voyage. Vet we
knew that seals

always choose the

ice where the
thickness is only
moderate — about

I2in. or there-

abouts — so that

they may be able

to perforate it with

their heads and

flippers, each
animal having its

own hole for ingress and egress, which it

infallibly returns to among thousands exactly

like it. Therefore the seals select the outer

edge of the ice-fields, from which we were just

then a long way distant. Here, then, were

we, imprisoned and chafing with impatience
for the fun to begin, separated from our

valuable quarry by some score of miles.
"
Full steam ahead

" ordered our skipper,

and we crashed through the formidable ice till

every timber in the ship trembled and her

whole hull was convulsed. Only her excep-

tional strength of construction preserved her

iron frame from splitting as she drove against

the ice.
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ushed towards our find, tearing

with the iron ploughshare o( our prow.

g gained only a few miles we were at

to a standstill against perfectly
I an ominous haze in the

h we knew portended a snow-storm.

2 was the excitement and
rhich that distant roar oi the herd

scinating spell upon our spirits

ling all danger, we leaped out upon

THE ICE INTENDING TO SPREAD DESTRU
Front a Photo, by J. A. Farguhar.

irmed with guns and clubs, and intend-

•rthwith to spread destruction among our

quarry.

gave heed to the portentous sky
vhen we reached the herd and the killing com-

;nced. It is not a nice business. Huge
s of

"
pelts

"
were soon surmounted with our

protecting flag, and still we proceeded in our
vork of slaughter down the ranks of the great
army of seals.

Thirty of us were at the extreme end of the

chool, all working away at our mission of

ruction, and far too absorbed to notice that

awning fissure had glided silently open
.tween us and our companions. We were

• on a floating island of ice perhaps two
miles in circumference—and around us was the
dark Arctic sea flecked with innumerable masses

n at length the alarm was given by one
number, a gap of no less than twenty-

intervened between us and the main floe,

thout hesitation five of our number at once
into the icy water, and of these two
the opposite edge of the ice-field, and

'

-- 1 into safety by their comrade.
The other three, however, sank like lead, being

perhaps poor swimmers, or else they were over-

powered by the cold.

Then the horror of our situation dawned
upon us. To all appearance we were a handful
of doomed men helplessly adrift on an ice-floe

in that terrible Arctic sea. We laid aside our

weapons, and looked up into the wintry sky
with a dazed, despairing gaze which betrayed
the hopelessness of our condition.

To add to the terror of our position there

suddenly appeared two

huge Polar bears, who
had doubtless been
attracted by the scent of

blood, and were now fast

approaching us. It was

astonishing indeed to see

their utter fearlessness of

man. Without molesting
us, however, they turned

to the red carcasses of the

seals from which we had

stripped the pelt ;
and

having gorged themselves
to their hearts' content,
the big, ungainly beasts

shambled slowly away
and took to the water

once more.

Along the edge of the

ice we also saw the

dreadful forms of huge
sharks, which in some instances almost leaped
up on the ice in their frantic efforts to get at

the raw seal meat, which they had evidently
scented from afar.

Still further to crown the awful misery of our

position, making it truly appalling, and cutting
us off effectually from all hope of rescue, there

CTION AMOXG OUR QUARRY.

THE FLAG MARKS ONE MAN'S OWN ['ARTICULAR PILE OF "
I :

From a Photo, by. J. A . Farguhar.
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His SHOWS HOW THE SEALERS TOW T

From a Photo.

covering

suddenly burst over us a cruel, blinding snow-

storm, darkening the air and seeming to bring
on us in a moment the terrifying gloom of night.

And suddenly, with incredible rapidity, dark

masses of clouds piled themselves in the eastern

sky, and out from their ranks there burst a

tempest of awful

fury. The sea

now became
churned into an

angry, seething

maelstrom,
which caused
our floating
island of ice to

heave up and
down in a sick-

ening manner.
The temperature
fell lower and

lower, until the

savage cold went

through and

through our seal-

skin clothing,

cutting like a knife. The salt spray, freezing
as it fell far from the edge of the ice-field,

encased all whom it reached with a

of ice like a coat of glistening armour.

Soon we could scarcely see each other, and
so suddenly had our fate overtaken us that we

positively could not realize tha*. we were
the same beings who, barely an hour

before, had walked the decks of our

cozy ship, singing snatches of sailors'

songs and whistling merry tunes in

anticipation of a large and speedy haul.

What was to be done? Absolutely

nothing, apparently, save to face our

hopeless misery and die, perhaps even
inch by inch, as became brave men,
without a murmur of complaint, sharing
the fate which at various times had
befallen so many of our countrymen
before us.

Same of our poor fellows had, by
this time, stretched themselves at full

length on the ice, beaten upon by the

pitiless sleet
;
and soon we knew by

the rigid stiffness of many familiar

forms that the cold and exposure had

completed their deadly work.
After making this horrible discovery

a group of some eight or nine of us

made for the only shelter which was
in evidence— a few thick "pans," or

cakes of ice, which had "
rafted

"

together and formed a heap. This
made a kind of rude buttress against

the storm. Here, then, we gathered—a truly
forlorn group of survivors. Near to us, when our
work had so suddenly become interrupted, was a

group of still living seals, mortally wounded, but

yet retaining some of the warmth of life.

I was the first man to hit upon a somewhat

gruesome, but

vitally neces-

sary, expedient,

which, fortu-

nately, was the

means of saving
the lives of some
of us ; while the

rest of the band
of hunters died

a slow, cruel
death from frost-

bite and the

deadly, incon-

ceivable cold.

Taking my
sharp knife, I

ripped open
the body of a

large
" hood "

seal, and, placing hands and
feet alternately in the warm carcass, kept
off the deadly advances of numbness. The
others followed my example. I also managed,
by the aid of some shreds of linen from our

under-garments and strips of "
blubber," or cleai

HE PELTS, OR SKINS, BACK TO THEIR SHU'.

by J. A. Farquhar.

BRINGING IN THE STRIPPED SEALS FOR FOOD.

From a Photo, by- J. A. Farquhar.
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lamp, which prod;
ne. 1 lowever, the b

tinguished it. until at

xhausted.

or yi >urself.

themselves wearily out

:s : while

abin,

and bairns around the hearth,

my longing view. And various

my past life went by like

dd, familiar drama. One

lly kept recurrin in and
curio.. stency. It was the

;ir boats were over

i terrific storm far from land.

med on our boat that there

her beim jed down by inches
-

i we were compelled to throw
dead body of my own brother,

• had dropped from cold and exhaustion, in

ler to lighten the craft lest all should be

:. The splash of the body kept con-

tly haunting my ears. ( her and over again
v the white, sightless eyes of the dead, and

I,
mute faces of our crew, rowing hard

their lives

-: the tide.

fearful

. it that ensued
I would gladly

from my
mem <»ry if I

u 1 d . How
•med !

nturies ap-
red to have

over my
head before
morning broke.

cold and steely grey. I had suffered tortures

during those hours which made me regret that

life still remained to me—made me regret that I

were not as impervious to cold as the rigid,
ncased forms that lay stretched about me.

However, morning broke on a clear day.
storm had passed, and Nature seemed to

smile amends. The captain of a sealer never
abandons a lost man while the ghost of a chance
remains of saving him. This is the rule of the

sealing fleet, and is as immutable as the laws of

the Medes and Persians.

Looking around I saw that the only survivors
of that terrible night were myself and the six

comrades near me. The others were stark and
stiff in death. Nor had we survivors escaped
scatheless : we bore marks that would last us to

the grave.
With scarce animation enough left to rejoice

thereat we descried the white boats being
dragged by our crew along the ice to our rescue.

At length stalwart but tender arms lifted us
from our deadly couch, and, more or less dread-

fully frost-bitten, one by one we were rescued
from the very jaws of death and taken into

warmth and shelter. Had the storm continued a

few hours longer
not one single
soul could by any
possibility have
remained alive.

In the case of

three of the sur-

vivors amputa-
tion was neces-

sary of fingers
and toes, and
in two instances

the right arm had
to be sacrificed.

PREPARING TO TAKE SKINS ON BOARD THE SEALER.
From a Photo, by J. A. Farquhar.



The Lovers of Susee, the Ute.

By P. V. Mighels.

Susee, the Indian belle, smiled on two lovers. One of these killed the other and became an
outlaw. How he was tracked. How he treated his pursuers, and what was his ultimate fate.

With a complete set of photographs.

OR love of a woman— and such a

woman ! Murder, feud, and the

blood of four mighty braves is the

tale of a modest, industrious matron
who now weaves her baskets and

waxes fat in far-away Carson City, the capital

of the State of Nevada.

She and her lovers were North American

Indians—fierce Pah Utes, of a tribe quelled to-

day and living on

reservations in

Nevada. Mrs.

Squaw now excites

no turmoil of

love, and her hot-

blooded Romeos
follow the trail in

the land of Happy
Hunting. Had
they foreseen the

alterations which

were scheduled
to occur in the

maiden's appear-

ance, would they
still have waged
their war? The

question is

"open
''

; it is also

quite beside t he-

story.

Something more
than eleven years

ago Susee, the Pah
Ute maiden, was
a plump, copper-
hued, bright-eyed

creature, beautiful

in the way of In-

dian belles. She
was the centre of

a whole system of attraction among the smart

young bucks of the nation. She resided in a

"wikiup" planted in the sage-brush, outside the

corporate limits of Carson City. The patriar-
chess of the tribe has been through all the

stages of amazingly attractive babyhood, plump
young-womanhood, fat complacency, and final

shrinkage, which seem to furnish the personal

biography of nearly all these hard-labouring
females. The home is a typical

"
castle

"
of

this degenerate but picturesque people.

NOWADAYS SUSEE, THE PAH UTE BELLE, WEAVES HER BASKETS AND tt'A!

FAT IN CARSON CITY."

From a Photo, by Dunham &» Cartland. Copyrighted by H. Cohn,
Carsoti City, Nevada.

Susee, photographed recently with the baskets
of her craft, committed the indiscretion of

smiling on two of the braves at once. But
she was then in the heyday of her buxom
charms. The trouble began immediately after

one of the yearly
"
fandangoes." This dance

is the relic of a ceremony in preparation for

war. It is practised to-day as a sort of religious

function, more than as an excitement prepara-

tory to taking to the

war-path. Never-

theless, in partici-

pating in it the

braves still adorn

themselves with

red and white

paints, doffingtheir
civilized clothing
and donning the

habiliments of the

battle.

Perhaps because

the dance serves to

reveal the other-

wise concealed

magnificence of

the young chiefs

its period has be-

come a time of

wooing in the land

of brush. How-

beit, hot love and

savage jealousies

spring rife at the

function. Now,
Susee's admirers

were Mudge and

Jonny Shay, by
name. The attrac-

tiveness of each

must plead its own

cause, through the means afforded by a white

man's camera, portraits of both bucks being
here reproduced.

For reasons best known to herself, Susee

manifested a slight preference for Jonny Shay
"
after the ball was over." Developments

might have taken any form at this critical

juncture had not Fate intervened. One of

Mudge's ponies went astray, and Mudge went

forth to hunt it up. Jonny Shay improved his

opportunities with a result entirely satisfactory
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to himself—and to Susee. Ordinarily Indian

a particularly virulent descrjp-

M .

Ig
. however, was a passionate b

grieved at being thus I

absence.

after these incidents,

, was making a bronze statue of him-

ttire, in front of a shop in the

: Carson. Mudge entered the

:i a wiry broncho : across his

lent d a Winchester rifle. The citizens

• no herd to either Indian, for

they wei >med to such sights. Riding

surely d iwn the stn

Mile. I keenly
about at the usual haunts

of his kind. By way of

vari Shay presently
the walk

into the street when

Mudge was near at hand.

Without a moment's
warning, and halting his

horse when fifty yards

away. Mudge abruptly
raised his rifle and shot

his rival in the back.

The bullet went clean

through Shay's heart—
the man fell forward

id. Men came run-

ning from a score of

buildings, alarmed by
the startling report of the

rifle. They beheld the

Pah Ute, Mudge, gallop-

ing wildly away, his rifle

held high in defiance,
his face fierce to see. A
thin stream of blood

crawled in the sand near

the prostrate man, and

glistened in the sun.

Other Indians and several whites had actually
seen the murder committed. Excitement ran

high, but in the natural confusion not a man
was mounted before an hour to ride in pursuit
of the revengeful savage.
When at length the sheriff, with his posse

and set of Indian trailers, got out on the track

Mudge, they were led to the hills, where the

assassin had the advantage. They were soon

baffled, the crafty Indian having employed all

the arts of his cunning kind to throw them off

the scent. His knowledge of trailing made this

mparatively easy.
friends and relations of the dead Shay buried

the body. They also held a council of

vengeance, and declared a vendetta. In a few

days the search developed the fact that the

whites, in the lead of the sheriff, were likely to

be long at the task of flushing their man.

Although they scoured the country thoroughly,
not a sign did anyone get of Mudge. After a

week of vain searching the sheriff grew weary
of the game. He gave the task over to the

outraged Pah Ute relations of the victim.

Susee, in the meantime, did nothing. Natur-

ally, she felt flattered. Also there were still

many young braves, and Mudge might yet

accomplish wonders.

With unrelenting

THIS IS MUDGE, THE SUITOR WHO WAS NOT FAVOURED—BUT
HE SHOT HIS RIVAL DEAD, AND TWO OTHERS BESIDES.

From a Photo.

persistency the Indian

trailers remained in the

mountains.

About ten days after

the deed of blood had
been committed, a young
white man was out in the

brush, hunting rabbits.

He had climbed a hill-

side and was approach-

ing a clump of granite

boulders, when suddenly,
on rounding a great rock,

he found himself face to

face with the mysterious

Mudge, and looking
down the muzzle of the

outlaw's deadly rifle.

" Put down your gun,"
said Mudge.

"
I wants

talk with you."
The young man put

down his shot-gun with

alacrity, and told the

Indian all he knew about

the search of the sheriff

and the other Pah Utes— relatives of Susee's

dead lover. Mudge
asked a number of ques-

tions, watching his visitor

At length he said :
—

"
Oh, I been watch that sheriffs nearly every

day. He's can't find nobody. Him heap fool.

Somes time Fse got my gun
"
(pointing)

"
rights

at him. If he's comes too close where I'ms

hiding, he's never gits away. Two, three times

I'ms pretty near kills him. He's better let

Injun alone. I's don't wants kills him, but he's

better look out."

The rabbit-hunter gave Mudge a piece of

tobacco and left him in the rocks.

A few days after this event three Pah Utes

were trailing the fugitive up a canon. They
were relations of Shay, bent on revenge. The

gorge was narrow, filled with rock and some-

what grown up to manzanita. Mudge was in

narrowly all the while.
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the brush. Without the slight-

est warning his rifle cracked,

and a man reeled headlong,
shot through the head. Realiz-

ing that they had been am-

bushed, the remaining two

turned about and ran for their

lives. Again the repeater made
the echoes rattle in the canon,
and again an arm thrown

quickly up preceded the fall of

a human being. This second

man was shot through the

body; he writhed for a

moment only on the earth.

The third Indian reached the

protection of a boulder, then

ran swiftly around a bend,
and so escaped the dread

Pah Ute lover.

Down from the mountains
ran the one safe Indian, never

pausing till he reached ( 'arson.

The sheriff and force, who
came at length upon the scene

of action, found the two
bodies lying in the hot sun-

light, one with his fist gripped
full of gravel, the other in a

pose of utter limpness. The Indian who had
been with the two now discovered the bush
behind which Mudge had knelt. The empty
cartridge shells were lying in the sand.

On the, fresh trail several Indians started

without delay. The sheriff recommenced his

efforts to rout out the implacable Mudge, now
become a serious menace to public peace.
As hefore, however, the wily savage eluded
all. But an old man, a warrior of times past,
aroused himself. He was the father of one of

the last victims. He departed from his wikiup,
alone, and at night, armed only with a long,
keen knife. He had wearied of justice which
sacrificed innocent men for no result

;
he would

wait no longer, he said, for the white man's law.

Necessity finally drove the murderer down to

the valley. He availed himself of temporary
refuge in the deserted camp of a friend, while
the Indian hounds searched in the mountains.

But the old warrior haunted the dim, un-

certain trail day and night. If he slept at- all, it

was in his enemy's tracks. He ate nothing ;

he saw no one; he simply dogged the doomed
Indian's footsteps. A snake could have been
no more silent or subtle than he, when at last

he had run his prey to cover.

It was still early night when he came upon

JONNY SHAY, THE FAVOURED SUITOR 01

l-'rom a] HE WAS KILLED BY MUDGE. {Photo.

the wigwam where the unsus-

pecting Mudge lay in the

brush. The avenger then

stretched himself full length
on the ground for hours.

He heard the rustle of a

breeze in the b r u s h
,

a n d
shook his head

;
he heard the

stirring of a prowling creature,
and knew it was not his man.
Vet when the murderer finally

slept, the old man raised him-

self alertly, nodded recognition
of a sound, and began to creep
and creep, his knife now held

between his strong -teeth.

The wretched campoodie or

wigwam loomed like a pyramid
before him, its entrance darker

than the darkness of the brush.

Mudge stirred within
;

the

avenger halted. Again the

breathing steadied. Stealthily,

and silently as a shadow, the

old Nemesis crawled forward

on his stomach, snake -like.

He was well inside the camp.

By the very warmth of the

doomed man's body he deter-

mined where feet, legs, and trunk were disposed,
and so avoided the extremities and brought
himself near the tired body. Then he sat

up, as still and as noiseless as death, and
twined his bony talons about the handle of

his knife. The striking hand was raised

deliberately, and down shot the cold, sharp
steel into its hot sheath of flesh and blood.

The old man grunted when the hilt met its

barrier of ribs and skin. A gurgle escaped
from Mudge's lips. He could make no cry.

He moved only in sudden muscular contractions,

like a mortally-wounded serpent.

Leaving the steel embedded, the avenged
father glided out into the untainted air. Then
he walked away in the sage-brush.
When the information came that Mudge was

no more the white man's justice nodded

approval. And Susee married another eligible

brave of the tribe. She now weaves her baskets

and remains complacent. And that she has

waxed fat you can see for yourself. The notion

of men fighting and killing one another for her

"smile" appears too absurd to us. But the

whole narrative is an interesting glimpse of a

picturesque phase of native life, and shows that

love is a great power in every land and among
every race and class.
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\ Missionary on the Upper Congo.

1>, , 3 John Dodds, of the Baptist Missionary Society.

I of photographs eloquent of the noble and unselfish life led by missionaries who
: th-ir lives among the cannibals of the Upper Congo. Duties and pleasures, sports and customs

trials and sorrows all are depicted and described by a sympathetic pen.

lat( attention has

ally directed towards the

itral Africa. It is

r of a century since

Mr. H. M. Stanley made his first

own the Congo River in a

is handful of Zanzibari servants.

2 on that opening-up of the country to

ii)
.

gi nts of trade have proceeded

thither, and during recent years have stationed

the! at various places o\ advantage on

hanks of the Haut Congo. There they
snd in large quantities ivory and rubber

and palm-oil, besides fertile soil suitable for the

cultivation of coffee, tobacco, rice, and other

valu ps.

Twenty \ _o there was not a single
aer on the 1,000 miles of navigable water-

between Stanley Falls and Stanley Pool,

there are over fifty steamers carrying
lies up stream and returning laden with

native products for the European markets.

But Christians were not behind the traders

g
: they were, if not quite first, at least

contemporary in their design to enter the newly-
door into the very heart of the Dark

tinent. The English and American Baptists
have now several stations on both the Lower
1

_ region and the Upper River districts.

They have found there a great mass of human

beings
—human in spite of many inhuman cus-

toms—who need not only that traders should

rid take from them the rich products of the

country, but also that missionaries should go
and give them the higher and imperishable
riches of education ; id Christianity, which
alone are able to civilize and elevate the teem-

_

ristian missionaries have been on the

now more than twenty years on the

don, and about twelve years on
the Upper River. The accompanying photo-

i on thi ingo by one of the

:>tist missionaries may help to give
of Tin; Wide World Magazine some

idea of th ery and the class of peo
among whom these devoted men are working.

These views were taken at Upoto and Mon-

s.inbe, towns in the wild and remote district

of Bangala, on the Upper Congo. These photo-

graphs will doubtless also afford our readers an

interesting glimpse of the people among whom
some of our missionaries work, where, it need

hardly be said, the camera is a vara avis

indeed.

The first photograph represents the mis-

sionaries sitting at
"
palaver judging." The

scene is on the mission station at Upoto.
Thither, about noon, the chiefs of the surround-

ing towns or villages have come in a body, that

they may pour their grievances into the ears

of the sympathetic missionaries. The Congo
native prefers to go with his troubles to the

missionary rather than to the State officials at

the various courts on the river banks. They do
so for reasons of economy of time and money.
Of time, because the distance is often several

hours' journey ;
and of money—because in cer-

tain parts of the Congo a fee is demanded before

the officials will even give audience to their case.

Consequently they make a practice of bringing
their minor troubles to the missionary for advice.

He, of course recognising the lawful rights of

the State, does not attempt to abrogate their

place. The missionaries only advise, they do
not authorize.

Palaver hearing takes up much of the time of

the missionary. Day after day the natives go to

him seeking his advice and help in whatever

disputes they may have on hand. They are not

compelled to abide by the advice given ; still,

they do not often despise or ignore it. We find

that in almost every case "the ancient troubler,

woman," is at the bottom of the mischief. It

may be the trouble is that someone has stolen

a wife or a slave from a man on account of a

standing debt, or that a woman has volun-

tarily run away from her husband to some other

man. Listening to these disputes is very weary-

ing, for the Congo man—a born litigant
—will

never come to the point at issue when giving
his defence or version of the case. He prefers
to go back to the origin of things and to recount

for you the
" how and the why

" of the whole
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THE CHIEI'

From a\

i \ 1 1.1 fE COME TO ' HKIK
THE SYMPATHETIC MISSIONAR1]

RS OF
[Photo.

affair. You listen as patiently as you can while

he tells you how his great-grandfather and the

great-grandfather of his accuser had made some
agreement or other. You begin to smile with

the hope that you will soon be nearingthe point
of the controversy

— when, lo ! there comes a

junction, and the defendant goes off the line

and you are left in a maze denser than before.

A curious case came before my own personal
observation a short time ago. Two men
desiring to purchase a freeborn woman between

them, each gave one woman slave as price for

her. The woman gave satisfaction to her new
owners for some time, but in the course of a
few months they wanted to part with their

bargain. The woman was re-sold and two other
women slaves were obtained in exchange.
The difficulty now was how they should

divide the returns, as one of the two men was

greedy. He wanted as his share not only one
slave, but also that a share of the other woman
should come to him. He could not have the

other woman in his town, so he arranged that

his relatives who lived in the town of his partner
should be recipients of part of the earnings of
the second slave. Against this the other man
protested. He said that as he had given one
woman originally, he was clearly entitled to a

woman in return. The matter was therefore

referred to the chiefs of the district, who for

several days discussed the problem. Their

decision was not agreeable to the greedy
man, hence they took the matter to the

missionaries. They, after securing a promise
from the natives to submit to their decision,

consented to judge the case. After much

patient hearing of ancient history and repeated

questions, the truth was at last unravelled from

its tangled mesh, and the verdict given definitely

against the greedy one. Thus missionaries need

even the wisdom and insight of a Solomon in

their work, which is often interesting, romantic

(in the popular sense of the term), and occa-

sionally thrilling, even in these prosaic days.

Our next photo, shows one of the cruel

customs of the Congo people. It is a woman

cutting the tribal marks of the natives of Upoto.
Each tribe on the Congo has its own peculiar

design of tribal-marking. The Bangala has

his Likwala (comb of cock), which, pro-

truding from his forehead, gives him his

fierce and cruel expression. The Bapoto
disfigure their faces even more than others. The
horrible custom is begun when the infant is but

a few days old. The mother first takes a sharp
instrument of iron (as may be seen in the

picture), and makes several preliminary incisions

on the face and forehead of her child. These

snicks are repeated year by year, the number

and depth of the cuts being increased at each
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IARKS OK THE NATIVFS OF I'PllTO. [Photo.

operation. In the photograph you see a young
man seated and submitting to the operation by
his wife. His face is in reality covered with

blood, yet were you to ask him if there was

much pain, he would most probably tell you
no, on just the same principle, I suppose,
as the dandy who will not admit that his shoe

pinches or that his collar is too high and stiff,

for the natives of the Congo endure this ordeal

_*ly in order that they may win the admiration

of the opposite
- \. < )ne day some of the lads

ked why their faces were cut. They
said, "It does not disfigure us: we don't like

having it done, but unless we do we should

never get a wife."

Our third photograph represents the popular

game on the Upper Congo. It is a wrestling
match. The opponents are representative men
of different villages. Crowds of supporters

always attend to witness the event. The
wrestlers in this case are men of the Bapoto
district. They do not seize each other by the

waist as do the people nearer Stanley Falls,

but stand upright and watch their opportunity
to so seize their opponent by the arms as to

throw him down. When this feat is accom-

THS-.

From a]

MISSIONARY ENCOURAGES SPORT— HERE WE SEE A WRE!
CKIT1CAI. AUDIENCE.

tunc; match taking placf
[Photo.
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lighter alongside,
incident shows how gre

a very few years, yet he is carrying a model
of the ss. Goodwill which he himself has
made out of the stem of a banana tree. The
lad had occasionally seen the steamer pass up
and down the river. In quiet hours he,
from memory, carved and constructed this

rough model of the mission boat. It will be
seen that he has also attached a canoe as

Undoubtedly this little

an interest the

natives take in mission work and its concomi-

tants. The beautiful dress he is wearing is

simply a fathom of ordinary trading cloth

wound around his person.
In the next photograph we have depicted

a group of Congo workmen enjoying their

Christinas feast. The missionary in the

picture is the Rev. W. L. Forfeitt, who
directed the men in the erecting of the

schools and houses— for a Congo missionary,
besides being called upon to act as judge,
must often be an architect also. The feast

is very primitive to us, perhaps, unappetiz-

ing ;
but to the Congo native a veritable

The food, consisting of goat's

flesh, monkey, and fish, is cooked by the

men themselves in native earthenware pots
such as you see in the picture. Seasonings
such as salt, chili peppers, and palm-oil are

generously added to give piquancy. The

things like plugs of tobacco you see on the

right are the bread eaten by the Congolese.
This bread is made from the manioc root,

HE MADE THIS MODEL OK THE
MISSIONARY STEAMER OUT

NANA 1 REE.

From a Photo.

plished the referee

throws a quantity of

white earth in the

victor's face, and then

his supporters form a

procession and carry
him shoulder -

high

through the village.

This famous pastime

develops the eyes and
muscles of the natives,

and is encouraged and
fostered by the mis-

sionaries.

In our next illustra-

tion we have proof of

the latent powers of

the Congolese. The
boy in the photo, has

been on the mission

station at Upoto only
THE REV.

Ft Olll a ]

FORFEITT PRESIDING OVER A CHRISTMAS DINNER
AND FISH.

OF GOATS FI.ESH, MO IK1 V,

[Photo
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, I in w. eral days in order

Afterwards it is boiled

lip.

up in plantain leaves and

anged for a piece
t long. Sugar-cane is

nng the

the menu. I h< man
in t feathers considers

tylish person, and he

inn by putting on

me the sports. In the two

iphs \\ the natives at

Such a village is for the most part composed of

low huts made of bamboos and palm -ribs, a roof-

thatch of palm leaves, and a doorway about 2ft.

square through which the people climb when r< 1 ir

ing or seeking shelter from the rain. The houses
are usually huddled together forming three sides

of a square. On the open space in front ol

their houses the various dances and palavers are

held. On the beach, where you see the men
tugging, a market is held every day during tin

cail\ hours of the morning-. Many women
from inland villages bring there the different

products of their farms, such as plantains,
manioc bread, and also palm-oil and nuts. It

-WAR. ENTERED INTO Willi SUCH SPIRIT

From a Photo.

•I HAT SEVERAL TIMES Till- mil H <s BROKEN.

their On the occasion shown, there was
an additional inter n to the sports by the

f the workmen employed on the

Good; 'ill.

1 the tug-o'-war, entered into

-SO much so. in fact, that several

was broken, to the unbounded
onlookers who saw the con-

n und. It is so easy
to laugh at the discomfiture of others.

ph also gives a fair idea of a
native river

.

illage on the Congo.

is an interesting sight to watch these women
bartering firewood, bananas, and other produce
lor the fish of the riverine people. Many are

tlie noises which reach your ears, as each

endeavours to cet the better of the bargain.
Unless you knew better, you would think that

the women were very angry ami about to fight.

but, no; it is only their way of doing such

business. It would not be right if a riverine

woman were to accept the price of a bush

woman without the strongest possible verbal

protest.
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In our next photograph we have a view of the

great Congo River. At this part the river is said

to be about ten miles wide. After the feast and

the tug-of-war, there was a swimming match at

the mission station I am describing. All

Congolese are expert swimmers, and as a rule

they seem fond of the water. Notwithstanding

was not accepted, however. The friends of
the injured party made extravagant demands
for compensation— two slaves and 2,000 brass
rods

;
and the accused had to raise this fine

somehow or else forfeit his life.

We now descend the Congo to another station

of the mission at Monsembe, in the Bansrala

A SWIMMING MATCH IN THE CONGO—AT SICK EXCITING TIMES TUT. NATIVES FORGET THE CROCODILES.

From a Photo.

that there are numerous crocodiles in the river

at times, the villagers fearlessly enter the water
and enjoy floundering about just like small boys
in a London swimming-bath. The reason of

their fearlessness lies in their belief that no
crocodile will molest them unless it has

been instructed to do so by a person of evil

intent! The Bapoto hold that every crocodile
has an owner who is able to communicate his

mind to the reptile, no matter at what distance

they may be separated from each other. All

that the owner has to do is to go down to the
beach and whisper the name of his special

crocodile, and immediately it will appear to

receive its instructions, after which it departs to

obey them as speedily as possible. A woman
was one day washing her manioc, preparatory
to making bread, at the river-side, when sud-

denly a huge crocodile swam to her, and, seizing
her by the arms, bore her off to the river. Soon
there was a stir in her town, the husband raving
and shouting to learn whose reptile it was that

had seized his wife. The witch-doctor was in-

terrogated to find out the owner's name. He
investigated the matter, and in course of time
affected to have discovered the culprit. The
said culprit, of course, indignantly denied the

charge, saying that as he had already had two sons
killed by crocodiles, and had by way of revenge
hunted and slain six of these dreadful monsters,
surely they could not hold him guilty of har-

bouring another such creature. His defence

district. Here the land lies low. During the

past two years the country for miles around has

been flooded owing to an abnormal rise of the

river. The photo, at the top of next page, taken

from the deck of the mission ss. Goodwill, is

one of the mission-houses. There is a fine

row of red acacia trees in front of the station,

which only eight years ago were planted as

seeds— surely an instance of amazing fertility.

Now we have annually a gorgeous mass of

carmine to strike a contrast to the universal

green. Last year the river rose some 16ft., and
we were compelled to use the boat in order to

go from house to house and from house to

school. In the illustration you may see a

missionary leaving the house for the steamer.

This may be considered an interesting glimpse
of one of the difficulties under which the

missionary labours. These floods cause much

anxiety among the missionaries and natives.

Nearly all the vegetables are destroyed. To
buy food then means for the natives a journey
of at least seventy miles, and, of course,

increased prices : whilst the European has to

return to tinned vegetables
— a' disagreeable

alternative— or be satisfied with bread.

These floods continue about four weeks.

When vou consider the size of the river (from

Stanley Falls to Stanley Pool, a distance of

1,000 miles in length and with an average
breadth of over seven miles), a rise of 1 6ft.

obviously means a tremendous increase in the
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iNARY IN A CONGO FLOOD WE WERE COMPELLED TO USE THE BOAT TO

From a Photo.

lOUSE TO HOUSE.

volume of wal Happily, when the flood

subsides the ground is speedily dried again

by the exi essive heat

of the sun.

The next photo-
ih we have to con-

r is that of Ban-

women preparing
food for their

and masters.

The women having
returned from tl

work, in the fields,

where they have been

planting manioc; and
mai/ y\n to make

ly their evening
!. Manioc is their

staple food. This

they boil and then
mash in a mortar with

a p s you
the woman doing in

the middle of the

»n the right of

graph. In

iowl ti-

me spinach, which

they rub fine and boil with palm-oil and

peppers, etc. A bit of smoke-dried fish, well

U-A WOMEN PREPARING FOOD FOR THEIR LORDS AM)
From a l'hoto.
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cooked, is added to the table on the floor.

The family usually squat on the ground round

the three dishes of food, from which they help

themselves with their fingers till the food is

exhausted. The photo, also gives us a good
idea of the native costume of the Bangala
women—viz., a dress made of grass. However,
the cloth of the trader is fast becoming more

common, and it is to be hoped that soon a

African lily. There is an extraordinary wealth
of these lovely flowers on the Congo. I think
this is the bloom known in England as the
Eucharis lily, or rather another species we have
on the Congo, which is perfectly white. The
flowers in the photo, are white, with a chocolate

stripe in the centre of the petal. They have a

faint, delicious scent. Oftentimes one comes
across them in the forests and marsh lands— a

AFRICAN LILIES GRDWING ON THE GRAVE OF A DEAR CHILD OF A CONGO
From <?] MISSIONARY. [Photo.

more abundant covering will be worn by the

women of the Congo.
Our knives and forks are cumbersome to them,

yet they are amused to see us taking our meals.

One day we invited a native chief to dine with

us on condition that he should use a knife and
fork like ourselves. He came, and sitting him-
self down in front of a good plate of Congo
fowls' legs and wings (Congo fowls are nothing

else) he began his task. After some hard but
vain struggling to get the flesh off the bone of

one wing with the knife and fork, we took com-

passion on him (and ourselves) and gave him

permission to use his own method. In a very
short time the whole plate was cleared, and
almost the bones as well.

Our last photograph is that of the beautiful

beautiful and inspiring contrast to their sombre

surroundings.
The Congolese cannot appreciate our love of

flowers. They take no interest in such things.

Thus, when they see us stop to admire a flower

they are struck with amazement, and doubtless

do consider us foolish. The lilies seen in the

photo, are growing on the grave of the dear

child of a missionary there—a pathetic emblem
of the pure soul taken from the midst of the

dark surroundings of life among the repulsive
cannibals of the great Congo.

Such, then, are some of the scenes on the

Upper Congo, and such are the people among
whom our missionaries are nobly endeavouring
to spread some of the Light which we in our

favoured land rejoice in, and but too often neglect.
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Trapped by a Maniac.

\\\ Mrs. Emma Brewer.

Brc how she attended a curious social function at a lunatic asylum, and was
m with a dangerous patient whom she had unwittingly offended.

,i i'~ HAT ] to relate 1 appened

Mvit V m l 'U '

^ear kS "
U '

NV ' UM1 a

iTiViH lew p iet to celebrate the

g of a new wing belonging to

on r county lunatic asylums.
the invited guests, but being an

in attendant was ordered to take me
n in the new wing where the visitors

i

;

dis-

rom
md

tired by the

iched the top
lirs.

e that the

ivas\ eryisolab
a curious sensation

n of me,
which I could not

iunt, and which I felt

a little ridiculous.

I was sorry to find on

_ the room that

had

finished tea, and w

about to go down to the

main building to join the

and patients ;

had a strange dislike

MRS. UREWER

_ left alone up
far from help if

lOuld need it.

It was at this moment
that the matron, whom I

knew quite well, can

to me, asking if I would
her leaving m

little behind
with her preparations

ne or two

Strang idents whii

had occurred during the

ist two days, and which she would explain
later on. Of course I d her not for

one moment to think of me, as I would take

off my bonnet, get a cup of tea, and join the

t at - thanked me, and pointing to

cone other person in the room said: "My
1 will look after you."

I tur the lady mentioned
;
there

indeed nothing in her appearance to account
for the very uncomfortable impression she made

-
e had a good figure, dark hair,

From a Photo. Irp Lock £\~ Whitfield, Regent Street

dreamy eyes with long lashes, and her dress of

black silk was well made, relieved by narrow

white lace collar and cuffs
;
her age may have

i, perhaps, thirty.

She seemed to know that I was regarding her

with earnestness, and, without raising her eyes,

said,
"
May I offer you tea or coffee?"

To which I replied, "Tea, if you please; but

won't you sit down ? 1

don't like to see you
standing."

As she took no notice

of my suggestion and con-

tinued to stand, I did the

same
;
and while drinking

my tea the silence became
so oppressive that I broke

it by saying,
" The matron

said that you were a friend

of hers. I suppose you
are on a visit to her, as I

do not remember your
face."

"
Yes," she replied,

"
I

am a governess, and am
spending my holidays
here."

"Well," I remarked,
"

I do not think it is

quite the place I should

select for a holiday."
"
Perhaps not," was

her answer;
" but beggars

cannot be choosers."

I don't know what pos-
sessed me to go on talking
to her, but I did.

"
Surely," I said,

"
it

must be frightfully de-

pressing to be with these

poor creatures, and watch

them hour by hour, with

no power to help them !

"

To which she answered, with a near approach
to a sneer,

"
I don't think the

'

poor creatures
'

emphasizing the words— " would thank you
for your pity ; but let me take your bonnet

and cloak—you will be glad to join the com-

pany."
So far so good ; nothing had happened as yet.

Still, as I made my way downstairs I said to

myself,
" There is something very strange

about that friend of the matron's
;
but surely,

had she not been reliable, I should not have

l >\ RAGl AND iELF-POSSESSION SAVED
HER FROM THE .MANIAC.
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been left alone with her, and quite in her

power. Really, I don't think I can be quite
well."

I soon found myself in the well-lighted

hall, where patients and visitors were talking
or dancing with each other to the sound of

bright and good music
;
so for the next hour

or two I forgot the uncomfortable feeling

which had taken possession of me while in

the new wing, and was amused for the time

at the grotesque dresses of some of the

patients, who had been allowed to make up
or suggest their own costumes for the occa-

sion. And I must say that some of them
were very ingenious.
The two or three gentlemen with whom I

had come were obliged to leave early for

the House of Commons, and I was returning
with them. We had not much time to

catch the train, especially as we had to walk

through the extensive grounds to get to the

station
; so, while the men put on their over-

coats and drank a cup of hot coffee, 1 ran

upstairs into the new wing for my bonnet
and wraps. Oddly enough, I had by this

time forgotten the strange fear which had

possessed me an hour or two before.

Seeing no one, and not knowing my
way, I called loudly for someone to help
me; this I did two or three times without

getting any answer ; but at length the

matron's friend came forward in a leisurely
manner from out of the darkness, asking
in a slow, drowsy sort of tone,

" What
is it, madam?3 Can I do anything for you?"

'Yes, please; I want my bonnet and wraps,"
I replied.

She opened the door of what proved to be a

bedroom, with one small, iron-grated window,
which faced a brick wall. This room contained
a small bed, a chair, and a table, with a looking-

glass and wash-stand for one person. All this I

took in at a glance.

Having opened the door and placed the

candle on the table, my companion suddenly
whisked back, shut the door with a loud bang,
locked it, and put the key in her pocket. Then
placing her back to the door, and with her arms

crossed, she looked at me with an expression
I shall never forget— it was so fiendish. Her
eyes, no longer dreamy, were full of hate and

malignant passion. For a moment the sudden-
ness of it all quite paralyzed me.
She positively hissed out her words :

" Now
pity yourself, for / am one of the poor creatures

you spoke of at tea this afternoon. Pity your-
self, I say, for you are in my power, and Pll

have no mercy on you. Not a sound can be

heard, however loudly you call."

. ES, M l.NCER DREAMY, WERE II II <>l HATE AM)
MAL1GNAN I E'ASSION."

This speech gave me time to get my breath

and to summon my courage; for I knew
that to show a particle of fear would be dis-

astrous. I had never been a coward at any

period of my life, and was quite aware that

courage and self-possession alone could get me
out of this dangerous dilemma.

Looking at the woman, and gazing straight

into her eyes, I said, "I am sorry, indeed, that

you should be one of the patients here,

and sorry too if I hurt your feelings to-day ;
but

really I have no time to explain. My husband
and two or three gentlemen are at the bottom of

the staircase waiting for me."

With an awful expression the woman intimated

that they would have to wait a long time for me.

With apparent coolness, and keeping her always

in view, I put on my clothes, and peeped in the

glass to see if I looked "all right," as the phrase

goes ; then walked over to the woman and said,

calmly,
" Give me the key."

She laughed in a way that curdled one's

blood. Again I demanded in a quiet, cool

manner,
" Give me the key ;

it is quite useless

your trying to keep me here. I am not a bit
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\ ou cannot hurt me, but you
ii that's certain."

1 themselves leisurely,

wards her pocket.

nick : 1 said,
"
you will have the men

lent, and 1 shall not be able to

punishment."
; the key out it was rather

her arm. she flung it

with an awful imprecation. Had it

uld probably have

- HER ARM, SHE I LUNG THE KEY AT
Willi AN AWFUL IMPRECATION."

ifigured for life, but by watching her

every movement I evaded the blow, and the

fell heavily to the floor.

We both stood motionless for a moment.
Then I said.

" Tick up the key." This I had
at in the calmest, most commanding

manner I could assume. She stooped with the

utmost reluctance and obeyed me. "
Now," I

said, "unlock the door." This also was accom-

plished, with a curse, and I, with beating heart

and almost at the end of my strength, walked

tly through the door and along the corridor

until I came to the long stone staircase, down
which I literally flew.

I found the gentlemen a little impatient at

_ kept waiting, and without a moment's
dela rted off through the darkness to the

where we arrived just in time to catch

town. Not until I was seated in

the carriage did I lose self control, and fell back

fainting. When 1 recovered I felt ashamed of

this weakness.

Naturally my friends wanted an explanation

of tins extraordinary occurrence. I gave an

account of what had happened as well as I

could, and they were all intensely angry at the

want of care and forethought displayed by the

matron. The first thing they did on reaching
town was to telegraph to the doctor of the

asylum to look after the young
woman Sweetman, and see

that she did no harm to her-

self or anyone else.

The matter was thoroughly
looked into on the following

day. A committee was called,

and the matron severely cen-

sured. It seems that she

had had a series of disasters

during the previous forty-eight

hours. Among the patients

was a fust -rate cook, whose

condition was only dangerous
at stated times, and of which

the matron was forewarned

by certain symptoms. Her

malady was suicidal mania.

She was extremely well at this

particular time, and gladly

undertook to help in the

kitchen. Unfortunately, dur-

ing the absence of the matron

on business, one of her attacks

came on, and everything in-

trusted to her was ruined : the chickens, the

hams, the pastry
—all were reduced to mere

cinders. At the same time a patient, who was

invaluable when well, both in organizing and

looking after the workers, was suddenly taken

seriously ill, became quite unmanageable, and

was with the greatest difficulty prevented from

taking her own life.

Naturally the places of these women had to

be supplied by the staff, and there was no one

to help with the tea
;
so the matron employed

this lady, a well-educated girl,
who had

benefited so much by being in the asylum
that she was about to leave. The only

way to account for her behaviour was that she

had become greatly excited by the circumstances

of the last couple of days. Poor thing ! she

became gradually worse, and whenever I asked

after her she was still an inmate of the asylum.



John Mills and His "Golden Hole."

By John Marshall, of Kalgoorlie (late Hon. Secretary of the West Australian
Gold-Diggers' Association >.

The following true and interesting account of the discovery of the "
Londonderry Golden Hole" was

told to the writer by the discoverer, John Mills, shortly after the sensational find was made public.
The narrative illustrates in a sensational manner the startling uncertainty of gold-mining luck.

^rf*
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HEKE WE HAVE A GENERAL VIEW OF THE LONDONDERRY OOLU MINE IN THE EARL'S

From a Photo, by II'. Roy Millar.

OWHERE does the wheel of

fortune revolve more quickly,
"
bringing chances and changes,"

ups and downs, than on the world's

great goldfields. And among the

many striking instances I have seen of the truth

of this fact, during my long residence on
American and Australian goldfields, none is

more remarkable than the story of the party
who found and sold the "

Londonderry," and
the subsequent decline of this once world-

renowned mining property.
In the early part of 1894 the mining industry

on the Coolgardie goldfields was very sick.

Since the dis-

covery of
"
Bay-

ley's Reward
Mine" no im-

portant find had
been made

;
and

it appeared as if

there was going
to be a severe

set back to the

whole gold field.

The people were

beginning to lose

faith in its future.

Land values, too,

were falling ;

there was a severe

drought prevail-

ing, and every-

thing looked
blue. But when

things were at
their worst the

startling news From™

was announced
that a wonder-

fully rich dis-

covery had been
made about
twelve miles
south of Cool-

gardie, which
roused feverish

enthusiasm, gave
new life to the

mining industry,
raised the price
of land values

in Coolgardie
by 100 per cent., and brought thousands over

from the other Colonies to try their luck on the

goldfields of Western Australia. The story of

the men who found the "
Londonderry

"
is one

of the most astonishing on record. They were a

party of six, who set out on a prospecting tour

from Coolgardie in the early months of '94.

They were not well provided with money to

purchase an outfit
; and, indeed, the buying of a

horse and dray and enough provisions to last

them for a few months almost completely ex-

hausted their store of wealth. For some time

they prospected south of Coolgardie, near

Widgiemooltha, but without success.

GROUP OF MEN ARE STANDING NEAR THE "'GOLDEN HOLE. THE CROSS INDICATES THE
IMPROVISED STRONG-ROOM WHERE THE GOLD WAS STORED. [Photo.
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A ..t!i tramping, and mis

n account of their

ig back to

. up the sponge
jes. The

the party had scattered,
• mi his own

'"

for the

making north towards ( !ool-

. a young Irishman

11 Mills, a native of Londonderry,
r from New South Wales,

. tired with his weary tramp and

iwn to have a smoke and

run; 5, wishing himself hack

r's station in sunny New
-. and out of the country of "sin,

The huge reef which he

i many places, without seeing a single
»

Id, lay at his feet. Sitting thinking, in

a h. iv. listless state, he almost unconsci

d his heel against the huge, mn»
tcrop at his foot, and carelessly look-

nly caught the glint of some
:i the rock. Lazily raising

toked to see what the bright speck
I found to his intense astonishment and

of stone full of gold.
veral pieces of the cap of the reef, he

his amazement that it zvas literally

ther with :^<>hi !

spirits, which but a moment before had
i down to zero, now rose to boiling pitch,

and he felt inclined to throw up his hat and
shout out " Eureka ! Eureka !

"
After having

_
• number of specimens he walked

amp, inwardly exulting, though

G TUCKI
,
FOR 1 HE

Iroma Photo. l>y II'. Roy Millar.

trying to maintain the appearance of dejection.
His mates were all gathered together, and were
l>v no means in a pleasant mood. Hard living
and hard luck were breaking their tempers, and
the conversation was tar from cheerful. Some
of them had wives and families in other Colonies
who were waiting and longing for good news
from their bread winners.

After supper was over Mills said, "I have

something to show you, mates. Wait a minute
till I go and get it.'' So saying he left the

cam]), and returned in a few minutes with his

hands full of stones. "What do you think of

them ?
"
he yelled, as he dumped the lot down

on the gunny sack which did duty as a table-

cloth. As his mates picked them up and
looked at them, they found that the pieces
of quartz were literally held together with

gold. And when they received Mills's assur-

ance that there appeared to be an unlimited

quantity of the same incredibly rich quart/,
the delight of the members of the party knew
no bounds.

They pressed Mills to lead them to the

treasure-spot that night, but he pointed out the

futility of such a proceeding, as he would be

unable to find his way back in the dark. There
was but little sleep in the camp that night ; and

long before daylight the old horse was hitched

up and the party were ready to start, moving
away with the first peep of day. After some

difficulty the exact spot was located, and on

reaching the place where Mills had obtained the

specimens the night before they found that half

the truth had not been told, for, as they broke
off pieces of quartz and with hammer, wedge,
and pick delved down, the quartz became

richer and richer.

After the first

wild excess of

joy at finding
such a treasure

had passed away
the party settled

down to hard

work, and for

weeks toiled like

galley
- slaves,

night and day.,

calcining the

stone in an open
furnace, and then

dollying it by
the rudest and

most primitive
methods— meth-

ods which en-

tailed the hardest

of hard work.
I N II- IL1 .
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At first the novelty of the work and the

extraordinary richness of the stone kept them

from wearying : but after a while, when the

novelty had worn off, the dollying of the stone

became a terrible task. John Mills himself

assured me that after a time the sight of gold

grew positively hateful to him, so monotonous

and hard was the toil associated with its extrac-

tion. How arduous their labours were may be

inferred from the fact that in a few weeks they

dollied out about 8,ooooz. of gold, valued at

^32,000— and that with the rudest appliances.

So far they had not applied for a lease of the

precious ground,
and their only
fear was that any

day a prospect-

ing party might

drop across them,
and probably peg
out the place they
were working.
On the other

hand, if they did

apply for a lease

of the ground,
some of the men
whose business it

was to watch ap-

plications when

they were posted

up outside the

Warden's Court

(as was required

by law), and to

find out where
fresh discoveries

were made, might
make inquiries
and find where

they were -which was the last thing they desired.

At last their fears of discovery prevailed, and

after a solemn council had been held it was

determined that Mills and Huxley should go
into Coolgardie and get Mr. W. H. Lindsay, a

mining agent there, to apply for a lease of

twenty-four acres. No hint whatever was to be

given of the richness of the property, and the

two selected for this duty were well tutored in

the tale of woe and distress which they were to

pitch to the mining agent, with all the artless

eloquence they could command.

Accordingly, Mills and Huxley marched into

Lindsay's office one forenoon and told him a

pitiful tale of the wants and privations they had

gone through, and how they had come on a

likely place, where the reef was narrow and the

stone might yield half an ounce to the ton—
probably a little more. The main reasons why

they were willing to stay and give the place a
trial were, firstly, that the horse they had was

nearly knocked out
;
the feed was fairly plentiful,

and water not far away. Also they were tired

of knocking about the country. They had
therefore agreed to take up a gold mining lease

of twenty-four acres, but being extremely poor
men, and having spent nearly every shilling they
had in prospecting, they hoped the agent would
make the fees as light as possible.

But there was a curious air of intense eager-
ness about the men— an evident overpowering
desire to take up the ground, and a tremendous

From a Photo, by OFF AT I AST TO THE NEW GOLD RUSH. \U~. Roy Millar.

anxiety that no informality should be made in

the application. There was also such a parade
of their poverty

—a matter about which the

genuine miner, be he never so poor, is extremely
reticent— that the agent thought there must be

something behind it all. So he mentally

resolved, whilst applying for the lease now

known as the
"
Londonderry

" - to make a

search and see whether this party of hard-up
miners could really be found— if for nothing

else than to congratulate them upon having

determined to battle further with fortune in spite

of their poverty.
A few days after this, Lindsay set out to find

the "Londonderry." He searched all day, but

was unable to locate the place, and that night

had to sleep out without blankets. As the night

was intensely cold, he cursed his curiosity for

leading him out on such an errand. Next
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j. however, he was lucky enough to

Almost the first thing he

open air furnace for calcining

en on too many mining
•low what that meant.

horn the whole members were

extremely sorry to see

help showing how vexed

In answ.r to his inquiries, they told

small leader which re-

n a little gold ;
and then they tried

him. ndsay was far too shrewd

isily bluffed ; and after he

ent. oi the truth out of

1 him to secrecy. Then, bit

• uth leaped out, and the agent
what a magnificent property they

. and that thei eight thousand ounces

in .'

but such an extraordinary find could not long
i In of the party, an old man,

tions. Ere the day closed, however, we were

fortunate enough to make the acquaintance of

John Mills himself, who was far and away the

be>t and most generous of the party. He
showed us some magnificent specimens, the like

of which had not been seen since the early days
when Bayley discovered the great Reward
Mine.

1 shall never forget the excitement which

thrilled the whole community, nor the feelings

of renewed hope which were experienced by all

when it was authoritatively stated that gold
valued at between ^30,000 and ,£40,000 had

been lodged in the bank for safe keeping. The

following day (Monday) some magnificent

specimens were exhibited at the bank which

fairly astonished the diggers.
The desire to purchase this phenomenally

rich property became an object of supreme

importance to the representatives of speculative
svndicates already on the field. There was a

A GOLD ESCORT READY FOR THE ROAD, WITH LARGE QUANTITIES OF GOLD FROM THE FAMOUS
From a Photo, by /J'. Roy Millar.

and rather infirm, took sick, and went into

Coolgardie, where, as a relief from the strain to

which his mind had been so long subjected, and
to give vent to his overpowering sense of joy,

_ A wildly drunk, flashed his gold about the

town, and made a clean breast of it all. When
the news was confirmed, the excitement in town
became perfectly franti< . and the whole popula-
tion rushed to great "Londonderry
Golden Hole/' A little later the country along

supposed line of reef was pegged out for

mil

The following day we went out and searched
round the

" Golden Hole" to find if possible
. but were unable to see the

"est trace of gold. It was hard, indeed, to

:alize that such a wonderful amount of gold had
obtained from the small hole shown to us,

with such an apparent lack of favourable indica-

good deal of competition to secure this rich

prize, but negotiations were successfully con-

ducted by Lord Fingall, who was resident on

the field, and ultimately purchased the property

for, I believe, ,£100,000. It was subsequently
floated in London and Paris for -£750,000.
When negotiations for the sale were finally

arranged, the " Golden Hole " was covered over

with a strong plate and then sealed. Thus it

lay for many months, unopened, the subject oi

many a wonderful story in the newspapers

throughout the world.

The re-opening of the " Golden Hole " took

place some considerable time after the company
formed to work it had been floated, and every-

thing arranged with much pomp and circum-

stance. It was thought possible that if the

golden treasure which had been so freely taken

out from a shallow depth continued to go down,
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it might even lead to the depreciation of gold

values !

The eyes of the whole world were on John
Mills's "Golden Hole," and mining men were

quite prepared to see gold sent away from

it by the ton. But after a few days' work

in the Londonderry— then considered to be

one of the greatest treasure stores in the

world— it was found, to the utter amazement

and dismay of all concerned, that the kernel

had been taken and only the worthless shell

left. People looked at each other in blank

astonishment when the news was made public.

It was darkly hinted by those in authority

at home that the "Golden Hole" had been

tapped and its treasures spirited away. Surely,

they said, it could not be possible that the won-

derfully rich mine, which had turned out so many
thousand ounces of gold from a small hole—
which had caused the mining world to ring with

its fame and to look forward with eager hope to

the payment of enormous dividends, could have
"
petered out !

"

Alas ! it was only too true. The " Golden
Wonder of the World " was a wonder no longer ;

its matchless riches had been exhausted, and

one of the biggest

mining com-

panies had been

floated on what

was little better

than a burst
bubble. When
the exact posi-
tion of affairs

became known,
and the full truth

realized, such a

storm of indig-

nation, vilifica-

tion, and abuse
was let loose

upon the heads
of the vendors,

promoters, min-

ing experts, and

everyone connected with the flotation as has

rarely been equalled.
The effect of this blow upon the entire district

was disastrous in the extreme. Hundreds of

claims that had been taken up and worked on

the strength of the great Londonderry find were

abandoned, and that after hundreds— in some
instances thousands—of pounds had been spent

upon them. Public confidence in the per-
manence of the goldfields was rudely checked, at

least for a time;
" Golden Holes " were looked

upon askance, and the mining industry severely

crippled. The failure of the Londonderry to

come up to the high expectations raised had
an immense effect upon the Coolgardie gold-
fields. It is safe to say that every ounce of

gold afterwards taken out of the Londonderry
district cost ^20. The original holders got out

of the Colony with their gains, enriched as they
had been "

beyond the dreams of avarice
"

ordinary avarice, that is.

Although a considerable time has elapsed and
the high hopes respecting the Londonderry
have not, to any considerable extent, been

realized, yet it is confidently predicted by those

who ought to know that there may yet be a big

WHEN THE BUBBLE HAD BU

/ rotn

KST— CROWDING BACK FROM THE GOLDEN HOLE.

a Photo, by II'. Roy Millar.

future before it as a dividend payer, and that

the disappointments which have been experi-

enced in the past may be, to some extent.

counterbalanced by the success to be achieved

in the future.

Vol. iv.—23.



Odds nnd finds.

,,t ihe phi produced in this section represent the very cream of all that

ip-shotter" and traveller in countries both near and far. Special
the wonderful full-page photograph of a "

snaky
"

country given on

beneath each will enable you to find the locality on the novel contents-

map at the back o\ the frontispiece.

V

HEIR i A I I IK BY RINDERPES'I I 1 1 IC CONVICTS HAD TO

;URDEN.

HE first photograph reproduce i this

month conveys a more vivid idea of
'

rrible ravages made by the

grue of rinderpest among the

ih African cattle than whole
mere description. The district of

Idutywa, in which the photograph was taken,
situated in the Transkeian Territories of

South Africa, and is thirty-six miles in length and
it twenty in breadth. Within the short

:' about six months the residents

jst over 25,000 head of cattle. In a

'. many instances the natives had to

ly their ploughs and revert to the

old method of hoeing their fields. The
photograph shows a gang of prison

pulling a cartload of stones to repair the

Having lost all their oxen the

.. '1 to use the prisoners
f burden."

Our next pi depict some
of the victims of a caste riot, but a

be witnessed often enough
ither at Benares—that abode

ities— or at Puri, in

the hope of seeing Jug-
_

;

. r : r j _ > together large
numbers of pilgrims. Some of these,
either from a wish to please the gods
or in fulfilment of private vows, make the

journey to the temple
— or more fre-

quently round it— in the recum-
b e n t posture
s h o w n in t h e

photo., rolling
over and over

on the unsympa-
thetic, not to say

nobbly, road.
Some of the
devotees will

actually roll ft r

miles in this man-
ner

;
while female

enthusiasts—
unable to imitate

their male - folk

exactly
—

journey

along by lying
down at full

length on the

ground, making a

mark where their forehead touched, and then rising

to lie down again with the toes touching the last

mark. They continue this deliberate and weari-

some process until the temple is reached. Readers

of a sporting turn of mind will no doubt engage
in lively speculation as to whether a man, with his

queer rollings, or a woman, with her "
self-mea-

surement
" mode of locomotion, would be most

likely to arriveat the temple first from a given point.

[Photo.

' SOME OF THE DEVOTEES Will. ACTUALLY ROLL FOR MILES IN

From a] this manner." [Photo.
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round and round the in-

closure, and sand is thrown

on his legs and body at

judicious intervals until

he yields to the tempta-
tion and is presently roll-

ing hilariously with his

fellows. It has been found

that this novel bath cleans

the horses beautifully, dry-

ing up the moisture and

imparting a glossy appear-
ance to their coats.

Curiously enough, how-

ever, only Arab steeds

3_
— HORSES OF THE 2IST LANCERS ENJOYING THEIR

CURIOUS SAND BATH IN EGYPT.

From a Photo.

The above photograph is extremely

interesting, showing as it does the

Arab horses of the 21st Lancers having
their sand bath. At Abbassayeh
Barracks, where the heroes of Omdur-
man are (or were) quartered, there is

a large space adjoining the stables

filled in with clean desert sand. This

is the
" bath

"
;
and after an arduous

field day, or drill, the horses are

unsaddled and allowed to roll as they

please in the soft, warm sand. They
enjoy themselves immensely whilst

doing this, and as a rule require no

inducement to lie down. Should a

horse prove indifferent to the pleasures
of this curious bath, however, he is led

5.
—ROMAN CATHOLIC RESIDENTS OF TETUAN (MOROCCO) FIRING UPON

From a) THE EFFIGIES OF JUDAS. [/'/into.

4.
— IN THE PYRENEES

From a]

THEY COLLECT THE DEAD
IN THIS QUEER SLEDGE.

)R MANURE
[P/ioto.

appear to take kindly to the sand

bath.

The accompanying photo, depicts not

a cage for wild animals, but a curious

kind of sledge bearing a large crate

for carrying dead leaves. This curious

vehicle was photographed in the

environs of Pau (Basses Pyrenees), and

is believed to be unique in that part oi

the South of France. The leaves are

used for manure, and the curious sledge

is usually drawn by cows or oxen.

The photograph shown above illus-

trates a somewhat remarkable scene

lately witnessed at Easter time in the

town of Tetuan, Morocco. Upon
suddenly turning a corner from whence

great noise proceeded, a large crowd of

men and boys was encountered—chiefly

Spaniards, but with a fair sprinkling of

Moors as well. Several men in a highly
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*V<>

excited state, accompanied by shouts and

groans from the spectators, were firing off

their muzzle -loading guns into two head-

less effigies of Judas Iscariot, which were

being dragged along on the ground by

boys, and were composed of straw clothed

with European dress. It transpired that this

is a common Easter custom of the Spanish
Roman Catholics in Tetuan. The effigies are

first hanged on a tree and then cut down at the

neck, and ignominiously dragged through the

principal streets of the town to be fired upon at

intervals, until nothing remains but a smoulder-

ing mass of rags and straw. The effigies are

then cast into some side

street and there left.

The photograph was taken

at the moment of firing,

and it will be observed

that the use of smokeless

powder is unknown in

Tetuan.

Readers of The Wide
World are accustomed
to extraordinary photo-

graphs, and the one re-

produced as a full-page
illustration well merits

that description. Run
your eye over it, and you
get a positive sense of

creepy movement ; you
also think that the photo-

grapher must have been
a very plucky fellow.
'"

( me million snakes to

the mile" sounds alarm-

ing enough in all con-

science, but that it is

not a fiction is shown

photo. It

towards the inhabitants. All sorts of esti-

mates have been made as to the number ol

reptiles in this district, the lowest being the

truly colossal figure above-mentioned. You
should show this photo, with its descriptive text

to your friends as a typical Wide World
illustration.

The curious mud-volcanoes of which one is

seen in the remarkable accompanying snap-shot
are situated at Minbu, in Upper Burma. They
are in constant eruption, throwing up from their

miniature craters masses of greasy-looking mud,
which when flowing down the sun-baked slopes,
as we see it in our photo., have very much the

-K

A WEIRD MUD VOLCANO IN UPPER Bl RMA.— VISITORS IGNITE Mil-: GASES WITH MAM Ml -

Frotn a Photo.

by this remarkable

shows a section of only a few
feet of land below Kalmath ball, in Oregon.
For over a mile along both banks of

the stream the snakes swarm in countless

wriggling hosts, just as you see them in the

illustration. Fortunately they are water-snakes,
and quite harmless. Indeed, so little do

they trouble the inhabitants of the town of

Kalmath that no attempt has ever been made
to exterminate them. More remarkable still,

although the place is literally alive with snake's,

they are positive benefactors to the inhabitants,
as we will show. Twenty miles south of

Kalmath deadly rattlesnakes are almost as

numerous as water-snakes at the Falls
;

but

curiously enough, so great is the enmity exist-

ing 1 iet ween the two species that the water-

snakes kill off the "rattlers" in great numbers,
thus acting the part of positive protectors

appearance of lava. A curious gurgling sound
is audible as the liquid mud reaches the top of

the crater, where it bursts in a big brown

bubble. A pretty effect can be seen at night by

throwing a lighted match into the crater just as

the bubble heaves upwards. The gas inside

takes fire and burns brilliantly until the rush of

vapour has subsided. The mud, by the way,
is nothing but a mixture of shale, clay, and

water; while the gas which provides the ejecting

force consists of carburetted hydrogen and

probably the vapour of petroleum.
The two next photos, are an amusing instance

of the readiness and intelligence with which the

British tourist abroad uses his hand-camera.

The gentleman who sends them in writes as

follows: "While spending a few weeks in a

small French village last spring, I was much
amused one Sunday afternoon in watching
the efforts of two gendarmes to remove
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troll v drawn by boys, with four gendarmes
.is an escort."

It is an extraordinary kind of savage oracle

or newspaper which is depicted in the next

photo. Here we see a number of shells and
stones placed on the ground in a clearing.
The locality is the remote wilds of New
Guinea. To this place come every morning
such natives as want to read the omens. It

a bird flies on to one of the stones, or if a

lizard emerges from one of the shells, it is

supposed to portend certain things. Each
stone represents a house in the village. If

a stone is found to be disturbed in some

way. a calamity to the house it represents is

supposed to be inevitable. If a man is

taken ill in the village, his relatives go and

consult the oracle. Perhaps a small lizard

will fix the blame on some perfectly inno-

cent person by creeping out of his shell, and

then the sick man's relatives repair without

i MPORARILY,
VPE. [Phi

-

a drunken peasant to the lockup. Failing

in this, they put him temporarily in a

kind of stable or hen-house, while they went

k reinforcements. Meanwhile the

ner broke some bars above the double

doors with his sabot, reaching the ground
safely with the assistance of some sympa-
thetic bystanders, as is admirably shown in

the first snapshot. His triumph, however,
was short-lived, for he was speedily recap-
tured : and. in the second photo., we see his

minious removal to the lock-up on a

From a]

rURED. HOWEVER, AND RUN OFF ON A TROLLY GUARDED
BY GENDARMES. [Photo.

IO.—THIS IS HOW THE NEW GUINEA FOLK CON-
SULT THE ORACLE AND READ THE " NEWSPAPER."

]'> om a Photo.

delay to the house of the suspected

person, and ask him why he has

made So-and-so ill ! The person so

accosted d$es not deny it, for two

reasons. Firstly, his interviewers

would not believe him, and secondly,
he is only too proud to be credited

with such powers. He is then beg-

ged to throw his magic, or witch,

stone into the sea. In the photo-

graph three savages are seen con-

sulting the oracle. But not only do

they come here in matters of life and

death and war, but they will even

come to read the omens in regard to

the weather and items of local in-

terest. So that, in point of fact,

this may be said to lie a Papuan

newspaper.
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11.- pari 01 rm sun rbs of si ity sliding down 1

Fiow a] r 7%\K. PER DAY.)

One's first impression on looking at the next

photo, is that it must have been taken from a

balloon or else that something was wrong with

the artist's camera. Nothing of the sort, how-

ever. It only illustrates the effect of a land-

slide (not of the political variety) in the United

States. It is, in fact, a portion of the suburbs

of Seattle, Wash..
" on its way from Rainier

Heights to Lake Washington.'
1 These are but

a few out of fifty or sixty structures, all of which

are similarly "on the move," their average rate

of travel being about 2 '-in. per day. A
section, nearly as large as the City of London,
of this very
"
progressive

"

suburb has been
"
moving to the

front"' of the
lake shore for

nearly three years

past. A large
saw-mill on the

shore of the lake

is being steadily

pushed out and

submerged in its

waters
; while

s e ve r a 1 v e r y
handsome resi-

dences and a

large church are

on the verge of

destruction on

above
; portions of their

gardens and such odd
trifles as coach-houses and
other out-buildings have

already broken away and
become part of the chaotic

jumble below. The pro-
cess is so gradual, how-

ever, that no one seems

seriously to trouble until it

becomes no longer possible
to hold the furniture in

position. While most of

the buildings have become
utter wrecks and collapsed,
there are several which
have moved considerable

distances without their

occupants abandoning
them, and these are still

occupied. Needless to say,
some very novel legal

™ —^moMmi questions have arisen and
O LAKE WASHING I' IN •

.,

[Photo.
are occupying the courts

in connection with
this extraordinary occurrence.

You may not be aware that there is a happy
island off the coast of County Donegal, Ireland,

called Tory Island. It is three miles long and
has a population of something under four

hundred. We say "happy island" advisedly,
because the inhabitants pay no rent. In 1878
tluv had a dispute with the agent of the property,
and refused to pay their rents. Possibly the

poor agent realized the utter impossibility of

collecting the money without the aid of a

gunboat : at any rate, the islanders were left

unmolested, and now we are informed that by

the heights •AY no RENT. \Alex Ayton, Londonderry.
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.
I CIAN WEDDING ARE OFFERED FOOD FROM THIS

POT THEV KNOW n is A HINT TO DEI-ART. [P/w/o.

natural process of time they have become the

I,
or at least the prescriptive, owners of the

Landlordism in the wilder parts of

Ireland evidently has its drawbacks. The photo.
i a very good idea of West Street, Tory
id— the Strand, as it were, of this free and

independent island, whose inhabitants know
little and care less about the doings of the great
world without.

The old Norwegian custom of bruragrauten,
the bride's mush,'"' is very curious. It is

rved at Hardanger, and is nothing more or

s than the last course served at the wedding
banquet. It is made of either rice or wheat flour,

in a big kettle and then carried to the

it-house to be served. Directly the "mush "

has been eaten

the know
it is time t

part. It is, in fact,

a concrete hint.

Our ph iws

the kettle being
carried in state- to

the house,
followed by the

ks, who are

armed with capa-
ius dishes and

us.

Our next pi

s taken in the

missionary com-

pound at Hi

kan, a city of about

20,000 inhabitants, lying
some forty miles north of

Hankow, the capital of Cen-
tral China. Exclusive of the

missionaries, no other for-

eigners are to be found there.

The school seen here is an
"

I Hish," or free school— a

very meritorious institution

in the eyes of the Chinese,
who have a proverb to the

effect that
" children un-

taught, like gems unwrought,
are of no use." They have

also a refreshing fondness

for the fascinating word
"
gratis." This being a boys'

school, there should be no

girls in it
;

but sometimes

an exception is made, and a

group of girls may be seen

on the left-hand side of the

picture. The children are

from six to twelve years of

age, and say their lessons aloud in unison, making
a perfect Bedlam for the time being. The work is

largely repetition in these early years, there being

very little attempt made to develop the reasoning

powers. The teacher has a rather hard time of

it, as witness the wrinkles in his forehead. The

photo, provides an amusing study in expressions.

14.
—

. HOOL IN CENTRAL CHINA. THE PUPILS MAKE
From a Photo.

A GREAT NOISE LEARNING THEIR LESSONS.
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"THE GAOLEKS THREW INTO THE CELL HANDFULS OF BLAZING STRAW AND
GRASS, AT THE SAME TIME LAYING ABOUT THEM WITH THEIR HUGE WHIPS."

(see pace 238.)
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In the Khalifa's Clutches; or, My Twelve Years' Captivity in

Chains in Omdurman.*

By Charles Neufeld.

VII.

IT was a long rigmarole of a message
S
a'New

g he sent, and it wound up by saying
wife. tnat as j na(j Deen \\\ for two months,

he must send a wife to attend to me,
and had selected for the purpose a daughter
of Abd el Latif Terran. This was making
matters worse than ever, for this girl, although

brought up in the Soudan, and speaking only

Arabic, was a French subject, being the

grand-daughter of Dr. Terran, an old employe
of the Government. She was only nominally

Mohammedan, and lived in the "
Christian

quarter." When marriages took place in this

quarter the Mohammedan form of marriage
was gone through, and then Father Ohrwalder

performed the Christian religious ceremony
surreptitiously later in the day. I spoke
to him about the Khalifa's intention, and as

he knew I was already married, he advised

me to try and get out of the proposed
marriage by some means or another, as it

would be considered binding. After casting
about for excuses which I thought might

appeal to the Khalifa, I asked Hamad'na
Allah to inform him that I thanked him for

his selection of a wife, but as she was of

European descent, had been brought up in

a rich family where the ladies are waited

upon and never do any work, she would be
no use to me, as I required someone to nurse

me and do the cooking and housework, and go
to the bazaar to buy food—all of which this

lady had had servants to do for her.

I therefore begged to be allowed

Neufeid to select a wife of the country.

^elcus°ed.e The latter part of my message evi-

dently pleased the Khalifa. It

appeared to him an earnest that I was
"
content," but again he undertook the selec-

tion of the woman. When Abdullahi told

a woman she was to be the wife of anyone
she no more dared refuse to consent than the

man she was allotted to dared refuse to

receive her. Fearing that the Khalifa might
send me someone from his own harem, I

asked Nahoum and other friends to find me
a wife in a great hurry. My object was to

her into the place before Abdullahi sent

his unwelcome "
present," who, on arrival, I

might send back on the plea that I was already
married and could not support two wives.

Nahoum promptly found me a wife, and sent

me the following history of her.

Uram es Shole (the mother of Shole—Shole

being the name she had given her first child)

was an Abyssinian brought up from childhood

REQUIRED SOMEONE TO NURSE ME AND DO THE COOKING AND
HOUSEWORK "—L'MM ES SHOLE WAS FOUND FOR THE PURPOSE.

From a Photo.

Vol. 29. Copyright, 1899, by the International News Company, in the United States of America.
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Greek family settled in Khartoum. On
ling womanhood she was married to one

if the family. On the fall of

:ni her husband, with seven male

relatives, was butchered in the house in which
• had taken refuge. I'mm es Shole herself,

with her three children, was taken as
"
property

"

to the Beit el Mai. where she was handed over

mcubine to the Emir of the Gawaamah
tril ;

Refusing this man's embraces, he in
T
w,fe

e
*
w

revenge tortured her children to death,
History. Up0n which I"mm es Shole escaped

ulurman, and through Abd el

ler, the uncle of the Mahdi, had her case

Mohammad Ahmed, who, after

tails, gave her a written docu-
ment declaring that, as she had been married to

and borne children to a free man, she was a

woman, and to make certain that she might
never be claimed as a slave, the document also

that everyone in the "
Christian quarter

"
should

married. Umm es Shole married an old

and decrepit Jew, whom she nursed until he
died two years later. Returning to a woman
relative of her husband's, she supported the old

woman and herself by cooking, preparing food
for feasts, sewing, and general housework.

This, then, was the wife my friends had
selected for me, and I accepted her thank-

fully
— but there was a hitch.

When she was approached on the

Decifti
a
e
d
sf subject, she positively declined to be

married again, and it was only upon
her being told that I was ill, and might die, that

she consented to the marriage. You see, the

lady was not flattering. I had to appoint a
" wakeel

"
(proxy, in this instance) to represent

me at the marriage and the festivities
;
Nahoum

prepared the feast at his house, the bride pre-

paring the food and attending to the guests.
At the conclusion of a few days' ceremonies and

SHE SET TO AT ONCE WITH HER HOUSEHOLD DUTIES AND ATTENDANCE UPON ME."

was ateekh (freed) by thelared that she
Mahdi himself.

When the Khalifa Abdullahi succeeded the
Mahdi he ordered every woman without a

husband, and every girl of a marriageable age,
to be married at once. He was most particular

feastings, Umm es Shole was escorted to Khar-
toum —a married woman, and introduced for

the first time to her husband. She set to at

once with her household duties and attendance

upon me, and during a long and weary five

months nursed me back to life.
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As can well be believed, Hasseena resented

no less bitterly my projected marriage with

Umm es Shole, or anyone else, than she re-

sented her own divorce. And this, in truth,

she resented very bitterly indeed, for, passing
as the wife of a European and a presumed
" General

"
to boot, gave her a certain social

status in Omdurman, which she took advantage
of when visiting in the various ways pointed
out.

Hasseena argued that I was bound to keep
her for at least two years, so that if the Khalifa

sent on his
"
present," I should have two house-

holds to support on ten dollars a month. When
making my plans for escape Hasseena was

always included. She was to have got away on
the same dromedary as myself. When my guides

returned, I now reflected ruefully, they would
find me with two wives, and having made

arrangements for one only, they might demur at

taking the two. Indeed, the probabilities were

they would abandon the thing altogether, fearing
that one or other of the women might betray
them, which would mean instant execution for

them and imprisonment for me. And if I con-

tinued to keep Hasseena, she might steal from
some stranger, as the houses of my friends were
now closed to her, and then I should be sent

hack to the Saier. Then, again, if I sent her

away, she, knowing my guides and all my
arrangements, would be the first to meet them
on arrival in Omdurman, and would insist upon
coming away with me under threats of disclos-

ing the plot.

It was a most awkward fix for me to

Awk"wlrd be placed in, but after considering the
Fix# whole matter most carefully, I decided

upon sending Hasseena off, and trust-

ing to luck for the rest. I had hoped she might
get married to someone in Omdurman, and
then I should not have been afraid of her. But
she returned in February, 1892, some months
after my marriage with Umm es Shole.

Hasseena, doubtless, had for me the Soudan

equivalent for what we understand as affection.

She had saved my life when we were first

captured ;
she had nursed me, as only a woman

can, through my first attack of typhus fever, and
had kept me from starvation during the famine.

And while I could not forget all this, I could
not forget also that she had become a source of

great danger to me
;
and although my treatment

of her in sending her away when I did might to

some appear harsh in the face of what she had
done for me, it must not be forgotten that self-

preservation is no less a law of Nature in the

Soudan than it is elsewhere. I supported
Hasseena for nearly two years, when her second
child died. She then left Khartoum, where I

was still a chained prisoner at large, and went

utterly to the bad.

I heard of her from time to time, and,
Known

S
of on my release in September last, hear-

Hasseena.
ing she was at Berber, I delayed there
until I had provided for her elsewhere—

only to receive a telegram a few weeks later

saying that, hankering for the life she had led

for a few years back, she had run off to return

to it.

When Father Ohrwalder escaped, bringing
with him the two sisters and a negress, Man-
karious immediately set about finding some
reliable messenger willing to undertake the

journey to Omdurman with a view of ascertain-

ing if my escape were at all possible. He
argued that if Father Orhwalder could escape
with three women as an encumbrance to his

flight, there was nothing
—

provided I was at

liberty
— to prevent my escaping also. But

those who knew the Soudan—and it was only
such he might employ—argued that if the

remainder of the captives were not already
killed, they would be found chained in the

prison awaiting their execution.

Months slipped away before Man-

sa"o™r. karious could find anyone to under-

take the journey, and then an old but

wiry desert Arab, El Haj Ahmad Abou
Hawanein, came to terms with him. Hawanein
was given two camels, some money, and a

quantity of goods to sell and barter on his way
up.
Some time in June or July, 1894, Abou Kees,

a man employed in the Mission gardens, came
to me while I was working at the mounds of

Khartoum, and whispered that a man who had
news for me was hiding in the gardens, and that

I was to try and effect a meeting with him.

The man was Hawanein. Always suspicious
of traps laid for me by the Khalifa, I asked

the man what he wanted. He replied that

he had come from friends to help me. He
had brought no letters, but, by questioning him,

my suspicions disappeared, and I was soon deep
in the discussion of plans for my escape. The
camels he had brought with him, he said, were

not up to the work of a rapid flight, and he

suggested he should return to Assouan, procure
two good trotting camels, and also the couple
of revolvers I asked for, as it was more than

likely I should have to use them in getting clear

of Khartoum.
Soon after Hawanein's departure the guide

Abdallah, who brought away Rossignoli, put
in his appearance. Ahmed Wad el Feki,

employed in Marquet's old garden, one day
asked that I might be allowed to call and

see a sick man at his house. On reaching
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introduced me to a young man,

illah, who, after a few words, asked me
i him the following day, when he would

letter.

1 met my
"
patient

"

again, when he

iBta££uaf
handed me a bit of paper, on which

" p**Un**" faint marks were discernible; th<

lie said, would come out clear on

the paper ; and, cauterization being
the favourite

remedies in the Sou-

me live char-

procured
without exciting any

suspicion. The words

which appeared
ved that the man
no spy, hut had

really come from the

ptian War Offi<

we had

time to drop into a

ission of plans
men employed

in the place came
near, and we had to

adjourn until the fol-

lowing day, when I

again to meet my
"patient." On this

asion we were left

undisturbed, and fully

ussed and settled

upon our plans. To
escape along the

tern hank of the

Nile was not to be

thought of; this would
necessitate our pass-

ing Omdurman, and
to pass that town
unobserved was very

improbable. Abdul-

lah, having left his

camels and rifle at

was to return there for them, and then
>ack up the eastern bank of the Nile,

long which we were to travel when I escaped.
During his absence I was to send

p*yl vis'i ts. L' ' nm es Shole on weekly visits to her

friends at Halfeyeh ;
as she was to

pe with us, this arrangement was made for

a twofold purpose. First, her visits would not
ite suspicion at the critical moment, as the

pie both at Halfeyeh and Khartoum would
become accustomed to them

;
she was also

to bring me the promised revolver concealed in

her clothes, and then return to Halfeyeh for

another visit. She and Abdallah would keep a

' THE MARKS, HE SAID, WOULD COME OCT CLEAR ON HEATING
THE PAPER."

watch on the hanks of the Blue Nile for me
and assist me in landing. My escape would

have to be effected in my chains, and these, of

course, would prevent my using my legs in

swimming. I was to trust for support to the

pieces of light wood on the banks, which

children and men utilized for holding them up
when disporting themselves in the Nile, and also

to the current and whatever help I might get
with my hands for

landing on the oppo-
site shore. Abdallah

went off, but never

came back. I kept
to our agreement for

months, for the plan
formed with Abdallah
was similar to that

arranged with Hawa-
nein

;
and besides

this, Abdallah, in the

event of his not being
able to find revolvers

at Berber, was to

continue his journey
to the first military

post, there obtain

them, and exchange
his camels for fast-

trotting ones, as those

he had left at Berber

were of a poor race.

In order to prove to

any officer he met
that he was really

employed to effect my
escape, I gave him

two letters couched
in such words that,

should they fall into

the hands of the

Khalifa or any of the

Emirs, their contents

would be a sort of

puzzle to them.

Each day during those months I

Lo0
News!

Dr looked forward eagerly to a sign from

any one of the people intrusted with

my escape.
For various reasons I considered it advisable

to interview Abdallah after my release, and did

so, but to make certain of his explanations, I

also arranged that others should question him

on the subject of Rossignoli's flight and his

reasons for not keeping his engagement with

me. This is what he says.
( >n leaving Cairo he was given a sort of

double mission. He was promised three

hundred pounds if he brought me away safely,
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A Tragi-
comic

and a hundred pounds if he brought away any
of the other captives. Seeing the difficulties to

be encountered in effecting my escape, and

appreciating the risks unless we had revolvers

and swift camels, he decided upon
"
working

out the other plan," as he expresses it—viz., the

escape of Rossignoli, as
" he was at liberty and

could go anywhere he pleased," while I was

shackled and constantly under the eyes of my
guards. Instead of returning for the camels,
Abdallah arranged for Rossignoli to escape on
a donkey as far as Berber.

When some distance from Omdurman,
Rossignoli got off his donkey, squatted

spectacle. on t j-,e ground, and refused to budge,

saying he was tired. When Abdallah

tried to persuade him to continue the journey,

Rossignoli refused
;

he said Abdallah
was only leading
him to his death,
and demanded to

be taken back to

Omdurman. For a

few moments Ab-
dallah admits he
was startled and

frightened. To go
back to Omdurman
was madness and
suicide for him

; to

leave Rossignoli
squatting in the
desert made Cairo

almost as dangerous
for him as Omdur-
man, for who would
believe his tale

there ? He felt sure

he would be accused
of having deserted

the man, and there

was also the chance
of Rossignoli being
discovered by any
pursuers, when a hue
and cry would be
set up for Abdallah.
One cannot help but

admire Abdallah's

solving of the diffi-

culty. There was a

tree growing close by ;
he selected from it a

good thick branch, and with this flogged

Rossignoli either into his right senses or

into obedience of orders. Then placing
him on the camel behind him, he made his

way to Berber. Here Rossignoli, instead of

keeping in hiding, wandered into the town, was

recognised by some people, and, when spoken
to, told them that Abdallah was leading him to

Egypt, whereas he himself preferred to return

to Omdurman. Fortunately native cupidity
saved Abdallah; he "backsheeshed" the people
into a few hours of silence. With great difficulty
he got his charge clear of the town, and with

still greater difficulty hammered and bullied

him into Egypt and safety. This is Abdallah's

own tale.

He assures me, and I believe him,

fo^Nlifeid. ^at it was his intention, as soon as

he had handed over Rossignoli safe,

to have asked for the revolvers and started back
to try and effect my escape

— though risky he
knew it to be ; but, Rossignoli having betrayed
his name in Berber, he knew well that the

Khalifa would have
men waiting for him
from Omdurman to

the frontier, and he
showed the same
sound sense in flog-

ging Rossignoli that

he showed in set-

tling down with his

well-earned hundred

pounds rather than

attempting to make
it into four hundred

by passing the
frontier.

Rossignoli's ab-

sence was not
noticed for a little

time, and that fortu-

nately enough, for a

donkey leaves much
better tracks to

follow than a camel.

The Khalifa was not

particularly angry
about the affair,

although he im-

prisoned for a day
Mr. Cocorombo, the

husband of Sister

Gngolini, the former

superioress of Father

Ohrwalder's Mis-

sion ;
and also Ros-

signoli's lay com-

panion, Beppo. The latter, after Slatin's escape,

became my fellow-prisoner in the Saier.

One would be inclined to believe that

either myself or some dramatist had pur-

posely invented the series of accidents which

cropped up to frustrate my various plans for

escape.

SELECTED A GOOD THICK BRANCH, AND WITH IT FLOGGED
ROSSIGNOLI INTO HIS RIGHT SENSES."
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Excitement U„~
,-1

overSlatins IIL a u

On February 28th. 1895, without a

Thinde'r- w warning. I was SO heavily
boU loaded with chains that 1 was unable

to move, and placed under a double

rd in the hous S ! [amadan, the

rnor o( Khartoum. At firsl I

d that either Abdallah or Hawanein had

I and imprisoned, and had finally

that our plots had been divulged
fore it was with no little

that 1 heard the questions put to me
_ the escape o( Slatin. 1 denied all

i any arrangement
d with it. I pointed out that 1 had not

oken to, or heard of Slatin directly for

tolers and guards could

I w; - from no sense of justice to me, but

that he had not neglected his duty in

ping a strict watch upon me, that Hamadan
k my part in the inquiry. I might have been

again released had not Hawanein put in his

appearance a lew days after the escape of Slatin

Slatin's absence from his usual

had not been reported to the Khalifa until

three days after his escape : he was supposed to

be ill.

' >n the third day, Hajji Zobheir, the

of the
Escape. Khalifa's body-

guard, sent to

his house to inquire
about him. Not being
satisfied with the reply
he received, he informed
the Khalifa, who ordered
an immediate search. A
letter from Slatin to the

Khalifa was found stick-

ing in the muzzle of a

rifle, and was taken to

Abdullahi. After the

usual string of compli-
ments and blessings, the

r continues :
—

ten years I have sat

at your gate ; your goodness
and grace to me have been

great, but all men have a love

family and country. I

have gone to see both'; but
in g< : g I -ill hold to the
true religion. I shall never

ay your bread and salt—
even should I die. I was
wrong to leave without your
permission. Everyone, my-

included, acknowledges
your great power and in-

fluence. Forgive me
; your

are mine. I shall
r betray you, whether I

reach my destination or die F™Jf
V" A ' IBEAH,W ™H

upon the road. Forgive me ; I am your kinsman and of

your religion ; extend to me your clemency.*

Abdullahi, on first realizing that Slatin

KhaMf
h
a
e
and nad actually escaped, and had had

siatm. aDout tnree ,jayS
'

start f any pursuers
he might send after him, was furious.

Losing his temper completely, he anathematized
him in the presence of the assembled emirs,
kadis, and bodyguard. He reminded them that
Slatin had been received with honours when
first tendering his submission, as he had openly
professed the Mohammedan faith and been
circumcised while he was still the " Turk "

Governor-General of Darfur. He reminded
them also how he had been allowed to bring
into the camp his household, bodyguard, and
servants, and had been attached to the Mahdi's

personal suite, of which he, Abdullahi, was chief.

Also how, with Zoghal, his former subordinate,
he had been intrusted with the subjugation
of Said Guma, who had refused to surrender El
Fasher when ordered to do so. How he had
treated Slatin as his son and his confidant,
never taking any step without his advice and

guidance. But, suddenly pulling himself up,

seeing the mistake he had made in showing how-

much he had been dependent on the fugitive, the

Khalifa broke off short

to say what he would do
to Slatin if he ever laid

hands on him, and

promised a similar pun-
ishment to anyone else

who returned him in-

gratitude for his favours.

Reading out aloud
Slatin's letter to him, he

calmed down on reach-

ing the protestations of

loyalty, and ordered the

letter to be read in the

mosque and the different

quarters of Omdurman.
After the publicD

i,

s
f

p
?n

,

e
ng

reading of the

pripertyl letter, the Kha-
lifa sent for the

officials of the Beit el

*This letter was found on the

fall of Omdurman, and came into

the hands of people who, probahly
on the grounds of its content>

differing from those given by Slatin

after his escape, published it in

such a manner as to lead people to

believe that the protestations t

loyalty it contained were sincere.

In my opinion the letter should be

looked upon as a clever composi-
tion to humbug Abdullahi. so that,

in the event of Slatin being re-

taken, the protestations of loyalty
would .Tl least save him from the

hands of the Khalifa's mutilator or

executioner.

A FAL'ZI

DAYS.
.Ol IKED LIKE IN THE

[Photo.
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Mai and ordered them to take possession of

Slatin's house, wives, servants, slaves, land, and

cattle ;
at the same time giving them strict in-

structions, in the presence of all, that the house-

hold were to be treated gently, as being the

property of a true Muslim. Slatin's Darfurian

wife, Hassanieh, whom he had married when

Governor - General

of Darfur, was
claimed from the

Beit el Mai by
Dood (Sultan)
Benga as of a

Royal family, and
was by him mar-

ried to another of

the Darfurian Royal

family. Desta, his

Abyssinian wife,

was reduced to the

position of a com-
mon slave.

It was while the

Khalifa was await-

ing the return of

the scouts sent out

to recapture Slatin

that Hawanein put
in his appearance
at Omdurman. He
was at once seized,

accused of assisting
in the escape of

Slatin, and also of

having returned to

effect mine. Plead-

ing ignorance of

myself and Slatin,

he was not be-

lieved, but was first

sent into the Saier,
and then, refusing
to confess, taken
out and publicly

flogged ;
even this,

however, did not

Khalifa, not being

(URITE WAS BEING SHACKLEI
INTO A SENSE OF MANHOOD.'

extort a confession. The
satisfied, ordered yet another

flogging, but the Ihsharas interceded for Hawa-
nein, and succeeded in obtaining his release. As

my would-be deliverer passed through the portals
of the Saier I passed in—March 26th, 1895.
Hawanein lost no time in returning to Assouan,
where the relation of his experiences

— with his

torn back and unhealed wounds to bear him
out—put an end finally to all attempts in that

quarter to assist me in any way whatever.

It might be as well that I should not

saieVonce attempt to describe my mental con-
More.

ditjon on finding myself once more in

the ghastly Saier prison. I have a faint idea
of what my state must have been. Despair
cannot describe it—insanity at blasted hopes
might. Yes, I must have been insane ; but
I was mentally sound— if such a contradic-

tion of terms be permissible. I remember that

for days I shuffled about, refusing to look at or

speak to anyone.

Perhaps what
brought me round
was that, in my
perambulations, I

came near the Saier

anvil and heard a

man crying. It

was Ibrahim Pasha

Fauzi, Gordon's
old favourite, who
was being shackled.

My expostulations
on his acting as a

child, and bullying
him into a sense

of manhood, again

prevented that

slender thread
between reason
and insanity from

snapping. It must
in some way have

calmed and com-
forted me to be

brought to the

knowledge that

others were suffer-

ing as much as I

was, and like a

child requiring care

and attention itself,

giving all its affec-

tion and sympathy
to a limbless doll,

so must I have

given my sympathy
to Fauzi, and in

so doing took a step back from the abyss of

insanity which I was certainly walking over the

edge of.

When Said Abd el Wohatt was transferred

from the Khartoum to the Alti saltpetre works,

his father-in-law, Ali Khaater, the storekeeper of

the Omdurman arsenal, considered he was no

longer obliged to risk his neck by mixing the

Khartoum product with the Fellati's, or sub-

stituting for it the good saltpetre in stock. A

consignment of mine was consequently sent

direct to- the powder factory, and was used in

making what Abd es Semmieh and Hosny, the

directors, believed would be a good and powerful
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The result, while being eminently

myself, was just the reverse for

Me for making the stuff.

V | being certain where the fault

"«*
. they mixed this powder

i a quantity o( really good powder
. the Fellati's product, but only
in spoiling the whole bulk. When

my nsignment was sent in they carried

me experiments, and, discovering where

fault lay, sent me an intimation that if our

not turn out saltpetre equal in quality

rmerly supplied by us, I should be

irted to the Khalifa. Nahoum Abbajee,

ring o\ the affair, came to me in a state of

tement, and pointed out the danger I was

'

N.

IN GREAT EXCITEMENT, AND POINTED OUT THE DANGER
I WAS RUNNING INTO."

running into
;
and as he was then trying to

think out an invention for coining money, he

suggested that he should apply to the Khalifa
for my services in assisting him. This request
Abdullahi was only too glad at the time to

accede to
; saltpetre was coming in in large

quantities, and he was in great trouble about
his monetary system.

Khalifa, he was entitled to one-fifth of

all loot, property, taxes, and goods coming in

to the Beit el Mai; and as all property of

whatever description was considered to belong

primarily to this administration, it followed

that Abdullahi was entitled to one-fifth of

the property in the Soudan. But as he him-

self had not much use for hides, skins, gum,

ivory, and such like, he took his proportion
in coin—after putting his own valuation upon
his share.

As the money the Khalifa took from

omdurmkn.tlie Beit el Mai was hoarded and never

came into circulation again, a kind of

specie famine presently set in. Attempts had

been made in the early days of Abdullahi's rule

to produce a dollar with a fair modicum of

silver in its composition ;
but Nur

el Garfawi, Adlan's successor at

the Beit el Mai, came to the con-

clusion evidently that a coin was

but a mere token, and that, there-

fore, it was immaterial what it was

made of, provided it carried some

impression upon it. The quantity
of silver in his dollars grew less

and less, and even then was only

represented by a light plating,

which wore off in a few weeks'

time. When people grumbled, he

unblushingly issued copper dollars,

pure and simple. All dollars were

issued from the Beit el Mai as

being of value equivalent to the

silver dollar, and when the baser

sort were refused, the Khalifa

decreed that all future offenders

should be punished by the confis-

cation of their property and the

loss of a hand and foot. The

merchants, though, were equal to

the occasion. When an intending

purchaser inquired about the price

of an article, the vendor asked him

in what coinage he intended to

pay ;
and the merchant then knew

what price to ask.

As the silver dollars

gradually disappeared,
the few remaining ones

went up enormously in

value, until in the end they were valued at fifty

to sixty of the Beit el Mai coins—so that an

article which could be bought for one silver

dollar could not be purchased under fifty to

sixty copper dollars. And, although a rate of

i xchange was forbidden, the Beit el Mai took

advantage of the state of affairs by buying in the

copper dollars, melting them up, recasting them,

and then striking from a different die. These

Silver
Dollars

Disappear.
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coins would be again issued at the value of a silver

dollar, and the remaining copper dollars in the

town put out of circulation by the Beit el Mai

refusing to receive them. To make matters

worse, the die-cutters cut dies for themselves

and their friends ;
and it was well worth the

while of the false (?) coiners to make a dollar of

better metal than the Beit el Mai did, for these

were accepted at a premium. The false coinage
business flourished, until Elias el Kurdi, one of

the best of the die cutters, was permanently

incapacitated by losing his right hand and left

foot ;
and this punishment—for a time at least

—acted as a deterrent to others, leaving the

Beit el Mai the entire monopoly of coinage.

Sovereigns might at any time be
D
Tr
a
ade.

of
bought for a dollar, for their possessors
were glad to get rid of them. Being

found in possession of a gold coin denoted

wealth, and many people attempting to change
a gold piece returned home to find their hut in

the hands of the Beit el Mai officials, who would
be searching for the remainder of the presumed
"gold hoard," and, failing to find one, they
would confiscate the goods and chattels of the

indiscreet person. The trade with the Egyptian
frontier, Suakin and Abyssinia, was carried on

through the medium of barter and the Mustrian

(Maria Theresa) trade dollar.

It was while the peculiar currency question
was at its height that Abbajee came forward

with his scheme for a coining press ; and, in

under Roversi, in the department for the re-

pression of the slave trade. Although ten years
had elapsed since the fall of Khartoum, the

arsenal must have been in as perfect working
order as when Gordon made it into a model
Woolwich workshop. Power was obtained from
a traction-engine, which drove lathes, a rolling-

mill, drills, etc.
;

while punches, iron scissors,

and smaller machinery were worked by hand.

In the shops proper were three engines

w™k'lhops. and boilers complete, ready to be

fitted into Nile steamers
;
and dupli-

cates and triplicates of all parts of the machinery
then in use were also ready in case of accidents.

Smelting, casting, moulding, and modelling were
all carried on in the place. The store-room

was filled with every imaginable tool and article

required for the smithy, carpenters' shops, and
the boats. All the metal of the Soudan had
been collected here. There were parts of cotton

presses and sugar mills
;
bars of steel and iron :

ingots of brass and copper ; iron, copper, and
brass plates ;

and the heavier class of tools and

implements. I was assured by Osta Abdallah,
a rivetter in the shops in Gordon's time, that

there was enough material in the place to build

three more boats and keep the whole fleet

going for many years. He did not exaggerate,
either. All other administrations were supplied

by the Khartoum arsenal with whatever they

required in the way of tools, furniture, iron

and other metal work, cartridge presses, and

IX THE CENTRE OF THE ABOVE PHOTO.
From a]

YOU WILL SEE KHALF.EL HASSANEIN, WHO HAD CHARGE OF THE .

ARSENAL AT KHARTOUM. [Photo.

order that I might assist him, I was transferred

to the Khartoum arsenal. I was obliged to

give up my quarters in the Mission buildings,
and live with the bodyguard of thirty Baggaras
in the house of Hamadan, the Mahdist < '.overnor

of Khartoum. The arsenal was presided over

by Khaleel Hassanein, at one time a clerk

steel blocks for coinage ;
and very efficiently

indeed was the work turned out.

The little time I spent in the arsenal

Ho
iwade

ey was
>
°f course, fully occupied with the

Money men were

steel

Coinage question. Two

kept constantly engaged casting square

blocks for the Omdurman mint. These
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shed and cut in Omdurman,
lerally in use at the

»sibly two hundred men wen
in the melting of the copper and

t into moulds the size and thickness ol

rhe discs were next passed on to

ve them the impression. This

iy placing the disc on the lower

and then hammering the upper block

n ::. The impressions produced were in the

r : the coins spread and split,

onstantly splitting and

breaking. After we
had studied the pro-
(
:ss, and Abbajee

had explained his

ideas of a press, I

suggested we should

commence opera-
tions with the punch-

We

Neufeld
on the

Khalifa's
Treasure.

IL WE HAD SUCCEEDED IN SMASHING DIES AND SPOILINI

SHEETS OF COPPER."

rimented until we had succeeded in smash-

ing dies and spoiling sheets of copper
—and in

the end smashing the machine itself; when

Abbajee. as chief of the operations, was roundly

Being of an excitable temperament, he
wanted me to take part of the blame, but I only

laughed at him. Then it was that I learned he

had just reason to be angry ;
he had gone surety

for me with the Khalifa, and as I was
expecting

Hawanein and Abdallah every day, I kept the

quarrel going until Abbajee left the work in dis-

gust. You see, I wished him to be out of the

way when I escaped. His return to Omdurman,
leaving me in complete charge of the invention,

put an end to his surety for me. I might have
saved myself this trouble, and the temporary
misunderstanding with my old friend, for, before

I had time to settle upon an idea for a coining

press, Slatin effected his sensational escape, and
I was taken back to the Saier.

I have been frequently asked what
estimate should be put upon the

Khalifa's buried treasure. Really, it is

next to impossible to say; one thing

only is certain : All good gold and silver jewel-

lery and coins have altogether disappeared

during the last fifteen years
—

though, of

course, thousands of individuals may have their

hoards here and there. Some idea

of what the Khalifa's treasure may
amount to might be gleaned from

an examination of the Beit el Mai

books, for these were well kept. The
real question is : Where is Abdul-

lahi's wealth ? But this is a matter

which people need not trouble them-

selves about. It was generally
believed in Omdurman that those

who actually buried the money were

soon afterwards buried themselves—
" Dead men tell no tales." I doubt

myself if the Khalifa's hoards will

ever be found — officially. The
fortunate discoverers are hardly likely

to exhibit any particular anxiety to

ask their friends or the Government
to share in their good fortune. Per-

haps a small amount may be found,

but it will be a very small one. The
few millions the Khalifa has buried

in various places will, no doubt, be

discovered some day, and we shall

hear about it— but a long time after

the fact.

It was some days after my return

to the Saier before I learned that I

had been imprisoned against the

wish of the Khalifa and Yacoub;
but Hamadan and Khaleel Has-

sanein, fearing that I might escape, declined to be

responsible lor me any longer, arguing that

Slatin's escape had been effected through Govern-

ment agents, and that mine would certainly follow.

Therefore, in deference to the wishes of Hassa-

nein more than those of Hamadan, the Khalifa

ordered my return to the Saier. But it is very
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probable that he sent Idris es Saier instructions

how to treat me ; so that, taking it all in all, my
lite was not rendered so unendurable as it had

been on my first entry into the prison.

Added to Abdullahi's kindly interest (?)

"interest.'^
m me

>
Idris himself had become a sort

of reformed character
;

he had tasted

the sweets of imprisonment himself, and also the

lash he had been so generous with. He had

even experienced what it was to be robbed on

the Nebbi Khiddr account
;
the tables had, in

fact, been completely turned on him, and he had

learned a lesson. When Adlan was executed

and his house searched for incriminating papers
without result, Idris es Saier was accused by the

Khalifa of having assisted Adlan in disposing of

the documents he was in search of. Idris was

then imprisoned in his own house and flogged
into the bargain. He was in dis-

favour for some time, and this gave
the released Baggara prisoners an

opportunity of getting even with

him. They explained the cruel Nebbi
Khiddr extortion to Abdullahi, who
ordered Idris to repay all the moneys
he had collected on this account. He
was deprived of all he had, but

right up to the end any former Bag-

gara prisoner in want of a dollar

knew where to find one. He would,
in fact, present himself to Idris, and
ask for a further contribution towards

a settlement of his claim.

These importunities actually

Gloie"Bl|s.drove Idris into begging
from the prisoners. As Idris

never knew when the next call would
be made upon him, he found it

politic to be as kind and considerate

to the prisoners as possible, and he
relaxed discipline to the utmost. This
state of affairs, added to the presumed
instructions of the Khalifa regarding

myself, must have accounted for Idris

assembling the gaolers, and telling
them in my presence that I was only
brought into the Saier to prevent any
Government people carrying me off

to Egypt ;
also that if any one of them

begged money from me or ill-treated me in any
way, he would be imprisoned, flogged, and

deprived of his post. Umm es Shole and her

child were to be allowed to come into the

prison at any hour they chose—but, and this

spoiled all, I was never to be allowed to sleep
out in the open, and must pass my nights in the

Umm Hagar. I have already described a night
in this ghastly

" Black Hole "
;
but it may not

be out of place to try and give a slight descrip-

Fauzl
Breaks
Down.

tion of the first night Ibrahim Pasha Fauzi
one of Gordon's favourite officers—spent in that

inferno, especially as he wishes me to do so.

When taken to the anvil, as I have

already remarked, Fauzi broke down
completely, and was carried off in a

swoon to the Umm Hagar, where he
was placed sitting with his back in the angle of

the wall farthest from the door, and there left,

as I was, to
" come round." When the first

batch of prisoners was driven in at sunset there

was room for all to lie down on the foul and
saturated ground. But when the second batch

was driven in about an hour and half

later, those lying down had to sit up with

the new-comers ; and poor Fauzi's out-

stretched legs gave a dry and comfortable seat

to four big Soudanese. I was driven in with the

IDRIS ASSEMBLED THE GAOLERS, TELLING THEM THAT I WAS ONLY IN THE
SAIEK TO PREVENT GOVERNMENT PEOPLE FROM CARRYING ME ml.'

third batch after the night prayers, and then

all in the Umm Hagar had to stand up or be

trampled upon. Now Fauzi, still suffering from

the effects of the shell wound he received in

one of the sorties from Khartoum, with four

people sitting or standing on him, and being

heavily chained as well, was unable to rise to

his feet. I. could hear him from my place near

the door feebly expostulating with the people
who were standing upon him. I thought that
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rampled to death, and in

I
. ommenced to fight my

11. striking friend ami foe indis-

harder as I received

urn.

A m in pro-!

E*^**nl-. the few yards 1 had to travel, as

Main in the darkness who

they had received, and all struck

My friends told

that 1 was a "shaitan
"

(devil)—
id they showered other dubious

pon me. But I reached Fauzi.

g the uproar, had opened

binary, they commenced
• the heads of all they could reach

3 and whips. While the uproar

height, ami the prisoners swaying
side to side, I recognised the voices

>ne or two near Fauzi who were under

to me for occasional little kind-

in the way of food : and enlisting

rvices on most extravagant promises,
tackled the people standing on Fauzi's

. pushed them away, and then made a

of barricade round him with our bodies.

In clearing the space we must have struck each

r as often as we struck others whom we
wished to get out of the way, and Fauzi, the

unfortunate, half asphyxiated, could not tell

whether an attempt was being made to murder
or rescue him. When we did at last get him

we had to use a bit of old rag as a sort of

punkah in order to bring him round ;
then he

babbled. About midnight the doors of the cell

were thrown open again, and about twenty men,
each wearing a shayba, thrust into the place.

Practically there was no room for them, but

had to be driven in by some means.

i make space for them the gaolers

a*ft
U
t

a
pot!" r'-'^>rt. d to a favourite device—throw-

ing into the cell handfuls of blazing
straw and grass, at the same lime laying about
the bare heads and shoulders of the prisoners
with their huge whips. The scene must tie

imagined. Fauzi, seeing the fire falling on the

heads of the prisoners, believed that he had

really been sent to hell
;
he even communed

with himself in a dazed sort of way as to

er he was in hell or not. He appeared
:dl to memory all that he had ever read

of the place of torment, and tried to compare
the picture his brain had formed of it from the

descriptions with what he was now actually

experiencing, and he came to the conclusion

that he could not be in hell, as hell could not be

so bad. At this stage I was able to get him to

take notice of me, and we discussed hell and
orments until sunrise. But nothing could

even now shake Fauzi's opinion that hell could
bad as such a night in the Umm Hag

and the worst lie can wish his deadliest enemy
is to pass such a night. To Youssef Mansour
he wishes an eternity of them. This Mansour
was formerly an officer in the Egyptian Army,
who had surrendered with the garrison at El

Obeid.
He afterwards became the favourite of

a
T
pens1on. the Mahdi, the commander of his

artillery, and commanded it at the great
and final Battle of Onidurman. It was on the

representations of Mansour that the Christian

captives were circumcised, and Fauzi placed in

the Saier—as he (Fauzi) was known to be loyal
to the Government, and Mansour was afraid

that if the Government troops advanced Fauzi

would seize an opportunity of joining them.

And, as I write, I hear that Mansour is coming
to Cairo to claim his back pay and pension
from the Egyptian Government !

Among others who spent that memorable

night in the Saier were Ahmed and Bakheit

Egail ;
Sadik Osman

;
Abou el Besherand others

from Berber, who were arrested for assisting in

the escape of Slatin. They were later trans-

ported to the convict station at Gebel Ragaf on

the evidence of the guide Zecki, who conducted

Slatin from Omdurman to Berber. Zecki had

been arrested with them on suspicion of com-

plicity in the escape, and had confessed that he

had been engaged by Egail and others to bring

away from Omdurman a man with "
cat's eyes

"

—but did not know who the man was.

Close to the common cell was a kind of off-

shoot of it—a smaller chamber named " Bint

Umm Hagar"(the daughter of Umm Hagar),
which took the place of the condemned cell in

Europe. On my return to prison I learned

that my old enemy, Kadi Ahmed, had been

confined there for a year; the ostensible reason

for his imprisonment was that he had been in

league with the false coiners, and had made

large amounts of money. But the real reason

was that the Khalifa was angry with him on

account of the death of Zecki Tummal, who
had conducted the Abyssinian campaign when

King John was killed.

Kadi Ahmed had been induced by

ju^tiJl! Vacoub to sentence Zecki to imprison-
ment and starvation

;
so when Ahmed's

turn came, the Khalifa said,
" Let him receive

the same punishment as Zecki." He was placed
in the Bint Umm Hagar, and after about ten

months the doorway was built nf and there

Ahmed was left, with his ablution bottle of

water only, for forty-three days according to

one tale, and fifty days according to another.

When, for days, no sounds had been heard from
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his living tomb, he was presumed to be dead;

but on the doorway being opened up, to the

astonishment—not to say superstitious fear—of

all, he was still alive, but unconscious. And the

once big, fat Kadi had wasted to a skeleton.

"IMF. ON'CK BIG, FAT KADI HAD WASTED TO A SKI (lIR
WAI-LED UP ALIVE BY ORDER OF THE KHALIFA.)

Abdullahi must have received a fright too, for

he ordered Ahmed to be tenderly nursed and

given small doses of nourishing food every

twenty-four hours, until the stomach was able to

retain food given oftener. In spite of all care

and attention, however, the Kadi died on or

about May 3rd, 1895. He was regretted by no
one but the Khalifa, in whose hands he had
been a willing tool, dispensing justice (?) as his

master dictated it—only to die the lingering
death in the end to which he had condemned
so many at his imperious master's nod.

Kadi Ahmed's place in the " Bint
" was soon

taken by his successor—-Kadi Hussein Wad
Zarah. His offence was that of refusing to

sentence people unjustly when ordered to do so

by the Khalifa and Yacoub.
When first walled up in his tomb, he

W
AiiYe.

up was given through a small aperture left

for the purpose a little food and water

every four or five days, but towards the end of

July, 1895, the doorway was built up entirely,
and Zarah, not being the big stout man that

Ahmed was, starved, or rather parched, to death
in about twenty-two or twenty-three days. It is

hot in the Soudan in July.

During the first weeks of my imprisonment,
Umm es Shole had little difficulty in begging a

small quantity of grain, and borrowing an

HAD

occasional dollar to keep us in food
;
but soon

people became afraid of assisting us any further,
and we were bordering upon semi-starvation,

when, in the month of September, an Abyssinian
woman came into the prison to see me under

pretence of requiring medical treat-

ment. She handed me a small packet,
which she said contained letters from

my friends. They had been given to

her by a man outside, who had said that

he also had money for me, and wished
to know whom he should pay it to.

Three days elapsed before I

o? Letters, found an opportunity of open-

ing the packet unobserved,
and, as with all letters received and
written then, I had to wait until I

found myself alone in the pestilential

atmosphere of an annexe to the place
of ablution. The packet contained a

letter from my sister, posted in 1891 ;

another from Father Ohrwalder, and a

note from Major Wingate. They were
all to the same import

—to keep up
hope, as attempts were to be made to

assist me. Nearly two months must
have slipped away before I succeeded
in getting my replies written. I sent

these to the guide, Onoor Issa, who

promised he would return for me in a

few months' time. Father Ohrwalder has handed
me the letter I sent to him. The following is

in brief its contents :
—

I have received your letter inclosing that of my sister

written four years ago, and the note from Wingate.
Before everything else, let me thank you for the

endeavours you are making to assist me. Your letter

was delayed in reaching me owing to the imprisonment
of the guide, followed by the watch kept upon us after

Slatin's escape, and my transfer to the Saier, from which
I hope to be released soon. There is great need of coins

here ; up to the present, no one has been able to produce
a silver-resembling dollar.

If I could produce such a coin it would lead
a Letter tl) my release from prison, and lend proba-
Neufeid. bility to my chances of escape. Could you

send me instructions for the simple mixing of

any soft metals to produce a silvery appearance, and send

me some ingredients ? I should like also an instrument

to imitate the milling of coins
;

the dies can be cut here.

I should be glad of any tools or instruments which you
think cannot be had here. If I am not released by the

time these arrive, 1 feel sure that I shall be released

through their agency. Please send the inclosed notes to

their respective destinations, and when the answers arrive,

send them on with the things I ask for. Can you give
me any news as to how my business is progressing at

Assouan, and the transactions of my manager ? Our
common friends here are in a sad way. Slatin will have

told you all about the forced circumcisions ;
and now all

the Christians have been ordered to marry three or four

wives, and are engaged with marriage ceremonies.

Beppo and I are in prison together in chains ;
other

prisoners are Ibrahim P'auzi, and Ibrahim Hamza, of

Berber, who was arrested after Slatin's escape ;
Ahmed
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en trans-

tions. Your
:h him J

which have been

I 1 inclose lii> receipt for them.

; I incl Wingate. I

but I under-

ret.

not let the newspaper

o'ThV 5 you know, if they
Prr***" le my head. Perhaps, if

get them I mething
i help in. : "We hear that, after the

\ scape : he

Mahdieh with the saltpetre;

Vbdallah, who is now
1.1 is in the . and

in death close at hand : the

believe I lation of Slatin."

In the same letter I ask for details of any
sums which may have been sent up to me, and

r a quantity

s, ami

no fewer

than 2,500 aphro-
disiac pills, which

Idri- S ier had

f( >r. These
would have given

me, as they had

given many others.

rtain free

throughout the Sou-

dan. They were re-

quired strong— as I

wrote to Father Ohr-

wa 1 d er— s t r o ng
enough to have

•_ on Idris him-

self.

oor Issa went
oft" with my replies,

undertaking to re-

turn in a few months,
after having made

arrang ents be-

:i Berber and
Cairo for my escape.

During his absence
I was to scheme for

any excuse to get
out of prison : escape from there was impossible.
Onoor—or the translators of his accounts—are

mistaken in saying he actually met me in prison.
. all negotiations were carried on

through the Abyssinian woman he employed to

come into the prison for
" medical attendance,"

and Umm es Shole. Sometimes days and days

elapsed between the visits, in all covering

maybe two months.

There were times or mental tension in

rTmeTfn the Saier of Omdurman. To me ill luck
the saier.

an(j g00(j \uck appeared to be ever

IS A I'ORTRAIT '>!•' ONOOR ISSA, THE GUIDE WHO KEPT GOING BACK-
kDS AND FORWARDS, TRYING TO I R. NEUFELD's RELEASE.

striving for ascendency during my long cap-
tivitv. Good lurk gained in the end—the

same good link which had accompanied -the

Sirdar throughout his daring campaign to con-

quer, not only Abdullah, but the Soudan, and

which, God grant, may ever accompany him in

future campaigns ; but the cup-and-ball-catch-
and-miss strain was to me terrible. My one

prayer was that the end—any end—might come.

Liberty, of course, I always hoped for; but

I often discovered myself speculating as to

whether it was true or not that those suddenly

decapitated by a single blow experienced some
seconds of really intellectual consciousness. I

used to wonder to myself whether, when

my head was rolled into the dust by the

Khalifa's executioner, there would be time

to give one last look

of defiance
;
and yet,

when one comes to

think of it, there was

nothing very strange
in such contempla-
tion. What soldier

or sailor has not

often in his quiet
moments tried to

picture his own
death — defiant to

the last as he goes
down before a more

powerful enemy?
And, after

Re™**.' all, thous-

ands and
thousands of men
and women in civi-

lized countries are

enduring a worse

captivity and im-

prisonment than

ever I or any one

else did in the Sou-

dan
;

but they are

unfortunate in this

—that no one has

thrown a halo of

romance over their sufferings. My lot was a

hard —a very hard—one, I must admit
;
but the

lot of some other captives was such that

thousands in Europe would have actually

coveted, and gained by the exchange.
ion after the departure of my messenger,

Onoor Issa, I was saved any further trouble in

the way of scheming for excuses to get out of

the Saier. Awwad el Mardi, the successor of

Nur el Gerafawi as the Amin Beit el Mai on the

appointment of the latter as director of the

Khalifa's ordnance stores, had been approached
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by Nahoum Abbajee and others on the subject

of the extraction of gold and silver from certain

stones which had been discovered in the neigh-

bourhood. Awvvad sent Nahoum to see me
about the erection of a crushing-mill or furnaces.

My interview with Nahoum was a

intlrv
r
i™w. stormy one

;
it commenced by his up-

braiding me for the pranks I had

played in smashing the arsenal punching-
machine when we were associated in the

establishment of a mint. The more I laughed
the angrier Nahoum became

;
he is deaf, and like

many deaf people, invariably speaks in ar

undertone, which is as distressing to the

hearer as is the necessity of bawling back his

replies. It is next to impossible to hold a

conversation with a deaf person without the

natural result of raising the voice exhibiting
itself in the features. The annoyance is there

plain enough, and when the face flushes with

the unwonted exertion, your deaf friend thinks

you are getting angry, and follows suit. This is

precisely what Abbajee did. He showed me
his specimens, and
I bawled into his

ear, "Mica — not

gold. Not silver

—mica"; and he

yelled back," Cold
— silver— gold !

"

The noisy discus-

sion, accompanied
as it was with
frantic gesticula-
tions, attracted
other prisoners
round us, and Na-
houm went off in

high dudgeon.
When he had gone
a few of my friends

asked why I did
not offer to assist

him, and even if

the thing was a

failure, the y

thought I was
clever enough to

find something else to do. Said they,
" Promise

anything, provided it gets you out of the

Saier."

Now,
Reasons ,v l-.,7.1,
for Delay. " lllCIl

why
should occupy months

there were excellent reasons,
I might not confide to them.

any work I undertook to do

and, if necessary, years
in completion. To offer to assist Nahoum in

extracting gold and silver from such stones meant
that two or three weeks at the outside would
evidence our failure, and then it would be the

Saier again for me. Whether any work I under-

took to do for the Khalifa was to end in success

or failure was immaterial to me
;
but what was

very material was that the result—whatever it

was to be—should not be attained for months,
as by the time my guides returned the conditions

surrounding my escape might have so changed
as to necessitate an entire change in plans and

programme. They might even entail the guides'
return to Cairo or the frontier, and this journey

occupied months. However, the advice to

accept Nahoum's proposals, and trust to luck

to discovering
some other excuse

for remaining
out of the Saier

when failure could

no longer be con-

cealed, appealed to

me
; and, in reply

to my offer ol

assistance, a mes-

senger came from

the Khalifa order-

ing the Saier to

hand me over to

the director of the

Beit el Mai. Other

instructions were

that the bars and

heavy chains were

to be taken off my
feet and legs, and
I was to be secured

by a single pair of

anklets connected

with a light chain.

"HE SHOWED ME HIS SPECIMEN'S, AND I BAWLED INTO HIS EAR,
' MICA— NOT GOLD.'

"

{To be con tinned.)

Vol. iv.—30.



L Underground Fires at Broken Hill.

\\\ Ras i>i S. Macntsskn.

sident in the famous "Silver Town" of New South Wales sends a thrilling account of the vast
subterranean fires that have blazed fiercely for years in the fabulously rich Proprietary Mine,

of remarkably impressive photographs, showing how these weird conflagrations were
fought by means of water, steam, sand, and carbonic acid gas.

IRES that have laid in ashes

immense areas of valuable property ;

hies that have destroyed villages and

towns, and even large portions of

cities, are so common nowadays
that they are dismissed with mere daily Press

mention. A fire that hums for years is, however,
still a novelty. In Australia two such fires blaze

in the one mine, and that the greatest silver-lead

I V,E THROUGH MILES UPON MILES OF THESE TIMBER WORKINGS.
From a Photo.

mine of the world. Mine fires, unfortunately, are

not rare—not much rarer than fires in busy
centres of population ;

but the great majority of

them are extinguished in the course of a few days
or, at most, weeks. Usually a sea of water is

pumped down on the fired area, and the con-

flagration swamped out
;
then the water is re-

pumped to the surface, and after a few days'

muddy, uncomfortable work, the men are

to resume their ordinary labours. But

the occurrence of an underground fire that

cannot be conquered is fortunately uncommon.
Any fire that occurs below the surface of the

earth, where thousands of men imperil their

lives in their daily work, is an event that calls

for sympathy—sympathy for the poor miners,
and sympathy for the unlucky company owning
the property. For the mine is then thrown out

of work and men cast into the ranks of the

unemployed. The company is

saddled with a dead asset;
and under ordinary circum-

stances affluence on the part
of both masters and men is

apt to give way to dire poverty.
Too often, also, a fire of such

a serious nature is attended

by loss of life.

Two gigantic fires of the

extraordinary character indi-

cated here occurred in the

world-famous Broken Hill Pro-

prietary Silver and Lead Mine,
at Broken Hill, in New South

Wales. Broken Hill is a

strange town, that has risen

within the last fifteen years in

the centre of the Australian

desert, in the midst of

red sand and barren ridges,

on what was once part of

a large sheep station.

Fifteen years ago there was

no Broken Hill, only a

paddock of Mount Gipps

Station, where scrub and salt bush vainly strove

to flourish, and wallabies, emus, and wild turkeys

wandered unmolested. To-day the town has a

population of 28,000 souls. It is connected by

railway with Adelaide ;
is supplied with most of

the adjuncts of civilization—though some of

them are costly luxuries
;
and by reason of the

magnitude of its exports and imports it is

second in importance in New South Wales only

to Sydney, the capital city.
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Yet within three-quarters of a mile of the

centre of this astonishing town there still burns

a fire that broke out on July 21st, 1895. About

a quarter of a mile from it—maybe less—there

burns another, which first caused alarm on

September 12th, 1897. The Broken Hill

Proprietary Mine proper consists of three

blocks held under mineral lease, each about

forty acres in extent. From May, 1885, until

May, 1898, these blocks produced 352,780
tons of lead

; 93,648,83702. of silver, and

35,288oz. of gold. And they distributed to the

shareholders in dividends ,£6,616,000, and in

bonuses and "
pup

"
shares ,£2,408,000. These

are figures to juggle with. The blocks com-

prising the mine are numbered 11, 12, and 13.

The first fire in the mine broke out in Block

11 somewhere between the 100ft. and 300ft.

levels. Only a few days previously a deplorable
disaster in the South mine, in which nine men
lost their lives, had plunged the town into

mourning. Between seven and eight o'clock on

the evening of July 21st, 1895, the alarm of fire

was given. The alarm signalled was for "along
the line of lode." What such an outbreak

meant few of the citizens knew from actual ex-

perience. Miners and others hurried to the

mine, to see nothing but a thin smoke whirling

upwards from the Drew, McGregor, and

DENSE, STUPEFYING MIST, WHICH RAPIDLY AFFECTED THEIR SENSES

From a Plwto.

Weatherly shafts, and also from one of the

open cuts. The manager of the mine and his

officers sped below, to find the drives filled

with a druse, stupefying mist, which rapidly
affected their senses and caused a hasty retreat.

An endeavour was made to locate the seat of

the fire, but the thing was impossible. Men
attempted to enter the fumes, onl\ to stumble
back choking and gasping. Quickly the fumes
and smoke thickened. The fire brigade arrived,
and adopted the usual methods of fighting a

fire. Hose was sent below and water pumped
in the direction of the flames—or where the

flames were supposed to be. Then they could
not be seen. Very soon it was realized that the

enemy was no ordinary one, and would require
a particular form of attack. What was the

form ? No one knew for certain. Had any-
one been able definitely to locate the trouble a

decided scheme might have been adopted. But
no one was. Theory was all very well, but the

result of experience was what was wanted, and
that was lacking. Meanwhile the fire spread.

Stopes, cross-cuts, drives—all became ablaze.

The huge timbers of the mine (Oregon pine

chiefly
— a very resinous wood) smouldered and

fired and generated poisonous gases. "Pyrolig-
neous gases" these have since been called, their

chief property being best represented by the

chemical formula C02 . You all know what that

means—"after-damp.'' It became more and
more dangerous to go into the smoke, and men
had to confine their operations chiefly to the

edges, where the fumes were weakest. Towards

midnight, the signal was given by whistle for
'• rescue men "

;
and for

the first time the ordinary
citizen understood that

something serious was

amiss. The response to the

call was generous, and with

increased assistance more
work was accomplished.
The flames had been

seen at the bottom of

Harry's Open Cut, and

huge volumes of smoke
ascended. From the

shafts, too, the smoke
increased. More hose was

laid, more water poured
below, down shaft and

open cut alike. Under
the orders of the manage-
ment all energies were

then directed towards im-

prisoning the fire, to pre-

vent its extending ;
and

throughout that fateful

night large bodies of sweating men laboured

bravely erecting barricades, fighting to stay

their livelihood being entirely swallowed

up What was done that night will ever

live in the memories of many. Lives were

endangered every moment ; hardy miners were
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FIGHTING THE UNDERGROUND FLAMES IN" HARRYS OPEN CUT.

From a Photo.

utterly prostrated. Sheer fatigue knocked over

nearly as many as the gases. Yet all worked on,
with what result no one knew, for the smoke

• denser and denser. It crept through the

ices of the harricades, rushed along the

unprotected drives, and thickened in the cut,

until the workers, casting about for a simile,

thought of themselves as

working in the bowels of

a live volcano. All this

time the heat was intense,

and was ever increasing.
In the morning a more

. t plan of campaign
was adopt..]. It was

proved impossible to get
at the seat of the fire

in the underground work-

ings. Therefore, the only

thing to do was to tackle

it from above. The blaze

was directly underneath
the bottom of what was
known as Harry's Open
Cut, one of a series of

huge quarries
—this one

was then 75ft. deep
—

where the ore was dug
out in the manner of quarrying ordinary

building stone. Many lengths of fire-hose

laid into the cut, and tons of water
thrown in, in the hope that this would percolate

through the earth on to the blazing timbers.

Thus an endeavour was made to flood part of
the mine. Work elsewhere on the property was

stopped, to allow a full supply of men to be

kept on the great task.

N et the fire gained. And
it was not for a couple of

days that the magnitude
of the outbreak was

thoroughly understood.
The news of the fire

was telegraphed all over

Australia, and soon from
Melbourne and Adelaide
rushed special trains con-

veying the directors of the

company and the best fire

experts of the great cities.

The latter arrived, and

saw, and advised— and
admitted themselves
beaten. To check a con-

flagration that threatened

to destroy a whole city

would have been child's

play compared with what
confronted them. Huge

charges of "fracteur" were exploded at the

bottom of the cut, with the idea of dislodging
masses of the earth into the burning area,

so as to smother the fire. But the blasts

only made huge gaps in the ground, from which

additional sickening fumes arose. More water

was poured below, through these openings.

From a] AM. THAI ON THE Sl'KEACE. yriwto

Tons of sand were also washed down. Steam
and carbonic acid gas were tried, but, like a

dragon of fable, the fire area ate and drank all

that was given it—and still burned. For full a

fortnight operations for extinguishing the fire

were carried on night and day ; then fears began
to be entertained for the safety of other parts of

the mine. Would the mine stand the strain
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! V Till; FIRE HAD OBTAINED A STRONG FOOTING EKE IT WAS DISCOVERED.

Front a Photo.

lined a strong footing ere it was discovered,

How it started will always remain a mystery
The mine had been emptied of men at

midnight, and no one but the watch-

men should have gone below after that.

However, the fire arose in some
worked -out stopes ;

and probably
.Messrs. Carroll and Bolitho thought
that from there least of all was danger
to be expected.
Two of the first men to descend to

burning region were General

Manager Stewart and Mine Manager
Horwood. One descended Dickenson's
and the other Darling's shaft. Both
had to return to the surface very
quickly, however, for the gases bred by
the blazing timbers were overpowering.
Within an hour the iooft, 200ft., and
300ft. levels were all thickly crowded
with sn But the lessons taught
over two years before were stern ones

;

and no matter how great the danger,
prompt action had to be taken. No
dilly-dallying was permissible. The
danger was acute none denied that

;

therefore, the management called for

volunteers to go below, and no one
but a volunteer was allowed to risk his

life. No on-.- was ordered to descend,
yet the result was splendid unanimity
in everything that was done ; and the

firemen, both those of the town and
thos-- of the mine, were promptly on
hand. The officers were allotted

various tasks in the sections, and the
/.,.„','„'

where they
did not ask the

aim of all was, first to con-
line the fire, and then to

extinguish it. The first

only proved possible.

Again was an open cut

(Baxter and Saddler's

this time) of immense
value in tackling the

troubled area. The heart

of the fire was directly
under the cut, and
several worked-out shafts

were available for dis-

tributing the water.
Water and sand and steam
were brought into play.
All surface machinery
was stopped, so that

every available drop of

water could be utilized.

General Manager Stewart

and his officers led the

attack below ground, and
themselves could not go they

men to venture.

JENERAL MANAGER STEWART AND Ills OFFICERS II I' THE A i

a
\ BELOW GROUND." [P/wlO.
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The writer has seen bravery in various shapes

on the battlefield, in a railway smash, in a

shipwreck
—and yet he asserts that heroism

greater than that shown by the workers at

Block 12 fire could not be. Death from

burning, or suffocation, or falling ore stared

every man who went below in the face.

There was no wind above ground, so the

smoke and fumes hung about the workings

heavy and foul. Into these gases the men had

to penetrate, carrying with them lengths of

piping or hose, or bags of sand and mullock.

Part of the fire could at times be seen. An
attack would be made on the point for a

moment, and then the holder of the hose would

have to run far back for a mouthful of com-

paratively fresh air. More time was spent in

inhaling air than in actual work. To remain in

some spots more than a minute was to court

death. But bit by bit the work proceeded.
Hundreds of thousands of gallons of water were

thrown on and around the conflagration from

every side. The untouched portions were made
safe. But at a cost—a frightful cost !

Three men lost their lives in the fire, from

suffocation. "Nearly ioo others were for a time

lingering on the borderland 'tween life and death
—some for half an hour, others for several hours.

As they laboured, men dropped down like logs,

stupefied and senseless, and had to be dragged
out of danger by their gasping comrades. Some
recovered in a minute or two on reaching a

clear drive. Many had to be helped to the

surface, where four doctors were on continual

duty for two whole days and nights. A tem-

porary hospital was erected of canvas and
Hessian to contain about eighteen patients.

This soon proved much too small, however,
and its size was doubled. Saddening and

IS THE TEMPORARY HOSPITAL FOR EIGHTEEN PATIENTS WHIG

From a] THE SURFACE. FOUR DOCTORS WERE CONSTANTLY ON

heartrending it was to see strong, brawny
miners brought to the surface in the arms
of comrades and chums. Some looked

already like dead men
; others, just what they

were—men in a bad faint or fit. Others
arrived from below literally

" drunk "
with the

fumes, and in their delirium eager to fight all

and sundry ;
or babbling hysterically of green

meadows and running brooks. Managers,
bosses, miners, all were alike affected. A
number had, after a prolonged stay in the

hospital, to be sent home disabled. But many,
in half an hour's time, were ready and anxious

to go below again. Those who had mates

underground would not remain idle while they
were in danger. Time and again the same
men were overpowered by the terrible "C02

"

and hospitalled, until the medical men earned

much abuse by absolutely forbidding any
" fumed " man to return to anything but

surface work. Yet a few did venture below,
in the face of this prohibition. All griev-

ances against the company were forgotten.
" We must save the mine," was the motto of

each
;

and well they acted up to it. All

were fighting for their daily bread, but that

alone did not inspire them. Rescues, deserving
of the V.C. or Albert Medal, were accomplished,
but the heroes' only reward will be in historical

recollection and in the small gratuity presented

by the company—and quickly "melted." So

effective was the work accomplished that within

three days the fire was virtually hemmed in and

under control
;
then the blocking-up was more

leisurely and thoroughly carried out.

For a couple of months afterwards the fumes

in the mine were so powerful that the men were

at times dazed and overcome. For over a week

a doctor was always on the mine and was

seldom idle. Nearly twelve months

afterwards a party of men clearing

out an old shaft near the fire area

had a narrow escape from death,

and were rescued only at great risk.

Block 12 fire— like Block n—
still burns away merrily in a limited

section, fed by its own fumes, the

gases in the ore, and the charcoaled

timber. When it will be a thing of

the past is beyond human ken.

Sad to say, both these tremendous

and apparently perpetual subter-

ranean fires are originally believed

to have been the work of incen-

diaries. There are man)' indications

in that direction, but although sus-

picion, especially in the later case,

rested on certain men, evidence of

guilt could never be produced.
H WAS ERECTED A I

DUTY. \Photo.



Cyclist v. Tiger For Dear Life.

]\\ DR. /. E. BlRASKY, OF ESSEC, SCLAVONIA.

A curious meeting—An excursion M. Gilbert sees

jer Desperate attempt to escape—A long and

111. w 1896 found me in the

Himalayas, partly on pleasure bent

and partly on a mission oi' scientific

My work done in those

ions, 1 proceeded to Nagpoor via

Allahabad. I took to in a

.v owned by some clean natives; and

a bicycle and borrows it—A lonely ride- -Sighted by
thrilling chase—And how finally the cyclist escaped.

gone during his long and eventful walk. In China
he had been nearly killed by the mob, having
sustained several severe wounds in the back.

The day of our strange meeting being none
other than December 25th, we agreed to spend
Christmas Day together, and arranged a little

trip into the country, ordering a palanquin for

this purpose. The bungalow shikari was
instructed forthwith

;
our outfit including a

small tent, with some coolies to carry our

baggage. We started off as early as possible in

the morning, and went in an easterly direction

from Nagpoor to Raepur. I determined to push
farther on, and eventually encamped near a

small village called Aring. We soon learned

that formerly tigers were very frequently seen in

this locality.

THIS IS DR. BlRASKY, WHO TEI.LS US ABOUT HIS
friend's WONDERFUL ESCAPE.

From a Photo.

the morning after my arrival was aroused by
hearing a commotion in the courtyard below.
I gathered that someone speaking French was

trying to make himself understood by the

natives. Marvelling that a European should
find his way to this place so soon after me, I

hurried down and went towards the excited

gentleman. At first he paid no attention to

me, probably thinking I was one of the natives
;

but his amazement when I accosted him with

jour, Monsieur" was quite comical.

I found that the new arrival was M. Henri

<",i]bert, a man of about forty, very energetic
and intelligent. He told me that he was on a

walking tour round the world with a view to

achieving a record, which should bring him
fame and money. He had started from Paris

on his self-allotted task in 1893, and undertook
to return to France in time for the exhibition of

1900. At the time of our meeting, M. (lilbert

was on his way from the Chinese frontier to

Bombay. I was extremely interested in his

account of the many adventures he had under-

:.!. HENRI GILBERT Is A BRAVE AND Rl K III;

WOULD HAVE GIVEN UP THE RAC1 .

From a Photo, by C. L. Thci'enct.
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The scenery round about was exceptionally

beautiful, and my companion and I were enjoy-

ing a very delightful day. About noon we went

out for a little stroll, and on our way back to the

tent were astonished to see on the veranda of a

bungalow a first-rate safety bicycle of a well-

known American make. Now, we could not

An hour or so later Gilbert said he was
ready to start off on his ride. Feeling really
afraid that something would happen to him, I

suggested that I should accompany him, each
of us taking turns to ride. But he laughed at
this suggestion, and so lying down to rest I

wished him good luck on his little trip. Off

believe that these natives were
so far advanced in civilization

as to indulge in bicycle rides ;

but while I was debating the

thing in my own mind, Gilbert

said he was anxious to know
whether any Europeans were

staying in these parts. I went

slowly on towards the tent,

however, leaving him to make
inquiries. In about half an
hour my friend came back,
and said that an English party had arrived in

Aring from Nagpoor; he added that the owner
of the bicycle had given him permission to go
for an hour or two's ride.

I confess I felt a little astonished. I asked
M. Gilbert what he wanted the loan of the

bicycle for, and where he thought he could go
in this outlandish district, where it was more
than possible ferocious animals were roaming at

large. He declined to pay any heed to my
warning, however, declaring that he was exceed-

ingly anxious to go for a cycle ride, it being over
two years since he had mounted a machine. I

did not press my objections further, not wishing
to interfere with his enjoyment. After lunch
we inquired of our coolies whether tigers and
leopards were numerous in the district, and we
got the satisfactory answer that they were not.

And yet, we were told, not a year passed without
the larger carnivora committing depredations in

one village or another. Our informants warned
us

particularly to avoid a certain nullah or

water-course close by.

I

WE WERE ASTONISHED TO SEE ON THE VERANDA OF A BUM.ALOW A
FIRST-RATE SAFETY BICYCLE."

he went in the direction of the bungalow to

procure the coveted bicycle, calling out as he

disappeared that he would be back in an hour.

Soon after his departure I noticed with a feeling

of uneasiness that he had left his revolver on a

chair in the tent.

I fell off to sleep after my friend had gone,
and on waking found that it was past five

o'clock— nearly four hours since he had started.

I inquired of the coolies if they had seen him

return; but they knew nothing about him. I

grew uneasy, and straightway went up to the

bungalow ;
but he had not returned there either.

The young gentleman who owned the bicycle

told me that M. Gilbert had taken it away about

one o'clock, since which time nothing had been

seen of him. I was now really at my wits' end

to know what step to take, not knowing in what

direction he had gone. Hastily returning to our

tent, I sent the coolies out in all directions to

search for the missing man. After an absence

of about two hours they returned, saying that

they could find no traces of him or the bicycle.
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and his continued absence thoroughly
unnerved m< . 1 was in a perfect fever of excite-

:it. I ncluded that he had been

me wild animal or else had lost

himself in the jungle. At last, inactivity being
intol <• of our escort and went

ration. The darkness

I had now commenced to fall, with a

;n in which it was quite impossible to dis-

It was, I should explain,

at I should lose no time in return-

I wanted to proceed on my
. that nig

A: bout a mile through the jungle
I appeared before us, and simul-

I although not very distinctly
—

a moving body advancing towards me. My
anxi ame more and more intense, because

uld not determine whether the object was

my missing friend or some ferocious animal. I

thought the best course was to call out as loudly
»le. Accordingly, I and my companion

shouted vigorously, and the next moment I was

immensely relieved to hear in reply the voice of

my missing friend Gilbert—though it alarmed
me not a little to notice how feeble it sounded.
A few minutes later M. Gilbert was alongside

us on the bicycle. He was in quite a deplor-
able condition when I touched him—cold as

aid quite unable to articulate. I urged him
;ake some reply to my questions, but with-

out success. He appeared quite demented and
in a state of collapse. I lifted him off the

machine and led him to our tent, with the

assistance of the coolie who had accompanied
me. Here I gave him some ether, which I

always take with me upon my travels. Mean-
while the young Englishman who lent M.
Gilbert the bicycle had come over to our tent,

and shortly afterwards our friend was sufficiently

recovered to give us a coherent account of his

terrible adventure, which substantially is as

follows :
—

"
I left you about one o'clock in high glee,

the machine running beautifully. As I glided

along the jungle paths the excitement of cycling
under such conditions raised my spirits to quite
a frantic pitch. After going some little dis-

tance, I suddenly found myself in a delightful

open glade, which was one mass of verdure and
flowers. Here I dismounted from the machine,
and, placing it against a bush, selected a nice

spot on which to rest. Then, taking off my
hat, I sat down and had some refreshment.

I speak of was surrounded on
all • thick jungle. As tin- afternoon sun

now streaming down upon my face, 1

i If under the shade of a wild

banana tree. Straight in front of me there was

a small watercourse, in which some pools of

rain-water still remained. As I sat there con-

templating the beautiful scenes on every hand
1 was gradually overcome with sleep, and stretch-

ing myself out at full length, I prepared for a

little nap. Suddenly I heard a curious sound in

the bed of the watercourse, as though some
animal were moving."

At this part of M. Gilbert's narrative, the

coolies, who also were listening in the tent with

us, cried out,
" The nullah ! the nullah ! where

the tigers drink water."
"

Yes," continued Gilbert,
"
the nullah.

When the dry, crackling sound reached my ears,

I lifted my head drowsily and looked towards

the spot. Evidently some large animal was

making its way out of the jungle, and presently
it came into sight at the water's brink. 1 can

assure you that my heart almost ceased to beat,

and a dull, heavy, paralyzing pain appeared to

seize the whole of my body when my gaze rested

upon the fierce and wicked head and long, lithe,

striped body of an immense tiger
—I should

judge that he was about thirty yards from me.
" Whether he detected my presence I cannot

say, but he remained motionless for some time,
his majestic head raised, and his great eyes

glistening like phosphorescent balls. I think

that had he come towards me at that moment
I could not have offered the slightest resistance,

being quite unable to move. Growing a little

more collected as the moments sped by, how-

ever, I attempted to nestle in under the shade

of the bush in order to hide myself
—

never, of

course, taking my eyes from the huge beast

before me. It seemed absolutely impossible
for me to think of escaping by means of the

bicycle, for it was at least twenty yards from

me
;
and how could I possibly reach it and

make my way to the high road without attracting

the notice of the terrible animal, who in two or

three bounds would be upon me ?

" My mind was torn with agony as to whether

I ought or ought not to make a dash for the

bicycle and life. I knew that, once astride the

machine in safety, I could outdistance the tiger.

Then another thought occurred to me— I

fancied that, if I remained perfectly still, the

tiger would drink and then go away into the

jungle again. At one time I wondered if he

could hear the thumping of my heart-beats ;

and my mouth was so parched and my tongue
so stiff that 1 was in mortal dread lest I should

make some incautious sound. And I was

entirely unarmed. To add to my terror, I

imagined that the tiger had not been satisfied

with the result of his previous night's prowl, and

so had come down to the water in the hope ol

waylaying additional prey.
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THE TIGER STOPPED SUDDENLY, HIS GREAT EYES FIXED ON THE SHOT WHERE I LAY.

"
Presently I saw him drop his beautiful head

and begin to lap the water. As he raised his

head again, I knew that one single false move-
ment on my part must inevitably attract his

notice. Following every movement of the huge
monster with terrible anxiety, I was at length
relieved to see him apparently about to return

into the jungle whence he had come
; but, alas !

some little bird moved in the bushes around

me, and the effect was instantaneous. The

tiger stopped suddenly and wheeled round like

lightning, his great eyes fixed intently on the

very spot where I lay. He paused for a moment,
and then, to my indescribable horror, com-
menced to creep slowly in my direction. As
the dreadful creature advanced, I saw him care-

fully inspecting every branch and leaf in his

way, now and then stopping altogether and

squatting like a gigantic cat. Probably he had

by this time scented me. At any rate, after

another short pause, he continued to advance

upon my hiding-place in the same cautious

manner.
"
Presently he got so close that I was only

able to distinguish his movements by the crackl-

ing of the leaves and twigs as he crept along.
The agony which I now endured grew quite
intolerable. Not only was my heart beating as

if it would burst, but my b'rain felt as though it

were on fire. I now felt that my case was quite

hopeli ss.
-

Nothing,' I said to myself despair-

ingly, 'can save me from a dreadful death.' And

yet -so quickly does the brain work in such

cases—only a mere fraction of time . after these

despairing thoughts, I conceived the desperate
idea of making a dash for the bicycle ! I

noticed that the creeping tiger was at this

moment only about fifteen yards from me.
"
Leaping to my feet, I fairly hurled myself

in the direction of the bicycle. I threw myself

upon it, and with the impetus so gained began
to glide swiftly along

— even before my feet

touched the pedals
—

literally racing the tiger

for dear life. The very instant I got fairly

under way I heard the huge beast make his

first leap in my direction. Notwithstanding the

dreadful emotion which I suffered in that awful

moment, my control over the machine was

complete and my movements sure. At one

time it seemed to me as though I were travelling

as fast as the very wind itself; and as the

moments sped by and I found myself still

intact, a little confidence was restored to me,
and I plodded on with growing hope. The

pace was quite terrific for a time. Needless to

say, I was driving the bicycle frantically and

recklessly.
"
Suddenly thefrightful thoughtoccurred to me

— What if somepart of the mechanism gives way?
I did not, however, relax my efforts, thinking

that if I succeeded in putting fifty yards between

myself and my dreadful pursuer, he would have

little chance of overtaking me. In order to

show the imminent peril I was in, I may say
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a

that the fourth leap of the tiger brought him to

within about six yards of my back wheel, and

although i as fast as a first-class

travel, a sixth leap almost brought
: the monster within striking distance

But still 1

'.. d away
my

; rt nearly
and my
•sing like

fury.
" As 1

that

gaining

little, my exer-

w e r e

mbled, I

knowing well that

any slacken:

. or an extra

leap or two on

the part of my
terrible foe,
would put an end

the race and my life almost simulta-

neously. Having gained a "little, I glanced
round, and saw that the tiger was still

coming on, and at a great pace.

"Just at this moment I saw in front of

me another straight road opening before

me. You may judge of my terror, however,
when I tell you that as soon as I had turned
into this new road I beheld, lying right across my
path, a huge tree that had fallen through decay.
I charged the obstacle headlong, and, just
before crashing into it, I leapt from the machine
and scrambled over recklessly, feeling certain

that th was gaining. It goes without

saying that I literally threw myself into the

saddle again with frantic energy, and pedalled

away from the inexorable monster. I heard
the tiger leap over the fallen tree, and, sick at

1 ili/ed that if the chase lasted much
longer I should have to give up.

reatly to my relief, however, a short dis-

tance in front on my left I saw yet another road,
and a ray of hope came to me as I noticed a

descent Driving the bicycle with all

I
• titer, d upon the descent like

an arrow, and a minuli o later put fifty or

sixty yai i my pursuer and myself. 1

was pretty well done for, however— so much so,

that at one time I felt I must fall out of the

saddle.

" A little farther along I looked round, and
the tiger was nowhere to be seen

; evidently he

had given up the chase. And yet I was by
no means filled with the joy which you might

imagine, the fact being that I was too utterly

SIXTH LEAP ALMOST BROUGHT THE CLAWS OF THE MONSTER WITHIN
STRIKING DISTANCE OF MV BACK TYRE."

exhausted to harbour any decided emotion.

Then another fearful thought struck me.

Evidently I had lost my way altogether, and I

reflected helplessly upon my condition in the

event of my being benighted, situated as I then

was, in that tiger-infested wilderness.
" But luckily, just when I had almost given

up all hope of seeing you again, a Hindu
woman appeared on the road before me, and in

answer to my inquiries indicated the road to

Aring. Following her directions for about two

hours, I suddenly beheld you in front of me,

thus ending my exciting ride for life."

While M. Gilbert was recounting this terrible

experience I was much pained to notice the

various acute emotions depicted on his face.

At one time it grew quite yellow, and every limb

of his body trembled as though he were smitten

with ague. When he had quite recovered, M.

( rilbert assured me that he owed his life entirely

to the splendid machine he rode that day.

What a fine advertisement it would make !



Mrs. Martin's Cure for Caterpillars.

By N. Lawrence Perry.

You may remember the " Laffan "
telegram about the farmers in the Catskills blowing horns and

things under the trees to bring down the destructive caterpillars. Well, here is the first full

descriptive article on this extraordinary subject, illustrated by snap-shot photos, taken by our

own Special Commissioner, and proving once and for all the absolute truth of the telegram.

$w$

HE first day of June last was a

typical American summer day.

Ashton, in Greene County, New-

York, presented a typical American

farming scene. Above the hamlet

towered the hemlock - covered sides of the

majestic Catskill Mountains. Below and around

it the valley was resplendent with the picturesque

profusion of fruit and maple orchards and corn

and meadow land. In fields adjacent to the

snow-white wooden farm buildings groups of

toiling men and grazing cattle completed the

pastoral picture. Mrs. Arthur Martin, emerging
from her home to wind the conch-shell horn

that would summon the tillers to their noonday
meal, paused on the threshold to survey, not

the landscape, but the progress of a terrible

blight that had already rendered the foliage

sickly and scanty and threatened its speedy ruin.

THE I,
i

i he HOUSE WEJE SLOWLY, BUT SURELY, SUCCU
SUGAR MAPLE IN THE CENTRE HAS BEEN KILLED 11Y THE C A 1 I 1,1

From a Photo.

The trees about the house and those in

the orchards beyond were slowly, but surely,

succumbing to the voracious leaf-eating siege of

thousands of green worms or tree-caterpillars.

Trees which, but yesterday, were gorgeous in

their summer green, now stood naked to the

boughs. Farmers anxiously, almost constantly,
watched the destruction of their carefully-

nurtured crops of sugar maple and fruits, and

sighed over their own maddening impotence.

Only three years previously the plague had
descended upon them, and all the remedies

which a brilliant army of American scientists

could suggest were tried in turn, but to no
avail. The next year, and again the next, came
the worms with the same result—the practical

destruction of the tree crops of that vast and

fertile region.
So Mrs. Martin, coming out of her home to

wind the dinner-horn, looked up into

the trees and sighed. Then, pointing
the dinner-horn upward and outward

she blew a long, piercing blast.

Then an amazing thing happened,
which before many hours was to be

flashed all over the world by the

always accurate and enterprising

Laffan News Agency. Before the

roaring echoes of Mrs. Martin's horn

had ceased, the ground at her feet

was thick with big caterpillars, lying

motionless and apparently dead.

They had fallen from the tree above

her. Astounded beyond the power
of words to describe, Mrs. Martin

sounded the horn again, and once

more hundreds of green caterpillars

fairly rained from the tree. Mr.

Martin and his men, plodding home-

ward from the field, stopped dum-

founded at the worm-covered grass,

and listened wonderingly to the

housewife's tale. Experiments with

other trees had the same surprising

result. The afternoon was devoted

entirely to similar tests throughout

the farm. Armed with a motley

MBING —THE
'ILLARS.
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I) WITH A MOTLEY COLLECTION OF HORNS AND DRUMS, THE TROCESSION

WENDED ITS WAV FROM TREE TO TREE."

From a Photo.

collection of horns and drums, the procession
wended its more or less musical way from tree

to tree. Inevitably each yielded up its hosts of

ructive caterpillars into bed-sheets spread
below : and sheetful after sheetful was consigned
to the bonfire. In three hours the farm was
declared rid of the thousands of insects that had
seemed so hopelessly entrenched there only
that morning.

these same scientists -or some of

them at least are studying the

phenomenon with interest, for in-

vestigation has shown it to be true.

Professor Slingerland, the official

entomologist of New York State,
has been made aware of the marvel

;

and it is not unlikely that the sub-

ject will soon engage the solemn
attention of that mighty bureau of

dignified investigators, pamphlets,
and red tape

—the Department of

Agriculture at Washington. The
writer, at the especial instance of

The Wide World Magazine,

journeyed from New York to the

Catskills; and an exhaustive canvass

of the stricken region
—a vast area,

including not only Ashton, but

other large villages such as Hen-
dersonville and Windham — con-

vinced him of the implicit faith

the local farming folk place in

their remedy. From clergymen to

dram -
sellers, through the whole

gamut of the country population,
there came in the simple words of

unvarnished truth the unvarying testimony of a

discovery, confounding, by the very simplicity

of its utility, the involved pedantic dogmas of

the wise.

The most rational theory advanced in expla-

nation of this wonderful and hitherto unheard-of

efficacy of music to rout the tree pests is that

the insects are shocked into insensibility by the

The news of the discovery spread like

wildfire. Other Catskill communities applied
the experiment and rejoiced. Musical in-

struments commanded a premium, and many
of the people impressed into playing them
could hardly hum a tune. Real music-loving
and sensitive folks generally had a ghastly
time. A country correspondent telegraphed
the news to the New York newspapers.

rk it spread throughout the
United States, and finally to England,

'ting the risibilities of a vast but in-

credulous reading public. Americans
detected in the story the fine Italian hand
of the newspaper writer or

"
Press agent

"

employed to advertise a summer resort,
whilst Britishers suspected either a Yankee
lie or a woful evidence of Yankee gullibility ;

and, finally, scientists of both lands sniffed

at the "
yarn

"
as too simple to be interest-

ing and too foolish to warrant denial.

But now, only a few months from the

day of Mrs. Martin's unwitting experiment,

*-y
*
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air vibrations produced by the horns and drums.

The accompanying illustrations, reproduced from

photographs specially taken in various sections

of the stricken region and at random, show the

method employed so effectively to redeem the

trees, and the extent to which branches were

denuded before Mrs. Martin's horn delivered

her husband and his neighbours from their

caterpillar bondage.

Although her discovery came too late in the

season to admit of as thorough a test as could

have been desired—the tree-caterpillars having
now passed into the cocoon state, and so ceased

to exist for all practical purposes
—enough was

accomplished to convince the most pessimistic
farmer. In Greene

County alone many
acres of valuable

sugar maples have

been saved through
the prompt applica-
tion of the

"
noise

"

or
" music "

process ;

although earlier in

the summer the

State entomologist
declared in a letter

that after three years
of constant study
and experiments he

was unable to sug-

gest effective means
of combating the in-

vaders
;
Paris green,

arsenical spray, and
kerosene had all

been trid in turn,

but with little
effect.

When Mrs. Mar-
tin's happy discovery
was first heralded

among her neighbours in Ashton, they grasped
at it in sheer desperation, for the trees of the

town had suffered severely from the worms,
and there were many who believed that all

the trees would ultimately be destroyed. By
ten o'clock on the morning of June 2nd the

town of Ashton was a veritable Bedlam let

loose. Conch-shells and fish-horns sounded on
the morning air

;
the boom of bass drums and

the shrill shriek of fifes shattered the silence on
all sides

;
and the roar of a bass horn and

several trombones awoke the echoes far and
near. Mr. Thomas A. Gerald, a wealthy farmer,
hired boys to climb the" trees and beat drums

among the branches. This proved so effective

that worms were literally gathered up by the

bushel and cast into the fire.

'

III] INSECTS ARE SHOCKED I

PRO! HORNS AND DRU

Meanwhile it had begun to dawn upon the
town folk of Windham, three miles away, thai

something must be the matter up in Ashton.
The long-drawn-out roars of horns, the clanging
tintinnabulations of the bells, the booming of

drums, and the screaming of conches seemingly
betokened either a public calamity or a season
of great rejoicing. When it got to be noon,
with no cessation of the noise, about half of
Windham's male population harnessed horses
and waggons and drove to their neighbouring
town to see what the mysterious uproar was
about. Soon they were hurrying back home
to impart the valuable news to their fellow-

citizens
;

for Windham also was suffering

seriously from the

blight.

Former Assembly-
m a n Edward A .

Coles, whose home
is in Windham,
evinced much in-

terest in the new

remedy, and it was

finally decided that

the local band
should turn out and
make a thorough test

of the merits of the

discovery. Accord-

ingly all the mem-
bers of the band that

could be got to-

gether proceeded to

the school-house

yard, where the trees

were suffering greatly
from caterpillars.
The worms, which

look very like ordi-

nary caterpillars, were

resting in bunches

around the upper parts of tree trunks, when the

band and its accompanying citizens arrived in

the school-yard.

"Now, then," cried the leader, '"Old Lang

Syne'
—

softly." As the band slowly breathed

forth the old Scotch song (those who were

present say) the caterpillars began .

to move
their bodies in perfect time to the music. The
band played faster; faster moved the cater-

pillars ;
and then, ere the last note had died

away, the caterpillars began to fall from the tree

by hundreds. Then the band played a stirring

march, with similar effect. The worms fell in

blankets or newspapers which were laid under

the trees; and were then cast into the fires built

for the purpose.
Until the noise of the drum and the single

'

1 1 : i .
, , IE / ' [BRA I Ii PNE

MS"—WINDHAM BAND AT WORK.

From a Photo.
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HOW THE WINDHAM HAND SAVED
BLANKETS OR NEWSPAPER

bla the horn

. many
the

lulu

that the caterpillars

harmed by the

music ; many beli

it I

matter of fact, how-

,
it has en sub-

ntially proved that

aterpillars are

rendered mous
the throbbi

pulsating sound
w.i\ s. It has also

•i found that the

.

I s of some
instruments produce
far better results than

Why this is

. et to be deter-

mined. By far the

most effective instruments for this purpose are

the conch, the bass drum, or the trombone.

The human voice yields no results, and the

report of a gun brings but mediocre success.

. yet after all this is no more wonderful

than the recent experiments with spiders and a

piano tried by an eminent British biologist,

whose name escapes the writer at the moment.
Fantastic and extravagant as it may sound to

the non -
scientific,

thoven pleased
the spiders, whilst

ner upset them

horribly !

But to return to

Windham, and its

music-stricken cater-

pillars. Among those

who were present at

the test in the town
Iward A.

: Dr. P. Stan-

rownship Super-
B r 1 o w

,
o f

i ton
;

Ira Part-

O. R. Coe,
of Coe's Mountain

House, and many
other citizens of

repute. Another
successful t

THE TREES— THE WORMS
5 LAID UNDER THE TREES."

From a Photo.

by four men with

drums and horns was
made upon the
grounds of the Plea-

sant View House in

Windham a few days
after the test at the

school-house. Since,
that time acres of

trees have been saved

by means of musical

instruments.

Next year the
Catskill farmers will

be prepared to test

the method on a

more extensive scale.

Hundreds of conch-

horns will be im-

ported into the
mountain towns, and
an organized effort

will be made to drive

of the earth. No
the Catskill region

the pests from the face

one who has not visited

since the invasion of the pests three years ago
can possibly grasp the full significance of the

discovery. Thousands of acres of valuable

sap-bearing maple trees, once seemingly doomed
to destruction, may now be spared; and, besides,
the apple crop will surely be saved. These two

things mean a livelihood to the majority of

Central New York
farmers.

The forest worm
and tent caterpillar

appeared in Central

New York three

years ago. The crea-

tures are of a green-
ish hue, with a white

stripe on the back,
and two b r o w n

stripes along the

sides. They only
attack apple, maple,

cherry, and plum
trees. Trees visited

by the worms die

inside of a year,

unless great pains
are taken to remove

them before they
ruin the leaves.

ROVING THE CATERPILLARS ISY FIRES BUILT FOR THE PURPOSE.
From a Photo.
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HOW

FOU'fitf

THE ZULU

By E. St. John Hart.

The following experience occurred in the extraordinarily adventurous career of Mr. Johann Colen-
brander, whose splendid courage and great influence with the natives enabled Mr. Cecil Rhodes tr
make peace with their leaders in the Matoppo Hills, and so end the late rebellion in Matabeleland.
It was to Mr. Colenbrander's hazardous pioneering and prolonged residence at the Court o.

Lobengula— at the risk of his life—that the easy conquest of that country was mainly due.

NE midnight in the spring of the

year i88t, in Ebanganomo, Northern

Zululand, the cry went forth :

" Za
hliiva zinkomo !

" — " The cattle are

being raided !

" That was enough.
If the cattle—why, then the women followed,
as a matter of course. Only, as the cattle were
more valuable than the women (for with cattle

you could buy women), the cattle were men-
tioned, and the women -understood. It was
the usual Zulu tocsin.

In a moment all was commotion in the Royal
kraal of Usibebo, King of the northernmost
division of Zululand. Torches flashed through-
out the dark alleys of the kraal like fireflies in a
Mexican cane-brake, and watch-fires flared, and
great chiefs bawled into random space, inquiring
whence the news came, only to learn that it had
been brought in by runners from the southern
border. And each chief, having shouted the
dire

tidings, dived into his hut in search of

weapons and war gear.
Usibebo's borders had been raided by an

enemy, and the frontier guards driven in—
which was a polite euphemism for saying they

Vol. iv.- si.

had been caught asleep. About eight that

evening the enemy had killed seven men,

captured two or three dozen women, and, worse

than that, considerably over a hundred head
of cattle. Hence this wild excitement, this

fierce activity, and mad rush for arms
;
hence

these panting couriers, who had covered the

twenty to thirty miles from the scene of the

engagement in about six hours.

At Mr. Colenbrander's house,' some two and
a half miles distant from Ebanganomo, the

alarm was given as soon as in the Royal kraal.

The news went partly by runners, and partly on

the voices of men shouting one to another

across the intervening distance. Usibebo's

white-man friend, or ally, or Induna, to whom
had been given command of the mounted men,
in view of such emergencies as the present,

saddled up on the instant, and, with a few

followers, galloped over to the kraal. To him,

Usibebo— coming out of the kraal in the dark-

ness, at the head of as large a war-party as could

be got together at the moment—called out :

"How many have you got with you, Johann?" (for

among the natives Mr. Colenbrander was always
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I by his < :hristian name, when not addressed
•

l.riquot indicative o( his prowess;
h the latter replied :

"
1 have fourteen

n with me. Hadn't time to muster the

. many have you ?"
•

1 have mustered a hundred and fifty in

I Usibebo. "We'll pick

1 el us hurry !

"

Ami there was e\

The
• must be inl

they re<

irder. There
_ ; political

: then why
mould not

com mil an act of war.

even in self-defence,
•ul his own fron-

And so, while

the horsemen rode
ahead, scouting to right

and left, and acting
an advance-guard, the

main body swung
along at a march that

red thirty miles in

half a nig

Raising circling
Is of dust, they

tramped forward over

hill and dale, for they
were making a bee-line

intry; and
from the towns and
kraals on the line of

march, and from dis-

tant vill _ to either

of it. panting
warriors came running
to join the band of

the avengers, till, when

day broke. L'sibebo

found himself at the

head of seven hundred men, and at the edge of

a wide vail .nd which flowed a river.

ilenbrander and the horsemen had pushed
ahead, and were a mile and a half in advance of

main body ;
and as the mists that herald

the dawn in that part of the world came circling

up from the wide valley to the heights whereon

they had halted, they saw far below them a small

party of three hundred men. driving before them
women and cattle in the direction of the river

and the frontier that lay beyond.
And now, while the " Wild Dogs "—the name

bestowed on Usibebo's followers by the other

peoples of the Zulu nation— are thirsting to

THIS IS JOHANN COLENBRANDER, THE FAMOUS SOUTH
AFRICAN HUNTER AND WARRIOR.

From a Photo, l>y Lombardi dr1 Co.. Pall Mali East.

" wash their spears
"

in the blood of the enemy
who have dared to raid and ravish them in

their lairs, it may be as well, for the benefit of

those who have not the history of Zululand at

their fingers' ends, briefly to explain how this

warfare came about.

When the Zulu War of 1879 was brought to

a conclusion by the capture of King Cetewayo
at the end of August of

that year, an arrange-
ment for the partition

of the country was

made by the com-
mander of the British

forces in the field,

which was termed—
one might almost think

in a spirit of irony
—

"
Sir Garnet Wolseley's

Settlement." So effica-

cious was this settlement

that it was followed by
four years of the most

sanguinary warfare that

even Zululand had

known. Briefly, the

country was subdivided

among thirteen king-

lets, eight at least of

whom were animated

by feelings of jealousy
and hatred against twe

of the total number.

One of these two

was John Dunn, the

fa m ous white Z 11 1 u

chieftain, who had
been recognised as a

chief by Cetewayo,
and who, having done

yeoman service on the

side of the British in

the late war, had been

confirmed in all his

possessions and privi-

leges at its close. The other was Usibebo,

one of Cetewayo's most northern Indunas,

and a very powerful one. Having fought

against the British most loyally for his K
on the latter's defeat, capture, and (what was

then supposed to be) permanent deposition,

he transferred the same loyal allegiance to the

British Queen, in whose name he had been

elevated to an independent kingship.
The other kinglets—or a majority of them—

influenced by Cetewayo's two brothers, Ndabuko
and Zewetu, were jealous that one of the divisions

of their country should be under a white man,

albeit his own subjects were devoted to him :
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and, also, they looked down upon Usibebo, for,

as his territory adjoined Tongaland, it suited

their purpose to profess to believe that he was

not of the true Zulu race—a calumny which

been accepted by some English writer-.

Usibebo to the full reciprocated the hatred

felt towards him by a majority of his neighbours,

and he remarked to Colenbrander, on one

occasion :

" Call me a Tonga, do they ? Very

well, I'll show them what a Tonga can do !

"—
which he eventually did, though unfortunately,

as it proved in the end, to the undoing of all

concerned.

John Dunn saw the storm clouds gathering,

and naturally desired to strengthen the only
chieftain who would be likely to prove his

ally in the time to come. It was largely by his

mmendation that Colenbrander first sought
the kraal of the northern Induna : but, once his

became an accomplished fact, all else was

determined by the sincere friendship which

sprang up between the two men.

Though not much more than a youth, Colen-

brander was the finest horseman and. with the

ption of John Dunn, the finest shot in South

Africa ; and he had acquired a great reputation

among the Zulus and white colonists as a mighty
hunter, a fighting man, and a trader. He had

played a man's part in the recent campaig ,

as a member of the famous corps of Xatal

Guides, and—again, with the above-mentioned

exception
—he knew more of the Zulu language,

character, and customs than any white man
livii e

Though perfectly reckless with regard to his

own safety, he instilled a wise circumspection
into the political dealings of his Zulu friend,

and it was by his counsels that Usibebo
ained his natural desire to march against

those whom he knew were in secret preparing to

attack him.

As the event proved, Colenbrander was

prepared to shed his blood in his Zulu friend's

quarrel : but he had also other interests to

serve. He had invested his all, and had been
n by Usibebo almost exclusive trading rights

in his country : so, in striking a blow for the

northern King, he was also defending his newly-
established home and all his future prospects of

making a livelihood.

Colenbrander's party of mounted men had
received no reinforcement during the night.
Usibebo's seven hundred had been so punished

the strenuousness of that night's march over
almost impossible country, and by the pace at

which that fiery chieftain had brought them

along over the last sections, that they lagged,

halting and leg-weary, a mile and a half in the
rear.

The valley was from six to eight miles in

width, and strewn with rocks and boulders,

affording excellent cover to a retreating enemy,
if not attacked at close quarters. The descent

into the valley would have been pronounced
impracticable for horses by a cavalry expert.
It was not as steep as the wall of a house, but

there was very little to choose between it and
the roof. Also, fourteen men to three hundred
were odds calculated to afford food for reflec-

tion—to the fourteen
;
but it is not on record

that they reflected. They just slipped down
that awful declivity without dismounting from

their hardy Basuto ponies, at the usual rate of

speed of falling bodies, and on reaching the

bottom — though not without casualties— they
rode hard to head off the enemy. Colenbrander

knowing that if he waited for Usibebo's com-
mand to crown the heights they would probably

escape.
Other raiding parties had got away unscathed,

and now the great thing was to intercept and

punish them this side of the border. Having
headed the raiders, Colenbrander wheeled his

men and charged, firing at the enemy point-

blank, and killing thirteen of them almost at

the first volley. At once the rest, scattering like

spilt shot, either dropped behind stones, whence
d a brisk fusillade, or ran for the

:-iver, firing and stabbing viciously as they ran.

?, of course, made it impossible for the

mourn jd Zulus and Colenbrander to hold them,
and so the skirmish resolved itself into a number
of isolated individual combats, in which the fact

of being mounted on sure-footed Basuto ponies
alone gave the

" Wild Dogs
"'

any advantage.
Colenbrander headed off three men trying to

make for the river, and shot two of them from

the saddle. He had to keep circling about them

p!1 the time, as a moment's halt involved the

risk of their taking pot-shots at him, and at

close range they proved themselves excellent

marksmen. The third man he galloped down,
as he wished to take him alive to Usibebo ;

feeling sure, from his knowledge of native usage
and dialect, that he would be able to prevail

upon him to speak and divulge the number of

the forces and the names of the regiment?

arrayed against the northern King.
This man, in view of what followed, deserves

a somewhat detailed description. He was ap-

parently about twenty-six years of age : about

Colenbrander's own height—that is, 5ft. 6in.—
but much heavier, and possessed of a well-

built frame, corded all over with muscle.

He was bull-necked and bull-headed, with a

protruding,, broad forehead, high cheek-bones,

big eyes, drooping jaw, and a magnificent

set of ivories. Like all Kaffirs, he had a
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.:.DEK headed off three men and shot two of them from the saddle.

well -
greased skin, which meant no catch-

•f him. For decoration he wore a

: ather stuck in his head, to show that

he was on the warpath, and a tunic which had

been worn by a soldier of the 6oth Rifles.

It had been taken as spoil from one of the

battlefields during the recent campaign. He
an Induna's son and a great warrior, as was

afterwards ascertained
; but, at the moment,

Colenbrander was less intent on these details

than the fact that he was riding down a heavy,

ugly, sinister-looking Zulu, with great thighs and
ade fair to prove an awkward

r to tackle.

The two had got into a ravine, and were quite
alone

;
there were several of Coienbrander's

round about, killing and getting killed

on their own account among the stones, hut

none were in view. The Zulu had b

manoeuvred round a rock on to a bit of a steep

slope in the ravine, and could not get away, as,

which ever side he tried to dodge, Colenbrander
turned and blocked him, till at last he stood

still, quite close to the

white man, who, of

course, could have shot

him easily any time in the

preceding ten minutes.

Colenbrander was in the

saddle, but, owing to his

enemy being almost on

top of the slope, and the

former's horse a pace or

two down, their bodies

were almost on a level.

The disconcerted raider

had his battle-axe and one

long-bladed assegai in his

hands. lie swung the

battle-axe about idly, but

in a manner that boded

mischief, and kept his eyes
on his foe, who, though
he had his rifle (a sporting

Martini) at full cock, rest-

ing over his arm, could not

disarm the quarry now he

had ridden him to a stand-

still
;

and none of the
"
boys," who should have

supported their leader,

turned up to help him

out.

All the time, Colen-

brander was getting colder

and colder, till at last lie

felt he could not shoot

him --it would be too

cold-blooded. He thought
to himself: "I can't take my eyes off him with

those weapons in his hands, for fear he'll go for

me
;
and to kill him would be cold-blooded

murder," so, using the language he knew so well,

he said :

"
I hop those weapons, or I'll have to

shoot you !

"

" No !

"
the man answered.

"
If I drop my

weapons, you'll kill me !

"

"
No, I won't ;

I only want to take you to talk

to Usibebo."
" Then Usibebo will kill me if I am taken to

him," was the answer, given with an assurance

springing from a knowledge of native warfare, in

which—unless white intervention is forthcoming
—

quarter is seldom given or any degree of mercy

shown.
"

If you'll drop your weapons and come with

me to Usibebo, I'll see to it that no harm comes

to you! "Colenbrander rejoined; but the man

still said "No," and still continued to swing his

battle-axe to and fro, much as a vicious horse

switches his tail when his ears are laid back,

the whites of his eyes showing, and his whole
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<rC't

being concentrated on the wish to make things

unpleasant.
Colenbrander incautiously took his eyes off

the savage for a moment, and glanced up to see

if he could discern any of his
"
boys

"
coming to

his assistance; and that moment the Zulu—
who had been all the time completely at the

white man's mercy, had the latter chosen to

shoot—struck a murderous blow at his head

with the battle-axe.

Colenbrander must have seen the shadow of

it,
for half instinctively he threw up his left

arm, on which the gun-barrel rested, to fend the

blow ;
but in the act of so doing, his linger must

involuntarily have pulled the trigger, for the rifle

went off, the bullet harmlessly cutting the air.

The wooden shaft of the axe broke against his

arm, but the blade cut through the brim of his

felt hat, silk pugaree, and the side of his head, in

front of the ear, laying open his cheek to the

bone. The force of the blow half-stunned him,

and he fell off his horse and down the rocky

slope among the stones, where, for some

seconds, he lay,

feeling half

dead, and un-

able to make
an effort to

to his feet.

In falling, he

had tried to

save himself
with his gun-
stock, and parti-

ally succeeded,
but the stock

broke off short

with the force

of the impact.
He had still

the barrel, with

the lock at-

tached, in his

hand, and could

have used it as

a pistol, had
the idea oc-

curred to him in

time. But the

Zulu grasped
his assegai and
rushed at him,
and so he had
to decide on the

instant whether
he would try to

get up and run

away, or try to

shove a cart-
"CLUMED THE RIFLE-BARREL AND STRUCK AT MAN AND DESCENDING

ASSEGAI.",

ridge into the gun—or use the barrel as a

club. But even had Colenbrander been on
his feet he would have had no chance of

getting away—booted and spurred as he was
—among the loose stones ; and when he tried

to struggle to his feet he failed. It had all to

be decided in a flash. As the Zulu sprang
forward to stab, aiming at a point between the

base of the neck and the collar-bone, whence
the blade would have' penetrated to the heart,

Colenbrander clubbed the rifle-barrel and struck

at man and descending assegai for his life.

The blow must have swept the point a bit

aside, as it only struck the collar-bone, and,

glancing off, slipped down under the tunic,

gashing breast and chest to the hips, where it

stuck fast in the cartridge-belt. Colenbrander

immediatelv seized hold of the shaft of the

assegai with both hands, knowing that as the

Zulu tried to draw it out to stab him again, he

must, of necessity, pull him on to his feet. The
Zulu tried to wriggle the weapon into his

opponent's body, but failed, owing to the latter's

iron grip on the

stick
; then, in

making a tre-

mendous effort

to pull it out,

he pulled the

white man on to

his feet.

Both men—
who fought with

the grim silence

of bulldogs, hav-

ing other use

for their breath

than shouting—
now had hold

of the shaft of

the assegai,
which had come
out of the tunic,

the two pairs

of hands touch-

ing, and being

tightly clenched

on the slender

stick. But as

the Zulu had the

upper grip, he

tried to force

the assegai
downward so as

to stab the other,

who was at the

point end strain-

ing every nerve

to frustrate the
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attempt, and at the same time trying to break

n where the iron joined the wood,
that he could use the blade .1- a dagger.
Both men were covered with Colenbrander's

severed veins in the side of his

bleeding in different directions, and

blinding him that he could only see out of

i he presently commenced to

mewhat relaxed, and the

- drawn violently through his hands.

g them, though, fortunately, not deeply.

ilu. on< s n complete master of his

own weapon, raised it a how- his head with both

hands, preparatory to stabbing downwards with

all his : But in the same instant Colen-

brander locked his arms round his opponent's
. with a fearful strain, so that they were

st breast, and so fended the blow

with his head. The point cut right on to his

skull. Three times more did the Zulu make

desperate efforts to stab him through the

ilders or hack, and each time Colenbrander
fended with his head and took the blow on his

skull, which soon presented a horrible appearance.

Ttunately, the Zulus are very bad at

'ling, while Colenbrander was good at

this, as at most athletic pastimes. Had it been
otherwise, his chances would have been small,
his adversary being much the stronger and
heavier man.

1

Iwing to faintness and loss of blood, Colen-
brander knew he could not hold out much

_ r, and, collecting all his energies for one

supreme effort, he succeeded in tripping his

man, and not only 1 down on top of him,
but was able so to lever his feet and shoulder

some stones that he could not be shaken
and then he gripped the Zulu by the throat

until the savage rolled up the whites of his eves.

In one of their many struggles previous to

this Colenbrander had managed to thrust his

my once slightly in the chest with the
: and now, getting off him, he took the

r it was a matter of life and death to

himself to kill the man when things had come
to this pass—and drove it. as he lay there, into
his left side, thinking it would find his heart.

As a matter of fact, however, the blade only cut

through the rifleman's tunic which the Zulu
wore, and then passed under and between his
back and the ground.

Having done this, Colenbrander scrambled

dizzily to his feet and looked for a moment at
his prostrate foe as he lay on the ground gasping
and shamming death. Then h< over to
his horse, which, partly because of fatigue, had

mding there quietly all the time- the

only spectator of this Homeric combat.
Colenbrander was very anxious to get out of

that ravine, for fear more of the enemy might be

linking about, and, besides, be wanted to get to

water, which he had seen before the fight began.
lie gathered up his reins loosely, put his left

foot in the stirrup, and was in the act of throw-

ing his leg across the saddle, with the whole ,,f

his bark exposed to what he thought was a

dving Zulu, when he suddenly felt the burning
sting of an assegai being driven into the back of

his neck at the base of the skull. He knew at

once there was but one thing to do, and, letting
all go, he dropped over the other side of the

horse on to his hands and knees. The next

moment the Zulu was upon him, trying to cut

through his neck as they struggled together on
the ground almost under the horse's belly.

Then, from that day to this, Johann Colen-
brander could not remember what happened
next. The madness and blind exhilaration of

battle which comes to some natures must have

gripped him, and he must have attacked with

the irresistible onset of the hurt lion or the

man battling for dear life. He remembers

nothing until he found himself struggling with

his adversary breast to breast, both on their

feet, his arms locked around the Zulu, pinning
the latter's arms to his side. Colenbrander had
the assegai in his hands, and was trying to

drive it into the man's back. But the point of

the weapon had got bent and would not pene-
trate the Zulu's tunic

;
and while Colenbrander

was endeavouring to cut through the stout cloth

with the edge, the Zulu was doing all he knew to

bite him. At last Colenbrander succeeded in

driving the weapon home
;
the Zulu fell back-

ward—as a man would fall backward on a sword

—dragging his adversary with him, and the

assegai, driving right through the native's body,
would have impaled the pair of them together as

they went down, had it not been that the now
much-bent point turned against the white man's

stout moleskin tunic.

The life-and-death struggle was at last at an

end. The victor, after waiting for a moment, to

recover breath, with difficulty freed himself from

the death grip of the vanquished. Then he

clambered—he hardly knew how—on to his

horse
;
but had only ridden a few yards when

he met two of his
"
boys," who should have

been with him, but had been doing some light-

ing on their own account among the stones.
" Ah !

"

they said, when they saw their leader,

and a shocking spectacle he presented.
' : What

is the matter ? How bad you look, Johann !

Have you had a fall ?"
"
Yes," he replied, feebly,

"
I've had a fall.

( !ome and look at the place where I fell !

The two turned back with him, and when

they came to the gruesome scene of the fight,
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they put their clenched hands to their mouths,

in the manner of the natives, and uttered low-

sounds of astonishment.

''And now," said Colenbrander, who was on

the point of fainting from loss of blood,
" take

me to water
"

;
and on reaching it he lay down

on the edge of the bank with his face in the

river, and, with the pugaree
from his hat, bathed and poured
water over his terrible wounds.

This done he took one long

drink, and then fainted dead

away. The "
boys

" remained by
him, continually pouring water

over his head, and protecting

him, for the opposite bank of

the river swarmed with hostile

savages; and when Colenbrander

opened his eves it was to see

Usibebo and his seven hundred

firing down on the enemy from

the heights above.

The King at once ordered

his friend (who bound up his

own head so as to bring the

cut edges together) home, and
thither he rode slowly, attended

by a boy Usibebo ordered to

accompany him. Arrived at his

own place, Colenbrander set a

little humpbacked Hottentot boy,
who acted as servant, to powder
up a lot of blue stone, which he

piled up over his wounds, and
then drenched them with over-

proof rum, for he was afraid of

blood-poisoning, the assegai hav-

ing beei. in the Zulu before he
himself received his final wounds
from it.

Probably never before had a

white man met a Zulu in hand-
to-hand combat on such unequal
terms and come off victor.

Colenbrander's skull was frac-

tured, and he had nine serious

wounds, any one of six of which
—all either on the head, at the

base of the skull, or the back of the neck—was
sufficient to cause death in an ordinary man.

There was no surgical aid obtainable, and
were it not that the famous pioneer was in the

pink of condition and as tough as whipcord, he
could never have survived the terrible mis-

handling to which he had been subjected. But
the marvel of his partial recovery was exceeded

by the marvel of its rapidity, for on the eighth
day after his return to his bouse he was again
in the saddle and on the warpath ; though he

was unable to wear a hat, and had his head
swathed in bandages.

I have said partial recovery advisedly, because
for months and almost years afterwards the

wounds at the base of the skull and on the back
of the neck gave him an infinity of pain and

trouble, and to this day he has absolutely no feel-

WHEN HE APPEARED IN KKONT OF THE IMPIS THEY SHOUTED OUT HIS

KAFFIR NAME AND CRIED HIS PRAISES."

ing in those parts or in any portion of the scalp.

But when he again appeared, hatless and

head-bound, in front of the impis, they shouted

out his Kaffir name,
"
Sigawuli Semtemkulu !

"

—" the feller of big trees
"

;
and they cried his

praises, and that of his gun, with a thunderous

cheer all along the line. And thenceforward

there was not a man of the nation who would

not gladly volunteer to follow him to the death ;

for among a people who worship force he had

been fiercely tried—and proven.
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ention is specially drawn to this article, which is remarkable for three things:
Th< y nature of the Aloki Snake Dance itself; (2) The intimacy of the author

le difficulty and danger involved in the taking of these striking

photographs by the Author.
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|N the State of Arizona there occurs a

wonderful my among on
inal people (the Moki),

which is as thrilling as it is repulsive,

inating as it is hideous, and
e and exciting as it is alarming. This

is the Snake Dance of the Moki Indians. This
dan prayer for rain. Diving in a barren
and untry, where water is exceedingly

the

I

lant rains ar

I

and

int

. in

undergrou
monia! chambers hi

OUt Of th

1 to t:

no the

cial

fraternity con-

ducting the cere-

monies, are
admitted. For
several years,
however, I have
visited the Molds

and, cultivating
their friendship,
have prevailed
upon them to

allow me at four

different times to

see all these
inner and secretly
conducted cere-

monies, some of

which I will here-

in describe.

The Moki, who
call themselves

Hopituh, the People of Peace, occupy seven

villages, which are located on three immense

mesas, or table-lands of rock. Every other year
this wonderful religious ceremony may be seen in

[( 'opyrighted.
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five of the villages ;
but as it occurs on the odd

years at two of the villages, and on the even

years at the other three, it may be witnessed

either twice or three times each succeeding

year.

Our third illustration shows the east side of

the town of Walpi, perched high on the eastern-

most of the three mesas. While not the largest

town of the seven, it is the best known and

most important, being visited more than any of

the only mode of access being by climbing the
outer ladder and then dropping through a trap-
door in the roof. « In cases of attack, "the outer
ladders could be hauled up out of the way, and
the houses thus became primitive fortresses.

The only windows used in those far-away ages
(and some of them still remain) were strip- of

mica or selenite.

Each village is divided into fratres, or families,
and each has its own organization and cere-

A MuKI VILLAGE— THE - ARE BUILT UP FROM THE VERY EDGES OF AWFUL PRECIPICES.

From a Photo. Copyrighted.

the others. It occupies the
"

nail
"

of this

great
"
finger

"
of rock, which is thrust out from

the main rocky plateau right into a sandy valley.

Through this valley runs a creek, dry in summer,
but sometimes a raging torrent during the brief

rainy season. Near this creek the Mokis have

their cornfields— patches of fertility wrested

by stern labour from a barren-looking desert.

The village itself is the queerest collection of

terraced houses, built of small pieces of eroded
sandstone found on the summit of the mesa,
and plastered and laid in mud. So narrow is the

mesa at its point that the terraced houses are

built up from the very edges of awful precipices,
down which the children learn to look without
fear almost from the very hour of their birth.

The houses are from one to three stories

high. In olden times, before the influence of
the white man was felt, there were no doorways
leading into the houses on the "

ground floor
"

;

monies. Two of these fraternities, the " Ante-

lope
" and "

Snake/' perform the snake dance.

Eor nine days prior to the open-air ceremony,
these two fraternities descend to their secret,

underground kivas, and there, with the pro-
foundest reverence, decorum, and dignity, they

pray, sing their religious songs, recount the

deeds of their traditional ancestors, and chant

the dramatized songs which recount the earliest

days of their national existence. No ordinary
Moki can be prevailed upon to approach any-

where near these kivas whilst the symbol which

denotes that the ceremonies are being conducted

is displayed.

Indeed, he believes that his profaning foot

will immediately produce the most awful effects

upon his body. At one kiva he will swell up
and " burst

"
;
at another, a great horn will grow

out from his forehead. When I first entered a

kiva in which the ceremonies were taking place
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From a Photo. Copyrighted.

of the fraternity and are prayed
ovi r, smoked over, and sprinkled

by the chief shaman, or priest.

The sand-mosaic is that portion
that looks like a Turkish rug in

the illustration. The border re-

presents the world's boundaries;
the four zig-zags are the light-

nings, male and female — the

symbol of the antelope fraternity.

Everything is sexualized with the

Moki. There is a masculine
and a feminine for the clouds,
the rains, the winds, the storms,
the rivers, everything. Around
the sand-mosaic standards and
crooks are placed, and to them
feathers are attached. These
latter are prayers, bahos, and are

used in the various secret cere-

monies for ritualistic purposes.
The next photograph we

reproduce is a portrait of the

chief figure in the Walpi snake

dance celebration. This is

^Yiki, the antelope chief. For

many years Wiki has been im-

portuned to allow himself to be

photographed, but never would
he stand even a moment before

the camera until he permitted
me — his friend — to take this

portrait of him just as he was

entering the kiva, a few minutes

before the open-air dance occurred. He is a

noble old fellow, kindly-spirited, brave, coura-

Frotn a Photo.)

MADE OF DIl ILFULLY OUTLINED UPON THE FLOOR BY
the artist-priest." {CopyrigkUd.
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geous,
and yet as

tender as a little

child. To those who

think an Indian has

no character — no

moral nature — let

me tell of an attempt
made to bribe Wild

to allow the snake

dance to be given as

a
"

s h o w "
a t a n

agricultural or some
other

"
fair." Five

hundred dollars were

offered the old man
as a bribe : for it was

generally believed
that if he would

place no obstacles

in the way, many of

the other members
of the antelope and
snake fraternities

could be induced,
for a monetary con-

sideration, to go
through the c

mony at any place
indicated. When
Wiki told me of it

tears came into his

eyes at the idea of

the insult, which he indignantly repelled. It

would be as easy to get the Archbishop of

Canterbury to run a wheelbarrow race at Bar

num's as to induce Wiki to allow the sacred

snake dance to be performed as a spectacle for

mom
There are different

snake altars, but only
one—that of Walpi is

^complete one. A mystic
bunch of feathers, called

a tiponi, is necessary to

make a fully-equipped
altar, and only at Walpi
has the snake fraternity
one of these. At Oraibi

the chief objects of the

altar are the warrior

gods, here reproduced,
figures of the greatest

sanctity to the reverent

Moki. One of these

gods is of stone and the

other (to the right) of

wood. They have num-
berless />it //<>s, or prayer
sticks, and feathers fas-

taking
I

From a Photo.]

"at oraibi the chief objects of the altar are the
warrior gods—figures of the greatest sanctity

From a Photo.] to the moki." [Copyrighted.

tened to them. On
each side and be-

tween the two images
are stone hunting
fetishes - curious
little animals carved
out of stone, and
without which no
Moki can be induced
to go out hunting.
He consults the
fetish and " sucks its

breath," so that he

may drink in some
of the craft, cunning,

strength, or swiftness

of the animal repre
sented. In

this photograph
placed myself in

considerable danger.
Although I was ad-

mitted that year to

the secret rites of

the antelope kiva,

the chief snake priest

would not permit me
to enter the snake

kiva. I was exceed-

ingly desirous, how-

ever, of photograph-

ing the altar itself

— more so than to see the ceremonies, which I

had already' four times witnessed in the

kivas of other villages. So, for several days
I watched for an opportunity to steal into

the kiva with my camera when the priests

were away. They never

leave the kiva entirely

alone ;
but I knew that

the old chief, Emeritus,
was nearly blind, and

that, if I could get
down the ladder un-

observed, I could accom-

plish my purpose within.

Six times I essayed the

attempt, and was stopped
each time

;
but on the

seventh I succeeded in

getting down, planting
the camera (I had

guessed the focus before-

hand), and removing the

cap before the fierce yell

of the outwitted watcher

was heard above.

But I was in no hurry.

I knew the enraged

IN I ME \\ ALII SNAKE DANCE
ANTELOPE CM 1 1

-WIKI, Tllf

{Copyrighted.
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member oi the snake

he would not dare

: the kiva much less

1 completed the long time

of the little light

the ladder-way into the

Then 1 nonchalanll)
use which 1 knew

. however, when, at

nakes, here

As 1 ha\ d, nine days

condition, are all the members of the fraternity,

some thirty all told. In the centre of this

number I was permitted to take my place.

After a few words of prayer from the chief

priest,
some of the others began to shake small

rattles which they held in their right hands.

At the same moment the other priests began to

sing in a low, soft tone of voice. As soon as

the soul; commenced, those who were attending
the jars where the snakes were kept thrust their

hands into the writhing, wriggling mass within,

and each drew forth two snakes. Covering the

- . II WAS TAKEN IN THE UNDERGROUND
SHOWS THE : FTE] PHEY HAVE KEEN WASHED.

iF HOLIES, AND

[Copyrighted.

transpire in the under
and the open-air dame is the

which practically winds up
irship. The most thrillin

is that of
''

washing
It takes place at noon on the

ikes are regarded as the

the Moki people, and,
tiles are unable to wash

il it upon the Mokis to

rothers " and fit them for

d four times to witness

nit dangerous and

•i time the chief priest of the snake
ith three of his assistants, takes his

und a owl, which is filled with

n a spring supposed to possess
To their right, at one end of

the underground chamber, is the altar, and at

everal earthen jars, in which are

ikes that have been gathered during
the

| lling up the middle of the

chamber, and squatted upon the floor in a nude

jar, the)' handed these to the priests who sat

around the bowl
;

the singing continuing all the

while. As soon as they received them, the

washing priests dipped the wriggling serpents
in and again into the water. During this

time the song had been increasing in power,
until now it was at double forte.

All at once, without any warning, the washing
priests threw the snakes over our heads across

the room upon the sand altar. Simultaneously
half the priests ceased singing, and burst out

into a blood-curdling yell
— "Ow! Ow ! Ow !

Owl Ow ! Ow !

" The whole scene was startling
in the extreme. To see the snakes crossing
before my eyes, the powerful voices singing to

their full extent, and the fearful shrieks bursting

upon my ears at the same moment—all this

made my heart stand still and every hair upon
my head rise, but in a moment all was still

again ! .More snakes were brought to the wash-

bowl. The singing and rattling again began at

a pianissimo, increasing with gradual crescendo
to double forte, while the snakes were being
washed. These processes were repeated, again
and again, until from 150 to 200 of the snakes
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were washed. Two priests stood by the altar

stirring the snakes into the sand and the para-

phernalia
which surrounded it. But two men

find it somewhat difficult to handle twenty

snakes, much less from ioo to 200. Conse-

quently, ere long, we who were sitting in the

centre of the room felt the dreadful reptiles

crawling in and out and around our feet. But

as it was no place for the "
pale-face

"
to show

fear, he put on as brave a face as he could and

joined in the song and yell.

As soon as the snakes were washed all the

priests except one retired to prepare for the

sundown dance. It was in their absence that I

dared the sacrilegious proceeding of making a

photograph of the
"
elder brothers," who had

a-wa-ta-na-tez, some arrows, and a bow, from
the string of which horsehair and prayer-feathers

are dependent. Eight of the antelope priests
are seen in line ready to march. At the head is

Tu-bang-oin-ti-wa, the venerable chief. On his

left arm is the tiponi—Xhe. palladium or

standard of the fraternity. In one hand he
holds a bag of sacred meal, with which every-

thing is sprinkled, and in the other (all the

antelope priests carry one) a rattle. The zig-zag

stripes on the bodies of the antelope priests

represent their symbol— the lightning— and the

cloud streak is painted just over the mouth,
from ear to ear.

With stately dignity they leave the kiva and
march to the kisi in the centre of the plaza.

ASTE'.OI'E PRIESTS IN LINE READY TO MARCH—THE LADDER DESCENDS TO THE SUBTERRANEAN SANCTUM.

From a Plioto. Copyrighted.

now become almost quiescent in a pile against
the wall. It must be remembered that this

underground chamber receives no light except
that which comes through the ladder-way in the

roof. Consequently, the exposure of my plate

upon the snakes lasted for two or three minutes.

About two hours before sundown the specta-
tors who wish to witness the dance begin to

assemble. Soon the house-tops and every
available inch of room is occupied. Just as the

sun sets the antelope priests leave their kiva,
form in single file, and solemnly march to the

dance plaza, in the centre of which a small

cotton-wood bower called the kisi has been
erected.

In the photograph the ladder descending to

the dark recesses of the kiva is shown, and on
the upper portion of this ladder are the

In front of the kisi a roughly-hewn plank is laid

over a hole. This represents Shi-pa-pu, the

entrance to the under world, where the
"
lesser

divinities
"
of the Mokis have their home. As

each man reaches this board he sprinkles a little

of the sacred meal upon it, and stamps on it as

forcibly as he can, in order to wake the gods of

the nether world to the fact that the prayers and

petitions of the Moki people are about to be

offered in the snake dance. The photograph
next reproduced shows the kisi with the antelope

priests circling in front of it, and also the

sprinkling of the sacred meal. The bodies and

legs of the priests are nude, but around their

loins are finely woven cotton scarfs, beautifully

embroidered in black, red, and green. The

Mokis have been growers of cotton from time

immemorial, and are fine weavers. After
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IIOWEK, WITH I! l' CIRCLING BEFORE !l AND SPRINKLING THE SACKED .MEAL.

From a Photo. Copyrighted.

the kisi the antel

up in Front of it, with their backs

uging and rattling, await the

snake priests from their kiva.

A hush falls upon the assembled spectators as

the m in line and solemnly
;i to the ki>i. Look at them as they

h with dignity and seriousness. It is an

lemn ceremony to them- -pathetic in

ity of pleading with the gods for

without which life itself would he impos-
ble. We may lament their benighted condition,

i

'

I

the

jr tic

the

I,
and

up

two

1 to

of propitiation is

likewise sprinkled. The tiponi is deposited
between the two lines, and the chief antelope

priest and snake priest make obeisances

before it and offer certain prayers. Now the

main song begins. It is a prayer. Look at

the earnest faces of these poor savages as they

pray. They link arms, each man holding his

snake whip in his right hand, and raising the

right foot in a peculiar swinging manner. They
advance one step and retreat one with perfect

rhythm ; the weird, thrilling song continuing
the while. The antelope priests also join

THE ANTELOPE 1'RIESTS FORM IN LINE TO ADVANCE TO THE KISI.

From a Photo. Copyrighted.
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/' torn a J ro BE FORGOTTEN

in, and add effect to it with their rattlings.

The whole is a combination of sight and sound

which, once witnessed and heard, is never to be

forgotten. Ten or fifteen minutes this con-

tinues. In the rear view of

the snake priests here pre-
sented one may descern

peculiarities of the ceremonial

costume. The body is nude,
but painted in white splashes
on both shoulders down the

back, and down in front.

Dependent from the waist

behind is a fine fox - skin.

Around the neck are strings
of coral and shell-beads with

turquoise, silver, and stone

ornaments. The snake whip
is composed of two sticks, to

which large feathers are

attached, and on the ends of

these smaller feathers are tied

by means of native cotton

strings. These whips are

handed down from generation
to generation, and are objects
of great reverence, not only
to the snake priests, but also

to all the Moki people. But
now the most exciting part of
the ceremony is to take place.

All at once, at a signal

from the chief

priest, the snake

men break up their

line into groups of

three, and the first

advances towards

the kisi. In this,

some time during
the afternoon, the

w ashed s n a k e s

have been place* 1

in a large olla, or

earthenware jar.

Stooping down,
the first of the

group puts his

hand into the kisi

and receives from

the warrior priest

inside a writhing,

wriggling rattle-

snake. Placing
this in his mouth,
he holds it with

his teeth so that

the head of the

reptile is one or

two inches away to the left, while the remainder

of its body writhes and twists in violent con-

tortion to the right. This man is called the

'•carrier.'' As he rises to his feet, the second

ONCE WITNESSED AMI HEARD, Is NEVER

THE TWO ADVANCE IN AN AMBLING, PRANCING MANNER AKOUND Tl

From a Photo. Copyrighted.
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uggt r
"

places his

the carrier's shoulder ; and thus

n an ambling, prancing, and

ied manner around the pli

third man of their -roup, who
When two thirds of

de the "carrier" throws the

mouth on to the ground,
iiis turn, and, as

i another snake from

this has been going on, the

ived their snakes in

that by this time the plaza
... ambling snake priests ;

of the priest! Here, though the photograph is

imperfect in other details, and the snake-carrier

is barel) on the plate, fortune favoured me; and
the careful observer will recognise the awful flat

head of this dreaded reptile
— the crotalus cou-

fluentus, or prairie rattlesnake. I have seen

some priests come into the dance with tiny,

baby rattlesnakes in their mouths, the whole

body and tail covered and nothing but the

head protruding between the carrier's lips.

Exciting scenes sometimes occur when the

gatherers attempt to pick up some especially
active rattler, made vicious by his rude throw-

ing upon the ground. At one celebration I saw

THE I'RIl
" OIF CAR] M I. OBSERVE!

OF THIS DREADED REPTILE."
WILL RECOGNISE THE AWFUL FLAT HEAD

[Copyrighted.

till remain in line

nd rattling as before.

of the snake thrown upon
nd? As soon as it falls, the "

gatherer
"

adv. - it a little stroke with his snake
whi; reptile seeks to wriggle away,

eizes it.

It can well be understood that with this

pre utinuing until all the snakes 1

kisi, it becomes a

derfully thrilli nd fascinating

graph of which I am
-oud. fore or since has

a pi . which clearly and un-

mistakably showed a RAl \ LESNAKE in the mouth

the gatherer seek to pick up a small crotalus

cerastes, or horned rattlesnake, known to the

cowboys as a "side-winder," on account of its

moving away sideways, keeping its broadside

towards the observer instead of moving in the

usual serpentine way. On this occasion, the

moment the snake fell to the rock it coiled

itself ready to strike. With a "swipe" of his

feather snake whip the gatherer tickled the

reptile so that it uncoiled and started to move

away. But, far quicker than the quick action of

the man who now sought to pick it up, the

creature coiled again ready to strike. Again
and again this coiling and uncoiling took place,

and the gatherer in vain sought to capture the

angry reptile. An old woman standing by with
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'a line of women and girls, each holding a tray filled with sacred meal

From a Photo. Copyrighted.

a tray of sacred meal came and sprinkled it,

expecting, doubtless, that such treatment would

render the crotalus tractable. Rut not nt all.

I watched the proceedings until I became so

nervous at the evident and growing fear of

the priest, that, grabbing a handful of meal

from the old lady's tray, I rushed into the

sacred circle, and fairly dusted the astonished

snake before the priests or anyone else could

interfere. Kopeli, the chief priest, seeing my
sacrilegious act, and fearful lest my presence
should make the whole ceremony of no effect,

rushed up to the snake, and, thrusting aside the

gatherer, gave the snake one

vigorous
''

sweep
"

with his

whip, and in a moment un-

concernedly held him in his

fingers.

At one end of the circuit

made by the snake priests is

a line of women and girls,

each holding a basket or tray
filled with sacred meal, as

shown in the next photograph.
As each carrier, hugger, or

gatherer passes by, the women
take a pinch of the meal,
breathe a prayer on it, sprinkle
a little to each of the six

world-points, and then some

upon the dancer. Each snake

also is sprinkled, so that a good
deal of sacred meal is used

before the ceremony is over.

As soon as all the snakes have been danced

with, the chief priest steps a few feet away,
describes a circle upon the ground with the

sacred meal, which is used in all Indian cere-

monies, and then, giving a signal, all the priests
who have snakes in their hands or mouths rush

up to this circle and throw the reptiles therein.

What a hideous, writhing, wriggling, rattling

mass it is ! The photograph here reproduced
fails adequately to represent it. But the careful

looker will see the snakes in the pile, while

priests are advancing to throw in more
;
and the

second antelope priest is coming to sprinkle

AFTER THE DANCE-

Vol. iv.—32.

ALL THE PRIESTS RUSH UP TO THIS CIRCLE AND THROW THE REPTILES THEREIN.

From a Photo. Copyrighted.
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a.iter. Then all the snake

s i that none of the

id the chief priests offer

lese are !

meal, and all the

n the plaza spit towards the

This is not a sign of

fraternity and brotherhood

n i. When this has been done, each

ith a rapidity that is startling

S hold i>\ as many o( the

an

>th

then

turns round and
with in-

credibK S]

the -

and precipiti
into th
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with gentle r
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breathes a pra;

them, and,
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of his ceremonial

kilt and feathers

irns, runs

of the d a nee.

of tl

•i in oui

Li ph. It is

-
I trail on

•

_ : r o m
to the val-

th. And

• itous

trail, iher

ten otlv

lea'. n this mi -ral of which are-

more difficult. I was once on one of

these trails when the snake priest, with his

hands full of writhing reptiles, dashed down
like a shot. I was glad to squeeze

out of the way i to the wall so as to

afford the native, with his burden, all the room

:is naturally occur to the

spectator as he thinks over what he has seen

in this dance. These are : i. As the snake

dance is a prayer for rain, does the rain come in

niing answer to the prayers of the Moki ?

2. Are the priests never bitten while handling

And if they are

. KACII II! : S AS MANY SNAKES AS HE CAN CARRY
ONI OP THESE STEEP TRAILS TO DEPOSIT TH] [.

From a Photo. Copyrighted.

these dangerous reptiles?

bitten, what is the result?

In answer to the first question, it must be

confessed that rain does generally appear very

soon after the snake dance. The latter part of

August, when the snake dance occurs, is the

rainy season in this part of Northern Arizona,

consequently the snake priests are wise in

planning their dance at this time of the year.

As to why the participants in the dance are

not bitten is quite a question. There are a

variety of answers.

While, now and

again, a priest is

bitten, it is so

seldom as to have

led many people
to the belief that

the snakes were

"defanged." I

am certain, how-

ever, that this is

an error, for I

have examined
the snakes both

before, during,
and after the cere-

monies, and have

found them with

fangs untouched

and the poison

glands active and

full. Then, too,

in the case of the

priests who were

bitten, although
an antidote was

used, they still

showed the effect

of the bite. I

am satisfied that

much of the free-

dom from injury-

is owing to the

fearless and at the

same time gentle manner the priests have while

handling the rattlesnakes.

From what I have said in answer to the

second question it is apparent that the Mokis

have a rattlesnake-bite antidote. What this is

the white man does not know. None—even of

the Mokis -except the chief snake priest and

the oldest female member of his family, are per-

mitted to know the secrets of its elements and

preparation. But that it is effective many
Mokis and white men can testify. Priests have

been bitten, the antidote taken, and in a few

days (after but slight inconvenience) the bitten

men were as well as ever.



Hunted as a Murderer.

By Edward Walton.

The author tells how he suddenly found himself in an awful predicament, wrongfully accused of the

murder of his mate in Australia, and the narrow escape he had of falling into the hands of rough—
very rough—justice. The race for dear life and the man-hunt form a thrilling episode of Colonial life.

t

BLti

ORE than five years ago
—that is to

say, during the month of January,

1894— a murder was committed in

a certain part of Australia. I do
not propose to say precisely in what

part, nor do I intend to give the real names of

any of the parties who were concerned in the

matter. I will only say that a considerable

number of people think they know who com-

mitted the deed of blood :

but only two men and the

Almighty know who really

did put an end to the life

of Jack Mills as 1 will call

the unfortunate victim. The
two men who know are

Ed. Campbell— to give him
a fictitious title, supposing
him to be still alive—and

myself. The man whom a

host of squatters, dealers,

and miners were, and I

presume still are, convinced
is the murderer — the un-

fortunate wretch whom they
chased for miles, and would

certainly have slung up on
the nearest tree if they had

captured him, is, I regret to

say, the author of this un-

pretentious narrative.

I first came into contact

with Campbell in the gold-
fields, where I was trying,
with a host of others, to pick up a fortune. Our
claims were quite close together, and as we
were both Englishmen we soon struck up a

friendship, which I thought was quite as genuine
on his side as it certainly was on mine. We
often smoked together and chatted during
the evenings about the old land, and when
we became confidential, we each learnt that

the other had the same ambition as himself,

namely, to scrape together a little money, and
then return to England to live in comfort. My
friend's real name was rather a curious one,

though it may have been assumed. His native

town, he told me, was Cheltenham ;
more than

this I do not care to say. He was a well-built

man of more than medium height, with large,

.MR. WALTON, WHO WAS WRONGFULLY ACCUSED
OP THE 1 !' HIS M V

From a Photo, by II'. Forshaw, Oxford.

yellowish moustache and plenty of fair hair.

I never heard his exact age, but I should say
it must have been about thirty-five.

Neither of us had any luck to speak of at the

goldfields, so when I received news from England
that an uncle of mine had died and left me a
little money, the tidings were most acceptable.

Campbell and I had become firm friends by
this time, and, after talking the matter over,

he advised me to start sheep-

farming on a small scale and

try to work my way up. I

replied that I couldn't do
it by myself, as I lacked

experience, and asked him
to join me, because he
seemed to have done every-

thing and to have passed

through all sorts of experi-
ences in his time. He re-

minded me that he could
contribute nothing to the

partnership beyond good-
will and his assistance; but

T, with foolish generosity,

perhaps, said that this was
all I required, and begged
him to join me. In the

end he did, and for some
time things went quite

smoothly. We happened to

start during a good season,
and at the end of the first

year I was more than satis-

tied with results. Over and over again I

congratulated myself upon my luck in meeting
with such an energetic partner. There was

only one flaw in his character, looking at the

matter with Western eyes : he never lost an

opportunity of getting drunk. I must confess

that I could afford to look upon this failing with

a lenient eye, as I was not an exceedingly

temperate man myself; besides, he was several

years my senior. Nevertheless, all things con-

sidered, there were times when his language and

conduct disgusted me.

At Christmas time we decided to take a holi-

day, so
- we left the place in charge of a couple

of hired hands, and rode towards a town some

sixty miles distant. I little thought at the time
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aid ne\ - again upon my
r that journey well : the

rabl . .1- it generally is

md the grass was burnt up

r, we wore both in good
... as it was a

use his own words.
"
since he'd

At any rati, I know we

I to reach the town and

evidently it was no business of mine to interfere

with his affairs.

bate that night I came across my partner

again. Ih was in the bar, talking and drinking

with a man whom 1 hadn't seen before; indeed,

1 subsequently learnt from the stranger's own

lips that he had only reached the town that after-

noon. Campbell seemed himself again, and

when L entered he introduced me to his

"ill-: INTRO] I
HIS COMPANION, JACK MILLS.

into nparatively cool shelter of the hotel,

away from the heat, the dust, and the inserts.

first incident— I might call it the

ne of the tragedy
— occurred on the

January. It was evening, and I was

veranda smoking to keep some of

. when ( 'ampbeil came up
I fell heavily into a chair. At first

n on the drink, but I found

lb- was greatly agitated,

ldn't help showing it.

••

Halloa. Ed!" I exclaimed—we both rejoiced
in the same Christian name— " What's wrong?"

,t bit when I spoke, as though he

hadn't noti' When he replied, he

didn't look in my direction, but forallthatl

that his face was pale, and I began to

a little His voice was a bit

d, "Nothing much, old

cha: feel the heat a bit to-daj

Though I hadn't the least cause for suspicion
I knew this wasn't true, especially when I

noticed him striking match after match to light
his cigar, which ah ent out again the next

instant. I saw that he was terribly upset about

something, and finally I concluded that the best

hing I could do was to leave him alone, as

companion, Jack Mills. He was a jovial, hearty

character, this new-comer, and I put him down

at once as a thoroughly good fellow.

We talked together for some time, and again

there was nothing to arouse my suspicion, for

Campbell and Mills seemed as friendly as

possible. The next scene occurred early on the

following morning. My partner came up and

asked me abruptly when I was thinking of

moving towards home. " In two or three days,"

I said, adding,
" Are you in a hurry to get back

to work?" He didn't give me a direct answer,

but said something about wanting to know, so

that he could fix up his arrangements. Almost

in the same breath he asked me if I could let

him have ^20. I hadn't that amount to spare,

and he must have known it
; but, as he was

very pressing, and as I had always trusted him

entirely, I let him have £8, though it left me
rather'short. He took the money eagerly, and

I never saw him again all day, though I met

Mills towards evening.
Two more days passed, and nothing note-

worthy happened. I thought of going home
the next day, and spoke to Campbell about it.

He seemed quite ready to go that day if I

wished, but I wanted to stay a few hours longer,
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as there were some races to be held close by,

and I wished to see them. There were a good

many men in the town that day
—a fact I have

good cause to remember. They included men
of every class, good and bad,

" white
" men and

rogues, though the latter, I fancy, were in the

majority that day. I rode to the course with

Campbell, who seemed somewhat sulky and

preoccupied, and I could hardly get a word out

of him. I wondered what could possibly have

come over him, but, like a fool, it never once

occurred to me that the change of his manner

dated from the sudden arrival of Jack Mills.

We found the latter on the course. It was a

broiling afternoon and the sport was very tame

indeed, so I determined to return before it was

over. My partner as well as Mills and myself
had just had a drink together, and when I pro-

posed moving Campbell seemed rather unwilling.

Mills, however, was ready to accompany me, so

Campbell said,
" Eook here, Ed, you and Jack

go on, and I'll follow later and meet you at the

hotel." The end of it was that we two rode off

together, while Campbell stayed behind I

looked back once more, and then I saw him

standing by himself in the sweltering heat, look-

ing after us eagerly. Even at the time I thought
this anxiety was more than a little strange.

\\"e stopped at the outskirts of the settlement,
and walked our horses into

a shady patch of bush, where
we dismounted and sat down
under a tree to smoke. My
horse was young and restive,

so I pulled the bridle rein

over his head and held it all

the time I was sitting there.

It was a wonderful piece of

luck this : had I not done it

I should certainly have been

hanged that night as a mur-
derer. We talked for some
time, until at length we heard
the voices and shouts of the

men coming back from the

races. I can hear those

sounds yet ;
to me they are

like a hideous dream. We
talked about the country and
its prospects, and the news
of the world generally ; but.

funnily enough, I don't think

Campbell's name was men-
tioned once by either of us.

Mills was a ready talker, and
introduced the greater num-
ber of subjects, while I did
the greater part of the listen-

Poor fellow : He little

thought that he was speaking his last words,
and that his hours on earth were numbered.

They often say that a man has a presentiment
of coming peril, and this is a saying which I

believe to be perfectly true. Somehow I thought
after a time there was someone behind us

coming up silently on the other side of the
bushes

;
and at the same time my horse threw

up his head suspiciously, sniffed at the air, and
snorted. A horse is a better judge of such things
than a man. "

Is anyone there ?
"

I asked my
companion, nervously. He just glanced round

carelessly, and then replied, "I reckon not."

These were the last words he ever uttered.

How vividly the events of the next few moments

linger in my mind ! Mills and I were sitting side

by side, his arm touching mine, when he suddenly
moved. Hardly had he done so, when there

came the sharp report of a revolver from the

bush immediately behind. Heavens ! how I

started and cried out ! Two .other shots followed

at once in rapid succession. At first I thought
that I was shot myself, though I had felt nothing.
Mills leaped high into the air, just as if a

powerful electric current had been sent through
his body, and then he settled down right

against me in an awful heavy and dull fashion—
a mere inert heap. 1 heard a crashing sound
from the bush. I looked up, half-dazed, and

ing HE SETTLED DOWN RIGHT AGAINST ME—A MERE INERT HEAT.
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my partner. Ed. Campbell, standing there,

a horrible sight, pale as death, and with

from his head He was hold

volver in his hand. The

it he disappeared, and 1 could hear

. he ran towards the open.

lead. He had been shot in three

it this was the least horrible dis-

He had fallen against me, and his blood

t/ies/ 1 had on white

and these were rapidly becoming

ght. But

::11 cling

the rein o( my I

Ji he was kiek-

id plunging with

The other

a -

my e. impanion,

1 at the Inst

All this fearful

was the work

moment, though
it takes time to nar-

1 heard wild

and angry shouts of

"Murder!" "Where?
Where?"— "Who is

it?" "Gel round the

bush, boys."—"Don't
-

let him "Natur-

ally I worked upon
the fir^t impulse. They
would have no mercy

me if I were

found like this, with

the lying at

my feet and my
clothes blood-stained. I could not possibly

If: and these impulsive, rough-

and-ready men would not require any further

guilt, but would assuredly string

up on the spot. I sprang on to my rearing

horse, and almost before 1 realized what 1 had
I g through the bush, my heart

throbbi it would burst, and the

atm all round me apparently as red as

I iched the open. Several men

galloping down from the left. I fancy I

Campbell, but cannot be sure. At all

I the traitor shout, "There he is,

: and thereupon I instinctively made a

furious dash for liberty and life out to the open

plain on th< The sun was setting and
the darkness would soon fall. There were a

hundred human bloodhounds taking part in

the man-hunt. Luckily my horse was fresh,

and my pursuers had not my awful desperation

to assist them. Besides this, I knew my own

(cence, and felt that God would assist me
in getting clear away from the deluded avengers.

I was a good rider. I lay along my horse's

neck and raced for life.

IV

\>.s ft

I LAY ALONG MY HORSE'S NECK AND RACED FOR LIFE.

Suddenly three men shot out from the

curving horn of the bush at the right and tried

to intercept me. I raced as hard as I could,

not sparing my horse, and he proved the

fastest. Luckily these three were unarmed,

or they could easily have pulled me up or shot

me dead. If my horse had stumbled in one of

the numerous holes it would have been all up
with me. But, thank God, he never stumbled

once. He seemed to know how much depended
on his fleet and sinewy limbs, and he rushed on

like the wind. Not all the men were without

weapons. I heard several sharp reports, but

the shots were fired by excited men riding

wildly, and they whistled harmlessly by.

During that terrible ride I could only think

of one thing. If I were caught and hanged,
how terrible it would be for my old people, when

they came to know that their only son—the boy
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they had been so proud of—was a murderer,

and had met a felon's ignominious death. This

thought helped me as much as anything in my
desperate struggle for life. Alter a time—hours

it seemed to me— I reached the bush again, and

my pursuers were out of sight. How I thanked

God when I saw the darkness coming up, and

knew that the night would soon cover my head-

long flight ! But again I heard the relentless,

avenging voices behind me. Sometimes they
seemed quite close, sometimes indistinct and far

away. But I knew that they were following,

and my poor horse was growing very distressed.

It became painful to listen to his dreadful
"
roaring.''

But some good angel was fighting on the side

of the innocent man. Presently I came out

again on to the open plain. My horse was very

leg-weary now, and he was beginning to stumble.

Suddenly I discerned a shanty standing out in

the dim light, with a stable hard by, at the side

of which a horse ready saddled was standing.
I rode up as noiselessly as possible and slid to

the ground, shaking all over with tenor and
excitement. I pulled out my knife anil sevi

the hitching strap, but a man, attracted by the

thud of hoofs, came running out from the

shanty. He was a clergyman and, of course,
the owner of the horse. At the same moment
my leading pursuers, frantic with vengeful

excitement, broke from the bush not a couple
of hundred yards away. Their horses were

very much spent, and they were lashing them
as hard as they could. I tried to moisten

my parched lips.
"
They're hunting me for a

murderer, and I'm innocent," I shouted, as I

fell into the saddle and rode off at breakneck

speed. My new mount was a great, long-strid-

ing bay, who covered the ground at a glorious
rate. Rapidly my pursuers lessened and finally

disappeared.
I had now committed a capital offence, and a

deliberate one at that. I was guilty of horse-

stealing
—a crime, practically, as great as the

one imputed to me. It hopelessly branded me,
for the avengers would think that the man who
could steal a horse would have no compunction
about killing a man, and so would be more
certain of my guilt than ever. But necessity

compelled me to the act, and all's fair in war.

I feel sure that could I have more fully, ex-

plained matters to the clergyman, he would
have felt bound by the religion he professed to

consent to exchange horses so as to aid my
flight. But, again, there would have been
the question : Would he have believed my
story ?

Presently the welcome night enveloped all, and
I was safe for the time. I need not narrate all

the details of my flight. Suffice it to say that I

never set eyes again upon any of my pursuers.
I pushed on and on, by careful stages, until I

came to one of the great cities. Here I shaved
off my beard and moustache, and generally
altered myself as much as possible, after which I

took the train to the coast. Before this, I may
mention, I had turned thief again by compulsion.
I entered a farmer's house, when he was out

working, and stole some clothes. I dressed my-
self in these (they were very old things), and
buried my blood-stained riding breeches. Before

I entered the town I sold the parson's horse.

After all, he had mine. A short time after reaching
the coast I obtained employment on a merchant

vessel, and the sea has been my living ever

since, on and off. I shall never again see my
little sheep farm, and I suppose also I shall never

meet my partner
— the Judas who would have

seen me hanged for the crime he had himself

committed. Soon after I returned to England.
I went to a church—I hadn't been in a place of

worship for years
—and, strangely enough, the

following passages came in the evening psalms :

"
I or it is not an open enemy that hath done

me this dishonour, for then I could have borne

it ... . But it was even thou, my companion,

my guide, and mine own familiar friend." These
words brought tears to my eyes, and at once

brought back Campbell and his diabolical

treachery.

Why he killed Jack Mills I shall never know.

Whether he aided my flight at all by drawing off

the pursuers on a wrong track I cannot tell
;
but I

think it probable, as he could not have desired

to see me hanged, even though I knew him to

be the guilty man. The truth may have come
out by this time

;
he may even have confessed,

and paid the penalty for his crime
;

but this is

unlikely. I daresay he is still free, and perhaps

prospering on my little property.
I still feel far from safe. The world we live

in is very small, and I am constantly afraid of

meeting someone who took part in that awful

hunt. The fear is probably a foolish one, as I

have changed a good bit in the interval, and

the affair has probably been forgotten long ago.



The Queerest Passion Play in the World.

E. Franklin Page, Jun., or Denver City.

author describes the amazing scenes he witnessed with his own eyes in the haunts of the

es in New Mexico, and illustrates his paper with snap-shots taken at considerable

The cactus-lined garments, the heavy crosses, and the terrible rigours of self-flagellation.

f us know that once in ten

>sion Play is given at

u by a devout set of

ants, in recognition of traditional

Divine aid granted some centuries

But few realize that each year within the

States is enacted a tragedy
which is forbidden by law, but which it is

iutely imp to prevent. Among the

icans there is a sect known as the Penitentes,

a very devout branch of Catholics, mainly
remarkable on account of the extremes to which

resort. Th
Mexi in the

Unit*

a m i x t u r i

Spanish. Indian,
and white races—
though they all

claim to have

sympathized with

Spain in the last

war.

A m them

have

some

are intel

who

p and
cattle, but the

majorit;
a precarious

rding
N

man could endure the monotony of tending
liitrv. because his reason would

But for $16 per month
and s of flour, coffee, bacon, and

in will watch a herd for

'as happy as a clam
in 1

I who are "1/- H
man( -the Penitential Brothi
and the spirit of the sect was brought l> this

country by the Jesuit priests in the sixteenth

century.
Until the time when railroads came through

the country the order flourished with large

membership, and the practices grew wilder and
sterner each year. But the advent of serious-

minded Yankee settlers and devoted mission-

aries with churches and schools proved a check

on the more extreme Penitentes, and they
conducted their rites in remote mountain

places, where they felt they would be free

from interference.

The order now
has less than one
thousand mem-
bers, and he who
would see the
services must
make a tedious

trip far from the

railroad, and then

exercise great
caution to keep
out of their sight,

as they resent

intrusion, and will

resort to force if

disturbed by white

people. During
the greater part
of the year the

chapels or " Mor-

adas
"
of the Peni-

tentes are deserted, but with the advent of Lent

they renew the ceremonies and processions
which lead up to the climax of Holy Week.
The writer started from Clayton, New Mexico,

a small town on the Gulf Road, and rode all

day across the hot, dry prairies, on which the

only signs of life are herds of cattle, plenty of

antelope, and hosts of shrill whistling curlew.

We knew the danger of exciting the Brother-

hood, but we determined to see, and photograph,

WHO HAVE ACQUIRED SOME
!: OF A RICH DEVOI 1 I .

•in a 1'ltoto. by the Author.
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THE AUTHOR DETERMINED TO SEL", AND PHOTOGRAPH, ALL
HE COULD OP THE CEREMONIES."

From a Photo, by Hastings, Boston.

all we could of the ceremonies. To that end
we had literally armed ourselves to the teeth.

We dressed like Mexicans to attract less

attention, and hid the camera under our coat.

Ascending a hill, we unexpectedly came upon
the scene of action, and never shall we forget
the sight. It was late in the afternoon of a hot,

clear day; not a breath of wind stirring, and
the absolute quiet was awful. Below us

stretched a small valley, whose side-hills

were scantily covered with a growth of scrub

oak and pine. The little stone chapel was
at the head of the valley ; and about 500ft.

away on a small knoll, representing the

Hill of Calvary, was erected a huge wooden
cro:;s. Grouped about this, kneeling devoutly,

were perhaps fifty people, and when they began
to chant the " Miserere

"
in a melancholy wail

the effect was wonderfully weird. When this

ceased, the
"
Procession of Cross Bearers

"

left the chapel. Only men take part in the
actual ceremonies, though women are present.
The crosses are large wooden affairs, and weigh
over 2oolb. each. Those doing penance fre-

quently conceal their faces with black cloths,
and the officers may be known by the filets on
their heads. The procession is headed by a

piper who plays an unearthly wail, which sends
shivers down one's spine. Then comes a brother

walking backwards and bearing a crucifix. He

•
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ik! legs o( the Penitente

so lightly that

nk cruelly into the

iund is heard from the

It had actually become custon

holy people to the cross, but

wrought the change, and

very Old M s >wns

ifixion now take place.

passed, and we felt we must interfere in the

name oi' humanity, when, about half an hour

after the cross was raised, the chief gave the

order to lower it. The bonds were loosed,

and the blood began to circulate freely in the

veins of the ex crucified ; but the victim was

now limp and unconscious. Then, following

the story of the Passion, a few women gather
about the cross, wailing dismally, and imperson-

1MXION AS MR. I KANKLIN PAGE SAW II ALL THE BKOTHERHOOU WRAPPED IN SILENT PKAVEK.

victims of the crucifixion

irvived the ordeal, and shown their scars

evidence. Loi s are fastened to the

d of the aciy it, and other brothers

then raise it to an upright position. As its base

nears tl ration, the whole mass slips down
with a thud which must cause excruciating pain

ictim ; but he never utters a complaint.
- then maintained in its position by

ropes, and by some loose stones thrown into

the 1.

It being dangerous to approach too close, the

writer of these lines was unable to secure a

to. of the actual crucifixion. The silence

maddening—no sound of bird or in

desert land, and all the brotherhood
in silent prayer. Some were lying

dn idful prickly cacti. All the

ns of thorns, and some v

- with the prickly Spanish
emed as if we could not

endure the strain. Hours seemed to have

ating Mary and Martha. The body is next

wrapped in a cloth, and borne to a cave in the

foot-hills. The general crowd then returns to

town to a lively tune from the piper. A chosen

few, however, remain to apply restoratives

and resurrect the victim. In the days of

spiking these remedies had no effect, but

now the honoured one quickly recovers,

and by evening will walk about the town,

the most important one of the inhabitants.

Then follow a big dance and n feast, and the

majority settle down to a semi -civilized life.

Many of these Penitentes are voters in the City
of New Mexico.

The procession of Flagellants we did not

witness, having arrived too late; but they march
over cacti and prickly pear with bare feet,

and wear nothing but short cotton breeches.

Then they lash their backs with thorns and the

blood trickles down in streams. I was told

that two men died of blood poisoning, the

result of self-inflicted scourges.



The Saving of the "
Cotopaxi."

By Gerald Hand.

The scene is the ever-turbulent South American Republic of Ecuador. The insurgent freebooters
descended upon the cable station, where the author was an operator, with the view of intercepting
the Government gunboat, and seizing her commander. But they were baffled by Mr. Hand and his

resolute colleagues, and the "
Cotopaxi

" was saved.

>.«3BBfl

T is somewhat hard for anyone living
in a civilized country to understand

the revolutionary element which

seems to pervade the very atmo-

sphere of a Spanish
- American

Repuhlic, and though the incident I am about

to relate is common enough in those regions,

vet it would be difficult to associate it with any
other locality than the one in question. The

THE AUTHOR, MR. GERALD HAND, WAS DEPUTED TO WARN
Front a Photo.

habits, manners, and customs of the South
American people ; the Constitution of its Lili-

putian Republics ;
their chronic poverty

and stupendous dignity ;
their incessant

squabbles amongst themselves and with their

neighbours—all these go to make this vast

continent stand unique in many respects among
all other nations of the earth.

The public generally know but little of the

exigencies of life in these countries, save through
an occasional paragraph in the daily Press,

announcing a change of Government here, a

revolution there, an assassination of an official

somewhere else, and so on, until the mind is

filled with vague wonder as to what class of

people these South Americans can be, and what
sort of countries they inhabit.

Some nine years ago, having passed through
the usual curriculum suffi-

cient to qualify as a first-

class cable operator, I

accepted service in the

Central and South
American Telegraph
Company of New York,
which controls a network
of cables from Texas, in

the United States, to

Buenos Ayres, in the far

Argentine ; and I left

England on a five years'

contract. After having
served in various stations

on the western coast of

South America, I one day
received orders to report

myself for duty at Santa

Elena, in the Republic of

Ecuador.

As it was here that the

incident of this story took

place, it will be necessary
to give some idea as to

its location. Those who
have travelled by the fine

steamers of the Pacific

Steam Navigation Com-

pany from Panama en route to southern ports

will remember, just before the Guayaquil
River is made, rounding a long, narrow

neck of land jutting out into the sea, and

rising to a considerable eminence at its

farthest point. On this hill is a lighthouse, a

guidance to vessels making for Guayaquil ;
and

this small peninsula is commonly known as

Santa Elena. Strictly speaking, however, the

COTOPAXI.
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name applies ;>> the province in which this

headland is situated. Close down on the shore,

and a beautiful semi-circular bay, si

the station where, until further orders were

i the official memo.), 1 was to be

I had not been long stationed in Santa Elena

ne posted in all the past and

Guayaquil ;
line down," and then proceeded to

take an easy chair on the veranda, and enjoy

the reflective smoke of a cigar. His work was

over for thai day at all events. A subsequent
test showed a clean break, and long habit had

taught us where to look for it without flurrying

ourselves. It was too late that day to make a

journey up the line, so we who were off duty

IS mi: CABLE STATION or SANTA EI.ENA WHICH WAS RAIDED BY THE " MONTENEROS."
From a Photo.

nt politics and general condition of the

country. That is generally the first thing that

one docs become acquainted with in such places.

I learned among other things that a noted

. nt leader,* whose head was worth

any amount of money to the Go\ernment, had

successfully evaded the national troops and was

quietly organizing an army— or, more correctly,
a weird, armed rabble—in the next province,

preparatory to marching overland on Guayaquil,
; principal port of the Republic. Now, this

was a matter of considerable moment to us,

inasmuch as, besides our two submarine cables

north and south, we had a land line of 120 miles

connecting with Guayaquil, and an outbreak of

any kind usually meant the cutting of the wires

up country by the insurgents so as to intercept
. eminent telegrams. This entailed con-

rable delay and expense in repairing the

and as in such cases we ourselves had to

patrol each section on mule-back until the break

-and that over a rough country,
under a tropical sun—the news was generally of

a most disagreeable kind.

was the trend of events when one

rtly after noon, the man on duty at the

istrument announced, laconically: "Lost

•t about his identity. He is General
President of the Republic of Ecuador.

disposed ourselves comfortably, and speculated

as to what was happening in the interior. We
were not to be left very long in doubt, however.

Not very long afterwards a faint cloud of

dust on the distant pampas denoted the arrival

of strangers, and a pair of field-glasses were

promptly brought into requisition. "The
'

Monteneros,' boys," said the chief (Mr. John

Milne), excitedly, and then all was bustle and

confusion. Long habit had again come to our

aid, and whilst one of us untethered the horses

in the corral, and sent them scampering over

the plain, the others gathered together the fire-

arms, money, and valuables of all descriptions

and buried them in a pit at the back of the

house which was always kept handy for such

emergencies.

Hardly had this bit of business been satis-

factorily concluded than, with a deafening halloa

and a flourish of nondescript rifles, a body of

mounted men rode through the gate of the corral

and up the path to the house. Leisurely dis-

mounting, they tethered their animals to the

nearest posts and proceeded to regale themselves

with bread and meat, which they carried in their

saddle-bags, washing down the food with deep

draughts of "
Canea," or native spirits.

Thesa, then, were the "
Monteneros," of whom

there were about one hundred ;
and a more
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WITH A DEAFENING HALLOA AM) A Fl OURISH OF RIF I I S

THROUGH THE GATE."
RODE

ragged and motley crew of cut-throats it would
be hard to find. The term "

Montenero," in

Ecuador, is applied to those who assist in a

revolution for personal gain; they are soldiers

and yet not soldiers—freebooters would be the

better term to use. Mounted on mules, or

bronchos, and armed with anything from a

"machete' and a lasso, to a Winchester and

long cavalry sword, they roam the country in

turbulent times robbing, murdering, and pillag-

ing wherever they can with impunity do so. It

was not, therefore, without some alarm that
we witnessed their arrival and awaited their

pleasure.

Their leader— the only one, by the way,
dressed in uniform, and that was shabby enough
—ascended the steps of the veranda and
accosted .Mr. Milne, our chief. Having intro-

duced himself as a "
colonel

"
in the army of

General Alfaro, the insurgent leader, he pro-
ceeded to question us as to the movements of
the Government gunboat, Cotopaxi, which, he
had heard, had left Guayaquil and was due to

arrive in Santa Elena Bay that night. He
politely informed us that that was their reason
for honouring us with a visit. Yes, they were

going to wait till the Cotopaxi arrived, take

advantage of the commander coming ashore to
make him and his boat's crew prisoners, then

board the vessel, capture
her, take her up to a
northern port, and there
hand her over to the

insurgent leader as a

valuable adjunct of war.

This was all told us in a

calm, every-day sort of

manner, as though it was
a matter of no concern

whatever, and the issue

could only be one way.

Nevertheless, we stared

at the cool effrontery of

the man.
The Cotopaxi, a steel-

armoured gunboat of

600 tons, mounting
Krupp quick-firers, to be
taken by a ragged crew
such as this ? Impos-
sible! And yet the
fellow knew what he was

talking about, and
seemed to understand

the whole situation. He
had also been well-

informed. Only that

morning, just before the

line was cut, we had
received a message from Commander Bayona,
of the Cotopaxi, who was a personal friend

of ours, saying he was leaving Guayaquil and
would be down with us that evening. The

gunboat, being of shallow draught, always
anchored in front of the station and not more
than fifty yards from the shore; and as it was

the commander's custom to come to the station

immediately upon anchoring, it will be seen how

easily he could have been captured in the dark,

and possibly done to death
;

for these fellows

stopped at nothing.
Another comfortable reflection, on the other

hand, was that, if the CotopaxVs officers got

any inkling of what was going on, they would

immediately train their guns on the crowd ashore,

and the station—and possibly also ourselves

—
being directly in the line of fire, would suffer

considerable damage, if not utter destruction.

It wasn't a cheerful problem to think out, and

yet something had to be done. Apart from

other considerations, Bayona was our friend, and

we were not going to have him walk into a trap

like this—into the very arms of the cut-throat

'•Monteneros"— if we could possibly prevent it.

Meantime the sun was getting lower and lower.

Evening was approaching ;
another hour, and it

would be dark, and then

The "
Monteneros," who did us the honour
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of tramping through every room in the house and

.inn iv little knick-knacks that attrr. ted

them, had retired outside, and lay stretched on

the ground smoking their cigarillos. All of

them red quite contented with themselves

and ih if the world. It was a peaceful
. and yet there was in the back-

.: ,

i tragedy about to

r, not to draw the narrative out to an

unm length, this is the plan we finally

' IKH
>
KAI

i AM) BUSHES."

By this time the sun had gone down, and a:

there is no twilight in the tropics, it was already

dark. We were now fairly on the alert, am
the tension of that hour's watch was realh

awful. Mr. Milne was priming the colonel ii

his own room with sundry
"
copitas

"
of whisk'

to keep him out of the way. The silence, savi

for the subdued buzz of conversation from tlit
"
Monteneros," was unbroken.
All of a sudden I felt a pinch on my arm am

a whispered, "There she is!" from my com

panion, Tom Stannage, whose portrai

you will see in the group shown on the

next page. I looked, and sure enough i

steamer's green sidelight was clearly dis

cernible over the dark waste of waters.

Quietly we moved away, creepiiu

through the centre corridor out on tc

the bade veranda, and through the

fence into the bush.

Then we raced for deai

life—Tom Stannage and

I. Falling headlong
over stones and bushes— for there was no moon—we finally reached the

lower end of the bay,

ran a canoe into the

water, got our paddles

out, and worked as we

never worked before to

reach the reef in time.

Silently, yet steadily,

the paddles swept the

water, the canoe fairly

shooting along with the

strength of our sweep.
Thank God ! at last we

had got round the reef,

and here was the steamer

coming along in great

style.

But— "Good heavens!

—this big hulk is not

the Cotopaxi ! What
can be wrong ? This is

: upon. A watch was to be kept,
oat's lights were

around the point two of us
'dr. Milne, remaining behind to allay

p out at the back of the
hou detour to avoid being

down to the lower
end of the bay, take one of the native dug-outs
which lay on ti.

h, paddle out beyond the
and intercept and warn the vessel's un-

iting commander. It seemed feasible

enough, provided we could slip away unseen.

a cargo boat." Such

were the exclamations of both of us, but we

hadn't time to say more. Swiftly the steamer,

whatever she was, drew close alongside us, now

making for the bay. A shout from my com-

panion, and we could hear the telegraph from

the bridge ringing off the engines. A rope

ladder was thrown down, and after making
our canoe fast we clambered up on to her

deck.

She proved to be one of the "Kosmos"
steamers bound from Guayaquil to our bay
for orders. You may be sure our appearance
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startled the skipper, a good-natured German,
whom we had met some time before.

But our story startled him still further. Asked

by us if he had seen anything of the Cotopaxi
on his way down, he said that Bayona's orders

to leave had been countermanded at the last

minute, and the commander would not sail

for another twenty -four hours— a piece of

information that was welcome indeed. On
the strength of our story, the captain lay

outside the bay until morning to await de-

velopments. He lent us one of his boats,

however, and the crew pulled us ashore at

a place called Ballenita, about six miles above

the station.

From here we obtained horses and set off up-

country to Juntas, the centre of the telegraph

line, where an instrument was connected with

Guayaquil : and we had hopes that that section

of the line was as yet untouched. Arrived

there, we put up for the night, and next morn-

ing, our surmise being correct, the first message
through to Guayaquil told all that had happem d.

Never did the clicking of the Morse instrument

sound more welcome! In less than half an

hour the Government officials had been

acquainted with the news
;

the Cotopaxi
received orders to remain in the river

;
and our

mission was done.

Now for the sequel, which proved disastrous

for our friends, the "Monteneros." Disappointed
at the non-arrival of the Cotopaxi, they hung
around till next morning and then left the neigh-
bourhood. Three days later, however, whilst

endeavouring to form a junction with the main

body of the insurgents, they ran into an ambush
of Government troops sent to intercept them,
and those who were not immediately shot down
were taken back to Guayaquil as prisoners for

execution. The colonel was amongst the killed

—so we afterwards learned.

An important official document was received

by the manager of the station some time after-

wards, conveying the thanks of the Govern-
ment for our "

courageous, meritorious, and

praiseworthy action,'' and no doubt it is still in

his possession. 1 had hopes of the Grand
Cordon of something being conferred upon my-
self for my share in the transaction, but in this

1 was disappointed.

The author,
Mr. Ha

The chief operator,
Mr. |. Milne.

Tom Stannage, who
went with Mr. Hand.

Mr. Martin. Columbus, a
native boy.

THE STAFF AT THE CABLE STATION OK SANTA ELENA. THESE ARE THE BRAVE FELLOWS WHO
From a) saved the " cotopaxi.

"
[Photo.



Adventures in Search of Wild Cacti.

By V. A. Walton.

The Editor of the •• Cactus Journal
"

tells us all about the strange adventures, tragic and comic,
and his brother - collectors encountered during a journey of twenty thousand miles in

erent varieties of the singular cactus plant. And Mr. Walton illustrates his article with
• remarkable photographs of quaint cacti^some of them curious freaks of the vegetable world.

OSSESSING one of the largest

collections in England, and wishing
to make it still more perfect, I

decided to go to the native home
ictus- California, Arizona,

ico— and there on the spot find out

ray to cultivate these quaint plants.

m January ;th. [899, I left Liverpool for

York by the Cunarder Servia ; thence I

I to the great city of St. Louis, where

Society ami a very good collec-

ti in the Botanical Gardens. The
lit of the Cactus Society, Mr. A. A.

Kleinschmidt, and Professor Trelease, the

t of the Gardens, were kindness itself,

giving me all the information at their command,
and letters of introduction to the prominent
botanists and cactus collectors in the West.

r spending a few pleasant days at St. Louis
I took train to Kansas City. Then, after pass-

ng round the southern end of the Rocky
Mountains, through New Mexico, we arrived at

Bernardino, Cal., where I met an old

correspondent, Mr. A. II. Alverson, who is

a very enthusi collector. He took
out into the desert, and presently, for the

rst time in my life, I was in the midst of

wild cai 1 cti usually grow on very dry,

ly, and rocky deserts,

or mountain sides, and
ften very difficult to

t on account of

natural of vary-
f danger and

>mfort.

Mr told me
of many of his adven-

inection with

cacti;

of t: sting
how he first found

ty known as the

Mr.

_ known
to most of the mine pros-

nd hunters, they
lim informa-

the native

habitat of new or rare-

cacti. On asion

an old hunter told him of
a wonderful white-haired

THE "
GRIZZLY HEAR" CACTUS FOUND liV MR. ALVERSON.

From a Photo,

cactus, and ended by saying :

"
It has a beard

all over it, just like yours !" Now, Mr. Alverson

has a very long, grey beard, so he determined to

go in search of its vegetable rival.

He had, however, to make three special

journeys before being successful. On the first

of these excursions, as he was climbing up a

mountain peak, clinging to the rocks with hands
and feet, and not being able to see a single

step ahead, he reached up to an overhanging
rock with his hand, and placed it right upon a

sleeping rattlesnake ! The instant he felt the

reptile move he drew his hand back, but only

just in time, for the next moment he saw the

snake's head dart over the ledge. It was

thoroughly aroused, and again drew back to

strike at his face. The collector had no time

to think
;
he could not retreat, as one false step

would have sent him rolling down the mountain-

side to certain death. He had a small botanical

pick in one hand, and with this he dodged and

fought the deadly creature, eventually killing it

without being bitten.

On the second expedition, Mr. Alverson was

crossing a valley between two mountain ranges,
and was debating with the driver of the team as

to whether they should stop and camp in the

valley, or go on to the other side and camp on

the mountain slope.

Eventually the latter

course was decided upon.
This was a fortunate de-

cision, for before they
had time to camp a cloud-

burst occurred, and so

tore up the valley with

its torrents of water that

the configuration of the

country was entirely
altered. Had they re-

mained in the valley

another half- hour they

must have been washed

away. These cloud-bursts

are very frequent in these

mountain and desert dis-

tricts, and form a great

danger to travellers.

However, my friend's per-

severance was rewarded,

for en the third excursion,

after being almost baked
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by the sun and parched
for want of water (for a

change), they came to a

mountain peak, rising out

of the sandy desert, and

there he found his

"Grizzly Bear.''

The old hunter had

not exaggerated its white

beard, for some of the

hair-like spines measured

ioin. in length. I myself
obtained some of these

rare and curious plants.

I also found another, as

different as possible, for

it had hardly any spines :

and instead of the usual

purplish red flower, this

one bears beautiful white

blossoms 4
! -in. across.

I have christened this

"The Bride.

After a few days I went

to Los Angeles, on the

Pacific Coast, and from

there to San Diego, the

most southern town of

American California,
where I found some very
fine cacti. One day, when
out cactus hunting in the hills a few miles from

the town, having a coloured man to help me,
and a waggon in the road below to bring away

I HAVE CHRISTENED Tills 'THE BJUDE. THIS 1\\A\T |S A

IWJER GROWS ON THE ED .

a Pk
MERE SLAB, WHILE THE

From

the spoil, I was digging up
a large

"
Nigger - head "

cactus, and nearly caught
hold of an immense centi-

pede, about Sin. in length.

My assistant called to me
to come away and leave

the formidable insect
alone

;
I first killed the

venomous -looking thing
with my trowel, as I

thought, but, to my sur-

prise, one half ran one way,
the other half the ether.

Near San Diego I saw
a very strange lot of 111011-

strous cacti, which I

photographed and chris-

tened " The Phantom

Army." The plants were

a kind known as "The
Elk's -horn" cactus,

grafted Upon an upright-

growina kind. The illus-

tration will speak for itself

as to their grotesqueness.
From San Diego I wished

to go down to Lower
California, which is a

Mexican province, and

a peninsula six hundred

miles long and about fifty across. It is very

thinly populated, and has never been thoroughly

explored botanically, mainly on account of the

THE PHANTOM ARMY. {Photo.
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probably eaten by these Indians, who are

reported to be still cannibals. I was able

to obtain a number of extremely rare cacti

collected by Captain Porter, which he had
sent home by a coasting steamer whilst on
his last trip.

The inaccessibility of Tower California

was rather discouraging, but yet I decided

to visit this Eldorado of the cactus hunter;
and so I took the steamship to Ensinada.

Quite close to the landing-place here I

found what we in England consider an

important variety
— the " Cord - wood"

cactus. It is called by the natives Sour-

Petijaga, on account of- a pleasant acid

taste which the fruit has. There is a little

eoastins.

mining company,
owning of Tower California ;

I LDN T 1H1.NK THAT THE CORD-WOOD CAC
AGREEABLE FRUIT. {.Photo.

difficulty of transport, there being very few roads

tanist contemplating a visit to Tower Cali

a usually takes a small

- ship and co

id the peninsula, stop-
•

the different ports
and islands. These coast-

_ trips, however, have

en very unfor-

tunate. Professor Purpus
ship through the

dr; gging when
Professor

Anthony has also lost two
in a year through

-:ed upon this

tain Porter,
of San Diego, had his

burnt by Indians
ar near Tiburon

id, in the Gulf of

lia, he and his

mate heir. killed.

Indeed, it is thought
eau-^e no remains

r found ) that th

my
San

steamer belonging to an English
who own nearly all worth

and this boat

makes periodical trips down the coast,

calling at various ports, and also at some
of the most important islands. At the

extreme end of the peninsula, near Cape
St. Lucas, grow some enormous cacti

; they
measure 50ft. in height, and some are 5ft.

in diameter, having many branches, and

being even larger than the
" Cereus Gigan-

teus," of Arizona.

I obtained many very rare cacti from

this region, among which was a very fine

clump of the
" Marine "

cactus, which bears

bright yellow flowers and grows close to

the seashore, as its name would imply. On
return north the Customs authorities at

Diego asked what I wanted the plants

III a] • FINE CLUMP Oi- THE 'MARINE' CACTUS.
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for, because since the war everything imported
into the United States is subject to duty.

I renlied :

" To look at, of course !

"
This,

however, did not quite satisfy them, so I

had to explain that the plants were for

scientific purposes before they would pass

theni. I then arranged to go on a trip to

the desert with Dr. C. A. Purpus, a German

botanist, who was staying at the time with

Professor Prandegee. The latter, with his wife,

Mrs. K. Prandegee, probably know more about

the flora of California than any other persons in

America, spending, as they do, their whole time

and much money upon a grand herbarium of

their own near San Diego. I arranged to meet

the doctor at Pamona, about forty miles from

Sin Diego, he undertaking to provide all the

equipment necessary for the trip, including
stores. He drove up to my hotel early one

morning with a fine young Californian, 6ft. 3111.

in height, as driver of a pair of strong mules,
harnessed to a typical Californian waggon.
On making inquiries as to provisions, I found

that they consisted of a flitch of bacon, a

quarter of a hundredweight of brown beans,
and some biscuits. Now, these I thought rather

meagre fare for a ten days' trip into the d

for although bacon and beans are very sustain-

ing, one may have too much even of a good
thing. I therefore added some tinned pro-
visions and fruit, which I purchased at a

little town called Julian, some twenty-five
miles farther on, and situated upon the ridge
of a mountain pass 5,000ft. above sea-le\

We passed over this ridge and through a

canon to the small mining town of Ban
which was the last of civilization we saw for

some time. The scenery was now grand in

the extreme, and why the waggon did not
smash up as we went jolting over imni
stones in the dry bed of a mountain torrent

was quite a marvel to me. We pitched our
first camp about ten miles beyond Banner,
after going forty

- five miles over a grand
mountain road, and descending to a desert

plain about 2,000ft. above sea-level. It was

nearly dark when we encamped, and then I

found that, although it was intensely cold,
the doctor had provided no tent. So we
had to sleep on a cart-sheet, wrapped in our

rugs. I could not sleep at all at first owing
to the cold, and then, besides, the ''coyotes,''
or mountain wolves, serenaded us until day-
break. Later on, however, we had a fire

burning cheerily, and found the frost had
been so severe that we had to put the wat< 1

bucket on the fire before we could thaw

enough to make the coffee. However, we
soon forgot the cold, for by nine o'clock the

sun was so hot that we were glad to take off our
coats and waistcoats to keep cool. All day we
travelled over the desert, occasionally descending
a canon to a lower level.

But the cacti ! Yes, they were there by the
thousand. We saw many kinds, but decided to

refrain from collecting until we had reached the
limit of our trip, filling up the waggon on our
return journey. We camped out several nights,
and in the morning were careful to shake our
boots before putting them on. Once I was
about to put my foot in, when a great black

scorpion crawled out with his tail turned over
his back, and showing his sting ready for

business. Then, again, the great tarantula

spiders would have a look at us, and suddenly
pop into their nests, closing the ingeniously-
contrived trap-doors. These spiders often

measure bin. or cSin. across. They did not seem

very aggressive ;
but if, however, you do get a

bite, its effects last a long time. We also saw a

number of rattlesnakes, but they soon made way
for us. At last we reached our destination and

began to search in earnest for cacti. To my
great joy I lighted upon an immense cylindrical
'•

Hedgehog" cactus— the largest I had ever seen.

I decided to take it back with me, but Dr.

Purpus objected, saying it was too large. I took

Ui;. C. A. PURPUS

a]

THE GERMAN COLLECTOR, WITH AX IMMENSE
" HEDGEHOG

'

CACTUS. [PhoiO.
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ph. of him standing by the strange

plant.

(faculty we s;ot the waggon close

n had the plant upon the

It \\ oin. long, and weighed
and four hunch edweigl t ! The

very high, so I

passing a strong cart-

und the cactus itself. I'he doctor and

n, the driver, lifted the ends. With a

tion we raised it to the top of

I, and rested it on th e oi the

n-

I
:

fely, and it

in one
of my own cactus-

ivhere it lias

red and
n one the

long
jour:

While camping
- it mar some

natural hot springs
- a red by

the howling of a

puma, or mountain
lion. The mules
tried their best to

break away, but we
le roped them.

The fierce beast kept
ill night : and I

woke up once, feel-

sleeping

by Dr. Purpus,

being forcibly
from be

Ml Stockton
and myself. I had

reaming of

the li
instantly

my revolver,
and called out to the

r, who calmly
d : "It's all

- . Mr. Walton :

hot lying
u two."* He did not know what a

he had of receiving a bullet, for the
irk and I i ould only see an indistinct

d of the sleeping bag,
:ural d it was the lion attacking

ation shows an "agave" in

ants are often called aloes, but
are purely natives of the

Old World. I

•

i i n front 'is an old mortar

aPhoto.by\ a huge agave in flower. [/. C. Brei

used by the Indians to grind their corn in.

This illustration gives some idea of the luxuriant

vegetation: for although a great part of Cali-

fornia is a desert, on account of the small rain-

fall, yet in those places where irrigation can be
used the vegetation is simply marvellous in its

richness and variety.
Dr. Purpus was splendid company, and told

me many anecdotes of his experiences when
cactus hunting. Once, when walking up a small,
narrow canon that had a rivulet running down
the middle, he found, after going some consider-

able distance, that it

was impossible to

proceed, as the rocky
walls had closed in

until the river filled

up all the space
between. He turned
round to retrace his

steps when, to his

horror, he saw four

large diamond rattle-

snakes right in his

path. They would
not move, and he

could not go the

other way, so he had
to tackle them in

grim earnest, even-

tually succeeding in

killing all four—
although his only

weapon was a com-

paratively slight
stick.

A kind of prickly-

pear cactus grows
near the sea - coast

between San Di(
\

and Los Angel -

and occasionally
s o m e a b n o r m a I

forms are found.

The usual form of

the branch is a

simple oval or

round, but I made
a collection of some
forms. The mostof the more abnormal

beautiful and peculiar is depicted in the next

illustration. I call it
4> The Ladies' Frill

"
:

but, although it looks so graceful, it is armed
with cruel spikes, each one being barbed, so

that if once they become attached they usually
break off and leave their points in the flesh,

and cause great irritation. When in Baja, Cal.,
I was trying to cut off a joint of the cord-v

cactus, when the knife suddenly slipped and
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THE LADIES FRILL IS A NASTY THING TO HAMj:

From a Photo.

my hand crashed against another branch. At
once I felt that a spine had broken off in the

thick, and fully five-eighths of an inch long. It

was a mystery to me how it could have
remained so long hidden.

Before leaving San I h'ego I tried to get some
boatmen to take me to the Coronada Islands,
but could not prevail upon any of them to do so,

owing to the myriads of rattlesnakes that abound
there. I tried to convince them that as it was

early spring the snakes would not be lively
—in

fact, would probably be in their holes ; hut I

could not alter their determination. These
islands are uninhabited and almost unvisited,

although so near to a large town, and I thought

probably I might procure there some hitherto

unknown species of cactus
;

for several of the

islands near the coast possess species of cacti

peculiar to themselvi s.

After travelling about California for some
time longer I went south by the Southern Pacific

Railway, stopping at various points for a day or

so. But it was not until I reached Tucson, in

Arizona, that I saw the
" Cereus Giganteus."

I photographed some young giants at the

University Gardens, where they had the best

collection of "
Opuntias

"
I had seen, many of the

plants being quite large bushes. I made several

excursions to the mountains near Tucson, and
found numbers of "Cereus Giganteus

:;

of all sizes

— from a few inches to 60ft. high and 2ft.

I PHOTOGRAPHED SOME YOUNG GIANTS AT THE UNIVERSITY GARDENS. [Photo.

knuckle of my middle finger, but the skin had
slipped over it, and I could neither find nor
extract it. This spine gave me great trouble
for a whole month. It proved to be sharp and

thick ! They grow on the southern slope o l

the foot-hills and look remarkably weird, some

being branched, twisted, and contorted in

the strangest manner. I tried to uproot a
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plai ut 25ft
)

11 the higher ground at

. . ! plant—gently
> up the oscillation and

.. until, with an effort, I

me down with a

2
•

[ four.d it to be

-in. in diameter in the

veral plants close by
.:

•
this height.

Ai found upon the desert

untain was the
" Fish-hook

"

[| a 3ft. to 8ft. high, and

5ft.
in diameter. On one occasion

plant very useful. I had been

II day in the blazing sun, and my
had been emptied some time.

id I had

I cut a large

t i a n d

sucked the clear.

cool juice t li a t

exuded from it. It

had hardly a n y

ir, and I was

Is told that

gularly used

by the Indians when
these

which are

rid in all

the Unil

of the Professors at the University of
-on told me that scarcely 1 per cent, of

capable of cultivation, even under
5t of circumstances. It seems that all the

cactus country is all [ually dry and
for no other plants could possibly stand

e continued drought and intense sun without

up. And even the
I soon be eaten up by the

is animals if it were not for the pro-

by its form id. les.

1 that had been
untia branches.

literally pinned together
:re so swollen

5ts must
had 1 pines 1

Si imetimes, however,
• ill cautiously kick

ind then seek carefully
harmless tit-bits—the

THE "'
1'l.NCLSHlON

"
VARIETY

From

From Tucson I went on to Nogales, on the

borders of Sonora, in Mexico
;
and here I found

a number of cacti differing considerably from

any I had previously seen—notably one that

looked like a huge pincushion ;
it grew in large

clumps. I obtained one with fifty heads and
about 3oin. across. Here also is found the
" Rainbow

"

cactus, covered with intensely

bright red and white flowers. The stems aie

not above a foot high, and are covered with

spines in rings or bands of red and yellow.
After seeing all I could here I went to El Paso,
at the north west corner of Texas, and also on
the Mexican border.

One day, after a very successful cactus hunt
on the neighbouring mountains, I crossed a

bridge over the Rio Grande del Norte into the

Mexican town of

Warris. I bought a

few curios and started

back in a tram-car

that crosses a bridge
into El Paso. Here
a Customs officer

boarded the car and

wanted to know what
I had bought in

Warris. Then sud-

denly he asked,
" Have you got your
health certificate?"

To which question
I replied by asking
him if he thought I

tso«-s ix formidable clumi-3. looked like wanting
a Photo. one. This rather

vexed him, so he

replied,
"
If you've got one, then I don't want

to see it
;

but if you haven't, then I want it

most confoundedly.'' I found on inquiring that

there was an epidemic of small-pox in Warris,

and all passengers into American territory w<

obliged to show a vaccination certificate. To

satisfy the officer I took off my coat and showed
him my vaccination marks.

From El Paso I went into Mexico, and there,

after stopping at several places and examining
the local cacti, I came to the country where the

prickly pear grows most luxuriantly. There are

many kinds of tunas, as they are called in

Mexii o, -ime bearing small red fruit, deliciously

sweet, and others having large yellow fruit. The
native Indians make a sort of preserve with the

I'd fruit, without using any sugar, as the fruit

If contains so much. I tried t<> get par-

ticulars, but they will tell no one the coi

method. The)' also make a kind of crude wine

from the fruit, which is derisively (-ailed "Vin-

de-Tuna
"

by the French who live in the city of
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CICAN PRICKLY FEAR. (THE INDIANS MAKE WINE AND JA.
-
.

From a Photo, by A. Briquet, Mexico.

Mexico. A strong spirit is also distilled from

the fermented fruit, and this stuff is very

injurious if taken in large quantities.
The tuna grows more or less all over the

country formerly governed by the Mexicans,

especially where any of their Catholic mission

stations have been formed. These plants are

very different to the native cacti, and more
resemble the varieties found in Palestine and
the East. The joints are in some cases

immense, and if it were not for the spines they
would form a

valuable cattle

fodder, as they

grow in the desert

where nothing but

a cactus could

possibly thrive.

Some of the
ranchers, in times

of drought, gather

large quantities
and burn off the

spines so that the

cattle can eat the

plants.

Another cactus,
which I found

growing to a great

height, and which
is used as fences
for gardens, is

called the "Organ
Pipe" cactus, on
count of its

straight and varying length of stem. This

forms perhaps the best living fence known, for

the stems grow close together, and are armed
with rows of short sharp spines, rendering it a

physical impossibility for any man or animal to

get through unless the plants are removed. This

variety also bears fruit, which is much relished

by the natives, although I found it rather sickly.

Mexico is the very heart of the cactus country,
and I could have wished to spend a very long
time there. I had to return soon, however, so my

THIS IS iNOT A BURNT-OUT FOREST. Bt E OF "ORGAN-PIPE

From a Photo, by A. Briquet. Mexico.
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ther hurried. Railway travelling in

but dusty. 1 only saw

idents, fortunately escaping
rhe Mexican Indians, by the

the most industrious or enterprising
! . and are ed with

I 1 1 a man to assist me
.•amity Jalapa, in the

1 le had worked well for

. n asking a friend how much I

Ilim, ] I

••
not more than fifty

[uivalenl of one shilling.
_ ve the man a peso, or Mexican

it two shillings. Upon this

lared that I had spoilt a good
i lor a week, as he would certainly not work

war of its growth, and the effort to support such
a great mass— perhaps 30ft. high and all grown
in a short time— is so great that the plant dies

after ripening its seeds.

The method adopted is to cut out the young
flower-shoot when perhaps only a foot high,

leaving a kind of cup. The sap to support the

flower-shoot is still formed and runs into this.

cup. Every morning an Indian goes to each

plant and sucks the milky sap out of the hollow

cup, by means of a gourd having a tube at

either end. This sap is then allowed to

run into a pig-skin receptacle carried upon a

donkey's back, and when full is taken home and
fermented in tanks for a day or two. At first

the taste is rather sweet and pleasant, but the

Indians like their pulque best when it has been

AGUAY GROWS To A GREAT SIZE, AM- A HELD OF THEM IS A VERY IMPOSING SIGH i .

Froin a Photo, by A. Briquet, Mexico.

.in until he had spent all this money. My in-

jrmantalso told me that a Mexican can live well
t drunk on six centavos a day (about

-halfpence). The money would be spent
Two centavos for tortillas, a kind of

d made from maize flour: two centavos for
fruit, and the remaining two for pulque, the
national drink of Mexico.

-

pulque is made from the sap of the

magua\ gave, wrongly called American
The plant grows to a great size, and a

eld of them is a very imposing sight. Many
thousands of acres are used tor the" cultivation
of ; .. and every poor Indian grows a few
ound his garden or house. The plant sends up

its tremendous flower-stalk in about the eighth

fermented about three days or even longer,
when the taste much resembles a mixture of

sour butter-milk and turpentine ! This stuff is

sold all over the country at about one centavo

per litre : and two litres are enough to make an

average man drunk, as pulque contains about
6 per cent, of alcohol.

I returned from Mexico through Texas to

Xew Orleans, thence to New York, and by the

< 'unard ss. Umbria to Liverpool, after travelling
over twenty thousand miles in search of my
special favourites. I succeeded far beyond my
expectations in getting a large number of rare

and healthy plants safely home to England ;
and

many of them are varieties never before seen in

this country.
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J)EAT»W < a FETTl&Effl

By Colonel F. T. Pollok

The story of a pet tiger, acquired by an officer in India under exciting conditions. Twice the handsome
and faithful creature saved his master's life, but the second time it cost him his own. Selim, the pet

tiger, was buried in a pathetic little grave, with a headstone bearing an appropriate inscription.

OME thirty -five years ago I was

wandering about in search of game
in the South Mahratta country, my
sole companion being an aged Mus-
sulman shikaree. About tiffin-time

we came to the remains of what had formerly
been a cantonment, for there were portions of

bungalow walls still standing.
The ancient roads and the

compounds were now all

overgrown with jungle and

spear grass, excepting a

small inclosure, which was

tolerably clear, and in the

centre of this space I

noticed a grave. I asked

my attendant whose re-

mains it covered, and who
looked after it and kept
it in repair in the midst
of such a howling wilder-

ness.

"Sahib!" said he, "it
is the grave of a tiger, who
saved the great Lord
Sahib's life by sacrificing
his own. It is in my care."

" A tiger!" cried I; and

leaping over the low wall
I examined the sarco-

phagus with much interest.

One side had a marble
COLONEL POLLOK, WHO CAME ACROSS THE

From a] tiger's grave. [Photo.

slab and an inscription in Hindustani, Mahratti,
and English :

—
Sacred to the Memory of Selim,

A Tiger,
Who Lost His Like in the Defence ok

llis Master,
J. (».

; -

r \i i in ii. into Death/'
( 'boosing a spot, I sat

down and begged my com-

panion to relate all he

knew. He vouched for

the truth of the following
narrative, which I here

repeat as if it had been

told in the first person

singular by the very officer

whose life the pet tiger

saved
; for, although the

shikaree brought out the

main features clearly, he

wandered a good deal in

relating this extraordinary
narrative :

—
"When I was a sub-

altern, I was stationed at

Dharwar, Kolapore, and

other places in the
Southern Mahratta
country. Being fond of

shooting, I explored the

whole country, and in

time got to know almost
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TO RELATE ALL HE KNEW

v inch of it. I had in my employ a

you sulman shikaree, named Mohammed
Esuff." lis man was the actual narrator.)
'• He was about my own age, and in time we

-

par;

day I had been out shooting in a hilly

and rocky district. I did not expect to come
me than pea-fowl, so I was

"oth-bore, loaded with No. 2 shot,
whih shikaree carried my double rifle. I

had just rounded a sharp bend in a narrow p
I iddenly face to face with an

imrrn who was worrying a little one of

'Mi the impulse of the

>int blank into the big fellow's

The unnatural brute dropped
the

;
, many a ricochet against

wing that his ocular

for my visitation) he
.. t hold of my rifle.

. but th r—a
led, was only slightly

the

I pup of six months old.

_ Ming dark just then, and the

favourable for an
with an _ 'ild she

irn to th and find one of her hopefuls
dead and I captive, I beat a hasty

retreat. I took the little brute home.
He was too dazed with the mauling
he had received to bite or scratch, but

nestled up to me in a way most unusual

with even the smallest of felines. I

had his wounds carefully attended to,

and put Selim (for so I christened him)
in among a litter of puppies belonging
to one of my Poligar dogs. The other

four pups were smaller than the stranger,

but as they clustered together in their

bed of straw I put Selim between them.

He went to sleep at once, and two of

the puppies crawled right on the top
of him. When the mother returned,

she did not notice anything unusual.

I was rather fearful of the result of my
experiment, as she was particularly

fierce, and I half expected that she

would rend the poor litde stranger the

moment she saw him : but I did not

know what else to do.
" When I entered the godown early

next morning I was delighted to find

that the big dog had been licking the

little tiger's wounds, and that all her

youngsters were amicably disposed
towards their new foster-brother. The
mother seemed to single out the little

feline, either on account of his superior

size or his stripes (she herself was brindled), I

couldn't tell, and to bestow more care on it

than even on her own progeny.
" When Selim's wounds had healed and he

had been weaned I took him into the house

and fed him principally on bread and milk.

He used to sleep on a mat in my room, but

very often, I fancy, he missed the warmth of his

foster-mother, and would creep into my bed

and nestle close up to my side. Thus time

went on, and in the course of a couple of

months he would follow me about like a dog.

He and the pups would still have grand games

together, and, of course, Selim would knock the

others about, but not viciously.
" As he grew bigger I found him rather a

nuisance in bed, and tried to tie him up, but he

whined so piteously I could get no sleep, and

had to let him loose. In time I got him to

sleep at the foot of my bed, instead of al

side. When he was about nine months old

my detachment was relieved and I was ordered

back to Poona. As I rode at the head of my
men Selim trotted alongside, he and my Arab

hor
! fast friends. On arrival at our head-

quarters the rumour had gone ahead that I

had a tame tiger, and a great crowd of natives

:mbled to see us march past.
'

1 or some time after my arrival at Poona no
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restraint was put upon Selim
;

but at last the

Brigadier wrote that he had heard I had a

dangerous pet, and ordered me either to destroy

it or fasten it up. Destroy my loving Selim I

would not, and to tie him up was almost

impossible,
but I barred up the old zenana part

of the bungalow, and in it during the day poor
Selim lay in durance vile. But on moonlight

nights, when everybody was asleep, many a

gambol had I with the tiger, my dogs, and my
horse, all together.

"Troubles broke out before very long in the

South Mahratta country, and I was able to give

valuable information about the remoter parts of

the district where the disaffected were assembl-

ing ;
and having a knowledge of Mahratta and

Hindustan, I was soon appointed assistant

political agent. Through my
knowledge of the country and

people, I made it very hot for

the insurgents, and, before long,

I was the best- hated man in

the whole province.

My life was at-

tempted more than

once.

"Selim was now
about a year old.

In size he equalled
a large panther.
He had never
tasted raw flesh. I

fed him on bread

and milk princi-

pally, and occasion-

ally gave him some
well - cooked meat
and potatoes in the

form of Irish stew.

He throve amaz-

ingly, and was a

fine big beast for

his age, with a

coat like velvet.

He still slept in

my room, but no

longer on my bed.

as he had a com-
fortable charpoy
(native bei

for himself.
" One night, as I lay asleep, I was awakened

by a loud growl and a spring. I leaped out of

bed, and then it became evident that Selim had
:ed somebody or something, whom he was

worrying right royally. My guns were fastened
to the bottom of my bed by a chain that passed
through the tri uards ;

and the ends of

this chain were safely padlocked by a letter-

I FOUND MY GENTLE SELIM Willi EVERY HAIR OX END, FUPIOLSLY
SHAKING A NAKED SAVAGE."

lock, which no native could pick. I had to

take this precaution, for the natives in that part
of India are expert thieves, and have been
known to steal a sheet from under the sleeper.
As the tremendous scuffle went on, punctuated
by screams of pain, I lit a candle, and seized

a double-barrelled pistol which I kept under my
pillow. Then, on looking round, I found my
usually gentle Selim with every hair on end,
furiously shaking a naked savaee who was
covered with grease

—
presumably the better to

elude capture after he had done his assassin's

work.
"

It was no easy task to remove the enraged
young tiger, whose blood was now up, and
whose glaring eyeballs denoted the passions
within. My native guard, however, secured the

would-be murderer,
whilst I managed
at last to pacify

my saviour. And
'saviour' Selim

certainly was, for

the midnight in-

truder afterwards

confessed he was

one of a gang
sworn to take my
life. But under

promise of
'

secrecy
and pardon, he

divulged the names
of Ins confederates,

and I soon had

them all in gaol.

The man himself

only recovered after

a long and severe

illness from the in-

juries he had re-

ceived. Fie had

been fearfully
mauled. That was

the first time my
pet had ever tasted

blood, and occa-

sionally afterwards

he would stalk

an animal on his

own account, but

would desist if

sharply spoken to and called away.
" Soon after this sensational incident 1 raised

a corps of Bheels and harassed the enemy so

persistently that they gave in, and in six months

after my return all was quiet again, so I resumed

my sporting habits.

"There were reports of a man-eating tiger.

Selim was now nearly three years old, and so
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ot knowing that he was out,
u r bounding tow.mis me,

. :. him. After this

I my pet with ous collar

£ blue ribbons. I had

n the trail of the newly-
but he had always baffled

5 walking along in the very
- im. I he sink

autiful pet had loitered behind, whilst

_ my way amongst the rocks and
si i s. Suddenly I stumbled,
no large animal sprang clean

ould ha\e sei by the

ir my fortunate fall. As it was. he

hum head ! I had fallen

. ind my rifle struck a rock ; both
i off short. I was absolutely

;ss. I drew my shikar knife, determined
make the best light possible against my

IS foe. I he tiger (for it was a ti r

even turned out to be the dreaded man-
id been carried forward by the impetus

of his spring, but he turned sharply and was
mak me, when with a magnificent bound

•

rang upon the man-eater and seized him
the throat.

N . the latter was
much larger than

my ut was

evidently old, and
moreover had but

ye and a

ally dam;

jaw. Selim, though
Her, looked

dou

hair on end. He

I i n a r y

lithe, and with a

i//l-

ti Ilia iv

the

•

appalling.
I wa t frantic

with excitem<

-I

ring up the gun.

and he hastened to me, but the two were

struggling so violently, and were so huddled

together, that 1 was afraid to lire for fear of

injuring my devoted pet, who was now fighting

my life. Selim never relaxed his first

im xorable grip. The older beast struggled

desperately, growling and gurgling in a truly
awful manner, but the younger was surely

throttling him, and he was nearing his strange
end. I could hear rumbling sounds in his

throat as, with a last expiring effort, the man-
eater got his two hind legs under Selim, who was
then above him, and, with one vigorous back-

ward kick, ripped up his stomach and almost
disembowelled my poor pet. I screamed aloud
in utter horror and grief. But, dying though he
was. Selim would not let go. He held on with

the tenacity of a bulldog, and my usually mild
and playful companion was now a fiend incar-

nate, and would not loosen his grasp until the

last signs of life had left his foe. And this

moment soon came. Blood poured from the

man-eater's throat, and dyed his gorgeous
stripes. Suddenly he stiffened and, with a last

kick of his hind legs, expired. Never for a

moment had he a chance of life while that

terrible grip was
on his throat. At

length Selim let

go, and fell over

on his side. I told

the shikaree to

bring water in my
hat, and I half

lifted the faithful

dying creature on

my knee, blubber-

ing like a child

over him. While
Selim feebly licked

my hands and
face we poured
water down his

throat, but in less

than five minutes
his gallant spirit had
fled. Poor Selim

was dead, after sav-

ing my life for the

second time. He
was indeed ' Faith-

ful unto death.'"

I lTER and SEIZED HIM by the throat."



Snow=bound on the Highland Railway.

By D. D. Cairnie.

A Thurso gentleman shows that we need not go to Canada or Norway to see the snow-plough at
work on the railway. How the Highland Company fights the great snow-drifts.

N a recent number of this Magazine
there was a photograph of a snow-

plough clearing a railway line in

Sweden, and the Editor remarked
that it would be of interest to all

travellers. But we do not require to go so far

from home as Sweden. In " Bonnie Scotland
:

'

you can see the same thing almost any winter.

Very few have any idea of the difficulty some
of the Scottish railway companies have in

carrying on traffic during that season. The most
casual observer must have noticed the long rows

of sleepers set upon end, sometimes row behind

row, at intervals all the way from the Perthshire

Grampians to the shores of the Pentland Firth.

These form striking objects in the landscape,
and are always a puzzle to those who see them
for the first time. Their purpose is to break

the force of the
"

blizzards
"

that sweep the

Highlands, and to prevent the snow from

drifting on to the railway. Here and there, too,

you may see corrugated iron erections sloping

right down to the rails, and having the same

object in view. But in spite of this, the line is

more or less blocked nearly every winter.

When a snow-storm comes on pilot engines

carrying snow-ploughs are run over the more ex-

posed parts, and they keep the line clear so long
as there is not much drifting. Here is such an

IT HAs JCST FORCED ITS WAV THROUGH, SCATTERING THE SNOW
From a Photo.

engine, with one of the smaller wooden ploughs
attached in front. It has just forced its way
through a wreath, scattering the snow in blocks

on either side, and the men are "
digging her

out," prior to attacking another wreath. But a

much more formidable plough is attached to a

six-wheeled bogey goods engine, which weighs
with the tender ninety-two tons. The wheels

are small, the better to grip the rails on the

steep inclines.

On the northern portion of the line, especially
in the more exposed parts of the country, the

heavy snow-falls and the furious winds render

the task of keeping the line open a most difficult

one. The light powdery snow, together with

earth and sand, is driven into the cuttings,

quickly filling them. To be brought to a stand-

still on a bleak moor, probably far from any
habitation, is not very pleasant. Yet passengers
have been imprisoned thus for twenty-four hours

on the Highland Railway. To attempt to leave

the train so long as the storm rages would

simply mean to perish on the lonely moor or

hillside. So you have to make the best of it.

If you are of a robust constitution and of a

cheerful disposition, and in no hurry to reach

the end of your journey, you may even enjoy
the novel experience.
The most serious feature, however, is the

want of food, for there are no

dining-cars on this line. Should

there be any game in the van,

however, it is utilized ;
and it

is not at all unusual for Christmas

hampers to be opened and their

contents cooked and eaten before

tthe engine fire.

If when the storm abates

there is no prospect of the train

getting forward, the passenger^
are assisted to the nearest house
—

probably a shepherd's or a

gamekeeper's. These folks lay in

a stock of provisions for them-

selves before the winter sets in,

and the snow-bound passenger is

always sure of a hearty High-
land welcome, plenty of good
oatmeal cakes or porridge, and,ON EITHER SIDE.
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ALWAYS -
. HEARTY HIGHLAND WELCOME.

From a Photo.

I some real "mountain dew." If

the train still blocked, you can retire

rriagi and tuck yourself in your rugs.
3

'

great storm of 1895 lnat lne

Hers was tried to the utmost.

me as follows: "I left home at

Monday, having a walk of seven

; to catch the train at Dunkeld. As the

_ mail from Perth did not stop at

I had to take a goods train to Blair

wait there. It commenced snowing
ter I 1( ':. and by the time I arrived at

snow was making walking very
i

' u"ht the

.it and found my way
— —

van, where a big
made things com-
it 4.1 5 a.m., how-

>e to a sudden
at Pitlochry

the

1 front, and he
' hether there \\

\
on

After a few hours

dently the

ipany thought tli

lshin^ on,
1 had been s<

rth.
" The ma ipped for

several it Ballinluig, and
con- fter middav came
on to Pitlochry. Here I got

aboard, expecting that the worst

was over, only, however, to be

tin stopped at Blair Atholl.

1 hie we stayed the whole after-

noon, unable to get any infor-

mation from the officials. (We
found afterwards that tele-

graphic communication had
t een interrupted.) Train after

train had been sent on from

Perth, and the crowd of pas-

sengers got larger and larger.

Some went back again to Perth
;

but most of us, anxious to get
on. waited in hopes of some-

thing turning up. The waiting-
rooms were soon packed, and
until late at night we tried to

keep up our spirits by an im-

promptu concert
; but, alas !

with little result. The pro-

prietors of the hotel came best

out of this block, but the prices

charged made it impossible for

most of the passengers, who
were chiefly of the poorer class, to take advantage
of the hospitality. I found instances of women
and little children spending the night in the

railway carriages
—and that night was a cold

one, too.
" Next morning the first inquiry was,

' What
chance of getting on to-day ?

' We learnt that

the great block to the north of us was on the

Moor of Dava, near Forres, and there ivas a

chance of getting on that day. You may guess
how pleased we were when, in the afternoon, a

train came from Perth and we got aboard. As
we went north, the enormous banks of snow on

" THE .MAIL WAS STOPPED FOR SEVERAL HOURS." [Photo.
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'THE enormous BANKS OK snow on either SIDE SHOWED how the storm had raged.

From a Plioto.

either side showed how the storm had raged,
and the sight of a south-going train, laden with

surfacemen, who had been clearing the line,

made us think that all was over.

"When Inverness was reached, however, we
had another 'damper.' 'Caithness line still

blocked
;
don't know when it may be opened.

Come back in the morning, and we will see

what can be done.' Fortunately there was

am [ile hotel accommodation here, and we spent
a very comfortable time. Next morning we
were met with the intimation that the Caithness

line was still blocked, but that a train would be

sent on about midday on the chance of getting

through. A few hours' wait at Helmsdale

(during which one of my companions slipped
on the platform and broke his arm), and then

we started on the last stage of

our journey.
"
Delays were not over yet,

however, for we were stopped
again at Forsinard, perhaps the

bleakest-looking spot in the

British Isles ; but by this time
we had got into that frame of

mind which took everything

philosophically, and we waited

calmly on. At last the sight of

two engines returning from the

fray, covered with snow and ice,

led us to hope that now at least

all was over, and at midnight
we had arrived at our journey's
end, firmly convinced that

travelling during a winter storm
in the north is by no means the

most delightful thing in life." From a]

During the first three

months of that same year
the Sutherland and Caith-

ness se< tion was blocked no
fewer than eight times, some-
times only for a day or two,
it is true, but at other times
for over a week. Altogether
it was closed for about thirty-

days. I remember a

train got through late one

Saturday night, bringing us

ht days' newspapers. Is

it to lie wondered at that

even in the Sabbatarian

north there was a marked
absence of the male element
from " ordinances

"
next

day ?

The wreaths which formed
on the railway were miles in

length and sometimes 24ft.

deep. The workmen stood in four tiers shovelling
the snow upwards from one to the other. Near
the county March there was a wreath 20ft. deep
and five miles long. It took a hundred men a

week to cut through it. Two trains were en-

tombed in it for several days, and a train sent with

I
in (visions for the men got snowed up on the way.
The mail-bags were sometimes carried over

the block, and on one occasion several gentle-
men were allowed to accompany them. This is

how one of them describes his experience :

" We
got various tips from post-office men and plate-

layers as to the best way to get through the

deep snow. The chief of these was to tie your
trousers tightly round your boots with strong

string, which you bring round under your
foot like a stirrup. Thus equipped, a line of

•'TWO TRAINS WERE ENTOMBED IX IT FOR SEVERAL DAVS. [Photo.
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a mail-bag on his shoulder,
iw in the early

i the north

f it. It'

of the

»u did,

id had to haul

ild.

;ul striking to

snow in that

. it up in square blocks,

to the railway
. like black silhouettes in

gion. The railway
ntained refresh-

1 [is

k in the

naething
lit up

•

. \vj nly true.

•

1 he might l.nd

Helmsdale
.in

"

when the

gh and
ave the hills !

"

A i

le of us (.:

ach the

I

in d(

_
• _h snow,

-

sinking to the

[t was hard work, but

amply repaid in

_ a few photos., some
this

About a hundn
men had been
this wreath, with scarcely a

//is. They seemed pretty
mer was the block cut

iw filled it again. Worse
the alternate frost and thaw had

-olid ice. which stood in

g high above the

Walking on the top of the

_r

raph wires.

ly room
train I there manholes

which you could retreat

their own
but ti. ; them refresh-

and whisky.

nd the e kept a blazing
e men could occasion-

l get a drink of some-

thing warm. At that time there was not much

snow, but a week or two previously the inmates

nd one morning that they were fast prisoners.

The house was covered—doors, windows, and

even chimneys. They had to dig their way out,

throwing the snow back into the house. Before

a fire could be lit the chimney had to he

. and that was done by getting on to the

roof and pushing the snow down the chimney
into the kitchen.

Hut the most interesting sight to us was see-

the powerful snow-plough at work. And
that brings us to the last of our photographs.
"What does it represent?'' I have often b

asked. "Is it a geyser?
-
'

No, the snap-
shot simply shows snow in blocks of from

I HE POWERFl :

From a]

PLOUGH AT WORK SCATTERING BLOCKS OK SNOW LIKK AN

ENORMOUS FOUNTAIN. [Plioto.

;lb. to icwt. being tossed 30ft. or 40ft. into

the air. That is why the men are cowering
before it.

Previous to a charge into a wreath, a couple
of powerful engines with snow-plough in front

are run back about half a mile. A signal is

given for the workmen to retire to a safe

distance, and then the engines dash at full

speed into the wreath. The photograph shows

with what result. One object in the foreground
was a bush on which the camera was focused,

but such was the impetuosity of the charge,

that long before the engines reached it the

photographer had bolted, leaving the camera to

its tat.-. Some of those present declare that the

photographer was felled to the ground with one

of the blocks. He cannot say. All he

remembers is a sudden darkening of the sky, a

roaring, rattling noise, and a dull thud, followed

by an utter blank. Later he found himself on.

the other side of the fence.



How We Fought the Runaway Islands.

By Francis H. E. Palmer, Late Secretary to His Serene Highness Prince Droutskoy-
Lubetsky (Equerry to H.I.M. the Emperor of Russia).

Left in charge of the Prince's estates. The alarm that the islands had broken loose and were
drifting down to the mill, where they would inevitably dam the river and cause widespread ruin

; and
the long and fierce battle which Mr. Palmer fought with his amazing foe. With actual photographs

and sketches done on the spot.

"The Frenchmen's Graveyard sailing!" I

repeated, in utter amazement. But for my
knowledge of the absolute sobriety of the man,
I should have suspected that an extra glass of

vodka had somewhat perturbed poor Linskoffs
faculties.

" For Heaven's sake, Gospodeen, come at

once," he urged.
"
Something must be done

immediately, or the whole country-side will be
flooded by the morning !

"

Hurrying with him to the end of the garden

O one who has not spent a six

months' winter in Russia can realize

the sense of relief that is felt when
the frost at length gives way to

spring, and it is possible, after

months of artificial heating, to throw open the

windows and drink in the warm spring air.

I was enjoying that delight one afternoon at

the end of April, 1895, a^er a l°n» and weari-

some journey, when my reveries were suddenly
broken in upon in a very unexpected way. For

many years secre-

tary to the above-

named Russian
noble and great
landed proprietor, I

had been asked by
him to undertake

the temporary ad-

ministration of his

estates during the

illness of his chief

land agent. This

duty I gladly as-

sumed, both from a

sincere desire to

render a service to

the Prince in a

moment of emer-

gency, and also be-

cause of the insight
it would give me
into the conditions

of life in one of the

remote districts of

rural Russia, of
which so little is

known in England.
For months all

had gone smoothly and had not called for

any great anxiety on my part, but now the

expression on the face of the farm bailiff,

who hurried unceremoniously into the room,
showed me at a glance that some serious

catastrophe had occurred.
" What is the matter, Linskoff?" I exclaimed.

" Has a fire broken out ?
"

"No, Bareen : not a fire, but something far

worse, I am afraid — The Frenchmen's Grave-

yard has broken away, and is sailing down on to

the mill:
"

Vol. iv.-34.

MR. PALMER MAKING A PRELIM
From a Photo. l>y\ the river

INARY EXAMINATION. SHOWING THE MILL, THE ONLY OUTLET OK
UPON WHICH THE ISLANDS WERE DRIFTING. [the Author.

that overlooked a lake lying below, an extra-

ordinary sight met my eyes. The lake, about

two miles long and half a mile wide, had

hitherto had a clear, unbroken surface, except
in its shallowest portions, which in summer
were covered with many acres of the loveliest

white and golden water-lilies that I have ever

beheld. At this moment, however, it had

undergone a marvellous transformation that

positively made me rub my eyes and ask myself

if I were not gazing at some extraordinary

mirage. The entire centre of the lake was
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clearly saw the

imminent danger
that had so

greatly alarmed
the farm bailiff.

If the reader

will glance at a

good map of

White Russia he
will see the little

town of Post-

avy, situated
about fifty miles

by road frcm the

station of Swent-

siany, on the line

from Konigsberg
to St. Petersburg.
About fifteen

miles from Post-

avy is the estate

of Mankowit-

chy, in a charm-

ingly picturesque
and well-wooded

country, traversed by numerous shallow rivers.

One of these widens out on this estate to the

dimensions of a lake. At the point where the

river enters this lake lies, or rather used to lie,

some fifteen acres of what was believed to be

marshy land—-part of it solid enough for the

rough grass and herbage upon it to be harvested

in the hot summer weather, when the lake was

low, but extremely dangerous to walk over at

other times.

During the retreat from Moscow— according
to the local peasants' tradition— a large number

US WERE TWO OR THKEE ACRES IN EXTENT, AND COVERED WITH LARGE BUSHES.

I with islands which seemed to have

a miraculously into existence. Several of

two or three acres in extent and
I with large bushes, and even well-grown
"

"But where on earth did these islands come
I exclaimed, still hardly able to believe

my
v : re sections of the Frenchmen's Grave-

replied Linskoff—"the marshy land at

the head of the lake, you know. There was a

: m this morning and the
'

graveyard
'

ke away and
en saili:

:i with the

all day,

:ecn w a s

• the

'.hey
the

•

lole n,

means allayed
fears

; for I
VWAY AND SI'LIT UP INTO I-,I

P'rom a Photo, /y the Author,
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of French soldiers, together with their baggage-

waggons and the treasure chest of their regiment,

were lost here, having been lured to the spot by

patriotic but treacherous guides. Hence the

name for these meadows of " The Frenchmen's

Graveyard." The formation of this marsh was

very curious. During long ages the debris of

the forest that had been blown by the wind

upon the lake had accumulated there, and seeds

falling upon the floating, half decaying mass

had taken root and, growing luxuriantly, had

helped to bind the whole together. Attached

the Prince's estate would be irretrievably ruined

by the inundation that would follow ; while the

low-lyir.g peasant lands around would be flooded

far and wide, bringing misery and starvation

upon hundreds of families.

And yet, what power could arrest the progress
of a weight so enormous as such masses repre-
sented ? What engineering skill, even had I

possessed it, could avail to avert the catastrophe—above all, here, in this remote spot, where I

had no help to rely upon save that of perhaps
the most backward and primitive peasants

THE KIND OF MEN UPON WHOM MR. PALMER HAD TO RELY FOK HELP.

From a Photo, by the Author.

to the land on one side by the rocts of

the trees and bushes, all the rest of the

"meadows" thus formed were simply floating
like an enormous raft, and completely filled up a

bay in the lake, about fifteen acres in extent.

The fastening to the land had evidently been

gradually giving way, and at length on that

memorable morning, aided by the wind and the

flood from the melting snow, the whole mass
had floated off and was now slowly, yet steadily,

approaching a mill at the river's only outlet from
the lake. Naturally the mass broke up ;

and
there was something almost majestic in the

progress of these islands—slow and nearly im-

perceptible though it was.

At that moment, however, it seemed to me
rather like the inexorable hand of Fate

;
for well

1 knew the ruin and disaster that must follow if

all these acres of floating land—from three to

four feet in thickness—should reach the mill

and choke up the only outlet which the river

had. In that dire event a valuable portion of

in Russia? Never shall I forget the night of

anxiety that I spent
—most of the time rowing

round and round the strange, relentless, floating

monsters that loomed in the dim light of the

waning moon. The peasant women were soon

thronging the banks, wailing aloud, the men

standing in stolid, despairing silence waiting for

the coming disaster that seemed so near and

inevitable.

Before dawn, however, something like a ray

of hope entered my mind. The wind had

completely changed, and was now blowing

strongly from the south-east. It was difficult to

judge in the semi-darkness, but it seemed to

me that the islands were no longer advancing.

The nearest was now about two hundred yards

from the mill. Would it,
I wondered, be

drawn on by the current, which, practically

non-existent in the lake, here began to make

itself felt? Or would the wind, which was now

in exactly the opposite direction, prevail ? It

was an agonizing moment, for this particular
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the largest ;
and well I knew

rrent no power on

nt the disaster that must

lie that haunts a

i
nk behind

,1 in impenetrable
went circling round and

. the men now bearing
of pine -wood,

rved to make dark-

lurid light upon the

.vers who had so much to

How thankfully we hailed

that roseate glow that

,ul slowly over the sky,

when at length the grow-
ing light revealed to us

that the dreaded islands

were no nearer to the

:. NATIVE RUSSIAN BOAT, SUCH AS THE PEASANTS USED
WHEN HELPING MR. PALMER.

n when the moon had disappeared.
i was blowing fiercely, and the peasants

ie lodkas were forced to beat a

t to land. Soon we could see that

unquestionably being driven

dies and trees that grew so

upon the larger islands acting as

;s the sails of a ship.
that there was now no immediate

and thoroughly worn out with anxiety
. I hastened home to snatch a few

id reflect on what had best be

;

•

i tical engineer was
could I communi-

And, above all, how could he

time? I was over fifty miles from

"ion; and asants whom I

itsiany two days previously

/mpletely baffled, to inform me that

as generally happened
ig and autumn f! .ere utterly
And I knew from past experience

remain » for a fortnight at

a question of hours at most !

I at length n to adopt did

rdinary _ on my part,

il, and excited

considerable attention — for, though similar

accidents hail occurred before on other lakes

in the district, no one had ever thought of

adopting my system of combating the difficulty.

Moreover, in those cases the floating islands

(-)

(2.)

(l) HOW THE IRON WAS BENT FOR THE HOOK. (2) THE HOOK
WAS SO MADE THAT THE HARDER YOU PULLED IT THE DEEPER

VOU DKOVE THE PRONGS.

had been far smaller, and had not threatened

any serious danger.
An examination of the lake showed me that

at one side the water, now in flood, covered

some twelve or fourteen acres of lowdying waste

land to the depth of about 4ft. This land, I

knew, was left nearly dry during the summer
season. Now, most of the floating islands were

less than 4ft. in thickness
;
so that if it were only

possible to force our extraordinary enemies to

station themselves over this spot and keep them

there, all immediate danger would be over. The

now subsiding water would soon leave them

stranded, and—at least until the autumn floods

—
powerless for further mischief.

While all the rope on the estate was being

rapidly collected, I had a couple of iron hooks

SHOWING HOW THE HOOK GRAPPLED THE SPONGY SOIL OF THE
FLOATING ISLANDS.

of very large size prepared by the village black

smith, of a form which I thought would hold

in the spongy soil of the islands. When
all was ready, we commenced by attacking one

of the smallest of our foes within reach ol its

intended destination. It was about twenty

yards in length and ten in width, and conse-
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quently represented a floating cargo of about

two hundred tons. One end of the rope was

attached to a team of oxen, whilst the other— to

which the two hooks had been fastened—was

conveyed in a boat to the floating island. The
hooks were then firmly planted among the

tangled roots of the bushes
;

the brave, gaunt

little, long-horned bullocks tugged and strained

at their quaint square collars, and, at first almost

the soft yielding mud at the bottom of the lake
;

and this so retarded their movement that even
with a stiff breeze it was almost imperceptible.
But the main difficulty still remained : how
were we to bring them within reach of our

persuasive ropes ?

The manner in which this was accomplished
was, perhaps, the most interesting part of the
whole operation. A number of sacks filled

THE FEASANTS AT THE SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED WINC

From a Photo, by the Author.

.ING IN THE ISLANDS.

imperceptibly and then more rapidly, our first

prisoner of war was dragged landwards, and

twenty minutes later safely stranded upon the

gently sloping submerged ground.
So far. the experiment was successful, but it

was soon evident that oxen, from the nature of
the ground, could not be employed any longer.
Some rudely constructed wooden winches were
therefore placed in the best strategic positions,
and with a party of peasants, working for dear life

at each, one by one all the islands within reach
were drawn into position and successfully dis-

posed of. But, unfortunately, these islands were

only a very small portion of the whole ; the others

were scattered all over the lake, many of them

nearly a mile away. Happily for me, the wind
had dropped, and for the first ten days of our
labour our enemies made but little headway. Still,

the wind might rise at any moment, and the

monsters, reassembling once more, would then
resume their dreadful march, with all the havoc
that it threatened, upon the mill—the one

perilous point which I was bound to protect by
every means possible.

In order to keep the more dangerous islands

prisoners stakes were driven through them into

with stones were placed upon a raft by the

side of each island that we intended to operate

upon, and then tied to ropes, the other ends of

which were fastened to the island itself by hooks

embedded in the tangled roots. The stakes were

then removed, and, so long as the wind was

favourable, the island was permitted to drift more
or less in the direction of its ultimate destination.

The moment the wind changed, men stationed

in boats for the purpose threw the sacks of

stones into the lake—where, sinking into the

mud, they almost completely arrested further

progress. They were improvised anchors, in

fact. When the wind resumed its favourable

direction the sacks were raised one by one and

replaced upon the raft.

From the number of the islands and their

position all over the lake the wind was almost

always more or less favourable to the navigation
of some of them. The z'g-zag course we had

to make them pursue was as interesting as a

game at chess. It was complicated yet more

by numerous shallows and mud-banks in the

lake itself, upon which the islands were partially

stranded from time to time. But by closing

the sluicegates at the mill I had the water
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THIS SHO LANDS WERE MANOEUVRED ROUND SHALLOW PLACES. THE LATTER ARE MARKED BY FLAGS.

tained at the highest level possible; and
-hallows were marked as soon as discovered

Bag
•• as a danger-signal to be care-

fully avoided.

:r long battle with the islands began at the

A] ril, and it was not until the end of

that the last of our doughty enemies

finally brought to port and safely stranded.

v were, of course, far too large for

it to is-

move
them entire, and

• had t

across into

w i t h

I

— a : ;bo-

lious

th which
:1 of

nds was

the cap-
d final

the

no means
1 all

rk to be
done. We had
to keep our

from
th

the ensuing autumn floods
;

and this could

only be done by planting a triple row of stakes

along their outer edge so as effectually to hem
them in. This was a difficult operation, as the

peasants had no idea how the work was to be

accomplished.
At length I got a very primitive, but thoroughly

woikable, hammer constructed from my own

drawings by some of the more intelligent among

PILE-DRIVING HAMMER ON LEFT.
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them. This was then placed upon a raft which

could be floated to any spot where the stakes

required to be driven. The hammer itself was a

solid piece of donb (Russian oak) clamped with

iron by the village blacksmith It weighed when

peasantry firmly believed were the spirits of
the unhappy French soldiers who found their

graves in the mud of the lake below, still

haunt the islands in their new position. But,
doubtless, they will forsake them when they

HERE WE SEE THE DEBRIS OF A LARGE FLOATING ISLAND, WHICH WAS BROKEN OP BY A STORM
From a Photo. by\ dangerously near the mill. [the Author.

complete about a hundredweight and a half, and
was worked by eight of the most sturdy peasants

by means of a rope passed through a pulley.
With this work our labour was completed,

and the island invaders which had so strangely
broken in upon us were securely shut in.

Indeed, as so often happens, they actually

proved a blessing in disguise. The land to

which we had navigated them had been useless,
whereas it was now converted into a valuable

meadow of about twelve acres, and is improving
year by year. The Frenchmen's Graveyard is

at rest at last, but the will o' the wisps
which for years had nightly played over

these floating meadows, and which the

have become completely converted into ordinary
meadow land.

Of course, careful search was made, both on

the islands themselves and also at the bottom
of the lake, at the spot they had originally

covered, for any relics of the retreating French

army. All that we found, however, were a

cannon-ball and a few rusty bayonets, and frag-

ments of what had evidently been military

baggage-waggons. But even these sufficed to

show that the peasants' tradition was founded

upon fact. Whatever else may be there—
including, perhaps, the legendary

" treasure

chest
"—lies hidden in the thick mud at the

bottom of the lake.



\ Bzdroom Battle With a Python.

Manning (Cornubia Estate, Mount Edgcumbe, Natal).

t of life in the Coast Lands of Natal, telling how an old man had a life cr

his tiny b droom with an enormous snake. The author had the python taken lo

his house and skinned.

AM .1 large sugar
I si I ands of Natal.

g amazing narrative of
• with one of the giant

• which infest the dense cane-

related to .no a few

Mi I ld< s,
who has rented a few

tmpany 1 am associated with
-

twenty-live years,

r the adventure I am about to

ublic more lucid, it should be

that the hero of the story is an old

lewhat feeble man of over sixty years of

that he has entirely lost the sight of

. and has consistently led an absolutely
I solitary life in the wild fast-

abut on the huge jungle
fhat

r miles along the Indian Ocean.

Mr. maintains a precarious existence by
fowls, and these have at times

vet-cats, pole-cats, the great Kaffir

mongoose, and a variety of other vermin

from the depths of the jungle
and heavy canes which surround his small

In fact, his life during the long
that he has resided here has been

one of incessant warfare with the prowling
and predatory enernies which are for ever

ing on his small flock of poultry. He
through the most hair -breadth

. and many of his adventures would

ing interest with any of t
1

red in the columns of this

But to proceed with the incident

Mr. Fildes, as I rode up to his

id my 1. it the form of a great
>:h lay stretched before me, terrible

"here lies one of those huge
lately nearly cleared my

and this may be th< one
the mysterious disappearance of

paniel a few days :

g how white and unstrung
appeared, Mr. Fildes at i lated to me

the follow: traordinary adventure he had
passed through, only a few hours previous to

my arrival—a purely chance one, by the wa

you probably know, I have lost many

fowls lately, and on one occasion, not a week

ago, a python visited that small chicken-house,
and devoured six pullets. The reptile's broad

trail to and from the building was plainly visible

in the damp sand, and led to the thick scrub in

the valley. My poor little faithful dog also

disappeared suddenly, and I felt sure that she

had fallen a victim to a snake— either a boa or

a black mamba. I was naturally very much

upset, and for several nights past have slept

uneasily, not knowing what each hour might

bring in the way of some sudden attack.

Last evening, about nine, I was reading,
when I was startled by hearing a great outcry

amongst the fowls which roost in the mulberry
trees just outside my door. I lit my stable

lantern and rushed out, not waiting even to

take a weapon. The night was intensely dark ;

rain was steadily falling, and the wind soughed
dismally amongst the mulberry branches over-

head.

I raised the lantern, and peered into the

blackness above me. The feeble light flickered

and quavered, casting dark shadows hither and

thither, as the flame bent before the rushing
wind. I could see nothing, however, and was

greatly puzzled to account for the disturbance,
as snakes and other vermin seldom visit me
before the early morning hours. Suddenlv,
with a great outcry, the fowls above me took

wing, and for a few minutes there was an in-

ribable babel of shrill voices—the rushing
sound of pinions overhead, and the metallic

clang of the galvanized iron roof of my house

as the terrified birds lit on it in scores. Still

I could see nothing, and a dead silence

followed. The uproar had ceased as suddenly as it

had commenced ; only the soughing of the chill
j DO

south wind, the steady patter of the rain on the

fallen leaves, and the cry of some far-off night
bird relieved the intense stillness which now

reigned. I began to feel very uneasy, and was

in the act of returning to the open door, which

now loomed black before me a few paces off

(the incoming wind had apparently extinguished
the light I had left burning on the table), when
with a loud flop something fell from the trees

right in my path. The next instant the rays of

my lantern flashed on the dark form of a
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monster snake as it glided noiselessly away into

the inky blackness beyond. Cautiously I

advanced, and saw that the reptile was passing

rapidly between two large water-casks which

stand a few yards to the left of my door. In

the excitement of the moment, not thinking of

the risk I ran, I laid the lantern on the ground,
and seizing the

serpent by the

tail, began to

haul away for

dear life.

I am not a

strong man, I

know, but I con-

fess I was aston-

ished to find

how feeble my
strength was
when pitted
against that of

my scaly foe.

My attempt
to prevent the

creature's escape
between the
casks was utterly
futile ' I was

rapidly drawn

along, and very
soon had to

leave go my
hold. I ran back
to the lantern,

picked it up,
and rushed into

the dining-room
for my gun,
which always
stands ready
loaded in a corner. With it in my hand I

hastened outside, and rapidly quartered the

open space beyond where the barrels are. Up
and down I went cautiously, yet quickly, the

lantern well in front, and the gun at full cock.

Not a sign of the python could be seen,

however, and in utter bewilderment I noticed
that there was no spoor on the wet sand. The
huge serpent had apparently vanished mysteri-

ously into the black depths of the heavy
scrub before me, leaving behind no trace of its

departure. I was utterly nonplussed, and as I

stood there, uncertain where to go or what to

do, the melancholy, weird cry of a " bush baby
"

echoed through the aisles of the great forest

before me like the wail of some lost spirit. An
involuntary shiver ran through my frame, and,
for the first time for years, I suddenly realized

the utter loneliness of my life and its surround-

I LAID THE LANTERN ON THE GROUND,
TAIL, BEGAN TO HALL AW

ings. Overpowered by this feeling, I went back
to the house, thinking that I should neither see
nor hear anything more of the python— at least

that night.
On entering the living room, I fancied I heard

a slight rustling frcm somewhere in the darkness

beyond me, but as the light revealed nothing, I

came to the ccn
elusion that a

rat must have

scampered
across the floor

at my approach.
It was now late,

so after a care-

ful survey of the

dining
- room I

passed into my
bedroom, lock-

ing the door be-

hind me. I had
commenced to

undress, and
was sitting on
the bed, still

racking my
brains to
account for the

strange way in

which the
python had
escaped, when

something — an

inspiration, per-

haps ;
I cannot

tell exactly what,
unless it were a

whisper from
merciful Provi-

dence— some-

thing seemed to tell me to get up, and search

the dark corner behind a large tin box, which

is at the head of my bed. The former was

in deep shadow, and it was only when I closely

approached it that the flame of the candle lit

up the dark recesses behind it. Then—great

heavens ! what did I see ? A huge, shapeless

mass, coil upon coil- there lay the monster

serpent within four feet of where my head would

have rested in sleep ! The great hungry reptile

raised his flat and hideous head as I approached,
and glared at me with a cold, deadly stare that

looked absolutely demoniacal in the feeble rays

of the candle.

Almost paralyzed with horror, I gazed for a

while at the death which lay before me in its

most ghastly form, while my hand, trembling
like that of a drunken man's, caused the light

to dance madly to and fro around the grim

AND SEIZING THE SERPENT BY THE
AY FOR DEAR LIFE.''
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in the dim shadows beyond.
thon raised his head higher,

than before, and immedi-

ie, which now shot

lich had sat so heavily

1 st to the coi ner o( the room

unately laid the gun, and
the table near the hod. I

at reptile. Finding

p shadow, 1 hold the

ft hand, while with my right I

•

irward till they nearly
ful coils : then I pulled both

the double discharge in

. Imost deafening, and

describe. I have but an indistinct recollection

of leaping hither and thither, to avoid the on-

slaught of the huge python as it dashed around
the small room in its agony, overturning chair

and table in its mad rush; while every now
and then I would get in a blow with my keen
blade. More than once did I almost fall within

its ponderous coils, and I recollect making a
wild spring on to the table just in time to escape
the cavernous jaws which lunged viciously at

me. Finally the monster weakened, and I was
able to deal him such a slashing blow on the

neck that the sharp steel cut right through the

tough skin into the vertebra. This practically
ended the fight, and in a few minutes more I

lay gasping for breath on the bed, utterly

}YT '
I '•" THE SMALL ROOM IN ITS AGONY, OVERTURNING CHAIR

AND TABLE IN ITS MAD RUSH."

aoke fairly blinded me. Recovering
larted to the wall behind me, and

nd heavy bush knife, which was
har All this was but the work of a

but those seconds were almost

ounded, enraged reptile was

y, lashing most furiously
i, whirl upon whirl, while a perfect

i of blood spurted upward from the
nt which the double charge of shot had

torn in his side.

a scene I am powerless to

exhausted, and covered with perspiration
from head to foot. The reaction was so

great after the struggle was over that I

could only see the writhing, though lifeless,

form of my dead foe through a kind of yellow
mist.

It was only after a stiff tot of brandy that I

was able to stagger to the dead reptile, and
haul him outside, as you now see him, and let

the cool, fresh night air into the stifling atmo-

•phere of the little arena wherein I had fought
the biggest fight of my life.



The Dance of the "Seises."
By Herbert Vivian.

How Seville choir-boys dance before the High Altar three times a year in mediaeval costume. So
delighted was Lord Rosebery with this exhibition that he ordered a local artist to paint the strange

scene for him at a cost of £1,000.

origin

sort of

of dance among his

The Egyptians, the

danced, as much as

gods.

NE of the special sources of ridicule

in the proceedings of the Salvation

Army has been its adoption of the

dance as a religious exercise. But,
whatever we may think of the par-

ticular form it has taken up, we shall only prove
our ignorance by seeking to deny that the

religious dance has almost as remote an

as any other form of religious ritual.

Every savage who can boast of any
creed includes some kind

devotions to his deity.

Romans, the Greeks, all

they prayed, in honour of their gods. And,
after all, if the Supreme Being is the type of

Harmony, and you admit music as an accessory
to worship, why exclude the dance ? It is

certain that the Early Christians took this view.

Saint Basil urged his disciples to dance on earth

in order to fit themselves for what lie conceived

was one of the chief occupations of the angels
in Heaven. Many bishops used to lead the

holy dance around their altars. A tradition,

supported by an apocryphal gospel, asserts that,

after the Last Supper, the Apostles joined hands
and danced round our Lord, the which, ac-

cording to Jewish customs, is by no means

unlikely.
The propriety of the religious dance was

hotly contested at various epochs in the

history of the Church. A council prohibited
the practice in 692, but it was still very general
in 161 7. Saint Augustine was against it, but

Saint Chrysostom took part in it. In the six-

teenth century the dance was accompanied by a

solemn game of ball in many French churches,
and in 16S3 it was the duty of the senior canon
to lead a dance of choir-boys in the Paris

Cathedral.

Nowadays the custom has almost died out,

though where it has survived it is held in very

high consideration. The Abyssinian Church
still adheres to it

;
there is a popular dancing

procession of pilgrims at Echternach,* in the

Duchy of Luxembourg, every year ;
but the most

picturesque and celebrated is undoubtedly the

dance of the Seises, which takes place in Seville

Cathedral three times a year
—

during the octaves

of the Immaculate Conception and of Corpus
Christi, and at Holy Week.
A legend attributes the origin of the dance of

* A complete account of this remarkable festival, illustrated with

photogaphs, appeared in our issue of May last.

the Seises to an incident at the time of the

invasion of the Moors. The priests of Seville

Cathedral, having been warned of the danger,
were engaged in removing the Host and con-

cealing various holy images and precious jewels.
A band of Moors, who had been dispatched to

loot the cathedral, paused to watch a country
dance which was being executed outside by a
number of children. These, realizing the im-

portance of every instant of delay, went on

dancing with all their might, forgetting their

alarm and their weariness, and thus the priests
obtained a respite, which enabled them to

secure their treasures. When better times

came it was determined to perpetuate a

religious dance in the cathedral in commemora-
tion of this incident. From time to time sober

prelates have sought to discontinue the dance,
but it has struck so deep a root in the hearts of

the Sevillians that it has contrived to survive

every censure and every obstacle.

I enjoyed the privilege of witnessing this

unique dance several days in succession, during
the octave of the Immaculate Conception of

the Blessed Virgin (Dec. 8th), and I shall

always look back upon it as one of the dreamiest

and most fascinating, yet fantastic, scenes I

have ever beheld. Seville Cathedral is in a

chronic state of restoration. Just now the high

altar, in front of which the dance has been held

from time immemorial, is surrounded by planks
and rubbish heaps, where I have seen workmen

lounging about with cigarettes in their mouths.

All the cathedral services are therefore trans-

ferred to a large side chapel, known as the

Sagrario, which does duty as parish church

This is large enough for an imposing display and

the accommodation of a numerous congregation,
about which the less said the better.

The ceremony is looked upon too much as a

sight, and besides heretic tourists, who may be

expected to jostle and giggle anywhere, there are

fat women in mantillas who bark the shins

of the devout with their camp-stools, and

ubiquitous street urchins who fight their way to

the front, with yells of laughter, burrowing

through legs and scattering petticoats. When I

entered the Psalms were being chanted in the

carved stalls of the choir at the back of the

church. I made my way diplomatically up to

the rails of the altar, where a youth in a surplice

was engaged in kindling the sixty-four large

candles, which soon emitted a blaze of light,
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the Cardinal Archbishop of Seville, a
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arlet train eight yards long. Then came
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rt with long silken cords. The incense
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; great gusts of blue smoke formed
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which overpowers the senses by a veritable
odour of sanctity.
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ut to
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and then carr:
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n the heavy red
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of the orchestra. Two of the sets boys were

grouped beside the conductor in the most
artistic attitudes imaginable, and looked amaz-

ingly dreamlike through the incense in the dim

light. Slowly the musicians assembled, just as

in a theatre, lounging, gossiping, twanging their

stringed instruments to get them into tune.

The conductor was a typical Spanish priest, all

shaven and shorn, ruddy, and with deep lines

around the mouth and eyes.
At last the performers filed in— two rows of

five from either side of the altar; they made
slight genuflections, and ranged themselves on
their knees in two rows before their benches.
As the clergy streamed up from the choir and
took their places within the rails— the Arch-

bishop on his throne, the others wherever there

was a vacant space
—I had ample opportunity

to study the boys and their costume.

There were ten of them. The word set's

means six, and refers to the six principal boys,
who enjoy the title and emoluments of seises, the

four others ranking merely as supernumeraries.
All were dressed in blue* silk coats with wide

stripes of gold galoon and puffed sleeves of

Philip and Mary's period; short little capes,
which twirled about vigorously in the movements
of the dance

;
laced collars

; streamers at the

back of the arms; scarves across the breast;
white silk shoes and stockings. Under their

arms they carried blue hats with white feathers,

adorned with gold galoon and having the brim

turned straight up in front—almost the fashion-

able lady's hat of the present day. One might have

thought it a ballet of young cavaliers in an opera.

At Corpus Cliristi the blue is replaced bv red throughout the

costume.

1 1 1 < IRE I IIJ-; UK. II ALTAR-
BALL] . '.(, CAVALIERS IN AN OPERA."

'one m.ght HAVE
[
Photo.
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The organ struck up the overture of the

sweet, simple sets music, as if to give the key-

note. Almost before the last sound had died

away the orchestra of stringed instruments took

up the tune, and a number of priests in out-

door dress, crowded at the north end of the

altar, began the strange, old-world song of the

seises. It is almost impossible to give an idea

of the character of the music in words, but I

have succeeded, with some considerable trouble,

in obtaining the score, which has never hitherto

been correctly or completely published. It is

certainly not the usual conception of sacred or

even of classical music. Still less is it, as I

heard an ignorant Yankee in the crowd protest,

a variety jingle. Perhaps the nearest approach
we know is to be found in an opera comique as

opposed to an opera bouffe. This, ho\ve\er,

gives a very poor idea of its character, for it is

in reality the typical accompaniment of the

mediaeval mystery plays
— tender yet cheerful,

simple but affecting, and at all times bewilder-

more or less minor, yet the vivacity predomi-
nated over the pathos, and the general effect

was inspiring rather than melancholy. There
were abrupt alternations from forte to piano, and
one noticed various little tricks of voice which

showed that they had been very carefully
trained.

After the singing had proceeded for some
little while the boys all made a little bob to the

altar, and, turning round facing each other, pro-
ceeded to put on their hats, adjusting the elastic

at the back with some care. Then they began
to sway to and fro very gently, still singing, and

insensibly the dance began. It would be weari-

some to describe all the figures, though it was

anything but wearisome to look on. The dance

may best be described as a sort of pavane, and

it called up vague recollections of the minuet.

One step, two steps, very slowly forward, until

the two rows closely faced each other
;

then

one at each end executed a pirouette and

swept away, while the others danced back to
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THIS IS THF. MUSIC TO WHICH THE BOYS DANCE THEIR QUAINT MEASURE—" TENDER, YET CHEERFUL; SIMILE,

BUT AFFECTING."

ing. It must be heard a great many times in

order to be understood.

It was striking enough upon the organ, but

when the violins and voices began, it was almost

uncanny. While the priests sang the boys stood

in two rows facing the altar, with their feathered

hats under their arms. Then the priests ceased

and the boys took up the strain. Their voices

were often unpleasantly shrill and even out of

tune, but their gorgeous surroundings and

fantastic appearance would have carried a far

1 ss perfect performance through; it was all

their original positions, forming a kind ol

square. The pirouetting was, perhaps, the

most graceful part of the performance, executed

with boyish vigour, and sending capes and

streamers flying in the air. They certainly

kept better 'time with their feet than with then-

voices.

Presently they began to use their castanets,

not with the professional rat-tat-tat-clap of the

Sevillian flamenco or gipsy-dancer, but with a

rippling 'sound far more appropriate to the

rhythm. Now the dance grew faster and more
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. lilt DANCING BOYS ATTENDING A REHEARSAL OF THE STRANGE CEREMONY IN SEVILLE CATHEDRAL. {Photo.

varied—a chasse-croise was succeeded by a

i ire, in which the dancers followed

other round and round, swaying their

ittled their castanets, and sang
s to

"
the glory of Mary and her

. her Con— —
,
her Con

, her

tion," in the soft, slovenly accent of

i was abrupt and uneventful, like a

out a peroration. It was as if the

]< tor or the Archbishop had suddenly grown
performance and given the signal to

lude it. The boys doffed their cavalier hats

nk upon their knees, the organ struck

continuation of the seis

nd the sightseeing portion of the

tion fought for the doors. But there

naii. sive exhibition, well

1. As the priests to

• r renewed their chant, small

f the Host began to

move slowly, almost imperceptibly, along a semi-

circular wire.

No hand could be seen at work, and it

needed but a small stretch of the imagination
to fancy that a miracle was in progress. At

first the curtains moved no faster than the

minute hand of a clock, but as they advanced
it became almost possible, by watching them

very closely, to detect their motion. Mean-
while the whole congregation fell upon their

knees in adoration, and the singers cast furtive

glances to watch for the final eclipse of the

Host by the closing of the curtains.

At last they had met and the music ceased as

if by enchantment, frozen in the middle of a word

and a bar. A few prayers followed ; the Arch-

bishop rose, made the sign of the cross in

bestowal of his blessing; and a canon advanced

to announce that all who had been present to

the end were entitled to an indulgence of eighty

days by order of His Holiness Pope Leo XIII.
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Captain Howell's Exploit.

By Basil Tozer.

How Captain Wilfrid Howell tried to save the life of a West African missionary's wife by swimming the
swift and treacherous Ribbi River. The exploit was performed under a hail of bullets, and Captain

Howell was seized by a crocodile in mid-stream.

^m
H E following was received from
the lips of one who actually wit-

nessed Captain Howell's exploit :

"
After adopting the profession of a

civil engineer and spending four

years or so in South America, Mr. Wilfrid
Howell returned to England and worked five

years in South Wales for the South-Western

Railway Company. It was there that he first

joined the Glamorgan Volun-
teer Artillery and com-
manded the Skewen Battery ;

•and it was also in South
Wales that he was granted
leave of absence in order
that he might go to Africa
to make a survey for the

construction of a new rail-

way to be laid down on the

West Coast. In October of

1897 he left England,
and three months after

he had reached Sierra

Leone he found himself

among the Kwaia people
in the neighbourhood of

Songo Town, which is about

thirty miles up country.

THIS IS CAPTAIN WILFRID HOWELL, WHOSE HEROIC
DEED IS HERE DESCRIBED.

From a Photo, by Gunii & Stuart, Richmond.

"
Already the Kwaias were showing signs of

rebellion, and long before Howell reached their

territory he had been warned not to enter it. But

he seems to scorn all idea of there possibly being

danger anywhere, or at any time. So, accom-

panied by a few native boys and only one white

man, he fearlessly proceeded with his survey.

Soon he reached, and afterwards crossed, the

River Ribbi, which runs in a south-easterly

direction, and in due course

he came to a town called

Mabang, a town which

lies, roughly speaking, ten

or twelve miles west of the

Rotofunk station. Night
after night

— I happen to

know this for a fact—
Howell's little party was

surreptitiously attacked by
small bands of natives,

or, as they are called out

there, 'war-boys,' but by

day he still continued to

make his survey, being

anxious, if possible, to

finish the work without

being obliged to apply for

military assistance.
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of a very serious rebellion, not so much among
the Kwaia people as among an even more war-

like tribe, who, I believe, are commonly known
as the Great Mendis.

"Captain Howell is a man of prompt action,

and in a case of emergency he quickly makes

up his mind what to do and what not to do, the

latter decision often needing more forethought
than the former. Upon the present occasion,

therefore, his native carriers having nearly all

deserted him as soon as they heard of the up-

rising, he hastily
concealed under-

ground his theo-

dolites and other

valuable instru-

ments, and having
then and there

signalled to his

remaining com-

panions to follow

him, he made
straight for the

R i b b i River
again. Upon their

all reaching the

opposite bank in

safety, Captain
Howell set to

work to destroy
all the canoes,
and when this

was done he and

his companions
started off across

the great lagoon
which stretches

away from the

river bank.
" As subse-

quent events

proved, he had

done exactly the

right thing, but

had done it not

a moment too

soon, for within

an hour after he

had left his camp the native 'war-boys' came
down upon it in their hundreds, ready to

massacre every living soul they could find.

Fortunately the place was by that time com-

pletely deserted, SO that the raiders were forced

' i content themselves with pillaging and then

burning all that was left of the camp itself.

" At last, on his coming into Songo Town
),

and finding the people there already

demoralized, Captain Howell, exhausted though
he was, determined to push on to Waterloo, the

ORK NOT THREE I

GASrED."
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ond largest town in the Colony. This lie did

as soon as he had dispatched to Freetown

several swift runners to inform the Governor

there of what had just occurred at Rotofunk,

and to ask for military assistance. Then,
anxious to meet the forces which he knew would

be ordered out soon after his messengers had

reached their destination, he went in search of

the railway track to Waterloo, and, finding upon
it a loose trolley, proceeded down the track

until he came in sight of the train conveying
the troops to Waterloo. This train he quickly

boarded, and in a short time it steamed into the

station.
" Arrived at Waterloo, Howell did not let the

grass grow, but with much difficulty succeeded

in raising a body of eighty volunteers, all of

them good men and true, as well as intelligent

supposed to have been, but had escaped from
her assailants and lied into the bush. Instantly
a special force, consisting of thirty volunteers,

twenty-five Frontier Police, and twenty-five of
the West African Regiment, was dispatched
under the command of Captain Marescaux, with
orders to rescue, at any cost, the unfortunate

lady from her perilous position.
"
Now, I must particularly draw your atten-

tion to the fact that this attempt was likely to

involve considerable loss of life on both sides
;

moreover, that our men about to make it would
be forced to face the dreaded hidden clangers of

bush-fighting, a species of peril which certainly
is enough to demoralize the best-trained of

European troops, to say nothing of newly-
recruited West African natives."

Now for a more personal narrative :
—

From a] THE BARRACKS, SONGO TOWN'—CAPTAIN HOWELL'S OBJECTIVE POINT. [Photo.

and active. Within two days he had partly
trained these men, and had established among
them a sufficient amount of discipline to render
them efficient for fighting purposes. The troops
which had been sent to his assistance consisted,
he now discovered, of the Frontier Police,
commanded by Captain Cave, and also of some
new recruits from the Great Mendis (the very
tribe that had risen in rebellion) for the We'st
African Regiment.

"
By means of forced marches they all of

them quickly reached Songo Town
;

but no
sooner had they arrived there than authentic
information was received to the effect that Mrs.

Kane, the wife of the superintendent of the

Rotofunk Mission, had not been massacred with
the rest of the victims, as she was at first

Vol. iv.—35.

" At last, towards the end of a long and

tiring march, we sighted the glistening sur-

face of the now famous River Ribbi, and

presently came alongside it at a point
where its breadth exceeds 150yds. and its

depth 35ft. Hardly had we arrived there

when a rattle of rifles between 200yds. and

300yds. beyond the opposite bank, followed

almost instantly by a whistling shower of bullets

over our heads, warned us that the enemy had

opened fire, and almost at the same moment we

discovered that all boats, canoes, and rafts upon
our side of the stream had just been destroyed
or cut adrift.

" How was our little force to be landed upon
the opposite bank in order that it might pursue
and disperse the enemy, and ultimately rescue
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upon this clump they were order, d to concen-
trate their fire as much as possible. This spot,

it so happened, lay in a line exactly over the

swimmer, so that now Howell's position became
(Mic of even greater peril than before. Yet, not

for an instant flinching from his self-imposed
task, or, apparently, thinking of turning back,
he bravely struggled onward.

" At any moment, as he must himself have
known full well, he might lie sucked down into

an unseen whirlpool, or dragged under by a

crocodile, or shot either by the enemy, on pur-

pose, or by his own men, by accident. None
of these thoughts, however, if he indulged in

them, seemed to disconcert him in the least,

and by the time he was half-way across the river

I could barely discern him, for his head had
become outlined against water rendered tem-

porarily of a dull, leaden hue, owing to a passing
cloud.

"
Instinctively, therefore, I raised my glasses,

and a moment later I could clearly mark the

swimmer's every stroke. His face, I could see

now, looked stern and resolute, and he did not

seem to be fatigued. Steadily, but slowly
—

"now slowly he himself must have realized with

terrible vividness— he drew nearer to the oppo-
site bank. And what a long way ahead of him
that bank still seemed to be ! Would he-
could he—ever reach it ? More than once I

caught my breath as I marked the scores of

tiny white splashes that so incessantly disturbed

the apparently sluggish surface of the water

round and about him. These splashes, I knew,
were caused by bullets, many of which kept

flopping into the water unpleasantly near his

head.
" Now he had covered fully two-thirds of the

distance. Assuredly all danger must be over ;

assuredly he would reach the shore in safety ;

and in my excitement I almost shouted, as

though by so doing I could cheer him on. 1

can see it all now as plainly as if it were taking

place once more, and can almost feel the great

lump that rose in my throat and the choking
sensation that came upon me as with horror and

dismay I suddenly noticed the slimy snout of a

full-grown crocodile travelling swiftly along the

surface of the water barely five yards behind the

heroic swimmer.
"
Suddenly the snout vanished, and hardly

had I time to realize how hopeless my friend's

chance really was of ever reaching land again,
when I saw Howell quickly turn right over on

his back, with a sort of jerk. Instantly I knew
the crocodile was attacking him. Twice Howell

dived, and twice again I caught a momentary

glimpse of the huge reptile, the whole of the

monster's back being once distinctly visible.

Then to my great surprise and intense relief

Howell came again to the surface, and though
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I SAW HOWELL QUICKLY TURN RIGHT OVER ON HIS BACK—INSTANTLY I KNEW THE
CROCODILE WAS ATTACKING HIM.''

now he looked scared and seemed to be terribly

exhausted, he swam bravely onward, and the

crocodile was seen no more.
"

I tell you it was the closest thing I have ever

seen. I could have shouted like a boy when I

saw our friend at last emerge from the water and

limp feebly up the opposite bank. Then,
though the crocodile's teeth had cut deeply into
his right thigh and only just missed an artery,
Howell set to work to search for a canoe fit

to row back in. All the craft we had seen
from the other side of the river proved, how-

ever, to have been purposely rendered useless

by the enemy, who still kept volleying us at

irregular but frequent intervals. Rain, too, had
now begun to descend in torrents, so that for

a little while Howell could not be discerned
at all.

''As a fact, he was endeavouring, during the

whole of that interval, to

repair one of the boats,
but finding at last that his

efforts were in vain, and
that neither by hook nor

by crook would he be able
to get hold of a navigable
canoe, he calmly sat down
to rest, in spite of the

bullets which were still

whistling about him, and to

staunch, as well as he

could, the blood still flow-

ing freely from his lacerated

limb. At last, feeling

slightly stronger, and seeing
that no good was to be
done byhis remaining where
he was, he once more faced

the horrors of the river by

swimming slowly back to

us, this time, fortunately,
without being attacked.

The congratulations that

were showered upon him on

his return I need nottrouble

to tell you about. What
he needed far more than

congratulations, however,
was medical aid, and this

we soon obtained for him,
for that very night the

entire expedition returned

to Songo Town for reinforcements, and thither

Howell and other wounded men were conveyed

by bearers.
" At first it was feared that Howell's leg

would have to come off, as in eight cases out of

ten the bite of a crocodile brings on blood-

poisoning, but in the end the operation was not

performed. Mrs. Kane, the American mis-

sionary's wife, was never heard of again. Most

likely, poor woman, she died in the bush. Had
it not been for Howell's prompt action in the

first instance, however, every white man in his

own camp, in Songo Town, in Waterloo, and

most likely also in Freetown, would have been

massacred, so sudden and so totally unexpected
was the uprising. Howell, of course, raised the

alarm in all these towns, and so gave the

inhabitants ample time to fly, or to take-

measures for their own defence."
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\ the Paraguayan capital, sends an article describing some remark-

upe, which is a kind of South American Lourdes.
I p.shots specially taken by the author for this article.

lock -carts, to fulfil the good resolutions

they have made. The first photograph,
here reproduced, is a view of the out-

skirts of Caacupe at festival time, and
we see on the left a primitive waggon
and party of pilgrims, with their horses

grazing close by.

As may be supposed, the roads and
tracks at this time present animated

scenes, and one would think that

emigration, on a large scale, was

being encouraged by the Republican
Government. The Paraguayans are

of a deeply religious temperament, and
in time of sickness or trouble they
make most solemn vows that, if all

goes well with them and they are

restored to health, they will undertake

a pilgrimage to Caacupe from no
matter what distance, and pay substan-

tial tribute to the image of the Virgin
as a kind of thankoffering for being
relieved of their troubles.

Even the very poorest of the poor—
those who can afford no tribute in

money in fulfilment of their vows-
will actually carry for many miles a huge stone

balanced upon their head. And outside the

church at Caacupe, which I will show you

presently, there are many piles of these extra-

cadi nary tokens, some of which weigh as much
as 3olb.

The more well-to-do pilgrims take with them
a large quantity of paper money, mainly, how-

.
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THIS SHOWS THE KIND OF ROAD THROUGH THE CORDILLERA HI

From a Photo. by\ negotiated by the pilgrims.

ever, in five-cent notes, each worth about a half-

penny in English money. These imposing
documents, whose intrinsic worth is out of

proportion to their elaborate appearance, are

intended for distribution among the beggars
who naturally come in hordes to reap their

annual harvest. Other pilgrims again
— in this

case of the pastoral class—offer sheep, goats, or

cattle to the Virgin ;

and it is essential

that these animals

shall be of a pure
white colour, gor-

geously decorated
with flowers and
ribbons. After the

formal presentation
these offerings be-

come the property of

the priests.

The village of

Caacupe* is situated

in the Cordillera

Hills, and our second

photograph shows
the road over the

Cordillera through
which one has to

pass on the way from

Asuncion, the capital
to this Paraguayan
Mi cca.

And truly Caai upe
is one of the prettiest

villages in all Paraguay. Its

population is about 3,500.
There are, however, very few
well-built houses, and it is

only within the last four years
that some

'

of the wealthy
families of Asuncion have
built dwellings of the better

class there.

Our next photograph shows
us the great objective point
in the village. This, naturally

enough, is the church, which
stands in a spacious plaza.

This edifice is out of all

proportion to the size of the

village, being a large and
fine structure capable of

accommodating more than

1,500 people. A kind of

corridor runs all round the

sides, and this on the night of

December 7th is brilliantly

illuminated by countless

candles, kept alight and re-

plenished by hundreds of pilgrims, who sit round

the church all night for this express purpose.
Now and again these fervent pilgrims burst

into a weird kind of chant, the effect of which

from a distance is strange and almost unearthly.
There are some quaint and beautiful anecdotes

told as to how the healing powers of the Virgin
of Caacupe were first discovered, and also

WHICH HAS ill BE
{the Author.

THE GREAT OBJECTIVE POINT
/'rout a Photo, by] CHU

IN THE VILLAGE."—A CROWD OF BEGGARS WAITING OUTSIDE THE

RCH FOR FOOD AND FIVE-CENT NOTES. [tllC Author.
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sorr,

i on the afternoon of FZ

December 8th. The figure of

the Virgin, placed on an orna-

mental stand, is carried round
the church and the plaza,
followed by priests in gorgeous
vestments bearing candles, etc.,

and accompanied by a full band,
which plays appropriate music all

the time. The crowd of worship-

pers
—

mostly women, owing to

the notorious and peculiar con-

dition of Paraguay
— follow bare-

headed, occasionally singing a

musical chant, until at length the

Virgin is borne into the church
and placed on a stand near the

high altar. Now for some of the

most interesting details. The
interior of the church is highly

decorated, and during the festival

the floor round the image is sometimes actually
2 in. or y'/i. deep hi paper money, consisting of

notes ranging in value from five cents to ioodols.

Amongst this extraordinary heap of paper

money, and tributes from the "promeseros,"

may frequently be seen some gold coins, and

occasionally a ring, or bracelet, or other piece
of jewellery. And nearly every year five or six

English coins are found among the offerings.

One of the most curious features of the

festival is the crowd of women who go to and
from the Virgin's Well carrying water in earthen-

ware jugs on their heads, and offering a drink

to everyone they meet. The photograph repro-
duced above illustrates precisely this point, it

nAlKI-.D WELL.

« II. L.

BACKGROUND.
CATTLE FOR PRESENTATION IN' Till".

[the Author.
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THIS WILL GIVE YOU AN
Front a Photo, ly]

OF THE ANXIETY OF THE E'H.GRIM

OF THE HOLY WATER.

being a snap-shot of some of the devotees going
to fetch the sacred water. All persons favoured by
a water -holder

have to drink

from the same

jug, and the pil-

grims are deeply
offended if their

offer is refused.

I chanced to

come suddenly

upon a friend of

mine who ac-

companied me
to the Caacupe
Festival for the

first time last

year, and no-

ticed that he
was looking
thoughtful and

melancholy. I

asked him what
the dickens was
the matter with

him, whereupon
he shook his
head and said,

disgustedly," Too m u c h

water !"

'PI.,,,,.,. ,.; ;, AMUSEMENTS AFTER THE PIOUS DUTIES-
1 nese visits From a Plwt0 /y]

to the holy well are abso-

lutely de rigueur ; and the

photograph at the bottom
of the preceding page
shows a number of the

water-carriers and also a

distant view of the village-

church. In the background
you will notice some
cattle, which are probably
intended for presentation.
A still more ani-mated

spectacle is presented by
the accompanying snap-

shot, which depicts a

scene at the Virgin's Well.

Apart from the purely

religious aspects of the

festival, there are always
amusements of various

kinds, such as dancing,
dice playing, and other

games of chance. Nor
are the youngsters for-

gotten, as may be seen in

our next photograph.
Here it will be seen

that a greasy pole has been rigged up for the

benefit of the children, at the top of which are

S TO PROCURE VESSELS
[the Author.

-CHILDREN CLIMBING A POLE FOR PACKETS OF SWEETS AND
five-cent notes. [the Author.
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for the last three years a

heavy storm has broken over

the village of Caacupe at festi-

val time, always commencing,
strangely enough, after the

procession had passed. Usually
it was accompanied by a hurri-

cane which blew the fragile

temporary huts in all direc-

tions, leaving the unfortunate
inmate without shelter and wet

through to the skin. Last year
two women died from expo-

sure, and my only wonder is

that many more did not

suffer the same fate. On
that occasion also the usual

storm broke over Caacupe
with great fury at about 7.30

p.m., and I was told that the

poor pilgrims had a terribly rough time of

it. For myself, however, I had left the

village before the storm came on, and was

in the village of Tacuaral when it descended.

Next day I continued my journey to Asuncion,
but in the villages of Itagua, Capiata, and San
Lorenzo the storm of the previous night had
left its mark—here a house blown down, there a

roof gone, and trees innumerable uprooted and

thing across the road.

When I arrived at the river of Itagua, which
is shown in the accompanying photograph, a

number of women were trying to drive their

donkeys across, and this, as you may judge from
the snap-shot, was far from being a joke. When
I and my "peon," or native manservant, crossed

this river the water was almost over the backs of

our horses and the current extremely strong and
swift. I was glad I made the pilgrimage.

IIS WA1 —
, rRVINl ro DRIV1 ,in 1.' h \<K\

T lit. KIV E R . I the A 11 thoi :



Odds and Ends.

These photographs are said to attain a high standard of interest and "
out-of-the-wayness." This

is because each is selected from among hundreds, and shows some remarkable phase of Nature or
human life in the Wide World.

them as they draw nearer to the valley. Anyone
who has ever descended the Faulhorn in this

way will be able to testify to the delirious excite-

ment of the run, the pace being so tremendous
as almost to take one's breath away. The
Faulhorn is a mountain of 8,oooft, rising

between Lake Brienz

and Grindelwald. From
the well - known Bear
Hotel in the last-named

village the Faulhorn

may be climbed in four

or five hours. A «uide

is quite unnecessary,
and the journey is well

worth making, not only
on account of the

superb panorama of the

Oberland thus gained,
but chiefly on account

of the terrific glissade
on sledges depicted in

our photograph.
Public attention be-

ing so concentrated of

late upon the Transvaal

Republic, the accom-

panying photograph cannot fail to excite interest,

as illustrating the "primitive" methods of the

Boer authorities. The photo, was sent in to us

by a well-known and respected citizen of Johan-

nesburg. He writes as follows :

" This shows

you the way in which the Town Council of

I.
—A DESCENT OF

From a Photo. by\

the FAULHORN- THE PACE |s so TREMENDOUS AS ALMOST TO TAKE
HREATH AWAY. [Gebr. II 'clirli.

UR first photo, this month shows
a very interesting Swiss scene,

which will recall memories of

delightful holidays spent in the
"
Playground of Europe." It shows

a couple of sledges descending, at break-

neck ^peed, the mile
or so of hard snow
near the summit of the

Faulhorn. You will notice

that the "
captain

"
of each

sledge is a typical Swiss

guide, powerful in physi-

que, prudent, and tar-see-

ing, and never likely to

run the least risk. His
heels dug into the snow

as brake or

,
as may be

desired"; and additional

steering-gear is provided
by the stout stick which
the young man in the

right-hand sledge is using
oar-fashion. All the party
are provided with shawl

;

but in a very few minutes

they will have to discard

act either

steering-gear

-How [HEY FILL UP HOLES IN THE SUBURBAN STREETS OF JOHANNESBURG.
From a Photo,
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roken in all the houses

that

where the festival is being properly observed.

The jar is filled with sweets and fruits and

hung in the entry. Then the children are

blindfolded, and each in turn armed with a

st irk, and allowed to strike at the elusive

pitiata as it wobbles and bobs about in answer

to jerks on the suspending string. But at last

a lucky blow shatters the brittle earthenware,
and thereupon
follows a m a d
scramble after the

goodies that come

showering to the

floor among the

excited little ones.

A Christmas-tree

in German East

Africa forms the

subject of our next

illustration. Ask a

thousand little

German children

what is their

greatest Christmas

joy, and a thousand

eager little voices

w i 1 1 a n s w e r i n

chorus, "The
Christmas-tree."
The accompanying
photograph repre-

sents part of the

Christmas Day celebrations in German East

Africa. Our black friends have gathered together
to keep the festival quite in the best Teutonic

style. Here are many children of all ages

learning the mysterious delights of the Christ-

mas tree. The little babies with shiny brown

limbs adorned with bead anklets and bracelets

LED JARS ARE THE MEXICAN EQUIVALENT FOR
THE CHRISTMAS-TREE." \PhotO.

From a] 4.—A CHRISTMAS-TREE IN GERMAN EAST Al RICA, {Photo.
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From a
I

gravely suck their

thumbs — for
babies are the

same all the world

over — in amaze-

ment and innocent

wonder at the

novel scene. The
German residents,

whose hearts turn

at Christmastide

to the Fatherland

with a singular

yearning, have
done their best to

keep up the old

custom far away
in a strange land,

where the fir with

its sweet, aromatic

scent, drawn out

by the warmth of the room and the numer-

ous candles, is not obtainable. This Christ-

mas-tree has been set up out of doors,

and consists of an elegant palm ;
the tropical

sun is shining upon it in lieu of candles. An

angel's head carved out of pith and with feathery
white wings surmounts the tree instead of the

usual wax head with silver wings. A native

doll is seen half-way down the central stem :

while on the other branches hang bead neck-

laces and other ornaments
;

quaint animals, jingles,
and cakes for the little

ones
;
and large coloured

glass balls which form the

delight of ( German children,
and are so prized by the

blacks. Instead of the

"angel's hair," as the Ger-
mans call the mazes of

gold, silver, and copper
thread which they wind in

and out of the branches
in glistening festoons, the

African tree has strings of

beads. The palm itself

stands on a table covered
with a white embroidered

cloth, on which are laid

tropical ferns and the

flowers of the beautiful

white mangrove.
It is not a couple of

smoking volcanoes we
in the next illustration.

We have hen- a view of
bake Xyasa, in British

Central Africa, with two

il FLIES RISING FROM LAKE NVASA—THE NATIVES
MAKE THEM INTO BREAD! [Photo.

6.—"ROLLING MOTION SQUARE" AT LISBON.

From a Photo.

colossal columns
of the Kungu fly

rising from the

surface of the
water. We are
assured by the

courteous secre-

tary of the Uni-
versities' Mission
to Central Africa

(a mission doing

magnificent work
and well-deserving
of the most gener-
ous support) that

the natives living

along the shores

of the lake esteem

these flies as a

great delicacy ;

and when these

extraordinary smoke-like columns of insects

rise, as we see them in the photo., they are-

beaten down and gathered up for food. They
are then pounded up into cakes and made
into a kind of bread. But fancy one's bread

consisting of a mass of pounded flies ! The

etary of the U.M.C.A. goes on to say:
'• We had quite a large cake of this

'

fly-bread
'

sent to us from Xvasaland. but it gradually dis-

appeared after being handed round for inspec-
tion at various public meet-

ings."
Here we have a photo, of

"
Rolling Motion Square

"

at Lisbon, which I think

is quite interesting enough
to find a place here. It

represents a curious optical

illusion. If you look at

the pavement it appears to

be an undulating plane.

This is due to the paint-

ing, or rather staining, on

the pavement, as the square
is in reality perfectly level.

It has a very peculiar

effect when one is walking
over it, and one is always
either catching one's feet

instinctively against the

ground, or lifting them

much higher than is neces-

sary. In the foreground

you can see a Portuguese

gentleman, who is doing
tli- former.

The next photograph
shows a remarkable ascent
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by his teeth is Mr. E. Markeberg, and he has

had some very narrow escapes indeed. A sad

accident that happened to him on the day
following that on which our photo, was taken

resulted in such serious injuries as to confine

him to the hospital for four months. He was

making a night ascension, followed by a search-

light. The start from the ground was sua

fully made, but in making the parachute descent

he landed between two houses close together;
and the parachute col-

lapsing failed to sup-

port his weight, with

the result that he was

precipitated some con-

siderable distance to

the ground below. It

was a long time before

he fairly recovered from

the injuries he received.

Mr. Markeberg's most

thrilling adventure,
however, and from

which he escaped with-

out a scratch, was the

time his balloon caught
fire and burned. This

was rather more than

two years ago, in San

Francisco, and the ex-

citing incident was seen

by the writer. Just as

the monster hot-air bag
was cut loose, it was

seen that the lower part

was on fire, having

caught from the "filling

flame." A shout of

warning went up from

the horrified spectators,

but the aeronaut had

already left the ground.
What a situation for

him—a huge burning
balloon above him, with

nothing between him
and death but the para-

chute, which might
catch fire at any
moment from the falling

fragments Soon the whole balloon was aflame,

though still ascending. It sent down showers

of sparks on to the aeronaut, who, however, dare

not cut loose until he had gained a sufficient

height to enable his parachute to open before

landing. At length he cut himself loose, and

with his parachute landed across some t<

graph wires, leaving him hanging some 15U.

from the ground, from which position he was

"<4>

X
rHE AERONAUT, MR. MARKKREl.l

(. BV His ill;
1 HE SAND-BAG FALLING.

From a Photo, by C. Von Bargen.
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<lily rescued. Of the balloon there was

nol a particle left.

Probably one of the saddest and most peculiar

balloon accidents ever recorded was that which

occurred at Blair's Park, Oakland, Cal., on the

afternoon of July 6th, 1897. On tin's occasion a

PRYING WASHING-DAY- "
I III-. OLD LADY HAS BROI

//Villa] THE ICE A'l I III 1 : Mt LAKE."

hot-air balloon ascension and parachute descent

were to be made. All was ready, and just as

the balloon was cut from its mooring and had

cleared the ground, a six-year-old boy was seen

by the horrified spectators to be clinging to the

weight rope. He had, in a child-like fancy,

caught hold of the line, not thinking of the

consequences. After being carried up a distance

of 1,000ft. he lost his hold, and fell from this

awful height to his death below. The balloonist

himself did not know of the child dangling at

the and of the line until apprised of the fact by
his assistant below, who, through
a megaphone, advised him to

ride the balloon down and not

cut loose. He then did every-

thing in his power to coax the

lad to keep his hold, and he
would be all right, but in vain.

The body fell a mile and a half

from where the ascension took

place.

A winter scene in Wermland,
Sweden, is next depicted. If

circumstances render it neces-

sary for you to spend a winter in

the country districts of Sweden
it is advisable to lay in a liberal

supply of underclothing. When
the cold weather has once fairly
set in washing-days come few
and far between. A glance
at the accompanying photo. FJ^

will at once explain the reason for this. The
olil lady has broken a hole in the ice at

the edge of the lake, and evidently means
business. Let us hope that she is not liable to

frost-bite, for in a very few minutes the clotb.es

she has just rinsed in the icy water will become

fringed with icicles — as, indeed, you
may see for yourself. The useful mangle
is unknown in these parts, and the

garments are relieved of their excess

of moisture by being smartly beaten
with thin slabs of birch wood. Nothing
can be dried out of doors, and, as the

double windows of the houses can only
be opened for a few minutes at a time
without reducing the temperature of

the rooms to freezing-point, the drying
forms by no means the least objection-
able part of the business. Swedish
women are accustomed to hard work,
but even they must look forward with

feelings akin to dread to a ''wash"

performed under such trying conditions.

The enormous spider seen in the

next photo, we reproduce is found
in the dense jungles of Chota Nag-

pur, and is known to the Indian villagers

by the sinister name of bagh makra, or the

'•tiger ^pi(ler." They are very much afraid

of it : and no wonder, seeing that men have
been killed by its poison. The missionary who
took the photo, tells us that he has himself seen
men covered all over with, dreadful and seem-

ingly incurable ulcers, caused by the bite of this

fearsome insect. Its poison is so virulent that the

flesh affected will not again form properly. The
specimen seen in our illustration met his death
in a very curious way. He was running around

Hul K IN

[Photo.

[NG SPIDER OF CHOTA NAGPUR—VERY POISONOUS AND BELIEVED
TO BE NEW TO SCIENCE. [P/toto.
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\riwi

•: he had been captured, looking, in his usual

meone to bite, when he found

a gently but firmly urged into

1. He obje( ted strenu-

,
of < but it was of no avail,

and the fiery spirit speedily put an end

structive existence. 'This spider
de< aying tries, and is even

lure and kill small birds. Addi-

_i\en to the photo, by the

the authorities of the Natural

.mi, who recently had the

to them, announce that it

w to S( and they have

mation concerning it.

i

ius devotion as witm
in I 1 forms the subject of our next

-
11 and Siberian moujik

gi< »us of men. I [owever

humble his home may be even
v not have the wherewithal

il to cover his

ne corner of his

md tlie glittering
ikon, or image, of the

and the infant Jesus. This

tinually to remind the

n of his faith : and before and
d he eat

himself

I murmurs his prayers. It

teresl _ II Ru-

village on In every
church of the i I !atholic denomination

re are numerous richly painted and i m
bellished pictures of the saints. When
the saint's day comes round the pictures

are taken from the church

and carried by the i agei
and willing peasants
through the streets to the

accompaniment of much

singing and devout accla

mation. Not infrequently,
however (for the truth

must be told), this intense

religious devotion is fol-

lowed by bouts of drunken-

ness ; the average Russian

moujik possessing a capa-

city for vodki that is simply
tremendous.

This is a Japanese pro
cession or festival.
Heathen processions are

usually a combination of

religious ceremonial : an

Oriental "Barnum's
parade

"
;
a Sunday-school

a general holiday. \\ oik"tea-fight"; and
is suspended ; the best attire is donned

;
tin

A JAPAN] 1VAL— THE AIR IS STIFLING WITH
"1 OF CROUDS AND THE POWDER OF CRACKERS.'

I HE DUST
[Photo,
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air is stifling with the dust of crowds and

the powder of crackers ; and the streets

resound with the tinkling of saucers on

howls, drawing attention to the charcoal-heated

pans that are swimming with dainty morsels.

Drums of all sizes draw the public into the

meshes of the peripatetic vendors of miscel-

lanies. You see, the fizz of powder-crackers

frightens the hovering demons into space. The

procession includes all sorts— even soldiery :

and also boys with their faces painted like

tattooed Maoris, and perhaps their necks in

cangues, or chains in fulfilment of a vow.

Peaceful citizens—old and young, rich and poor,

plump and slim— all march abreast in solemn
state. Sometimes, as in the photo., a fantastic

ally disguised person into whom the demon has

been invited to enter stands on a raised plat-

form, which is escorted in state through the

streets. The shrill bagpipe note of the native

flute and the hollow and ceaseless clang of the

native cymbals are music to the native ear.

Tlii- procession takes several turns by day
around the city, and at night repeats the per-
formance. After dark the many-coloured, multi-

shaped lanterns combine to give a very pic-

turesque, though weird, effect.

The bastinado is the favourite corporal

punishment of Persia, and no one, however

couple of ferrashes. A turn of the pole tightens
the loops and brings the feet into position,

- upwards. This done, a large bundle of

supple willow wands about 5ft. to 6ft. long
and an inch in diameter at the thickest part
is produced, and three or four ferrashes seize

a wand each, and at the word " bezan
"
(strike)

from the head ferrash (ferrash-bashi) they applv

these, with more or less vigour, to the bare feet

of the culprit. Stick after stick breaks over the

feet or the pole, according to the extent of the

bribe promised to the ferrash-bashi : the victim

meanwhile crying out to Allah, and Mohammed,
or cursing the cause of his ill-luck.

A hundred sticks or thereabouts are generally
used at the ordinary beating. These, as I have

said, are broken over the feet or the pole,

according to the amount of the bribe given.
In cases where a goodly sum is forthcoming
the punishment only causes the receiver a few-

days' tenderness
;
but a really severe beating, in

which a great many more sticks are fairly

broken over the victim's feet, will reduce the

soles to a positively mangled state, and keep the

man off his feet for months. Yet so great is

the love of money among these people that

they invariably prefer to "get sticks" rather

than to pay a fine. As a rule punishments in

Persia are necessarily severe, because leniency

From a

high his rank, from the Prime Minister down-
wards, is exempt therefrom

;
all are liable to

"get sticks." The punishment is generally ad-

ministered by the "
ferrashes," or body-servants,

of the provincial governor of the district. The
culprit is first thrown on his back, his feet

being looped to a pole held horizontally by a

on the part of the local governors is miscon-

strued immediately into weakness. In the

southern provinces especially, where governors
are constantly being changed, it is remarkable

to note the quieting effect on the people of

thfc cutting off of an unruly head or two; or

the bricking up of a few thieves by .the roadside.
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HANGS HEAVILY ON THE PRISONERS HANDS.
. a Photo.

is the

i immended to visitors

larg . which is far

i very hand, and the a<

< ompanying photo, shows
the length to which
some of these people
have gone in the en-

deavour to surpass their

neighbours in the build-

ing of curious dwellii

places. This queer, cool,
and cosy little house is

built in a big redwood
tree, and is 50ft. from
the ground, being reached

by a bamboo bridge or

gangway spanning a

rocky canon. It is

Japanese in style, and
was built by Japs under

the supervision of the

owner, Mr. George
Marsh. The house,
with its thatched roof,

consists of two rooms,
and the living trunk

about which it is built goes straight through
the centre of it.

: acces> to strangers than

ally are. The inmates spend
of their time in a common room, or

ird : and as the Spanish law

ithorize hard labour, except in

.

•

... hangs heavily on the
- Many of them bring out

the dormitory, while

it and play at cards, or share

h kind friends outside may
1. There is a sort of tank

die yard adorned with a

id this affords a little

1 appearance of squalor.
out there and hung up
The life is like a con-

tnd those who are in touch
_ 1 lucky spirit of the place

. time. Other
i to much.

rid brutality. Those who come
out means welcome,

rounded and hustled, or

d to all sorts of rude cries. It

tii ed that ire hiding their

ihotographed.
int Tamalpais, the high

looking San Francisco,
Mill Valley, where many

of the of the great Pacific

jmer. Eccentricities of
- met with here on >4-

"
oil-- QUEER HOUSE Is BUILT IN A BI(

'I " Photo 1 1 Till-: GROUND."
REDWOOD 1 :

•

•

1 Las. II \ ill 11c r, S.F,
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lD been lowered, and a frightful explosion followed, the
[aillv herselj being blown into two parts."

(see page 429.)
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In the Khalifa's Clutches; or, My Twelve Years' Captivity in

Chains in Omdurman.*

By Charles Neufeld.

VIII.

WHILE this change was being made felt

E
oSt

r
of

d
I received the congratulations of the

Prison.
gaoiers an(j prisoners, and (February,

189b) was escorted out of the prison

by two guards to enter upon a new industry
which had in it as much of the elements of

success as would accompany an attempt to

squeeze blood out of a cobbler's lap-stone. I

had not forgotten Shwybo's fate.

On my reaching Khartoum, Awwad el Mardi
had not yet arrived. It was the month of

Ramadan, and as all transactions were in

abeyance until after sunset, I was not allowed

to land until Awwad arrived to hand me over

officially. I was left alone on one of Gordon's
old steamers, moored at the spot where
the victorious Sirdar and his troops landed to

conduct the burial service where Gordon
fell

;
and during the hours I had to wait

gazing at the ruined town and the dismantled

palace
—which saw the martyrdom of as good

a man and soldier as ever trod this earth— I

ruminated over his and my own blasted hopes.
I shall not pre-

plans* tend tO Call tO

mind all the

thoughts which surged

through my brain as I

paced alone over the
shell and bullet splintered

deck; but you can ima-

gine what they were when
I reflected that I was the

only European in the

Soudan who had fired a

shot for Gordon, and
was now a captive in the

hands of the successor

of the Mahdi, gazing at

the ruined town which,
just eleven years ago, we
had hoped to relieve,
and rescue its noble

defender. I should be
ashamed to say that when
Awwad did at last come
I was not in tears. I

Vol. iv.—Ai. pyright, 1900, by the International News Company,

more acutely than I did when first

taken to Khartoum to be "
impressed," and

still more acutely than when I was hurriedly
bundled into the old mission to start the salt-

petre works. For the first time since my
captivity I had been left absolutely alone. I

was sitting on one of that fleet of
"
penny

steamers "
which, had Gordon not sent it down

the Nile to bring up his rescuers, might have

saved him and the Soudan in spite of the

wicked delay which resulted from the attempt
to make a theatrically impressive show of an

expedition intended to be one of flying succour

to the beleagured garrison and its brave com-

mander, who had been praying for months for

the sight of one single red-coat. Gordon, I

had been told, towards the end, called the

Europeans together in Khartoum, and told

them it was his opinion the Government in-

tended to sacrifice him
;
therefore he recom-

mended them to make their escape. A
deliberate attempt to sacrifice him could not

have succeeded better.

I WAS LEFT ALONE ON ONE OF GORDON'S OLD STEAMERS, MOORED WHERE THE VICTORIOUS

SIRDAR AND HIS TROOl'S LANDED."

the United States of America.
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r, when such though!
nd many others had been affect-

for hours, that when Awwad

tting in, the dark-

lit had . ttled upon my mind ?

ih.it my chains were the real

. ordered that they

I immediately for lighter

the anklets and chains

- were rough in the extreme,

cially handed ever to tin

\ im, the question arose as

1 was offered lodgings in his

1 had already experienced life

s c
'

bodyguard, and begged
: allowed to live in the same pi

\ Abbajee and Sirri the former

.it Berber, with whom 1 was to

W( e ven the house of Ghattas, an

live in. It was one of the

- left standing in Khartoum, and
1 an upper floor, which was taken posses-

Nahoum Abbajee as head of what

In; "gold syndicate"; while Sirri

i I shared the ground floor. In the East the

you climb to the garret
»ur rising fortunes, and descend with

tall, to the lower floors. Instead
-

ier or Baggara guards to watch
v-. Awwad gave me some slaves from the Beit

Mai as guardians : and they had, in addition

. to perform the household

I'hey were, in fact, my servants.

After the evening prayers Awwad
"<?f

el
t°h

v
e
ed '

gether the employes of the

il and my guards, and explained
them that I was no longer a Saier

r : that my chains were left on only to

Government people from taking
that I was "beloved" of the Khalifa, and

'

d as his friend ; and that if

me differently, he would he sent

ny place in the Saier. Then, taking
under the pi of giving me
i from the Khalifa, Awwad said, "I
•nd: do not be afraid; if you cannot

Id and silver, tell me of anything else

nd I will see that the work is

'lint you may not be sent back

Awwad, being then a perfi

t first caused me to have
in my mind as to the genuineness

hut he was a Jaalin, and 1

I him.

to get to work at once with the

metals. As engineer, I

to ' nd superintend the construction

be made by Hassan Fahraani

upplied the crucibles.

Oui first furnace crumbled to pieo .after being
started, and a stronger one had to lie made
Then the crucibles gave out.

We did all we could to coax gold

G^°d
C
from and silver out of those stones, and

stones, obtained some extraordinary results.

We added earth, common salt, salt-

petre, oxide of lead—anything and everything
—

to the split stones in the crucibles. Sometimes,
we found the crucible and its contents fused

together! The only thing we actually found
which gave an idea that we were working for

metals was a small, shiny black ball, very much

resembling a black pearl ; and this Hamadan
at once took possession of and carried off to

Abdullahi, telling him that it only required time

for us to succeed. Hamadan, being our chief,

was much interested in the work—doubtless

looking forward to the day when part of the

contents of the crucibles should find its way to

him. But our experiments were destined never

to be finished. About April, 1896, rumours

first, and then precise news, reached Omdur-
man that the Government troops were again

advancing. Then came the startling news that

Dongola had been taken, only to be followed by
the news of the capture of Abou Hamad.

The fulminate factory presided over

by Hassan Zecki had run short of

ingredients ;
and the stock of chlorate

potash ordered from Egypt not

having arrived, it was believed that, now the

troops held all the country between Dongola
and Abou Hamad, it would have no chance at

all of getting through. Abdalla Rouchdi, the

chemist of the Beit el Mai, had, with Hassan

Zecki, failed to produce chlorine —as also had

others
;

therefore we were ordered to experi-

ment at once in this new direction. Nahoum
was sent over to the Beit el Mai to collect

all appliances, chemicals, and anything else

he chose to lay his hands upon. Our estab-

lishment was growing, and Hamadan was

delighted at having under his charge people
who were to do so much for Mahdieh.

But the chlorine required for the produc-
tion of the chlorate of potash refused to

appear. Our laboratory was a dangerous place
to visit, for we had jar upon jar containing
mixed acids, and explosions were the order of

the day. Nahoum had a lively time, deaf as he

was. Once, and once only, Hamadan made

pretence of understanding our experiments. He
look a good inhalation from a vessel which had

in it a mixture of various acids with permanga-
nate of potash. He was almost suffocated, but

was also much impressed, and told the Khalifa

what devoted adherents he had when we would

work in such a poison-laden atmosphere. There

The
Factory
Runs
Short. ll,S'

Of
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HE TOOK A I) INHAI I) WAS ALMOST SUFFOI

was good reason why I should do all in my
power to keep Hamadan interested and hopeful
of grand results.

Onoor Issa had sent me word by a

Lett^l and messenger from Berber that he was at
Money. jL^j. tQwn ^fa ] ctters an(J m0ney for

me, but had been detained by the

Emir
; he hoped, however, to be able to get

away very soon and arrange my escape. Then
the consignment of chlorate of potash put in

its appearance
—about twelve hun-

dredweight, I was told
;

and Sirri,

getting hold of a small sample, we
showed it to Hamadan to prove
that we were just succeeding with
our experiments. He was satisfied,
as was also Abdullahi, and we were
told to continue our great work.

But the tales which were coming
in every few days were causing no
little anxiety to the Khalifa. None
of us believed that the troops were

coming across the desert in "iron

devils"; and it was some time
before we understood that a railway
was being built. But then we could

hardly believe this. Whatever the
"

iron devil
"

was, it behoved
the Khalifa to look well to his

arms and ammunition. His

son, the Sheikh ed Din, was
sent on a round of inspec-
tion of stores and arsenals,
and discovered that a large

quantity of the powder had
caked with the absorption of

moisture
;

that other large-

quantities were of very poor
quality ;

and that the powder-
stores in general were not as

he thought they were.

The Khalifa threat-

Th?ea
e
ts. ened to cut a hand

and a foot off both

Abd es Semmieh and Hassan

Hosny, the directors of the

factory, if they did not work
the powder up again into a

good explosive. Awwad, as

the head of the Beit el Mai,
came and asked if it were

not possible to make some
sort of machine for pulveriz-

ing the ingredients for the

powder ;
the work was then

being done by hand. I tried

to interest Nahoum Abbajee
in the work, as it was about

time we got clear of our alche-

mists' establishment on some excuse or another
;

otherwise I foresaw trouble if Sheikh ed Din
should inquire too closely into our work. But

Abbajee thought he had had quite enough of

me in connection with experiments and

machinery, and decided to be out of the affair

altogether ;
he thought his life had been in

enough jeopardy already. Sirri elected to

remain. I invented a powder- machine on the

principle of the old German "dolly
"

toy.

TIMS IS A PHOTO. OF THE I'OWDER-M ACHI NE MODEL WHICH MR. M LI ELD
CONSTRUCTED TO HOODWINK THE KHALIFA.
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ks, assisted by
1,1

ll.muid.i, the 1

making a model, which worked

iowii to the Khalifa,

I that he ordered my chains to

Tl. put in hand at

which was to lift and

pul-

the

len-

1

it.

ugh
ms :

v would be

illah

Khalei I II

;- maybe of

_ their

in

_
•

iken

the

. and told him
i t w as th e i r

ion I was on! ling" with him. They
that Awwad «_•! Mardi was a friend

ernment, and was helping me on this

hut Yaeoul). who was present,
me. In the course of the interview,

r Kl id that he had heard that in my
•men and children make cartridges

- I must know all about it,

him such a machine while the

_ constructed.

i rs I had been so chained

TnCh'aln.* With iron

that only with

I

ground in order to shuffle

the bai

ith the anklets

ited 1 shuffle to

:i. When :

. all this I ran and jui.
• •'

hi ile day long liki
•

long un
I in a swelling of the

ankles : and this was
th

I had ju the

for the cartr

IN TH1 i Oh THIS PHOTO. STANDS OSTA ABDALLAH,
CHIEF ENGINEER OK KHARTOUM ARSENAL.

and Hassanein another chance to approach the

Khalifa, and again they suggested that I was
"

fooling." Awwad was sent for, and. in reply
to the Khalifa, said that he believed I was

doing my best, and would certainly succeed.

He went on to say that, had he not believed in

me himself, he would never have recommended
the Khalifa to employ
me on such important
works. Yacoub ;c

took my part, and said

that whoever did not

assist me, or hindered

me, would be con-

sidered an enemy of

Mahdieh. Although,
as he admitted, he did

not understand the

machines, yet in his

opinion
"
there must

be something in the

head of the man who
invented them, and he

was better employed in

the arsenal than idling

his time in the Saier."

Awwad also

Eng'nee" declared that

if Osta Ah-

dallah and Hassanein had not and could not

find the materials for the construction of the

machines, he believed that I could make

another one with such materials as they had.

This decided the matter — both machines

were to be proceeded with ;
but the Khalifa

agreed to my being put into chains to pre-

vent my escaping ;
and on the thirteenth

day of my freedom the chains were replaced.

Being unable to move from my house, the

joiners with a lathe, their tools and materiel,

Abdallah m a\

MACHINE WHICH THE KHALIFA
in MAKE.

IRDERI l*

[Photo.
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were sent to me, as the Khalifa wished the

machine to be completed as rapidly as possible.

Abdallah Sulieman, the chief of the cartridge

factory, was then employing upwards of fifteen

hundred men, and the Khalifa wished to release

them for fighting purposes.
"

My efforts to obtain either the original
T
work

h models or photographs of them not

having so far been successful, I have

had models of the machines made here in Cairo.

Those interested in mechanics will discover for

themselves the mechanical defects and unneces-

sary complications introduced into them. I was

working under the supervision of fairly good
mechanical engineers, so that defects might not

be made too glaring. Some were detected and
rectified

;
but the main defects were not seen,

being beyond the powers of calculation of

" Helping
'

the Khalifa

model was being made I occupied myself in

selecting the metal required ; and in doing this

I laid hands upon everything which Osta
Abdallah required for the ordinary works in

hand.

I appropriated the paddle axle of one

^.of the steamers, as I said I required
this to be cut with eccentric discs

;

and I did my best to smash the best lathe with

it, so as to give me still more time. But the

lathe stood the strain, and four or five discs

were actually cut in the axle
;

it would have
taken them another year to cut the remainder at

the rate the work was progressing, and probably
four years to make the machine

; and then
when it was finished there would have been
an accident, and some people would have
been killed or maimed, for that paddle axle

SIA HAMA1DA, HEAD CA1

From a Photo.

fKK IN THE KHARTOUM ARSENAL.

Abdallah. And Hamaida, who could and
did see them, was enjoying the pranks being

played. The various ideas I had picked up
while associated with Gordon's old corps were
now standing me in good stead. When the

model of the cartridge-machine was taken over
to Abdullahi, instead of being pleased with it

he was furious : Berber had been taken ! He
cried,

"
I want cartridges, not models." Orders

were at once given that I should be taken from

my house, kept at work all day in the arsenal,
and locked up at night in the arsenal prison
with the convicts employed there as labourers.

To gain more time I insisted upon a full-sized

weoden model of the cartridge-machine being
first made for the metal - workers to work
from. Yacoub had given orders that all

the material and labour of the arsenal was
to be put at my disposition. While the wooden

would have come tearing through the machine
with the first revolution. I was taking a fiendish

delight in destroying every good piece of metal

I could lay my hands on under pretence of its

being required for the machine; the copper and
brass I appropriated interfered considerably
with the production of the cartridges, and the

skilled workmen I kept employed delayed
for months the finishing touches to the new

powder- factory on Tuti Island. But there

could be no going back now
;

Abdallah

Sulieman was my sworn enemy, but I knew
that the more I destroyed under his own eye.

c
,

the less risk there was of his going to the

Khalifa again to induce him to believe that the

whole of my work was, as he called it,

"
shoogal

khabbass
"—all lies

;
for Abdallah himself would

get into trouble for not having discovered it

before all the damage had been done. While
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ng materia] for the

H' lot of metal cut

red that some mistake had

ther in length or thickness; and it

sti ke in being cut too short and

mother raid had to be made
while still engaged in this futile

-
brought up and

Mokran Fort for repairs.
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*>»•*•»«»»» on a cradle running the whole length
Knorance. Qf

|K. r J.^ S |K . w , s supported Olllv

midships, quently her bow and

•\.iv. All the lioat-^ were at this time

the Beit el Mai
;

and when
lallah

d the

d it

Awwad

Khali'

h a

tim . me if

>ible

i r he r.

s with u~

number of men
d with

bdallah, we
mined t h e

it, and deel;

uld be

Awwad
d. and

I was appointed
tendent of

ork a'

iperintend-

hid and

-king surrepti-

day of

arming
cription for the

lifa. Tal(

t s

onnoitre Khartoum, and the

ilway) creeping forward,
led him on collecting everything under

All were hurried over

rman. A hundred and fifty to two
over to destroy the

que, and other buildings in

> the Khalifa was determined to

of shelter for any troops who
in landing thei

ED THE BOAT, AND DECLARED THAT SHE COULD BE REPAIRED.

I was looked upon with the greatest

Upon
k
w?th suspicion, as there was no concealing,

suspicion. trv as j m ight, my anxiety to glean

every bit of news possible about the

expedition ;
and I was also in a fever of

excitement expecting the return of Onoor.
Each day was bristling with opportunities for

escape, provided there was a man with a camel

ready for me on the opposite shore. With the

dozens of boats and hundreds of men employed
in transferring the arsenal to the other side of

the river, a successful escape was assured
; but

( )noor never came. Towards the end of

November, 1897, I was taken over with the

last of the arsenal material to Omdurman, and

put into the Saier

prison only until, as

I was told, a house

could be got ready
for me in the Beit el

Mai, where we were

to complete the

powder and cart-

ridge machines.

When I returned

to the Saier in

November, 1897,
it was as a visitor,

and a distin-

guished one at

that. I was told

that I was only to

remain there until

my quarters in the

Beit el Mai were

ready for occupa-

tion, when I was

to leave the prison
and continue the

construction of

the powder and

cartridge ma-

chines, to the

completion of

which the Khalifa

and Yacoub were

looking forward
with no little in-

terest and anxiety.

.. A But once inside the gates of the Saier,
d
pSSo£°

s Osta Abdallah and Khaleel Hassanein

determined to keep me there, and

succeeded in doing so. When Awwad el Mardi

again interested himself on my behalf, these

worthies succeeded in persuading Yacoub that

Awwad's interest in me was sure evidence of his

sympathies with the Government
;
and their

schemes ended by Awwad also being sent into

the prison, with dire threats of what would
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UMM KS SHOLE CAME IN TO SAY THAT SUF. HAD SEEN AND SPOKEN TO ONOOR ISSA.

happen to him if he attempted to hold any
intercourse with me.

It was perhaps a week after entering the prison

that Umm es Shole came in to say that she had

seen and spoken
to Onoor Issa,

who had not left

Omdurman —
the same Onoor
whose return
I had looked
for so anxiously

during the time

of the transfer of

the arsenal from

Khartoum, when
each day bris-

tled with oppor-
tunities for suc-

cessful flight !

Fearing he might

play me false,
and hand the
notes I had
given him to the

Khalifa as an
earnest of his loyalty to him, I sent off Umm
es Shole, and told her to say that I had a lew-

notes to add to the letters I had given him—
would he, please, hand them to i

Onoor at once suspected my reasons

suSpectLd. for sending for them, and replied that

he was not pleased with my want of

confidence in him. That he had a permit to

proceed to Suakin for trade, hut, having fallen

under suspicion, he had so far been prevented
from leaving, but hoped to be able to do so now
any day. Upon this I again trusted him, and
added the following to my notes, sending tl

out to him as soon as it was written :
—

News from here (the Saier) ; Slatin knows Omdur-
man prison. From the Beit el Mai to Morrada along the
river are six semi-circular forts with flanks. Each for

three guns, but the flanks are loopholed for musketry
only. The parapets are of Nile mud, and appear to be
three metres thick. Most of the forts are situated close
under the high wall. There is a similar fort at the north
end of Tuti Island

;
two more at Halfeyeh, and the same

number at Hugra, north of Omdurman. Two batteries

near Mukran sweep the White Nile and the arm which
skirts Tuti Island

;
and I have just heard that someone

has offered to lay torpedoes in the Nile to blow up the
steamers. Slatin knows more about the army than I do ;

Wad Beshir has come in from Ghizera with about two
thousand men. Osman Digna, with a force of which I

have not learned the strength, is at Halfeyeh. Onoor
will tell you all about these troops.

Ahmed Fedeel is at Sabalooka (Shabluka) ;

Conveys
ar,c ' ms strength >s better known to you than

Valuable me. The white population left here is in the
ews '

greatest dread of this savage rabble and their

rulers, and pray God to deliver them out of
their hands, and that you may save them from the fate of

Vol. iv.—42.

the laalin. I pray you to keep this letter an absolute secret.

There are traitors among your spies (this remark was
confirmed a few weeks later). If the least inkling of my
communications with you should reach the Khalifa's 1

it will be all over with me. Answer me in German, as no
one else here un-

derstands the lan-

guage. It is a

mistake to trust any
Arab—civilized or

uncivilized. Onoor
is the only one who
has brought me any
news. He is the

best man to go be-

tween us. In ex-

pectation ofan early

reply from you, I

subscribe myself
yours devotedly

—
and pray God He
may enable me to

join you soon. I

have been moved
from Khartoum to

the Omdurman
prison only until

my house is ready
in the Beit el

Mai.

The Khalifa has

received news that

steamers are coming to reconnoitre Khartoum.

It was not until the end of December that

Onoor succeeded in obtaining permission to

leave Omdurman ;
and then, hurrying to Suakin,

he handed in my notes to the Commandant
there, returning six months later with his thanks

for the information given and money to keep me
going.

It is passing strange how it was that

^"hankid
1 my trouble in collecting information

For it. aDou t the forts, writing to the advancing

army, and giving what details I could

should have given those on the way to Omdur-
man the impression that it was " Neufeld's

forts
" which were being knocked to pieces.

Even my good friend— that King of War Corre-

spondents
— Mr. Bennett Burleigh, was good

enough to tell me that he believed I had de-

signed and constructed them. They were all the

work, from beginning to end, of Yousef Mansour.

At the time I am speaking of the prison was

filled with suspected sympathizers with the

Government; the presence of Ibrahim Pasha

Fauzi and Awwad el Mardi has already been

alluded to. Hogal, who should have accom-

panied me on the expedition to Kordofan, was

also a prisoner ;
but it was three months before

I was able to steal an interview with him—about

the time of the anniversary of my capture.

And then I learned, at almost the

tht
a
Reii h°ur °f my release, the real history of

"Vhis* mY capture. Our circle of
" Govern-

capture. nient people" was added to daily;
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ng additions being a

s, amongst
w rrak, fi in I >ongola : Abdalla

Ajjail, from Kassala
;

They had been

I
tten the

. but it is oi little moment
settled up their

Omdurman. The

jolawi perhaps
n earth who have

\\ may have been the excite-

.ln.l anxiety in other parts of

erning the Sirdar's

had our share of both in

5 had reached us of
-

| to the Khalifa to resist

ips. Shortly before I

im a field gun had arrived from the

: u the Khalifa
;

it was

v a limited supply of ammunition

carrying a shell in the same
irries its bullet. One of the

the Khartoum arsenal, to

- ould be made like it. Various

•CUT T : THE

tales were told concerning its origin, but as the

gun must have been taken at the capture of

Omdurman its real history has no doubt been

traced.

It was only when I met in prison Ibrahim
Wad Hamza, of Berber, and Hamed Wad el

Malek that I learned from them what had

transpired when the King of Abyssinia sent an

envoy to the Khalifa asking his assistance

against the Italians. The envoy had been

brought to the Khartoum arsenal to inspect it,

but I was not allowed to speak to him. An
arrangement had been come to by which the

Abyssinians were to open up trade routes from

Gallabat, and send in so much coffee and other

articles of food monthly, in return for the

promised assistance of the Khalifa in attacking
the Italians ; but the contributions or tribute

were paid for a few months only, as another

envoy came with offers of assistance against the

advancing armies. He was the bearer of a

tricolour which he asked the Khalifa to fly, as

the' troops might not fire at it. The confer-

ences, as was the case with all conferences

between the Khalifa and strangers, were held

privately ;
but at the end of the last conference

the Khalifa gave his reply in the pre-

sence of the Emirs and others. Hand-

ing back the flag he said, "My mission

is a holy and religious one
;

I trust to

God for help and success; I do not

want the help of Christians. If ever I

required the help of man, the Moham-
medan boy Abbas is nearer and better

to me "—and with this he waved off

the envoy and his companions. The

only construction we could place on

the concluding sentence was that the

Khalifa wished everyone to understand

that, sooner than accept the help of a

Christian power he would surrender to

the Khedive — and this, of course,

meant never, for he was looking for-

ward to the day when he would erect

his scaffolds in the Cairo citadel, and

haul up the Khedive and "Burrin"

(Lord Cromer) as his first victims.

To the Soudanese, Lord Cromer, or

"Burrin," as they mispronounced Bar-

ing, held the same relation to the

Khedive as Yacoub did to the

Khalifa.

From the day Mahmoud started

until the arrival of the victorious

army in Omdurman I was pestered
with questions day and night. The

Mahdists wished to know whether the

advancing troops belonged to the sheik

who sent the troops for Gordon in
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ran

1884 ;
those against Mahdieh wished to know

if they belonged to the other sheik.

From the Arabic papers which found

"T?Ib*B"fn tneir way to Omdurman, the Soudanese
England.

jia(j learned that there were two

"tribes" in England each led by

powerful sheiks—one, the sheik of 1S84, and

the other the sheik who had said that when
he started there would be no coming back until

he had " broken up
"
(smashed) Mahdieh. To

the Mahdists, it was the troops who

away
" who were coming again. To

the "Government" people it was

immaterial which " sheik
" was in

power ; British troops were advancing,
and that was enough. At night our

circle would sift and discuss all the

tales we had heard during the day ;

and, although we were filled with

hope, anxiety
and fear got the

better of us on
most occasions.

When Mah-
moud was sent

off his instruc-

tions were to

wait at Metem-
meh and do all

in his
1
lower to

harass the troops
as they crossed

the river. If

strong enough
to attack them,
he was to do

so; but if they
were stronger
he was to retire

gradually to

Kerreri, where
an old prophecy
had foretold
that the great
battle was to

take place.
Mahmoud dis-

obeyed these

instructions,
and crossed to

the east bank, upon which the Khalifa sent him
orders not to remain in a zareeba or trenches,
but to attack the infidels in the open.

Hardly had the excitement caused by
Gre

"om
ews Mahmoud's defiance of the Khalifa's

the Front.
or(]crs fcQ(} c]own wrien the news
came that he had attacked and anni-

hilated the English Army. But other news
than this followed on its heels. We learned the

'WE LEARNED THE TRUTH FROM A HAND OP BLACKS
WEARING THE EGYPTIAN UNIFORM.''

truth from a band of about thirty-eight blacks

wearing the Egyptian uniform
; they v

Dervishes taken at Uongola and Abu Hamad,
and drafted into the army. At the Atbara they
deserted back to the Dervishes, but, suspected
of being spies, they were sent to the Saier. The
whole truth came out when Osman Digna came
back to Omdurman to report to the Khalifa.

" What news have you brought me, and
how fare the faithful ?

"
inquired Abdullahi.

"
Master," replied Osman,

"
I led them to

Paradise." Now,
O s m an had
been doing this

at every battle

for years, and
the Khalifa's

patience was
exhausted

;
he

w a n t e d v i c-

tories, and not

pilgrimages of

his best troops
to the next
world. "Then

why did you not

go with them ?"

retorted Abdul-

lahi. "God,"
replied Osman,
piously,

" hath

not ordained it

so
;

He must
have more work
for me to do.

When that work
is finished, He
will call me." It

was well known to the Khalifa, and

everyone else in the Soudan, that

Osman had an excellent eye for a field

of battle, and knew an hour before

anyone else did when to make a

bolt for it on a losing day. Indeed,

Osman's mere appearance was quite

sufficient to let people understand

that all the tales of victory on the

side of the Dervishes were false
;

and it was useless for the Khalifa

to try any longer to conceal the

truth. But some explanation had to be given

for the terrible rout of his army.
It was all the doing of an outraged

outraged Deity. Mahmoud had disobeyed the

Deity. or(jers transmitted through Abdullahi

by the Prophet
—and this was the

result !

.
As other stragglers came in, extra-

ordinary tales were told of enormous steamers

with enormous guns which fired "devils" and
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ription probably referred

red, had rico-

Mahm camp, playing
•

a Mograbin (from
\ .mi, had offi

of torpi
i

iuld blow up every
\ i ; d at the

: was Ins intention to

ir himself : he did nut

I,
hut tlu- tales coming

the Atbara fight showed

be ilonc to secure them.

Hass mein undertook to make
- the Sabalooka

11 the purpose almost

f chain in Omdurman was

nhed to me,

..ins were to be laid across
To

°hV
roy the stream, their ends made fast to

cunboais on tne opposite banks of the

[\d prevent them from sinking
. of ttie stream, a series of large

.

tys had \>v<-n made, and these were

at intervals along the boom. It had
•

1 that the buoys would, with the

ins, be sunk just below the
•

r. and also keep the chains in

These loops were intended to

and propellers of the gun-
while so entangled, Mansours

1 men were to shoot everyone on board,

ising the boats, bring them on

Wurman. That was the arrangement.
in the arsenal at the time was a

. named Mohammad Burrai—a Government

r, and a bitter enemy of Mansour
: he was intrusted with the

f the buoys at the fixed points in the

after the boom was sent

lile I was "
practising

"

rt at the gates of the prison, I

'. an interesting patient. It was Burrai,
-> wrapped up in cloths as to make

i urr a .He told me first of the
- made for the boom, and how he

tro tig it.

chains had been laid over the

mit^iTe.
'

anchored in the Nile

from bank to bank, and Burrai had
to them. But instead of making

<ints, he merely slipped
id the boom so that the buoys

id to the othi The
i slip tl n off the boats,

the force of the current were
car: m, and, with the

resistance offered by them to the stream, the

cables snapped and were lost. Burrai's object

in coming to me will be divined : having been

employed on the construction of the boom, he

might, when the English arrived, be shot as a

Mahdist, and he wished to tell me, as a

"Government man," what he had done, so that

1 could speak up for him. This 1 promised to

do.

There were no more chains left with which to

make another boom, but those terrible boas

must be stopped from coming to Omdurman,
and Nowraani now was sent for to explain his

project again. He proposed to take two large

tubular boilers, then lying at Khartoum, cut them

in two, fill them with powder, seal up the open

ends, and fire them by electricity as the boats

passed over them. Sirri, the former telegraph

cl.ik at Berber, was asked to design the electrical

apparatus, but he pleaded ignorance of such

things.
I was next sent for to give my opinion

Y^Tahink^ to the feasibility of Nowraani's

p°ian
b
?
e
- Plan - ^ was explained to me that

each half of the boilers would contain

thirty cantars (a ton and a half) of gunpowder.
So it was mines, and not torpedoes, the man
wished to make; however, the name "torpedo"
was always used. I replied that I had heard,

as Nowraani said, of torpedoes being used in

the sea for the destruction of great ships, but

had never heard of them being used in rivers,

and I doubted his ability to make them. The

Khalifa was not satisfied with my answer, and

sent word that he believed I could assist in

the making of them, but would not. To this,

again, I said I should be only too pleased to

help Nowraani in his work, but what he

proposed to do was very dangerous and risky,

and I felt sure that the only result would be an

explosion while the torpedoes were being made ;

and that, while I did not mind being killed

myself, I would not like to meet the Prophet

responsible for the lives of others. Perhaps I

made a mistake in putting forward religious

scruples, for the Khalifa never believed in my
conversion ;

he took it for granted that I refused

to help, and told the Saier to load me with an

extra chain and bar.

Nowraani insisted that his plans were

Exploding
feasible, and a small experimental

Mines, «
torpeC

i " Was ordered to be made ;

Mansour, Hassanein, and Abdallah

superintended the work, which was carried out

in almost absolute secrecy. When finished, the

mine was taken over to the Blue Nile, made fast

under a boat, and exploded. The result was

most satisfactory—the boat being blown to

matchwood, and a large column of mud and
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water thrown into the air, which was more

impressive, evidently, than the destruction of

the boat.

The "
torpedoes

" were ordered immediately,
and men kept working night and day for

their completion. The boilers were cut in two,

plates fitted to the open ends, wires and
"
strings

"
- as it was described to me—fitted to

mechanism in the interior
;
and in maybe a

fortnight's time I learned that four big and
one small torpedoes were fastened to gyassas

ready to be lowered into the stream, while others

were being made. Again I received a visit from
Burrai : he had to assist in the laying of the

mines, and wanted to know from me how they

might be rendered useless. From his description
of the wires and lines running in pairs, I came
to the conclusion that electricity was to be
the medium for their explosion

—
especially as

Burrai's instructions were to take charge of these

lines, pay them out as the torpedoes sank, and
make the free ends of the line fast to posts
which had been fixed on the land just south of
Khor Shamba. I told him that if either wire or

DURMAN
Ltd.

string of the pairs of lines was
broken the torpedoes could
not be fired, and suggested
his giving a hard tug to one
of the lines as soon as the
"
barrel," as he called the

mines, had been lowered to

the bed of the stream.

What happened we
Awf* cata-k now ;

how it hap-
strophe.

p enecl we never
shall. Burrai was

seen on the Ismailia, which
towed down the stone-laden

gyassas with the torpedoes.
The gyassas were to have a

hole knocked in them, and
the boat and torpedoes
allowed to sink gradually.
One torpedo had been
lowered, and a frightful

explosion immediately fol-

lowed. The boats with
Nowraani and between

thirty and forty men were

blown to atoms. The
Ismailia herself was blown into two parts—
the stern floating a few yards down stream

and sinking there. Burrai was picked out of

the water with the whole of the flesh of the

calf of his left leg blown clean away, and
also the flesh from his ribs on the left side. He
lingered for seven days, asking repeatedly for

me, but all that I was allowed to do was to send

him carbolic acid for his wounds. I was not

allowed to go and see him. To all inquiries as

to how the accident happened he could, or

would, only say that all he did was to pull in

the slack of the lines to prevent their becoming

entangled.

Sorry as I am for poor Burrai's death, I

cannot consider that I am in any way to blame

for it. I can only think that some system of

fuse, or detonator, had been fixed to the
"
torpedoes," and that the very action I had

suggested to render them useless had exploded
them. About the time that the mines exploded
Onoor returned— or, at least, I got news of his

return, by receiving the letter and money he had

brought from Suakin.

(To be continued.)



The Human Hair Harvest in Brittany.

B) Chari i s G£ni u \. of Paris.

heard of the extraordinary markets held periodically in different towns on the

which women and girls come to sell their hair for money or goods; but we

ap-shot photos, of the traffic itself have ever been taken—or, if taken, have ever

Obviously the vendors do not care to be perpetuated in this manner, and M. Geniaux

than one narrow escape from the infuriated ladies who were selling their tresses

to the itinerant merchant-barbers.

HE traffic in artificial hair is a big

business. It i esting in itself,

I quite a readable article might

prepared as the result of an inter-

-v with an extensive dealer in

in London or any other great

This information, however, is accessible

list who cares to go and get it, and

id bare mention it forms no part of this

which deals rather with the very fountain-

joke is not intentional) of this curious

| _r<.it Paris coiffeurs, and

ade the startling statement that
" when they

ich a certai: say, forty or fifty years
—

11 the ladies in Paris use artificial hair,

ularly those who wear their hair in twists.

the archaic style. Why," he said,

. the price of a single kilogramme
>t-i lass hair—hair that has been

and prepared? Well, sir, I do
it under a thousand or eighteen

cording to colour, texture, and

ity.

he continued, "thanks to the life of
;

i we lead in these modern
land is becoming greater and

tatements siill ringing
. I left the coi, nd resolved to

f the origin of those mountains
human hair ers of Paris.

Don to satisfy my curiosity, for not

in the of a journey
ntion was arrested by

ibject of a sale' of

I
- told that the peasant women

I their hair cut off periodically
hants who went shearing

I made inquiries without

ment, and soon found out that one

nportant of these markets was
id in the month of June at the

I felt overjoyed, and expre
3 my informant my intention of taking phi

of this strangest of markets.

:riend looked amused. " You had b< tter

tak-. .vhat you are about," he said, warn-

ingly, "for both the merchants and their cus-

tomers are perfect savages, jealously guarding
the secret of their queer traffic." But a still

more startling statement was to come. "
They

have already fallen upon one of your artistic

colleagues and completely smashed his camera."

I felt surprised, and said so. "Tell me all

about it," I said.
" Oh 1 it was at St. Jean Trolimon, in the

peninsula of Penmarch. M. G. Roluchon,
who is the author of many well-known works,

renowned throughout France, was desirous of

photographing a similar scene. Well, one

morning he arrived at the fair, alone on a

tricycle. Dismounting close to the Calvary at

Tronoen, he commenced his preparations by

establishing his dark room. He was congratu-

lating himself upon the prospect of obtaining
excellent and striking photographs, when

suddenly the girls and lads fell upon him with

sticks, gave him a tremendous drubbing, and

smashed his apparatus all to bits. There

appeared, however, to be something more in

this than mere aversion to the camera, for M.

Roluchon discovered that he had been robbed,

when he made his escape bruised and breath-

less."

Of course, this account did not sound very

encouraging; but, on consideration, I found

that the spice of danger made the venture still

more attractive. I made up my mind that I

would run away, however, in the event of my
being attacked, as my friends would never forget

it if they learnt that I had been engaged in a

ridiculous scuffle with a lot of women.

Well, anyway, this particular day finds me

blithely climbing the hill on whose summit is

held the famous Pair of St. Fiacre, which is

attended by practically the whole agricultural

population of the Morbihan.
In the centre of a large plateau is a round

chapel. A few walls, some courtyards, two or

three farms, and a little timber on the limit of

tin- far-reaching horizon. Such is the battlefield

on which the agricultural interests of the entire

Department array themselves. Also, young
men come from far and near to this fair to offer

their services and hire themselves as labourers
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to the farmers. They look picture que enough,
these fellows, as they flock in together, holding
in their hands long peeled twigs. As soon as a

farmer has hired one of them, the young man
breaks his willow stick as a sign of the engage-

ment, and from that moment he enters the

service of his new patron.
But do you know what the maidens, and even

the old women, are doing in the meantime ?

Why, they are busy exchanging their hair for

articles of clothing and miscellaneous sundries

dear to the feminine heart ! I must now set

down accurately and in detail all I saw and
heard during my undoubtedly perilous mission.

Talk about a sheep-shearing station in Australia !

Why, it is nothing to what I saw. First of all,

however, a word of explanation is necessary.
In England, this extraordinary traffic would

be almost impossible ; and, in consequence,

very little human hair is exported into Paris

from Great Britain. But, on the other hand,

picturesque Brittany furnishes almost one-fourth

of the entire consumption in the capital. Now,
why is this? Well, it is mainly because the

Breton women wear as head-covering a close-

fitting linen cap, which entirely hides the

hair with the exception of two flat bands

which pass over the forehead and down to the

ears. Now suppose for a moment that tin se

Breton caps were replaced by ordinary hats

or bonnets. Well, if this innovation took place,
the traffic in human hair would simply become
an impossibility, as the deficiency in hair would
be apparent to every passer-by. Thanks also to

I.—THE WIFE OF THE CHIEF HAIR-SHEARER HAGGLES WITH
From a Photo.] of their hair.

the prevalence of the cap, the Auvergne and
some districts of Normandy likewise furnish a

considerable supply of human hair.

The peasant women seem to have reasoned
the matter out something in this way :

" As
our large heads of hair are not seen, and as

they have a certain commercial value, why
should we over-weight our brains with them,

especially when honest merchants come along
to buy our hair on such advantageous terms ?

"

And, goodness knows, cash is scarce enough
among the Breton peasants.

It is no wonder, then, that the travelling hair-

shearers and merchants put up at St. Fiacre,

attracted as they are by the certainty of being
able to shear practically the whole population of

women and reap a very fine harvest of human
hair.

I may remark, before going any further, that

the merchants are not nice persons, or polite ;

and their language, as a rule, is abominable.

Probably by way of violent contrast to the city

hair-dresser, who affects distinguished manners
and curls his moustache with tongs, the hair-

cutters I saw were unshaven and slovenly in

their dress. They have adopted as costume

the ugly blouse of Normandy, which exhibits

an increasing tendency to invade the rural

districts of France, and makes it impossible
even to guess at the birthplace of the wearer.

As head-gear, the merchant usually wears a

wide-brimmed felt hat, whilst a few of them wear

straw boat-shaped ones. I felt rather curious to

know the former occupations of these gentry,

for, from the way
in which they
went about their

business, I

gathered that

they were not

born hair-cutters.

One man I ques-

tioned, however,
flew into a furi-

ous rage, and as

the English col-

loquialism has it,

nearly "fie w
down my throat."

The second was

a gentler person.
He confessed
that he was a

potato merchant

during the
winter. Rather

prosaic, wasn't

it?
HER Cl'STOMFRS OVER THE QUALITY , .

l AnfTt-Vl T
[by the Author At leilgtn 1
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be well received

i\vn of them all, a compara-
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ieen impossible for mi
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'• he appeared to swell with

und up his recital with the
ssful general.

•ur w,
impanied by his wife

;
and

Madame Gerard was extremely useful

raordinary business. By the
that all the shearers likewise had
h them. It became evident

trusted themselves, feeling
would not be clever

enough to deceive the country lasses to the
shameful extent usually practised.

My first photo, represents the act of bargain-
in-, or haggling. In the large courtyard of

the farm you see vehicles crowded against the

wall, the horses reversed in the shafts eating
hay off the front seat of the cart. Right in front,
on a low wall, Madame Gerard has arranged
remnants of lurid stuffs, shawls, kerchiefs, and
an infinite variety of odds and ends— quite as

attractive to ladies as the ones at the end of this

number. Madame holds between her fingers a

print,
which she is handling with studied care-

lessness for the benefit of an old woman with
white hair, who is simply burning to exchange
her hair for the gaudy stuff, as it would make her
such a fine apron. It is a grand comedy, this.

They talk, those two, they discuss, they haggle.

Presently a group of farmers' wives standing by
join in the animated debate. In a comer at the

:U CRl
From a Photo. ]

I ICALLY
THE

EXAMINES A HEAD OF HAIR—NOTICE ON THE RIGHT
ARTICLES FOR BARTER. [by the Author.

left of the photo, a young girl, bareheaded, is

awaiting a favourable moment to come forward in

her turn. I must beg my readers to examineclosely
the caps of the women in my snap-shots. You
will notice the two bands of hair underneath the

white linen on the forehead, but all the rest is

so scrupulously hidden that he must be remark-

ably clever who could tell a woman with her

hair on from one who has just been shorn by
the merchants.

In my second photo, the dealer's wife is

callously grasping in both hands the dark tresses

of a peasant woman. The latter, however, is
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quite willing to offer her superb hair in exchange
for that piece of cloth, which her eager hands

will not let go. A right royal array of woollen

and cotton stuffs is set out upon the wall one

above the other, and their white tickets, osten-

tatiously bearing preposterous prices, are well

displayed. I would specially draw the attention of

Wide World readers to this trick of the dealers.

The utility of the price-ticket is indeed obvious.

A shawl worth, perhaps, a franc or two, impresses
the peasant vastly if it be marked 25 fr., and the

trick costs nothing save cardboard and ink. The
result is, that in giving up to the women a few

yards of stuff, a couple of ker-

chiefs, or what not, the rascals

appear to be paying royally
for their victims' hair. Nay,
I have seen even worse things
than this, for some of the

victims were actually forced

to pay a cash surplus over and
above their hair, in order to

obtain what the) coveted—a

still more gaudy shawl, or else

some English cloth, which is

in high favour with the poor

peasants of Brittany. The

following is a specimen of the

dialogue I heard :
—

"
I should like that red

shawl, madame."
"
Well, show me your hair,"

answers the female bargainer,
'• and we will see what we can
do. Yes, indeed, we will

what we can do."'

The old woman forthwith

takes off her cap and lets down her hair, spread-

ing it out and displaying her extraordinary-
wares to the best possible advantage before the

cold eye of the purchaser.
The latter seizes it (rather brutally, I thought),

feels
it, weighs it in her hand, and then pulls it

to judge of its strength. Then, as a matter of

course, she depreciates it, finding fault with its

colour, texture, coarseness, etc.
" Heavens ! it is worth nothing. It is too

short," and so on, and so on.

Finally Madame Gerard declares she doesn't
care for the hair at all. More bargaining. Then
madame (it is a beautiful, if fantastic, comedy)
appears to relent somewhat, and at last she

cries, indifferently: "Well, give me forty sous
and your hair, and you shall have the shawl."

"You're joking," exclaims the woman, piti-

fully.

"No, I'm not, indeed," is the reply. "I'm

perfectly serious. And even then I shall lose

by it—on my honour."

And so the cunning dealer manages to get
out of the silly woman the entire commeuial
value of the shawl, thus obtaining her beautiful
hair for nothing—hair which brings in at least

fifty francs per kilogramme to the rascally
merchant. Moreover, later on, when sorted
and "

manufactured," it is worth thirty times
that sum.

When the bargain has been struck, M. Gerard
himself appears upon the scene, bustling and

cheerful, well knowing that his flinty-hearted

spouse has arranged the more unpleasant part
of the business.

A BARGAIN HAV
HARVES I .

Vol. 43.

ING BEEN VERBALLY ARRANGED, M. GEKARD COMMENCES UN Ills

HIS CUSTOMERS RANGE FROM BABIES TO OLD WOMEN-

.

From a Photo, by the Author.

"
Sit down on this chair, my good woman,"

he says, with ludicrous benignance, "and let us

cut off your terrific shock of hair. I am quite
sure it is too heating for your head."

Then the good man proceeds to work up

quite a pretty indignation. He gently chides

the woman, and perhaps ends up by saying,

"Are you not indeed ashamed to let it grow so

long ?
"

My third photo, shows Gerard actually at

work, with a large pair of scissors. He cuts so

closely that the scalp shows white on one side

of the poor victim's head. As the scissors snip

away he throws the hair at intervals on to a

large handkerchief or white cloth which is laid

upon the ground. Also, he leaves a deceptive

fringe all round the victim's head, which he is

careful not to shear off. At this stage the

patient looks like nothing so much as a

Capuchin monk, the head being one huge
tonsure. "The illustrations will instruct my
readers in the primitive methods of M. Gerard
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I S WIFE IN THE HANIis Ol I HE HA
WITH HER CAT ON THE KIGH I

sjues. They cut off with a few

rs even the most troublesome
iir. I saw Gerard myself take hold

id of hair in his left hand and tug at it

intly, half-tearing it out by the roots and

_ it. The whole scene is a marvellous

I in what women will endure for the

mal finery—finery which they cannot

purchase in the ordinary way.
In order to insure the success of these snap-

. my friend the
lured two ill-

out

nlight. Sitting

iir, with

I
forward.

i hi sub

dily to

isitively

leal.

ich fan

1 in the above
and from

he lias

the

irer.

p of

the

orn.

From a Photo.]

a n o t h e ]• curious

glimpse of the indus-

try, and we see that

all the country women
do not act in this

way solely for money,
but actually seek
relief from the weight
of their superb heads

of hair.

I consider it neces-

sary to give the accom-

panying photo., if

only for my own

credit, and in order

to give you some idea

of the difficulties

which beset me in

the fulfilment of my
perilous task. First of

all, notice the two

walls, the farther of

which is close upon
14ft. high. I had tried

to penetrate into the

yard where the hair-cutters were plying their

scissors, but the moment the women set eyes

upon me I was shrilly insulted and hustled out.

I made up my mind, however, that I would

not be beaten. I am young and agile, and so

resolved that I would run round the outer

inclosure, scale the high wall, and from this

point of vantage take snap-shots of the inter-

esting scene within. But, alas ! I had not

reckoned on the pebbles and large stones with

IK BUYER—HER SERVANT STANDS
[by the Author.

UI.I. SWING. THIS IS THE PLACE WHERE THE AUTHOR WAS STONED.
THE GIRL ON THE RIGHT WAITING III. K TURN. [by the Author.
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gulden, are worth most of all. And
so she bartered the child's hair for a

piece of cloth. The two little maidens
of five and six were very tiny, but, all

the same, they were dressed like grown-
up people, and had to submit to the

common fate. Notice on the right the

unintelligent faces of the peasants. So

long as the country folk remain in their

present condition of ignorance, this

strange traffic will continue.

In the photo, shown below the mother
is covering the scalp of her shorn little

one with a r'esille, or coarse net, while

the child herself looks very disconso-

late. Until they have made their first

Communion, the little girls of Brittany
all inclose their hair in nets.

One of Gerard's rivals is depicted
in the next photo. He has set up a

sort of tent on poles, and in its

discreet shade he sets out his bait,

6.—AN AVARICIOUS MOTHER ABOUT TO SELL HER
children's hair.

From a Photo, by the Author.

which I was bombarded, and all because

the girls got angry at the sight of my all-

recording camera. Indeed, without good
old Gerard's assistance I might have come

away positively injured. Certainly I should

not have obtained a single snap-shot. But

the worthy dealer helped me down from my
perilous perch, and I took the photos, scat-

tered throughout this article as best I could.

I do not know the weird vocabulary of

Breton insults, but the mother of the little

girl seen in photos. Nos. 6 and 7 made my
ears positively ring with her furious howls.

First of all, she hid her children in her

skirts. Then I pretended to go, but sud-

denly turning round, I secured a snap-shot
.of the little girl with her cap off, and her

pretty, fair hair tossed over her shoulders

(No. 6). The poor little thing was crying.

Probably some instinct had warned her of

the barbarity of this custom. Her mother,

however, was eager for gain, and well knew
that children's locks, more especially when 7.—THE CRUEL DEED DONE—COVERING Till

From a Photo.] head with a net.
TI-F. GIRLS SHORN

[by the Author
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. I\ THE TENT WHICH HE TAKES FROM
LAGE To VILLA {by the An thot

it would be more correct to

his merchandise— shawls, fichus,

number of other thin

an unfortunate victim, excited by
falls into his hands, she d<

until she has been shaved to

1 >:ie woman I saw with my
receiving as the price of her

kerchief hardly worth seven sous—
- about the insults which the

ed upon her concerning her

ut three o'clock in the after-

noon t ne was at its strangest. At
hundred women of all ages, with

i hildren, beset and surrounded the

rly all were bare-

I,
with their hair flying all over

I >n the ground was a pitiful

f hair of all colours—black, white,
and golden, in an infinite variety

One woman confessed to

that she came back every two or

11 her hair, which grew
quickly; and I could not help

sting peasant to a

odically sh
-

later, as I was passing
Yannes. my attention was sud-

1 by a man mounted on a
i

fixing over a door the

- sign II ver

seen. It consisted of a long pole,

with an enormous shawl of gaudy

pattern fastened to it. The design
of blazing red and yellow com-

pelled attention, no matter what

one's business was. But what

attracted me most and aroused

my curiosity was the long tress

of hair which was fastened to

one corner of the shawl. but

my last photo, will explain this

novel advertisement better than

any description. I made my way
along a tortuous passage, and

reached a yard where some girls

were apparently offering their

hair for sale. I tried to take

some photos., but decided instead

to beat a hasty retreat. For the

women shrieked shrilly at the

sight of my camera, and threatened

me with personal violence. Yes, I had had

enough of the hair harvest.

HE "
SK..N HUNG OUT TO ANNOUNCE THE HAIR-SHEARERS-

IT CONSISTS OF A GAUDY SHAWL WITH A TRESS OF HAIR BELOW.
Fror- a Photo, by the Author.



Attacked by Eagles in the Atps.

By M. Antoine Neyssel, of Bordeaux.

Paragraphs about the extraordinary adventure of the postman, Gustave Silva, in the Maritime Alps,
appeared in most of the European papers. As, however, the unfortunate man succumbed to his
terrible injuries, it has fallen to the lot of M. Antoine Neyssel to give to the public, exclusively
in the pages of "The Wide World," a detailed description of what is probably a unique experi-
ence. M. Neyssel was himself attacked by the fierce birds, and his unfortunate companion killed.

Photographs of all the men are here reproduced.

up our minds to spend the forthcoming holidays
in the south-east of France. We were to com-
mence by having "a good time" in Nice,
which was to be followed by an ascent of the

adjacent Maritime Alps. On the ist of July
we started from Bordeaux, arriving in Nice
on the second day. Of course the "

Paris

of the South " was pretty empty, but we

stayed a fortnight by its lovely shore, and on the

iyth proceeded to Mentone. Here it was our

intention to turn away from the sea into the

mountains. 'We soon found ourselves at Sos-

pello, a delightfully picturesque little village

nestling at the foot of the stately Alps, which
were at that time covered with dazzling snow.

We stayed a day or two at Sospello to find a

couple of really reliable guides, and also to

collect information which might be of use. On
the evening of the 22nd of July we had every-

thing ready, from guides to axes. We were about

to retire early, knowing that we would have to

start at an unearthly hour in the morning, when,

mtAr

M. ANTOINE NEYSSEL, WHO GIVES HERE, FOR THE FIRST
From a] time, his terrifying experience. [Photo.

THINK that many thousands of

British and American visitors to the

Riviera will be interested in this

narrative, which may cause them
in future to look with additional

interest towards the beautiful mountains that

look out upon the blue Mediterranean. The
Maritime Alps of Eastern France are not often

climbed by British tourists, and they are, I

imagine, not likely to become more popular
when the peculiar risk detailed in this story
becomes known. The villagers now know that

climbers on these peaks have to contend not

only with avalanches, treacherous snow, loose

stones, and all the other perils incidental to

mountaineering, but also possible attacks from
the hundreds of ferocious and powerful eagles
who build their huge nests in the inaccessible

crags.

I think it was in the beginning of last year,
that my friend M. Joseph Monand and I made

M. NEVSSEI.'s COMPANION, M. JOSEPH MONAND. HE WAS HURLED
BV THE'EAGI.ES INTO A CREVASSE, AND FIVE DAYS LATER

from a] his body was recovered. [Photo.
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THIS IS THE UNFORTUNATE ALPINE POSTMAN,
GUSTAVE SILVA, WHO WAS ATTACKED BY
EAGLES. HE DIED FROM HIS INJI RIES IN
From a] SOSPELLO. {Photo.

stoutly built, lie was not in bed, but lay un-

conscious on sonic chairs, beneath one of

which a ghastly pool of blood had collected.

His clothes, too, were in a shocking state,

and altogether the unfortunate man appeared
to have been almost torn to pieces. His face,

particularly, was dreadful to look upon. While
we were in the room he seemed to be regaining
consciousness, and with it came intense pain.
We saw we could do nothing, and soon left,

much pained and horrified, and not nearly so

keen on climbing as we had been. Next morn-

ing, however, things looked differently. We
remembered first of all that we had never heard

of such an extraordinary occurrence before
;
and

next, we realized that we had bought our outfit

and engaged the guides, who
would probably want to be

paid whether they went with

us or not. Could the post-

man, we wondered, have

fallen into a crevasse
;

or

had he imagined the whole

fantastic attack ? Finally we

compromised matters by re-

solving to push on, taking
suitable arms with us.

That night my rest was

disturbed by fearful dreams
-no doubt consequent upon

our visit to the unhappy post-
man. We rose before day-
break in the morning, and,

taking up our loads, sallied

forth, meeting the guides in

the main street. Then, at

5 a.m. precisely, we left

Sospello behind and set off

towards the stately mountains
before us. Our way at first lay through a

beautiful valley, now covered with mist, which

shone like silvery vapour in the morning sun-

light. Great fallen crags diversified the way,
and the lower hills before us were broken by

grassy slopes and massive rocks into beautiful

expanses of light and shade.

I think we had forgotten all about the

postman in the sheer joy of living. Higher and

higher we climbed steadily, the odour of an

Alpine morning in our nostrils, and keen with

anticipation of unknown pleasures to come. At

length we halted for a moment and roped our-

selves together, in the way common to

mountaineers in the higher regions. One of

the guides then led the way; Monand and I

were in the middle ; and our second guide

brought up the rear. Each of us carried an ice-

axe, and we pressed steadily but cautiously

higher and higher for another hour or two. By
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this time we were at a very great height, and I

frequently turned to admire the sublime

panorama below. Soon, however, we en-

countered great masses of snow, which rendered

our progress quite painfully difficult. Still we
climbed upwards, until we reached what I may
describe as a snowy track, which ran at the very

edge of a dizzy crevasse. The situation is shown

exactly in the accompanying photo. We walked

on the very edge, because we found it easier to

get a foothold
there. At last we
were about to

climb the culmi-

nating peak, when

suddenly the lead-

ing guide halted

abruptly, with an

exclamation of

horror. Looking
in the direction

indicated, we felt

instinctively that

we had reached
the spot where the

ill-fated postman
had been attacked

by the eagles.
There could be no
mistake about it,

for the terrible

battle-ground was

strewn with fea-

thers and drops of

blood. It seemed
to us miraculous

that the man could

have escaped from
the clutches of the

infuriated eagles ;

or that, doing so,

he was not hurled

into the crevasse

on the left. Like a flash we realized that we
had done a silly thing, pushing on here into

the lonely wilderness of rocks and snow, not

knowing what might happen to us, or whether
we would return alive. Presently, however, we
remembered that, while the unfortunate postman
was alone, there were four of us, and each man

suitably armed. Nevertheless, I must confess

that the idea of being attacked by eagles up in

this dizzy place was far from attractive—especi-

ally when one looked into the frightful crevasse

below.

We had passed the spot, however, and were
now mounting slowly once more, when suddenly
we heard loud, weird cries apparently from the

very bottom of the abyss on our left.

VIEW IN THE MARITIME ALPs NKAK SOSPELI.O— NOTICE THE DEEP CRK\
IN THE FOREGROUND. THE Ci;oss SHOWS THE IDENTICAL PLACE of THE
From a] eagles' attack. {Photo.

We stopped and listened a moment, breath
less with fear and dread of coming evil. I leave it

to my readers to imagine what our feelings were
when the strange cries were again renewed,
accompanied this time by a terrific and unmis-
takable flapping as of mighty wings ! We
ventured to the edge of the crevasse and

peered into its depths. Far down we could
see a whirling medley of immense and

apparently infuriated birds, engaged in a terrific

fight among them-

selves. Curious
shrieks and grunts
floated up to us,

and we could see

clouds of feathers,

big and little,

floating in the air.

I had seen eagles

fight in different

zoological gardens,
but little dreamed
then that I should

nearly meet my
death on the Alps
from the powerful
talons and wings
of these huge birds

of prey. I seemed
to realize at once

that they would
attack us. Most

likely I had in my
mind our recent

visit to the maimed
and disabled post-
man.
Round and

round whirled the

flocks of giant
birds, and—horror

of horrors !

—
they

seemed to be cir-

cling up and up towards the top of the

crevasse.
"
They are fighting among themselves now,"

we said, despairingly,
" but when they get up

here they will join forces and attack us."

We had firearms, but even if we fired at the

eagles and killed some of them, how could we

escape from the others, who might stun us with

their wings and hurl us into the crevasse before

we could' reload ? Moreover, the spot where we

were standing was not the place where one

could make a running fight.
It was a mass of

hard and slippery snow, seamed here and there

with dangerous and treacherous crevasses, some

of them half-covered with snow. For my own

part, I thought it a hideous fate -to be killed on
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lany other
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. almost

with us, and we
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..n whereby the eagles
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iied the surface
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Our guides
—

Hows—told

- in and again that the

would not touch us,

lly as they were hi

-'it among them-
We thought this
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d us on no
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Suddenly (the flap-

ries having
nd more
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ing

majestically and then darting at one another
in fierce battle. I should think that by this

time it was half- past eight. W7

e had been

witnessing the great battle of the birds for

more than twenty minutes. The moment the

eagles (lew up and around us, the guides
quietly cut the ropes connecting us, saying
that in case of an attack each could manage
to defend himself, and be independent of
his fellow. We then turned cautiously back,
with beating hearts. I say, "cautiously," but
this only applies to places where it would have
been certain death to have rushed headlong.
Wherever possible, however, we simply raced
over the frozen snow like maniacs. I look back
with a shudder upon the terribly dangerous

i feL

I HEARD A U>UD WHIRRIN. BEHIND ME, AND LOOKING ROI M>, SAW THAT
THE INFURIATED EAGLES WERE COMING ON AT US.'
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places we negotiated at railroad speed. We
had only been descending some five or six

minutes, when I heard a loud whirring sound

behind me, and looking round, saw to my horror

that the infuriated eagles were coming on at us.

If I told you that we experienced any other

sensation than one of absolute, abject terror I

should not be telling the truth. I was the first

to see the eagles, but I was quite unable to

speak, and could only stand still and point

an avalanche. I heard a shot— I suppose
Monand fired, but I did not : I do not know
why. The attack was quite too dreadful for

words. Speaking for myself, I remember that
the eagles struck me with stunning force with
their wings, their hooked beaks, and strong
talons. Instinctively I struck out all round me
with my alpenstock and axe, having dropped
my gun as a useless encumbrance. Every part
of my body seemed to be assailed simultaneously.

AS I LASHED FRANTICALLY ABOUT ME, THE FIERCE BIRD:; SEFMED TO GROW MORE AND MORE
PERSISTENT IN THEIR ATTACKS."

dumbly at our dreadful peril. Monand turned
out braver than any of us, and bringing his gun
to his shoulder he awaited the oncoming of our
aerial enemies.

In another moment they dashed upon us like
Vol. iv.— 44.

It was a fierce struggle for life or death.

Strangely enough, I remember nothing of what

happened to my companions. I neither saw

nor heard anything of them after the first great
A remarkable thing, too,rush of the eagles
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io thought to the guides and my poor
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rain. In a moment or two, however, I
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with sticks, and beating off the

r of the birds at once left me
1 the new-comers, but three or four

:eatures remained circling

riking savagely at me. I

ind of idea that we were being

i!ed— or. rather, that 1 was being rescued;
and when this occurred to me I made a des-

perate dash downwards, racing and leaping

blindly to get away from the cruel eagles. So
far I remember what happened fairly well, but

ibouts my memory fails. I must have
fainted. I regained consciousness at two or

three o'clock in the afternoon, and with con-

sciousness came terrible pain all over my body.
1 tried to get up on my legs, but soon fell

again.
1 now thought of my friend and the two

guides, and wondered what had become of

them : I also marvelled who were the people I

la ncied I had seen on the mountain. While

thinking these things over, however, two men
came up behind me, lifted me up, and took me
slowly and tenderly down to the village. On
the way I asked what had become of Monand,
but no one had seen him. The men who had
come to our rescue were the villagers, who had
followed our ascent through telescopes, as is

frequently done in the Alps. They had seen

us halt, and had wondered what danger we
feared. I asked everyone what had become of

my friend, but no one knew anything of his

whereabouts, and at length the hideous thought
came into my mind that he must have either

been killed by the eagles or thrown into the

crevasse.

My story is done. It pains me to tell you,

however, that five days later the remains of

poor Monand were found at the bottom of the

crevasse. The body had been partly devoured

by the terrible birds of prey. For myself, I was

in bed for six weeks suffering from at least ten

serious wounds in my head and back. The
two guides escaped, and told me that when they
last saw Monand he lay on the ground, on the

very verge of the precipice, striving to keep the

birds off with his arms. Before I left the pretty
little village of Sospello I heard that the poor

postman had died too, so that the eagles of the

Maritime Alps can claim at least two victims.



How tierr Stiger Fights the Hailstorms.

By L. H. Eisenmann, of Vienna.

If you heard of men attempting to ward off hailstorms by shooting at the clouds with specially
made cannons you would think the thing an idiotic joke. It is a very real fact, however, and
the ingenious Herr Albert Stiger and his fellow-Styrians have saved thousands of pounds' worth of

their crops from destruction by systematic bombarding of the thunder-clouds. There are fifty-six
batteries near one town.

N bygone days people resorted to

many curious devices to protect the

crops from thunderstorms, and, as I

will endeavour to show, some of

these devices are still in use to this

day in the mountainous regions of Austria. As

pious folk considered thunderstorms were trials

or punishments sent by
God, or else ads of the

devil, they naturally in

the first place resorted

to religious services or

prayers. Special
thunderstorm services

were, and even still are,

held in the churches ;

religious processions

proceeded to the fields,

and holy relics were

taken into the vine-

yards. Then, again,
thunderstorm chapels or

crosses were erected on

high mountains, and
consecrated palm
branches set up over

the threatened crops.
It was believed that

these consecrated ob-

jects would prevent the

devil or witch sitting
in the thunder-cloud
from doing damage.
Also, incense was burnt,
or the peasants them-

selves burnt palm
branches and even more

evil-smelling things, such as horn and woollen

rags, in order that the smoke and smell combined

might drive away the evil spirit and his helpers.

Again, in other places, on the principle that
"
like cures like

"—
it was thought best to oppose

the crashing of the thunder powers with noise—
a custom which tourists may to this day observe
in Styria. In this region, when the cowherds
on the mountains, or their women-folk, see a

thunder-cloud approaching, they make a frightful

HEKK ALBERT STIGER, BURGOMASTER OF WIND1SCH-

rRITZ, AND INVENTOR OF THE CLOUD-
BOMBARDING APPARATUS.

From a Plioto. by A'. Martitieili, Gi

uproar, ringing cow -
bells, crashing boards

together, and rattling chains.

In these curious fights with the powers that

rule the weather bells play a prominent part ;

and in order to increase their efficacy they are

consecrated, christened, and anointed. In some
districts of Styria there are even special thunder-

bells, which are rung

only when a thunder-

storm is feared. To
this hour, such bells are

found in many a Styrian

village belfry, and are

held in great esteem.

Usually they bear in-

scriptions referring to

the driving away of

storms. Furthermore,

they are adorned with

portraits of certain saints

reputed to be able to

conquer thunder-
witches. When the bell-

founder was casting
these bells, it was his

duty to mix with the

metal relics of the

saints, consecrated palm

twigs, and the like. No
wonder, then, that such

bells were so prized that

occasionally large sums
of money were offered

for them, and even

attempts made to steal

diem '

Despite the ringing,

however, or perhaps actually because of it,

hundreds of belfries were struck by lightning

and the ringers killed. At last the conviction

grew that the bellringing did more harm than

good, and about the end of last century the

Austrian authorities strictly forbade it. This

caused immense excitement in the Alpine

districts. The penalties inflicted were heavy

fines and imprisonment.
At first the peasants still insisted on the bell-
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ringing, and when the parish priests refused

them the keys they actually took them by
force. In out-of-the-way parishes the custom
still lingers on to this day. In some places
the country people were satisfied with the

three short warnings allowed by the authori-

ties
;
whilst in others they used to ring until

the storm passed away. In Oetzthal, in the

Tyrol, the sextons, to whom often fell the.

fatal task of ringing, were wont to protect
themselves by putting on over their own
clothes the priest's stole or surplice.

In other districts so-called weather horns

take the place of bells. They are wind
instruments of considerable size, and to

increase their efficacy are consecrated with

bell, book, and candle by the priests.

When a thunderstorm is seen approaching
these weird instruments are blown from the

church tower or from a high mountain.

but if the sound of bells and horns was

considered likely to drive away the thunder-

cloud, how much more efficacious should

he shots from rifles, guns, and mortars?

Belief in the natural effect of a concussion

of the air did not satisfy some of these good
souls, who added on their own account a

superstitious belief that such concussions

would be increased by the use of conse

crated gunpowder and projectiles. As the

priests refused to bless either powder ot

missiles, however, the peasants actually hid

them under the meat, bread, and eggs which

were taken to the church at Easter to be con-

secrated. For in Styria, Carinthia, Salzburg,

and the Tyrol, small mcrtars, known as
"
poellar," were used for shooting at the

clouds. The authorities have repeatedly
interdicted hail-shooting, just as they pre-

viously did hail-ringing, and recently the

old custom was all but extinct, when, as I

will now show, it received a new and really

amazing impetus, being removed from the

region of ignorant superstition to that of

practical science.

Statistics show that in our own times

thunderstorms have increased, both in fre-

quency and violence— a mysterious fact

which scientists are as yet unable to explain.

There are many districts in Austria where

the damage done by hail has grown greater

and greater; and there are even regions

where die harvest is wholly destroyed by it

\car by year. Naturally enough, then, the

peasant farmers were only too ready to take-

up hail-shooting once more. It is said that

the atmospheric pressure created by shooting

prevents the formation of hail and disperses

the thunder-clouds. Certain it is that the
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been attended by extraordinary
The originator of modern hail-shooting

experiments made in Stvria during the last few-

years have

success.

was Herr Albert Stiger, who owns extensive

vineyards near W indisch-Feistritz, a little town

in Southern Styria, where he made the first

experiments. I am glad to be able to give you
a photograph of this interesting man.

Solely with a view to seeing with my own eyes
how the hail-clouds are fought with guns, I

determined to go thither last summer. Herr

Stiger is burgomaster of his town, and a very-

intelligent man into the bargain. He readily
told me how he came to

begin his attempts. Since

the seventies, he said,

plaintively, not a year has

passed without one or

more disastrous thunder-

storm at VVindisch-Feis-

tritz
;
and during the last

decade they became so

terribly frequent and
severe that almost the

whole harvest and vintage
were destroyed every
season, threatening the

farmers with positive ruin.

In the spring of 1895 Herr

Stiger's new American
vines were so broken and

bruised, that he asked
himself seriously whether
it would not be wiser to

abandon vine culture alto-

gether rather than attempt
to replant his entire vine-

yard. But he is a man
of stout heart, and he

determined to try once

more, this time covering

part of his vineyard with

wire netting. To cover

the whole would have
been too expensive. But
now the thin

And so

phenomena
He noticed that every thunderstorm is pre-

ceded by absolute atmospheric calm, lasting
from a few seconds to some minutes. During
this time there is a most oppressive closeness.

This period of stillness suggested to Herr

Stiger the idea of destroying that calm, which

appeared to be essential to the formation of
hail : and he resolved to experiment with the
aid of the old-fashioned hail-shooters. Believing
that single shots from a single station would

HERR STIGER S FIRST Al'l'ARATUS, CONSISTING OK AN
OAK BLOCK, A MORTAR, AND THE FUNNEL OF A
LOCOMOTIVE—THREE MORTARS ON THE RIGHT.

'5

Herr
was, how to protect the rest ?

Stiger began to study the

be of no avail, he set up small mortars on

different hills at distances of a third to half a
mile apart.
On June 4th, 1896, Herr Stiger made his

first trial. Black clouds promising a severe
thunderstorm were rolling up from the west ;

but, astonishing to relate, when simultaneously
from the different stations a cannonade was

begun and maintained, the threatening clouds

stopped as if seized by a magic hand. Subse-

quently, on Herr Stiger's vineyard and its

vicinity only light rain fell
; whereas in the

neighbouring mountains there was a regular

cloud-burst, accompanied by disastrous hail.

This surprising result

speedily became known.
Other owners of vine-

yards were encouraged to

establish shooting stations,

and my British and
American readers will be
astonished to learn that

hail - shooting is now
carried on from no fewer

than fifty-six heights near

the town of Windisch-

Feistritz. Here is a draw-

ing of Herr Stiger's first

apparatus, consisting of an

oak block, a mortar, and
a locomotive funnel.

At first ordinary mortars

were used ; but, after-

wards, in order to increase

the effect produced on the

air, it occurred to Stiger
to provide the mortars

with big funnels. In the

earlier stages these were

old locomotive funnels,

mounted on oak blocks a

few feet high, and pro-
vided with an opening to

admit the mortar. The
inventor's example being
ollowed by many others,

however, before long the entire stock of old

railway -engine funnels was quite exhausted.

On this, Herr Stiger set to work preparing

drawings of his own, and from them he had

made what he called sound-funnels, of thick

sheet-iron. These are now in general use

among the hail - shooters. They are about

6ft. high, with a circumference at the top
of over 2ft.

; whereas, at the bottom

they mea.;ure only Sin. The improved ap-

paratus as now used in Styria is next shown.

Inside the upper rim is riveted a strip of iron

about 5 in. broad. The explosion of the powder

compresses the air in the funnel, end this air,
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I 1 CON rAINS

HROUGH THE ROOF LIKE CHIMNEYS.

specially taken for
" The Wide World Utagazine.'

in the neighbourhood,
and found them all on
hills orelevated plateaux.
One man suffices for

each station. Besides

the shooting apparatus

itself, there have been
built at each station

little wooden huts in

which to keep the

powder dry. This is in

order that firing may be

continued during rain.

In some places I ob-

served a still better

arrangement: the mortar

itself being placed inside

the hut, whilst the sound-

funnel projected through
the roof like a chimney.
At those places which

are particularly exposed,

inner rim, is driven to a con-

ght with a rushing, whistling

•id vibrating the higher strata

ie atmosphere. This noise sometimes

twenty seconds, and can

rd a loi - nee away. It is said
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r"tect of the shooting,

funnel is a small pipe tapering
1 keep the charge

I to hold it together. Exactly

pipe is placed the

I with about 2J 2 oz- of gun-
Into each holder is inserted a slow-

fire to the powder and
ttion of quite extraordinary

be five or six mortars

md-funn as to allow each

re it is used again.
arious forms of funnel

I found those designed
f. They are made of

hole a foot high in the

. r 50II). Tlr

r than others.

m with paper, using a

ooting stations

RIOR OF THE ABOVE HUT, AFFORDING A CLOSE VIEW
CLOUD-SHOOTING CANNON AM) ITS MOKTAR.

From a J'/ioto. by F. Weitzinger, Marburg, specially taken for
Wide World Magazine."
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times from the fifty-six stations

at Windisch-Feistritz, and since

last summer the clouds have
been bombarded no fewer than

forty times
; from which it will

he gathered that huge quantities
of powder are expended in the

war with the weather-witches.

The firing must be going on

just at the moment of calm
which precedes the bursting of

the storm, or else it is alto-

gether unavailing, as this seems
to be the period during which

the hail is formed. Herr Stiger,

however, begins even sooner.

He tells me that the magnetic
needle of the telegraph apparatus
is his best sentinel. This needle,

as is well known, is very sensi-

tive to all atmospheric changes.
When there is abnormal electric

tension in the air, such as always

precedes a thunderstorm, the

needle is very "jumpy," and
that is a sign well understood

by the cloud-fighters. Imme-
diatelv a shot is fired from the

AX EXTRAORDINARY DUEL BETWEEN MAS AND TH >ER-

Cl.OUDS—AN EXHIBITION OF HAIL ORDNANCE. AT VICENZA,
From a] in ITALY. [Photo.

and wnich have to begin the bombardment,
there are two apparatuses in each hut, which

render it possible to fire the more rapidly.

This, by the way, appears to be of great im-

portance. As soon as one mortar has been

discharged, another is put into its place, and

shot after shot fired till the thunderstorm has

been dispersed. The accompanying illustra-

tion will give you an idea of the weird and

amazing spectacle presented during one of

these extraordinary duels between man and
the thunder-clouds. Our picture shows an

exhibition of hail ordnance at Vicenza, in

Italy. You will obsene that a priest is in

the centre directing the operations. The

fighting is conducted with such zeal that

sometimes they fire more than a thousand From a]

E BOMBARDMENT COMMENCES-OPERATOR JUST ABOUT TO

FIRE AT THE CLOUDS. \.fHOlO.
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done great damage. It is at least an established

fact that the storms have become less frequent

and less violent than they were before the

hail-shooting began. The more numerous the

stations, the greater is the resulting efficacy. If,

however, the bombardment of the clouds is

carried on negligently, or begun late, the effect

is less certain.

Then, again, single stations, having no con-

nection with others, produce little or no effect.

Indeed, Herr Stiger himself recommends con-

necting series of them, because if only a few

shots are fired the resulting concussion is too

slight to prevent the formation of hail.

The attitude of modern science towards hail-

shooting is admittedly a sceptical one, but there

are undoubtedly many savants of European
reputation who admit the feasibility of dispers-

Particularly in Italy have the experiments
excited lively interest, as that country has pro-

bably suffered more from hailstorms than any
other in Europe. Not only does it happen
that in a few minutes a hailstorm will destroy
all the harvest for the year, but frequently it so

damages the vines that for several years after-

wards no grapes will grow on them. More-

over, as a rule, the Italian peasant-farmers are

too poor to pay the heavy insurance premiums
against such storms.

In Italy, however, Herr Stiger's system has

worked wonders. On the 7th of August last a

frightful storm of thunder and hail broke over

Turin and its neighbourhood. Some commu-
nities at once resorted to their mortars, and gave
the threatening clouds the warmest of welcomes,
These enterprising people got off scot-free,

Ol'ERATOR " THE ACT OF FIRING AT THE CLOUDS IN A VILLAGE OF CARINTHIA— HE is

USING ORDINARY MORTARS.

From a Photo, by Sasshofer, specially takenfor
" The Wide World Magazine'

ing thunder by means of concerted volleys.
The theories are various : the opinion of some

being that electricity plays a great part in the

formation of hail, and that the shooting tends

to diminish the electric tension, thus favouring
the resolution of the clouds into rain. Others
declare that the concussion of the air simply
prevents the formation of the hailstones.

The results obtained at YVindisch-Feistritz

have induced other communities to try their

hands at this extraordinary business, and the

result is that so great has been the demand for

sound-funnels that the Styrian factories can

hardly cope with it. And wherever stations

have been established and worked the people
are loud in their praises of the beneficial effects.

whereas in other districts the vintage was

totally destroyed.
Short as is the time since the inception of the

system, there are now in Italy several thousand

shooting-stations, and unions are rapidly being
formed for the purchase of

"
hail-artillery."

Very soon there will hardly be a vineyard

proprietor left who has not turned himself into

at least a temporary artilleryman, at the same

time ceasing to pay the heavy hail insurance

premiums.
At first the Italians used the Styrian apparatus,

but now they have ordnance of native make. A
short time ago an exhibition of hail-cannon was

held at Vicenza, in order to decide which was

the best model.

Vol. iv.—45



What a Doctor Saw in Hausaland.

\\\ Dr. T Tonkin.

•

help being interested in and amused by Dr. Tonkin's lively narrative, which consists

Ueftions of a journey made by Charles Robinson, Canon of Ripon, and the writer

across the basin of the Niger.

Allow me to introduce the States. Those

particularly alluded to in the present instance

arc those composing the Empire of Sokoto.

They are called the Hausa States. They lie in

a bunch on the southern fringe of the great

African desert. Under the name of Nigeria

they have just been assimilated by the British

Empire. In them people still live in that style

with which the Book of Kings has made us

familiar. They dwell in walled cities, wear

loose flowing robes, and hold property in

slaves. They were formerly Pagan, but during

the last couple of hundred years have adopted

Mohammedanism. They have their mosques
and their mollahs. Now, the mollah brings us

back to the subject of the article.

He is generally the doctor also. He is not a

doctor by virtue of education or any special

fitness, but by a sort of
" Divine right." By

)nal the same sort of right, presumably, he is several

other things into the bargain. He began by

being a priest. To his priesthood he has super-

T has been remarked that it would added the crafts of accoucheur, schoolmaster,

be possible to travel from one end notary, apothecary, and undertaker. He is a

the other with no many-sided individual. As accoucheur, he

md a medicine-chest

and a musical-box. Now, there is

_ i that remark. There is a superfluous
The medicine-chest would be

1 speak from experience. I am
. i ch myself, and have done

African hakeem.

It bout in this way. Some years ago
1 harles Robinson, now Canon of

-
i led by the committee of

iation formed in London to proceed to

Africa with the object of acquiring the

Hausa lan_ _ . This language, which is

lingua franca along the great com-
:al trade routes of the Western Soudan, is

by about fifteen million inhabitants

-in.

binson received orders to study the

•in the interior of the

and it was while wandering about with

of medical officer to

ion that I enjoyed opportunities
nd sampling medical

. great Mohammedan the rev. charles »»»»»• «^^»
<n " ,s

'

Fiom a Photo, by Clarke, Cambridge.
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presides over the introduction of infantile natives

into the world. As schoolmaster, he super-

intends their youthful studies, and instils into

their fresh young minds those ideas of religious

intolerance and bloody-minded bigotry which

are so characteristic of the Mohammedan nigger.

As priest, he reads and preaches to the adults

in the mosques
• as notary, he writes their letters

and transacts their more important business. As

apothecary, he attends to the sick
;
and if they

recover (in spite of him) he reverts to the priest

again and organizes thanksgiving services on

their behalf; or, if they die, he passes on to

the undertaking business and " does for them "

more or less decently. And he draws fees for

everything. The profitable way in which the

West African mollah contrives to keep in touch

with the prosperous citizen at every turn and
twist of his career has always commanded my
respect.

theory
" on which he explains that wide circle of

afflictions for whose \ agaries he would otherwise
be unable to account.

Toothache is caused by a worm, which hns
built a nest for itself in the interior of a tooth.

Many forms of blindness are caused by worms
eating the sight. Pain in the stomach is (some-
times correctly) ascribed to worms. A boil is a

kind of animal worm-hill. Deafness is the work
of a worm. I have known a man lose his nose,
the roof of his mouth, and the best part of his

throat, all through the machinations of a worm.
Of course, there are exceptions, but according
to native pathologists, almost every disease is

run by a worm, and upon the death of that

beast freedom from pain and recovery of health

depend.*

My introduction to the West African mollah
was a somewhat thrilling one. We were on the

march
;
and on the eve of crossing a particularly

inhospitable strip of country we picked up a

mollah among a batch of camp-followers. He
was a particularly unwholesome individual—a

man with a lean and hungry look—and I soon
had occasion to find fault with him. He
appeared to occupy his time fomenting disturb-

ance among our porters, and he and I had
several sharp discussions, one of which ended

by his being pitched into a clump of mimosa.

Mil DISCUSSION ENDED BY HIS BEING F1TCRED INTO A CLU.M1' OF MIMOSA.

His ways as a doctor are peculiar, but in some

respects he resembles more enlightened members
of the faculty. It sometimes happens that even
a civilized doctor is baffled by the condition of

his patient. He doesn't know what is the

matter, so he calls it influenza. The native

practitioner has a similar resource. He calls it

"
worms." He has what we may style a " worm

Thereafter I imagined that he kept his eye
on me. It may have been only imagination,
but sometimes I would look up and catch him

regarding me with a scowl that you could cut
;

and I got it into my head that he was "laying
for me." -So I kept my eye on him.

* The reader will recognise the same idea in the Scriptural
account of the death of Herod th~ '
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no doubt he could see I was suspicious ;
I took

no measure to conceal it. There was no need
to. Each of us frankly regarded the other with

great disfavour. I felt to a certain extent I

was in his hands. We could not proceed by
the track ; that would certainly be watched.
We must needs strike into the bush, and
make our way over gully and grass as
best we could. I would have no means of

checking my friend en route. He might take
the load and lead me bang into a nest of the
amiable natives of the country, with whom he

might, for all I knew, be hand and glove. Well,
1 reflected I could only do my little best to look
after myself and leave the rest. After having
seen the disabled porter well supplied with
water— food there was in plenty attached to
his load— I turned to the mollah.

; '

Now, my man," said I,
"
I've got to leave

myself in your hands to some small extent, but
I don't intend to trust you. You'll just pick up
that load and walk in front of me till we come
to the place where my companions are camped,

and if we arrive there

safely, well and good.
But if there is any
crookedness, and you
try to land me any-
where else, I'll do my
best to see that you
don't profit by the deal.

Now, then, march."

And I picked up my
rifle and followed.

Meanwhile the sun

had set. We drove'

stolidly ahead not in the

least able to see where
we were going

— and
sure only of our direc-

tion. We crashed

through tall, reedygrass,
crunched over stone

and rock, and dis-

covered inequalities of

surface by suddenly

arriving at the bottom.

It was a task, but I kept

my mollah in front. At
last we wriggled through
a mazy fringe of palms
and found ourselves on
an eminence. From that

eminence we witnessed

a remarkable spectacle.

Right in front of us— in

the distance—there rose

out of the blackness

a shadowy Will-o'-the-
I1IK BLACKNESS

OF i. MIST."
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wisp-like column of lambent, luminous mist.

For some minutes I wondered what the pheno-
menon might be. It was wonderfully impressive.

Picture yourself surrounded by the stilln_js of

an African waste. Now and then the mournful

note of a night-bird. All around and above,

blackness, save for stars. At one's feet the soft,

sucking swirl of water, and beyond, rising out of

the dense blackness which indicated the position
of the background of hills, that weird, ghostly

pillar of mist. For some moments it held me
silent ;

then I realized what it must be. It was

a friend. Away over the water, in a marsh at

the foot of the hills, my companions were en-

camped. Their fire was concealed by the reeds,

and my Will-o'-the-wisp was a dense column of

smoke lit up by the flames beneath.

For the time I believe I forgot my mollah—
but I soon recalled him. The eminence on
which we were standing was the bank of a river.

We could not see the water—we could only hear

it swishing along among the reeds. It might be

only 50yds. wide at this point, it might be
half a mile — it had to be crossed. The
mollah let himself in at the edge with a soft,

gurgling plump : I followed, and found myself
immersed to the armpits. Holding bandolier

and rifle aloft, I did my best not to lose my
guide, and I believe he did his best not to lose

himself.

Sometimes we would come to a place too

deep for us; then we would have to turn back
a little and try again. At last, when we were
somewhere about half-way across, we got
entangled in a snag. The huge, snaky branches
of that tree seemed to stretch in all directions.

Turn which way you would you were brought up
by a slimy arm

;
and what with the necessity of

keeping one eye on the mollah and the other on
the tree, together with the difficulty of seeing

anything at all, I think I shall always regard

getting out of that snag as one of the notable

achievements of my life.

I should say that river would probably be

150yds. wide, and I should estimate the time we
took to cross it at something under three-quarters
of an hour. But we did get across, and about
fifteen minutes later I had the satisfaction of

conveying both money and mollah safely into

camp. Of course, I may have been wrong in my
estimate of my friend's intentions— possibly. I

was
; but he was a thorough bad lot. He sub-

sequently headed a mutiny against us. Anyhow,
it is much better to be deceived by one's own
fears than by a muscular mollah with hate in his

heart, opportunity in his hand, and a blade as

big as a hay-cutter in his belt. I always con-
sidered that I started level with my mollah

competitors in Western Africa.

But to return. The range of remedial agencies
at the command of the native practitioner is not
wide. He has a few drugs and herbs, some of
which are of value ; but for the most part he

pins his faith to washing, bleeding, firing, and
the use of charms and spells. These things are

not employed indiscriminately, but in regular
order.

Let us suppose that a man is suffering from
colic. He goes to the mollah and tells his

story.
" His liver and his stomach make

trouble, and his pipes fight together, with

violence and great rumbling voices. And as

for his thews and sinews, their feet are swift to

follow, till his members become drawn together—drawn together as a hand that is clenched.

And his marrow writhes and twists in agony as

a snake writhes and twists that is impaled on
the blade of a spear." Very well, the mollah

promptly produces a flat piece of bone or wood,
on which he writes a few cabalistic sentences.

This the purchaser quilts into that part of the

shirt which overlies his stomach, and goes his

way. It will be seen that he has been treated

on the principle of amusing the patient while

Nature heals. Probably the pain abates. If so,

praise is ascribed to the writing on the tablet ;

if otherwise, the sufferer returns to the mollah.

He is then told to wash the lettering off the

charm and drink the water. More amusement :

another fee. But occasionally this also fails to

cure, and then he is bled, and, failing success at

that, fired. But there they stop. If after firing

the man's malady still proves obstinate, the

probabilities are that he will be dismissed—with

the gentle suggestion that most likely he has

sinned against Allah, and is being punished.
Who are the mollahs that they should fight

against Allah ?

Washing is a very old institution. Since the

days of Xaaman, the Syrian, it has been in

repute as a measure for improving the condition

of the sick. But the Oriental practitioner, fear-

ing that if the general public should etch on to

the idea and get into the way of washing them-

selves without advice a source of their gain

would be lost, seldom loses an opportunity of

investing the business with an air of mystery.

This is done by ordering an incantation, or in

some other way cloaking up the active agent.

Thus all over the Mohammedan world certain

forms of dyspepsia are treated by washing out

the stomach at sunrise with a little warm blessed

water.

It is much the same with ophthalmia. The

doctor calls for the patient's calabash, writes on

the inside a few sentences (it may be all he can

write) referring to the merciful and compassionate
nature of the Deity, and then orders that the
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They arc permitted to help themselves within

reasonable limits (if such a term can be applied

to lunatics) from the stalls in the market
;
and

altogether have a rather good time. There are

many impostors in this class. The dangerous

lunatic is bound —like him whose name was

on -with chains and fetters; and in any
town of si/e many such may be seen, clanking,

cursing spectres, wallowing in filth and dashing
themselves against the walls.

One evening we had an amusing illustration

of the confidence which is reposed in the

medicine man and the things he is expected to

do. It was close on sunset, and we had just

pitched our tents in a most unproductive

neighbourhood—at least, so far as getting any-

thing

i i U . IF HEADACHE ItV

DKI-1 , i.M THE 11 LI i USTINI ;I.Y UNCANNY."

to cat was concerned. We had absolutely

nothing in reserve except
a little native rice, and

were just settling down
to the prospect of an

unentertaining evening
meal off that, when a

man arrived in our camp
carrying two fowls and

inquiring for the doctor.

The fowls were a great

recommendation, and
he was speedily intro-

duced to my notice.

But he wasn't ill—at

least, not bodily
—

though he was much
disturbed in his mind.

It seems he had two

wives, an old one and

a young one : and the

younger one— his

favourite, by the way
—had taken it into

her head to levant

with somebody else,

and what he wanted

her come back to

I was fresh to the

was medicine to make
him. That was all.

country at the time, and must confess that

at the first blush I regarded the case as

clean outside my powers. But, then, the

fowls ! Clearly they could not be allowed to

depart ; so I took counsel with Mr. Robinson.

We talked the case over, and then called the

man into the tent. We told him that we did

not see our way to do exactly what he wished

we had not stocked that sort of medicine, but

we would do our best to help him. He was

suffering from constipation, was he not? Ah,

yes ! Well, we would give him some physic

that would free him from that disability for at
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least one day in the week and make him

healthier, freer, and stronger to hunt after his

wife during the remainder.

We gave him six croton oil pills, with in-

structions to take one every week. And he left

the fowls !

Now, the native practitioner would have got
those fowls in a more direct manner. He would

simply have supplied the article the man asked

for, guaranteed its efficacy, collared the fee, and

roundly abused the patient if he ventured to

return complaining of the uselessness of the

bound and slay the person who discharged it.

There was nothing, a well-informed mollah once
told me, that he and his co-frauds had not
medicine for. There was a certain kind of

medicine, he went on to explain, that would turn
a man into a crow. I expressed eagerness to

see it done. He said that the medicine in

question was very expensive. I readily under-
took to pay for it. Then it turned out that the

subject had to be killed first. I therefore, with

a diffidence which was pardonable under the

circumstances, did not offer to submit myself to

TONKIN PUNISHES A NATIVE MEDICINE MAN BY ADMINISTERING TO HIM FOUR CROTON OIL PILLS—
"

I SAW THAT HE SWALLOWED THEM."

transaction. He is an unscrupulous person, is

the Nigerian doctor. He will supply his

customers with physic warranted to bring wealth
to the poor, prosperity to the unsuccessful,

courage to the coward—aye, and for a

sufficiently liberal consideration, life to the
dead into the bargain. He will mix lotions

to harden your skin so that neither arrows,

spears, nor bullets will penetrate it : and if

you pay him enough and push him, he
will stake his professional reputation on the

production of a wash that will cause the Martini
bullet or the pot-leg that is aimed at you to re-

the action of the medicine. But I could not see

research and advance cramped by my cowardice,

so I placed my services at the disposal of my
informant, and professed myself ready and even

anxious to kill him, to see if, in the interests of

science, we could succeed in resolving a corpse

into a crow. But I regret to say his stock of

zeal was not equal to his fund of information.

My own position among these people was

somewhat questionable. By most I was merely

regarded as an exceptionally powerful sort of

necromancer : and the efficacy of my opiates,

purges, and emetics was attributed to superior
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n emetic is one of the most

gents that a European

.'.LED LONG JOURNEYS TO GET AT ME "—HERE
I AN ARABIC NOTE FROM A NATIVE, ASKING

DR. TONKIN FOR TREATMENT.

i tain,

The native emetic
whilst the almost

dramatic effect of ours is very impressive to un-

tutored minds.

To a man who can compass such results as

what, indeed, is impossible? I happened
to be engaged at the time in investigating the

West African leper field. During the course

of my inquiries 1 turned over some thousands
of lepers, many of whom I presented with some
small solatium either in the way of alms or

treatment for their more urgent symptoms.
More usually the latter. The report

got about that I was able to cure

leprosy. It was bruited about

throughout the length and breadth

of the country. People travelled

long journeys to get at me. One
man was carried nearly two hundred

miles, lying on the back of a horse,

in the hope of receiving healing at

the hands of the white hakeem.

Some of my leper patients would
have taken anything I liked to give

them, and paid anything I chose

to ask, if only I could have been

induced to hold forth prospects of

an ultimate cure.

If I had laid myself out to play
the quack, I believe I could have

cleaned up the Soudan from the

mountains of Senegambia to the

Nile. As it was, with the exception
of lepers, I made everybody pay for

legitimate attendance.

I first discovered the

possibility of doing
this in a town called

Kaffi — where we
arrived after we had

been on the road

something like three

weeks.

It was soon noised

about that there

was a doctor in the

town, and on the

second day a large
number of patients came for advice. They
were of all ages and both sexes

;
and suffer-

ing from a variety of disorders — dyspepsia,

epilepsy, consumption, ophthalmia, toothache,

leprosy. One girl was brought along with the

complaint that she had no sense. I was con-

strained to deplore the commonness of the

disorder in my own country, and the lack of

success that had hitherto attended treatment.

Each of my patients formed the centre of a gaping
crowd of interested onlookers, who listened to

every question, nodded approval to advice, and

helped with suggestions. It was wearing work.
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After several hours of it I retired, having made
no visible impression on the numbers of my
patients.

Crowds were left. Some waited

patiently,
but others continued to press their

requests for treatment in a most urgent manner.

At last one man seemed to have concluded that

we wanted payment, for he went away and

presently reappeared with a pair of fowls.

Business was done.

By next morning the terms

on which I might be success-

fully approached would appear
to have been widely published,
for dawn found our com-

pound looking like a badly-

arranged poultry show, and

much excitement

was being caused

by the struggles
and screeches of

my prospective
feathered fees. I

set to work to see

the patients at a

fowl apiece, bird

down. Each
patient, after des-

cribing his symp-
toms, paid his

rooster and re-

ceived his physic ;

and everybody
seemed satisfied.

Everybody, that

is, except our
Arab cook, who,
after I had been
at work about an

hour, remarked
that if he had to

cook all those
hens he'd better

start al once, or

else he wouldn't get through with the job before
we had to leave the country.

But everybody seemed willing to pay, so as

we had fowls enough and to spare, I fixed a fee

in money—500 cowries, and on those terms saw

many people. When there was any difficulty in

getting money I took payment in kind. Beside
shell currency, I have taken rice, maize, dhurra,

millet, yams, sweet potatoes, manioc, plantains,

pawpaws, limes and dates, honey, milk, eggs,

fowls, pigeons, ducks, red caps, coffee nibs, kola

EACH PATIENT, AFTER DESCRIBING
AND RECEIVED

nut, palm oil, sugar, rope, spear heads, native
knives— in fact, I took anything and everything
I could get hold of. The only article I ever
refused was a hyena cub—not being quite sure
of the rate of exchange.

With regard to acquisitiveness, the native
doctor is built on the same lines, only more so.

He is not particular what he gives for value

received. All he
cares about is

getting the
money. The poor
pay him in ad-

vance
;

the rich

by results : and

they pay him well.

But notwithstand-

ing this advant-

age, the path of

the medico is oc-

casionally rough.
His position is

sometimes even

more risky than

that occupied by
his patients, which
is saying a great
deal

;
and his pro-

fessional career
often comes to a

sudden and dis-

agreeable end.

Treating a

King, for ex-

ample, is a peril-

ous matter. The

responsibility is as

a rule shared

among a large
number. When
a potentate lies

in a serious con-

dition, all the

doctors in the neighbourhood collect at his

bedside and have a go at him, and if the event

turns out ill, they find safety in numbers. It

would, you see, in case of failure to cure, be

comparatively e.sy to hang an odd doctor or

two
;
but to swing the whole faculty would be

an entirely different matter. It would take much
time and rope, for example ;

but I believe it

is occasionally done. This principle of pro-

tective consultations is, I think, not altogether
unknown in our own land.

HIS SYMPTOMS, PAID HIS 'ROOSTER
HIS PHYSIC."

Vol. -46.



The Singing Insects of Japan.

By \'i i Theodora Ozaki.

illustrates the dainty and fanciful quaintness of the Japanese in a wonderful manner.

ing" birds." With specially taken photos, of each kind and full descriptions
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listening to the tiny trills and deriving inspiration therefrom.
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the end of May and the

. little cages of exquisitely cut

hung up in the v< rai

;i of the dawn and at

days strange little whistles

inklings and trills proceed from these

s and make the air resound with their

music. Usually it is in the evening, after their

baths, that the people go and sit in their

verandas to listen to the singing insects which

they have imprisoned there.

It was late one afternoon towards the end of

. May, and 1 was moving
from room to room in

the quiet Buddhist

temple which is my
home.

r

l nc hush that

comes at the fall of

twilight was on all the

world, when my atten-

tion was suddenly ar-

rested by a silvery trill,

which filled at intervals

the whole place. It

was delicate and clear,

like an etherealized

bird's song, and yet of

much smaller volume
than a bird's note.

I called the priest's

daughter, and asked her

what it was 1 heard

singing.
" That is

VI I THEODORA I iNDINl

From a Photo, by K. Marnki,

a '

Suzu-

mushi '

singing," she re-

plied ;

"
come, and I

will show you where

it is."

She led me to the

back of the temple, and

pointed to the eaves of

a cottage opposite.

Looking across, I saw

a tiny reed cage hang-

ing up, and in one

corner a small black

insect, hardly discern-

ible in the dim light.
" That is the insi 1 1

you heard singing," said

"It is called a 'Suzu-

inuslii," and its voice is beautiful and i

When we listen to it singing, however hot the

Lther is, we cannot help feeling cool, You

would like to buy one? Then we will go to

the next temple fair at Mita. There is sure to

be a 'Mushi-ya' (insect fancier) there at that

time."

) . :
i HER FRIEND.

Tokio, Japan.

the priest's daughter.
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In three days the next en-nichi of Mita came

round—the 24th of May ;
and Riyo, the priest's

daughter, accompanied by a servant and myself,

wended our way with a lantern to the night fair

at Mita. The whole neighbourhood seemed to

have turned out to visit the fair, and the cheerful

clatter of clogs appeared to lessen the gloom of

table in the form of steps, and others swingin
gently
booth

boaro^,
doors.

g
on short strings from the top of the
The table rested on two small cup-
opening with black and white chequered
Inside these compartments the insects

were kept in fairly large cages, according to their
kind. Under the table, between the two cup-

CHAKMING BUYERS SEEKING SINGING INSECTS AT THE FAIR. "UNDER THE TABLE, BETWEEN THE TWO
a\ CUPBOARDS, THE INSECT FANCIER SOUATTED." [Photogl «///.

the dark streets and made up for their want of

light. In the distance the dull glow of hundreds
of primitive oil lamps put up in front of the

stalls set their smoky mark on the place where
the fair was held.

We passed innumerable stalls, which I shall

not attempt to describe here, as well as strange

portable gardens of plants, trees, and flowers,
and gold-fish nurseries. At last we came to a
stall from which proceeded a shrill babel of

insect sounds. Needless to say it was impos-
sible to distinguish one insect's cry from

another, for they all seemed to be chirruping
and whistling and trilling one against the other
in a frantic and bewildering way, so that I

wondered how the
"
Mushi-ya

"
could sit so

calmly beneath his stall waiting for customers.

While my two companions chose flower hair-

pins at the next booth, I devoted myself to the

insect stall. On nearer view I saw that it was

quite one of the prettiest stnlls of the whole
fair. Innumerable cages of every shape that

Japanese art or fancy could devise were dis-

played in tempting array
—some arranged on a

boards, the insect fancier squatted, exactly as

you see him in the photograph.
Fireflies are also sold with the other insects,

and no insect fancier would consider his stall

complete without a stock of these fascinating

creatures. These are kept in a sieve, through
the black gauze of which the living bits of fire

shine and twinkle like emerald stars. The other

side of the sieve's drum is covered with white

calico. A small aperture, opening inwards like

a bag, gives the man's hand access to the pretty

prisoners, which ?:i often dropped on the

ground in their transfer from the sieve to the

little paper bags which the buyers bring to carry

them home in.

There were so many eager purchasers crowding
round the little stall that I gave up the idea of

buying the insect I wanted that evening. The
insect fancier gave me his address, and next

morning I made my way through many back

streets to his dwelling. It was the never-to-be-

forgotten chorus of insects that guided me at

last down a little back lane to the spot at the

end of a row of one-roomed cots. The cup-
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away like a tiny bell, as its

name implies. Till I presented
the " Suzu-mushi "

to a friend.

who is going to carry it to

England, I was serenaded every

evening and awakened hit". .re

dawn by its clear and merry
song.

1ST HANGS (IN THE RIGHT.

for
" The Wide IVorId Magazine."

full of i; all shut up in theii

. and the old man. opening one of the

found me a li Suzu-mushi "
for four

and a pretty cage for it in the shape of a fan

or threepence in English money.
.old me that 1 must not hang the insect up
he draught, but in some cool, quiet corner,

.at, furthermore, it must be fed on fresh

amber every morning. I promised to follow

ictions carefully, and carrying home my
im up in a corner of my room

waited for the serenade.

for two days the
" Suzu-mushi ;

"

was quite
In vain I put in slice after slice of

:umber ; in vain I whistled and trilled myself
bars of his tiny cage. He remained

In despair I called for the priest's wife.

It

ig to me :

•m plain,

-atient,'' she
>uzu-

- in a new
will no -

-ill it

omed to its new
It feels

fear and cannot
Wait a little."

I waited, and the
• hen the

up. the

. n to

Now, the next problem was
how to get a "Mushi-ya

r '

and
his quaint paraphernalia photo-

graphed for The Wide World.
The insect trade is at its height
in June ;

and it was the begin-

ning of July before I could

find a good insect fancier free

to give me a whole day. At

last, however, with the help of

a kind friend, I settled with

the insect fancier, Yagisawa
Fusakishi. He was to bring
his stall and all his insects to the

photographer, and the accom-

panying snap-shots are the result.

We next see Yagisawa's stall properly arranged
for exhibition at the en-nichi, or temple fairs.

The various cages may be easily discerned, as

also the sieve full of fireflies in the foreground.
Bunches of smaller sieves (in which the buyer
sometimes carries home the fireflies) are seen

hanging from both sides of the roof. On the

right is the remarkable price-list
—the list of

insects for sale, written, of course, in Japanese
characters ; and, parallel with this, on the left,

you will observe, is a large cage full of the

insects called
"
Kirigirisu." These are for sale.

The white patches on the cage are bits of

cucumber and egg-plant stuck in between the

bars. Under the stall between the cupboards
sits the insect fancier, Yagisawa Fusakishi

himself. He didn't like being photographed.

My third photo, shows you some typical

tink

ING rAKEN AT RANDOM FROM YAGIS
PRICI A PENNY TO TWO SHILLINGS.

From a Photo, specially taken for" The Wide World Magazine."

K\\ A > STALL—
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THE HEAD-QUARTERS OF THE INSECT FANCIER. HE ALSO KEEPS A GOLD-FISH NURSERY.

From a Photo, specially taken for
" The Wide World Magazine."

1 ages, taken at random from the stall, and they
will give some idea of the fantastic taste which
is brought to bear on this unique pastime.
Notice the quaint shapes of the cages and the

artistic delicacy with which they are made.
The two little cages in the centre are made of

a framework of wood covered with gauze.
These are the cheapest kind, and cost about
a penny each. The more elaborate ships and

lanterns, however, would run up to a shilling
or more. The large cage in the centre, orna-

mented with a silver moon and flying bats, would
cost at least two shillings in English money.

In the next snap-shot we see Vagisawa, with

his wife and child (a quaint little soul), at

home just outside his little shop, if such it may
be called. He also keeps a gold-fish nursery ;

and while the walls of his shop are all devoted
to the insects and their cages, its floor has

been converted into a shallow tank, where

gold-fish glint to scarlet and gold as they dart

hither and thither or rise to the surface after a

seductive
fly. Should a purchaser wish to

inspect the various insects and cages which

Yagisawa has for sale, he or she will have to

cross a shaky plank across the tank, with the
fear that at each step an unpremeditated bath

among the gold-fish will abruptly end one's

visit to the insect store. Yagisawa bows reas-

suringly till the visitor is seated on the edge of
his room, and then he brings out all his

treasures, and tells you with infinite patience all

he knows about the different insects.

Yagisawa Fusakishi has a professional name
by which he is known in his trade. This is

"Mushi-Kin,"
being a contrac-

tion of " Mushi-

ya" (insect
fancier) and
"Kin-ya" (gold-

fish). It is written

in Japanese hiero-

glyphics on the

two lanterns
which hang in

front of his stall,

and the name
informs the ob-

servant that he is

a dealer both in

singing insects

and gold-fish.
You will notice

this in the second

photo, repro-
duced.

On the right-

hand side of the

stall, just underneath the terraced table where
the cages are arranged, will be seen a list of all

that Mushi-Kin has for sale, written, of course,
in Japanese characters. Translated, the list

reads as follows :
—

(1) Kajika ; (2) Kutsuwa - mushi ; (3) Kirigirisu ;

(4) Suzu-mushi ; (5) Matsu-mushi
; (6) Enma-korogi ;

(7) Kusa-hibari; (8) Kantan ; (9) Kin - hibari
; (10)

Kanetataki ; (11) Yamato-suzu.

Now, a word of explanation concerning the

different items on this list : No. 1, the
"
Kajika," is not an insect at all, although

!.—KAJIKA, THE SINGING FROG. HE MAY BE COAXED INTO

SONG BY MEANS OF A BAMBOO FLUTE.

From a Photo, specially taken for
" The Wide World Magazine.'
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sold at the

- insect fanciers on

rhe "Kajika" is a little

lour. Here he is

the

The
name

little

I be-

have
lance

and
It is

running
mark-

k, beady
m its

and the most
- toes

. -.all round
u in

aph. It is

mucl nied for its

'iquid cry. which is

::i the least like the

an ordi-

:ed,

ka
"

is placed in a china or stone

of the dish is filled with

md water, and a miniature rock placed
in t! In

ally

haut.

An
or

the d

and him

in th rnpany-

ph.
aural

in the even-

I

II at

studio, ho
refused to take any

{ EVEN IN THE HRESE !CE I '1- II I il'LE

TO WHOM IT HAD NOT BECOME ACI I STOMED."
a Photo, specially takenfor

" The Wide World
ne."

master's invitation. The long jolting journey
in the cupboard had probably disturbed its

equanimity too much ; but in the quiet of

Yagisawa's shop, the frogs kept in the cages on
the table in the back-

ground answered the

flute-call at once. Yagi-
sawa rendered its cry
into these syllables:
"
Kiro-hiro-hiro-pio-pio-

pio."
When the frogs are

first taken they are

cheapest, and can be

bought for twenty -'five

sen (about 6d.). At this

early stage of their pro-
bation they are very shy
of mortal man, and sing

very little in their exile.

Time educates them,

however, and, after a

year or so, the insect

fancier asks one yen

(2s.) for each "
Kajika,"

and the longer he has

kept the frog the higher
its price. Like good
wine, it improves with

age. Before I left the

shop, Yagisawa with

great pride brought out

trained for seven years,
three yen (6s.). It

HHKMBI
il> BY RUB i] G

WIN I i HER.
From a Photo, specially takenfor

" The Wide World Magazine."

In the photographer's
"•

Kajika
"

obstinately
notice whatsoever of its

a frog which he had
and for which he asked

sang beautifully even in the presence of people
to whom it had not

become quite ac-

customed.

In the winter the

"Kajika" hiber-

nates, and Yagisawa
showed me a jar

full of tiny stones,

which he provided
for the frog's winter

sleep. This jar fits

into a covering
made of thick straw

rope ;
so that the

frog is protected
from all danger ol

cold, which would

kill him.

No. 2. Next on

the list comes the
" Kutsuwa-mushi."

" Kutsuwa " means bit, and the insect is so

called because its cry is said to resemble a

horse champing its bit - - "
gatcha, gatcha,
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7.—THE KIRIGIRISI . Ill-: IS I IKE A BIG GRASSHOPPER.

From a Photo.

gatcha." There are two kinds, one a yellow
fawn in colour and the other a lovely pale green.
The "

Kutsuwa-mushi," by its vigorous chirrup-

ing, wears its wings away as the season goes on,
as its "song" is produced by rubbing its wings

together. As will be seen by the photograph,
the

" Kutsuwa-mushi "
is a laige insect.

No. 3 is the "
Kirigirisu." This is a large

insect also—something like a huge grasshopper
or locust. They are said to haw been intro-

duced into Tokio by a man named Kojiro, who
sent to his native province of Kadzusa for them.

The "
Kirigirisu

"
that come fiom Itabashi and

Todagawa are the best. These are reputed to

be larger, to sing better, and to be longer lived

than those of other places. The artificially-bred

ones that are sold

early in the season

sell for twelve or

thirteen sen, but

in the height of

the summer they
are so plentiful

everywhere that

they fetch as little

as one sen. The
insect fancier

interprets its cry
into these sylla-

bles : "Gi-i-i-chou,

iri-i-i-chou."

I

bought one of these

myself, you remember),
is perhaps the greatest
favourite cf all, and

brings most profit to

the insect seller.
" Suzu

"

means a little bell, and
its note, as I have said

before, is like the clear,

trilling tinkle of the tiny
bell that is tied to the

collar of a pet dog, or

that hangs in clusters on
the wand of a dancer.

It is a black insect, and
the Japanese liken its

body to the seed of a

water-melon. The poets
of antiquity have likened

the cry of this insect to

6.—THE ENMA-KOROGI, OR KINT,

/•Villa] OF HEI.L CRICKET. [Photo

singing in the

It is of a light brown

4-—THK SUZU-MUSHI, 1 INSECT.

Prom a Photo.

No, the
"Suzu-mushi" (I

wind
trees.

colour and somewhat larger

than the "Suzu-mushi."
No. 6, the

"
Enma-korogi,"

or king of hell cricket, is a

large black insect of rather

a repulsive appearance.
No. 7, the '• Kusa-hibari

"

or grass-lark, very different

in size and appearance from

its ugly predecessor, is a

small, fragile-looking insect.

Its note is remarkably clear

and piercing for so tiny

a creature, and may be

rendered as
"

hiri-hiri-hiri-

hiri."

5.— THE MATSt -Ml SHI,

1- roil! a) PINE INSECT. [Photo.

the plaint of a lo\ cr

in the absence of

the beloved. There
is such simile in the

first chapter of the

famous novel,
"Genji Monoga-
tari":—

Fain would one weep
the whole night long

As weeps the
" Suzu-

mushi's
''

song.
Who chants her melan-

choly lay
Till night and darkness

pass away.

No. 5 on the
fancier's list, the
"
Matsu-mushi," or-

pine insect, is so

called because its

cry is likened to the

pine
F

7.—THE KUSA-

HIBARI, OR GRASS-
LARK.

From a Photo.
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which

when

kan-

lina, and

\ . a very poor

reams
1 to

made
s in all

I luxury
alted

But he awakes in a

to find hii

front of his pot of

fore, so called be

hen its cry is heard

ople are dreaming as deeply as the

f Kantan.
\ '•

Kin-hibari," or

jething like the grass lark, only
and of a yellow colour, hence its name.

Cor- e, the sound produced by the

len lark is surprising:
"

Hiri-hiri-hi-i-i, hiri-

-i-i."

N . 10. the
"
Kanetataki," or bell-striker,

r than the golden lark. Its note exactly
resembles the striking
of a small temple bell

far away in the distance :

hin-chin-chin-chin."

ij^.
No. n, the

" Yamato-» i," or "little bell of

Yamato," rings in the

.d of Yagisawa's list

with its
"

ji-ji-ji-ji."

There are two or

three insects which are

well known in the mar-

ket, but which are not
: but the most important and familiar

I have described,
-h the insect trade itself, now such a

I okio, is of comparatively
] panese have from the earliest

to listen to what they call the
-

t tii
5, picnics were made to

ited for singing insects,

nd the whole night in one
Mats were spread on the

le having taken their seats,
Id listen, drinking sake from a gourd, and

KANTAN ONLY SINGS AT MIDNIGHT.

From a Photo,

carry them home,
he was able to do so

compose short poems at the

moment of inspiration.
It is stated in an article

in the Jiji Shimpo (1897)
that the trade in these

insects first began about a

hundred years ago, and was
introduced by a poor man,
named Chuzo, a street

vendor of food. One day,

going his usual rounds, he

happened to pass through

Negishi
—a suburb of Tokio

beyond the Uyeno Park—
and hearing an insect chir-

ruping very sweetly he

stopped for a long time to

listen. He was so charmed
that he returned day after

day to listen to the song,
till the thought struck him
that he might easily catch

some of these insects and
This he did

; and, whenever
he went home early, and

?

putting the insects in his veranda, sat and
listened to the music that he loved.

The neighbours heard the insects singing,

and, coming to Chuzo, asked him to sell them
some. So many were the demands, that Chuzo
was not slow to see that he might earn a good
deal of money by selling them. Every evening
he went out to find more, and next dav would

carry them round to

sell. In this way he

sold some insects to a

man named Kiriyama,
a Daimio's retainer,

who, placing the
insects in a jar, forgot
all about them.

The next year, how-

ever, he came across

the jar, and, remem-

bering the insects,

opened it, and was
not a little surprised to see a host of insects

just hatched. He sent for Chuzo, and they
both decided that a good way of breeding
the insects had been discovered. Hitherto,

Chuzo had confined himself to securing the
"
Suzu-mushi," but he now set to work to

catch others, such as the "
Matsu-mushi," the

" Kutsuwa - mushi," and the "Kantan." He
took them to his friend Kiriyama, who found

that the way in which he had unconsciously
reared the first brood was successful with all the

rest
;
and in this way the rearing and selling of

singing insects first became a real trade.

IO.—THE KANETATAKI
OR BELL-STRIKER.
From a Photo.

.
— THE YAMATO-

SUZU.
From a Photo.
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My last photo, was taken out in the street,

just as the insect fancier was going home. The
entire stall, with its numberless insects and

cages, has been packed up into the two cup-

boards, one at each end of a strong pole,

and now you see the whole " establishment
"

But, since Kiriyama's time, the insect fanciers,

by hatching the eggs in a forced temperature,
arrange to sell them all at the same time,

namely, towards the end of May.
Kiriyama's descendants carry on the business

of breeding insects to this day ;
but the king of

3AWA HAS HAD A GOOD DAY, AMI [S NOW GOING HUME, HIS SKKYANT IS CAUKYING THE PACKED-UP SHOP.

From a Plioto. specially takenfor
" The Wide World Magazine."

shouldered by the man's servant. In the season
insect fanciers may often be seen in the streets

of Tokio carrying their peculiar wares in this

way. The more prosperous the man, the more
attractive is his stall, whether opened or closed.

Our photograph represents a well-to-do insect

fancier, Yagisawa Fusakishi.

At the present day there are thirty-six insect-

sellers in Tokio. This was the number agreed
upon by

"
the trade

"

many years ago.
In their natural state the different insects

appear at various times during the summer.
The firefly comes first, in the middle of May ;

in June, the "
Kin-hibari," or golden lark

;
then

the "
Kirigirisu

"
(this is only a name, and there-

fore cannot be translated into the equivalent
English). In July come the " Suzu-mushi "

(or the bell insect) and "
Matsu-mushi," etc.

insect breeders is now a man named Kawadzumi

Kenjiro, who lives in Yotsuya. His nurseries

supply most of the insects that are sold in the

Tokio market.

In all cases it is only the male insect that

sings, and therefore those who go out to catch

the wild insects for singing purposes must keep
the males separate ;

for in the event of pairing
the male ceases to sing and dies.

The Japanese are very fond of their singing
insects. Even the poorest student or labourer

may, in the dingiest corner of a hot and dusty

city, raise for himself visions of his far-away-

country home—of his native paddy fields and

fragrant pine woods, and find at the end of the

hardest day's work a sanctuary of rest and

refreshment and coolness in the song of art*

insect which he has bought for a few sen.

Vol. !v.-47.
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pretty sonorally allowed that Herr Ktilmanns narrative illustrates in a remark-

manner the romance of trade. One looks with intense interest a tht

l.ilanqoff. who was actually eaten by the Congo cannibals, and with eqttal -.fiWe^st

B author, who survived as by a miracle. Nor can one withholds tribute Of Sympathy
. on reading how, bleeding and dislocated, he gnawed himself free from the

oc-

tree of death.
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d that the price of this
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I did my best to buy

I 1 quid : but what was
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-
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th him immediately,
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which all
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From a Photo, by Snoboda, Stnyrna.

-

iGOFK, \\ HI 1 V. .\> KILLED AND
:: BY THE CONGO CANNIBALS.
a J'/ioto. by Snoboda. Smyrna.

iliers, which now eqn#iand quite
fantastic prices."

As you may suppose, I was very

tired, and felt by no means eager
to undertake another long voyage
after the journeys I hail had. It

was my duty, howevci, and I at

once prepared to start for Alex-

andria with M.
Lilanjgoff.

We
did not find what we wauled there,

though, and so, without further

delay, we passed on down into

Nubia, staying over in ( 'airo but

a day or two. It was terribly hard

work, even making inquiries,

because at that time the Dervishes

were rampant, and we ran con-

siderable risk of capture, if not

death. Consider^- |j|e fate of

another German trader — Mr.

Charles Neufeld. We collect _d a

large quantity of feathers, however,

and dispatched them at once to our firm.

Then we returned to Cairo for further advices.

In due time we received a reply. The goods
had arrived, safely and had fetched a remarkable

price: but instead of inviting

us to return home (such is me

cupidity of employers) the

directors 'urged us to push on

down into the rent/:-' of Africa

-the Congo State, to be pre-

cise, where ostrich feathers.
were

m great abundant and very

easy to ^nd—so we were.toH.

A further despatch advise^ us

that a
, .large consigrimer^ftf

articles for barter was on KS

way. Th.:se things wen; the

usual trjflejs-
distributed among

the untutored savage. There

were glass bracelets, < -legant tin

rings;' brilliant beads, lengths

of brass wire, etc.

From my point of view these

new orders were decidedly dis-

heartening. I had worked very

hard, and looked forward to

going home and enjoying a

period of rest. Instead, here

uzl

were we about to risk our lives
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nm at the hands of savages or v?ffl'

% then at f&st through malarial fevers™

,„d that without any* respite in between. M.
Sfcfe himself thought there must be some

anu liu ui v euuai nuiL* iuuicuvci, i .uiuugni
to distinguish myself, and make a little fortune

of my own. We, therefore, prepared to push
on south as fir a! the eonfines of the Con-o.

We engaged six ne-roes, who took service with

sldiaaoq
i:

alone and helpless, and yet rtisbl<te&nfb<3!8>I©un'

best "
for the firm." I think we possessed

same spirit that animates die war-correspondent
who determines to do or die for&& t&Mspaper.
VVe knew nothing at all about the Congo
natives: but we had a nebulous'tdea' Miat they
ate people. '"»] aw bnn
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We weak!}' begged our niggers to come on
with us, but thev refused stOutlv, saving thev
could not risk their lives in this 'savage country.
It was ].itiful, the way

if
W'-duivg> tbl those six-

blacks : and when they left us albltftfe" light
seemed to die out of our lives, Eilangoff, I

should explain, knew no Arabic, and therefore
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WILD BEASTS.

us on the strict understanding that they were

only to go as far as Lado, the eastern boundary
of the Congo territory.

It was on the 25th of September, 1888, that

we left Cairo with a camel caravan, and after a

continuous and most arduous march arrived at

Darner, in Nubia. We had many very narrow

escapes from the Dervishes, but merely to out-

line these would render my story unwieldy.
Darner is not a pleasant place, and fearing
attack we again pushed on after a rest of only
two days. We reached Lado, by way of the

White Nile, after thirty days' more or less con-
tinuous march : we were completely exhausted.
On arriving at this weird place our guides, who
had accompanied us from Cairo, left us. Now,
imagine the situation. Neither Lilangoff nor 1

were much of explorers, and yet here we were

literally thousands of miles from anywhere,

1was ignorant of what I was saying to Aboukmal,
our chief Egyptian guide. My 1

companion felt

sure, however, that we were in a serious mess,

and he was for turning back at all risks. Poor

fellow ! He little knew what an awful fate the

near future had in store for him.

Of course, if Eilangoff had persisted in

returning I should have had to go back with him,

in which case our long and arduous journey
would have been taken entirely in vain. AfteH

turning the situation over and over in my mind,

if it were impracticable to venture right into the

heart of the unexplored Congo country, we

might at least reach Equatorville and try and get

something which would repay us for our trouble.

Eilangoff, however, would not hear of my going
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e and at length he agreed to accompany
rhen, to our surprise (and to the credit

"Gyppies," be it said), Aboukmal, the

lunteeredto go with us, declaring
. that he feared neither savages noi wild

We were immensely relieved to have a

I man with us. and we promised Aboukmal
rnie present on our return. We

ish on at once. Aboukmal left us,

3 itly returned with a number of native

Remember, this was at Lado. They
us, being, in fact,

the lowest and most degraded kind
;

illy
stark naked, and carried

id clubs. Aboukmal told us

it might be advisable t< i go and
riew the local King, an individual

nam N cokola, and try and win his

The suggestion
id favour with us at first,

we rejected it on reflecting
His Ma

ji sty might feel

dish us all up for

rhen, having chosen
ten of the savages as porters,

•

»nce more into the

cannibal country. Of course,
we spoke not one word of their

abominable lingo, but Aboukmal
i us that he would be

to interpret for us. As a

matter of fact, he was so tremen-

eager to do everything
for us, that he led us to believe

could do anything. He did try to

the savages about feathers, however,

whereupon they roared out strange cries

several minutes. We gathered that
.• were going to take us to a regi
re there was any quantity of the

indise we sought. It was on
f November, 1888, that we started on
s from Lado. Altogether thirteen of us
our faces more or less towards Equator-
The journey was most trying

—
through

forests, across malarial marshes, and
formidable rivers. Then, again, the porters

wild b( and fought constantly
themselvi . frequently they got out of

ether, but this was probably due to

e. At length we 'reached
>ou\. ten miles from Equatorville.

r the details of that tremi ndous
At the foot of this hill there lay a

Before entering it, howi .
<

r,
we

: to find out what kind of the
re. I did not like the look of
The: -

ollecting the porters
her, I told them to go in and see if there

were any leathers

our packs and gave

We then opened
men a quantity

there.

the men a

of glass beads, anklets, and other articles to

distribute among the savages. Our porters

displayed great astonishment on seeing the

contents of our packs, and they yelled out words
which we took to mean they would return with

great quantities of feathers. Lilangoff and I

didn't quite know what to make of these porters.
Sometimes we feared that they would turn upon
us and kill us. Aboukmal suggested that he
had better go with them to the village, and to

this I consented. They left us at three o'clock

in the afternoon, Lilangoff and I making our-

selves as comfort-

able as possible
under a tree to

their re-

were
well pro-
with Mar-

IVF ASCENDED THE MOUNTAIN TO RECONNOITRE, AND
IMiHELD AN EXTRAORDINARY SPECTACLE FROM THE

SUMMIT."
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tini-Henry rifles and revolvers, but were well

aware that we could do little or nothing against

a horde of s-avages. We waited for about four

hours, but saw nothing of our messengers. Then
we grew anxious. Suppose they had left us

altogether in that frightful place ? Or, on the

other hand, suppose they were going to call out

the warriors to come and kill the two white men ?

Darkness soon settled down in that awe-inspiring

forest, but still there was no sign of our men.

From where we sat, however, we could see down
into the village, where black figures were

coming and going constantly among the huts.

We were troubled with distressing forebodings.
We could hear cries and shouts in the distance

as we sat there in a terrible state of mind.

Nine o'clock, ten o'clock—eleven, and still

no sign. All hope now failed us, and we
resolved to return on our tracks and escape while

yet we were unmolested. Midnight brought
millions of mosquitoes, which bit us so savagely
that our faces and hands streamed with blood.

We were about to make our way back, when

suddenly we heard a loud uproar as of many
savages shouting, yelling, and dancing. Lilan-

goff never uttered a word, but looked at me
helplessly. We both felt that the uproar meant
the slaughter of our men, and presaged the

inevitable orgie that was to follow. Sick at

heart, we ascended the mountain to reconnoitre,

and beheld an extraordinary spectacle from the

summit. We saw hundreds of excited savages

holding torches ablaze with some kind of animal

grease. Some of them were beating tom-toms
with human bones, while others were yelling
and dancing with a vigour all but incredible.

We watched every movement of the strange host

for several minutes
;
and then, as we turned

away, we realized how utterly hopeless our

position was. It was about one o'clock in the

morning when the hoarse voices died away, and

gradually became silent.
"
They have had

their feast," I thought to myself, shivering with

nausea, "and now they have retired to rest."

While yet I was turning the desperate situa-

tion over in my mind, I heard low voices near

us and saw black bodies moving. We remained
as still as possible, fearing that our last moment
had arrived. Suddenly I gave a cry and leaped

forward, shouting to Lilangoff that these were
no cannibals, but our own men ! And sure

enough there were the porters, with Aboukmal
at their head. Each man was loaded with

feathers, and it was evident that they had made
a very good haul. When thankfulness at our

supposed escape had worn off, we naturally
asked why they had been so long away, and what
was the meaning of the crowds and the uproar.

They told us that some festival had been cele-

brated connected with the moon. It seemed
that the moon had been blotted out by a black

cloud, and it was only when this passed away
that the savages ceased beating their tom-toms
and shouting.
Two days after this our porters advised us to

make for a place called Bussenge, where their

friends in the village told them we should find

very large quantities of feathers. Now, Bussenge
is on the River Chuapa, which has its source
somewhere in the centre of the Congo country.
The inhabitants of Bussenge were reputed to

be cannibals of the most ferocious kind.

I think Lilangoff had had enough after the

last scare, and he strongly advised me not to go
any further into this fearful country.

" Let us return with what we have," he said.

We were doing so well, however, that I wanted

more, and again he consented to accompany me.
So we started off in dug-out canoes, which were

procured by our porters from their friends in

the village. The first few hours passed

monotonously enough, although both banks
were reputed to be inhabited by cannibals.

Strangely enough, it was only I who was troubled

with forebodings at this part of the journey.

Lilangoff was radiant. Suddenly, on our

left hand, a creek appeared. Here we stopped,
and our porters excitedly gave us to understand

that the natives dwelling in it were richer in

feathers than any others. On this we turned

into the creek, which was only about 15yds.

wide. Both banks were flanked by swampy
jungle and mangroves ;

and the tide being low,

we saw prodigious numbers of what looked like

shellfish on the roots of the trees. Presently
we heard voices afar off, and then shouts from

the head of the creek. Apparently these sounds

proceeded from the village. Our porters told

us calmly that these were the Budjas, who were

partaking of a cannibal feast. We paddled on,

however, and half an hour or so later came in

sight of the village itself. Simultaneously we

beheld a fearsome spectacle. As the natives saw

us they gathered themselves together threaten-

ingly on the little hill on which the village

stood. Two or three times we heard loud shouts,

which I took to be war-cries. As we stopped,

the fury of the savages appeared to increase,

and the war-drums were beaten vigorously.

Some of the savages danced round and round,

brandishing their spears. Our porters, on seeing

this, sang songs in some strange tongue, intend-

ing to show "that we were not enemies, but

peaceable traders. It was in vain, however.

The warriors soon increased to a great crowd.

I looked at Lilangoff, and saw that he was

almost in a state of collapse, which was particu-

larly dangerous under the circumstances. I felt
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ed that the creek was Jull of these tribes,

f them still wilder than those at whose

fe now resting. I then ordered

2 A out of the canoes and engage
the savages m conversation. They did, but to

dismay this ended in a light, in which

spears were thrown freely and many of our men
was not surprising, considering that

the • re posted on a hill in an excellent
-

ing this, I am afraid I lost my
head a jam I o;aze away with my rifle,

to do likewise-. I gave
Aboukn. y revolver, and presently all three

ito the thick of the savages.
I mu-,t saw wry much amazed at

and effect of our arms, and, no

very much scared. They
t to have been very much more scared than

r, for descending the hill they
•

i a series of splashes into

and. to our horror, swam swiftly
I not know how many there

. d think a hundred or two.

at the heads in the water,
.'1 a few and drowned

were soon upon us, how-
. and in a few minutes dozens of dusky

hands grasped the gunwales of the canoe in

..

our baggage, with our valuable merchandise,

rifles, etc., was at once lost. I now bitterly

repented, when, too late, not having turned baclf

as Lilangoff advised. The creek banks seemed

to be alive with savages, who roared and danced

and shook their weapons with hideous energy.

I swam to shore, feeling certain that my two

companions were near me. The moment I

Pepped on the land I was borne to the ground

by a rush of savages, who literally threw them-

selves upon me. I thought with pity of my
wife and children, and hoped that the end

would soon come. As I was taken along

through the bush I was knocked about con-

siderably
—kicked, beaten, and lashed— until I

marvelled that, I retained my senses. I was

next hustled into an evil-smelling hut, where

my hands and feet were imprisoned In-

ns of pierced logs in a very ingenious

way. Never shall I forget, a.-, I crouched there

helpless and despairing, how those repulsive-

looking savages danced round me with blazing

eyes and uncouth gestures. I remember I won-

dered dimly what had become of Lilangoff and

Aboukmal. Suddenly the tom-toms began to

reverberate outside, and on hearing these the

savages dragged me out of the hut.

I was taken to what I may call the village
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^Broadway," where, in the midst of a mob of I could

47'

had evidently given wav to his extreme terror

and was fti a 'painful state of collapse. Soon

they released me from the pieces of limber,

and we pushed on outside the village. At

one time Lilangoff and the savages about him

"came quite close to me, and I noticed that he

was crvmg b.tterly. T closed mv eyes, and tried

to-walk resolutely'to the place of our execution.

Suddenly I saw before me a ghastly spectacle—
a huge tree to which were fastened hundreds of

ghastly human skulls
;
wh ile round about were

quantities of bones, unmistakably human. "This,

then,'" I thought,
" :

is the tree of sacrifice." I

nearlv fainted with honor and disgust at the

sight' I witnessed. I had no time to see

whether Lilangoff was Listened to the tree,

but they pushed me close up to it,

hark struck the bones and skulls,

nieiiced to lie me up in a

very painful wav with vegetable

and as my
thev eorVi-

v

fopi

Brjth arms were win

tended, as though I were about

to be crucified. Similarly each

was outstre
1

. .

it

would eo, after the manner of

as far 1

man
Andrewthe truss of St. Andrew ; and

-gether my position \\

which caused me intense srj.fi

ing. Fjnally, round and round

-my throat was passed another

'cord, which nearly strangled me.

I tried to compose myself after

a time, but my heart gave a

great leap when I heard a

sudden loud and fearful scream

of agony behind me. I knew it

was the voice of Lilangoff. I

called out to him, in a

of apprehension, '•Lilangoff, are

you all right ?
J

The only
answer I got were the yells

and cries of the excited can-•11. i i

nibals. A great dance then

commenced, and the drum.
were beaten with great energy.

cold perspiration broke out
11 i 7 7 1

all over me as I speculated now

long would elap>e before my
turn came. T never saw Lilan-

goff alive again. I fancy they
cut his throat. People say that

hope springs eternal, but in that

dreadful moment 1 quite gave
up everything and bade good-bye
to life and all I held dear in it.

I could not see behind me, but I imagine they
took away Lilangoffs dead body for the usual

hideous feast. At any rate, the savagts left Hie,
and assembled at a little distance, where Lheard
shrieks and cries for about an hour. When
darkness fell the whole place was illuminated
with torches. More tom-tom beating and weird

songs. \"o\y and then stragglers came almost in

front of me, and I saw that they had made
themselves hideous with coloured pigments, so

that by the dim light of the torches they carried

they appeared more like devils than men. This
hideous orgie was kept up for several hours, and
at the end of that time all my tightly-bound
limbs had become*umb, lifeless^ and cold.

Next an immense idol was brought into the

middle of the village with shouts of "
Mbtu,

Mbtu!" evidently' the name of the idol. All

the savages went -up to the figure, which was

placed about 40yds. from me
; and after this an

the ghastlyimmense fire wasfjlit. I imagine

„JBmwm

"I GAVE MY NUMB LIMBS A SHAKH. BUT IT FELT AS THOUGH I MIGHT AS \\ ELL

ATTEMPT TO PULL DOWN THE GIANT TREE TO WHICH I WAS BOUND.
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d, and at about ton o'clock

My unhappy friend had

illy
the voices sub-

of the monsters slept

ed brute. 1 could not

return to kill me. but

1 was r< served for

Now that 1 was quite

-til! and dark, I had time

ally, the idea of escape
ie. When I reviewed

ver, 1 could hardly

e my numb lit:

. hut it

I might

tempt :

and.

of futile

I them-

th rough my
and I wound

ling to

If with

about my
i 'inally, on pon-

g all the stories

wonderful escapes
that 1 had ever read,
I led to see what
I 'aid do. I should

you, however, that

limbs had now

considerably.
I could feel that the

is about my throat

were damp, and a 1

gainst them,
I

'

'.t them loosen the

veral

I forced my
throat and both sides

of against
the cord, and at last,

t tart-

. my head. I

iouth and chin down to the first strand.
I

• hew the cords frantically,

ring the blood which flowed from my
At last my neck was free. So far, good.

<!- twice it was very likely that
- wati

ie, but at such a moment
to details of that kind.

I carefully inspected my
I was able. I listened, but

the snoring and grunting

lay about in quaint attitudes.

1 tried to reach with my

mouth the cords that encircled my chest. At
first I thought it was impossible. I bent again
and again, until I fancied I could hear the bones
of my breast and back cracking. I need not

dwell upon my sufferings. I did reach the cord

about my chest and I gnawed that, too, until it

gave way. And as each cord was severed fear

rose with rising hope, until at length I was in a

perfect fever. I was about to commence on the

cords which bound my extended arms, when a

movement in one of

attracted my attention,

Tiii-. IS THE IDENTICAL SLIT OF CLOTHES WHICH THE
.: WOKE DURING THIS TERRIBLE ADVENTURE—SPECIALLY

PHOTOGRAPHED FOR " THE WIDE WORLD MAGAZINE."

the groups of savages
and I saw one of the

cannibals standing

apparently loohing at

me ! He had not

seen me, however, and

presently lay down to

sleep again.
I recommenced my

endeavours again to

release my left arm.

By this time my mouth
was in a dreadful state,

but I had no time to

consider that. I was

trembling, not with

pain, but with fear lest

my endeavours should

prove in vain. Presently
the second arm was

free, and now nothing
stood between me and

comparative freedom

save the cords that

bound my legs. As I

have explained, my
legs were tied widely

apart, and it would

have been utterly im-

possible even for a

professional contor-

tionist to reach the

cords with his mouth.

Certainly my hands

were free, but so

securely tied were my
legs that not even my

most desperate efforts could loosen the cords. I

passed many moments of agony, both mental

and physical. I feared that daylight would

presently appear, and then

Soon I could distinguish the savages one

by one, for the dawn was breaking. It was

terrible to fail, just when hope was raised

so high. Suddenly, a desperate idea came
to me to tear my feet out of my boots by
main force. When we were captured poor

Lilangoff and I were wearing our travelling

boots and leggings, and, of course, the
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savages had tied the cords around these. I

tugged and pulled until I could have screamed

with agon)'. You may judge for yourself what a

seemingly impossible task, it is to drag one's foot

out of a high-laced boot. But it is amazing what

a man can do when he finds himself in so utterly

desperate a situation. I knew that in an hour

or two I would be killed like a sheep and eaten

by the cannibals. I pulled again and again
with superhuman strength, until I felt that my

a white surface suddenly appeared before me.
It was the creek .' It was now perhaps four

o'clock in the morning, and utter silence reigned.
I thought for a moment, and then decided to

swim as best I could to the other side. Scram-

bling down to the bank, I found a section of

an old tree-trunk six or eight feet long, and near
it a lot of human skulls. I lost not a moment.

Pushing the log silently into the water, I

straddled it, propelling myself along with my

"PUSHING THE LOG SILENTLY INTO THE WATER, I STRADDLED IT, PROPELLING MYSELF
ALONG WITH MY HANDS."

foot must be torn from my leg. I was nearly

fainting with pain when suddenly the strong
lace gave way. Out came my foot at last,

smothered with blood. When I tried to put it

on the ground I almost cried aloud with

agony, for it was badly dislocated. I will not
inflict further details upon you. Suffice it to

say that I tore the other foot out, too, and then
found myself unable to stand upright on my
dislocated feet ! I dropped on my hands and
knees and crawled along through the thorny
bushes, which pricked me like myriads of pins.

Turning to my left, I discovered a sleeping
savage. Oh ! it would have been bitter to

have been discovered then. I crept cautiously

along, only half conscious. After a little while

hands. I experienced shocking pains the moment
the water touched my wounds. Full of tremulous

joy, I soon found myself at the mouth of the

creek where we had entered from the river. I

felt the current seizing me and my log, and,

with a great throb of joy, I shot out into the

swift stream of the River Chuapa away down
towards Equatorville, on the Great Congo, which

I reached very soon. A native guide there

came with me to Tobara, in German East

Africa, and from there I went to Zanzibar, and

thence to Europe. As to Aboukmal, I never

saw him again ;
and to this day I am always

asking myself, "Why did not the cannibals

commence by killing me instead of poor Lilan-

goff?"
'

Vol. iv.—48.



\monx the Mead Hunters of Lushai.

\\\ |. HkRUKKT LORRAIN AM' Kred. VV. Savidge, B.A., Ph.D.

: narrative o( two young missionaries who penetrated into a wild and little-known

the natives. Now published for the first time, with a complete set

of remarkable photographs.

\ the north-east frontier of Assam,
en Burma, Cachar,

Manipur, lies the district known

the home ol~ the head-hunting
1 ong and precipitous

hills, mostly running north and south,

. and occasionally a peak,
: o.ocoft.. may be seen

i he lower hills. From its

the horizon,

trees

laden with cret :

ravin i valleys,

and now and then a

tortuous stream
among

ks and ver-

ne into view,

many genera-
tions the Lushais

had their abode
in this wild region,

_ on like real

children of Nature,

i of the

i history
of bl 1 and of

necine war.

ry man, as soon

ould under-

fired

ibition to

-kulls

play

our-

orations

ould

ifficult to deter-

it with

warfare, these people launched

and, when opportunity
I upon unoffending coolies in

_ irdens, murdered them, and
is trophies of their

Thus they became a terror to the
i ontent with this, even,

thi bungalows of

. SAVIDGE (ON THE LEFT) AND
From a

the planters themselves in the hope of carrying
off the head of a white man, which they con-

sidered of much more value than many black

ones. Bya treacherous attack they once murdered
an Englishman and carried off his child alive

into their own jungle. This dastardly outrage
had to be promptly avenged, and an expedition
was sent into their territories to punish the

perpetrators and to rescue the girl. Since this

incident, which hap-

pened nearly thirty

years ago, the British

Government has had

a continuous connec-

tion with the Lushai

country.
But as little was

known of this blood-

thirsty race, we re-

solved if possible to

visit them and ascer-

tain what possibilities

there might be in

them. If men of such

courage had their

energies directed
into another channel,

we thought they

might become an

infinite blessing to

their fellow-men.

After trying to

enter their country
for two or three

years, we at last ob-

tained permission to

live among them.

We were entering

upon a new under-

taking and visiting

a strange country,
but we were full of

hope. There were

tv. o modes of con-

veyance open to us. Either we must walk a

distance of r5o miles, taking all provision with

us for the way ;
or go by a more circuitous

route by water. Although it would take more

time to reach our destination, we chose the

latter as being more convenient and more

comfortable.

We engaged some native boats; and by look-

MR. LORRAIN—IN LUSHAI DRESS.

Photo.
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OUR TWO MISSIONARIES ON THEIR WAY UP INTO LUSHAILAND—THEIR
BOATS Wl RE OFTEN ALMOST DASHED TO PIECES.

From u Photo, by tlic Authors.

ing at the accompanying illustration it ma\ be

seen that these- are not very commodious affairs.

They are about 24ft. long from prow to stern,

and covered with a roof of bamboo matting
raised about 4ft. from the bottom, to protect
us from the heat or the rain. Two men are

required to propel each boat, which is done by
one man using an oar in front, and by the other

dexterously twisting the rudder, which assists

the motion as well as guides. We could not

stand up, nor sit with any comfort upon a raised

seat, but had usually to take up a recumbent

position. In this limited space everything had
to be done. Eating, drinking, bathing, and

sleeping were undertaken about as easily as the

same operations could be performed under a

dining-table.

Early one morning we were awakened by
hearing the boatmen shout, "Allah! Allah!"
and as we peeped out we saw that we had
reached a point where a strong cataract com-
menced. The men were standing up to their

waists in the water, and vainly endeavouring
to move an inch against the rushing torrent.

We quickly jumped into our clothes, and it

was a case of "all hands at the pump."
When climbing such dangerous places,

strong ropes have to be fastened to the

boat, and men clamber over the rocks
where they can find a foothold, and drag
it along as best they can, while others are

standing on the prow and stern, pushing
with bamboos to keep the craft from being
upset or dashed to pieces against the
boulders. Five days, six days, passed, and
when the seventh arrived we began to enter
the mountains.

The photograph gives an idea of the

scenery, and the boatmen are seen resting
after a hard pull up a strong and dangerous
cataract. The picture shows the steepness
of the precipices, and the disposition of

the trees among the rocks. Sometimes, in

going through such a gorge, we found our-

selves in a deep pool with scarcely a ripple
on the surface, and yet the stream was

flowing very swiftly. In such places the

water was too deep for punting, and pro-

gress could only be made by using a

bamboo with an iron hook attached to

one end, and holding on to the overhanging
branches and jerking forward a few yards
at a time. The rise and fall of the water

is so rapid at times, that pieces of wreck

may be seen swinging high in the air tied

to a tree, the boat having been submerged
when the water had suddenly fallen in the

night.
Sometimes trees which have been hurled

down in the floods have to be cut away and a

passage secured before an advance can take

place. At another time the stream may be so

shallow that the boat must be carried bodily
over the surface. For seven or eight days more
the journey is continued without the sight or

trace of a human being. Wild boars occasion-

ally swim across the water as we advance, and

eye our boats as though they were some huge
animal monstrosities. Chattering monkeys and

barking deer relieve the monotony of the still-

ness, and gaily plumaged birds are constantly

darting upon the butterflies and insects as they

flit from tree to tree. An opportunity occasion-

ally occurs for a stroll along the bank, but it is

hardly advisable to venture out, as wild animals

abound everywhere. We once desired to stretch

our legs by taking a walk in the jungle, but had

not proceeded far before we disturbed a tiger's

cub just in front of us, and as the mother was

probably not many yards away, we considered it

safer to take to the boats again.
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I i another occasion, .1- we were slowly

moving alone, an immense tiger came within a

rds of us to the water's edge to dunk.

w
1 n he had satisfied his thirst he sat down

1 his haunches and ' -it us, with as

much nonchalance and composure .is we might
I at him if he had been in a cage at

the year the insects

terrible nuisance, and try the temper to

It is always necessarj to

well under a muslin curtain before

1, or it would moan a very

and restless night. It was no

tint:- urrence lor a man to tumble off the

the water, and when we took a

punl le for exercise, we did not always
the same calamity. This was more in-

ii nt for us than for them, as we wore

and they did not.

nteendays of this kind of travelling

ame in sight of the first village in Lushai-

land, and you may be sure that we hailed with

n its chimneyless habitations. Our

lay now only thirteen miles up the

mountains at an elevation of about 4.000ft.

We were delayed
at

the vil 1 e

Sairang trying

get
- for

our It

woul aire

us of a

'he

iwful experi-
: a stay in

that abominable

:ring the

Mountains
arround it

that never a

blow
t he-

sultry air. I' r-

spiration 1

ly pour-
hole

body, and myr-

•

buzzing in the ears or taking a vicious

delight in tormenting and making life almost
un '

I as soon as the sun sets,
the air becom- with millions of sand-

flies, a tiny and almost invisible insect, but
which settles upon every conceivable spot of
the body, burying itself in the hair and giving
sharp, needle-like pricks, which form into blisters

and irritate to the ver^e of madness.

The only way to make existence endurable
is 10 burn a kind of ant's nest, which is found

there, and to sit in the smoke of it. The sand-

flies decidedly object to the odour of this, and
so do we ; but it is preferable to being bitten,

although our eyes and noses are incessantly

limning from the stinging nature of the smoke.

At last we left that inferno and started on our

walk up the mountains. As we rose higher and

higher the atmosphere gradually became cooler,

and when we reached Fort Aijal, our destination,
it seemed as if we had been transported to

the regions of Paradise when compared with

Sairang.
The next photograph is a picture of part of

Aijal. The large bamboo house on the left is

the post and telegraph office. Above it, on a slight

elevation, is the residence of the Political Officer.

The building on the extreme right is the Law
Courts. The smaller building just below this is

the Treasury, guarded day and night by sentries.

As soon as we arrived at Fort Aijal we chose a

spot about a mile away upon which to pitch our

tent. We were close to a Lushai village, and
our arrival was a signal for men, women, and
children to turn out and crowd round us. We

Jlk I I J!K I. 11 HOUSE ON THE LEFT IS A POST AND TELEGKAI'H OFI

'rout a Photo, by the Authors.

had learned a few words and sentences of their

language, picked up from Bengalis, who traded

mg them, and we used our little knowledge
as much as we could.

At first they stared at us very suspiciously,
and were amazed at the idea of a white man

knowing anything of their tongue. The village

chief and his wife came to receive us with great

ceremony, bringing with them a bottle of their
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haunches, ranged like

sentinels to guard us.

Our first step was to

get up a house, and
with this object we
called upon the chief

of the village to ask his

help. He promised his

assistance, and men
were sent off to get

trees, bamboos, cane,
and other necessary
materials.

The accompanying
photograph shows the

Lushais in the act of

splitting bamboos, pre-
vious to weaving them
into walls and floors.

The forked post in

the extreme left of the

picture has been erected

to display the skulls of

animals slain in sacri-

fice. When we arrived

the Bengali traders had
been forbidden to sell

salt to the Lushais by way of bringing a refractory
chief to submission

;
but the authorities kindly

consented to our giving it as wages until our

house should be completed. When this became
known men poured in from everywhere, and in

a fortnight we were able to occupy our new
home.
We now get a view of the house in its

finished state. To the left is a Lushai village

BUILDING A IIUUSE KOR THE WHITE VISITORS— MEN WERE SENT (ill- TO GET TREES, BAMBOOS,
From a Photo.] cane, and other NECESSARY materials." [fy the Authors.

native beer and a very substantial glass to drink

it from, but we declined with thanks. By means
of an interpreter we made known our object in

coming to them, and soon they began to show

signs of becoming friendly. The youngsters

displayed their zeal by plucking up all the weeds
on the spot where our tent was to be raised,

and the older ones assisted so much, that in a

very short time we had a comfortable place to

sleep in.

Some of the more daring
even ventured to lift up our

coat-sleeves to see if we
were really white under-

neath our clothes, and
exclamations of surprise

greeted us when they dis-

covered that we were even
whiter there. Our legs also

came in for a share of

inspection, and called forth

the same expressions of

amazement. Had we got

any guns ? was almost the

first important question they
asked us, and they were
astonished to hear that we
had no deadly weapons
with us at all. When we
went to bed we saw through
our tent door about twenty
Children squatting 011 their From a Pkoto.l could look down upon the clouds.) [by the Authors.
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.1 hundred yards away. From

many as fourteen ram hills

. 11 in ihe distance, and in the rainy

the clouds have settled in the

and look like

I snow.

j

eneral view of

1; will be noticed that the

built in irregular streets and on the

nol work, and sometimes allows his nails on his

hand to grow to an inordinate length in

order to demonstrate this. Each family has to

contribute a certain amount of rice every year
towards the support of the chief, and a portion
of every animal taken in the chase is his right.

In return for all this he makes the interest of

his subjects his care and attention. The old

men of the village, presided over by a kind

ES ARE BUILT ON PILES. \_!>y the Authors.

a hill. To obviate the difficulty of

way the earth to obtain a level spot,
houses are built on piles. The situation

ep that the back of a
- a support as long as 20ft. or

to mak floor level. Inside is a rude

th, and a raised platform used as

ed on shelves and on the floor

-Is and be< r pots of clay. At
round inclosure, used as a bin to

r the family for the whole year.
.d fowls are continually passing in and

lit, and eat up any scraps that may be left after

meal. Under the house is the home of pigs,
. and every kind of dirt and

long building almost in the

tun is the house occupied by
:

village chief. All widows, orphans, and

particular care, and live in a part

dwelling, labouring for him in any way

f has absolute control over his

f life and hi differ in

mon people, only he does

of Prime Minister, are convoked when any

important matter is to be discussed, and the

town crier walks round the village and, with a

loud voice, informs the people of the will of

their Sovereign.
The chief's wealth consists of cornelian beads

and a few necklaces handed down to him from

time immemorial, or taken as plunder in their

civil wars. He also possesses a number of

bison, and on the anniversary of some great

event he kills one of these animals and gives a

1 to his subjects. During an occasion of

this sort the invited guests sit round a large

earthen pot filled with beer brewed from rice,

and one of the company dips in a horn and

passes it round until all have drunk. This
• on day and night for three or four days,

all of them singing the while a most mournful

dirge, until they either become too intoxicated

to take any more, or else nature gives way and

they all succumb to sleep.
The square building with the untidy grass

roof to the left of the chiefs house, and just

below it. shows the position of the bachelors'
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A LUSHAI MAN AND WOMAN—THESE ARE THE KIND OF PEOPLE
OUK MISSIONARIES LIVED AND WORKED AMONG.

From a I'hoto. l>y the Authors.

quarters. To the left of the picture, standing
in the centre of the principal street, half-way

up the hill, may be seen the village smithy.
Here the blacksmith, with very primitive tools,

turns out spears, choppers, hoes, and other im-

plements. All the villagers pay him a certain

quantity of rice every year for his support, and
thus he becomes a public servant and gives his

services willingly to anyone.
The next photo, gives us a fair type of a

Lushai man and woman. They have high
cheek bones and slightly almond-shaped eyes,
and belong to the Mongolian race. They each
wear a long cloth about 7ft. by 5ft., made by the

women. .Men and women part their hair in the

middle and do it in a knot at the back of their

heads, fastening it with massive brass and bone

pins, one of which may be seen sticking out

behind the head of the man, to the left of the

picture. This mode of wearing the hair and
the loose cloak cause the two sexes to have so

much the same appearance that at first it was
difficult for us to distinguish male from female.

The man's ornaments consist of a barrel-

shaped cornelian, tied by a piece of string

through a hole in the lobe of the ear
;
a few

rows of tuniuoi.se beads round his neck, and
sometimes a ring of iron or other metal on his

finger. The appendage from his throat is

made from the tail of a goat, which has been
sacrificed by him, and is worn as a charm to

ward off sickness and protect him from evil

spirits. His pipe is made entirely of bamboo.

Underneath her loo^e covering a woman
wears a short petticoat of blue cotton. Her

ear-rings are made of discs of ivory, as large as

a napkin ring, placed in a hole in the lobe of

her ear, which has been gradually extended
from her infancy until it has become large

enough to receive the final ornament. Her

pipe is a marvel of ingenuity. The bowl

is made of clay and turned towards the

face, so that she may see when it wants

replenishing, or requires poking with the

iron pin which is suspended from the stem.

The lower part of the pipe is made of bamboo,
elaborately carved, and is used as a receptacle
for water, in which the smoke is purified before

it reaches the mouth. As soon as this water

becomes impregnated with nicotine it is carefully
collected by the husband in a small gourd, and

sipped as a bonne-boucke, or offered to friends as

a mark of hospitality. The wife is constantly

busy getting wood and water, or cooking the food,
and doing other household duties, while the

husband is away looking after his cultivation.

This photograph represents a Lushai woman
of neglected appearance, and by no means a

type of beauty. They are none of them remark-

able for their cleanliness, either as children or

adults. As a rule, a baby is not washed after

its birth until it is about three years old, and a

middle-aged person after forty often bids good-

bye to water for the remainder of his natural

life, which under such a regime is not very long.

The old woman is smoking the indispensable

IF BABY CRIFS, HE IS GIVEN A WHIFF OR TWO OF MAMMAS

From a. Photo.} dirty old pipe. \by the Authors.
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when the baby grows uneasy she

thrusts it ii mouth, and after a whin or two

it ! il and happ The child is

lie hip of the mother, and enjoys
i at all tim<

ible to walk he begins
i stand in the most

- without showing the least

all \\m>.\ ame

ge bean from different

I to knock over

md were glad to get back to their

native jungles. They love to perch their hou

on the highest peaks, and to look down from

their dizzy abodes upon the clouds as they roll

up the forest-clad valleys ;
or else gaze upon

the sea of mountain peaks and ranges, stretching

away to the horizon in all directions.

In the picture we notice that the top of the

roof of the next house below is lower than the

floor of the house above. This will give some
idea of the steepness of the mountain sides

i hi-, i

the opponent which is placed on its end
.round. At a certain season of the

white ants take to themselves
band of children may often be seen

-ound the hole from which the insects

ding upon them with great zest
1

ii shoppers and raw young rats

amiss to some of the young-
liui

gives a very good idea

I ishais construct outside

children of the mountain
ar>d not endure to be confined or

5ome few, whom we took
narrow streets quite un-

SES ON 1111. HIGHES1 PEAKS AND LOOK DOWN UPON

[by the Authors.

upon which they build. These platforms are

the favourite places of resort of the whole family.

In the chill winter mornings they sit here en-

joying the warmth of the sun, and in the

summer evenings they equally enjoy the cool

breezes. Sometimes a kind of screen will be

rigged up, and beneath its shade the daughter
of the house will sit weaving or sewing, while

her sweetheart beguiles the hours by telling

stories.

We now show a very good illustration of the

bachelors' quarters, erected in every Lushai

village. These buildings are for the use of the

young unmarried men of the community. ^ hen

a youth reaches the age of fourteen or fifteen he is
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THE BACHELORS QUARTERS ERECTED IN EVERY LI Ml.\

From a Photo, by the Authors.

no longer allowed to sleep at night in his fathe

house, but shares, with the other young men
the village, the building shown in our pic-

ture. These bachelors' quarters, like all

Lushai houses, are built on piles, and are of

great size, as may be seen by comparing the

figures in the picture with the building.

They are constructed of bamboo and wood,
and are thatched with grass. The bamboo-
mat wall in the front of the building comes
to within 4ft. or so of the ground, and it is

through this long, low aperture, by carefully

lowering the head, that entrance has to be

effected. Immediately inside, a barrier

about 4ft. high, intended to keep out pigs
and goats, runs from side to side across the

entrance, and this has to be vaulted before

we are really inside. In the centre is a clay

hearth, where every evening in winter a

huge fire is lit. At the farther end the floor

is slightly raised, and forms a kind of dais,

upon which, as well as on the floor round
the fire, recline some 200
men. Some sing, others

stories of their ancestors,

present knows by heart and yet never grows
tired of hearing repeated.

Strangers from other villages, if they have
no friends with whom to stay, are welcome
to these bachelor clubs, and have always
some news to tell in which all are interested.
^ hen we arrived in a village the chief
would generally put a building of this

description at our disposal, and, as a mark
Vol. iv.-49.

r s

of

of respect, the young men
would sleep at their homes
as long as we chose to

occupy it. They would,

however, fill the place
until quite a late hour,

smoking their pipes and

listening with the greatest
interest while we talked

to them, sometimes for

hours together, about the

wonders of God's creation

and of His love to man ;

and no more interesting

spectacle could be wit-

nessed than that crowd of

savage, upturned faces lit

by the ruddy glow of the

fire.

Here is an interesting

picture, showing the

primitive mode the

Lushais have of carrying

water from the springs

in the valleys to their

homes on the heights. The long, narrow tubes

in the baskets upon the backs of these two

I VILLAGE

or

relate

which

youngmore
;

thrilling

everyone

WOMEN CARRYING WATER IN B\MHOO TUBES.

From a Photo, by the Authors.
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5TACHE OUT HAIR F.V HAIR, WEARS WOMEN S
a woman's WORK.

From a Photo, by the Authors.

ire simply pieces of hollow bamboo cut

:onvenient length and shaped at the top into

a kind of lip to facilitate pouring. The women
the picture have just arrived at the village

a hard climb with their bamboo tubes full

r. This constant carrying of heavy loads

.nd down hill develops the calves of the

an enormous size, as can be seen by
_ it the woman on the right.

We have called the above a photo, of a
" man-

<r want of a better name. It is a
man who. for some mysterious reason, wears

and ornaments, smokes a

and does a woman's work. His
ime moustache has been pulled out

hair, and it is only his deep, manly voice

divulges strangers that he is not

what he pretends to be. Throughout
I -hai hills there are several of these

and when one knows that the

o the lion's share of the work of

g that a man should volun-

n himself their duties. It is

hat the
" man-woman "

in

n appearance, by far the neatest
and cleanest person in the village. Here and

there among the hills are also to be found

women who wear men's clothes, smoke
men's pipes, and do men's work.

The accompanying photo, is a portrait of

an exorcist. Every village has one or more
of these men, who are supposed to be \< :

in the art of driving out evil spirits. Siek-

ness and pain of every description are

therefore ascribed to these unseen beings,

and directly a man falls ill he naturally

desires to appease the anger of his supposul

oppressor, and calls in the exorcist. When
the latter arrives he leans over the prostrate

figure, feels the pulse, and, with a very wise

look on his face, declares that a fowl, dog,

goat, or pig must be sacrificed to drive out

the demon. The prescribed animal is soon

procured, and the exorcist, accompanied by
a friend or two, takes it outside the villa

and. under the shade of a spreading tree,

blows a conch-shell, mutters divers incanta-

tions, and sacrifices the victim.

Meanwhile his friends have busied them-

selves in kindling a fire close by and in

boiling a pot of water. The heart, blood,

and other uneatable parts of the sacrifice

having been deposited on a tiny bamboo
altar for the demons to devour, the animal

is pulled to pieces and boiled in the pot.

THIS INDIVIDUAL DRIVES OUT EVIL SPIRITS—HE IS ALSO A FAMILY

From a Photo.\ doctor. [by the Authors.
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When ready, the exorcist and his friends sit

around the fire to enjoy the feast, and when

they have had sufficient, a piece, which has

been preserved for the purpose, is taken to the

sick man for him to eat. In bad cases this

generally proves to be the last straw, and the

patient rapidly grows worse and succumbs under

the treatment.

Next we have a photo, of a platform, erected

on the very edge of a precipice, to the memory
of a departed chief. The posts are adorned
with the skulls of the animals killed by him

over graves, for a chief is never buried. Instead,
his body is placed in a kind of coffin made of a

hollowed-out tree. Every crack and aperture is

then carefully sealed up with clay and the coffin

placed in the house immediately in front of the

family hearth. A small hole is then bored in

the bottom of the coffm and a hollow bamboo
tube, one end of which is buried in the ground
under the house, is passed through the floor

and inserted therein. A fire is lit on the hearth,
and it is the duty of the widow to sit and keep
this fire burning for three months or so, day

PRECIPICE-PLATFORM ERECTED IN MEMORY OF A DEPARTED CHIEF—NOTICE THE SKULLS OF BEASTS KILLED BY HIM.

From a Photo.

when alive, or sacrificed by his friends at his

funeral. Most of them once belonged to the

gigantic tame bison, of which the Lushais are

so proud, and the rest to wild boars and wild

goats. A beer-pot, very probably the one used
at the funeral revel of the chief, hangs on the

farthest post to the left. Away down in the

valley rolls the thick, white.mist so characteristic

of these hills, while beyond, the forest-clad

heights rise clear-cut against the sky.
These memorial platforms are generally

erected outside the village close to the path,
and offer a very pleasant seat to tired travellers,
as seen in the picture. They are not placed

by the Authors.

and night, by the end of which period nothing
but bones remains. These are carefully deposited
in a basket in a corner of the room, and only

brought out on special festive occasions, when
the skull is covered with a cloth and stuck on top
of a dummy body and paraded round the village !

Our Grammar and Dictionary of Lushai just

published by the Assam Government, we hope,

will encourage many others to learn their lan-

guage, and assist them yet more in the acquisition

of wisdom, and we trust that the Gospels which

we have had printed in their own tongue will

be the means of bringing the Lushais more peace
and happiness than they have hitherto enjoyed,



Mrs. Parkinson Among the Cannibals.
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the superb courage of a charming lady living in the far-away Cannibal Islands of the
Mr. O'Malley took down the particulars from Mrs. Parkinson's own lips ; and the
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Mr. O'Malley
incu: well known to every European in New Britain. The photographs add enormously to

the interest of the narrative.

ROM time immemorial have the

n.lines o\ certain women I

honoured for deeds <A the most

heroic valour, and to this long list

heroines are, from time to time,

more names and more deeds reflecting

-m of the gentler sex.

if high-spirited women, whose

irage has distinguished them and
: the admiration of the world, I

I'm Wide World Magazine to add
::ier name, and recount another deed which

proves that, even in the wilds of the Western
the courage of womanhood is manifest.

The heroine of this sketch, I might mention,
'known and most popular

in the far-away and little-known

larck Archipelago, and not only is

she ed and beloved by the

small white population of New Britain,
but she is simply adored by the hordes
of human monsters cannibals to a

- who have come within the
: civilization owing to her great

influence with them. And this bring-
- to a state of civilization is in

elf no small matter, as many of
he natives about Mrs. Parkinson are
men of the most savage character, to

whom the slaying of a fellow-creature
but a pleasure, and who, worse than
istsof the field, devour their kind,

id revel in the blood of the unfortu-
nate victims of their ghastly ferocity.

Mrs. Parkinson, who is a strikingly
handsome woman, as you may see for

yourself in the accompanying photo-
graphic group, is by birth a half-caste

Samoan, her father being at one time
nerican Consul at Samoa

;
whilst

on her mothers side she is descended
»m the line of Samoan chiefs. She

in Apia in June, 1863, and
: the present day about thirty-six
s of age. She was educated at the
an Catholic convent at Apia, and

at the early cteen years became
hard Parkinson, a

f English descent, who

nanager for the

visited these weird

Britain

me

German planting firm at Apia. When she had
been only two years married, her husband
decided on going to the then unknown Island

of New Britain, and his young wife, with that

undaunted courage which characterized her

after-life, resolved to accompany him and share

by his side the dangers and perils which she
well knew would have to be undergone. But
what a spirit of self-sacrifice do we see illustrated

in this young girl, who gave up all that she held
dear— the land of her birth, home, parents,

friends, and all the pleasures of a young life—
to go in obedience to the dictates of her heart

with the husband of her choice, into an unknown
land teeming with cannibal savages

—a land

HERE WE HAVE 1IKS. PARKINSON HERSELI (iN THE FOREGROUND), Willi HER
From a] family, a native servant, and mr. parki behind. [Photo.
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THE FRUIT MARKET, RALUM, NEW BRITAIN. THIS WILL GIVE YOU A CAPITAL IDEA OK THE NATIVES.
From a Photo, by Captain Cayley Webster. />> hindpermission rfMr. lusher I 'n

the very air of which is almost poisonous to

breathe, impregnated as it is with the dreaded
malarial fevers. Calling from these remote

islands, I ask for Mrs. Parkinson the sympathy
of her British and American sisters.

It is not my intention to recount the many
trials of that life— the perils through which Mrs.

Parkinson and her husband passed unscathed,
and the bravery and fearlessness displayed by
her in times of great danger— for I feel that it

would take an abler pen than mine to depict
those achievements and do justice to them.
But from out of that long list of heroic deeds,

any one of which would, in civilized lands, win
her renown, I take one which in itself places
her in the very front ranks of the heroines of
the world.

Several years ago New Britain was in the

throes of a deadly warfare, for the native in-

habitants resented the encroachment on their

territory of the white man, who, year after year,
increased in number and desires. Many were
the attacks made on the settlers by the in-

furiated savages, who found, however, that they
were, in the end, being slowly driven back to

the fastnesses of their hills, owing chiefly to

the modern appliances of warfare which, when
opposed to their own simple spears and slings,

wrought terrible havoc amongst their armies.

Eventually the attacks ceased, and the native

warriors retired to their villages ;
but this proved

to be only a calm before the storm.

During this time it was with considerable

bravery that Mr. and Mrs. Parkinson, as well as
Mrs. Forsayth (a sister of Mrs. Parkinson, and

the head of the

trading linn ol

E. E. Forsayth),
averted an
attack on their

h o m e s and
saved their pro-

perty from the

ravages of the

natives. But the

climax came
when a German
b a r q u e w a s

wrecked off Port

PJreton, to the

south of New-

Ireland, and
close to the
scene of the

landing of the

unfortunate
Marquis de Ray
expedition. The
crew of the

vessel were killed and eaten by the natives

of the place. News of this disaster reached

New- Britain, and it is said by some that a

white trader, in opposition to the Forsayth
firm, taking advantage of the ghastly affair,

informed the natives that the wrecked vessel

was one belonging to the Forsayths, and
had on board a crew of New Britain natives.

Now, the countrymen of the supposed victims

became so exasperated at the thought of

their fellows being eaten by the New Ireland

cannibals, that they determined on being

revenged on the owners, through whose instru-

mentality they averred the men had been led

to their fate.

For many days afterwards the tattoo of the

garament, or native drum, reached the ears of the

white people, as it summoned the tribes to a

great meeting, which took place at the village of

one of the most renowned cannibals of the

island, Tipuk by name. The meeting was one

of the largest ever held by the natives, there

being fully four hundred savages present. It

was unanimously decided that they should take

advantage of the temporary absence of Mr.

Parkinson, who, feeling confident that the natives

had now desisted in their attacks, had gone to

Birara, a district some considerable distance

from his home, to attend to some land matters.

With their full force the savages decided they

would make an attack on Ralum, the station of

Mrs. Forsayth ;
and also on the house of Mrs.

Parkinson, afterwards carrying off both ladies to

the bush to- a fate worse than death. It was

resolved that Mrs. Parkinson was to become the
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pro:
1 okinkin, one o\ the most powerful

e Ranluana district, whilst her sister

equally awful fate with another

..'. in the interior of the island.

itely for both ladies, however, a native

i Mrs. Parkin-

. kind

that lady of what

mtemplation, and

ire put on her

id. but not in time to

1 .arlv on

the day fol the dis-

the scheme fully

hundred natives

to the grass plot

in
•

ol Mrs. Parkinson's

. armed with titles.

gs, and spear-, together
- ami net with

which to bind and carry oil'

their victims. It was alter

wai • that the

white trader before referred

to had actually lent the

ral rifles, and

many rounds of ammunition.

help them in effecting

their hideous purpo The conduct of this

man appear- inconceivable, and is best left to

the execration of civilization.

Luckily for the intended victims, and un-

:ily for the fiends who intended carrying out

their horrible designs, there were at the time on

the station one-

hundred Bouka
omon Is-

lands) labou

but as Mrs Par-

>n had only
six rifles in the

-he had
sent the labour-

i Ralum, the

: of her sis-

learsand
- and an
h had I

:ied through

the

iouka

andotherisl

But
had not re-

turned when the

on the house and ' ' " W1

j.
i .

ii- 1 HE .li- OB

From a Photo, by Captain Cayley Webster.

A SEW BRITAIN CHIEF—THE KIND OF .MAN WHOM
MRS. PARKINSON INTERVIEWED FROM HEN VERANDA.

From a Photo, by Captain Cayley Webster.

By kind permission of Mr. Fisher Unwin.

dancing before the bungalow seen in the pin

ph.
A- the foe neared the house—most hideous

demons covered with their gorgeous war-paint

this heroic woman, Mrs. Parkinson, boldly
advanced on to the veranda
with her rifle and stood

facing the awful mob of

savages, intent on their

dreadful object. Seeing her

thus, a chief named Tokalap
advanced from the crowd,

accompanied by a few others

with ropes and the net, but

he had not come forward

many paces when Mrs.

Parkinson, bringing her rifle

to her shoulder, commanded
him to halt, threatening at

the same time that if he

advanced another step she

would shoot him dead. The
chief thereupon halted, and

the intrepid woman, her

motherly fistincts aroused to

the utmost tension by the

sight of her toddling babe,

who lay crowing with infantile

jubilation close beside her, again commanded
the cannibal chief, in a clear, ringing voice, to

retire amongst his people. The savage, who

was evidently much discomfited by his unex-

pected reception
- -

having doubtless thought
that his conquest would have been an easy one

E SAVAGES DECIDED TO MAKE AN ATTACK ON

MRS. FORSAYTH."

Bv kind permission of Mr. Fisher Unwin.

RALUM,
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THIS IS A PHOTO. OF THE IDENTICAL BUNGALOW IN WHICH
From a] CANNIHALS. THE HEROIC LADY HERSELF IS

—hesitated, but again came the sharp command,
"
Quick ! Go away, or I fire !

"

Reading resolution in the face of the dauntless

woman, Tokalap retired among his hundreds of
hideous followers, who began excitedly to discuss

the situation. It was evidently against their

orders to kill her, or they could have easily shot
her down as she stood there facing them.

It happened that at this time a chief of the

Londyse tribe in Bouka was on a visit to Ralum,
Mrs. Forsayth's place, to sec how his boys, who
acted as labourers, were being treated on the

plantations ;
and at the time of the attack he

was on the veranda of the house with Mrs.
Parkinson. Seeing the intention of the natives
to harm that lady, the Londyse became very
excited, and standing up before the crowd,
he began to dance and chant the Bouka war-

song, calling on the natives to come on, and he
alone would fight them, at the same time hurling
the most foul epithets of his language at the
New Britons, who were now in front of the
house. Now, these natives, although not under-

standing the words of the chief, could read
defiance in his actions, and, suddenly realizing
the ridiculousness of two persons—and one of
them a mere woman—defying their hundreds,
they yelled out to each other, and made a rush

upon the house. They had not advanced very
far, however, when the hundred Bouka boys,
armed with spears and large butchers' knives,
which are used as trade, came rushing before
the bungalow. This lucky arrival, without a

doubt, saved Mrs. Parkinson from shedding
blood, and from the awful fate that most
certainly awaited her. The Bouka men now

MRS. PARKINSON WAS BESIEGED BY THE
SEEN' ON THE VEKANDA. [Photo.

drew up in line

before the house,
under the leader-

ship of the chief

of Londyse, and
each one simul-

taneously rising

stamped t h e

ground with his

right foot, at

the same time

giving vent to

their dreadful

war-cry, which

seemed to strike

terror into the

hearts of the

attacking natives.

They began to

retreat. Mrs. Par-

kinson, wishing
to avoid a fight

between these savages, commanded the Bouka

boys to remain where they stood
;

but their

savage blood was now thoroughly aroused, and
the war-song again burst forth, to the tune of

which the New Britons still retreated. As soon
as the retiring party reached the beach they

began the attack, and the firing of rifles and

sling-stones then commenced hotly, whereupon
the Bouka men, with piercing yells, rushed the

attackers, who eventually broke and fled, being

pursued for miles by the labour boys.
I leave it to you, my readers, to realize the

heroism of this action. Transport yourself in

imagination to the wilds of far away cannibal

New Britain, and picture to yourselves this

woman, alone and unprotected, standing up
before a horde of savage monsters, defending
her honour, her home, and her children. Hold-

ing the savages at bay as she did by her most

heroic valour, judge for yourself whether I am

justified in placing her name upon the list of

renowned heroines.

The reward of Mrs. Parkinson's bravery can

be seen exemplified at the present day by the

respect and devotion manifested for her by the

very natives whom she held in check on that

memorable occasion, and the most devoted of

all, you will be interested to know, are Tokalap
and Tokinkin, the two chiefs who organized

the attack. Mrs. Parkinson to-day is happy in

the companionship of her husband and family,

surrounded by a staunch circle of friends,

honoured by the lords of the soil, and free at

last from the dangers and perils which she

encountered and overcame during her past

years.



"HERE IS A VIEW OK IT TAKEN FROM WESLEY LAKE.

From a Photo, by Wilcox, Asbury Park, New Jersey.

The Strange holy City of New Jersey.

By Chas. Sydney Clark.

elation to all British people and a good many Americans. The streets are barricaded at

:rvice time. There are rigorous laws regulating personal behaviour, and yet the people walk about
he streets in bathing-dresses! The author was threatened i with arrest for taking some of the

remarkable photos, which illustrate his description of this extraordinary and fantastic city.

'O-CALLED Holy Cities, controlled

by more or less fanatical authorities,

and to which religious folk resorted

to praise, pray, and worship, have
existed in the East from the earliest

But I think you will agree with me that

: would hardly expect to find in bustling,
f-fact America—and that at the end of

nineteenth century
—a veritable Holy City of

ze and of all but incredible character

—a city, too, which is to millions of sincere

:is what Mecca and Medina are to the

Mohammedan.
1 a city . however, and

is located on the Atlantic coa>' of

. about fifty miles from
irk and eighty-five north-

iadelphia. Here is a

of it taken from Wesley Lake,
nd . the tent -houses of

the inhabitants. Of these

- . more hereafter. Beyond
all c if the most

ting products of

American civilization.

with just such

:id customs, and so

ild hardly
. in any other country

at a: I-
is, ind

I i entury
"

or the Cape
to C

That our Holy City is in existence at all in its

present size, beauty, and odour of sanctity is in

itself quite a modern miracle. Forty years ago
the site was a barren wilderness, where one found

only oak and pine timber, white sand, and

exhilarating ozone. You would as soon have

looked for a large town planted in the Sahara

Desert. So recent is its rise, indeed, that, as

will be seen in the next photograph, thousands

still live in huge tents, scorning such sybaritic

luxuries as houses. In this same photograph,

by the way, you will notice that the roadway is

SO RECENT IS ITS RISE THAT THOUSANDS STILL LIVE IN HUGE II iRNING

SUCH LUXURIES AS HOUSES."

From a Photo, by the Author, specially taken/or
" The Wide World Magazine."
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HERE WE GRASP THE SITUATION OF BOTH CITIES —OCEAN GROVE, THE HOLY CITY,
ON THE LEFT, AND ASBURV PARK, THE SECULAR CITY, ON THE RIGHT.

From a Photo, by the A uthor, specially taken for
" The Wide World Magazine."

barricaded. This is always done on week-days
whilst religious services are being held.

It is not in the least degree likely that the

most enthusiastic dreamer among the fervent

Methodists who chose this place for their
"
camp-meeting

"
because it was far removed

from towns and
the contaminat-

ing influence of

the railroad—it

is not likely, 1

say, that they

imagined for a

moment that

the barren spot
would be made
to blossom like

a rose and be-

come a vast, if

eccentric, water-

ing-place. It is

evident that the

legislators who

gave to a small

gathering of

enthusiasts such
unusual powers and privileges never supposed
that these would be exercised in a great and

populous town.

But stupendous is American energy. Stupen-
dous, too, is the power of the almighty dollar,

particularly when backed by religious enthusiasm.
What is impos
sible to a people
who can create

in three days an
Italian garden

looking cen-
turies old, on a

sandy do w n

where trees
never grew—as

these people did
at Deal, a

suburb of the

modern Holy
City? Yes,
Ocean Grove,

Asbury Park,
has grown and
flourished like

the tree which
the Indian juggler coaxes from a seed in a few

minutes.

It is a twin city this, because, like many other

Holy Cities, it has an inner part, or holy of

holies, where religious folk are supreme and

religious exercises almost the sole occupation.
But there is also a secular city, devoted to

Vut. iv— 50.

THE STREETS ARE BARRED ON WEEK-DAYS DURING THE FELIGIOUS SERVICES AND
ALL TRAFFIC IS SUSPENDED."

From a Photo, by the Author,.specially takenfor"The U 'ide World Magazine."

pleasure. In the accompanying photo, we at

once grasp the situation of both cities. Ocean
Grove, the Holy City proper, lies on the left,

and Asbury Park, the secular city, on the right ;

the waters of Wesley Lake rolling between.

Ocean Grove may be called the inner sanctum.

It contains a

great temple,
known as the

A u d itorium ;

the 1 a r g e

churches
;

the

Children's
Temple ;

and
the homes of

the clergy. Here
the Ocean
Grove Associa-

tion, w h i c h

originallyowned
all the property,
is supreme, and
the "Blue
Laws," which
the irreligious

ridicule, are in

fuH force. The place is, in fact, a bit of

Puritan New England, with the atmosphere of

that delightful epoch when it was a crime for a

man to kiss his wife on Sunday.
A Scottish "Sawbath" is, it is not too much

to say, a mad, delirious whirl of gaiety compared
with a Sunday
in Ocean Grove.

As may be

seen from the

next photo., the

streets of the

town are barred

o:i week-days
during religious
:. 1 vices, and all

traffic is sus-

pended for the

time. Moreover,
the public and

private conduct

of the citizens

m ust at all

times be above

suspicion.When

Sunday comes

round, however, the entrance-gates are closed

altogether— for Ocean Grove is fenced in and

has gates —and vehicles and bicycles are abso-

lutely forbidden to enter. Thanks to an arrange-

ment made long ago, trains are forbidden to

stop at the station on the Sabbath day, and ten

thousand travellers are forced to alight at a
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I m Sunday.
. no buying

permitted.
If a man

a l

• insist uPon

nlk in i e, he must

himsel! and

mregenerate milkman

in the manner scon in our

On the right in the

s the milkman s

_ outside the gates ol

i

jty
.in Sunday morn-

A recent order contemplates

irther restrictions, and plainly

- that the faithful really devote

much time to secular

ive, as its name would

city in a -rove. Its

ON THE RIGHT VOL- SEE THE
MILKMAN'S CART WAITING OUTSIDE

THE GATES OF THIS STRANGE
CITY."

From a Photo, by the Author,

specially takenfor "The
Wide World Magazine."

School of Theology and

the Missionary Training

School, and prayer meet-

ings. Besides these there

are such weird relaxations

as musical half hours, surf-

meetings, and twilight

gatherings.

Just across tiny Wesley
Lake lies Asbury Park,

. LAKE LIES A--

WH1CH IS HERE GIVEN."

Wilcox, Asbury Park. Net)

are named after apostles of

ism and places named in the

and although it contains in

summer many thousands of people, and

h busii transacted, absolute
- in its mysterious streets

. whilst only in a few

.hfares does the sunlight

afy canopy above.

this much you will gather

Holy City is not
"

all

Beer is, indeed, very
. and anyone

forthwith to gaol,
r not.

are unknown
;

but t thing, lectures,

Divii the Summer

I A FAMILV RESEMBLANCE TO GONDOLAS, AND ARE

THE POPULAR CONVEYANCES OF THE PLACE.

From a Photo, by the A uthor, specially taken for
" The U 'ide H 'orld Magazine.
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THE NARROW STREAM WHICH ROLLS BETWEEN THE GOOD AND THE FRIVOLOUS 1> SPANNED
BY A PENNY BRIDGE.

From a l'lioto. by Wilcox, Asbury Park, NewJersey.',

a good view of which is here given. This

dividing lake, by the way, is quite a lacustrine

curiosity. It commences on the sea-beach, from
which it is separated only by a narrow strip of

sand, extends half a mile between serious Ocean
Grove and pleasure-loving Asbury Park, and
terminates in the centre of a bustling city with

great public buildings, banks, electric railroads,
and huge retail shops. The lake is also

crowded with boats, having a family resemblance
to Venetian gondolas, and these are the popular
conveyances of the place. Moreover, at times,

when the lake is spanned by arches of coloured

lights, and thronged with swiftly-moving illu-

minated boats, it becomes
a veritable fairy spot.

apparently far away from
the influence of the sinful,

workaday world.

This narrow stream,

then, like the Jordan (to
which it is often com-

pared), "rolls between"
the good and the frivol-

ous, and the penny bridge
which spans it might be
termed the connecting
link between the two

parts of this strange
Siamese-twin of a Hob-
City.

Asbury Park, the secular

section, has miles of beau-
tiful

streets, bordered by
houses set in the greenest

of lawns
;

as well as a

magnificent ocean front

with an imposing drive,

bicycle path, and pro
menade.

Also, it has well-built

business streets and a

thousand hotels and
boarding

- houses. The

accompanying photo,
shows some of these

hotels, and incidentally

conveys an accurate idea

of one of the streets just
mentioned. And yet, not-

withstanding all this, it is

just as "
correct

"
in its

demeanour as Ocean
Grove across the lake,

and equally peculiar. It

is a city that was planned
from the beginning pre-

cisely as one would plan a

house, and not allowed to

grow up suffering from the ignorance and neglect
of early settlers. Asbury Park is a town which

may have 50,000 inhabitants in summer, and yet

may be practically deserted in the winter season.

It is a great watering-place where casinos or

theatres are unknown, and where you would look-

in vain for gambling palaces and places where

intoxicating liquors are sold. Furthermore,
there is no horse-racing or yachting; and, in

short, hardly one of the stereotyped attractions

of an ordinary "seaside resort/' And yet,

amazing to relate, ten thousand visitors come to

Asbury Park every day during the height of the

season. Most of these are not from the great

SOME OF THE THOUSAND HOTELS OF ASBURY PARK.

From a Plwto. by Campbell, Lon? Branch, New Jersey.
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must it be supposed that the visitors take their

pleasures sadly. It is perfectly true that, either in

i ). ear) ('.rove or Asbury Park, one is reminded at

every turn that the ecclesiastical eye is upon
the frivolous. This reminds me that the

most prominent object on the great board-

walk at Ocean Grove (on the Pilgrims' Path-

way, to be precise) is a statue of an angel,

whose legend runs (and it is well and widely

understood) that the wreath she bears is for

circumspect young women who, under the

searching gaze of the celestial creature, resist

the blandishments of attractive young men on

moonlight evenings, and "
sit up and behave "

in the strictest manner and at all times.

Notices in bath-houses and on the beach

prescribe modesty in bathing costumes and

demeanour, and state, moreover, that the police

will arrest those who transgress the rules. One
of these notices is shown in the accompanying

photo. The sign reads : "25c. will not pay for

— THE WREATH WHICH THE ANGEL

ury Park,
New Jersey.

cities, but hail from the small

towns and farms of the interior

of the Unil For

nowhere else in the Union can

the native American, taking
r 'her pleasure, be catered

- here. Nor

'

KJss^ J£

DARK** REASONS KNOWNm

1 lik HOLY CITY YOU CAN READ FOR YOURSELF.
From

pecially takenfor
" The II 'ide II "orld Magazine.

"

<1 THE LEFT YOU SEE A NOTICE REGULATING BEHAVIOUR ON Till-; BEACH.

Prom a Photo, by Campbell, Long Branch,
New Jersey.

a bathing suit for sky-larking

on the beach. Patronage of

this kind not desired."

Indeed, the police seem to

be invested with extraordinary

powers; nor need they commu-
nicate to the public their

reasons for taking action. The

next snap-shot shown is ('lie

which can be easily read, and

speaks for itself. The notice

is distinctly imperious and

autocratic in tone, even to the

signature
--

"J. A. Bradley,

Ozvner."

Photographers, by the way,

are required to procure licenses,

and are carefully watched when
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ONLY PLACE IN AMERICA WHERE PEOPLE PROMENADE THE STREETS
IN BATHING COSTUMES."

From a Photo, by Wilcox, Asbury Park, New Jersey.

making exposures lest they should take what is

held to be an ''improper" picture. I may
mention that vehement protest was made against
the taking of some of the snap-shots which illus-

trate this article.

Notwithstanding all the rules and regulations,

however, the young people who come to the

place are not to be repressed, and "drive a

horse and cart," .is the lawyers say, through the
"
blue Laws.'' With the innate contrariness of

their race, when

any attempt is

made to infringe
their personal
liberty, they
actually go so

far as to do

things which

they would never

dream of doing
elsewhere. This

probably ac-

counts for our

Holy City being
the only place in

America where

people may 1 ie

promenad-
ing the public-
streets in bath-

ing costumes.
You will see this

for yourself in

the

the snap-shot here given. As you may
suppose, it is one of the strangest and most

bewildering of sights to behold a matron,
fair, fat, and forty, with a bewhiskered
Elder of severe and savage mien, together
with their family of attractive sons and

daughters, appear on the doorstep ready for

the bath, and proceed through the streets

to the sea with all the solemnity of a funeral

procession. As in Eastern cities when the

harem passes by, the ladies are not supposed
to be seen, and it is considered very bad
form to observe them too closely. To
photograph them is to commit a grievous

sin, and if the ladies in our snap-shot had
not stopped for a moment to coax along
the reluctant little toddler behind, our

photograph could not have been taken.

All this is the more remarkable because

on the beach it is not considered improper
to assist a lady to float or swim—or even

to loll with her by the hour on the sands,

even if you happen to be but slightly

acquainted with her. You may even sit by
her while she combs her flowing locks,

like another Lorelei, and dries them in

sun. The oddity of such proceedings
attracts no attention whatever, because every-

thing appears to be forgiven to a bather.

Bathing, by the way, is the great passion of

these people
— the one great business of the

daily routine. And when the white flags go up
and the life-savers mount their tall platform-

perches (as we see them in the photo.), everyone
who is strong enough to venture outside his

door either goes down to the beach to bathe or

NOTICE THE LIFE-SAVERS (TO THE RIGHT) ON THEIR HIGH PERCHES—THEY LOOK AFTER THE BATHERS.

From a Pliolo. by the Author, specially taken for
" The Wide World Magazine."
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n to the great board-walk to look at the

nment freely upon their

ruliarities. You couldn't deceive

by artificial aids to beauty at Asbury,
knows ju^t how you look in the

1 have m

ilk more

This,

I may tell you,

an imposing
• made

planks,
miles

E

: this jut

various

pur: t h e

remarkable

the place re-

served for children, where
nder Bradley has placed a superannuated

and a cage which at one time held

also a few boats and other in-

_ toys, in which the little ones take the
•

delight. This phase of life in the Holy
> well shown in the photo, here reproduced.
s not too much to say that Asbury Park-

1
. ive seems as much like Heaven to

SOME OF THE PECULIAR "TOYS" PLACED ON THE PIEKS FOR CHILDREN BY
1 KINDER BRADLEY.

From a /'/;,)/(>. by Wilcox, Asbury Park, New Jersey.

good - natured

children as any place below the skies can pos-

sibly be. Everything imaginable is done to

amuse and instruct the little ones. There is a

children's temple, specially set apart for their

use : and the children's chorus, instructed by
Professor Talis-

ses Morgan, is

famous all over

the continent of

America, mem-
bers coming
from as far north

as Nova Scotia

and as far south

as the W e s t

Indies. This re-

markable chorus

is organized pre-

cisely like a

military unit,
there being a

battalion of

altos, a battalion

of sopranos,
and a battalion of (unclassified) boys. The dis-

cipline of the thousand young people is quite

perfect, and the singing of the chorus has been

highly praised by technical experts. Both this

remarkable chorus and that of the adults give

superb concerts in the great Auditorium—a vast

building in which 10,000 people easily find seat-

ing accommodation. A very striking photo, of

the interior of the building is next reproduced.

HE VAST AUDITORIUM—IT HOLDS IO.OOO PERSONS, AND IN IT ARE HELD ELEVEN SERVICES A DAY !

From a Photo.
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Talk about a Holy City ! Why, eleven services

a day are sometimes held in this building, and

at each one of these a huge crowd is present,

making the attendance at least 50,000 a day—a

record which is believed to be unapproached by

any religious building in Christendom.

The annual Baby Parade, which takes place

in August on the great board-walk, is one of the

most remarkable festivals in the world associated

with childhood. Thousands of children, dressed

in their best and gayest, foregather in the

Auditorium, and then proceed along the board-

walk, headed by a first-rate band. From

BABY PARADE IN THE HOLY CITY— THOUSANDS OF CHILDREN DRESSED IN THEIR BEST AND GAYEST
PROCEED ALONG THE BOARD-WALK HEADED BY A FIRST-RATE BAND."

From a Photo, by Stauffer, Asbury P-i>k, New Jersey.

30,000 to 50,000 people witness this parade,

coming from all points of the compass ; and,
in their eagerness to see and admire the

children, they pour in upon them until it

is with difficulty that a narrow lane is kept

open. Our photographer has also recorded
this interesting phase of life in the Holy
City. In the parade figure huge elephants of

cloth and wicker-work, bearing howdahs in

which the children ride, carriages decorated
with flowers, hundreds of little boys and girls in

gay and grotesque fancy dress, quaint babies
with dolls' carriages and babies in miniature

cabs, emblematical cars and "
floats

"
containing

graceful tableaux, and every conceivable variety
of decorated vehicle likely to appeal to children.

Valuable prizes arc awarded to those having the

best-decorated vehicles ; also to the heaviest

baby of less than one year, to the child under
two years who has made the longest pilgrimage
to the Holy City, to those wearing the

prettiest costumes, and so on. The small

babies competing for prizes are, of course,
the chief attraction, and there are hot
favourites and rank outsiders, just as at horse

races.

Few who live within reasonable distance of

the sea can imagine the delight with which

those who live long distances inland fly to the

embrace of Old Ocean. As I have already

remarked, the

majority of the

pilgrims come
from the hot,

dusty interior of

the continent,
and so are natur-

ally devoted to

bathing. No at-

traction— save

perhaps the re-

ligious services

alone—can draw

people away from

the beach and
board-walk. Here

you will see folk

from all over the

United States,

Canada, and the

West Indies— all

sorts and condi-

tions of men and
women.

Estimates of

the number of

bathers at other

places merely
excite derision at

Asbury Park, where on some days the immense

number of 25,000 persons bathe in surf which

would be considered exceedingly dangerous else-

where. The snap-shot next reproduced conveys

some faint idea of the scene. This extraordinary

mass of dripping wet humanity is "out for a

lark/' as they consider it, and Holy City or no

Holy Citv, they contrive to enjoy themselves

like 'frolicking children. You may hear them

shouting, laughing, and screaming, and see them

diving through the breakers like dolphins, and

being hurled back in wriggling masses to the

shore, only to return to the charge again and

again. The water is warmer than in the

northern latitudes, and the shock of the break-

ing wave's is considerable. In spite of this,

however, the bathers remain in the water for
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VENTURE INTO THE SI RF.

.- a Photo, by the Author, specially takenfor
" The Wide World Magazine."

hours at a time. As a matter of fact, you may
crowds in the water at one point, whilst

an is so violent as industriously to be

king to pieces the board-walk and piers at

another.

Our last photo, shows part of the crowd
i the board-walk itself, watching the bathers,

latter are so fond of the sport
that they remain near the shore all the winter,
and venture into the water every day. There
are probably no better surf-swimmers in the

world than some of these pilgrims, except

sibly the Samoan and Sandwich Islanders.

. re plenty of boys who come racing
in on planks, riding on the top of a huge

just as do
inhabitants of

America's latest terri-

Of course, acci-
- threaten some-

times, and more or

heroic rescues

ommon that

are soon for-

I must not

in this brief

r i p t i o n of
- curious

a

inder

- man
has pr< re-

paper notice than
other indh

in the United

Heroes like Hob-
son and Dewey
may come and
go, but Bradley

appears to go on
for ever, doing odd

things, and doing

good incessantly.
He took up Asbury
Park when it was
a desert, and he

has seen it be-

come what I have

described.

The liquor-
sellers of the nei^h-

1 touring country
are his pet aver-

sion, and he wages
continuous warfare

against them.

Altogether the

singular spectacle is presented of an American

city practically governed by a private indi-

vidual who does not hold any office, and is

not a politician, but who has been able by
sheer force of character to enforce prohibition
and morality for upwards of twenty-five years in

a town filled with constantly-changing crowds of

visitors. When you consider that only five

miles away lies the American Monte Carlo,

Long Branch, and that all round the Holv City
are resorts where liquor-selling and gambling
are rife and unrestricted, Bradley's invisible

"dead line" round his town may justly be

regarded as one of the wonders of modem
civilization.

OE THE Ckov. U ON THE BOARD-WALK WATCHING THE BATHERS.
From a Photo, by Wilco.v, Asbury Park, New Jersey.



At the Wrong End of a Carbine,

By Major G. J. Younghusband, Queen's Own Corps of Guides.

The eallant Major speaks very lightly of his narrow escape from death. He also tries to discount

his own splendid pluck in undertaking that trying and dangerous mission, which was at the time of a

strictly secret nature. We feel sure, however, that our readers will form an accurate judgment of both.

we four subalterns giving a ball to the elite ol

Simla society. It was in this wise. Happening
one morning to meet the Major in one of the

passages of the office, and a greeting of some sort

being necessary, I blurted out the first words

that occurred to me, which happened to be,
" Good morning, Major. Haven't seen you for

a long time." YVhich, to say the least of it, was

rather an unhappy opening for a young officer

who ought to have been sitting daily at that

Major's feet. However, fortunately he did not

catch on to that aspect of the greeting, but

rather the social side, and in a voice like the

last trump toned down to the convenience of a

walking funeral, he boomed :

"
No, Young-

husband ; your ways are not my ways. I look

on you young fellows as mere apes of society."

And then he passed on.

That gave us our cue. We were mere "
apes

of society,"' and so society should jolly well have

a ball out of its apes. Being all quite penniless,

besides owing our tailors and bootmakers a

year's salary apiece, of course nothing short

of a ball,

"

with champagne, the Viceroy's

THIS IS MAJOR i BAND, Ol l"HE G VLLAN1 <. ; IDES.

ONE FEELS HE Is APT TO DEPRECIATE HIS OWN EXPLOITS.

From 'i Photo, by Cowell, Simla, India.

OME years ago, when both I

and the world were a bit

ounger, a kindly fate and Sir

Charles

me to Simla
Macgregor translated

an unpaid
attache in the Intelligence Branch of

the Quartermaster-General's Department.
There are no such things as unpaid attaches

nowadays. These humble individuals have

blossomed forth into staff-captains and

staff-lieutenants, with gold-laced clothes,

aiguilettes, and general haughtiness; whilst

they are under a certain obligation to earn

their pay by doing a sufficient quantity of

work. But in my days, being unpaid, no

conscientious scruples intervened, and I

don't think I am libelling anyone when
I say that most of us made a point of

doing not more than a suitable day's work,
as an unpaid officer. We were four in

all, a merry crew, and quite disliked by
our immediate taskmaster, who was an

austere man, and painfully fond of hurling
Biblical anathemas at us at inconvenient

times and places. Which very fact, incon-

gruous as it may appear, led indirectly to
Vol. iv.— 51.

I BLURTED OUT,
' GOOD MOKNING, MAJOR.

A LONG TIME.

HAVEN'T SEEN YOU FOR
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verything tip -top, would suit

the ball we did, and as mere

On all the invitation cards and
"nl menus tour apes disported theni-

branches, each oi which was labelled
••

Intelligence Branch." These branches each

. tree marked "Q.M.G.'s
. ach oi the apes had, sur-

ly, the photographed head

1 remember Lord William

i our guests, and made a

ch at supper, too. The Major,
Ji invited, did not come. However,

all this has not much to do with a carbine,

_ nd or right ; except perhaps indirectly.

ctly thus. As a result of all the

sociability I one day found myself so

in office that, clearing away all useless

impedimenta from my capacious office-table,

and getting down a couple of volumes of the
'

I lazetteer of Afghanistan," T made myself a

pillow thereof, and at full length went fast

p on this sacred pyre.
" To him enter "•—

as the play-book says
—Colonel Mark Bell, C.B.,

V.C., head of the Intelligence Department, and
a right good sort.

I cannot quite remember what I was

dreaming about, but the dream gradually
>lved itself into the likeness of a grey-

haired officer, with a spiky moustache, which
said vision sent me bounding off the table,
like a field-officer from his charger, before

last of 2.fen-de-joie.

course I expected a good blowing-up, if

nothing worse. But, as I have said, the Colonel
was a rare good sort, with a soft spot for the

and I think he saw that all four of

and perhaps I especially, had been going
•

pace a bit too hot, and that possibly we
meant for better things, such as being shot

die good of our country. So, entirely

icring my unhappy plight and surroundings
ellent lunch was in the corner and my

rrier and a novel in the office chair), the
I blandly asked me whether I knew of an

' mides who would go on a sotne-

lazardous job for him. Now, it did not
for a moment that he meant to

-olden opportunity to me—more
under the present unhappy circum-

so I began at the top of the list of my
and told him what exceedingly fine

one and all, and how each
r than the last. However,

d to suit him, and he gave
int and went out of the room. But not a

"
Rip/' the fox-terrier, and I

itulating each other on having got
off so easily, the Colonel put his head in at the

door again and said,
"

I suppose you would not

care to go?"
Bless his heart ! Go ? I should think I

would—at five minutes' notice too, if he wanted
it. However, there was no such desperate hurry
about it. I was to go back to my .egiment,

taking with me a pile of books and maps bearing
on the regions I was to pass through ;

and I

was to say nothing to anyone, but quietly and

carefully study these, and live my usual regi-
mental life, with its polo, sport, and soldiering,
till the call came. So back I went to the

regiment, and learnt those books and maps
pretty well off by heart; but, as weeks and
months went past, I thought the Colonel had

forgotten me, or that my sins had been too

grievous, and another had been sent in my
place.

I had almost given up hope, for Sir Charles

Macgregor was at death's door and Colonel Bell

had gone to China, when suddenly, during the

Lahore Polo Tournament, in which we were

playing, a telegram came directing me to proceed
at once to Calcutta, and there receive my
orders. Dearie me ! How I did jump at it,

and how excessively slow Indian trains did

seem. Arrived at Calcutta, I received my
orders, and though at the time they were deadly

secret, and rightly so (for news flies apace in

Eastern countries, so that not only my personal

safety, which was a minor matter, but also the

success of my mission, would be seriously

jeopardized if information of my journey and its

object should get ahead of me), I think I may
now, thirteen years later, divulge them without

breach of confidence.

The year was 1886. The Burma War was
in full swing, and our forces, under Sir George
White, Sir William Lockhart, and other fighting

generals, were pushing steadily northwards and
eastwards through the dense forests and jungle-
covered hills. Across the Salween River lay

the Eastern Shan States, with Kiang Tung as

their capital ;
and this was, as then foreshadowed,

to be the ultimate goal of our operations in that

direction. But to reach Kiang Tung from

Mandalay meant crossing all the mountain

ranges, and all the rivers, great and small, at

right angles
—a serious hindrance to military

operations. Therefore it occurred to the head of

the Intelligence Department that some easier

route might be found by which these ranges could

be turned, and the natural highway of a great river

or valley made available. To find this route

was my mission, and I was to go accompanied
only by one Ghoorka from my corps ;

a Ghoorka

being fairly easily disguised as a Burman, Shan,
or Siamese, so long as he is not too carefully

examined.
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It is not necessary to bore the readers of a

light narrative by asking them to look at a map ;

and it will suffice to say that the only way for

us to get through the many bands of dacoits,

who, thoroughly roused by the military opera-

tions then proceeding, infested every forest, was

to travel fast and make a wide detour. That

detour was some 800 miles in length, led us

through many hairbreadth escapes, and took

about six weeks to accomplish. And now at

last we are coming to that wretched carbine,

which is the ostensible reason for this story.

Throughout the whole of our journey I had

to make a careful survey of the route followed,

working at the average rate of some twenty-live

miles a day on travelling days. This had to be

done with the greatest care and secrecy, however,

to avoid detection—and a bullet through the

back. For safety's sake we generally attached

ourselves to caravans of Chinese merchants, I

posing as an American missionary (may Heaven

forgive me!), and my Ghoorka as a Burman. But

at the same time this arrangement necessitated

additional precautions to prevent our fellow-

travellers from noticing my sketching operations.

VVhat subterfuges we went through, to be sure
;

how many dozen times did my pony get a stone in

his hoof (though stones were painfully scarce), or

PING BEHIND, nil Of SIGHT "I- THE CARAVAN, I TOOK
THE SOUND OF THE MULE BELLS IN

drop a shoe, or otherwise require to lag behind !

One caravan leader, indeed, was so impressed
with the infirmities of that pony that he strongly
advised me to shoot him and have cjne with
the beast, replacing the deficiency by buying an
excellent steed of his own, which never got
stones in its feet or dropped a shoe.

However, I got out of that suggestion easily

enough by pleading our poverty. We did this,

by the way, on every available occasion, for fear

the temptations to kill the supposed golden
goose should be too much for our fellow-

travellers. And a golden goose in truth I was,
for throughout that long trudge, and most of

the way back, waking and sleeping, I carried

Rs. 3,000 worth in gold leaf on my person.

Luckily for the surveying prospects, most of our

journey lay through thick forest, through which
the path would deviate backwards and forwards,
but never went straight for 50yds. at a stretch

;

consequently dropping behind I was almost

immediately out of sight of the caravan, and took

my forward bearings on to the sound of the

mule bells in front. In the way of arms, both

1 and my Ghoorka always carried in our hands

Martini-Henry carbines (I was a sporting mis-

sionary or nothing at all), and these when
mounted we rested with the butt in a small

bucket on the off-side of

the saddle, but to anchor
us to precaution, this

bucket could not remain

on the saddle when we
dismounted.

I found that the car-

bine hampered me ter-

ribly in my survey

work, but, neverthe-

less, for about 750
miles I never let it out

of my hands. But,

alas ! one day, when

nearing my goal, I was

caught napping. Owing
to the heat and dirt,

bad food and expo-

sure, both my eyes had

become much swollen

and inflamed
;
and as 1

could not spare both at

a time, I used to bandage
them up by turns, so as

to give each its fair share

of rest. Dismounting for

the hundredth time one

day, to take some bear-

ings and make notes, I

placed my carbine, loaded
MY FORWARD HEARINGS ON TO

a n ^ ^ fu ]J qqq^ ( a
FRONT."
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Martini-Henry carbine cannot

side

the trunk.

my /'.

making my n<

when I

unds, as 1

• another caravan

2 om behind. 5

.out 1> md at

. I quickly slipped my
. and instruments

>t -pockets, and

heeling casually about,

.
. t foi my i arbine.

//

box of

indeed. Here was 1.

a narrow path in a dense

: sight and hear-

my one friend, my
750 miles from

anywhere, and some infernal

t the right end of

my carbine, loaded and full

. whilst I was at the

_ rid ! Now, a situation

.his sort strikes different

in different ways. Sup-

El
it could happen again,

ould probably strike me
differently from what it did

But at the time I was

dy a bit cross about my
. and the sudden dis-

of the loss of my
carbine, instead of inspiring

immediate concealment

of my behind the

5t tree at

hand— ter still, a rapid strategic retreat

1 my Ghoorka orderly
—filled me with rage.

muzzle end of a Martini-Henry
.

;

:

1

iint( •; straight at one, is an exceed-

lall thii.. specially in a darkish

but, just about the time I had reeled off
'

of the Chinese compliments above
.' iddenly beheld the deadly barrel.

it was. sure enough, about 4yds.

ight rear, peeping through a

ghl was,
'" What a juggins

not to have pulled before," My
;

1 make a bound at that

all the fury I could muster. There

thunder, and then a great
dark d to envelop me.

. to this world my Ghoorka
ore on the ground with his

THERE WAS A CRASH LIKE THUNDER, AND THEN A GREAT DARKNESS SEEMED 10

ENVELOP ME."

back to me. He was busily taking away my
character as a soldier in combined patois and

signs to the caravan leader.
"
Well, well,'"' said

he,
"

I might lose my head or my purse
—or

even my best girl ;
but my carbine

" and he

walked over and sorrowfully spat in the fire.

Glancing across for the hundredth time to where

I lay, he saw what he had wearily waited for—

an open, wandering eye ;
and with one bound

the faithful fellow was beside me covering my
hand with tears and embraces.

Judh Bir and I have done many a year's

soldiering together since
;
but he has never vet

(I can see in his secret heart) quite exonerated

me for the loss of that particular weapon. But,

for my own part, from that day to this I have

made a particular point of keeping at the right

end of my own carbine, at any rate.



Now the Choctaws Keep Their Word.

By William R. Draper, of Wichita, Kansas.

An able member of the " Kansas City Star "
staff astonishes British readers with an account of

the all but incredible executions among the Choctaw people. A condemned redskin gives his

promise that he will come along and be shot a year hence ! In the meantime he may marry or go
to the ends of the eai.h ! But a broken promise is all but unknown among them.

HERE is the American or English-
man who would desert bis happy
home and go back to a place several

thousand miles distant to be shot

to death, simply because he had

promised he would return to his own execution ?

Would he not rather

shrink from death and
break his promise ? But

there is one race of people
who would not. The
Choctaw Indian, when con-

victed and sentenced to

death, never fails to keep
his promise to come back
to the execution ground on
a fixed day and meet his

fate. He leaves everything
behind to go alone to his

death, rather than break

his sacred word. Choctaw
honour is something mar-

vellous—a veritable revela-

tion to the ordinary hum-
drum person.

It is generally supposed
that the Indian is degen-
erate, with no principle :

but the custom I am writing
about has prevailed among
the Choctaws for the last

half -

century, and is one
which sharply challenges
the assertion that Choctaws
are an irresponsible race
of redskins. When they
give their promise it is con-
sidered absolutely binding.
That Choctaw honour is

sacred was proven clearly on

July 13th last, when William

Going, a Choctaw murderer,
returned from Cuba, leaving behind him his bride
and riches, to fulfil a promise he had made to

return and be shot to death. He went to

Cuba, under no bond or guard, and with the

sentence of death hanging over him. And
when a brief note came that July 13th had been
selected as his execution day, he left all and

WILLIAM GOING WENT TO CUBA AKTEK
BEING SENTENCED TO DEATH. HE FOUGHT
IN THE WAR AND THEN MARRIED AND
SETTLED DOWN. BUT HE LEFT ALL AND

CAME HOME TO BE SHOT.

From a Photo.

hastened home to his native land and the grave.
Is it not amazing ? Does it not sound fantastic?

No matter. It is known to be a solid fact.

There was no necessity for the throwing away of
this life

;
it was merely to fulfil a promise. And

(icing's case is only one instance. There are

hundreds. Romances and

tragedy fill every one
;

the

details being the recital of

brave deeds — of men who
are under a strong senti-

ment that a promise is

sacred. There is no deny-

ing that the Choctaw Indian

will steal and murder ;
but

he has the good trait of

keeping a promise, though it

costs him life itself. It is

true that if a Choctaw
murderer escapes before he

has been sentenced there will

be little chance of capturing
him. But once tried and

convicted, he may be turned

loose and allowed to go any-
where alone. If alive on

his execution day he will

come back to his death.

Sometimes this strange

system is faulty. While thus

liberated pending death, the

condemned man occasion-

ally gets careless or wilful,

and shoots men for mere

sport. "Why shouldn't
I ?

"
he says to himself.

"
They can only execute me

once." These instances are

few, however.

Whenever an Indian is sen-

tenced he hastens away from

his native country and lives

where little is known about him. Sometimes the

condemned men are shot within three months

after the sentence is passed, but in most cases

the execution day is fixed at six months after the

sentence. ' In many cases appeals are taken,

and a great number of condemned men have

gone free for as long as two years, pending a
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HE CHOCTAW SHERIFF, WHO HAS
rY-TWO INDIAN'S. [Photo.

hearing of their case. People wonder

country is situated, where the
-

lonour of one's word is so carefully observed.

The Choctaw nation lies in the south-east

of the Indian Territory of the United
The surface is mountainous and covered

ivy timber. At present the population
< )f this

10. i i 7 are
1 are

. o Indians of

ther tri

-

the remainder

le who

by con-

United
i mcnt.

1 iiOC-

came

half a

The

a national

the

( Choctaw citizens. This body makes all the laws.

A principal chief enforces these laws, while under

his supervision are a number of judges. The
laws arc poorly constructed, and there is much
fraud practised by the shrewder element of the

population. There are few towns of importance
in the Choctaw nation. No roads except the

cattle trails, and only two railways traverse the

interior.

The Choctaw full-blood is indolent and lazy,

while the half-breeds are progressive, and are

now learning more to follow modern customs.

The full-blood is scrupulously honest, but a half-

breed will worst you, if possible, in the matter of

trading. The promise of any of them, however,
can be accepted in good faith. These Indians

possess a fair degree of good sense, but their

mind is sluggish, and not quick to grasp an

idea. The quarter-blood of to-day is intelligent

and shrewd. The Choctaw is of a dark brownish

colour, and, as a rule, tall and straight. The
full-bloods wear trousers, but no shirts, leaving
the upper portion of the body bare. The
women dress as do the poorer class of whites,

but when they have a fine dress it is always a

gaudy red. Among the better class of this tribe,

however, there is nearly everything to be found

worn and used by a white man. And this is

the race who would die rather than break a

promjse.
Half a century ago the Choctaws were just

getting comfortably settled in their present
home. After a long march they were glad to

enjoy a quiet life. The council had been

formed, and chiefs and judges elected. About

this time Chinnuble Harjo, a full-blood with a

bad reputation, killed his sister for a trifling

IDIAM COURT OFFICERS—CLERK, JUDGE JAMES, DISTRICT ATTORNEY, AND SHERIFF WATSON.

From a l'hoto.
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disobedience. This was the first murder among
the tribe since they had come West, so they

svere determined to make an example of Harjo.

The principal chief called his council together,

and they passed laws making murder and stealing

hi<m crimes and punishable by death. Harjo
was duly arrested and sentenced to die. The

law-makers, however, had inserted a clause in

the new law allowing a condemned man three

months of life after he had been sentenced to

death. After Harjo was sentenced, he demanded
the three months' stay, and of course it had to

be granted. But now the thing was, what to do
with the prisoner in the meantime?

" Put him in gaol,'' said the chief.
" We have no gaol,'" the old judge replied.
"
Well, then, employ a guard for him."

" But where is the money to pay a guard ?

The treasury happens to

be empty," replied the wise

old judge.
This staggered the chief,

and he did not know what

was the use of passing the

law. He wanted to repeal
it. But the judge had an

idea. He called the

prisoner before him and
said :

—
"
Young man, you are

to die in three months
from this date. In the

meantime you are free.

If you do not return to

your ex ecu ti (Mi your
parents will be for ever

disgraced."
The judge's action

created no little excite-

ment, yet all believed that

Harjo would return. He^/
come back, and met death

bravely. The tribe thought
so well of the custom that

they adopted it, and agreed that thereafter all

condemned men should be treated likewise.

After this the Choctaws frequently had occasion
to commit their fellows for murder, and two or

three times every year some murderer or robber
was shot to death. Until ten years ago there
was no such thing as a reprieve, and whenever
an Indian was sentenced he was sure to die on
the day appointed. The executions soon became
a matter of common interest to travellers—
particularly as the news of how a Choctaw
valued his honour became current. As a rule,

the Indians left the nation after they had been
sentenced and lived with the whites until the

day of their execution. It seems that they

RED BIRD, THE QUARTER-BLOOD CHOCTAW, WHO
1 HIS SWEETHEART A DRAMATIC FAREWELL

From a\ in the ballroom. [Photo.

desired to conceal the fact that they were living
under such a fearful cloud. There is only one
instance where an Indian failed to keep his

promise, and so great was the disgrace to his

parents that they committed suicide. In some
cases the condemned men left the United States

altogether while their sentence was pending, but

they invariably returned to die. Details of a
few of these weird executions cannot help but
be of interest to readers of The Wide World.

Fifteen years ago the Interior Department, or
Union Agency, at Muskogee, I.T., was in need
of a Choctaw Indian clerk, to assist in revising
the census rolls. They sent word to the Choctaw
chief and asked that he might send an educated
Choctaw to assist the white clerks. Albert Red
Bird was the name of the Choctaw who appeared
in a few days to fill the place. He was a quarter-

blood — tall, lithe, and
handsome. His black

eyes glistened with intelli-

gence, and his toilet was
immaculate. Red Bird
was a graduate of the

Indian college at Carlyle,

Pennsylvania. The young
Indian's bearing was dig-

nified, and his address

cultivated. The Indian

agent soon recognised in

his Choctaw clerk a man
of business, and he offered

the young Indian a per-
manent place in the office.

Red Bird accepted, but

only on the understanding
that he could resign at very
short notice.

In a little while he

became a social favorite

among the wives and

daughters of the military
men at Fort Gibson, near

the agency ;
and presently

it was rumoured that he was engaged to

a stylish and dashing young woman of the fort.

A wedding was predicted to occur soon. Thus

events progressed until the grand ball of the

season was held, early in August. Every member
of the local high society was present and made

merry. It was early dawn when the last strains

of music died away in the ballroom. Red Bird,

handsome, as usual, but with his dark skin a

trifle pale, was with his sweetheart. Suddenly
the young Indian turned gently from his partner

and called aloud to the crowd of dancers as they

were disappearing : "Friends, hear me." Every-

one stopped instantly. The silence was intense

—even painful. Then Red Bird continued :
—
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•• When 1 came among you, no one knew me ;

had the kindness lo believe 1 was

1 have never told you my story.

1 killed a fellow-Indian, while

i drink (////-romantic this). To

1 musl r the crime. 1 feel like

g
. you, but a little

sweet. This morning I leave

1 .
. one, so, friends,

•

: turned and gave his hand to the

immediately alter. Friends

round and urged the young Indian

but he told them he had given his

51 go alone to die. And so he

ut from among the crowd and went on

alone. An effort was made to follow

him. but he soon baffled his pursuers in the

-:i. Pi at three o'clock on the after-

of the appointed day
- executed. In the

ry at Fort Gibson
. nyone who cares

the monument to

It is told that

bird's pale-face sweet-

heart has never married,
at was her sorrow.

Am.^ng every class of

however, there are

trait' This is even so

among the Choctaws. But
;ice can it be
that an Indian

his promise and
d to appear at his own
ition. That was eight

- i. The Indian in

.ion killed a friend

and robbed him. The
murderer was a full-blood

nam rig Snake. The judge sentenced

die on July 15th, 1891. The vicious-

of his crime had excited much interest

the natives, and a great crowd came to

he execution ground on the date set for him
A big feast was given by the Indians

>n, and at two o'clock the condemned

pected to arrive and be shot. As
commenced to sink in the West and

.ian did not appear, the guests became
mained on the ground until

<ut the Indian did not appear. Going
:,ad proved a traitor—the first one they

Had he been found,
•

prepared to scalp him. A
Choctaws were called to assemble

t the execution ground. The sheriff

' tell them who was to be shot and

GOING SNAKE. THH ONLY CHOCTAW WHO EVER
FAILED TO PRESENT HIMSELF FOR EXECUTION.
THE DISGRACE WAS SO GREAT THAT HIS FATHER
AND MOTHER GAVE UP THEIR LIVES INSTEAD.

From a Sketch by John Xoble.

they supposed that the traitor had been caught
and was to die. The crowd was even larger

than before. At the appointed time the door

was swung open; but instead of the young
traitor, an old man and woman tottered

out. They were the father and mother of

the young traitor. The old Indian's voice

quivered as he told how keenly they felt the

disgrace. It was due to the tribe, he said, that

they should die by their own hand, and such

was their intention. Although they had pre-

\iouslv been well loved, Indian nature cried out

for revenge, and the redskins shouted :
—

"
Yes, it must be done. Choctaw honour

cannot be sacrificed."

And there, before the multitude, the old man
shot his wife and then himself.

Several years ago a full-blood slew his whole

family. He was sentenced to die six months
later. During that time he

joined a circus and went to

England, but quitted every-

thing in good time and

came home alone to his

death.

A case which was cele-

brated everywhere, and

which called forth letters

of sympathy even from

England, was that of Walla

Tonka, the Choctaw base-

ball player. Tonka was a

half-blood (something of

a rarity) and a beautiful

specimen of manhood. Be-

fore dying by the sheriffs

bullet he was in his prime—
twenty-eight years of at

6ft. high, straight as an arrow

when on parade
—

although
Indian laziness gave him a

slight stoop when in repose. He weighed

iSolb., and every pound of it was sinew and

muscle. Prior to his national notoriety he was

known among the Indian tribes for his fleet-

ness of foot and accurate marksmanship.
Walla Tonka committed, first of all, the

offence of falling in love with a white girl

named Tookah Ingamore. She loved him, hut

another claimed some of her attention too.

He was a quarter-breed named Coulter, and as

skilful with a gun as his rival. That was three

years ago. Although Miss Ingamore had given
her promise to marry Tonka, she was a great

flirt. I must admit, however, that she was

ignorant of the serious trouble brewing. One

night in May there was a green corn dance near

Eufaula. Miss Ingamore came in late, and the

artful Coulter made it his business to step in at
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WALLA TONKA, I'HE CHAMPION CHOCTAW BASEBALL
PLAYER, H' I.I. IN LOVE WITH A WHITE GIRL, SHOT HIS

RIVAL, WAS SENTENCED Ml, BUT TOUKF.D
ALL OVEU THE STATES BEFORE Ills EXECUTION.

From a Photo.

the door immediately behind her, so that

the fiery Tonka should surmise he came

along with her. As Tonka came up to

meet his sweetheart, Coulter stepped from

behind the girl and drew his revolver. He was

not quick enough. There were two shots in

quick succession, and Coulter lay dead. Next

day the judge sentenced Tonka to die in

November. Upon the same date William

Going (who later secured a reprieve and was
not shot until July 13th) was to be executed.

Immediately following the passing of the death
sentence upon Tonka he and the white girl ,

married ! Then Tonka received an offer from
a baseball team to join them in a tour all over

the United States. Seeing the opportunity to

make some money, he went with them. No
guard went along, and the story preceded him

everywhere. Naturally Tonka was a feature,

and thousands went to see him. His stoicism

regarding his impending fate and his enthusiasm

in playing ball were in the most striking con-

trast. Tonka played ball up to within a

week of the execution day, when he returned

NO. I.—WILLIAM GOING IS MARCHED OUT FOR EXECUTION. IN THE
liACkCKOUM) IS TH1 -HOUSE WHEKE HE GAVE HIMSELF

UP TO THE SHERIFF.From a]
Vol. iv.-

NO. 2.— INDIAN* GUARDS STANDING WITH ? TO GOING,
WHO IS KNEELING. SHERIFF WATSON, ALSO KNEELING,

From a) IS RESTING HIS RIFLE ON A BOX. {Photo.

to his wife. They spent the few days he

had to live in the little hut alone, and

on the morning of his execution day Tonka

bade his wife farewell for ever and

set out alone to the court-house.

Although the scene of execution was

forty miles inland, and whites were

forbidden to attend, several hundred

went and saw the shooting of a

brave man. After Tonka's death, his

wife received hundreds of proposals of

marriage, but she scorned them all,

and continued to live among her

husband's people.
The execution of William Going, on

July 13th, 1899, is probably the last

Choctaw execution that will ever occur.

The United States had recently as-

sumed charge of the criminal business

of the Choctaw courts, and Going was

the last murderer convicted under the

old tribal laws. The man had killed

his uncle, a deputy sheriff, three
[F/ioto

52.
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sentenced to die at the

- Walla Tonka, but, as 1 have

I a reprieve. Afte

Havana the condemned m i

t the insurgents under

the war he married a Cuban
I down on a tobacco plantation

There lie remained until a

him savin- that July 13th was

[for him to die. < loing then

•1 wife farewell, returned to the

alone, hunted up Sheriff Watson,

the Alikchi court-house, there

ution day.

ur of his execution was set for 2 p.m.

This was the last exhibition one will ever see

of the extraordinary and romantic Choctaw

honour : but the strange custom will live in

history.

just a few words about the last three photos.

reproduced. I must explain in the first place

that no white man is allowed to witness these

executions; and as I greatly desired some

unique snap-shots of the weird ceremonial, I

engaged an Indian official named J. M. White,

and provided him with a camera for that purpose.

That he was no expert is evident from the snap-

shots themselves, which, though unique in kind,

are poor enough as pictures.

No. 1 shows the Indian officers on their way

From a 1 HE MUM HAS JUST [SI I .-. I IK1 L). ( Photo.

Shortly before that time two Choctaw ministers

visited his room. A short prayer service was

Id, and the condemned man joined in the

n a clear, strong voice. Then a guard
ir deputies formed a line on each

of the doorway, and Going, supported on
side by friends, stepped out. As he

ed near the crowd of spectators he recog-

ral, and spoke to them. He sat on a

: upon the ground, and his eyes
- ba by the sheriff. A piece of white

pinned on his shirt over the heart.

leriff a few paces, rested his

on a box, and fired. The Indian
fell dead on the blanket !

from the guard-house, where Going came and

gave himself up to the sheriff, to the execution

ground. Four other Choctaws, bearing the

cofBn, preceded this procession by a few minutes.

In No. 2 the sheriff, wearing a big hat, may be

discerned kneeling near a box, and posing his

Wi nchester rifle thereupon. Between the two

lines of Indian guards, who, you will notice,

stand with their backs to the execution, as a

mark of respect to the doomed man, is Going

himself, kneeling to be shot.

The third snap-shot was taken just a moment
after the shot was fired, when Going fell over

dying. These are positively the only photos.

ever taken of an Indian execution.
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r came about in this way. A mem-
ber of the French Society of Agri-

culture, M. Jules Moquet, Council-

lor-General of the Seine -et-Marne,
had for a long time entertained

the idea of visiting the land of the Negus,
and it was decided that I should accompany
him on this interesting journey. Menelik's

reputation in Europe, the

then recent victory he had
won over the Italian army,
and the riches of the

country generally
— these

were some of the reasons

which tempted M. Moquet
to undertake a journey
hoth toilsome and expen-
sive, but which seemed

likely to abound in strange

sights and novel experi-
ences.

We spent a month in

Paris making our prepara-
tions. It would bore you
were I to deal at any length
with the thousand and one
details about which we
had to cudgel our brains
— details which are so

necessary to the well-being
of an important expedition.
We took as little as we
could, however. Our equip-
ment consisted of two
round tents

;
fifteen pack-

saddles, specially made for

the mules
; comfortable rid-

ing saddles for ourselves,
and other necessaries.
For crossing the Somali
Desert we needed rifles, revolvers, and knives :

accordinglv we took two Winchesters, two

sporting guns, and two large-calibre revolvers,
with about fifteen Gras rifles for the men
forming our escort. Finally, before we went
on board at Marseilles, we provided ourselves
with what was probably the most indispensable
of all— the different presents we intended to

offer the Emperor Menelik when we arrived at

his Court. You will probably smile when I tell

VICTOR GOEDORF, WHO HERE TELLS US ABOUT
VISIT TO THE EMPEROR MENELIK.

From a Photo.

firstly, of a bronze statue, representing the
defence of my own Fatherland. Next came a

centrifugal cream-separator, by way of compli-
ment to the Emperor's known agricultural lean-

ings ;
and lastly, there was a portable medicine

chest, which a big Paris firm implored us to

offer in their name to "His Majesty Menelik II.,

King of Kings, and Victorious Lion of the

Tribe of Judah."
On the 6th of Decem-

ber, 1897, we landed at

Djibouti, the seat of the

French Protectorate on the

East Coast of Africa. Here
we spent a month getting
our caravan together ;

and
here also we found the first

drawback, experiencing
great difficulty in getting
the mules we wanted. It

took us no less than eDht

days to collect five, and we

required at least three or

four times that number. Of

course, because we wanted

them, prices had risen con-

siderably, and we could

only obtain these valuable

beasts by paying from

25ofr. to 3oofr. (,£10 to

^12) each for them.

Finding that even by

paying double and treble

the ordinary price we could

not obtain enough, we
decided to have mules sent

from Harrar, and thiscaused

a delay of three weeks. Nor
was this all. Some of the

cases forming our baggage
were too bulky to be packed on the back of a

mule standing barely twelve hands high, so we

were obliged to find some camels, and this

proved even more difficult. Altogether it was a

whole month after we landed before we were

ready to start, and then (how maddening these

things are
!)

we discovered that we had for-

gotten the most important thing of all— our

am munition ! We had the men and the guns,

and nearly everything else, but the cartridges

you what these presents were. They consisted, had been left behind on the quay at Marseilles
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i supply from a Greek

amiable, courteous person, who

ur helpless condition,

k in the afternoon o( the 8th

ntered the desert.

erything went well.

intend against I
and

... ..; [„ a i. At first, too, we suffered from

but the other extreme was reached

iwn with

found

i our tents.

and nights we
• ailed

very uncom-
i >ui linen clothes were

and it would have

change them for

othen • would immedi-

have become in the same
- miali a/>n//e—as

g lides to Euro]
n such rain ; and

the natives we met declared that

something radically

sun.

Fine weather soon returned,

r,
and the continuous rain

we had endured for forty eight

hours appeared only to intensify

was about the only thing we had

ulate ourselves upon. We started

>ur way once more, and reached a well

by the name of Mordali. We had
:ome a longish march, and were preparing to

a well-earned rest, when our head man
red the tent, with many bows. Now, we

nted this ill timed visit,

our interpreter told us in a

few words of the new unpleasant-
that threatened us. Il<- ex-

plained that our men were tired by
: long march we had ordered so

make up for lost time, and
much disgusting politeness he

notice on their behalf that

Id to abandon us

n to Djibouti. Yes, this

rt of thing that Europeans
up with in the wilder-

to b(

' was

;id try and
lem into a suitable

When we got
i( ',.' <\ up a

iow. They all

talke 1 at once,
and hustled round us. From the

UITAOU, Till-: HEAD MAN, WAS
A NASTY FELLOW.
From a Photo.

the heat,

THIS IS O.MAR. UITAOU FOUGHT
HIM AND SLASHED OF- F- HIS
From a\ fingers. {Photo.

lew words 1 was able to understand I gathered
that if we did not increase their wages forthwith

they would leave us to the beasts ot prey and

the tu rce Somali warriors.

But we had been warned that this kind of

thing would be tried on, and we knew how to

circumvent it. I ordered the men to disj;<

and later on summoned them one by one into

my tent. Then I asked each man whether he

had really made up his mind to

leave us. If he said he had, I

requested him to fetch his gun and

cartridges, which I took from him.

Out of the fifteen Gallas forming
our escort, ten were thus dismissed,
and I immediately ordered the

others to drive them out of the

camp.
It was really very funny. Night

was falling, and the ten insubordi-

nates had had nothing to eat since

morning. Djibouti was ninety-five

miles away, and Harrar ninety-two ;

and here were these fellows turn* d

out into the desert defenceless and

starving. We knew perfectly well

that Abyssinians would never vul-

ture without arms into the land of

the Somalis and Gadda - Boun is.

we professed exaggerated astonish

seeing them shuffling back shame-

facedly half an hour after their dismissal,

begging us to take them again into our service

and pardon them. Our stratagem, you see,

had been successful. It was quite enough
to show them that we could do without them,
and would even turn them out into the desert

as we had done. To tell the

truth, however, we should have

been in an unpleasant fix if they

had carried out their threat.

As it was, we left Mordali very

early next morning. Soon more

excitement appeared to be brewing.

Our head man, whose name was

Bitaou (you can see he is a nasty-

looking fellow), had several lots of

"words" with Omar (an amiable if

obstinate little person), one of cur

escort. What they quarrelled ahout

I don't know, but it was something
connected with the loading up of

the mules. The caravan had just

started from Mordali when all

of a sudden I heard the most

piercing screams. It was very

aggravating. I turned round

quickly, but before I had even

time to realize that a fresh quarrel

Therefore

ment on
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From a\ AN IVORV CAKAVAr RIVES AT THE '
i {Photo.

was in progress the two Abyssinians had flown

at each other, knife in hand. With difficulty we
succeeded in separating them, giving each a

few tremendous cuffs and kicks, but one of

them had received a terrible wound in his hand.

With a yell, and one .slash of his knife, Bitaou

had cut off four of Omar's fingers. Could any-

thing possibly be more vexing, when we wanted

every linger that Omar and the rest possessed?
Then, of course, we had to halt in order to

attend to the wounded man. We dressed the

injury with an antiseptic bandage, which Omar
threw away ten minutes later. He appeared
not to be grateful, but to have a profound con-

tempt for our surgery. He then bound up his

wrist tightly with a rope and plunged his hand
into the burning sand, uttering little shrieks and

calls to Allah. From which you will gather
that Omar was a Mussulman

;
his antagonist

was a Christian—of a sort.

We had already been six days in the desert.

A week later we reached

Harrar. For nearly a fort-

night we had seen nothing
but sand and sky. Now, how-

. we found ourselves in

the midst of rich pastures and
a green landscape. Afar off

we beheld the city conquered
by Menelik. At last we were
at the gates of the Empire
of the Negus. The accom-

panying photo, shows an ivory
caravan arriving at the gates
of the city. Harrar is sur-

rounded by thick walls, and

possesses the distinction of

being the only commercial

city in the whole of Abyssinia.
Caravans are constantly
arriving, as the town is an
:__„„ . t „ r , VIEW IN THE MAR1
important depot for such From a]

valuable merchandise as

i'vory, gold, musk, and

coffee, which is sent chiefly
to Aden, and from there

direct to the European
markets. The city, which
shows traces of European
influence, is ruled by Ras

Makonnen, the great fight-

ing prince, who is also heir-

apparent to the present

Emperor. The acting-
governor, however, is Graz-

match Benti. There is a

Custom-house in Harrar,
which works with more or

less regularity. This levies

duty on nearly all kinds of merchandise. There
is also a weird kind of police. The accompanying
photo, gives a good idea of the market-place,
and the usual scene to be witnessed there.

There is nothing much to be seen in Harrar,

save perhaps the entrance-gate to the old palace
of Ras Makonnen, which is ornamented with

dried elephants' tails, above which flies the Abys-
sinian flag of red and yellow. This, with a few

commonplace carvings, forms its sole claim to

originality.
I luring the last few years the Ras—a person

of considerable importance
—has had a brand-

new residence built for himself : an enormous,

staring-white building, without artistic preten-

sions or taste; it was built for him by Arabs

from Yemen. This is surmounted by eight

colossal sentries in painted wood, of most terrify-

ing aspect. These statues have beards, made of

cows' hair, which gives them a droll look—in

the eyes of Europeans, at least. They impress

ET-P1 Al | ,
i HARKAR. THE CASE OF OMAR V. BITAUU WAS
TRIED HERE. [Photo.
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VIEW I.N 111!-. GREA1 FOREST I I, THROUGH WHICH THE
From a) author's party journeyed. [Photo.

committed a petty theft. He would not have

been condemned to death were it not that when

thieving he held a carbine in his hand. Now,

every sort of death, rapid or slow, is allowed

in Abyssinia. It doesn't matter what is done

to the criminal so long as his life is brought
to an end.

Altogether, we stayed about a fortnight in

the town, and were again compelled to buy
mules. So far the camels had successfully

carried our heaviest packs, but in order to

get our baggage to Addis Abeba these packs
would have to be broken up into smaller

bundles. We were also waiting for the pass-

port or permit, without which we could not

enter the presence of His Majesty the Negus.
One is amused to learn that there is tele-

phonic communication between Harrar and

Addis Abeba. This seems very civilized and

un-Oriental, but we were glad enough to

avail ourselves of it. By the way, it was

only with infinite difficulty that Menelik at

last succeeded in making his turbulent sub-

jects respect the telephone wires, which were

constantly being cut and stolen. The penal-
ties grew more and more severe, and at last

they were made so appalling that not even
the most fanatical Galla or Shoan dared to

touch the mysterious thing. Indeed, after

a time, the followers of Mohammed were
wont to declare that electricity must be a

flash from the eye of Allah ! The
Christian Abyssinians opined that only the

devil himself could have invented such a

contrivance. The distance from Harrar to

Addis Abeba is about 600 kilometres, or

375 miles
;
and the telephone line, which

is absolutely the only sign of civilization, is

kept in very bad repair. It was built by a

Franco-Russian company, in which Menelik

himself is a shareholder. The stations are

about two days' march apart, and are

mere thatched huts surrounded by formid-

able stockades. And, by the way, the dirty

Oriental hut, with its Abyssinian attendant,

appears a striking contrast to the telephone
and the absurd instructions :

"
Ring up

Addis Abeba."
There can scarcely be a more toilsome

journey than that from Harrar to Addis

Abeba. The first stages particularly are

almost entirely devoid of interest. Lake

Aramaya and the valley of Bourca, however,

are superb and fertile spots, where cultiva-

tion might certainly be carried out with

success. But the regions which struck us

as most picturesque and impressive were the

great forest of Kouni and the Tchercher
— this last, a province of considerable

extent, marvellously fertile and abundantly

watered. Lake Tchercher itself abounds in

magnificent scenery. The hippopotamus

"LAKE TCHERCHER ITSELF ABOUNDS IN MAGNIFICENT SCENERY.

From a Photo.
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self in its waters; but it is to

be regretted that the country round about

sists mainly of unhealthy marshes, with very

5,
which render approach all but

imp It is in this part of Abyssinia that

roops of monkeys are found. They
riety known as goureza, and their

hairy black and white skins provide the natives

with very comfortable furs. We were able

it a few of :hese quaint little creatures.

shown in the accompanying photo,
a male, about 95 centimetres high (38m.),

whilst his tail measured 1 metre 15 centimetres

You see that one of our Abyssinians is

- the little fellow while he is being photo-

graphed in the camp.
About eight days after leaving Harrar we

entered a wild

) inhabited

o f

boths, Aroussis,
and Itous, who
almo en-

in deadly

gainst
on

f the

A ou the
I

matic river which

It

in this c;

that for

time we felt

something approaching alarm. We had en-

camped the previous night in a valley known
as Laghardine, and next morning, just when
we were about to start, we suddenly foui.d

ourselves surrounded by a troop of wild-

looking horsemen, who threatened us with their

lances, and appeared anxious to plunder our

caravan. We had only just mounted our mules.

In an instant, however, we dismounted and

sei/ed our arms. Two or three shots fired by
our own Abyssinians sufficed to scatter this

hand of about fifty "warriors." That night we

slept at Taddicia-Malca, on the shores of the

Kassam, and there for the first time I heard the

roar of a lion. Three days afterwards we could

distinguish in the distance the remarkable city

of Addis Abeba, the Imperial residence of

Menelik, Emperor of Ethiopia. The photo.
here reproduced gives a good general view of

the whole.

On the day when we were for the first time

presented by M Eagarde, the French Minister,

to the Emperor of Ethiopia, we were struck

with amazement. Was this the conqueror of

the Italians? Could it be that heavy-looking

negro lounging there, half-smothered in red silk

cushions, bespattered with grease
—a negro, too,

with glassy eyes, weak mouth, and a flail y

person
—could it be he, I wondered, who

enjoyed a universally-accepted reputation as a

great military captain, a well-informed and subtle

diplomat, a generous foe, and I know not how

many high-sounding epithets, which admirers,

carried away by their enthusiasm, have showered

upon him ?

Not a gleam of intelligence lightened up that

face, with its coarse features, furrowed and

marked with smallpox.

Surely this could not be Menelik !

DISTANT VIEW OF ADDIS ABEBA—" A VAST CAMP OK CIRCULAR HUTS." [Photo.
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Well, it was, and yet it wasn't. The fact is, at

the moment of our introduction Menelik was

having a little orgie all to himself. First im-

pressions linger longest, however, and I shall

never forget seeing Menelik in that narrow,

whitewashed audience chamber, which was

none too clean. He raised his dull eyes only

occasionally, and answered all questions in an

evasive manner. On the other hand, he compels
his visitors to answer him with much precision.

Occasionally he sighed, and caressed his thin

beard, or rubbed his eyes wearily. After a

short exchange of courtesies, Menelik held

out his long, dry fingers and we took our leave.

It were idle to enlarge on our disillusion.

We had undertaken a long sea voyage, crossed

the Somali Desert from Djibouti to Harrar,
and from there to

Addis Abeba— tra-

velled, in fact,
thousands of miles,

and borne hunger,
and thirst, and an-

noyance
—

only to

find ourselves in the

presence of a negro
who was apparently
worn out by exces-

sive potations.
The next time

we met, however,
the Emperor im-

pressed us differ-

ently. It was not

a Sunday, and the

King w as no w

finishing one of

those famous ban-

quets at which

hydromel flows in

streams. He was

standing under an

awning, his felt

hat worn in military fashion. He was
dressed in a black silk burnous enriched with

ornaments of fine gold. His legs were covered

by a pair of white cloth trousers drawn in round
the ankles, and his feet were incased in patent
leather shoes without laces. I forgot to mention,

by the way, that between the two interviews

Menelik had sent us presents consisting of a
few sheep and jars of hydromel.

In spite of the incongruities of his costume,
Menelik is not wanting in dignity of bearing

—
although this remark applies only to ceremonial
occasions. His gestures on the occasion I am
now describing were full of distinction and even

grace. His eyes, too, gleamed in a curious way,
and his face wore a singular expression in which

Vol. iv —53.

AN IMMENSE TENT HAD BEES ERECTED, AND MENELIK TOOK UP HIS PLACE
IN' THE CENTRE"—THE EMPEROR STANDS ON THE RIGHT OF

From a] THE CLOSED LMUKELLA. [Photo.

energy, savagery, and good nature appeared to
be blended. The contrast in Menelik's appear-
ance at the two interviews was most remarkable.

Now, indeed, we stood in the presence of
Menelik II., Negusa Negust, solemnly crowned
at Entotto, November 3rd, 1889.

Without waiting to investigate Menelik's

descent, which he traces back with pride to the

Queen of Sheba and Solomon, we will turn to

the Empress Taitou, who shares with him the

pleasures and cares of empire. I gathered that

she was a lady with a very lurid past, in

which were mingled dark intrigues and mysteri-
ous assassinations and poisonings, the whole
seasoned with wholesale extortion. Hostile to

our civilization, opposed to all progress, a

fanatically exclusive patriot, Taitou, in order to

show unmistakably
her aversion to

Europeans, remains

invisible to them.

My readers will be

interested to learn,

however, that the

Empress is 6ft. 5m.
in height; her waist

measurement being
6 4 i n .

,
and her

weight 2 1 st. 61b.

No wonder that the

yoke of this woman
sits heavily on
Menelik. He would

gladly free himself

from it if he could,

but the Empress
has been careful to

make her union in-

dissoluble through
the Church. For

in Abyssinia the

religious marriage
alone counts. The

Abyssinians profess Christianity, but have grafted

upon it many of the customs of Islam. They

belong to the Coptic sect, and are thus allied to

the orthodoxy of the Russians and Greeks. They
observe numerous fasts, and honour the festival

of Easter with particular splendour in the pre-

sence of the Negus himself. On Easter Eve we

were bidden to "the great ceremony, and for five

solid hours Menelik himself witnessed the un-

interrupted dances and chants of the Abyssinian

priests. It was an extraordinary spectacle— a

kind of pantomime ballet, in the course of which

God and the saints are glorified.
It is, in fact,

a strange mixture of theatricals and religion, and

at its conclusion the performers treat themselves

to copious libations of hydromel.
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. he few Europeans in Addis Abeba were

also grouped about the platform.
N E is was dressed in the usual Abyssinian

style, with his black silk burnous. He also wore

a muslin turban to conceal his baldness. More
than 500 priests took part in the ceremony, all

wearing red and white shammas, and some of

them muffled up in gaudy tinselled stuffs. They

az-
! naz-

THE GREAT EASTER DANCE OF THE PRIESTS BEFORE THE EMPEROR MENEIIK
—"WHEN TIKED THEY SQUATTED DOWN UNDER UMBRELLAS OF

Front a] EVERY SHADE." {Photo.

hundreds and sheep
1

by thousands : and
there were perfect
rivers of hydromel
I should tell you
that the Abyssin-
ia n s h a v e their

churches, convents
and even nuns.
Their priests can

all marry if they

wish, except the

Abouna, who is the

head of the Church

and, next to the

Emperor, the most

exalted person in

the Empire. He
has a perfect array
of servants, and

lives in an atmos-

phere of mystery,
his dwelling, and

face veiled. Our
The Abouna rarely leaves

when he does he has his

photo, shows him returning from the church of

St. Ghiorghis, where he had been celebrating
an important ceremony.

I may mention that the Abyssinians are the

dirtiest people imaginable, disdaining to per-

form the most elementary ablutions lest they

From a] THE A. IING HOME Vt i I H ID rALt. U'/wto.

[ grotesque dances imaginable,
und them a terrific din was kept up

th drums and tom-tom-,. When the various

red of shouting and dancing
he blazing sun, they squatted down

^hade of umbrellas of every con-
tour and shade. Each night there

Oxen were slaughtered in

should be confounded with the followers of

Islam. Each man who has any property has

also a title and a certain amount of authority,

which he usually abuses. Hence lawsuits of

incredible number, variety, and complexity.
The Emperor himself dispenses justice in his

capital. Ordinary crimes are punished with the

kourbash, but only the point of the hippopotamus-
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HERE VOU SEE THE KIND ul Mil IN WHICH THE I'EOl

From a Photo.

hide lash is allowed to touch the skin. For

more important crimes the lex talionis is in

foice. Thus, if a person has been stabbed, a

dagger is plunged into the heart of the murderer
;

a strangler is hanged ;
and one who shoots his

neighbour meets his own death in a similar

way. Thieves arc deprived of hands and feet,

and traitors have their tongues cut out.

Addis Abeba (the name means "New Flower"),

the capital of the Ethiopian Empire, is merely

a vast camp of circular huts
with thatched roofs, scat-

tered without method over
a space perhaps five miles

square. On the summit of
a mount overlooking the

plain is situated the palace
of the King, known as the
Guebi. This, as you may
see in the photo, already
reproduced, is a kind of

Swiss chalet, and very com-

monplace -
looking. Red

tiles from Europe have been
used for the roof, whilst the

walls are plainly white-

washed. Firstly, one enters

a vast hall, known as the

aderasch, where the soldiers and their chiefs mess.

There is also a little house, surmounted by a

lightning conductor and a clock— the latter

always standing at twenty minutes past eight.
This is where the Negus administers justice.

ADDIS ABEBA DWELL.

CONDEMNED PRISONERS AT ADDIS ABEBA—'"THE EMPEROR HIM-
From a\ si I. ES JUSTICE IN ins CAPITAL." [Photo.

THE NEGUS MENELIK ADMINISTERS JUSTICE IN THIS BUILDING

From a] HE is seen waLKINc; in a black BURNOUS. [Photo.

Our photo, shows the Emperor, wearing his

black burnous, and walking towards this part

of his palace.
An outer inclosure, guarded by servants with

knotty sticks, surrounds Menelik's palace. The
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are crowded with nun on horseback

and stray

'

Soldiers are posted al the

h gate a pass must be shown.

of the Guebi, with its dependencies.
rather like a huge lamp-shade cut into

If is placed under the super

these with great veneration, but his subjects
rather scorn them, for your Abyssinian much
prefers hand-to-hand fighting with lance

sword, and knife. They are intrepid riders,
these fellows, and display most wonderful

skill,

setting their horses off at a gallop without hold-

ing the reins, and guiding them merely by knee-

rm couri

>n of a whole host of functionaries, whose
duties are strictly defined. At the foot of the

I there is a stream of blackish water, which
i once as a washing place and a drinking

fountain. On the neighbouring hillocks stand
huts of a number of Shoans.

I formed a low opinion of the Abyssinian
They may call themselves Christians,

n reality they are the

5t savages. Anything
^aching sanitation is

practically unknown, con-

lently all sorts of dread-

ful d are rife, as also

<n firmed drunken;
eat gluttonously of

raw meat, and this hideous

practice induces very pain-
ful disorders. When they

Abyssinians take
but litt re of them

they leave the cure

they say. One is

admit, howi

irave people,
th( r than fearing
r. In one of the

ii are

- ins captured
[enelik treats

pressure. Instead of European stirrups they
use a ring, into which they thrust the big toe.

Their war-dress is quite imposing, consisting of

sword, shield, and rifle. I have an idea, how-

ever, that they do not care about firearms. The
detonation appears to frighten them, even when

using blank cartridge, so it is no wonder that

accidents frequently occur. On the anniversary

Froin a) ONE OF MENELIKS MOUNTED WARRIORS AT ADDIS AI'.EBA. [Photo
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THE BRITISH MINISTER, CAPTAIN HARRINGTON, RETURNING
::! a] WHO REPRESENTS FRANCE AT MENELIK

of the victory over the Italians at Adowa,
Menelik ordered a few salutes. Two artillery-

men were wounded almost unto death. The

funny part of the story is that on that very

day the Italian Minister, Captain Frederico

Ciccodicola, arrived for the first time at the

capital of the Empire. The captain showed a

certain amount of tact, however, by bestowing
ioodols. apiece upon the injured men, who

accepted the money in spite of the proud
Abyssinian motto :

"
Abyssinians only beg from

God."

By the way, there are at the Emperor's Court
four .Ministers Plenipotentiary, and these vie

with one another

in trying to gain
the confidence

of this rv ^st

suspicious King
of Kings.* M.

Lagarde is the

French Min-
ister

; General
Vlassoff repre-
sents Russia:
and Captain
Ciccodicola,
Italy; whilst
Captain Har-
rington, late
('Over nor of

Zeilah, is the

envoy of the

Queen of Eng-
land.

In the hours

of leisure which re-

main after clever
manoeuvres and at-

tempts to outwit one

another, these diplo-
mats employ their

energies in adding to

their dwellings such

comparative luxuries

and comforts as may
be possible. Their

relations, however,
are most cordial, and
our photo, shows the

British Minister,
Captain Harrington,
just leaving the hut

inhabited by his

French colleague, M.

Lagarde. You may
see the tricolour flying on the left.

Menelik himself sets the envoys a peculiar

example. It is by no means a rare sight to see the

Emperor of Ethiopia up at five o'clock in the

morning superintending labourers lugging blocks

of stone about, staggering along under a beam,
digging a hole, or making canals. Why he does

this no man knoweth, because he has thousands

upon thousands of slaves who from morning till

night fetch and carry things to and from the

palace. As courtiers, his Ministers imitate their

Sovereign, and it is no uncommon sight to see the

Minister of War engaged in masonry work, mixing
mortar like any professional disciple of the trowel.

: VISITING
S COURT.

LAGARDE,
[Photo.

It must be borne in
mind that the author
of the*.- lines i, not an
Englishman.—Ed. GENERAL VII- IN THE MARKET-PLACE AT ADD« ABEBA. [Photo.
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. when Menelik is si ated cross-

a canopy of drapery supported by
t?s. He gives a banquet to his guests,

iiile the Emperor himself dips his

into the earthenware vessels presented to

him, use the dainty china decorated

val arms, presented by M. Leontieff.

Menelik's usual dish on these occasions consists

t into strips, and eaten with cakes

1 with a sauce highly spiced.

are •
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nian
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VI PENDANTS HURRYING TO WAIT

h'l-om a\ THE EMPEROR'S GUESTS.

[here is a certain noble simplicity about

everything which is somewhat imposing,
the whole spectacle being wonderfully im-

pressive and utterly unlike anything else

in this workaday world.

The Negus, as you will have gathered,
is always accessible, and very affable. Also,

he is great at receiving presents, which he

criticises in the most embarrassing way.

By the way, I saw some weird bric-a-brac

at Addis Abeba. When I was presented at

Court I saw, in one large room, huddled

together pell-mell, a shocking medley of

bicycles, surgical instruments, cameras,

furniture, precious stones, and kitchen

utensils. For while Menelik makes use of

nothing, he covets everything. Here,

apropos, is a funny story. One day

Monsignor Coulbeaux, the Apostolic

Envoy, was presented at Court, and AJenelik,
after having swiftly run his eye over- him, sug-

gested that he would like to possess his socks.

These the Emperor thought very choice indeed,

and in the best taste. So the prelate hastened

to comply with the Emperor's strange wish.

From all this you will gather that Abyssinia
is far from being the civilized land we have

been led to expect. The subjects of the Negus,
I may mention, are excessively proud of having
beaten the Italians. It must not be imagined,

however, that

the Abyssinians

possess a mili-

tary organization
which is in any

way formidable.

For the most

part their guns
are more dan-

gerous to them-

selves than to

any possible
enemy, b u t

against this
must be put
their great
numbers, facil-

ities for trans-

port and vic-

tualling, and
above all, the

fact that they

are accustomed

to the trying
climate.

UPON
[Pkoto.



Plunging Down a Precipice.

By the Rev. Joseph F. Flint, of Harvey, III.

Inexperience and youth alone caused the well-known preacher and writer to attempt the frightfully
perilous and amazing feat which he here records for us. But " all's well that ends well," and the

Rev. Mr. Flint is still in the land of the living.

T may be a surprise to many readers

of The Wide World to learn that

the most beautiful and majestic

scenery of the North American
Continent is found, not in Colorado

or California, but in the Far North-West. The
mountain region of the Columbia River and
northward of this may be less abrupt, arid, and
terrible in aspect than that of the gold- bearing
States

;
but in gracefulness of outline and in the

mighty sweep of its setting it is infinitely more

impressive. In all the world there is nothing to

equal the great forests of this

region, decked in living green
and culminating in lofty

mountain peaks of dazzling
whiteness — Mount's Hood,
Adams, Tacoma, and, chief

of them all, terrific Mount
St. Elias.

It was my fortune to spend
several of the early years of

my life amid these attractive

surroundings; and at the

age of nineteen I taught a

small country school in the

beautiful Klickitat Valley,
some twenty miles north-

east of The Dalles, in what
is known as the Upper
Columbia region. In con-

nection with the celebration

of our national holiday J

made the acquaintance of

an excellent family, who soon after sent

me an invitation to spend the Sabbath
with them. This family lived on the border
of the great river, in what was then called

Chamberlain's Mats. To reach the Flats it

was necessary, firstly, to walk across the

open bunch-grass country, a distance of four-

teen miles. Then one had to climb over
a range of very high hills, and finally descend
to the river. Looking back now, the idea of

walking such a distance towards an unknown
objective, and that on a blazing summer's day,

1 Ml-: KEV. JOSEPH F. FLINT HEUE TELLS US HOW
HE PLUNGED HEADLONG DOWN '1111; PKECIPK E.

From a Photo, by Walton, Harvey, III.

seems a surprisingly foolhardy undertaking ;

but I was young then, full of life, and longing
for adventure and congenial companionship.

Therefore, when the week's work was finished,
I started afoot, with flute and coat under my
arm, for the distant home of my new acquaint-
ance. Settlers were few and far between in

those days, and soon the last
" shack " was left

far behind, and the range of hills came nearer

and nearer. To my joy I soon discovered

an Indian trail, which seemed to lead straight
in the direction I wished to go. Perversely

enough, however, this trail

seemed to select the steepest
and wildest parts of the range—

perhaps to make pursuit by
foes as difficult as possible.
But in spite of the awful heat

and burning thirst I kept on,

hoping against hope that the

trail would soon bring me
to some human habitation.

Instead of this good fortune,

however, just as I reached

the summit, and got my first

glimpse of the vast canon far

below, through which, like

a silver thread, the great

Columbia wound its tor-

tuous way, the trail gave out

entirely. How provoking,
to be sure ! It was like

exploring a series of caverns,

and then at the last

moment having the light go out. It was indeed

an unexpected turn of affairs.

Almost at my feet, nearly two miles below, I

could see in the wonderfully clear atmosphere a

group of cottages, apparently the size of a band

box. Now and then people moved in and out,

like tiny ants. I saw at once that I was caught

as in a trap. To retrace my steps and walk the

many miles back to the settlement from which

I had come seemed, in my exhausted condition,

entirely but of the question ;
and plainly there

was not a trace of man's presence to be seen on
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It

.. delightfully
and r<

rress;

but a boatman

rapidly drifting
towards Niagara
Falls could not

feel more terror-

stricken than did

I at that trying
m o m e n t . A
minute or two

and I would

to pay dearly for the insidious

Quick as a flash I caught
at tl tstretched twig of a friendly

i which had somehow rooted itself

in the mountain wall. Thus, for a

ent, I checked my downward
'. while at the same time I enjoyed

spell, crouching in the

f the bush, ('.lancing

would have given worlds, had
• ned them, to have stood once

fe summit of the ridge.

g go my hold, I made a d

back, clutching
ction and stepping as rapidly as

ut to my horror 1 discovered that,

-.inking in the quicksand, every
1 I

'

S( rved to sink me deeper in

bling debris, which was loosened by
: and sent scurrying down into the

uick turn I grasped my support once
more, now quite out of breath and wringing wet
om r. rtions and the terrible heat' that

glowed like a furnace upon the bare rocks. I

could hear the moving mass of rocks and sand
as it clattered and crashed unceasingly down,
down, down, until lost out of sight ;

and I was

almost paralyzed with fear as I thought how
soon I might follow in the wake of this strangi
avalanche. My hair literally stood upon end. I

remained as if rooted to the spot, while a

strange calm came over me. Next I experienced .

what I had heard was often true

in the case of drowning men :

the present was blotted out,

and in its place I saw, as in a

panorama, my entire past move
before me in vivid and lifedike

pictures. Things long forgotten
seemed at the moment far more
real to me than even my awful

surrounding, which threatened

instant death the moment I let

go my hold on the bush.

After a while, however, the

vision faded, leaving me curi-

ously resigned to

my fate
;
and I

began calmly to

survey the situa-

tion as well as

the glaring sun-

light would per-

mit. It was,

doubtless, this

deliberate fore-

thought that

saved my life.

Some distance

to the left, and

farther down, I

could see tufts

of grass project-

ing out of the

sloping, treacher-

ous rock. The

edge of the

precipice seemed

less sharp in

that direction,
but beyond I

could see no-

thing. With an earnest prayer for Divine

help, and a last thought of my mother away
in the distant East, I once more let go my

hold, and made a dive for the nearest tuft

of tall grass. A moment or two later 1

fortunately grasped it. Then I fixed upon
the next and the next "refuge,'' safely land-

ing each time; but how I ever scrambled over

the edge of the precipice and managed to creep

along from point to point, without losing my

Q\ l' K AS A FLASH I CAUGH1 A I HIE OUT
STRETCHED TWIG OF A FRIENDLY HUSH AND

CHECKED MY DOWNWARD FLIGHT."
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hold and falling headlong, I have- never been

able to discover. .Suffice it to say that, after

a time, I found myself once more safely

lodged in a "patch" of grass, as in an eagle's

nest, only without the eagle's wings, literally

suspended between heaven, and earth. A hardy
mountaineer would, perhaps, have found the

situation less appalling than I did—an inex-

perienced
"
tenderfoot," unused to mountain

climbing ; but, of course, had I been a

mountaineer I would never have rushed head-

long into such a trap.

A full mile yet intervened between me and

the nearest dwelling, and I tried to attract the

attention of the inmates, but so parched was my
throat and so swollen my tongue that I could

not utter a sound, much less make myself heard

in a cry for help. However, summoning up all

my will-power, and aiming my course as well as

the hot, dazzling sunlight would permit, I let

go my hold on the projecting bush, and for

what seemed an age plunged and ploughed

my way downward, finally landing in a

strip of grass which, fortunately, was stout

enough to bear my weight. Dreadfully shaken

and badly scared, I again looked downward,
and discovered to my joy that the mountain

wall was less steep, and,

therefore, the plunges
from point to point less

perilous. But now a

new danger appeared in

the form of huge boulders.

These became detached
from their age-long moor-

ings and followed in the

track of the crumbling
rock, which at the slightest
touch on my part began
to slide downward. One
great boulder came crash-

ing byas if shot from a cata-

pult, not a yard from
where I crouched

;
but as

a miss was as good as a

mile, I was thankful to

escape. With a sigh of

relief I at last found my-
self walking, instead of

sliding. Glancing down at

my boots, which were new
when I had put them on
that morning, I found
that the heels were so
worn and ground as to

show the pegs, whilst the "uppers" had been
frayed through entirely strong evidence of the

rough usage to which they had been subjected.
More dead than alive, bruised from head to

foot, and staggering like a drunken man, I

dragged myself across the inclosed lots to the
nearest house, where I sank into a proffered
chair, uttering a cry for

v;

Water, water !

"

Several good women gathered about me with

looks of suspicion and surprise, asking all sorts

of questions. The only reply I could make
was to point up the awiul, frowning mountain
wall, and indicate by gestures that I had made
my way down it.

"What! You came down that way? Im-

possible ! We never heard of such a thing !

"

The good people lifted their hands in horror

and surprise when finally convinced that I spoke
the truth. I was almost too tired to smile at

the idea of making me out a curiosity, if not a

hero. I need hardly add that everything was
done to make me comfortable

; but visiting was
now out of the question after so terrible an

experience, and I was only too glad, after

remaining on my couch for thirty-six hours, to

get back to my school the next Monday morn-

ing on horseback, taking a circuitous route.

ONE GREAT BOULDER CAME CRASHING BY AS IF SHUT FROM A CATAPULT, .NOT A YARD

FROM WHERE 1 CROUCHED."

Vol. -54.



Odds and Ends.

travellers, explorers, missionaries, tourists, naval and military officers, Government
many others who "see the world" for reasons of pleasure, profit, or profession, and

who at th. time possess the knack of taking snap-shots which arrest the eye and appeal to

the imagination when one knows what the subject is.

Watkins, eighty years of age,
who receives the munificent
sum of ^12 per annum for his

services. He is immensely proud
of his office, however, and actu-

ally paid a travelling "artist" ios.

and gave him his board and

lodging for a week in the bargain
in return for painting the legend
" Post Office

"
seen in our illus-

tration !

It is not a snowstorm which we
see here, but a swarm of locusts.

In that part of South Africa

known as the " Karroo "
these

dreaded pests generally arrive

after one or two refreshing rains,

just when the hitherto scorched-

up veldt has donned a carpet
of quick

-
growing, short, sweet

grass. The average swarm of locusts in the
" Karroo " extends for about nine miles, and is

about three miles broad. In this formidable force

they pounce upon and devour every bit of green
stuff that comes in their line of flight, leaving in

their track a pitiful, barren waste. There is,

however, one exception to this rule, and that is

the fodder known as lucerne,^ which, for some
reason or other, they never alight upon. In the

wake of the swarm follow hosts of locust birds,

that are specially endowed by Nature to swallow

enormous quantities of these insect-pests in an

incredibly short time. The photograph was

taken instantaneously at three o'clock in the

afternoon, from the "
stoep

"
or balcony of a

farmhouse, and the figure is that of a small boy.
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From a . OF RAILWAY SHUNTING IN ARGENTINA.

Our next photograph shows how shunting

operations arc occasionally performed on one of

the railways in Argentina. Engines are too

scarce to be detached for shunting work, and
therefore the trucks have to be hauled about by

bullocks, as shown in our photo. Here the

bullocks are hauling no fewer than eight waggons,
three of which contained eight-ton loads. The

strength of the beasts is indeed marvellous,
and they are of inestimable value to the

,

—
nondescript porters we see lending their
"
valuable

"
assistance in pushing forward

the laden waggons.
There seems to be a lot of excitement

among these Arabs ! Indeed there is, and

no wonder when you consider that they
are coming in laden

.with locusts' eggs
which Allah in his

mercy sent them just
when times were at

their worst. The
photo, was taken by
Mrs. Cromie, wife ol

our able Consul at

Algeciras, when her

husband was stationed

at Casablanca, down
the coast of Morocco.

Captain Cromie gives
the following account
of the scene depicted
in the photo. : "A few

years ago when I was
at Casablanca the
locusts threatened to

ruin the whole country.

523

Mo one did anything,
although things were going
from bad to worse. The
crops being eaten up the
Moors suffered grievously,
so did the white traders

who usually bought those

crops. At last Mr. Alan
Maclean came upon the

scene. He is a relative of

Kaid Harry Maclean, the

adventurous Scotsman
who is now virtually Com-
mander-in-Chief of the

Sultan of Morocco's army.

Well, Mr. Maclean said to

the traders :

'

If I were you
I think I'd offer a reward
for the locusts' eggs—an-

nounce, in fact, that you'll

buy them by weight.
You'll find that'll mend

matters.' It did. The merchants thought it a

good notion, and they made the announcement.

The Moors—the male Moors—hailed it as a

Cod :send. 'Why,' argued these hard-working
( hientals,

'

all we have to do is to send our

women and children to dig up the eggs in the

fields and—Mashallah ! there we are.' The
new arrangement at once mitigated the plague.

[Photo.

4.- MOORS COMING IN AT CASABLANCA TO HAVE THEIR HALLS <

From a Photo.

F LOCUSTS' EGGS WEIGHED.
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Hill VISITS ANOTHER, IT is CONSIDERED THE THING TO TAKE A LITTLE POOD
AS A PRE

r a time, however, the merchants made repre-
Sir Arthur Nicholson, our Minister

r.
"

Why should we go on doing the

work of the Moorish Government ?' said they,
in The hint was taken, and the She-

ian powers were moved to offer a reward

;gs on their own account. You
will notice in Mrs. Cromie's photo, that it is

iefly the women who brought in the eggs to be

_ied. They thought it a great joke, although
were compelled to go rooting about all

day after the harmless looking little pods. The

ghing and paying was a curious spectacle.
>urse tl -_ were carefully destroyed."

When one Fijian chief visits another he

always takes with him enough food for himself

retainers—a practice which might with

advantage be followed by our country cousins.

Our next photo, shows a presentation of food
out to take place. By way of a kind of

visiting-card or _^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^«
of intri

duction, halfa-

turtl - lie

their backs

in the fore-

ground, while at

the back are
of y

taro, and other

comestibles. A
herald h

sent ahead to

announce the
arrival of the

chief, and when

everything has

been arranged
the visitor pre
sents the food,
t h r o u g h the

herald, to his

host, who accepts
it through the

same medium,
afterwards giving-
it back again to

his guest. This

formality having
been gone
through, the

grog is brewed
and passed
round, and for

several days feast-

ing and convivi-

ality are the order

of the day.
On a coast

where shoals and reefs make the use of a

life-boat impracticable, or where the breakers

and surf put an insurmountable barrier between

the distressed crew on a wreck and the brave

men on shore, the life - rocket is resorted

to; and, if the ship is within a certain distance,

the swift travelling line propelled through the

air comes indeed like a messenger of hope and

life to those poor souls who, but a moment

before, seemed beyond the reach of human
aid. But, see ! Suddenly a snow - white

serpent shoots up in the air. It comes nearer

and nearer
;

the anxiously strained eyes can

now see the line which travels with it. It has

reached the wreck, and has been seized by

[Photo

HIP IN' DIS
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r hands. Quickly it is pulled through a

tail-block, and, as they haul on, a stout rope
soon follows in its wake. Next comes a hawser,

bv means of which food and restoratives can be

passed to the sufferers. Lastly comes the life-

buoy, and one by one the crew is safely landed.

Sometimes a kind of car is sent, in which several

people can be rescued at the same time. Our

photo, illustrates the working of a rocket

apparatus at Skagen, the most northern point of

Denmark, where terrible submarine sand reefs

although several schenn

remedy the (kiln. Some little whi the
Government talked of taxing all owners of

property in order to raise the necessary funds
for carrying out the work. No sooner was the
hated word "taxation" mentioned, however, than
the people rose en masse against the proposed
measure, and on a certain Saturday afternoon

they assembled in hundreds in Timber Square,
where an "

indignation meeting
"
was held, quite

after the best Trafalgar Square style. On

7.—A MASS MEETING UK NATIVES AT LAGOS, IN' THE BEST " TRAFALGAR SQUARE" STYLE, TO PROTEST AGAINST A NEW TAX".

From 1 Photo.

cause much disaster, and often make it im-

possible to use the lifeboat.

Of all the unfortunate men whose duties earn
for them the opprobrium of their fellows, the

tax-collector is surely the most to be pitied.
Even the most conscientious citizen feels no

qualms about cheating him —together with his

colleague, the income-tax man—on each and

every opportunity. That being so, the crowd
seen in the accompanying photo, will have the
full sympathy of every tax-paying Briton,
because it has come together for the purpose
of

protesting against taxation in any shape or

form. It appears that at present the Colony
of Lagos is in the enviable position of pos-

sessing neither sanitation nor water supply,

the platform we see one of the native princes

and around him many influential townsmen.

The offensive measure was condemned without

a single dissentient, and at present the Lagosians

are still dead against taxation, which was

probably an unwise step.

The next photograph shows a velocipede in use

on Mexican railways for the convenience of the

staff. It is extremely handy for engineers to go

and examine works in course of construction.

It is very light, and capable of great speed,

being usually propelled by two men sitting face

to face, and working with both legs and arms.

It is, however, a somewhat dangerous machine,

as, although it has a powerful brake and can be

easily thrown off the line in case of the approach
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ON HIS ROUNDS OF INSPECTION ON THIS WE
From a Photo.

>f a train, any animal getting suddenly in front

f it will throw it oft* the track. On one occasion,

peed down a piece of track which
fell i,oooft. in thirty miles, a dog rushed out of

right in front of the velocipede, and the

writer of these lines 1 ame
off second best, alighting
on his head some ten

yards in front of the

machine.

The photograph of this

most curious prison was
taken at a small village
called Septentrion, in

Mexico. There was a

gold-mining camp there,
and the miners who "ot

drunk or disorderly \

confined in the rock, in

which a large room had
bein blasted. It con-

tained about sixty men
on Saturday nights. The
writer found it a con-

venient place in which to

develop photographs.
The Moslem call to

prayer is a very pictur-

esque feature in Eastern

countries, and in our photograph of a mosque
at Sarajevo, the beautiful capital of Bosnia, we

ILD CAMP IN MEXICO. SATURDAY
• v occupa \i'hoto.

—MOSLEM PRIEST CALLING THE HOUR OF PRAYER FROM
THE MINARET OF A MOSQUE IN SARAJEVO.

From a Photo, by Marquis K0//0 de Castelthomond.

see the mollah, or priest, in this very act, about
which one has heard so much in the writings of

those over whom the glamour of the East has

cast its spell. Standing at the edge of the

parapet which encircles the minaret, the Moslem
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priest alternately faces the

four different points of the

compass, and then, throwing

back his head, he calls the

faithful to prayer in a long,

plaintive cry that resounds

weirdly over the city.

The Bulgarian head-dress

seen in the accompanying

photograph is remarkable

indeed, for the lady carries

her dot, dowry, fortune— call

it what you will — on her

head, so that prospective

suitors can see at a glance
whether she is

" worth while
"

from a pecuniary point of

view.
" My first impression,

when I walked about the

streets of Sofia," says the

traveller supplying this

photo., "was that the Bul-

garian women were unusually
well dowered in the matter

of hair. There was not one

of the younger ones who had

not a perfect network of dark

hair covering the whole of

her back in elaborate plaits ;

and this in addition to the

usual ample supply on the

top of the head. It was

not long, however, before I

II. -IN BULGARIA AN ELIGIBLE DAMSEL CAKKIES
HER DOWRY IN' HER HAIR, SO I HAT YOUNG MEN
/'l,>l>l a] MAY SEE HER VALUE. [Photo.

others looked as if they had
had the contents of a pros
perous till poured over them.
The coins proved to be the

most miscellaneous collec-

tion ever seen outside a

museum. Beside tin/ current
coin of the realm, there were
all soils of old Russian and
Turkish pieces, MariaTheresa

dollars, Austrian nickel coins.

and a variety of worthless

medals, probably palmed on
the guileless wearers by
Hebrew hawkers. When a

girl marries, she removes her

dowry, and hoards it up for

eventual division among her

daughters, adding from time

to time whatever savings she

can contrive."

The accompanying photo,
shows a field of " karkoeren

"

on a farm near Bloemfontein.

This fruit is very similar to

the ordinary water-melon, but

has a very bitter taste. The
inside consists of pulp and a

large quantity of liquid, and

it is this which makes it so

much, sought after by cattle.

The field seen in our photo.,
about forty-six acres in extent,

learned that the plaited part was always an is carefully inclosed, and when the fruit is ripe

arrangement of goat's hair, which had the dowry the cattle are driven into it for about an hour

of an unmarried girl attached to it. The a day. They break the
" karkoeren

"
with their

fashion is certainly a convenient one, for pro- hoofs, and so manage to get at the juicy interior.

live bridegrooms
and mothers-in-law

can tell at a glance
the market value of

any spinster. The
odd thing is that so

much importance
should be attached

to these dowries in

Bulgaria, for the
coins are rarely, if

ever, spent ; and, in-

deed, many of them
are by this time- so

antiquated, that they
would not pass as

currency. I have seen

some damsels going
about with what
would answer to a

half - crown and a
;s of strange cattle food .,

tnreepenny-bit, while Fromd] open the melons with their ho
THE CATTLE BREAK

[Photo.
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September, the river, so small in

the dry season, then becomes a

huge, irresistible torrent. It gradually
washes away the embankment, until

frequently the rails and sleepers are

left hanging in mid-air, as you see

them in the accompanying photo-

graph. The Southern Company are

now building retaining walls through
the canon.

1 ,astly, we see the process of the
"
weekly wash

"
at Reykjavik, in

Iceland. The photo, is not fogged,
hut the haze is steam rising up
from the boiling stream. Washing-

HOLY WATER FROM
[Phot

It makes splendid fodder for cattle, hut it

i milch-cows, as its acrid

mparted to the milk.

photograph comes from Sultan-

:i the State of Behar, India. Here
.. long string of nati\es carrying holy

( Ganges water from the river to their own
homes. Some of the water-bottles or jars

nding on the ground on the left.

The mud huts thatched with grass are

characteristic of the whole town, and it is

the main street that these holy water-carriers

ig so earnestly.
The Mexican Southern Railway runs

through the Canon of Tomellin, with the

Rio de San Antonio below, and high, pre-

cipitous cliffs above. In the rainy season

imunication is often stopped for many
A- there is an annual rainfall of

::::)., and all between May and

- -^
: a] I*—HOW FLOODS LEAVE THE PERMANENT WAY OF THE MEXICAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY. [Photo

ON WASHING
[Photo.

day is easy here,

for Nature herself

provides the hot

water. A little to

the right is the

spring where .the

hot water bubbles

up ; you can't

bear your hand

in it. Still more

remarkable, a

small current of

the boiling water

runs parallel with

a cold current, so

that the natural,

washing-tub can

be fixed at any

temperature.





.1.1. II STEPPED TOWARD ME AND GAVE MY HAND A HEARTY SHAKE.
IT WAS THE SIRDAR, NOW LORD KITCHENER OF KHARTOUM."

(see page 539.)
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In the Khalifa's Clutches; or, My Twelve Years' Captivity in

Chains in Omdurman.*

By Charles Neufeld.

IX.

EVERYONE with leanings towards

FaJ£u£ trie Government was now coming to me
in prison under one pretext or another,

to give me information as to all that was

going on. It was to their interest to do so,

as to the end I was looked upon as an

official. Owing to this, I was able to send

out to Onoor slips of paper, giving as nearly
correct details as possible of the number- of

various arms possessed by the Dervishes, the

stock of ammunition, and the Khalifa's plans as

far as they were known. In one of my notes I

informed the army of the explosion of the
"
torpedoes," and the existence of two other

mines ready to be set off; also details concern-

ing the forts. I asked Onoor to get away with

these as quickly as possible, and he promised to

do so. I do not know whom he handed these

notes to, or whether he handed them over him-

self
;
he replied to my inquiries by writing me

from Omdurman saying that he was arrested on

the Nile by Osman Digna ;
but whether coming

or going from the army it is impossible to say.

No sooner had my
"

latest intelligence
" been

sent off by Onoor than an arsenal carpenter,
Mohammad Kagheb, came tome on the subject
of the remaining torpedoes : he had been

ordered to assist in the laying of them, and was

particularly anxious to learn from me how he

might render them useless. He was no less

anxious that I should make a mental note of the

fact, so that I could say a "
good word "

for him
if ever he was accused of trying to impede the

advance of the " Government." Associated

with him was a no particular friend of mine—
Ali Baati, and others

;
but there was no mis-

taking their earnest desire and real anxiety to

circumvent all the schemes of Mansour,

Hassanein, and Abdallah in favour of the

Government troops. Ragheb, however, could

give me no more information as to the

firing medium of the mines than could Burrai
;

all he was able to tell me was that the
"
barrels

"

had the wires wrapped two or three times round

them to prevent their being pulled or dragged
in removal.

Vol. iv.— 66. *
Copyright, 1900. by the International News

I suggested first that he should chip

sugge"tions.awa>'
any cement which he thought

filled any hole or crevice : this would
allow of the water penetrating. Next I suggested
that he should, as the boats carrying the mines
went down the river, try and "

snip
"
any or all

the wires running round the
"
barrel

"—but to

cut the wires in different places, so that the

trick would not be discovered. Ragheb must
have succeeded, for neither of the mines

exploded—although Mansour had appointed

people to fire them as the gunboats passed.
Events were now following each other

the"'"!. in rapid succession. In the universal

excitement prevailing sleep was almost

unknown. Drums were beaten and ombeyehs
blown continuously day and night. Days and

dates were lost count of. Even Friday
—that

one day in the week in Mahdieh—was lost

sight of by most, and the prayers were left

unsaid.

Councils of war were the order of the day—
and night. And what strange tales we heard !

The Emir Abd el Baagi had been intrusted by
the Khalifa and his brother Yacoub with the

task of keeping in touch with the advancing

armies, and the sending to Omdurman of

information concerning every movement. Never

was a general better served with
"
intelligence

"

than was Abdullahi by Abd el Baagi ;
his mes-

sengers were arriving every few hours in the

early days, and hourly towards the end. It was

with no little astonishment we heard that Saba-

looka was to be abandoned. The boom of

chains which was to entangle the paddles of the

gunboats had snapped ;
therefore it was clearly

the will of Allah that the boats were to come

on. Then the mines exploded. Again it was

Allah, who in this showed that He would not

have His designs interfered with. The real

truth of the matter was that the troops at

Sabalooka, hearing that the gunboats had guns

which could send one of the
"
devils

"
(shells)

half a day's journey, and over hills too, took

upon thehiselves to retire out of range. There

was an old prophecy to the effect that the great

Company, in the United States of America.
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ild lake place on the plai rreri.

to be utterly exterminated,

all \\a\ i the faithful w

killed, the remnant collecting afterwards

and then stan a purified army, on the

ole world. Simple, you see,

n, it was decided that the faithful

in Omdurman, and allow the

i. While attacks were being
t th< m on the western flank and rear

be made from the town,

that the infidels. ; I hark to Kerreri

ght between three fires and

I

The guiv . with their
"
devils,"

D^lnT- would he afraid to shoot, as they
uld kill their own people as well as

Hut no sooner had this been
i than objections were raised.

.ts could anchor half a day's
ioui . ki ck Omdurman to i

. and

illy bury the faithful under the ruins.

the prophecy was alluded to, and a

move out to meet the armies finally decided

m. man was to be taken out of

lurman, so that, if the infidels should
. in reaching the town, they would find

only women and children : and, instead of their

- I they would become the

It seemed rattier clever,

ndurman was overrun by Abdullahi's spies,

who, profe to be friendly towards the

vernment," tried to wheedle out of known
ds of the Government expressions of

as to the chances of success to the

rms, and at the same time to a><

tain the general feeling of the populace. Their

unting-ground was, of course, the

i. where the more influential pe<

From the persistence with which these

Auafk.' pressed their inquiries as to the

ch f success which might attend

large bodi> : ting to the Ingleezee under
f darkness—their anxiety to learn how

might approach the camp without being
fired upon before they had been given an

^rtunity of evidencing their peaceable and

•rthy intentions—we came to the conclu-

Abdullahi had been advised to make a
knew better than we did what

he result of such move. At close

quarters the fanatical Dervish horde was more
than a match for the best drilled army in Europe,

ft and silent in their movements; covering
the ground at four or five times the speed of
trained troops ; every man, when the moment
of attack came, accustomed to fight indepen-
dently of orders

; light and supple ; nimble as

cats and bloodthirsty as starving, man eating

tigers; utterly regardless of their own lives;

and capable of continuing to stab and jab with

spear and sword while carrying half-a-dozen

wounds any one of which would have put a

European hors de combat—such were the 75,000
to 80,000 warriors which the Khalifa had ready
to attack the .Sirdar's little army.

Artillery, rifles, and bayonets would
E
"
e
Rush.',a bave been but of little avail against a

horde like this rushing a camp by

night. We had heard from prisoner-deserters

how, at the Atbara, the armies had advanced

by night and delivered their attack at dawn, first

shelling the zareba with their "devils," which

"came from such a great distance." With

I'au/i, Hamza the Jaalin, and others I came to

the conclusion that the same tactics would be

employed for the attack at Kerreri
; therefore,

to the spies we swore that the English never

did things twice in the same way. That they
would on this occasion march during the day
and attack at night, as the Sirdar would be

afraid to let his soldiers see the Khalifa's great

army, as they would all run away if they did.

Our advice was that the faithful should remain

in their camp and await the attack. It would

have been very awkward for me had the Sirdar

planned a night attack, for he would have found

the Dervishes on the qui vive awaiting him, and
then I might have been blamed for the advice

I had given.

However, I believed that a night

Khllifa-s attack would be the very last thing he
Doubts. wou i(] resort to

; and any tale from

our side was good enough, provided
doubts were raised in the minds of the Khalifa

and his advisers as to the chances of success

which would attend his attacking by night.

The population at this period may be said to

have divided itself into three camps : the one

praying
— and sincerely

— for victory to Mahdieh ;

the second praying loudly for the same end, but

breathing silent prayers to Heaven for just the

reverse
;
the third camp—and this the biggest

of the three — consisting of those wait-

ing to see which side would probably win in

order to throw its lot in with the victor. Dozens

of people, who really ivere friends of the Govern-

ment, came to me in prison asking advice as to

what they should do before the troops actually

arrived in order to evidence their loyalty. And
it must not be forgotten that they were risking

their lives at the hour of deliverance. To most

of the people I was still the "brother of Stephen-
son el Ingleezee"; and there were other
"
brothers

"
of mine coming up with the Govern-

ment troops. I was able, through these people,
to collect the information I was sending off
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daily by spies. Abdallah el Mahassi, who had

received some message from Major Fitton

asking about me, and also requesting all

information procurable concerning the arms and

ammunition possessed by the Dervishes, sent to

me the spy Worrak, who had been released from

prison, for any information I could give. Now
Worrak, doubtless looking for-

ward to a reward, decided

upon delivering my messages
himself.

He was to be accom-
Tr

wi
t
th

lg
panied by two others,

the spy. so 5 es id es giving
him notes with the

numbers of rifles, etc., issued

to the troops, and a last warn-

ing about the subaqueous
mines near Halfeyeh, I gave
the information verbally to

the three, so that, in the event

of it being found necessary to

destroy the papers, the mes-

sages would still get through.
Worrak and his companions
left, but were intercepted by
Abd el Baagi's scouts. Inflat-

ing their water-skins, they took

to the river under a perfect
shower of bullets. Worrak
must have been killed or

drowned, as he was never seen

again ; but the two others

reached the British lines, de-

livered the messages, and said

they would be confirmed by
Worrak, who they then thought
must have been carried by the

current to the east bank of

the Nile. These were the

last messengers I actually sent

off to the Sirdar's approaching
army.

There was terrific excitement everywhere in

Omdurman. One of the Saier gaolers had

worked himself into a state of frenzied excite-

ment in describing, for the edification of the

prisoners
—and mine in particular

— the coming
destruction of the hated infidels. He gloated
over the time when the principal British officers,

their eyes gouged out to prevent their looking

upon the benign face of the speaker's master,
would be brought into the Saier, and there

baited for the amusement of the populace.
How little the Sirdar thought, on that

Ba
sVrdir

,

!

e memorable September evening, that

one of the gaolers grovelling at his

feet had, but a few days previously, looked

forward to the time when he, blinded and

shackled, would be lashed round the plai

then, with the rest of my
"
brothers," hurried into

the awful " Umm Hagar," there to spend the
hideous night. This gaoler, indeed, in his mad
enthusiasm, rushed at me and nearly succeeded
in gouging out my left eve. There, was a

desperate struggle, and getting up almost breath-

W4
["HE GAOLF.K RUSHED A I' ME AM' NEARLY SUCCEEDED IN GOUGING OUT

MY If I I EYE."

less, and certainly driven to desperation, I

stupidly turned round and prophesied, for his

edification this time, that the destruction he

had predicted for my
"
brothers

" was the very

destruction which was to fall upon Mahdieh

itself. It was fortunate for me that a few days

previously Idris es Saier had been sending for

me, under one pretext and another, and asking

what action he should take in case the English

won the battle ;
it was delightfully characteristic.

I promised the famous gaoler if he treated me

well I would say "good words" for him; but

perhaps Fauzi's tale made the greatest impres-

sion upon Idris. Fauzi related that when

the English took Egypt there was one gaoler at

Alexandria and another at Cairo. The gaoler
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rs well, ami so the

him : the gaoler at Alexandria

nd ran away to another
-

s, but the l

iglish

him I :k! hanged him in his

K s that the troo] close, Idris

under liis especial for he

w 1 ha my
" broth

them I was alive, and he feared that it

and found me dead, they would hang
him •kl with my corpse, after

manner oi th<

gh he warned the gaolers and

, ĉ
r°us

s mad, and did not

know what I had been saying, my
•me means got to Yacoub's

I v fully watched, and no one

le allowed to speak to me. 1 should

i out o\ prison to see the great
-

•

was, 1 believe 1 was the only
d ( ait to the field of battle.

I had asked Idris not to remove my chains,

. if I were sent for. I had no wish to be

d alive or dead on the field as a practically
man : and. dressed as a 1 >ervish as 1 was,

nipt on my part to escape to the British

e I could only end in my
id.

The Khalifa had been sitting for eight days
in tl >sque in supposed communion with

the Prophet and the Mahdi : and it was either

the Tuesday night or Wednesday morning

immediately preceding the battle that the

to move out of the town was arrived

I >n the Wednesday afternoon a grand
of all the troops was held on the new
_ ind, and, while it was being held,

alarming was brought by Abd el Baagi's
Instead of returning to the town

]. the Khalifa set off with the whole

army in a north-westerly direction. It was this

hurried movement which accounted for the

rms and ammunition he

eing left in the Beit el Amana.
Abdullahi had intended to dis-

RtsouVce. tribute the remainder of the rifles only
at the last moment, when his troops

them against the infidels in

lb could trust none but his

and Taishi. Sheikh ed Din (the

Khalifa . with Vunis, Osman Digna,
Khalifa ; -f, and Ali Wad Helu, moved
off first in command of the attacking army of

.do rifles and hor Yacoub followed

in command of a similar number of spear and
swordsmen : and, in all, the army assembled
must have numbered between 75,000 and
80,000 men.

.1-, every male had been taken from
" To

ufe
hoot

( )it)durman, the Khalifa issued a

Prisoners." hundred lilbs to the gaolers with

which to shoot down the prisoners in

i ase of trouble. That night the rain came
down in torrents, and the following day the

armv arose uncomfortable and, maybe, a little

dispirited. The indefatigable Abdullahi, how-

. restored their good spirits by the relation

of a most opportune vision. During the night

the Prophet and the Mahdi had come; to him,

and let him see beforehand the result of the:

battle : the souls of the faithful killed were all

rising to Paradise in quite a beautiful way, while

the legions of hell were seen tearing into shreds

the spirits of the infidels. While this tale was

going its rounds the gunboats were creeping up,

and a further move to the north was ordered,

for it had been reported that the English were

landing the big guns on Tuti Island, to shell the

camp.
We, too, in prison heard that the gunboats

were approaching; then we heard the distant

boom, boom of the guns gradually nearing and

growing louder. Before we had time to

speculate as to whether the great fight had com-

menced or not, a boy I had stationed on the

roof of a gaoler's house came running down to

say that the ''devils" were passing Halfeyeh.
At the same moment we were nearly

Str
sheii!

y a smothered in dust and stones : a shell

had struck the top of the prison

wall, ricochetted to the opposite wall, and

then fell without exploding in the prison of

the women. All of us prisoners hurried off and

squatted at the base of the north wall, believing

this to be the safest place. The air was now

filled with what to us chained wretches appeared
to be the yells and screeches of legions of the

lost let loose. We shuddered and looked

helplessly from one to the other, powerless and

pitiful amid the fiendish uproar. Then I noticed

that the shells were all flying high over us. But

terror soon gave place to the intoxicating excite-

ment of battle. Leaping to my feet, I rushed—
as fast as my shackles allowed—stumbling to

the middle of the open space, where I tried to

dance and jump, calling on all to come and join

me. I shouted that my "brothers
" had got my

messages ;
that only one place in Omdurman

would be left—the Saier. My brothers would

spare all their lives for me. Yes, I had gone
mad

;
reason had left me, and I was raving,

laughing, crying, singing, kissing my hands In

welcome to those terrible messengers of death

which were now screeching and yelling overhead.

I actually threw open my arms, and leaped up

to embrace a monster shell which a second later

was to gather in death seventy-two men praying
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I I. VII p II MIDDLE OF THE OPEN SPACE
TO DANCE AND JUMP."

in the mosque— surely an awful harvest. Next
came a terrific fusillade, quite indescribable.*

I was only saved from death at the hands of the

infuriated Baggara prisoners by Idris es Saier

locking them all up in the Umm Hagar, leaving

myself, Fauzi, the Jaalin, and other Govern-
ment sympathizers in the open air. Then weird
tales of the fight came to us. Two of the gun
boats had been sunk, and the remainder had
run away again ! Fauzi and I sat there dis-

tracted— heartbroken.

The attack on Khartoum, in 1885,
had been enacted over again. I sat

in a daze ; the reaction from the

madness of joy to that of despair was
more than the strongest man could stand—after

nearly twelve years' captivity and torture. For-

Mr.
Neufeld's
Despair.

*The flight of the shells overhead had a most extraordinary effect :

they appeared to compress the atmosphere and press it down to the
earth

; « , could actually feel the pressure on our bodies, and with
some it brought on nausea.

tunately I broke down and
ibbed like a child.

During the night we could
hear the pat, pat, pat of at

first a few do/en feet, until

eventually we could tell that

thousands of men were running
into the town. It is no use

relating the tales then told us,

but I had better keep to what

actually occurred. After the

bombardment of the forts the

Khalifa sent messengers to

bring in all news from Omdur-
man. When told that all the

forts had been destroyed he-

ordered a salute to be fired in

token of his having gained a

victory. And the deluded man
called out,

" Ed deen mansour "

- the Faith is Triumphant.
But other messengers were

hurrying in, and as they came
with grave faces and asked to

see Yacoub before delivering
their news to the Khalifa, it

was soon noised abroad that

the volley from the rifles was

only to try and hide something

extremely serious which had
occurred. First, it was learned

that, instead of the gunboats

having been destroyed, it was

the forts which had been

battered to pieces. Then the

more superstitious lost heart

when it was related that one

of the "devils" had actually

entered the sacred tomb of the

Mabdi ; and hundreds of the faithful deserted

desertwards, afterwards striking back to town.

Later on, it became known that not only had

one of the shells destroyed the Mimbar (pulpit),

but it had also knocked to pieces the Mihrab—
that sacred niche in the wall of the mosque

giving the direction of Mecca. What rallying-

place was there now for Mahdieh? And so

more deserted.

Between ten and eleven at night a

A
g£f|£

fuI riderless horse from the British or

Egyptian cavalry came slowly moving,

head down, towards the Dervish lines. The

Khalifa had related how, in one of his visions,

he had seen the prophet mounted on his mare

riding at the head of the avenging angels

destroying the infidels. But this apparition of

the riderless horse was too much
;

at least one-

third of the Khalifa's huge army deserted, terrified

and disheartened. When Yacoub told him of

u m-.KE I TRIED
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the dullahi merely raised his head

y
will be fulfilled it only

j
near inc." His B; ggara and

him, but they too were

th Khalifa, on his knees, with

ground, was groaning,
ais wont, repeating the name

However, he pulled round a little

I invented \isions

put spirits into the remaining slightly

1 1 will, 1 believe, surprise but few

R.coiiicuo
d
ns. when I admit that it is next to im-

r me to remember and

lents which occurred during my
it and day in the Saier. Added to the

itement shared by everyone, I had

tend against the mental excitement

and reaction which, earlier in the day, had

almost deprived me of reason. From where I

chained to a gang of about forty prison*

aid hear the infuriated Baggara in the Umm
ing their curses on the head of that

:i of a dog—Abdallah Nofal
: '

;
and promis-

what would happen when they laid hands

upon me. And they were no idle promises.
rt from the threats which may not lie

of "drinking my blood" at

the moment my 'brothers
"
reached Omdurman

almost froze that blood in my veins. The whole

t through lid hear the soft pat, pat,

of na'r
t,

and sometimes the hard

S : men running a race for life. Not

having heard any firing, we made all sorts of

conjectu: s. At one moment it was thought
that the troops had rushed one of the zarebas

und r of darkness, and these were the

fugiti . into town : next it was believed

that the Khalifa had altered his plans, and
I to stand a a in Omdurman.

xt it was thought that the Dervishes

Throes had rushed the camp of the troo]
but this idea was soon discarded, for

the people running back to town would surely
had breath to yell out the new-, ot victory.

I have aire. a n the reasons for these people
i only ] :ater. For

••

night |

in frightful anxiety,
and ami mate hopes and sickening fears.

only creeping through the skies

rd a low boom, followed by an

a volume of yells and screechings
idemonium itself let loose in the

doomed
cit; I rrific explosion

which positively shook Omdurman
;

the town
could not stand this sort of thing for ten

minute- . Ives up as lost But
the bombardment ceased as suddenly as it

began. I asked one of the gaoler's boys to

climb to the roof of the Umm Hagar to see

what the gunboats were doing, as we believed

the shells had been fired by them. He called

k that they were "
standing still

"
near

Halfeyeh, and not firing at all,

We could hear the distant booming
Thu'rfdVr. st 'H g°i ng on

>
so we knew then that

the English were holding their own if

nothing more, and hope returned. We did not

require the boy to call out, when the gunboats
moved down stream, that they, too, were

opening fire on the Dervish camps. We could

almost follow the tide of battle in that furious

artillery duel from the alternate roars and

silence, as of waves breaking on a rock-bound

i. There was no doubt in our minds now
that the tactics of the Atbara had been repeated,

and that the zarebas were being shelled pre-

paratory to being stormed; but the conjecture
was wrong, as we learned later. Next the rattle

of musketry was borne down on the wind. It

was not the rattle of Dervish rifles either: we

knew well the sound of these. Then followed

a long silence, only to be succeeded by another

terrific fusillade ; to us prisoners it was the

reserve zareba which was now being carried, but

the tale of the battle is old, and who has not heard

of that second fight on the day of Omdurma.i.

when MacDonald's brigade withstood the com-

bined attack of the armies of Sheikh ed Din

and Yacoub ? One must go amongst the

Dervish survivors of that attack to learn the

details of the tight.

Those -having glasses in the British

KhaiiYfa-s hnes must have noticed Yacoub pranc-
Brother.

j n „ aoout on horseback in front of his

army ;
this was in imitation of the

man he could see on horseback in front of

the brigade which was mowing down his men

by hundreds at each volley. The Dervishes

have since learned who the man was, and

"MacDonald" (with
" Es Sirdar ") is now a

name to conjure with in the Soudan. It was

not the first time that MacDonald had so

terribly punished the Dervishes while command-

ing troops whom they had expected would throw

down their arms and bolt, as in the olden days.

While all this was occurring on the field of

battle, I, in prison, to allay my painful excite-

ment (and really to calm my overstrung nerves),

took the Ratib of Ibrahim Wad el Fahel, and

occupied myself with "illuminating" its pa

with red and black ink designs. At this occupa-

tion I had often earned a few dollars, but Fahel

still owes me for my last exploit in "illumina-

tion." I left the work unfinished about noon to

attend to two young men attached to the prison,

who had come in from the fight
—one with a

bullet over the left temple, and the other with
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one in the muscle of the left arm. Provided

only with a penknife, I made a cross cut over

the spot where I could in one case see, and the

other feel, the bullet embedded, and then I

simply pressed them out. Both bullets had kept

their shape, and must have been encountered at

extreme range, or rather beyond it.

Maybe, with a European, chloroform
Mr'*

s
e
£
fe,d

might have been necessary for the
surgeon, extraction of the bullet in the arm,

but in the case of a Soudanese —have

I not already said that a Dervish can continue

leaping and stab-

bing with half-a-

dozen terrible

wounds in his

body ?—a Dervish

can and will kill at

the very moment
when the ventricles

of his heart make
their last contrac-

tion. Bodily pain,

as we understand

it,
is unknown to

them. Wonderful

is the power of

fanaticism. Many
a time have I ap-

plied and seen

applied red - hot

charcoal to sores,

with the patients

calmly looking on.

After dabbing a

little carbolic acid

over the wounds
of my present
patients I asked

what news they had

brought. Yacoub,

they said, was
killed. Almost all

the faithful were

killed or wounded; and the Khalifa himself

was running back to Omdurman, but they had

outstripped him.

And while still questioning them, Idris
Hu

c
n
iothes°

r
es Saier told me that the Muslimanieh

who had been taken out to fight

had made their way back to town, and were

rummaging for European clothes in which to

array themselves to receive the troops when

they arrived. Xo delicate compliment here,

mind you, but the sheer instinct of self-preserva-

tion.

I should here take up the personal narratives

of those who were fighting in the Dervish lines

in order to present a complete history. At

sunrise on September 2nd, Sheikh ed Din
determined on attacking with his army of rifle-

men and cavalry, leaving Yacoub, with whom
was his father, the Khalifa, as a reserve. The
shells which fell among his men did not knock
them over or mow them down in lanes. No,
they

" blew a hundred men and horses high
into the air

"
: then, when the rifle fire struck

them, it
"
rolled them about like little stones."

The carnage was so frightful that Sheikh ed
Din himself led the way to the shelter in a

khor to the west of Surgham Hill. And now, to

understand clearly

what followed next,

and in a measure
to explain the post
of honour being

given to the
Khalifa's son,
Sheikh ed Din, I

must refer to an

incident occurring
at the last moment
before the Dervish

army left Omdur-
man.

Khalifa
Shereef,
since his

i n s u rrec-

tion against Abdul-

lahi, had not been

allowed to exhibit

the white flag made

specially for the

The
IHahdi's
White
Flag.

fa m ily
Mahdi.
believed

dullahi

of the
It was

that Ab-
intended

WITH A PENKNIFE I MADE A CUT OVER THE SPOT WHERE I CHIT. I)

EEEI. THE ltll.1.1 I EMBEDDED."

to nominate his

son to succeed

him, but this was

against the ex-

pressed order of the

Mahdi that Wad Helu and then Shereef should

follow in the succession. While Sheikh ed Din

was given the principal command, Shereef was

not allowed any command at all
;
nor was the

white flag of Mahdieh brought out of the Beit el

Amana. Discontent was openly expressed at

this, and some of the more religious or fanatical

of the Mahdists demanded to know whether it

was Abdullahi or Mahdieh they were to fight for.

Abdullahi was advised to bring out the white flag,

and it was carried at the extreme left of his army,

but Abdullahi had hoped that the Sheikh ed Dm
would return as the victor of Kerreri, and thus

his succession could be assured by the aid ot

an "extra-strong vision."

.-56.
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S ing the repulse of Sheikh ed Din, the

Khalifa ordered the advance of Yacoub's army,

and, ley were advancing, Sheikh ed Din

ected his men and joined it. Then it was

that the determined attack was made on

MacDonald's brigade. The Khalifa had dis-

mounted, and. sitting On his prayer-skin, sur-

rounded by his Mulazameen six deep, lie held

ornmunion again with the prophet and

the Mahdi—while his army was being mowed
n in thousands. Yacoub, with his Emirs

and bo< I of horsemen, rode in front of the

and did his besl to unite them to a final

rush on the brigade.
The white (lag of the

"la^wa^ Mahdieh was pushed
Buried.

cJQse to w ] lclv t |lc 2n(J

Egyptian battalion, under
inel Pink, was posted, and five

lard hearers in succession were

shot down. Others ran to raise it

nn\) shot down in turn, until

the flag was literally buried under
the slain. Almost at this moment
a well-aimed shell blew Yacoub
and his bodyguard "high in the

air," and that before the Khalifa's

the black flag was planted,
but the Dervishes had had a lesson.

Yunis, breaking through Abdullahi's

bodyguard, ran to him, saying,

•Why do you sit here? Escape—
:

•

is being killed." But the

now fallen tyrant, Abdullahi, sat

still, dazed and stupefied with what
he had seen. With the help of

others, however, Yunis raised him
to his feet, and actually pushed and
bundled him along. Then Abdul-
lahi, the Khalifa, started running
on foot. He refused to mount a

horse or camel
;
but after stumbling

and falling three times Yunis pi i

suaded him to mount a donkey !

His great army was now in full

retreat, and wails of "
Where, oh,

iullahi -- where is the victory
you prom:

-

assailed his ears.

Calling his camel syce, Abou Gekka, he told him
to hurry on a fast camel to Omdurman, there
collect his wives, children, and treasures, and
conduct them to the Zareba el Arrda (parade-
ground) to the west of Omdurman, where he
would meet them, and then all were to fly
•

gether.
; reaching the zareba, however, his

sta"! household were not visible
; and, hear-

ing that there were still thousands of
his troops in Omdurman. he was persuaded to

enter the town, and make a last stand at the

praying-ground. When nearing the mosque,
Abdullahi saw Yacoub's eunuch waiting there.

Telling him to collect Yacoub's wives, children,

etc., and take them to the zareba, the eunuch
asked, "Where is my master?" Abdullahi
then—probably for the very last time—exercised

his power of life and death. Turning to one of

those near him, he said, haughtily,
" Who is

this slave, to question my orders?" And next

moment the eunuch fell dead at Abdullahi's feet

with a bullet through his head.

Reaching the large praying inclosure,

"yunis persuaded the khalifa to mount a donkey '.

Abdullahi ordered the drums and ombeyehs to

be sounded, but few or none obeyed the

summons
;
some came—looked at the unfor-

tunate despot sitting there mute, and then

slunk off. Others, I have heard, gibed him by

asking if he was "sitting on his farwah." The

farwah, or prayer-skin, is what the leaders for-

merly stood upon when the day was lost, and

they awaited their death. Finding himself

deserted by all, he called for his secretary,

Abou el Gassim, and asked what could be done.
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Gassim, whether in a sarcastic vein
S
Adv1ce.

c
or not

> recommended that he should
continue praying where he was, and

that, maybe, his prayers would still bring victory.

But, there being none to join in the prayers, the

Khalifa asked Gassim to collect his household

and bring them to him. Gassim went off, and
did not return. At this time Taishi, Baggara,
Berti Habbanieh, Rhizaghat, Digheem, and
other tribes, whom Abdullahi formerly depended
upon for support, were streaming off, to the

number of probably fifteen thousand, from the

south of the town, ("ailing two men, he asked

them to go outside the town and see how far

the Government troops were distant. The

messengers, on reaching the Tombs of the

Martyrs
—about twelve hundred yards from

where Abdullahi was sitting
—

suddenly came
across the Sirdar and his staff standing at the

angle of the great wall. They watched the

staff move off towards the Beit el Mai, when

they returned and reported this to Abdullahi.

Slipping through the door communicating with

his house he changed his clothes, collected the

remainder of his household, and quietly slipped
off while the Sirdar was making the complete
circuit of Omdurman with the exception of

those twelve hundred yards.
It is a thousand pities, as things

Ha
h
v
a
e BeinSicUially were, that the staff did not

continue the direction they were then

taking, for a few minutes' trot along the deserted

strict leading to the prayer-ground would have

resulted in the Sirdar laying his hands upon
Abdullahi, as he sat there absolutely alone, on
the spot where he had hoped his faithful would
make their last stand.

The sun was setting, and still we in prison
did not know exactly how the day had gone.
We had heard the drums and ombeyehs,
which told us that Abdullahi was calling

upon the faithful to assemble at the prayer-

ground. A cloud of dust on the desert and
the gunboats slowly straining up meant that the

troops were advancing on the town. Idris es

Saier came and asked me what he was to do—
to go to his master or wait for the English ? I

advised him to close the gates of the prison,
his titles upon any of the Baggara trying to

force an entrance, and wait and see who would
ask for the keys the expected Sirdar or the

Khalifa. In all cases— I told him— it was
his duty to protect the prisoners in his charge,
and I constantly reminded him of Fauzi's

impressive tale of the two gaolers. When we
heard the shrill cries of the women we knew
someone was being welcomed, and guessed

correctly that it was the English at last. Idris,

in his anxiety to secure his prisoners, had us all

chained in gangs earlier than usual, and this

linking of my gang to the common chain had

only just been completed when Idris came,
frightened out of his life, as one could tell by
his voice, to tell me that the "

place was filled

with my English brothers."

That a big, tall man—who he was told

and'tht was the dreaded Sirdar—had asked
Sirdar. rQr ^ anj ^^ j wag tQ come at

once. It seemed an age while the

chain was being slipped from my shackles, and

then, led by Idris, I made my way to the gate
of the Saier. I was crying dry-eyed. I could

see a blurred group, and then I was startled out

of my senses by hearing English spoken
—the

only words of a European language I had heard

for seven long years. From that blurred group,
and through the gloom, came a deep, strong

voice,
" Are vou Neufeld ?—Are you well ?

"

And then a tall figure stepped toward me
and gave my hand a hearty shake. It was

the Sirdar, now Lord Kitchener of Khartoum.

I believe I babbled something as I received a

handshake from one and a slap on the shoulder

from another
;
but I do not know what I said.

Looking down at my shackles, the Sirdar asked,

"Can these be taken off now?— I am going
on." I believe a second's discussion took place
with the trembling Idris, and then I heard the

last order I was to receive and obey in the

Saier,
"
Neufeld, out you go I

"
It was the

Sirdar's order, and, half carried by the friendly

and strong arms supporting me, I obeyed.
The next thing I remember was a

sem'sh'Act. British officer slipping off his horse,

lifting me into the saddle, and trudging

along at my side after the terribly trying and

arduous day he must have had.

I was taken to the "
Head-quarters' Mess "

at

the camp. The Sirdar had, I believe, allowed

himself the luxury of a broken angareeb on

which to rest
;

the staff were lying in all

positions on the sand, fagged out, but hard at

work with despatches and orders by the light of

guttering candles. It was a hungry, thirsty, and

dead-beat "Head-quarters' Mess" I had been

invited to on the night of the memorable 2nd oi

September.
While the comfort of the troops had been

looked to, the Sirdar and his staff had evidently

neglected themselves ;
their canteen and mess

was miles away on slow-travelling camels ;
and

one of the most brilliant victories of the nine-

teenth century was being celebrated by a supper

consisting of a few biscuits, bad water, some ot

my prison bread, which I shared with others

around me, and Cairo cigarettes ;
with the sand

of the desert for seats, and the silent canopy of

heaven as the roof over our heads.
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on after reaching the
" mess "

I heard a

voice calling, "Where's Neufeld?" and the

inquirer introduced himself to me ; it was

Mr. Bennet Burleigh, of the Daily Telegraph.
I had heard—and yet had not heard—

cha'n£. much English spoken tome; but the

flood of language he poured out when
i* found me still in chains came as a revelation

to me. It was as picturesque as his description
of the battle which I have since read. Rushing
off, I back in a few moments, accompanied

: rriers, with their shoeing implements,
and remove my chains. Off again, he

returned with some engineers, and amidst a

ning torrent of abuse, concerning cold

5 and other implements he required, and
which were not forthcoming, he questioned me.

ryone had a try at those chains. Someone
weird language concerning the

Khalifa when he found his thumb between the

hammer and the links. But, with a great deal

anguage and equally strong blows.

ting with the anklets were cut

:hroi:_ The anklets themselves, however,
d, owing to want of appliam

on board Colonel Gordon's steamer, a few
minutes before he led the way for the troops
who to take part in the funeral service at

spot where his hero-uncle felL

While Joseppi was imprisoned with me I was
able to exercise my mother tongue, and corn ' t

his broken German, which gave me, atall events,

some little amusement
;

but

after his murder, and the

escape of Father Ohrwalder, I

never had another opportunity
of speaking a European lan-

guage except in my dreams
and when I was talking to

myself. For seven long years— with the single exception of

the word "
torpedo," by which

name the Algerian described

his mines— I had not heard a

syllable of a European tongue.
The last Europeans I had

spoken to before leaving Egypt
were English ;

the first language
I was to hear on my release

was English.
And then a strange

" iS
B°

r
„
a
kr thing happened. As

far as language was

concerned, my brain became
a blank from the moment I

left Wady Haifa to the moment
when the Sirdar called out, "Are

you Neufeld ?
" So that when

the German Military Attache

spoke to me in German, while hearing, and in

the main understanding what he said, I could

not (much to his very evident annoyance) find

words in my mother tongue to reply. It was

weeks after my return to Egypt before I was

THIS IS A SNAI'-SHOT OF MR. NEUFELD STANDINC A I

MAN IN THE DOORWAY OK THE KHALIFA'S BROTHER'S Hoi !
I

I 111 DAY AFTER THE BATTLE OF OMDURMAN.
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able to express myself properly in the German

language. While to myself this was not greatly
to be wondered at, yet the fact might be of

interest to some scientist who has made cerebral

affections his particular study.
On the morning following the Battle of

Omdurman a number of the townspeople came
out to the camp complaining of the rough usage

they had been subjected to at the hands of the

Soudanese troops left in charge of the town
;

and also of the looting of their houses.

The majority, not knowing that the

int
e
e
u
r
f

piete" Sirdar and his staff were fluent Arabic

scholars, brought their complaints to

me, and asked me to interpret for them. In

my then excited and half-dazed state I rushed

off to report the affairs. Colonel Maxwell at

once called up a hundred men, and with an

officer and sergeant instructed me to proceed to

the town and see the men posted in the houses

of the complainants. The real truth of the

matter, of course, only came out later, and as

I do not know of anyone else who is in as good
a position as I am to relate it, I submit the

following.

Long before the troops
reached the town the

inhabitants were busily

engaged in looting the

Mahdieh institutions and
the deserted houses of the

fleeing Baggara and others.

Their local knowledge
obviated the necessity of

searching for loot
; they

knew well where then-

was anything at all worth

taking, and they took it,

anticipating the troops by
half a day. Into every

occupied house loot was

being carried, if not by
the head of the house-

hold, then by the servants

and others attached to

the establishment, while

the head of the house

mounted guard. True, the

soldiers did loot towards

midnight
— but what ?

Well, angareebs mainly

(the native seats and bed-

steads combined), on

which to rest themselves

instead of lying down on

the filth -sodden ground
of Omdurman. Heaven
knows they richly de-

served the temporary loan of these angareebs.
Wherever residents were looted it was their own
fault. The victorious and grinning blacks kept
an eye on their hereditary enemies —the lighter
coloured population—as they passed backwards
and forwards, always entering their huts loaded
and emerging empty-handed.

In their eagerness to collect all theyLo
Town.

he could they threw down their loot and
hurried off for more

;
and during their

absence the black "Tommy" annexed what-

ever he thought would be useful to him. The
Sirdar himself could not have made a better

arrangement than that which came of itself.

The troops were enabled to keep at their posts
with an eye open for any lurking Baggara ;

the

looting was being done for them by the residents,

who knew exactly where to lay their hands upon
anything worth taking, and this instead of time

being wasted by searching empty houses, while

the soldiers were kept in good spirits by having
the fun of the looting without running the risk

of being suddenly confronted with half-a-dozen

Baggara concealed in some hut or room.

w^faBt
THE VICTOkl' iUS BL-ACKS KEPT AN EVE ON THEIK HEREDITAKV ENEMII'

NTERED THEIR HUTS LOADED WITH I

(To be concluded.)



\ Mexican "Mecca.' and What I Saw There.

B\ Mrs. I . M. Terry, of Mi xico ( 'i it.

civil engineer in Mexico City describes the extraordinary sights she saw during
Amecameca. the Holy City of Mexico. Mrs. Terry is a close observer

n able ;nd she illustrates her article with a set of beautiful photographs. Particularly
e photos, of the strange Indian figure of Christ, which is the centre of attraction;

and the devotee crowned with thorns, ascending the Sacred Hill on her knees.

LY l S OF MEXICO, Willi I
I

! VOLCANO OF POPOCATEPETL IN THE BACKGROUND.

From a Photo, by C. />'. Waite, Mexico.

M.

PARI' from its holy attributes— it is

the
" most sacred spot in Mexico "

—A leca is far and away the

st beautiful village in "Old-New
in." With its background of

mountains, sloping -roofed red

and terraced hills, you would n<

think Amecameca was a Mexican town at all,

itterly : an or Swiss—is it in

arance. And yet it is from here that you
' on voir :- itest volcano,

tl. Here, too, is the wonderful
"S cro Monte-/' or "Sacred Mountain," of

which you must climb if you desire

to b d among the faithful. Here, once

Fray Martin, of sacred memory—
a worthy follower of Saint Anthony; and lastly,

Amecameca you can witness, at certain

;ons of the year, the very grotesque and
withal pathetii

"
Passion Play

"
as given by the

Indians.

Only two or three hours' railway ride from

ili City of Mexico, Amecameca is very easy of

access, and there is the best of lodging to be

found for both man and beast at the "Spanish
Hotel," the back windows of which inn

command a magnificent view of the great

volcanoes, Popocatepetl and Ixtaccihuatl. Other

than the " Sacred Mountain " and the
" Sacred

Image" of Amecameca, both of which are located

outside the town proper, the "
sights

"
of Ameca-

meca are few. There is, of course, the parish

church, and you will do well to visit it if you have

any interest in old Spanish churches. This par-

ticular inglesia was built in the year 1500, by the

Dominican Friars; and it stands to-day much
as those old-world folk left it, ages ago. Some

very fine old paintings decorate the stained and

dusty walls
;
cobwebs float from the magnificent

wood-carving of the altar, and tawdry red, white,

and green ribbons (the Mexican national

colours) adorn (?) the exquisite old Moorish
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dome. But even these inconsistencies cannot

spoil the very beautiful old church. To be

sure, on the topmost niche of the great altar

you may see a bottle bearing the legend
" Bass's

Ale," which contains a spray of "Saint John's"
lilies, and not, as might be supposed, ale of the

great Bass's manufacture ! In other more
civilized countries one might question or cavil,

but knowing the peon, you will remember that

no disrespect is intended
;

and in Mexico
bottles are so expensive !

A shady, willow-bordered road leads one from
the parish church to the foot of the Sacred

grove of ahuehuetes (willows). Now and then,
where there are breaks in the shrubbery, you
catch enchanting glimpses of the snow
volcanoes, as well as small vistas of the quaint
red and green town at your feet. But it is best
to await the magnificent view, in its entii

until the top of "Sacro Monte" is reached,
for from there one of the grandest views
in the world is to be seen. During the

rainy season (May to October) a very clear

view of the two mountains cannot be obtained,
for mist and clouds hide them from sight. But

during the "dry time" Popocatepetl and his

5HADY, WILLOW-BORDERED ROAD LEADS PROM IIIK PARISH CHURCH TO THE
Frotn a Photo, by C. />. Waite, Mexico.

FOOT OF THE SACRED MOUNTAIN.

Mountain. And, guarded at the bottom of the

hill by a small but very elaborate chapel, the

winding causeway of the " Sacro Monte "

begins. This you must follow in order to visit

Fray Martin's cave, and the Sacred Image that

reposes therein. This road dates back many
hundreds of years, having been originally made
to provide for the ascent of multitudes of

Indians, who come from all parts of Mexico to

worship the
" Sehor of Amecameca "— otherwise

the Sacred Image. Scattered all the way along
this road are "stations

"
—fourteen of them—

built of the most exquisite tiles, and at these

the faithful are expected to pause and offer up
devotions. While one may not always do one's

duty in this respect, nevertheless these stations

do offer good opportunities for occasional

breathing-spaces, for the causeway winds upward
steeply, and you are breathless long before you
have climbed half-way up.
The path itself is paved with round flat

stones, and winds along through a very beautiful

sleeping companion, the " White Lady
"

(so

called by the Indians on account of her

resemblance to the outline of a recumbent

woman), tower up brilliantly into the dark blue

of a Mexican sky, seemingly so near that one

could, by reaching forward, almost gather hand-

fuls of snow from their mighty sides. But in

reality, Popocatepetl is several hours' horseback

scramble over the pedregal (lava) from Ameca-

meca ; while Ixtaccihuatl lies miles and miles

distant. This latter volcano, by the way, has

never been ascended, so far as lies within the

knowledge of man.

Very glorious is the outlook that lies bef

you, as viewed from the
" Padre's Terrace

" on

the Holy Hill overlooking the picturesque,

red-roofed town of Amecameca. The white

churches shine out from dark-green olive grc

their Moorish towers glistening under the sun's

rays ;
and there are gardens and fruit orchards,

with silvery waters that gleam beyond the green

of the meadows ; and the purple of the lower
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ind tin ging lights on the

mountains, all dominated and dwarfed

the tw int volcanoes that rear

ve the snow line, and

m to dream thi iquilly in silent watch

town below. A grander scene

found. You would prefer

•id all your time in this one spot,

. but you arc not

alio-. i ; i Amecameca
mention the cave

must be no more

w v>f th mountains.

. which is also the shrine

d< Amecameca," is a tiny

by I ray Martin himself into the

Mountain.'' During that

- time it had no furnishings or adorn-

ment only the Father's straw petates and

rud . however, the fl >or is covered

with exquis . glistening tiles, any one of

paration, known in those days, hut now a lost

art. At any rate, while fully life-size, this re-

markable image weighs exactly hvo pounds !

This unlovely image is the idol of the Indians

of Amecameca, as well as the surrounding

pueblos.. Many persons have attempted to pur-

chase or steal it, and have naturally failed.

lor, like Titian's great "Entombment" at

Tzintzuntzan, this image is secretly guarded by
dav and night, and woe be unto the person who

attempts to steal it ! To purchase it, as before

stated, would be a matter of impossibility.

The origin of the image is not known, though
there are many legends, all of them different

save in one point, which declares that it has

reposed in the same case, in this one spot, ever

since the year 1500. Where it came from, and

when made, no one knows, but it is said that

nearly four hundred years ago the sacred figure

was brought mysteriously to the door of its

present shrine by an equally mysterious mule,

l rRACTION AT THIS MEXICAN "MECCA."
•I a] ALTHOUGH FULLY LIFE-SIZE, EIG] I . i POUNDS I [Photo.

which you feel that you would give your
head for, and which continually cause you

•reak the tenth commandment. The low-

rude, damp, and crumbling in the days

ray Martin — is now smoothed, polisl

and even coloured. And over in the corner,
his straw sleeping-mat once lay, now
a gilded and much -decorated case,

which has the honour of containing the
"

I of Amecameca. This is a very
remarkable image, entirely unlike any one of

the thousands that are venerated throughout
Mexico. It is perfectly black, and represents
the dead Chr; of course, very rud

fashioned. The material seems to be a sort of

corn-stalk pith or fibn a maguey pre

and there left ! It is certain that the image is

not Spanish, nor could it have been made or

worshipped by the Indians of the fifteenth cen-

tury. In fact, it is difficult to account for its

origin, and one is reduced to the conclusion

that, like Topsy, it must have simply "growed:"
This mystery naturally lends enchantment to

the Image, so far as the Indians of Mexico are

concerned, and monthly—even weekly
—huge

pilgrimages are made to the shrine of the

wonderful, miracle-working
"
Seiior," devotees

coming from all parts of the Republic to ki>s

the glass case holding the strange black Cristo.

Such pilgrimages generally take place on a

Church or saint's day, and are very interesting

to watch. All during the night before such a
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From a P/tato. Iy\ HI SACKED MO! NTAIN TO VENERATE I UK IMAGE. [C. /»'. Waite, .1

fies/a, groups of blanketed and sandalled

brown Indians travel silently into the town
;

many of them having covered hundreds of

weary miles in journeying from the Sierras or

the plains in order to see the Sacred Image at

fiesta time. Dull-faced, stolid men lead the

burros or asses, while their blue-blanketed,

sturdy wives trot silently along behind, babies

and bundles slung indiscriminately on their

broad shoulders or backs. They pour in by
hundreds, all intent on the ascent of the Holy
Hill and a glimpse of the Sacred Image. Then,
that duty performed, they rest for a while, and
eat the humble tortillas which they have

brought with them. Later, with rude, native

chalk, they trace the outlines of their tired feet

on the walls or flat stones of the hill, to prove
that they have made the holy pilgrimage. And
then, bundling up the babies and saying fare-

well to " Nuestro Senor," off they go again on
the long journey homewards.

While I was allowed to enter the cave and
view the shrine of " Nuestro Sehor

" from a

sufficiently respectful distance, I was forbidden
to take photographs of the Image, or even touch
its glass and gold case. Only once a year

—
during Holy Week—is the " Christ

" moved
from its cave, and then only for a few days.

Generally, on Good Friday, it is taken down the
hill to San Sebastien Church. During the

Indian "
Passion Play

"
it is carried solemnly

Vol. iv.—57

about in all the processions : and on the next

day
— the "

Saturday of Glory
"—it remains in

state in church to be worshipped. But on
Easter Sunday, late in the evening,

" Nuestro
Senor" is carried back, with much pomp and

rejoicing, to his mysterious cave.

This same small cave, by the way, was the

home for many years of Fray Martin himself, of

sacred memory. He belonged to the Fran-

ciscan order, and his life-work was the conver-

sion of the Indians of Amecameca and the

surrounding districts. Greatly beloved and

revered by them, this good man was reputed
the idol, also, of the animals of the ahuehuete

forests thereabouts
;
for the legends tell that the

little beasts of the forest changed their holes

and lairs in order to live near him, and the birds

forsook their nests and favourite trees so that

they might be close enough to sing to him.

His life, from all accounts, seems to have been

full of pure and holy deeds—a life spent in

self-denial and self-forgetfulness, and wholly

devoted to his
" Indios." And so greatly

beloved was he by his flock of simple-minded

followers, that upon his death and burial

at Tlalmanalco (at that time the burial-ground

of his order) the Indians secretly stole his

bones and buried them in the little cave that had

for so many long, weary years been his only home.

There, even to this day, nearly four hundred

years after, the Indians go weekly and monthly,
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make their devotions to the Imam',
. that the spirit of Padre Martin

will them, and give them such things as

I in net desire.

particularly during Holy
sting, being a strange mix-

Indian and Christian rites- -the latter.

minating. No priests officiate,

Indians, alter fust holding celebra-

i [ill, climb

j

ray
at - iur-

the
'

s

.e little

:heir pi

. su as a lock

of hair, a scrap of

their garment, or

perhaps rip of

n the rim

of the sombrero.

very devout
or penitent pilgrims
make the ascent of

the Holy Hill on

Some
n wear the corona

. or crown
of thorns, in token of

great humility of
mind and a desire to

suffer as Christ Him-
self did. It is a very

ghastly sight, and I

have never been able

to one old

peon woman who
naking this

atical "
viai

She was a particu-

larly repulsive, ugly
old creature of over

. clothed in

'.ched rags, which
>iled and torn

with long travel. Her hair was matted, and fell

in grey, stringy locks over her drawn and blood-
stained face—for the crown of thorns with Indian
fanatics is a sad and painful reality. It

was a very ghastly sight, I say, as this half-crazed
old creature, in her rags and crown of thorns,

_-;led and crawled along, praying half

deliriously in her own guttural dialect. Speaking
to no one, looking at no one, paying no heed,
she was intent only on the fulfilment of her vow,

i A REAL CROWN OF THOR
I'll.'

From a Photo, by C. B. Watte, Mexico.

apparently giving no thought to the cruel thorns

that cut her forehead and head, or the sharp
stones and pebbles that bruised her poor,

trembling old knees. In her wake followed a

crowd of Indians, who praised her, and even
ran before her now and then, and flung their

tilmas and rebosos in her path, to soften her

pilgrimage. Many of them also held her up by
the hands when, after the manner of wearied

Moses, she would be
unable to crawl on
from fatigue and
weakness, falling

many times face
downward on the

sharp stones of the

causeway.
At the very top of

the hill is the little

chapel of Guadalupe,
and in this hang
innumerable pictures
of saints and any
amount of votive

offerings. These
latter are worthy of

careful study and

investigation, for one

may be sure that

their like was never

seen elsewhere on
the earth, or under
or above the earth,

for that matter. All

of them are, of

course, dedicated to

the Image of the

Sacro Monte, and

every one of them is

worth hundreds of

dollars to the curi-

osity seeker. One of

these representations

particularly excites
one's curiosity

-— a

small square picture,
done in faint browns
and greens, and repre-

senting a holy friar on
his sick bed, with other monks giving him

spiritual consolation
;
while " Our Seiior of the

Holy Hill
"
looms up in the background. The

whole is really quite well drawn and expressed.
Underneath this representation is written, in

very crabbed and old-fashioned Spanish script,

the following :
—

"In the year 1541, the holy Padre Domingo,
being very seriously afflicted with an infirmity of

the liver, had been given up by the practicers
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of medicine. He commended himself to the

Virgin and our Saviour, received the Last

Sacrament, and was beginning to grow cold,

when, lo and behold ! there appeared to him

our Most Merciful Sehor of the Sacred Mountain,
who on the spot restored his life and health.

In token whereof, this picture was painted
and hung in the holy chapel of Guadalupe,
in perpetual commemoration of the healing

powers possessed by Nuestro Sehor del Sacro

Monte."

That, of course, is only one of the offerings.

There are scores of others, some of them dating
back three hundred years. Some are crude,

some gaudy, and many others well drawn and

painted, in commemoration of all sorts of

accidents. There is one, I remember, which

tells of the sickness and subsequent near

approach to death of a peon girl who had

imbibed not wisely but too well of a certain
"
pulque compuesto," but who was saved by

" Nuestro Sehor." Another shows a railroad

accident where a man narrowly escaped death

in the wreck by calling at the very last moment

upon
" El Sehor." There is another of a boat

accident, and so on.

At the back of this chapel, and a little farther

up the hill, is the cemetery, or
"
place of the

foot-prints." In the cemetery one finds a great
number of clay tombs and monuments, upon
all of which have been rudely traced outlines of

feet, of all sorts and shapes and sizes. This is

done so as to leave behind the trace of the

pilgrim's foot, in proof that the sacred pilgrimage
had been made. Not to be outdone, we also

outlined our shoes on the flat white stones along-
side those of the faithful. For we, too, had

worshipped at the shrine of
" Nuestro Sehor

"
;

bought rosaries of the old woman of the chapel,
and left scraps of our garments

—though not

willingly— in the shrubbery and undergrowth of

the Sacred Mountain, in the vain attempt to

find orchids.

From this queer
"
place of the footprints

"

one follows another unpaved road through the

ahuehuetes down to the town. During the

rainy season one cannot imagine anything more

delightful than this moss-hung grove of willows,

where shy rabbits scamper across your path

and tiny birds 11 i L here and there and chirp
inquiringly at you—just as they did, perhaps, in

the days of good old Fray Martin. Peace to

his ashes !

The quiet is broken as one descends, getting
nearer to the village and the scenes of the fiesta,

for Holy Week to the Indians of Mexico is not

a time of fasting and prayer, but rather a season

of gambling, dancing, feasting, eating, and

drinking ! Even on Easter Sunday itself one
finds booths and little white tents, gaily decorated

and adorned with Mexican flags, streamers, and

flowers, stretching from the very foot of the

Holy Hill to the station yards and hotel. In

them all sorts of things are hung out and dis-

played for the temptation and downfall of the

economically-inclined. Pulque and mescal are

flowing far more freely than water
;
and there is

even the inevitable English ale and more

ordinary beer or "cerveza." The air is full of

the fragrance of frying tortillas, stuffed with

cheese and onions, and other edibles, and which,

if you don't fear indigestion, you will find more

than savoury
—

particularly if you take with them

a wee bit of red chili !

It is all Indian, pure and simple. There are

no foreign features or strangers to mar the

scene. Everywhere you will see only the

lounging figures of the men, in their white

manta garments and big gay sombreros, with

the inevitable scarlet tilma flung across one

shoulder. All are smoking lazily and talking in

low, drowsy tones; and the dark, bright-faced

women, in their clean starched skirts and grace-

fully twisted blue rebosos, chatter and laugh

merrily among themselves, as they deftly roll up

and fry the tortillas, and get ready the pulque

for their
"
lords'

"
dinners. It is all truly unique,

Indian, uncivilized, and you forget all about the

twentieth century, and money, and the struggle

for life and existence, enviously watching these

people, who, after all, understand and enjoy life

as life should be enjoyed ! Just about this time,

however, the whistle of the Inter-Oceanic Express

is heard in the land
; you have a scant two

minutes in which to reach the station, so you

say a hurried "Adios" to fascinating Amecameca

and your Indians, and make a wild rush for the

station and civilization.



THE FATE OF
MY CARAVAN

OME time prior to [895 I made up
my mind to extend my export busi-

ed appointed a repiesentative
to proceed to Tunis and Algeria to

introduce for me into those regions
:ons, and other merchandise. The
appointed wasI

lilm Wolff, of this

Stuttgart). A melan-

st attaches to the

ait at the top of the

which shows
. with his little

daughter. Lucia. As he-

had little or no experience
of the East, I thought it

r to accompany him
on the journey myself, and

nfortably settled

in his office in the town of

N rth-Western
which was to be

our businef In-

I wanted to

acquire a knowledge of

trade in that remote town.
. at first Wolff didn't

like the idea of burying him-
self away in this manner,
but after a time his friends

By Johann P.

ROM'M I IN,

<>l Mil I CART.

A well - known German trader tells the

dreadful tale of the fate of his caravan
whilst journeying in the wilder parts of

North Africa. The whole conveys a vivid
idea of the perils of trade in the remote in-

teriors of such countries as Tunisia, Algeria,
and Morocco. A special interest attaches to

the portraits and photos, reproduced. Than
the Touareg no more fierce and formidable
marauders exist. The unfortunate Marquis
de Mores fell into their clutches and was
killed

;
and a recent despatch from the Kaid

of Wargla (also written Uargla) gave rise to fears that

the French Foureau-Lamy Mission had been massacred

by the " veiled men of the desert
"

in the Air country.

reassured him, telling him that Tunisia, and

especially Algeria, was at the present day for the

most part civilized. They also told him that even

the desert tribes are not nearly so predatory
and ferocious as they were twenty years ago.
The result was that on the 2nd of April, 1895,

Heir Wolff started out from Stuttgart with his

young wife, Aline, and their little daughter
Lucia. They proceeded direct to Lyons, where

Wolff had several inter-

views with the big manu-
facturers respecting orders

I had placed there. The

arrangement made was
that Wolff should stay at

least three years in Tunis

and Algeria in order to

establish a connection, and
this is whv he took his

family with him. I may
remark that Frau Wolff had

no relatives or friends in

Stuttgart
—another reason

why she was anxious not

to be left behind. A fort-

night later I myself arrived

in the great silk city ;
and

after all our arrangements
were completed, we directed

that our goods should be

sent to the harbour of

(ioletta, the seaport of

Tunis.

J
MR. JOHA'. DSTEIN, WHOSE CARAVAN FELL

rill-. CLUTCHES OF THE DREADED TOUAREG.
J- 1 am a Photo.
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HERR KII.M WOLFF AND Ills LITTLE DAUGHTER—HE WAS KILLED
From a] by the touareg in the night attack. [Photo.

On leaving Lyons we went direct to Barce-

lona, and there waited some

days in order that our mer-

chandise might arrive in

Tunis at approximately the

same time as ourselves.

At last a "
Messageries

"

steamer landed us at

Goletta, where business did

not prevent us from making
an interesting tour of the

town. We lost no time,

however, in making in-

quiries respecting the trans-

port of our goods to Wargla.
I interviewed the Italian

and Maltese traders, who
told me that the best thing
would be to engage a camel
caravan with men, rather

than hire wheeled vehicles.

It was pointed out to me
that the desert Arabs were
more apt to come down

upon carriages, thinking
that these must surely be-

long to some rich foreign
trader. Herr Wolff and
his young wife heard all

these things, and the latter

got very nervous. I did my
best to reassure both of

them, but I think they were
a little scared at their first

fkau aline wolff, who had such a terrible

introduction to oriental life and travel.

From a Photo, by J. Cha/on, Valenciennes.

glimpse of the East. Frequently I I .,.,,,

Wolff asking anxiously, "What 'should 1 do if

anything happened to my little Lucia in the
desert?" She didn't mind bearing all sorts of

fatigues, she said, and troubles of every kind
;

but she dreaded above all things an attack by
the Arabs. She had read of such things.

I thought it advisable that we should all wear
Oriental dress, and this was done to render us
as little conspicuous as possible. Before start-

ing I went round alone to interview some of the
oldest traders, and I must say that what I

gathered made me feel very uneasy. Not that I

feared trouble for Wolff and his family once they
were safely settled in Wargla ; but I thought
it likely enough that we should be attacked on
our way through the wild intervening country.
The first few days out from (loletta I

knew would be tranquil enough ;
but I dreaded

the tribes dwelling in the mountains of Central

Algeria. However, I reassured myself with the

thought that if the worst came to the worst I

would let the brigands have the goods, and then

return to Tunis the best way I could. At the

same time, my thoughts were not of the most
cheerful kind. I recalled cases where ransom

was refused and the robbers

had wrecked the caravan,

wounding and even mur-

dering some of the traders,

and leaving the survivors

helpless and nearly naked
in the desert. I now much

regretted having a lady in

the party
—

particularly one

who had never before

travelled in the East.

After four or five days
in Goletta we decided to

set out, so I promptly en-

gaged about twenty camels

and three horses, these last

for ourselves. We were a

little puzzled to know what

to do with little Lucia, but

at length found a native

nurse who had served

Europeans before, and this

woman volunteered to go
to Wargla with us for a

small wage. The child, I

should mention, was only

four or five years old at

this time. I hired a

special mule for her and

her nurse, and on the

26th of April, everything

being ready, our caravan

assembled near the gate
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depart The accom
i. shows how the goods were

upon the camels. When this photo.

taken we were all in the highest possible

and little dreamed what our fate was to

in the near future. At daybreak we started

st. The weather was magni-
ced forward to the journey.

2**v
V"'

.- M
I in's caravan leaving goletta on its way to wargla.

From a Photo.

ral days out from Goletta we came
E I of the mountains. In the evening we

came suddenly into a sandy country, and

ped with mingled feelings of alarm and
interest on seeing the tracks of camels every-
where. It was evident that a large number of

Arabs had the night at this spot. For

e were inclined to pay no attention

>ut our porters and camel-men appeared
to be much troubled. In the evening, when

out to camp, we caught sight of a few

mounted natives. Our camel-men made in-

i of these as to whether they knew any-

thing about a tribe having passed that way. We
learned that the strangers were themselves fugi-

5 from this very tribe, whose chief had only

just fought a great battle with another tribe.

the heart of the Touareg country,
:ld, fierce warrior-robbers who defy the

to this day.
1 may imagine my fei m hearing this.

:ed our own camel-men if they thought there

anything to fear, and, as usual, they said

t was to be expected.
" The

•

hey said,
"
are taking the same

route as ourselves
; they are going on to Wargla."

ble to keep this news from Wolff
and his wife, and we passed a night of great
anx: The feeling of utter loneliness and

helpl iough to unnerve the stoutest

daily when one knew the reputation
of the Touareg.

xt morning we heard camels groaning and

screeching among the hills, and soon discovered

glance

thai .1 large party of Arabs had passed the night

near us in a valley only a mile away from our

own camp. 1 wondered desperately how we could

hide ourselves. I suggested staying where we were,

but our camel-men advised me that this would

never do : the Arabs would think we were afraid

o( them. As a matter of fact, the Arabs would

be right ; we were—horribly afraid. We moved

on, however, and in less than

an hour were positively sur-

rounded by an enormous
crowd of fierce, gesticulating
Orientals. They would be

picturesque enough in a

show
;

but I must confess

iLf that under the circumstances

I felt fairly sick with nervous

apprehension. In the hands
of the Touareg ! The trader

in Algeria well knows what

that means. It was impossi-
ble to get away, so there was

nothing for it but to put
a bold face upon the situa-

tion. One only needed to

once at the Arabs to see that they
were far from the meek and mild variety.

They were haughty and aggressive
-
looking

fellows, and I did not think it in the least

degree likely that we should get out of their

clutches without sacrificing at least some of our

goods. Poor Wolff was terror-stricken ; whilst

the face of his wife was deadly pale, and she

seemed almost ready to faint.

She would come up to me repeatedly and

say,
" What are we going to do ? What dreadful

thing is going to happen to us—and to my
Lucia ?

"
I told her that it would be all right,

and that there was little or nothing to fear from

these people. I think she grew a little calmer

then. I never saw so many Arabs gathered

together. There must have been several

thousands of them, and the desert all round

was full of beasts of all kinds—horses, camels,

asses, and flocks of sheep. We gathered from

this that our neighbours were " on the war-

path," and had cleared their enemy out of all

he possessed. It was perfectly obvious, too,

that escape was out of the question ;
and I felt

so helpless that I smiled bitterly to myself as I

surreptitiously loaded up my rifle and revolvers.

It seemed such a futile proceeding.
As the minutes passed by, however, and

nothing dreadful happened, I began to hope
that after all the Touareg would not molest us.

So far not a single word had been spoken, and,

of course, this surprised me very much. We
actually went on in this strange, silent way for

two or three hours, and as my caravan was
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aoing faster than the camels of the Arabs, we

were rapidly passing them.

Suddenly a mounted Arab of fierce yet

dignified appearance accosted me in his own
beautiful tongue. He asked where we were

bound for, and to whom the merchandise

belonged.
" At last !

"
I said to myself, grimly.

I glanced at Frau Wolff, and was horrified to

see that she was betraying symptoms of extreme

terror. It was with the greatest difficulty that I

was able to tell my camel-man to answer the

chief.
" Tell him," I said,

"
that we are bound

for Wargla, and that the goods belong to the

Governor of Tunis. Also, that they are con-

signed to the Pasha at Wargla."
To my indescribable relief, I caught the

expression,
" Allah makoum "

(may God be with

you), which Arabic phrase is equivalent to

saying, "No one will molest you." Soon we left

the Arab hordes behind altogether, and felt

that the very worst was over. Herr Wolff and

his wife manifested the greatest joy, and we

pushed on as fast as possible, endeavouring by

every means in our power to avoid the possi-

bility of another meeting with these dreaded

tribes.

I leave it for the reader to try and realize for

himself what was our horror and misery when,

at three o'clock in the afternoon, we suddenly
beheld before us an enormous crowd of Arabs,

far larger than the

one w e had
passed in the

morning. The
whole desert
seemed alive with

them, and their

caravan seemed
to straggle for

miles. It was

extraordinary the

w a y we burst

upon them — or

they upon us—
without the least

warning. I think

we all despaired,

especially when
one of our new-

fellow - travellers

rushed up some-

what threaten-

inglyand inquired
where our cara-

van was going,
and what thepack-

ages contained .'

My camel-man
returned a similar r savage demanded

answer to the one he had given the first chief,

whereupon the insolent savage demanded one of
the packages on the camels by way of a "present"
and whilst the murderous brute was riding
hither and thither among our men actually

selecting for himself the package he wanted, I

made up my mind that i had better

to his request. Full of suppressed anxiety, 1

sent my head man to give him a bundle-

indicating the one I meant. My man did so. with

some apparent hesitation, and I really believe

that the faithful fellow would not have obeyed
had not the brigand threatened him with his

spear. After the Arab had gone away with his

prize, the camel-man came to me and told me
that my weakness would surely have the worst

possible effect.
"
They will discover," he said,

"that the bale contains cotton goods, which

they value highly, and I am certain they will

come back and loot the whole caravan." I had

no idea things would be so bad as this, having

parted with the goods merely as a sop.

However, to our surprise, the Arabs disap-

peared and did not return. We appeared to be

quite alone when we pitched our camp that night.

The tents were put up in a slight depression in

the ground. I chose this spot because I thought
it might hide us from .tray bands of robbers.

We lighted no fires, and took every possible

precaution to keep our whereabouts a secret.

ONE OF THE PACKAGES ON THE CAMELS M" WAY OF A PRESENT.
'
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\ ur plight seemed to me desperate,

g
-

1 did our utter helplessness in the

hands of th marauders, [t would, I

reflected, be wry easy for them not only to raid

the n and the camels, but also

ry one of us without anyone ever

knowing what our fate had been. It was now

dark, and I allowed no one in the camp to light
-

i much as a match : we also preserved
Qui amels lay near us. in that

if statuesque superciliousness
f the beast. 1 would never have

i that • tld have remained so

still. 1 - a little more hopeful, and

r breathing a prayer for safety 1 retired to

I: is not much use striving to convey any-

thing n adequate idea of on isation at

I will tell you briefly that I was

sudden and tremendous uproar in

the val! se to us. I heard men shouting
and camels making; all kinds of weird noises.

HIS VILLAGE THE CARAVAN \VA
BV I KEG.

You will remember it was night
—a circumstance

which added immeasurably to the horror of the

:ation. In a second I realized that the

were about tc attack us in the darkness.

Did they. I wondered, know where we were ?

Of course, everything now depended upon
whether our camels replied to the other beasts.

It must have been nearly midnight, and the

mountains near us were vaguely visible,

notwithstanding the darkness. Frau Wolff was

easily roused, and, taking little Lucia in her

arms, she wept silently, but bitterly, on her

curly head. She did not . ppear to be greatly

surprised, having a calamity all

alo: .. I rose quickly and loaded my rifle.

I was expecting our camels to roar every mo-
ment, and, sure enough, whilst I was tip-toeing
about the camp, their raucous v< plied to

the screeches of the others down the valley.
I about I suddenly beheld a number

of moving objects approaching me. Then I

heard v< ur head camel-man was near me.

ley are asking." he said, grimly, "whether

we ran receive visitors." It was a comic de-

mand, considering the hour, the "visitors," and
the nature of their errand. I made out three

dark, weird looking figures standing before us.

They addressed themselves to my interpreter.
" We come," said they,

" from our chief, who
wishes to know if you are selling any goods."

Surely a quaint opening !

Upon my word, I was physically unable to

reply, so perplexed was I to know what would
lie end of this hideous business. Devoutly

I wished we had never brought with us the un-

fortunate Frau Wolff. Of course, I did not

wish to give up the whole of my goods without
a struggle, but at the same time I did not want
to so far irritate these robbers as to bring

personal violence upon ourselves.
"
Tell them,"

I said to my interpreter,
" that we have already

given them a present, and that it is impossible
to sell goods belonging to the Governor of

Tunis."'

"Surely," 1 thought to myself, "this name
will frighten them away

"
;

for

I remembered what a healthy
fear the Arabs of Morocco have
of molesting caravans belonging
either to the Sultan or his

officials, and I fancied it might
be the same in Tunisia and

Algeria. My remarks had no

effect, however, and hardly had

my interpreter replied when the

three Arabs shouted shrilly to

their fellows. In less than five

minutes there seemed to be

hundreds of wild and savage

figures dancing and shouting round our camp,

menacing us with spears, pistols, and guns of

strange make. Presently they began firing in

the air to terrify us further, and I was at

a loss to know whether their object was

merely robbery or whether they really intended

to kill us. What followed is not very clear

in my mind. I remember finding Herr Wolff

standing on my left hand, speechless and

trembling. He feared for his wife and child,

lb was whispering something in my ear, but I

cannot remember what he said. I do recollect,

however, that I handed him a revolver and

advised him to use it when necessary. The
Arabs made their way at once to our packs, which

they commenced to ransack. I heard our head

camel-man shouting indignantly, and then I

heard a shot. 1 afterwards learnt that the

unfortunate man was instantly killed. Even at

the moment, however, I knew that some fearful

thing was in progress, and I called out despair-

ingly in the darkness to know what was going
on. Whilst I was yelling like a madman a

{Photo.
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"I HEARD A NUMBER OF SHOTS AT CLOSE QUARTERS, AND WONDERED WHETHER I HAD BEEN HIT.'

number of shadowy forms stood before me, and
I heard a commanding voice crying in Arabic,
" Shoot !

"
Immediately I heard a number of

shots at close quarters, and I wondered whether
I had been hit. 1 wondered, too, whether

poor Wolff had been shot. I fancy I saw him
behind me, trembling violently, and crying out

alternately for "Aline" and "Lucia."
Poor Wolff ! He died immediately after-

wards, having been fatally shot in the side. I

rushed over to where I had seen Frau Wolff

standing with her little one, and was horrified

to find her lying apparently dead. She was not

hurt, however, but merely unconscious. The
little girl seemed dazed, and uttered no sound.
I went helplessly here and there to see what
the raiders had done with my goods, and found
most of my men lying on the ground dead or

wounded. All my merchandise and camels had
been removed with remarkable celerity. The
whole thing was over, apparently, and that in

an extraordinarily short space of time.

The state of things was now so terrible that

I forgot the loss of my goods and attended to

I'rau Wolff, to whom at daybreak I broke as

gently as I could the shocking fate of her poor
husband. Her condition was, indeed, pitiable
in the extreme.
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My poor as-

sistant lay over
there weltering in

his blood, whilst

his wife was like

a mad creature at

my side. Most of

my men had been
killed or wounded,
and I had lost

many hundreds of

pounds' worth of

merchandise, be-

sides the whole
herd of camels.

Yes, there we
were, helpless and

alone, hundreds
of miles from any-

where, and with-

out a bit to eat.

We didn't know
where to go or

what to do for the

best. The same

day, however, we

caught sight of the

desert postman on
his camel, and by
dint of persistent

shouting and run-

ning we attracted his attention. He told us he
was bound for Wargla himself, which was only
twelve hours away, and he promised to announce
our fate to the Governor. He said he was

travelling fast, and that not many hours would

elapse before we should receive help. The good
fellow then gave us a little food from his

own store, and set off at full speed towards

Wargla. We had to pass another night in

that dreadful place, and settled down with

curious composure, feeling certain we would

not be attacked, as we were obviously not worth

robbing. The postman fulfilled his promise,
and at length our eyes were gladdened by the

sight of a body of Algerian cavalry coming to

our rescue, with the Governor himself at their

head. Before we went into the town, however,

we buried poor Wolff in that lonely valley. His

wife's distress was something terrible to witness.

I cannot easily forget how hospitable was our

reception in Wargla" The Governor at once-

sent messages to all parts of Tunisia and Algeria

to discover my property, but no trace of it was

ever found. Frau Wolff and I returned direct

to Bona, escorted by soldiers. Poor Frau

Wolff ! Her condition brings tears to my eyes

as I write. Sad to say, I have just heard of her

death, leaving poor little Lucia an orphan.
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The Flower Carnival of Santa Barbara.

By I [arold J. Shepstone.

Much has been said and written about the glorious climate of Southern California, but it may be

questioned whether any more striking object-lesson in this connection was ever afforded than the

beautiful and impressive photographs reproduced in this article. The reader, however, will form a

high opinion not only of the climate, but also of the skill and taste of the citizens of Santa Barbara.

F all the festivals which take place in

that far Western State of California

—and their name is legion
—this is

perhaps the most charming. It is,

indeed, douhtful whether the Floral

tival of Santa Barbara can be equalled any-
where in the world for prettiness and beauty

—
not even excepting the gorgeous and fashion-

able carnivals < Santa Barbara City, on

the shores of the Pacific, in Southern California,

is an ideal spot for a floral carnival, being

literally in a land of sunshine and roses. It

may truthfully be said to be a country without

winter, for snow and chilly winds are practically
unknown. Even in February the roses and a

hundred other flowers are one mass of bloom,
and all through the year exquisite flowers are to

be seen on every hand, in almost incredible

variety and profusion. One is not surprised,

therefore, to learn that the inhabitants of

favoured Santa Barbara occasionally throw off

the yoke of their daily avocations, and acknow-

ledge the beauty and grandeur of the flowers

amid which they spend their lives by indulging

in a flower festival, some faint conception of

which I hope to convey by the remarkable

photographs reproduced in this and the following

pages. And who can say that the thousands and

thousands of roses and other beautiful flowers

which decorate the streets of the town dur-

ing the festive days have been thoughtlessly

plucked or extravagantly wasted, seeing that the

rose is as common in that part of the world as

daisies and buttercups in rural England ? There

are hundreds of rose trees in the neighbourhood
of Santa Barbara—single trees, mind you

—which

can boast of over 50,000 lovely blossoms.

But it is the Flower Festival itself which

concerns us at present. It takes place about

the middle of April, and lasts four days. It

cannot truthfully be said that the festival is an

annual attraction, for Santa Barbara lacked this

delightful pageant last year. But it is hoped that

next spring its inhabitants will once more bestir

themselves and give to the world another show,

equal to, if not better than, the many which

have been previously witnessed by charmed

thousands in this Pacific paradise.
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As in everything else, there is a cause and a

reason for the formation of festivals, whether
annual or otherwise

; and the Santa Barbara

Floral Festival originated in this manner. On
April 19th, 1892, the town was visited by Pre-

sident Harrison, and many of the leading per-

sonages wrote to the various newspapers saying
that such a visit ought to be acknowledged in a

befitting manner. Mr. C. F. Eton, of Monte-

cito, was one of the first to suggest the idea of

celebrating the visit of the President, and he
declared that no more fitting way of showing
welcome to the Chief of the State could be
devised than by inaugurating a

"
Battle of

Flowers," such as may be seen each year at

Nice. Only this carnival was utterly to eclipse

anything ever seen in the " Paris of the South."

Many of the leading business men of Santa

liarbara caught the spirit of the idea, with the

result that the Santa Barbara Floral Festival

Association sprang into being, and is the insti-

tution responsible for this great Californian

Floral Festival. And I can assure you that in

the West a body like this does not do things

by halves.

Tin; festival of 1892 was a huge success. The
same remark, however, applies equally to many
of the more recent festivals, notably that of

1895. Thousands of people from the neighbour-

ing towns and villages flock into the city to

take part in the festival, and during the four

days which are given up to enjoyment and

festivity, Santa Barbara is full to over-crowding ;

business is set

aside, and every
m a n

,
w o m a n

,

and child within

a radius of a

hundred miles or

more settles
down resolutely
to sheer enjoy-
ment of the

pageant. The
big hotels are

simply crowded
to suffocation

;

but with all the

crowding there

prevails an air of

peaceful satisfac-

tion, no matter

what inconveni-

ence the well-to-

do ranchman or

farmer may be

put to. One thing
is certain— they
all go away fully

satisfied that the visit has been worth the
trouble. They never fail to turn up when
another festival is announced, and what is

more, do not hesitate to contribute towards the
funds. They fully appreciate the splendour of
the carnival, and many readers of The Wide
World Magazine will, we think, do the same
after glancing at the photographs which accom-

pany this article and illustrate better than any
words this brilliant floral pageant.
Our first photograph is a snap-shot of the

procession passing down State Street, the prin-

cipal thoroughfare in the town. On each side

of the street one may notice the wonderful pre-
cision with which the tiers of seats have been
erected. And nowhere can one detect a

vacant chair. One may notice, too, the festoons

of draperies which decorate the front of the

tiers—they are red and yellow on one side and
blue and yellow on the other. In this photo-

graph the procession is seen proceeding both

ways. At the bottom of the road it makes a

turn and retraces its steps ;
and until the last

float or carriage has reached the end of the

street where the turn is made, a double pro-

cession is witnessed. This, of course, takes

some little time as well as room, when it is

recollected that a festival means a total of over

a hundred carriages and floats. Photograph
No. 2 gives a fair idea of how the streets of

Santa Barbara are decorated in honour of the

event.

An idea of the grandeur and detailed beauty

2.—THIS SHOWS YOU HOW THE
J- 1 ton a Photo. by\

STREETS WERE DECORATED FOR THE FESTIVAL-THOUSANDS OK

WERE USED IX A SINGLE ARCH. [A". //. Reed.
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cious rose-buds. Ii will be noted, too, that the

farmei is dressed entirely in white, while even

the reins are also of that hue.

No floral procession would be complete in far-

off Santa Barbara without the modern bicycle.

For unique and clever decorations the Santa

Barbara wheelmen undoubtedly require a great
deal of beating. In photograph No. 4 we have

a wonderful imitation of a colossal shoe, the

. byJf. II. Reed.

of the festival, however, may
: gauged by reference

to some of the most interest-

ing and uni signs which

go to make the Santa Barbara

stival one of such

unparalleled interest in this

part of the States. Photograph
3 shows the style in

which many of the wealthy
ranchmen and farmers bedeck

Ives on the festive morn.

The cloak, as also the saddle

and rug on which the rider is

one mass of deli-

J- rom a Plwto. by\

I

. BICYCLE.

-GREAT FLORAL SHIP OF ROSES AND MARGUERITES BUILT ON TWO BICYCLES.

From a Photo, by N. H. Reed.

whole of the decoration—which

is of some little weight in the

present instance— being carried

on an ordinary safety cycle. The
boot is fashioned out of very thick

cardboard. Hundreds of mar-

guerites were neatly threaded on

to a piece of canvas and fixed

over the design, while beautiful

roses make a handsome and

fragrant border to this unique

trophy. The rider, who we may
parenthetically remark is a

wealthy private gentleman, is

bewitchingly dressed in a white

gown and bonnet, and if he

had been a little older he would

have made a splendid personi-
I II. '| o

[./V. //. Reed.
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I'toiit a I koto. by\ CARRIED IN THE PROCESSION. [AT. //. Reed.

fication of
"
the old woman who lived in a

shoe."

Equally effective was the bicycle ship, seen in

No. 5. In this instance it is two ordinary

safety machines coupled together by means of

a light wooden boat cleverly balanced between

the two-wheeled supports. The ship itself and
its rigging are one mass of superb vari-coloured

roses. The American flag, at the head of the

mast, was also composed of roses of different

hues, while the anchor, which is seen in the

rigging (a carnival license this), was made of

marguerites. To balance such a load was not

an easy matter, and great credit is due to the

riders who manipulated their bicycles without

accident, to the delight of thousands of spec-
tators.

As in all carnivals and shows, it is the

variety displayed by the performers which
adds to the attractiveness and interest of the

pageant. Fortunately, a Santa Barbara Floral

Festival does not lack in novelty (what Ameri-

can function does ?), and one is not treated

to a long procession of floats or carriages, but

rather to a varied assortment of every con-

ceivable kind of vehicle, both ancient and

modern, exquisitely decorated with lovely
flowers. In photograph No. 6, for instance,

we have a very novel picture of a couple of

ancient sedan-chairs, most handsomely and

delicately decorated. Every detail has been

minutely carried out. The pole-bearers were

all dressed alike, and very striking they looked
in their white powdered wigs and peculiar,
ancient style of dress. As will be noticed

from our illustrations, everyone seems to dress

in white. The blue sky and beautiful climate

naturally encourage this
;
and on carnival days

in Santa Barbara nearly everyone turns out

bedecked from head to foot in spotless white.

The sedan-chairs are one mass of coloured

roses in full bloom, and the fair occupants, who
are also dressed in pure white, with handsome

-MY LADY RIDES ALL A itl 'KG "i HE R

From a Photo, by N. II. Reed.
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in Pi INY

/ a Photo, by X. //. Reed.

dressed in white

muslin, while the

gentleman forms
a beautiful con-

trast in his velvet

coat with its open
white front and
laced cuffs. The
parasol, too, is

covered with mar-

guerites ; while
the footman has

a wreath of these

flowers around his

waist. The foot-

man's dress, by
the way, is equal
to the occasion

;

and altogether
great taste and
no little skill

have been exerted

in producing such an effective design.
The actors in the foregoing illustrations are

the elite of Santa Barbara society, but as is the

case in many of our American cousins' fS/es,

rich and poor take an equal share in the pro-

ceedings. This is evidenced by our next photo-

graph (No. 8), which gives a typical illustration

of a peasant's "coach" decorated in honour of

the floral festival. The Californian red rose

predominates in the decoration of this quaint
rural vehicle. Even the little wooden wheels

and the pole to which the oxen are yoked are

covered with the gorgeous blossoms.

Of tastefully decorated horse-drawn vehicles,

however, there would seem to be no end in our

Californian Floral Festival. Photograph No. 9
shows a very strikingly decorated trap ;

but

photo. No. 10 runs it close as a decidedly original

.—I'KASAM S RUSTIC CART COVERED
WITH CALIFORNIAN RED ROSES.

From a Photo, by N. II. Reed.

white fans in their

hands, must, ind

have looked like fairies

as they peeped out

from among that prodi-

gal wealth of beautiful

blossoms.

A charming picture

hotograph No. 7.

masquerade was

perfect and much
appreciated. The
riders are sitting, one
on each side of the

m a soft cover-

ing of beautiful mar-

guerite.. The lady is IO.—ROMAN CHARIOT DONE IN MARGUERITES. [N. II. Pee,/.
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II.—THERE WERE HUNDREDS OF VEHICLES liEKI.OWERED LIKE THIS, AND THEIR WAKE WAS AS FRAGRANT AS A BOUQUET.

From a Photo, by N. H. Reed.

and clever turn-out. As will be seen, it represents
a Roman chariot, the wheels and framework

being literally covered with marguerites. It was

drawn by two beautiful white horses, with a

Nubian slave at their heads, and two fair

drivers, appropriately dressed.

The next photograph (Xo. i i ) shows one of

the decorated carriages. Jt is unnecessary to

give a detailed

description of

it, as the pic-

ture speaks for

itself, and affords

a far better idea

of how charming
it must have
looked in the

original.

Our article

would not be

complete unless

an allusion were

made to the

waggons and
floats, without
which a Santa

Barbara Floral

Festival is not

complete. Photo-

graph No. 12 is

a fair specimen
of a decorated

waggon. The
chief feature of

this unique car-

nival, however, is the gigantic floats. Some of

these represented features of passing interest

to the onlookers. One was a very charming

representation of a Venetian gondola. Every
detail was most accurately carried out. The

gondola itself was one mass of white roses.

while its gay occupants were also dressed in

white. Photograph No. 13 is a charming effect

^TdECORATED WAGGON THAT WON, AND WELL DESERVED, A PRIZE.

From a Photo, by X. H. Reed.



the win; wori n magazine.

ON WHICH SITS THE QUEEN OF THE CARNIVAL WITH HER FLORAL SWANS.

From a Photo, by N. H. Reed.

-wans composed of marguerites and ro

and ridden by little children dressed as cherubs

with wings : while in the centre sits the queen
of the carnival under a spacious canopy. Many

floats are from 20ft. to 30ft. in length
and are drawn by six and eight horses. Thou-

ds of roses and other flowers are required to

•rate them, and much patience, time, and no
little artistic taste are necessary to produce such

superb effects.

Finally, special mention
must be made of the car-

shown in photo,
whose decorations

called for thousands of

s of different varieties.
•

art of the vehicle-

was simply covered with

i ts 1 tccupant
a wreath of white r<

on her head
;
and great

credit is due to this
"
queen of the roses

"
for

the splendid taste, skill,

and judgment di

in her arrangement of the

flow'

After the "
Battle of

Flower- er— for that

the name which the

to the best decorated vehicles by a committee

appointed for the purpose. These vehicles

come under some eighteen different classes, so

that every kind of conveyance is included;
and all who take part in the carnival stand an

equal chance of receiving an award, accord-

ing to the merit of the individual style of

decoration. The prizes vary in amount from

£2 to ^20.

of Santa Barbara

elect to call their floral

tival—prizes are awarded
14.—THI 1 IN HER WONDERF DACH.

From a Photo, by N. II. Reed.



Our Raid into Naga=Land.

I!\ the Rev. Edward M. Ha now, of Cinnemara, Upper Assam.

The narrative of an interesting trip over the frontier of Assam into the forbidden land of the
Naga head-hunters. A trying climb; photographs by the way; some remarkable interviews, and
an awful descent home after a weird and lurid "one-day trip." Mr. Hadow observes well
and writes with a delightful sense of fun. He attends to the spiritual welfare of the tea planters

throughout an enormous district.

E are often led to make foolish pro-
mises on the spur of the moment.
In our more collected moments we

regret those promises. I promised
to climb a mountain, and regretted

it for two months. Then I fulfilled my pro-

mise, and regretted its fulfilment still more

poignantly for another two months. The moun-
tain was 3,200ft. high.
"Oh ! that's nothing
I hear you say. A\

T

ait

a little
; you can get a

good deal of climbing
and genera] discomfort

crowded into 3,200ft.
Mountains have an exas-

perating way of posse

ing more than one top.
You will say this is

impossible ! Any experi-
enced climber will tell

you it is true. You
scramble to the summit,
and when you get there,

behold ! summit No. 2

is high above you. You
determine not to be

beaten, and keeping your
eye steadily on summit
No. 2, you climb to- the

top of it. In the mean-
time summit No. 1 has

crept round at the back
and is grinning some
200ft. above you. (Geologists deny that summits
move in this way. Scientists, however, are

notoriously untrustworthy people. Personal ex-

perience is a far safer guide, and the personal

experience of every mountain climber is that

summits Nos. 2 and 3 were not there when
he started

; therefore, they must be movable
and must have climbed up there after he

Vol. iv.—59.

started. This adds sadness to mountaineering ;

sometimes it leads to profanity.
Another sad thing about mountains is that the

only possible part is always on the far side from

you. Mr. Ruskin has said :

" No mountain

15,000ft. high is raised without '

preparation and

variety of outwork." Well, of course, since Mr.
Ruskin spoke, no great mountain naturally has

dared to falsify his state-

ment. The worst is that

little mountains also have

begun to think they may
win Mr. Ruskin's ap-

proval if they start a
"
variety of outwork "—

entirely forgetting the old

proverb that
"
big moun-

tains may do what little

mountains may not do."

Now, my mountain,

though only 3,200ft. high,

had. to please Mr. Rus-

kin, surrounded itself

with two ranges of high

THE Al I IP IR, I UK REV.

From a Photo, by Johnston

EDWARD M. HADOW.

<i~ Ilojjiiian, Calcutta.

hills for its "variety of

outwork." Well, these

ranges gave a variety of

hard work. You may
begin to realize that even

such a lowly mountain

as mine could have an

infinite capacity for

affording trouble and

fatigue.

There were four of us to make the journey-

Thomas, the doctor; Joining and his cousin, and

I, the victim. I had delayed the excursion

some two months on this and that excuse. We
met at Joining's bungalow at last, however,

simply because my imagination failed me in the

way of raising new excuses. I made one more

attempt that night at dinner. I pointed out
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that I had no permit to go over the frontier.

\
. rmit

"
might mean .) fine of 500 rupees

it" Government chose to make itself unpleasant.

Then, we might all be killed. That would

a punitive expedition. And this

But to continue. A thr< at< ning morning wit-

ed a very early start. Thick clouds rolled

about the sky or rose in diaphanous hats from

hidden valleys among the hill ranges before us.

The fust mile of the journey was through the

-, J

1
MR. JOINING * [by the Author.

would mean questions in Parliament. The
Little Englander would see in the expedition

merely an excuse for adding a tew more square
miles to the Empire, etc.. etc. I thought 1 put
it rather well, hut Joining (and. alas ! I knew he

.iking the truth) assured us their would
. no deaths, no expedition, no ques-

tions, and no chance for the Little Englander.
There was a perfectly friendly understanding

een Joining and the- Naga Rajah of Jaboka.
A iv. : Joining took

up was welcome, or at

least would be allowed

to leave again in safety.

lition was to

into the domains of

this Rajah, who ruled

the N _ of

Jaboka Mountain.
I -hall keep to the

"
Nagas in

un: . although
the late Mr. Peal, in his

learned note (Proceed-
2 phical

. I ebro

contends that the word
. 1 or Noja, from

'•

Nok," people, and not

_a, which the

false impression that

the- le are snake-
. .

' ' THE HKs r MI1K

Shippers. From a Photo.]

tea gardens. Not that much tea could he seen,
as it had been heavily pruned. In fact, you
could see no more tea than you can in the

photograph. At the end of the garden we

passed into the jungle by a Naga footpath.

Jungle ! What ideas it conjures up in the mind
of the home-stayer. Magnificent trees and

trailing creepers, with glorious flowers, rainbow-

hued, festooned from branch to branch. I have

read something like this somewhere. I have

II THE TEA GARDEN'S, HUT VO
1 1 a." [by the Author.
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nevei seen in Assam a piece of jungle that in

any way could vie in beauty with an English
hurst. Jungle out here is exceedingly unin-

teresting and peculiarly sombre. It wears a

draggled, dissipated look, as if it had been out all

night, and had had no opportunity for "a wash

and brush up." It is the tropical creeper that

spoils the whole effect. The beauty of form in

tree and branch is lost under a clinging and
torn mantle of living and dead creeper. It was

such a jungle we had to pass through
—dead

leaves, broken and twisted bamboos, and decay-

ing tree trunks, to right and left. Somewhere
on the jungle path
we passed out of

British territory. VVe

all wanted to know
the exact spot. Each
one was convinced
he could have said

something worth re-

cording, something

(I believe this is the

popular term now)

Imperial. Unhappily
no one knew where
the boundary line-

was, so tli e- chance
wa ; lost for ever.

Gradually, as we
travelled on, a feel-

ing of chastened
recklessness — of
w li at has bee n

termed the ''Seduc-

tivi ness of the For-

bidden
"

crept over

us. This was an

excursion into what
the text-books call

"the possessions of

various independent
tribes." Before us,

and not far away, lay
an almost unknown

country.
We were pleased

to think we carried

our lives in our hands. As a matter of fact, we

only carried walking sticks. The first rise was a

slight indication of what sort of work lay before

us. We were confronted by a sheer wall of

rock. Man may once have been a monkey ; I

never wish to deprive any scientist of his

ancestry. But he has lost the art of clinging on
to nothing. I pointed this out to Joining. We
found, however, that by clinging to this root,

twisting round that trunk, and trailing on to

this branch, we reached the top very much out

From a Photo, by

I breath. The next climb was up th if a
mountain's torrent, very steep and v<

1

It was the dry season. In the rains 1

tracks would be impossible to anyone wearing
boots. Even then, in February, it was difficult
in places to keep one's footing. A fall meant a
broken leg, if not skull. One longed for the

powers of sticking to rock of the scientist's

still more remote ancestor, the Ascidian. No
sooner had we climbed up one side of the hill

than we had to stumble down the other. Every
now and again we came to a little table-land—a

great relief. When the jungle was less dense we

caught glimpses of

the valley we had
left. Sometimes the

path ran round the

side of the hill ; first

a narrow track hang-

ing over a deep
gorge; then the track

would broaden out

and the gorge would
be left behind.

At intervals we
came upon a roughly-
built shed put up by
the Nagas as

"
rest-

houses
"

for them-

selves. A few half-

burnt bamboos and

sticks showed where

their fires had been.

We also had to cross

several streams by

Xaga bridges. A
Naga bridge is simply
a tree-trunk. A halt

was called beside

one of these streams.

It was welcome after

two hours of violent

exercise. Here we
met our first Nagas.
These gentlemen
made us feel at

once we were not in

British territory.

"What are you doing here? Where are you

going? What do you want on our Chung?''

These were a few of the questions fired off at

us. Our interrogators were old warriors who

had recentlv taken up the more peaceful busi-

ness of trading and thieving in the plains.

They were tattooed all over, but wore little else

in the way of clothing. These men were going

down to sell, beg, and steal. Each man had on

his back a conical basket secured by a thong

across the forehead. Presently we knew they

;s ME1 ON I

tlu- Author.
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d return with an assortment o\' loot con-

chiefly of pariah dogs ami scrap-iron,
re fond ol and treat them •

well up to a certain point. That point is

ied when the dog is fat Then the

and is eaten. People say you might do

worse than eat dog. Possibly you might ;

hut

my advice is. don't try to do worse. Why
uld you? There is only one thing that the

V _.. lik( - better

than dog, and that is

a hollow iron rail. 1

have seen tears of joy

welling in a Naga's
s he sat at the

ad and
watched a P.W.D.

r direct the

. :ning of iron rail-

bride

The Naga knows—
veryone but the

P.W.D. knows—that

these rails are ex-

quisitely useless for

the purpose for

which they are used.

Therefore, the Naga
they are put

there for him. And
the next dark night
these rails are his.

continue. We
said good -

bye to

..try and
went on our way
upwards. I was re-

. in die belief

were near our

journey's end. How-
r, an open

in the jungle showed
the third range towering up into the blue

Joining said we were two hours off

our journey's end. He remarked also that we
had the worst of the journey yet to come. He
did no; rati . I am sorry to say. 1

doner on a hot day— in July, say climb up
and down the Monument for two hours, and
then start for St. Paul's and climb the 616 steps
to the bell. Imagine he does this seven times,
or rather that, instead of St. Paul's being 340ft.

high, it was 2,380ft. and the steps numb
. \2 '. lis will faintly give an idea of the toil

of the last part of our journey. Up and up we
went—no level spaces now—twisting and turning
in ever-ascending curves. Here a tree root was
the step ; there, a slab of stone 3ft. high.

Here, again, it was a steep bank ot red mud,

GOING UP WE HAD SEEN A PLA

a P/ioto.] PAI.MS.

followed by a succession of loose stones that

slipped away from under us. I ery five

minutes we had to halt foi breath. We met
some more Nagas young fellows this time, tine

and athletic-looking. They were going hunting,
and were armed with dhows (knives), spears,
and nets. A Naga when young is graceful and
not unpleasing to look at. When he grows up
he is coarse and ugly ; when he is old he is

repulsive. One more

climb, and w e

reached the outskirts

of the village. Tin;

first thing that strikes

the plains man is that

the Nagas thatch
their houses with

fan-palm leaves in-

stead of grass. Going
up we had . seen a

plantation of the

graceful palms. As
we passed along,
dogs, pigs, and naked
children rushed out

at us, barking, grunt-

ing, and chattering.
We saw a small
shrine at the side of

the path. It con-

tained a gaudily-
dressed figure, with

a face not unlike a

peculiarly pro-
nounced Dutch doll.

This was, I under-

stood, a good god.

doing up one
more small ascent

we reached our

goal. We were wel-

comed by the Yice-

Regent and the Secretary for Foreign Affairs.

I had met the latter personage before in the

plains. On that occasion he wore a simple
white tablecloth. He had no table-cloth now.

Ih was a gentleman of familiar manners, and

no teeth to speak of. He chewed betel -nut

and expectorated freely. Also, he acted through-
out as our guide. He was a little too effusive

in manner, and when excited seized you by the

arm or button -holed you. This is objection-

able in a Naga, as a Naga rarely takes a bath.

Joining had to introduce us. 1 was more or

less poetically described, but Joining very nearly

overdid the poetic strain in the doctor's case.

The doctor was described as "one who from

the herb of the field expressed living juices to

cure all diseases
"

: and one also "whose touch

NTATION OF THE GRACEFUL

[by tin- Author.
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allayed all pain and cured all fever." Things

might have turned out awkwardly, for the

Secretary promptly said,
"
Oh, can he ? Well,

he can just step round and heal the Rajah.''

This shows you the danger of carrying spring

poets about with you. Luckily the young
Rajah proved to be well on the mend, and

a promise that he would soon be all right

again satisfied the Secretary of State. We were

allowed to have our tiffin in peace. We sat

stepping off th

I did not sit at th-
, I did nol

so, somehow.
The Rajah, Vice-Reg< nt, and ry drank

our whisky at their own invitation. They drank
it raw, and thought it poor stuff. Nothing less

than a torchlight procession going down his

throat would make a Naga feel. I hav<

Xaga drink, without winking, a tumblerful of the

following ingredients in equal proportions :

THIS IS A GR'

From a\

tEl'RESENTATIVE NAGAS. THEIR ORNAMB
CHIEFLY SOARS' TUSKS.

WILD beasts' teetii-

[Photo.

On one of the bamboo platforms which every

Xaga house possesses. These platforms are

built over the side of the hill. The outside

edge is forty to fifty feet from the ground, so

steep is the hill-side.* In some cases the drop
from the edge would be one of one hundred
and

fifty feet. These platforms -are used to

entertain the casual visitor from another tribe.

At a pressing -one might almost say a pushing—invitation the visitor terminates his call by
* Refer to "Among the Hea '-Hunters of Lushai" in last

month's issue.

tobacco, whisky, Worcester sauce, Angostura

bitters, and red pepper. After that, whisky is

as toast and water. Tiffin finished, we visited

the big houses of the Chung. These houses are

of such enormous length that they can be seen

miles and miles away from the plains. An

extraordinary effect is given to them by the

centre posts passing some 10ft. through the roof

ridge. The poles are, for some reason, covered

like the roof with fan-palm leaves. The Rajah's

house had a floor of beaten earth and walls of

cobwebs and dirt, ornamented with trophies of
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And such tropin Rows ami
:11s' beaks, monkeys' skulls, and

horns, d with the dust of i I lun

li a mixture o\ loot from the plains! His

mperor William 1 1. -laird

rom the wall. 1 ,ord Rol

in blue and gold. There was a highly-

tured i ne
"

Father's I
• a," or

such touching title, with the name still on
it of the original suhurban grocer who had

n the picture away with tour ounces of tea.

'; round die sides were chairs, plated

s, top hats, anvils, frock-coats, etc.,

It reminded onv of the cupboard into

which the English housewife insists on putting

things that will "come in useful some day."
The next house, some hundred yards long,

appeared to have loose boxes on either hand.

turned out to he the married quarters.
We were not allowed to look into any of

perhaps it was as well. Passing along
road dark . . we reached the daylight

the other end, and were shown where the

ien husked the
"
dhan," or rice. A table

ne side of the room. It was made
out of one great tree trunk, the whole t

being in one pie< The labour in making
it must have been enormous. It was

ut 20ft. long, 3ft. high, and over 3ft. broad.

m this room we went on to the young
men's quartet Here we saw the great

on special occasions. It was
the hollow trunk of a tree some 18ft. long.
The hammer was merely a large chunk of wood.
The sound is very deep, and can be heard for

miles. The Secretary then remarked he had

jj really worth our notice. He seemed
We went to the end of the building.

'id of several

h as you see in

of

flowers were on these stands.

ler, but instead.

the: id rows of

; human skin.

skull a separate ti

What, think you, is their

Well, some were
iined in fair and open

by midnight raid

tile tribe, but the

ler number? Well, 1<

at t :ulls with me, and
I will tell you a story. You
will notice they all have hi

at the back of tke head. Take
this skull. It belonged to a

man once who went one

morning to his work, Little

suspecting danger. He worked in his rice-field

all day without a thought that gleaming eyes
watched him from the jungle.

Evening came on, and he gave up work for

the day, and started on his way home. He
reached the jungle path, already gloomy in the

failing light. An owl hooted ; the fever bird

shouted.'" You're ill \ You're ill ! You're ill !

"

But what was that other noise he heard? Oh !

nothing. Only a pheasant scratching among the

dead leaves. And again ! Oh ! only a deer

moving at the side of the path. Suddenly a

crushing blow. He staggers, drunkenly ; yet

another, and he falls. All day long a young
man had been watching the worker. The
young man does not know and has no grudge
against his victim. But just as boys at home
collect butterflies and moths, the young man
must collect human heads. He must earn

his tattoo marks and have the envied symbol
on his arm. He only wants the head. If

the rest of the body could live without it he

would not mind. You throw up your hands
and say,

" What brutality ! What treachery !

"

Well, I do not know that we are much
more civilized ; we lie low and injure

reputations instead of heads. The lasting

damage in both cases is equal. Well, to return.

The young man "
collects

"
his head and takes

it to his Chung, where a big dinner is given,
followed by a dance. The dance takes place
round an artificial mound outside the Rajah's

house, the head being placed on a long pole.

Every
" hero

" who brings in a head must throw

a slab of stone on to the mound. Look at the

number there are. The Secretary of State-

mentioned, however, with tears in his eyes, that

last year the skull crop had been very short. It

ILTSIDE THE RAJAH S HOUSE, ROUND WHIUI THE HEAD-H
DANCES TAKE PLACE. [by the Author.
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was deplorable. They were hoping for a better

season this year. There were i 70 skulls on the
shelves we were looking at. The young man
who starts skull-collecting is not at all particular
what he begins with. " You haven't killed a
man ?

"
said a planter, to a small, newly-tattooed

Xaga boy. "Oh, no," was the reply; "but I

killed an old woman and a baby !

"

We left the museum— it was revolting. We
sat down on a log at the other end of the house,
while that toothless old scoundrel the Secretary
of State told us something of the laws of the

photographs. Nothing at first would the

people to face the camera. \\V persuaded them
at last, however. Th<

tary and \

Regent got together a small crowd, and sat on
one of the platforms I have described earlier.
The Vice-Regent is the last on the right,
the Secretary is No. 2 from him.
No ladies appear in this photograph. I am

sorry, but their costume does not lend itself

kindly to magazine photography. Like the
Bride of the Bishop of Runiti Foo in th

Ballads," it is a case of "
a shell, a bangle ra

ECRETAKY AM) VICE-REGENT GUI A 'MALL CROWD TOGETHER, AND SAT ON ONE OF THE PRECIPICE PLATFORMS.

From a Photo, by the Author.

community. In some things civilization might
copy Naga procedure. Take, for instance, this

case. A man steals from another, and is proved
guilty. Well, he has to return the value of the

things stolen, if not the things themselves; and
the prosecutor can then have the thief's labour

free for one or two months, or more, according
to the gravity of the offence. How delightful
a poem to have the services of a fraudulent

company promoter or bank director I Such
men working as table servants, cleaning your
boots, or running errands ! Fancy the satis-

faction of lending your bank director to roll

your neighbour's lawn for him ! Would it not

console you for that dividend of l
1

/^- in the

pound ?

If a man steals from th Rajah, he is killed

and hung up to a beam in the young men's

sleeping quarters as an "awful example." From
the gloom of this depressing house we passed
out into the open. I wanted to take some

and the rest is
"
native nothingness." I could

not obtain a photo, of the Rajah, as they

expressed the belief it would make him ill to

have his picture taken. Photography finished,

we took a stroll to look at the view. I had

often wondered what the plains looked like

from the hills. Well, there they were stretching

away mile after mile until lost in the heat-mist.

A bitter disappointment! What did they look

like ? Well, they looked like a vast billiard-

table, covered with green balls and faint chalk-

marks. The green balls were trees. All the

trees appeared to be round. The occasional

chalk-marks were the iron roofings of various

scattered tea-houses. But the view looking

inwards towards the hills— ah ! that was worth

the journey. Valleys, hills, and mountains in

dappled sunlight and shade. Ragged white

clouds drifting, hovering, or surging about the

hill-tops as the wind currents caught them.

Blue wreaths of smoke rising from Naga fires
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1 •;*'••&.>,:

. rds i HE IN NEK mi \ly the . lulhor.

1>s the

crin arth mingled together

tree, grey ruck,

in one vast

Cture distinct <>i shadowy until lost in tin-

dark indigo of the distant mountains that

guarded a country mysterious, almost un-

known.
It was time now fur us to start back. Thank-
_ :iie Rajah and his staff, we were- about to

>egin the descent, when the Rajah announced
were presents for us. The doctor was

mted with a shield, dhow, spear, and cap,
hen he goes on the war-path. I, being

a man of p a basket of five fowls.

y were not fowls of peace, for they fought
le their wicker cage like torn cats. As 1

:ired all my attention to keep my footing in

t,
I was not sorry to get rid of them

id the first corner. Facilis est descensus

mi. Nothing could be more untrue as

: a r d s our
cent to the

A. em us of the

plaii I
»

iwn,
n , those

: s a n d s

awful step-.
until every bone

out of

bumping,
sliding, and
clutching here

and th-

safety at the tree root or

branch, we dropped into

the valley. Past the rest-

houses, over the streams,
clown the torrent-bed, we
retraced our steps. Night
was coming on, and there

was need of hurry, for

the path was getting dim.

Tigers and leopards are

not to be despised, and
we knew there were plenty
about. ( )nly a week or so

before near these jungles
had been shot that extra-

ordinary and rare freak of

Nature — a white tiger.

We had no desire to meet

one, white, red, blue, or green. Down the last

hill, through the last slip of jungle, and the

lights of the bungalow twinkled a welcome to

us across the clearing.
In the morning, when we started— I am con-

vinced of this—the bungalow was only a mile

away from the jungle. It now was at least five.

1 asked Joining why he had had it moved. He
denied that he had done so. I would not

argue, but 1 had my own opinion. I thought it

a peculiarly pointless and silly conjuring trick.

Those last five miles were covered by me in

twenty-five minutes. This shows how fresh I

was, and Joining's insinuation that I was dead
tired was clearly demonstrated to be untrue.

In twelve hours we had passed from a tropical
to a temperate climate

;
from civilization to

savagery ; from a reign of law to lawlessness—
and back again. That was enough for one

day. The two

months' re-

minder of the

trip (in the

shape of a bad

knee) has left me
with one fixed,

unalterable
determination—
that if ever I

walk up those

hills again, I will

be carried up !

/row a Photo.] AGAs WE MET IN THE PLAINS. \l<y the Author.



George Day and His Bear.

By Frederick T. Gordon, U.S. Navy.

You will

fortitude.

be a long time beating this as a narrative of authentic thrilling adventure and human
• u 1?-°

" shows You that an American naval officer can tell an experience as well
fight his ship. And one can't help sharing Mr. Gordon's enthusiasm for his protege

as

URING the year 1891, at the time of
the happening of the incidents I am
about to relate, 1 was attached to

the United States cruiser Marion,
one of the then recently established

; '

Patrol Fleet," whose duty it was to drive

pelagic sealers out of the fifty-mile zone agreed
upon by the Treaty of

Paris. Whilst in the

harbour of Unalaska, in

the Unalaska Islands

(our head -quarters), I

assisted in an operation
which was the sequel of

an adventure that dis-

played the greatest
amount of grit and nerve

and endurance that it

has ever been my privi-

lege to witness. As a
"
hunting story

"
this

account will not amount
to much, but I hope that

the story, as 1 will try

to tell it, will be of

interest to all men who
admire pluck a n d

bravery in their kind.

One afternoon, while

all hands were loafing
around decks enjoying
their after-dinner smoke,
a tiny schooner sailed

into the harbour with

her colours (American)
hoisted upside down ;

and after passing close

to us and asking that a boat might be sent

to her, she dropped anchor not fifty yards

away. She bore every mark of the sealers

which it was our task to chase, so speculation
was rife among us as to the cause of this

fellow running right into the lion's jaws. More

especially we wondered at his signal of distress.

A boat was soon lowered from our ship, how-

ever, and, with an officer in her stern-sheets,

she soon sped across the smooth water and
made fast alongside the schooner. The board-

ing officer, a young ensign, clambered over her

rail and disappeared below, soon to return on

with a look of pain and distress which

MR. FREDERICK T. GORDON, OF TH1
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even we could see plainly from our ship. He
'rushed over the side, shoved off his boat 11 1

feverish haste, and hurried into the cabin to

report to the captain as soon as he could get
aboard our vessel—leaving all of us about the

decks to conjecture as best we could the cause
of his agitation, as he had passed us at the

gangway without a single
word In a few minutes
the surgeon was sent for,

and then, later, myself
I was informed by the

surgeon that there was
a man on the schooner

whose leg had been

frightfully lacerated by a

bear, and that I was to

go with him to assist in

whatever could be done
for the poor fellow. So

snatching up a haver-

sack full of dressings,

etc., I clambered down
into our boat, and in a

moment or two the

surgeon joined us, and
we shoved off for the

little schooner.

I shall never forget
the sight in the tiny

cabin of that boat ! It

was a long, low room,

perhaps oft. long and

5ft. high, with two bunks

on each side and a cook

stove in the middle.

The walls and sides were

literally covered with kitchen utensils, miners'

tools, and provisions in bags and tins ;
whilst a

pile of huge walrus tusks and skins lav in one

corner near a wooden chest. But these things

attracted my attention only for the moment; the

cabin was so dark that one had to become

accustomed to the gloom before things were

plainly visible.

As soon as we could overcome the feeling of

surprise that overpowered us— its cause may be

guessed later—the surgeon and I made our way
over to a' corner in a lower bunk from which

name a feeble voice calling us. In the dim light

we could just about make out that a man was

60.
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there : but even after we had become a bit

imed to the darkness it was impossible
e anything clearly, so we called for a light.

swering our call, one of the new came with a

lighted lantern, and, fighting hard to 1.

up, we went over to the bunk to see our

nl. He was evidently a man o\~ powerful
build, but his face, white and drawn with

i overed with a stubbly growth

beard, and that, with his sunken
- and hollow cheeks, made him appear more

i invalid of many years
1

standing. There hi'

d up
with.

- for a

pill.
.'. ( Her him
a dirty red

blanket, and by
his kettle

into which he had

11 dropping
peeled potatoes

•l from his

pillcv . ( Greeting
with a cheery
e and a jest on

his lips, the poor
N.HAR*fellow actually

med to be

enjoying what he

called "
his loaf

on the rest of his

fello w I n

answer to the
_ on's question

as to the extent of his injury, he threw back the

blanket with a sweep and pointed silently.

As rapidly as we could, the surgeon and I

off the dirty cotton, between breaths, until

we had reached the naked limb. What we saw
.most too incredible for belief—a horrible,

ng wound, as if the bone and tissue had
m out of the leg in mouthfuls, and— well,

r mind. 1 wouldn't like to inflict a full

ription of the ghastly sight even on a man
friend in a private conversation. The extra-

ordinary thing was the unconcernedness of the

patient. This was a case that called for the

action if the man's life were to be

urgeon hastened up on deck and
k to the cruiser to get men and a stretcher to

carry the sufferer ashore, where an operation
could be performed. I was left behind to cleanse

the wound as best I could and straighten up the

cabin, a task which I finished very speedily.
While waiting in that gruesome cabin I got
into conversation with the poor fellow. He had
tain there nineteen days .' From his own lips I

got the story of his wound- a story which Ik-

£&ZZZX&Z??r.

THIS IS AN ACCURATE RFPRESENTATION OF GEORGE DAYS LITTLE
sell IN WHICH 111-: WAS FOUND BY MR. GORDON.

told modestly as to his own part, and as a huge

joke on himself for his carelessness. Later on,

1 managed to gel the other side from his

partner in the hunt, which had resulted so

disastrously. Putting the two together, the

story of the happening was this :
—

li seems that this man, by name George Day,
and three others had bought the little schooner.

and fitted lur out with provisions, etc., for a

prospecting trip along the Alaskan coast, near

I khring Straits. Leaving Seattle in their thirty-

ton boat, the men—only one of whom was a

sailor by profession—had managed to

sail her to Sandy
Point, their first

destination. Mak-

ing a little bay
there their head-

quarters, they had
done fairly well in

the sands of the

many little streams

of the peninsula,
and had been
there about three

weeks when the

accident occurred.

At first, they had

been too busy
washing gold to

bother much about
what they ate

;
but

one day it struck

them that salt

beei and pork was a poor diet in a land teeming
with fowl, and fish, and game, so they deter-

mined to go a-hunting.

Therefore, George Day volunteered to go
with another of the party on a trip and try to

get a load offish and game to be salted down
tor future use; they were to go up the coast a

lew miles and remain away all night, that being
thi best time for shooting in that place. The
two men set out one morning, and rowed along
the beach for about fifteen miles until they came
to a little stream which seemed to be full of

salmon, and which also gave promise of game
being in the neighbourhood. Here they resolved

to land. Tying up their boat to an oar driven in

the sandy beach, they struck out inland, leaving

the fishing to be done in the morning, as by this

plan the fish would be fresher when they got

back. They had fairly good luck with wild fowl

as they went along.

Now, there are bears, and very fierce and

powerful ones too, in this part of Alaska. They
are a cross between the cinnamon and grizzly,

with all the strength and ferocity of the latter
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and the cunning and agility of the former
; but,

somehow, neither of the men had thought of

meeting such animals. So, when they had gone
about eight miles inland and almost ran on top
of a bear sitting on the bank of a stream scoop-

ing up salmon with his forepaw, neither Day
nor his companion thought the least bit about
the danger of bothering him. To the men, the

bear was only prospective meat for their larder,

and they rejoiced at their
" luck

"
in find-

ing this fellow. Without thought of the con-

sequences, the men crept up close to the

animal, who was too intent on his fishing
to notice them, and
blazed away merrily at

him with their weapons—a rifle and a shot-

gun. The rifle bullet

went wild, but some of

the bird-shot found its

mark, and the startled

animal jumped up and

glared round to find

his unexpected tor-

mentors. Catching
sight of the men, and

rightly taking them to

be the cause of his

pain, the bear started

for them. Now, if they
had been wise enough
to run away then and
there all might have

been well, for the thick

fur of the bear had
turned most of the

shot, and he was only

mildly aggressive, and
would have left them
alone and gone back to

his fishing if they had
not made mistake
number one.

Conroy, the other man, in his excitement

blazed away at the bear with the remaining
barrel of his gun, and this time the shot

peppered the bear full in the face, causing him

to stop and snort with pain and anger. This

attack settled the business for the bear. He
was fairly out for fight now. With a growl, he

dropped back from the sitting posture he had

assumed when first the shot had struck him and

made a wild rush for his foe. He was on

Conroy before the man could collect his faculties,

and rose up, towering above the frightened

fellow, to strike him down with his powerful

paws ; his mouth, wide open, showing the gleam-

ing teeth against the red tongue and jaws. With

a wild yell of terror, ( 'onroy instinctively rammed

WE KEEL SIRE THAT OUR READERS, ON HEARING HIS EXTRA-
ORDINARY STORY, WILL REGARD WITH INTEREST THIS

I'HOTOGKAl'H OF GALLANT GEORGE DAY.

the barrel of his gun down the open throal

the beast. He then turned and ran with all his

speed towards the stream, plunging wildly into

it before the bear could recover from his

astonishment at the proceeding. Snarling and

growling with rage, the maddened animal seized

the gun with his paws and dragged it out of his

mouth, then bit and tore it as if it were some

living thing on which he could wreak his

vengeance. This done, he cast away the now
useless and broken weapon, and turned round to

look for another foe.

The whole thing happened so quickly that

Day had barely re-

covered from his aston-

ishment at his partner's
feat in time to reload

before the bear was

almost upon him too.

He had just slipped in

the cartridge ! Taking
careful aim, he says, he

waited until the bear

was about twenty feet

away, and then fired

at his heart, running
toward the stream as

soon as he had pulled
the trigger. Looking
behind him just before

he too made the plunge
down the bank, he was

overjoyed to see that

his shot had taken

effect. The bear was

rolling over and over

on the ground, clutch-

ing and tearing hand-

fuls of hair from around

a wound in his chest

from which the blood

was pouring in torrents.

Day was about to shoot

again when the bear got up on his feet, tottered

round blindly for a minute or two, and then

made off with stumbling gait towards a little

thicket, in which he disappeared, from this

thicket presently came a sound like the thrash-

ing of the brush, accompanied by growls and

moans of pain. Then all at once the noises

ceased and everything was still.

Feeling sure that he had killed the bear, and

that it had only gone off into the thicket to die,

Day shouted to "his partner to come up, as all

danger was now over. A sadly dishevelled,

mud-bespattered figure stuck its head up over

the bank m answer to the call, and gazed around

in surprise at not seeing the bear; then slowly

and painfully it dragged itself up on the grass.
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.1 >a) could not repress .1

o\ laughter at the comical appearance of His

mate, who came up to him sheepishly, ruefully
looked down at the ruin of his trousers, and
then felt himself all over to see if he wove still

aliv< I s muddy, and torn in tatters by
the hushes through which he had plunged ;

lace

and ha ratched and bleeding ;
hat gone,

and with the general look o( a man scared

within an inch of his life, Conroy was indeed a

sight; but the danger just past was

ent and real for merriment, and both

men soon grew sober as they thought of it.

Alter a consultation and a general stock

taking
•

':. mag( to person and weapons, the

men came to the conclusion that, as the

was undoubtedly dead by this time, they
had better go into the thicket and get him out.

His skin would pay in part for a new gun if

they got it down to Seattle : and besides, his

meat was what they then wanted more than

anything else. Here was where

they made mistake number two !

N hunter of experience would
follow a wounded bear into a

thicket, even if he had reason, as

these men thought they had, to

believe him dead. The hunter of

:ience would wait awhile and
and then go after the animal ^

carefully, keeping his gun ready
for instant service. But Day and

Conroy were not hunters : they

only miners, and hungry
s at that. Making mistake

number three, they entered the

thicket carelessly, leaving their

behind as being merely in

their way when they wanted to

out the carcass. So the

only weapons they now had were
their hunting

-
knives, and even

in their sheaths !

It was an easy matter to follow

the trail of the bear through the

thicket. The bushes were crushed
n and spattered with blood

along his path, and here and tl

a larger spot where he had
lain down to rest a bit. Without
care or thought of danger, the

men pushed rapidly ahead,

being in advance some ten
or twelve yards. All at once he
let out a yell of terror and shrieked

tnroy for help. The startled

man behind heard the noise of

growls and snarls and pantings
from a dense mass of bush into

which he could not see; then one more wild cry
tor help, and after it only a confused sound as

if some large animal were worrying its prey.
from where he stood, spellbound with

terror, Conroy could see nothing of what was

going on in the thicket ; but he rightly guessed
that his companion had fallen foul of the bear,
which was still alive, and was in its clutches.

Thinking only of the fearful plight of his mate,
<

onro) rushed ahead into the brush, as soon as

he could collect his wits, only to be frightened
almost to death, however, by seeing Day on the

ground underneath the bear, which was chewing
away at his right leg, seemingly unmindful of

the savage stabs which his human prey was

making up at him with a knife.

In telling me of it, Conroy said that he could
not imagine what made him do the thing which
saved his partner's life; possibly excitement and

deadly fear had as much to do with his reckless

1 as had his concern about poor Day's fate.

HI! !•
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The thing he did (what no sane man would have

thought of) was this : Snatching his knife from
his belt, he made a running leap and actually
landed fairly on the bear's back. Then holding
on to the long fur with one hand, he stabbed

frantically into the savage beasts neck and
shoulders, yelling at the top of his voice all the
while. By a miracle of chance, one of his blows
went home before the astonished animal could
do aught to rid himself of his burden, and the

sharp point of the knife penetrated to the bear's

heart. With one last bellow of rage and a mighty
shake which threw Conroy many feet away, it

staggered and fell, rolling on top of Day in its

dying struggles.

Conroy soon scrambled to his feet and pre-

pared to renew his attack on the bear, but when
he saw it lying still, now dead for certain, his

nerves gave way and he rushed hysterically over
to Day and began tugging at the bear to pull
him off his partner's body. He managed to do
this almost superhuman task at last, being urged
on with terror at the sight of the white face and
closed eyes of the prostrate man, who lay now in

a deathdike swoon. Tearing open his shirt,

Conroy placed his hand on the other's chest
;

his heart was still beating feebly. There was
life yet.

Rushing down to the little stream, he filled

his hat with water and ran back and dashed
it over Day's face and chest. The rough
treatment had its effect. Day moaned feebly
and opened his eyes and looked round. He
lay still for a moment as if to collect his ideas,
and then started to get up, only to fall back
with a groan of pain.

"
My leg !

"'

he gasped ;

and fearful lest he should faint again, Conroy
bent over him and poured the few drops
of water left in his hat into his mate's open
mouth.

After a bit, Day gained strength again and the

colour came back to his face. A pull out of

the flask—which lay unbroken on the ground
near where he fell—completed the work of

restoration. Then the two men started to

examine the nature of his hurt. Cutting away
the remainder of his heavy boot and trouser

leg, they found that Day's right leg had been

completely crushed by the powerful jaws of the

bear at a point just below the knee. They
were horrified at the nature and extent of

the terrible injury. When he came upon the

bear, Day explained to his mate, it was so

sudden that he stumbled and actually fell on

top of the animal. Immediately it sprang up
and threw him off, then seized him by the leg
before lie could get up. He had just managed
to reach his knife when Conroy came up.

Well, here was a predicament, indeed—

eight miles away from their boat, and Day
almost unable to be moved, from th

that came with the slii motion

.leg! As the only possible thing to be done,
it was finally decided that Conroy should

get back to the schooner as quickly
possible, and bring the other men back 'with
him.

The three together could then make a

stretcher and carry the wounded man down to

the coast. The rifle and what little food they
had left in their pockets were to be left with

Day, as it might be many hours before tin-

others could return. Making him as comfort-

able as he could, then, with a heavy heart

Conroy left his friend behind and set off on his

long tramp and row back to the schooner. It

will be sufficient to say that he reached the

vessel about midnight, and in the teeth of half

a gale the three men at once set out on the

return trip, laden with blankets, whisky, etc.,

for the sufferer.

During the night Day's supply of water gave
out. He was burning with fever and half-

delirious from the pain of his leg, which

had now become stiff and hard. Only one

thing would ease him, he thought
—cold water,

and that was many yards away. How he

managed the fearful trip Day himself could

never tell me
; indeed, I believe it was modesty

that made him treat this part of the adventure

so lightly. Somehow or other he bound up
the wound with his neckerchief (fortunately a

large one), and then started to crawl on his

hands and the uninjured knee down to the

stream, dragging the torn and broken limb

behind him.

How long it took he does not know :

he remembers having fainted from weakness

and loss of blood several times. Once his

foot—the one of the wounded leg—got wedged
between some roots, and it took all his strength

and nerve to reach back and cut it loose. At

last he reached the stream, but the water was

a few feet below him and the bank steep and

muddy. For a time he lay stunned by this

unforeseen barrier to the coveted water ;
then

he thought of his boot, and by dint of much

agonized struggling, he managed to sit up and

pull it off. Then, tying his handkerchief to it,

he cast it into the water and drew it up half

full. Swallowing the welcome fluid in huge

gulps he satisfied his thirst, and, this done,

casting the improvised bucket into the water

again and again, he bathed his wound, and

then lay back for a short rest, feeling somewhat

easier.

So he passed the night until morning can

alternating between fits of feverish restlessness
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All day he waited for

Iternately tortured

. who was a poor !

man, had been wrecked, and thai no one would
me to his aid

;
or else that another I

ime prowling around and find him. He
.it human flesh, as may

rgiven him, but he lay there thinking of his

f furnishing a meal foi some hungry
At any rate, he knew that bears could

n if they did not swallow.

Just as h jive up in despair,
when he saw thi s shadows proclaiming sun-

he heard the sound of voices : his mates
had come hack for him: Gathering up all his

. lie shouted again and again lest they
should

j
and miss him. He tainted

. with joy when he heard the answering hail

I :> AWAY WITH JOY WHEN
'. HAIL AND

: EPS."

and the sound of running footsteps. In a few
minutes his th mpanions were at his

Guided by Conroy, they had followed the bi

trail ting to find Day where he had been
left: and when they missed him, they were
filled with alarm lest some further misfortune-

had befallen him. Croat was their joy to find

die sorely wounded man alive.

How these three men made a litter of oars

ami blankets, and carried Day eight miles

through brush and thicket, the greater part of

the way in darkness, and how they afterwards

came back and got the bear also and brought
it down to the boat— this is a tale in .itself.

Placing the wounded man at full length
on tin' freshly-skinned hide of the bear, in

the bottom of the dory, they pulled the

fifteen miles to the schooner through a

choppy sea and an ebbing tide. Then came
the task ol getting him aboard. After many
vain experiments this was done by lashing him

up in the skin with ropes, and hoisting the whole
as a bundle by means of a whip rigged to the

main gaff. Once on the schooner's deck, how-

ever, it was easy to carry him into

her cabin and lay him out on a

bunk. Had he been other than a

man of iron nerve and marvellous

endurance, it is certain that Day
could never have stood the rough
handling the men were compelled
to give him in spite of all their

(are
; yet they told me he bore

every knock and wrench of that

fearful journey without a murmur,
joking with them about the use he
was making of the skin of his

erstwhile foe !

Once in his bunk, the wound
was bathed in whisky

— all the

medicine they had. Then it was

wrapped up in strips of old shirts

soaked in salt water. Loading on
what stores and gold they had

ashore, the schooner's crew hoisted

anchor and headed her for Una-

laska, many hundred miles away,
but the nearest place at which they
could hope to find a doctor.

Illduck seemed bound to heap
every hardship in its calendar upon
this unfortunate man, (ieorge Day!
lor fourteen days the little craft

was tossed about in cross seas and
baffled by head winds and calms.

Only at the last did they get a

favourable slant, and then it came
with a fog that made them grope
their way slowly, and which lifted

just in time to save them from going ashore to

destruction in Unimak Pass ! To lessen the

terrible agony which came to him with every
lurch and roll of the schooner, the men picked
apart a dirty old cotton mattress and swathed

leg in its evil-smelling folds. It was the

SMV*^
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best they could do. and even that was a God-
send to the tortured man. Three days out

the wound began to show dangerous symptoms,
and in spite of the repealed applications of a

red-hot marlinspike by the wounded man himself,
it grew worse and worse.

Strange to say, the other men told me that

Day seemed to worry less over his ghastly

injury than anyone aboard. He passed off

the thing as a joke ! When they were below

during the days of storms and during the

early evenings, he kept them in roars of laughter
with his quaint stories and jests, singing all day
when alone. He never seemed to lose heart

for a moment. But what must it have been in

the wild, dark nights when the tiny craft was

plunging through great seas, half-smothered with

the waves that swept over her, every hatch

battened down, the three sound men shut up in

I am happy to be able to add, by way of

sequel to this story of a brave man, that Day
was taken ashore by us, and his !

fully

amputated above the knee, leaving him a useful

stump to which a wooden limb could be In

We nursed him until called away to another

port, then left him, almost able to get about, in

care of the surgeon of the troopship Al Ki.

Erom this officer we learned by letter at

Honolulu that our patient had made a safe

and uneventful recovery ; and further that,
when the Al Ki went south, he had been
taken to San Francisco and placed in an

hospital there, to be treated for a severe

attack of rheumatism !
—which had probably

come on from his night exposure near the

stream.

About two years after the affair, I was
astonished to receive a letter from I )ay him-

THIS IS A FACSIMILE OP THE LAST PARAGRAPH OF GEORGE DAY'S LETTER TO MR. GORDON, INCLOSING TWO OF

Till-: BEAR'S TEETH MOUNTED IN THE HARDLY-WON GOI D.

her choking cabin with the sorely wounded
man ?

And yet these sturdy miners spoke of their

experience as scarcely more than an unfortunate

Interruption of their plans for gathering gold !

They would do their duty to their mate and

bring him where he could get proper treatment

for his wound, leaving behind a rich find of

gold which the first-comer might seize. Their

hardest task was to cheer up Day, who cursed

himself bitterly for spoiling their plans by his
"
foolish trick

"
!

self. In this letter, which had followed me
round from Yokohama to Hong Kong, he

told me that he had made another trip the

following summer to the gold fields which he-

had been forced to leave by reason of his

accident, and furthermore, that he had

brought back enough gold to last him the

rest of his life ! Inclosed in the letter was a

little parcel wrapped in cotton : one of his

bear's teeth handsomely mounted in som«

the gold which had cost him so dear. Good

luck to him !
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hen the eyes of the whole world are

may be interested in the following article, which
African life such as would strike the newcomer,

and graphically described by one who

Hi HJGH of late years the light of

ilization lias beaten pretty fiercely
on the Park Continent, yet it

is,
and

me will remain, a land

;s and scenes both strange
and i marvels as countless as its

>ts and as inexhaustible as the diamond
mines of its own remarkable Kimberley.
Thanks to the adventurous spirit of the age,
the tin pproaching when that enter-

prising firm at Ludgate Circus will personally

1.

turned in the direction of South Africa our readers

deals with the quaint and curious phases of South
These phases of life are illustrated by photographs,
has lived in Cape Colony for some years.

and thunder," it will be our pleasant task to

describe some of these, and illustrate our infor-

mation with pictures reproduced direct from

photographs.
1 et us begin with the shank end of the Dark

( ontinent. Here, then, is an interesting picture,

taken from the deck of a vessel in Table Bay.

On the shores of Table Bay, as everyone knows,
is the city of Cape Town

;
which has more than

once, with its magnificent sea view, been com-

pared with the bay and city of Naples. But

i [NEK,

From a Photo. I<y

conduct its hosts of clients from one end of

Africa to the other—from Cairo in the north

I own in the distant south-wi

But not yet. A good deal of water will flow

under London Bridge before the curiosities of

African life are brought within easy reach of

the tourist and an intelligent public asking for
" more light

: '

: and so, as Mahomet may not go
to the mountain, the mountain, or some of it,

must be brought to Mahomet's very own front

door. In other words, as the majority of

British readers of The Wide World Maga-
zine may not see with their own eyes the

wonders and curiosities of the land of
"
floods

V. I III THE TAI

G. W. Uilson.

..I) on TABI-E MOUNTAIN.

when all is said and done Table Mountain—the

Tafelberg of the old Dutch settlers— is the

attraction, the loadstone to which resident and

visitor alike instinctively turn. As mountains

go, Tafelberg, with its three thousand odd feet,

is a mere wart on the fair face of Nature.

Vet there is probably not a single being
in Cape Town who would, if he could, replace
his mountainous dwarf with the most magnifi-
i ent giant among the ranges of Europe or Asia.

ile Mountain is no misnomer : the summit
is clear-cut against the sky in true table fashion,

as if some colossal being, armed with a Brob-

dingnagian blade, had sliced it clean away.
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One end of the Table is flanked by a sharp-

pointed ridge locally known as the Devil's

Peak. Part of this Peak is shown to the left

of the accompanying illustration.

At the other end of the Table, to the extreme

ri^ht of our picture, is a huge mass of rock which

resembles nothing so much as a lion couchant.

For that reason it is locally called the Lion's

Head, and his hind-quarters make an excellent

site for a signalling station for ships entering

Table Bay. Table Mountain is never so

beautiful as when

it is covered with

its fleecy white

"table-cloth." This

"cloth" is com

posed of clouds,

and it is a beauti-

ful and fascinating

sij^ht to watch the

soft mist gradually

stealing along the

top of the moun-

tain until it hangs
motionless over its

grey green side-.

When the "cloth"

is well and truly

laid the effect is

one of great beauty— the mystic, won-

derful whiteness of

the clouds being in

striking contrast to

the rich green of

the vine-clad slopes
of the old Table.

Sometimes Cape
Town will awake <>'

mornings to find

the greater part of

its glorious Table

covered with mist.

At such times, of

course, the "cloth
"

effect is wanting ;

it is only when the

"Cape Doctor
"

(as the south-east wind is called)

is in a genial mood that the "cloth
"

is properly

spread. Strikingly beautiful as it is (as seen in

our picture) from the deck of a steamer in the

Bay, or from the streets of the town, the "table-

cloth
" means danger to the local mountaineers,

and climbers have before now hopelessly lost

their bearings through the sudden spreading of

the "cloth.'

Not so very far from Cape Town, almost

behind Table Mountain in fact, is the lovely

suburb of Wynberg. Cape Town is deservedly
Vol. iv.—61.

THE FAMOUS FIK AVENUE AT WYNBERG, A BUBURI1 OF CAPE TOWN.

From a Photo.

famous for its suburbs, which are of great natural

beauty. In one of these the Observatory is

placed; at another -Rondebosch- -Mr. Cecil

Rhodes lives in what was, before it was desire

by fire a year or so ago, a quaint, old Hutch
house called Groote Schuur. Table Mountain
dominates each of these lovely suburbs just as

it dominates Cape Town. Sometimes one

a glimpse of a fragment of tender blue mountain

framed, as it were, in a dark fringe of fir or pine
trees growing on either side of a load. The

ompanying pic-

ture of the fir

avenue at a place
called Protea, in

the suburb of Wyn-
berg, will give the

reader a good idea

of the beautiful

roads to be found

in the Cape penin-
sula. Such roads

are a paradise for

the Cape Town

cyclist (and cycling
is largely indulged
in at the Cape),
who finds the shade

of these grand trees

peculiarly grateful

and comforting.
The Cape penin-
sula is splendidly
wooded ; and the

pride of Cape Town— next, of course,

to its matchless

mountain - is the

truly magnificent
avenue of oak ti

which was planted

generations ago by

the prudent and

far - seeing Dutch

settlers. In South

Africa trees grow
with remarkable

quickness, so excellently is the climate suite-

their requirements. We well remember the time

when there wasn't a single tree worthy of the name

in Johannesburg. We witnessed the planting of

the trees that now fringe the Wanderers Club

there and we vividly recall how astonished we

were when, on re-visiting the town a few years

later, we beheld these same trees towering above

us, sturdy and strong, some 50ft.
or 60ft. in the

air Our feelings on that occasion must have

been very like those experienced by juvenile

Jack when he first beheld the magic beanstalk.
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Our next pictun nethlng of a startler.

The tleman got up to "kill
"

in

the feathers and horns (which si it once

gin and connection with "another

simply a jinricksha boy of a type
-non enough in Durban, in the Colony ol

\ the

.his pr.

; in

all

r runners and
drive them to

a had

ndy—
and : the

ibt,

runner's mar-

it y

sprinting rather

than a dir*

tion with the

stial family.
i ar-

score

of brass ban-

ana a pair
of fanta Jets

fy to the fact

of this son of Ham
rig made of

imon clay and,
the- >rone to

vanity. His diort
- are

ga i 1

and
a a triple row of b(

a strip of raw hide. His legs are

. but hi re. ( )f course,
on a 'ricksha boy would mean an

umbrance, and we think it will b rally

1 that the smiler in our picture looks

ithout them.

ksha runners make a fairly good
living, and as thei: are small they can

id money on the adornment ol

thei:
i is, or used to be,

one "ti
,
a threepenny-pie< half

mile. -
ot as th( the half mile is

. the
"
tickey

"
earned.

'I hey are, of course, I by the local

authorities, and are duly badged. Like the

:ban—FA

From a

London cabby, they can appreciate an extra
"
tickey

" over and above their fare, and unlike

him they are duly grateful therefor. The 'ricksha

itself, as will be gathered from that in our picture,

is a lightly but strongly built vehicle, capable of

carrying two persons. It is run on a pair of

rubber - tyred
wheels, and is pro-
vided with easy

springs and a pair
of stout shafts. It

is, in addition,

nicely cushioned,
and possesses a

hood which can be

raised at will to

shelter the occu-

pant from rain or

sun. There is

little fear of this

useful vehicle ever

tipping backwards,
as a short iron

stay is attached to

the back of each.

There are about

800 'rickshas in

Durban — a fact

which speaks well

for their popu-
larity.

But Natal is

famed for other

things besides
'rickshas. It is

well called the

Garden Colony,
for in no other

part of South
Africa is there
such a wealth of

fruit and flowers

as is to be found

in "plucky little Natal." The climate of this

favoured corner of the Dark Continent is suffi-

ciently warm to permit of the growing of sub-

tropical fruits of all descriptions, and the amazing

fertility of the soil explains the abundance of

fine fruit to be obtained almost the entire year

through. Line-apples and bananas, in particular,

flourish in Natal in remarkable luxuriance, and

a more picturesque industry than the growing of

these fruits it would be hard indeed to imagine.
A pine-apple or banana farm—we might say

pine-apple and banana farm, since the two are

generally grown together
— is a glorious sight,

'dally at that period when the fruit is

approaching maturity. A warm, well-sheltered

spot in the hills, such as that shown in our next

RE, 1 HREEFF.NCE PER

Photo.
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From n) A PINE-APPLE FARM IN NATAL, THR OXY.

illustration, makes an ideal growing ground for

the banana, which, it may be added, is usually

planted in rows 9ft. apart and about 7ft. or 8ft.

from each other. The banana plant, with its

fine broad, palm like leaves, and rich, yellow-

clusters of fruit, is. when fully grown, one of

the most beautiful things in the vegetable

kingdom. The Natal banana is remarkable for

its delicious flavour—a flavour that is. perhaps,

only equalled by
that of the locally-

grown pine ; and
where the banana
is grown in such

abundance it

follows that its

purchase price is

correspondingly
cheap— e s p e -

cially in compari-
son with the price
we pay for it in

England. The
same may be said

of the pine-apple,
several hundreds
of which mav be

n growing in

the foreground of

our illustration,

whilst all around
are banana trees.

Natal pine-apples From a

579

are sold locally
from foui'i

(when the supply
is scarce)

farthing each a

calcul

to bring water to

the mouth of the

London street

boy as he ruefully
reflects on the

fact that it 1

him a ha'penny a

slice at the street

hawker's barrow
— and ofttimes

tinned stuff at

that !

We have men-

tioned Johannes-

burg, the Gol< I' n

City of the Rand.

Here, then, is a

typical bit of the

life of that won-

derful town as it

was lived before the present lamentable war.

It shows the local dog-catcher, with his stock-

in-trade, which, by-the-bye, is by no means
elaborate. Of course, the difficulty in Johannes

burg, as in our own cities at home, is fust to

catch your stray canine. The spectacle oi a

majestic Bobby leading an insignificant mongrel
on a string is, however, unknown in Johannes-

1
1 iift,<.

bur: and the local Zarps, as th e police are

S VAN AT WORK 1\ THE STREETS OF JOHANNESBURG.

Photo, by J. Barnett, Johannesburg.
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mpt from any such undignified
The task iA freeing the streets from

tain individuals,

.1 white man in the pay of the

municipal authorities : but it ran: said that

s a ring

nature of the work and the unpopularity its

ariably bring N I that the white man

bin- thine in tin tual

AN ACCURATE IDEA OF THE K I.KT, 100,000 SQUARE MILKS IN EXTENT.

From a Photo, by J. E. Middlebrook.

That part of the work is intrusted

the faithful satellites by whom the catcher

d, or by some other black fellow

rally on hand when a wretched stray

cur captured and conveyed to durance
J he official black fellows, as will be seen

in the picture, are each armed with a trusty
i which is attached a long noose. With

form the most doughty de<

and the unhappy dog has generally a very rough
time of it before his capture is effected and

finds himself in the "dog-cart"' provided

eption by a thoughtful corporation.
rt is a simple affair, constructed on

humane principles. It is fenced in all round
with the door being at the rear, and thus it

mak temporary cage. The
drawn by a mule, or some other sorry

specimen of h< h, guided by a Kaffir, and
its passage through the streets provokes as

much curiosity and remark as once upon a time

the "Black Maria "
used to do in England.

One (A the wonders of Southern Africa is the

boundless Karoo, or desert. Readers of Olive

Schreiner's vivid descriptions of this huge tract

of unpromising-looking land have before now
i heard to marvel that so forlorn a place

should have inspired the authoress with such

marvellous thoughts concerning it ; but then

these readers are not, as Olive Schreiner is,

native to the African soil. The illustration we

present herewith

conveys a good
idea of what the
"
great thirst

land
"

of Cape
Colony is really

like. For miles,

unbroken by a

single tree, noth-

ing meets the eye
but a boundless

expanse of sage-

green scrub or

bush — unless it

be a range of fan-

tastic
"
kopjes

"

or hillocks. The

ground, where it

is not entirely

concealed with

scrub, is stony
and parched.
Not a stream, not

a spoonful of

water is to be

seen anywhere :

and yet, incredi-

ble as it may
seem, sheep thrive well on the unpalatable-

looking bush, and where man has given his

earnest attention and capital to the soil it has

i made most productive. In some of the

driest parts of the Karoo, where drills have been

put down, water, pure and abundant, has been dis-

covered. Perhaps the most striking example of

what can be done with the Karoo, may be found

at that veritable oasis in the Cape Colony—

Matjesfontein, near which, it will be remembered,

a terrible railway accident occurred some time

ago. The rise of Matjesfontein reads like a

fairy story. Not so many years ago it was as

bare and monotonous a place as the Karoo all

about it. To-day, however, thanks to the fore-

sight, energy, and perseverance of Mr. J. D.

Logan, a member of the Cape Legislature, it is

a smiling piece of fertility
—an emerald set in

the middle of a huge copper-coloured shield !

The Karoo lies beyond Zwaartebergen (Black

Mountains) in the Cape Colony, and stretches

for 350 miles from east to west. There are,
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From a] A NEW WAY OF ENJOYING SCENERY ON THE RAILWAY.

roughly speaking, 100,000 square miles of it,

and the greater part of it is anything between

2,000ft. to 3,000ft. above sea fevel. If you
would become a landed proprietor you can do
so very easily in Cape Colon) that is in the

Karoo, where land can be purchased for about

()s. an acre.

Travelling by goods train through the Karoo

(see our next illustration) is a very delightful

rience. The Karoo at the best of times is

a pretty warm place, and to be stuffed up in

a passenger train when passing through it is

something to re-

member. But the

three ladies in

the photograph
look comfortable

enough, snugly
seated as they

in front of the

engine just above
the cow-catcher

;

and we daresay

they would not

willing! y e x -

c h a n g e their
chairs even for

the luxurious
saloon-car of the

ordinary passen-
r train. It is

not a common
thing to travel

thus in Cape
Colony, and not

all the goods
engines on the

Cape Govern-

ment railways are fitted in this

venient fashion. At the time the

photo, was taken the train had pulled
up at a siding (it's astonishing how
often trains in Cape Colony do pull

up at sidings !),
and advantage was

taken by the engine-driver to oil up.
He is plainly seen in the photograph
giving his monster charge a drink of

this necessary fluid. No better way
of seeing the country could be de-

vised than from the front of a railway
train

;
for in such a trackless ph

as the Karoo a coach would soon
lose its bearings

—as very often used
to be the case, in bad weather,
before the advent of railways. Of

course, the engine front is only

possible for the passenger in fine

weather ;
for when the terrible dust

storms blew or the rain descended
our lady friends in the photograph would be

only too glad to seek a less exposed position.

Speaking of railways reminds us that the
"
iron horse

"
has made wonderful progress of

recent years in Cape Colony, and not only in

(ape Colony, but also in Natal, Rhodesia, the

Orange Free State, and the Transvaal. The
slow methods of the old settlers will not do for

[Photo.

these booming times, and so the ox-waggon
But Southhas given place to the locomotive.

Africa is still young in a sense, and so vast,

territorially, that huge districts to this day know

A FULLY LADEN COACH BEING HAULER ACROSS THE LIMPOPO RIVER ON A " PONT
" AT RHODEs'S DRIFT.

From n Photo.
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not the railway, and the ox-waggon or mulc-

ch, as tl maj b< . still holds undisputed
sway. Especially does this apply to Rhodesia,

where, as in the Transvaal before it. and in the

I lolony before that again, the mul
the chief means of getting from place to

Sometimes it happens that a fully loaded

h has to cross a ri\ On the larger ri\

the Limpcpo, for example, or the Vaal,

"ponts" in evidence, and the crossing
not unpleasant operation. The pont

method of <

g rivers is well shown in our

photograph on the preceding page. Here the

t Rhodes's Drift on tin- Limpopo
quently referred to ol late in the war

- and the crossing has been effected.

slung
chair.

i . WIKK CABLE.

banks of this river, as the picture clearly
shows, are very steep, and the getting to the

pont is a somewhat hazardous business. The
large enough to accommodate a

fulls >ach and its team of a do/en or

and in addition two or three score
if need he. When all are safely aboard,

the whole is pulled across by means of ropes or
cables—and then the fun begins. If getting

<rd the pont was hard work, the getting
away from it is usually still harder. If the river
bank be low, the work is easy enough ; if, how-

. it rises abruptly (as does the distant bank
in the photograph), the ascent becomes par-

ticularly toilsome. Passengers and others at

such times literally put their shoulders to the

wheel, and do the best they can to aid the mules
in pulling up the coach. The boy in the fore-

ground of our picture would appear to have

provided reinforcements, as he has charge of
four extra mules, and is patiently awaiting the

arrival of the coach.

For simplicity and cheapness there is nothing
to beat the rope bridge. Our next photo, shows
a primitive contrivance in use at Komatie
River, in the Eastern Transvaal. Some years

ago this river was the centre of a considerable
amount of activity, owing to the discovery of

the Komatie goldfields, which, it was thought,
would prove to be a new Eldorado. But, owing
to the difficulty of obtaining supplies, and the

prevalence of fever, the bottom dropped out
of the incipient "boom," and now only a few
industrious seekers of

"
alluvial

"
are to be

found on the field.

This bridge is of

the crudest de-

scription. There
is a stout rope

permanently fixed

across the river,

a n d o n this i s

a kind of

The travel-

ler takes his seat

in this, breathes a

fervent prayer for

safety, and is then

hauled out and
across by means
of ropes attached

to his queer
cradle. There is

a delightful sensa-

tion of insecurity
about the jerky
method of pro-

gression, which,
of course, adds

immeasurably to the pleasures of the crossing.

Waggons and cattle cross at the
"

drift
" some

distance higher up. Our photo, shows the

Komatie in the dry season, when the water is

low
;
but during the rains the stream is quite

impassable, and the traveller has perforce to sit

down and wait until the turbid flood subsides.

Tiie Limpopo, on whose bosom the pont seen

in a previous illustration floats, is perhaps one of

the finest rivers in South Africa, and has always
a fair volume of water to justify its claim to being
a "river." This is not always the case, however,
with the rivers of South Africa; and it is (lis

tinctly odd, when travelling by train, to cross a

lengthy river bridge, but which has nothing but

a huge stretch of sand and stone beneath it.

South African rivers have a peculiar habit of

drying up at inconvenient times and seasons;

IVER (EASTERN TRANSVAAL) IN A CHAIN TRAVELLING OX A

[Barnett.
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'IN THE LAND OF THIRST —A KAFFIR DIGGING FOR WATER IN THE DRY BED OF

From a. Photo, by Barnctt, Johannesburg.

and if you would see what a dry river is like,

turn to the next photograph, wherein is shown a

Kaffir boy actually digging for water in a river-bed

in order that his
" baas

"
might still indulge in his

morning coffee ! Here's a pretty pass indeed—
when a river-bed has to be tapped before it will

yield its water !

Such experiences
are c o m m o n

enough, not only
in the Transvaal,
where our photo-

graph was taken,
but also in many
other parts of

Southern Africa.

It happen s

sometimes in

South Africa that

water has to be
carried for con-

siderable dis-

tances before it

reaches the con-

sumers. In our

next picture
water-carriers are

shown : one in

the act of filling
a barrel, and the

others on the

point of return-

ing whence they
came with their

water - vessels

quite full. The
scene is laid at

Umtata, in Pon-

doland, and a

very pretty scene
it is too, with its

mirror -like lake

reflecting the
beautiful willow

trees on its banks.

The water is taken

from the river to

the various houses

in the town In-

native servants—-

a somewhat pri-

mitive method,
even in South

Africa, of obtain-

ing a water sup-

ply. The barrels

are substantially

built and hold a good many gallons ;
and the

labour of carrying is facilitated by means of iron

rods, which enable the carrier to push the vessel

before, or roll it after him, as his humour

prompts him. It runs smoothly enough ;
but

naturally the work is tediously slow.

ER.

From a] HOW THE TOWN OF UMTATA, IN PONDOLAND, GETS ITS WATER SUPPLY. [/'hoto.

(To be concluded next month.)
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\\\ l >'Ar< \ Morei 1 .

Mr. Morell is one of the few men who have penetrated into the remote wilds of Albania- -the very
•.-known spot on the map of Europe. Herein he relates a typical love episode of these lawless and

•lurid" mountaineers, whose control and management is one of the hardest problems that Turkey
has to solve.

group of hardy Arnauts who clustered around

the burning logs, and the dark forms of our

jaded horses as they cropped the grass and

herbs close by.

This was our bivouac for the night, under the

clear sky and glittering stars
;

for the only

building within miles was the old and lonely
watch tower on the hill above, long deserted

and in ruins. Ghostly and grim stood the pile

of old grey stones on the summit of the

pr< cipitoils hill—an uncanny spot, reeking with

the memory of deeds of bloodshed—so the

people said. At any rate, no doubt it was the

lair of wild beasts, the home of bats, and, may-
be, of the mountain eagle.

We preferred to camp in the open air and to

enjoy for a few hours a deep, dreamless repose.

Some of the Albanians lay sleeping on the grass
near the horses, with their rifles beside them ;

while others still remained seated close to the

-lowing embers of the fire, boiling coffee in

those small pots-used in the Levant. Only one

man remained as sentinel, with loaded rifle, to

keep watch in the narrow pass, until his turn

came to be relieved from his solitary post.

Our tales of wars, of midnight forays, of

daring brigands, and spectral, blood-curdling

apparitions were beginning to flag, when

Mustapha, my guide and servant, turning
towards me, threw away the stump of his

ES I HIS NARRATH I

a] ALBANIA [Photo.

1 1 E sun had

beyond the

rdus Moun-
tains, and the

distant shapes
of the mighty Kara Dagh—dark and sombre with

the shade of pine woods—were purpling in the

- light. The ii

tail, melting in a

of violet blue
;
and

the keen night wind spring-
- wafted i

the snow-fields far

nned the flames of

blazing camp-fire that

lighted the surrounding
ith a ruddy glow,

bringing out into strong
relief the tanned, weather-

beaten features of the
OUR BIVOUAC FOR THK NIGHT UNDER THE
CLEAR SKY AM) GLITTERING STARS-
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cigarette,
and broke the silence with the

following story from every-day Albanian life.

The narrative is absolutely authentic, and faith-

fully reflects the manner of life of these wild

mountaineers, of whom so little is known.

If you are not too tired to listen, Effendi, I

will tell you a true tale of an event that set the

whole of my clan in a blaze of wild excite-

ment, and which brought the Turks, with the

Zaptieh, down upon us less than two years ago,

before the tumult could be quelled.
It was over there—he continued, pointing

towards the great, but now invisible, mountains
—over there, far away beyond the Kara Dagh,
across the seething waters of the Drina, near

my home at Tpek, under the shadow of the

snow-covered Pecklen

and the great Zleb.

At the top of the

valley, down which

rush the whirling
waters of the Pecksha

Bistrika, there is a

long, straggling vil-

lage, called Decani.

Higher up in the

hills, among the rocks

and grass slopes

(a sea of fragrant
flowers in earls-

summer), there

stood a castel-

lated farmstead of

red -

grey stone,

the property of

old Mahmoud,
who owned the

most numerous
flocks in the clan-

ship.

Mahmoud, in

his younger days,
had wandered
into Epirus to

Tannina in search

of fortune, and
for some years
fo u n d e m p 1 o y

-

ment there in the

service of the Pasha. But at last a longing
to see again his native highlands became too

strong to resist, and he journeyed homewards

through those unexplored and almost unknown

regions that separate Epirus from Northern

Albania. And one day he suddenly reappeared

among the little community where he first saw

the light, tired and footsore, but bringing with

him two good horses, and a bag, worn under
Vol. iv. -62.

"one day hi: suddenly reappeared
bringing with him two good hoksiis.

his girdle, thai contained some hundi
silver medjidiehs.
Mahmoud's young wife, a dark id of

the Rouman race, rode one of the he ,'hile

the other carried his pack, which held the few-

articles of value that it had been found poss
to bring. On his return, Mahmoud dis<

that since the death of his father the family had
taken possession of his inheritance, believing
that he would never come back ; but, as sooi

the wanderer was recognised, he was accepted as

head of the house. In after years he increased
his flocks and cattle by skilful management,
added to good fortune, until at last, when time

began to streak his head and beard with silvery

grey, the cautious Beg was reputed to be the

largest owner of sheep (the only real form of

wealth in this land)
between the Drina

and the Vardar. So
the people chose old

Mahmoud as their

headman.
But nearly as dear

to the old man's heart

as his many woolly
flocks and long-horned
cattle was the memory
of the wife of his

younger days—his

Rouman bride — who

reposed under the

rough, unhewn
cypress-shaded stones

in the Moslem grave-

yard, up on the hill-

side. She had left

several boys and a

little daughter, Mihri-

mah, to comfort him

in his declining years.

Often at the noontide rest, when

seated on his divan under the porch
without the gates, his chibouk at his

side, the old Albanian notable would gaze

upward at the sun-bathed mountain side, and

smile, as he watched his
" ewe lamb " chase die

big blue and red butterflies amid the flowering

gentian and the fragrant wild thyme.

Mihrimah was sixteen last Ramadan, when

she came down with the village girls in that

eventful springtime draped in her smarl

garments, to see the young men fire their guns

at sunrise in honour of the festival of Bairam,

and hear the imam calling to prayer from the

mosque, in his clear, far-reaching tones. Many
a fine young mountaineer looked wistfully in her

direction, and wished that he had more brown

sheep and hairy beeves, to make a suitable
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With her long

ws, and shining white

Mihrimah looked just like her mother
• \unc from Epirus. The maiden

ild climb the steep
I the lambs; for man) are killed

nd the fierce mountain lynx.

>he displayed a part
us and ornaments

d in 1. black hair, ami

her head ami neck in chains. But

the real Arnauts,
i unveil

•
it at thi> memorable

>un° Mehemet, a stalwart moun-

ily child :
\ an Eddin Bey,

. who li ith bravery in

: and,

igh the Padishah

him with

. the

li,
the

I :h.

Ian admired him
anli

blood - fearless

warrior and honest man :

the Vali liked and
trusted him as a former

ie in arms.

I Mukhtar
of his district.

Id Bey lived with

and two

— in a long, low ho .

built of maj one,
and roofed over with

irreg liar tiles.

sur-

. by a pleasant
in which the

iakam would sit in

moke
and sip

i
;:i

I without the little

t h a t

:med th .-:. Jt

haci —
a commodity rarely seen

in Albania—their place being filled with a

finely interlaced network of wood, admitting
ne little light and air.

ral occasions young Mehemet had
the slender, graceful form of Mihrimah in

mountain home, and once the previous year,

when she came with her friends across the

mountain to the town to make purchases at the

.11. Now, when the young man saw his

mountain flower once again at the fateful

Bairam celebration, he gazed with an ever-grow-

ing admiration at her rich and brilliant raiment :

shining stones

coronet of gold

and pearls ;

coins upon

SHE SMILED L'i'(;N HIM FOR A MOMENT.'

her ornaments of

and her valuable

her brow. He admired the girdle of red silk—

worked with gold thread from the great bazaar

at Prisrend—around the maiden's waist; and her

sandals beautifully embroidered, with the tips

turned up and pointed. She smiled upon him
for a moment ; her lips trembled slightly, and
she turned her head and passed away. Mehemet

grasped the meaning of the girl's action; but

fired by the daring and strong impulse of his

mother's Arnaut race,

he vowed that none
other than he should

ever bear home in

triumph as his bride

the Flower of Decani.

But Allah willed it

otherwise.

The owner of many
flocks had a friend, a

merchant of distant

Prisrend, who came
twice a year to visit the

old sheep-breeder and
secure his accumulation

of wool for export
abroad. This trader

was the intermediary
between the farmers of

the mountains and the

valley of the Drina

and the foreign dealers

who came to Kuman-
ova, as well as Uskub,
to buy both wool and

sheep. Mahmoud also

journeyed occasionally
to Prisrend, partly on

business, but also to

visit the merchant -

Hassan by name— at

his large house in the

city. On such occasions

they would dine together
and smoke their chi-

bouks, often visiting the

they would chat andgreat
drink

bazaar, where
coffee with the salesmen, while the

prosperous headman would make selections

and purchases to take home to his remote

mountains. Many of the most rare and

costly articles were for his little girl-child
—
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the image of her dead mother. During the

summer and autumn previous to the events re-

lated in my story, when Hassan came to the old

homestead in the hills of Decani, he had seen

a<*ain the growing maiden with the bloom of

health upon her fresh young face, and noted her

tall and pliant figure, erect as the white-stemmed

poplars in the valley, but dark as the pines in

the crags above.

Perhaps he had made an offer to old

Mahmoud then
; perchance he had asked for

the girl in exchange for a valuable gift in kind

or coin. No one can tell. The old farmer

was a silent man. At any rate, it was well

known that they were much bound together by
matters of interest and money. It was at the

full moon, when the days are longest, some

weeks after that Bairam holiday, that the mer-

chant Hassan was seen rfding with several armed

followers up the narrow, broken track that traces

the way from the village to the loop-holed

inclosure of the old chiefs farm and dwelling.

Although the visitor remained but a day, it soon

became known in the valley, through the

chatter of the women, that he had brought from
Prisrend beautiful and costly presents for the

headman's daughter. Moreover, it went the

round in local gossip that the old man was

greatly pleased, having made with Hassan a

good bargain for his daughter. Even the ..

Dervish beggar who prayed at the gates of the

mosque showed a bright silver medjidieh, given
to him by the merchant when he rode by, with

an intimation at the same time that there would

be great rejoicings when he returned after the

next moon. Beacon fires would be lighted in the

hills, Hassan said, to call the clansmen from

afar to see him carry off his bride. These

rumours, with many extravagant additions,

reached the jealous ears of young Mehemet,
whose heart sank within him, and his ho

melted away like an idle dream. What chance

indeed had he pitted against the prosperous

friend of the wealthy farmer?

But the spirit of the fiery Arnaut was not so

easily beaten, though saddened and almost

desperate. He would ask his father

to intercede with the Pasha on his

behalf, so that he might travel to

Stamboul, there to enter the service

of the Padishah in the Albanian

Guard. Then he would become

an officer—a Bey like his father,

but richer—and return in a few-

years, loaded with honours, as well

as pounds Turkish. He might

then make a more accept-

able offer than even Hassan

could. But first with his

father he would visit the

old chief and entreat him

not to give Mihrimah to

anyone for three years. The

child was so young ;
there

was no hurry. Besides, he-

was sure that, with the help

of Allah,

by then

promise,

assuredly

'HASSAN WAS SEEN RIDING WITH SEVERAL ARMED FOLLOWERS

UP THE NARROW, BROKEN TRACK.

he would be able

to redeem his

And the maiden

liked him better

than she did Hassan ! Were

they not, both of them.

children of their own beloved

mountains?
Mehemet went at 1

to see his father, and told

him the trouble that oppressed his heart. But

the old warrior, slowly and sadly shaking his

head, said to his son, "Yes, she is a pleasing

eirl and I like her well. She may prefer thee.

but' in this land the choice of women does not

count for much. Fate is against thee, and
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perhaps unkind. Our faith teaches that it is

use! inst Kismet ! Mehemet;

thy suit is hopele I will take thee to the

ha in the great town, and will implore his

Excellency to send thee to the Sultan's capital

with a letter o\ recommendation to the Caliph;

Then, my son. thou wilt become a famous

lier, and forget the mountain maid o\ thy

dawning manhood. Later, thou shalt marry
the beautiful ladies o( the Empire City.

•

ir it is written !

"

It was arranged, after receiving a letter from

his Excellency the Pasha, that they should

travel to L'skub early in the autumn, whence
Mehemet would

]

ceed by rail to Salonika,

and there take ship for

.olden 1 lorn. But

it was not to l)f.

Though fond of his

old father, and attached

to 1 ous moun-
tains, this newly awak-
ened passion was dry-

ip all other feel 2

in Mehemet. gaining a

complete mastery over

lature. And he

several

ns in earnest

with some
men of the

-hbourhood. his

friends and associ.

Hi- father also ob-
him one day

cleaning his rifle, ad-

justing the sights, and

filling cartridge
- c.

old man was glad ;

in this the

net of the budding
soldier. Happily for

him he could not read

the near future.

ne shepherds, coming down the

valley, spread the news that the trader, Hassan,
had been seen with several horsemen and a

iige beyond the Drina. That later the

cavalcade had crossed the Sranski bridge, and
>n in the direction of Decani. The

merchant was therefore coming sooner than had
• ted to claim the maiden. Mehemet

also heard the ominous words and abruptly left

the house, taking his rifle with him.

It was a sultry evening, the close of a hot,

oppressive day. A filmy mist was stealing
down the mountain sides, hiding the summits
from view. Through the nebulous canopy

ridges were worn over the shoulder

above there gleamed at moments lurid flashes

of lightning, which illumined the wild night with

a sudden brilliance, to be instantly succeeded

by impenetrable darkness. Rolling thunder

boomed through the chasms and gorges far

above, as the heavy raindrops beat down upon
the dry, stony ground with a ceaseless, mono-
tonous splash.

In silence a band of young Arnauts wended
their way up the valley, following the sinuosities

of the rising ground. They carried their rifles

at the sling : the breeches carefully wrapped in

impermeable cloth. Bandoliers filled with cart-

and several

also had belts studded

with ammunition.

Nothing could be seen

of them, as they moved

lightly and noiselessly

on, but an indistinct

and barely perceptible
line of white Albanian

fezzes. Arrived at the

foot of the steep ascent,

where the source of

the Peeska Bistrika,

leaping down the pre-

cipitous rocks in a

series of cascades,

plunges into the valley

below, the leader of

the band called upon
his companions to halt.

Taking shelter from

the raging storm under

the overhanging cliffs,

the party grouped them-

selves around him and

held a brief consulta-

tion. Their leader pro

posed, with general
agreement, to proceed
at once to their desti

nation, the war of the

elements being rather

enterprise than other-

cover when they had

rested for a space, the adventurers followed a

narrow track that would have been invisible

to anyone not bred in the locality. Guided by

instinct, by familiarity with these mountains,

and by their keen eyes, they advanced without

halt or hesitation in single file, now carrying

their rifles at "the trail" ready for instant use.

At last the band paused again ;
the village now

nestled in the valley below, sheltered by an

amphitheatre of towering hills. The track

lure broke into two paths : the one on the left

was the direct way to Mahmoud's house, and

HIS : i.sEKVED II
I DAY CLEANING HIS RIFLE

AND ADJUSTING THE SIGHTS."

in favour of the

Quitting the
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the other to the beech and

pine woods beneath the

grey crags, but immediately
overlooking the rambling
farmstead and its irregular
inclosures. The midnight
raiders chose the latter, and
in a few minutes they
stood under the partial
shelter of the dripping

s, not more
than a musket-
shot from their

objective. Rifles

were quickly
w i p e d

,
and

bandoliers
were prepared
for use

;
keen-

edged Alba-
nian knives
were drawn
from h

examined, and
then replaced.
One of the
men untied the

thongs that
held a bundle

pitch
-
pine

torches, which
he had carried

tightly rolled

in thick cloth to keep them dr)

ready the leader gave the signal
ders glided stealthily down the few hundred feet
that separated them from the inclosures. Stout
fences and rough stone walls were now before
them. All was quiet and still in the pastoral
home. No lights were burning at so late an
hour. No sound was heard save that of the
wind and rain beating against the massive walls
and heavily-barred gates, with occasional peals
oi distant thunder in the higher mountains.

but suddenly a furious harking of dogs burst

forth, loud and menacing, as the intruders
scrambled over the fences and outer wall. The
enraged and vigilant animals were trying to
break out from their quarters to attack the
unknown foe. At first no one in the house
appeared to heed tin; vo< iferous warning.
The raiders had climbed over all the obstacles

in a few moments, and while some ran to the
rear of the house with the object of forcing an
entrance into the women's apartments, the others
rushed to the arched gateway and commenced
to hammer the heavy door with the butt-ends of
their rifles. After fruitless efforts to break in,

they all joined together behind the women's

When all was
and the marau-

dwelling, and now
at last could hear
the sound of voi

while through
ices and latl

windows they saw
the gleam of lights.
No time was t

lost, or they would
be taken at a disad-

vantage. Two of

them seized the

pitch-pine torches

and, lighting them

quickly, ran to the

wooden buildings
at the other end.

There, barns and
store - houses,
cattle sheds and

stables, were full

of many inflam-

mable substances

such as dried

grass, maize,
straw, and wool

;

while outside there were stacks

of fagots and brush - wood

heaped up for winter fuel. Into

the midst of this material they

plunged their flaming brands.

Presently uncertain red tongues
of fire shot upwards, and in a

few minutes spread over the wooden structures

in an insidious embrace. Soon great columns of

flame, driven by the gusts of wind, rolled on in

waves over the inhabited block, vomiting forth

showers of sparks, which, scattered by the wind,
were swept far away into the great darkness of

the night. Puffs of black smoke, tinged red by
the light of the conflagration, swirled up from
the burning edifice and were blown away in

wreaths before the blast. The crackling of

ignited timber, and the crash of falling roofs,

proved that the fire had gained such a hold that

the destruction of the house itself was not far off.

The desperate band, exposed to view in the

glaring light, fell back from the main building

and took up a position outside the inclosures

with their rifles levelled at the gate. They
called repeatedly to the inmates to come out,

one at a time, but without arms. No notice

was taken of this demand.
The fire had now gained the house itself, and

flames were spreading through the latticed

apertures and roof; suddenly the gate swung

open, and a body of armed men rushed forth.

Several rapid flashes came from the outer wall,

and the sharp ring of the rifles startled the

' THEY ADVANCED IN SINGLE
I ILE, CARRYING THEIR K I

AT '

1 HE TRAIL
'

READY FOR
INSTANT
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night air. as three

or lour men fell

near the gate, while

one reeled to the

porch ami clutched

it with his hands.

The r e m a i n d e r

rushed across the

open space, firing as

they ran. and. back-

ing; through the

fences, engaged the

raiders hand to

hand. At this mo-
ra e n t s o in e o n e

shouted. "Mehemet,
they are taking the

women away at the

back." Hearing this

the young leader of

the raid, springing
over the obstacles,

ran to the back of

two or three of his

the

men.
milding,

They

followed

were just

by
in

.wSV^^B

IN THE GREAT EXCIT1 II IMEN1 THE HALL
STRUCK THE .MAIL) INSTEAD OF HER LOVER."

THE DESPERATE BAND, EXPOSED TO VIEW IN THE GLARING
LIGHT', FELL HACK FROM THE MAIN BUILDING."

time to see the door wide open, and a group
of men in the passage, now full of smoke,
trying to drag the women out. Mehemet
fought his way into the entrance, and dragging
Mihrimah from Hassan, seized her in his

arms to bear her away. But the enraged
merchant drew a pistol from his sash, aimed

quickly at the Arnaut's head, and fired.

Naturally enough, in the great excitement of the

moment the ball struck the maid instead of her

lover. Her head fell, her arms loosened their

hold, and she glided gently to the ground.
Mehemet stooped, passed his hand to the back of

his legging, and with a fierce yell sprang like a

tiger at Hassan, striking up the latter's arm
before the accepted suitor could press the

trigger of his second pistol. There was a

gleam of steel, and Hassan fell backwards with

the mountaineer's long blade buried up to the

carved handle in his breast. Mehemet raised

the dying girl and bore her out through the

smoke and falling tiles and timbers. A few

moments after, the roof fell in with a great crash,

burying old Mahmoud, the Beg, and those still

with him under the burning ruins. Mehemet
and his companions withdrew slowly to the high
mountains during the dark hours of the early

morning, much impeded on their march by the

injured maiden and several wounded comrades,
whom they carried on their rifles. They arrived

at their hiding-place, however, before midday.
This was a shepherd's hut, far up above the
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valley on the mountain side. Two days later

the hapless Mihrimah died, and was laid to rest

under the green moss and fragrant flowers.

News of this serious (and characteristic) affray

was carried to the big town, and soon the Pasha

dispatched two companies of soldiers and an

escort of Zaptieh, under the command of a

Bim-bashi, to capture the raiders and bring them

to justice.
In less than a week after the events

of that terrible night the tramp of the troops was

heard in the streets of the little town of Tjelane,

and they proceeded to the house of Nizan Eddin

Bey, where after the usual salutations the officer

demanded the surrender of the old man's son,

and his official assistance in securing the arrest

of the others. The old Bey answered, simply,
"

I will seek him, and bring him here, but I

must go alone. We will question him after-

wards, °and thus try to find out who were his

confederates.'' So saying he left and journeyed

across the wide valley to the foot of the high

mountain range. The Bim-bashi remained in

charge of the house till his return, placing

sentries on guard at the gate.

A long and wearisome walk found the patient

old soldier at nightfall under the steep, rugged

ascent that formed

the shoulders of

the lofty, snow-

streaked ridges.

Here he rested

till daybreak at a

lonely
"
hau," or

wayside inn. In

the early morning,
bent and sorrow-

ful, he was seen

to take the path
that Led up the

flanks of the

dark and frown-

ing Zleb. Slowly
he went till he-

reached the easy

slope beneath
the mighty pre-

cipices. Here he paused and knelt towards the

east, absorbed in prayer. His eyes were closed
;

his jaw had slightly fallen, and' his white beard

lay upon his breast. With extended arms the

humble Moslem opened his hi Allah.

Then rising up he laced the crags above.

Some goatherds saw him pass with a strange,
resolute expression. When seen appi

ing from the shepherd's shelter, Mehemet
left and went down the path to meet his

father. Thus again they met, and stood in

silence for a moment. Then the old man said :

"
Son, thou hast broken the laws of man

;
for

the rest thou must make thy peace with Allah.

The Zaptieh are waiting for thee in the valley
below. But they shall not have thee a free-

born mountain lad. They would drag thee in

chains to the great town, to rot in the dungeons,
and perhaps bring thee forth some day to be

hanged like a dog. And I have no money to

give to save thee. Go to Allah, Zadek, to the

paradise of Mohammed— to everlasting joy."

A pistol-shot broke the stillness of the moun-

tain solitude ;
and the young Arnaut staggered

backwards and dropped upon the sward. The
next instant a ragged volley was fired from the

refuge, and old

Nizan Eddm Bey
himself fell heavily

to the ground
beside his only
son. Some days
after w a r d s a

search party,

guided by t he-

goatherds, found

them, father and

son, lying where

they fell. They
brought the re-

mains down to the

valley, where they

were buried be-

neath the cypress
trees with the

Moslem dead.

*

"the young arnaut staggered BACKWARDS AND DROPPED UPON THE SWARD.



The Weird Kar=a=Day Festival in Penang.

By Alexander Crawford, of Province Wellesley, Penang.

The benignant and paternal British Government, knowing a great deal better what is good for a

people than the people themselves, are steadily stamping out festivals and pageants of a suicidal or

-torturing kind. The Juggernath and Hook-Swinging festivals of India* are rapidly dying out;
and Mr. Crawford tells us that this is the last occasion on which the strange Kar-a-day ceremonies

will be permitted by the Straits authorities.

Hi > are the people who take part in

this festival? They arc- the Klings,
one o[ the most interesting races of

[her India. Fine fellows arc

the men-kind, muscular and well-

loped : while you require no more eloquent

mony of their extraordinary powers of

endurance than the curious snap-shots repro-

explicitly prohibited, only the authorities were
late to interfere.

The language used by the Klings is a dialect

of Tamil, which boasts an ancient literature of

its own. I don't know that the Klings care

anything about ancient literature, but I daresay

they will consider it a frightful grievance not

being able to hold the Kar-a-day any more. By

J-'rom a]
i ice 'i ni;

ALSO ITS .NEST.
CROCODILE HE HAS JUST SHOT ;

[Photo.

duced in this article. This Kar-a-day festival is

an annual affair—or perhaps it would be more
correct to say that it was an annual affair, as
the Government of the Straits Settlements have
now quite decided to put a stop to it. Ind<
the celebration of last September, which I

attended as an amateur photographer, was also

issues of Wide World for September and October, 1899,
respectively.

the way, one rather interesting fact about the
"
lingo

"
of the Klings is that it is a very

difficult tongue for Europeans to master—quite
a contrast in that respect to the Malay language;
and on many of the estates and plantations of

the colony a large premium is offered, so as to

stimulate overseers and managers in their

endeavours to learn Kling.
But all this by way of introduction. Let us
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now get to the festival. Almost needless to say,

it is held in honour of the Kling god. His

name is Sam mi. There appears to be no other

"NO SELF-RESPECTING KLING WOULD DREAM "I rAKING

PART IN THE FESTIVAL WITHOUT HAVING BEEN HI.Y

Front a. Photo. by\ barbf.ked—
"

{the Author.

name, but just plain Sammi. One line day last

September saw a good deal of excitement in the

streets of Wellesley and

Penang. Great prepara-

tions were being made
on every hand, for no

self-respecting Kling
would dream of taking

part in the festival with-

out having been first

thoroughly barbered and

washed. Our first two

snap-shots show respec-

tively the barber at work

and an individual wash-

ing himself at a very

ordinary and prosaic

stand-pipe. Now, there

is something rather inter-

esting about this stand-

pipe. In a way it shows

you how natives—even

Klings
— learn caution

through bitter experi-

ence. Formerly, all the

necessary ablutions
Vol. iv.-63.

From a Photo, by the Author,

before the ceremony were performed in the river,

which, unfortunately, contains crocodiles. Well,
it was just before the previous festival thai

tragedy of the native wood-merchant occurred

a well-to-do person who met with rather a ghastly
accident. He was not much addicted to

that wood-merchant, but he compromised with

his conscience by simply dabbling his toes in the

muddy stream. It were far better for him,

however, had he remained dirty and offended

Sammi ; for suddenly a huge crocodile grabbed
him by the leg. He screamed as loudly as he

could (which was very loud indeed), and a

number of coolies rushed to his rescue. I he

scene, as one may suppose, was one of terrific

excitement, and for a whole minute or two an

extraordinary kind of tug-of-war went on betw

the rescuers and the crocodile, the
"
rope

"

being, of course, the unfortunate leg of the

ill-fated wood-merchant. Presently, so great

was the persistency of the reptile, and the zeal

and vigour of the rescuers, the tortured limb

gave way, and the coolies saved what was led

of the victim. Then they carried him off to

the hospital. But he was a curiously ungrateful

person, for when he recovered somewhat (the

thing would have killed an ordinary white man)

he wanted to bring an action against the riparian

proprietors for permitting crocodiles to haunt the

river, thus causing him to lose his leg !

And now you know why our friend in the

photo, is washing himself at the unlovely stand-

pipe.
One important part of the preparations foi

the great ceremonial was the digging out of the

big fire-pit in which was

to take place on the

morrow the remarkable

ordeal of fire -walking.

It is curious, by the

way, how many of these

fiery ordeals there are.

I believe that in The
Wide World Magazini

for May, 1898, an article

appeared, completely
illustrated with phot<

on the
"
Fiery Ordeal ot'

Fiji,"'
and again in the

issue for last December

one learnt everything

there was to be known

about the "Shinto Fire-

Walkers ofTokio.''

The great day came

at last, and with it

came the procession
ot

devotees, which was

something to be remem-

-AND WASHED.- WHY THIS DEVOTEE IS WASH .NO

HIMSELF AT A STAND-PIPE INSTEAD OF IN TH.

YOU WILL READ FOR YOURSELF
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HE HAS A SILVER SKEWER STUCK THROUGH HIS TONGUE AND
CHEEKS, A\li HE IS SUPPORTING A CI RIOUS ERECTION OF FRUIT
From a Photo. by\ and flowers." [the Author.

bered. One man showed, in a very remarkable as a fervent, symbolical prayer for rain, and

way. how far he was prepared to go for Sammi. plenty of it. And surely the Klings deserve

an answer to their

prayers ! The unfortu-

nate woman seen in

our next snap-shot is

also carrying a mass
of fruit and flowers

on a frame-work, and
with this she walked
ten miles in the blazing
heat of a tropical

day, with a thick

silver skewer cruelly
driven down through
her tongue and lip !

It is no wonder that

the Government have

resolved to put a

stop to these bar-

barous practices.
But at length the

time came for the

"reat central act of

worship, which was
no doubt intended—
if one may be per-
mitted to say so with-

out any irreverence — to melt the heart of

Sammi in the event of that deity proving
obdurate. And, indeed,
it was an ordeal calcu-

lated to melt even lead

or any other metal. All

interest now centred in

the great fire-pit. This

was a huge trench filled

with glowing, red - hot

fuel, which was days
before it quite died out.

Twenty - five of the

misguided heathen had

entered for this part of

the ceremony. This

sounds like a competi-
tion at an athletic gather-

ing, but I can assure

you it was no joke for

the competitors. Com-

pletely stripped, save for

a loin cloth, they took

up their places with

becoming devotion, and

then each in turn passed

through the fearful pit.

The heat, even at a

considerable distance,
was intense and almost

You can see him in

the photo. He has

a silver skewer stuck

through his tongue
and checks in a dn

fully painful way, and
he is supporting a

curi tion oi

fruit and flowers. The
man to the left of

him had two heavy
bun f fruit sus-

pended by honks
driven into his bare

\ i I another

devoi la lion red

along under a mon-
»us pagoda-like

structure no less than

1 5 ft. in height, and

supported by four

long skewers driven

through his naked
chest and back. It

was obvious that th

must have caused him
'.'site agony, on account of the jolting as

he trudged along. He did not flinch, however,
but bore it for the

honour and glory of

Sammi.
The origin of this

strange method of

honouring the Kling
deity is lost in the mists

of antiquity, but tli

is little doubt that this

astounding festival is a

kind of weird "
I lar\

Thanksgiving." to be

. it is intended
to secure t _ id's

favour in connection
with the fruits of th.

earth. 'I 'his is clearly
indicated when we ex-

amine closely the curious

structures of flowers,

fruit, and foliage carried

by the natives who take

part in the annual pro-
cession. The Kara-day
festival also takes place
just at the beginning
of the rainy season, so

that it would appear as

though it were intended

"a weird harvest thanksgiving." this woman-
walked WITH HER BURDEN TEN MILKS IN A BLAZING

I WITH A SKEWER DRIVEN THROUGH TO\'(;UE AND
From a Photo. by\ in. {the Author. suffocating. As for
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myself, I was quite a long way off, trying
—

more or less vainly
— to secure snap-shots,

and I suffered so much from the heat of the

furnace that I consider

myself, even, quite
entitled to something
handsome from Sam mi.

The younger men. who
had not previously
passed through the pit,

ran quickly across, as

though anxious to e

it over. Also, they

skipped gingerly over

the glowing, red - hot

embers in a way calcu-

lated to give scandal

to the more devout.

The veterans, however,
who had been through
it all before many a

time, walked slowly and

deliberately through the

terrific furnace, and I

succeeded in snapshot-

ting one of the
devoted persons in the

very act.

Now, some people
are apt to belittle- the

endurance exhibited by
these Pagan devotees,
and others speak sneeringly of

"
trickery." I

can assure these stay-at-home gentlemen, how-

ever, that they are entirely wrong. The fire-

walkers were barefooted, and whatever "
pre-

paration
"
they doctored the soles of their feet

with, it must be remembered that they walked

through deliberately and slowly, and that tht
weight of their bodies was pressing down their
feet. The thing was miraculous, but I fear I

must leave it for

-ion ,to such an

authority as Mr. Andrew

Lang. 'l'h'

distinct smell of burn-

d

sauntered carelessly
over the red-hot fire ;

and you must bear in

mind that this was of

considerable extent. I

also heard a hideous
'•

sizzling," but the less

said about this the

better.

The next day the fire-

pit was still burning
and smouldering, and
two da}s after that,

again, I would not h;

cared to pass through
it even with mv boots

on. The Klings are

VST ACT 1\ A SI UANGE DRAMA—"THE VETERANS
WALKED SLOWLY AND DELIBERATELY THROUGH THE

•aPhoto.by\ terrific furnace.'' [the Author.

employed in the coffee,

sugar, tea, and pepper

plantations in Penang,
and do much better

work than either the

Chinese or the Malays,
who are also employed on the estates. In

conclusion I may remark that the day was

deplorable bom a photographer's point of view,

which was rather a pity, seeing that this was

the last occasion 0:1 which the Kar-a-day festival

wili be allowed to Le held.



Entrapped by a Wild Buffalo.

\\\ ('win i i Pii issier, of Marseilles.

It is indeed a thrilling story which M. Pelissier has to tell, and it is rendered peculiarly interesting

by reason of the portrait of Primba and the head of the identical wild buffalo from which the author
had such a marvellous escape in that strange trap, which was a clearing in the tropical forest hemmed

in by walls of vegetation.

Akl.Y -i\ years ago I found myself

travelling in different parts of Vene
/ui I immissioner on behalf of

a French firm engaged in a verj

peculiar Central American trade-

apture and .slaughter of wild buffaloes for

the sake <>f their skins. My journeys culminated
in an incident so remarkable that I am at times

nished to realize I am still alive when I

look back upon that dreadful daw Sometimes,
at night, all the sensations comeback tome in

horrible dreams, but I have
- that in time 1 may

be able at will to put

away from me altogether the

norv of this hideous

Altogether, 1 suppose I

months in Vene-

zuela, mainly in Caracas. As
is well known, the plains and

of that country abound
with game of all kinds, big
and little : so as a sportsman
I anticipati iod deal of

enjoyment when I took up
my quarters near Guayra, a

town surrounded by very
wild country faith.- teeming
with game. My work was

pretty nearly done, and so

my time was my own ti

out in search of sport. Now,
I am inordinately fond of

these little expeditions I re-

turned home time after time
with my bag full of wild ducks and geese,
a kind of partridge which is quite the best table

bird I know.
1

»."i the memorable 3rd of February, [894, I

found myself completely free to do as I pleased,
and accordingly [ dei ided to spend a day in the

more or less impenetrable jungles that lay some
stance from the town. I prepared my guns

1

13 (il- III-

From .1 Photo, ly /'..

up a small lunch, and then started out into the

wilds, accompanied only by my servant, a very

brave and much-travelled native, named Primba.

I am very glad, indeed, to be able to present
WiDi; ^YoRLD readers with a portrait of this

excellent fellow. As it was my custom always
to take one particular spot at a time, I

now struck south, making for a place which

I had previously avoided on account of the

extraordinary density of the tropical forest.

This place, 1 knew, abounded with wild animals

—leopards, hyenas, and par-

ticularly that dangerous and

formidable beast, the wild

buffalo. Walking in these

jungles is all but impossible,

owing to the high and thick

bushes, which are interlaced

in the most remarkable way
by parasitic climbing plants.

However, being very well

armed, I made up my mind
to enter this region, and we
soon found ourselves among
vegetation so dense that

Primba and I had to be con-

stantly calling out lest we

should lose one another. 1

confess I felt misgivings from

the first, but after an hour

or two of laborious and

tiring progress it was no easy
matter to get out. So I

made up my mind to make
a day of it, and get all the

sport I could. I advised

Primba to follow me so closely as to be able to

touch me at any moment.
1 myself carried a sporting gun, whilst my

servant was intrusted with my Martini rifle. I

cautioned him to keep it loaded, and to be

ready to hand it to me in the event of our

meeting dangerous wild beasts.

For the first hour or so I had excellent sport,

WILL SEE THE UGL\
I -AGE 601.

Lacoitr, Marseilles.

and a plentiful supply of cartridges. I also put and Primba was kept pretty busy picking up
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quails and partridges. It was, however, very

tiring work, owing to the nature of the jungle.
The sport grew more and more exciting as the

day wore on, and soon I forgot altogether
whether my servant was following me or

not. I was suddenly brought to a know-

ledge of things, however,

by realizing that I had

only two cartridges left

in my belt. Immediately
1 stopped and turned

round, hoping to find

Prim ha ready with
another supply of am-
munition. But Primba
was nowhere to be Seen.

This, however, did not

alarm me at the moment,
and I said to myself,
"How curious this jungle
is—so dense and thick

and dark that 1 cannot

see my 'boy,' who is

only a yard or two away."
I turned back on my
tracks, hoping to fall up
against Primba at every

step ; hut when, after a

few minutes, I could

see no trace of him and
could hear no sound, I

stood still and called

his name as loudly as

I could shout. There
was no reply, and I

walked hack again to tin

spot I had left, thinking
to find him there. But he was not there. "Could

anything have happened to him?" I wondered.
Backwards and forwards I walked for perhaps
twenty minutes, with a curious sense of growing
terror in my heart. I handled my gun nervously,

realizing its comparative impotence in case ol

the worst ; and I felt here and there on my
person to see if I had at least another cartridge
or two, although these only contained small

shot, and were almost useless in case of attack

from a dangerous beast. I called and shouted

again and again, but in vain. My anxiety
increased every minute, and all the dreadful

stories I had heard in Caracas about wild

buffaloes flashed through my mind in appalling
succession.

" What in the name of Heaven has become of

Primba?" I muttered, desperately. He could

not possibly be very far away, and so I ceased

shouting and listened with painful eagerness ;

hut nothing was to be heard except the mysteri-
ous sounds characteristic of a tropical forest.

Then I noticed a

M. PEMSSIER THINKS \ GREA1 DEAL OK llll^ PHOTO. OK [lis

I'AITHFUL SERVANT, PRIMBA, TO WHOM III-. OWES Ills Mil.

From a Photo.

The time was now about noon. The bi
was failing and the sun shone down with great
fierceness. I wandered backwards and forwards
for a time, and then sat down to think the
situation over.

curious thing. I realized

that I was in a ren

able kind of clearing,
surrounded on nearly all

sides by tropical vegeta-
tion so dense and thick

that it can only hi- com
pared to a stone wall.

Yes, there was no doubt
about it : I had lost

Primba, and I had lost

myself too in this dense
forest. Worse still, tin-

only weapon I possessed
was a shot-gun with two

cartridges
—and that in

a region notorious for

the number and ferocity
of its wild buffaoes !

I admit I was puz
and worried and terrified.

"Suppose," I said to my-
self, cheerfully

— "
sup-

pose Primba himself is

lost, and starves to death

in the forest ? Or he is

dead ? Or has been at-

tacked by wild beasts?

In this event, what is to

become of me? Who
will ever know where I

am? Can I ever find

my wa\ unaided back to civilization out of this

frightful place? And even if I am not too far

away to do this, how about the leopards and

hyenas— to say nothing of the buffaloes?"

I thought of all these things as I sat there in

that remarkable clearing, and 1 compared myself
with great resignation to a rat in a trap. If only

the two cartridges I possessed contained ball

instead of shot, and I had my rifle with me I It

is difficult to be hopeful at such times, and I

must confess I feared the very worst. I felt

morally certain that something frightful

going to happen.

Presently I resolved to make a serious

attempt to find a safe way out, but I soon

desisted, and, torn and lacerated with thorns.

I dropped exhausted under a tamarisk tree to

await my fate.
"
If only," I thought, frantically,

"
if only I could find the place by which

entered the clearing." Alas ! I could not. I

remembered pushing my way by main force, and

suddenly feeling myself free as I entered the
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clearing. But now the wall of jungle seemed

everywhere the same. My strange surroundings,
and the alternate eerie noises and deathly silence

the jungle, bade fair to drive me craz} ; and

yet. glancing at my watch. 1 was sur-

prised to see that it was four o'clock in the

rnoon, the time having passed with surpris-

ing rapidity. I had now hern some hours in

the same spot, and had had nothing to eat or

drink since 1 left my bungalow in the early

ning. Primba carried the provisions. I

made two or three more frantic attempts to get
the clearing, but the undergrowth was

almost everywhere impenetrable, and at last 1

d to return into my "trap,' where, at

. 1 was safe from being torn to pieces in a

battle with the jungle. On every hand the

nd bushes were woven and interlaced

ther with creepers in a way quite incom-
ensible to anyone who has never experienced

for himself the gorgeous and luxuriant vegeta-
l of a tropical forest. My
aring was perhaps a couple of

hundred yards in circumference.

Backwards and forwards I

walked, carrying my gun on my
. loaded with the only

two cartridges 1 possessed.
Thoroughly fatigued, yet quite
unable from mental anxiety to

keep still. I next imagined it

ble to <ut a path for myself
through the jungle with my hunt-

ing knife, but just as I was about
to commence this another despair-

- thought took possession of

What direction should 1

take? And supposing I cut my
way to a place worse than this ?

I leaped as high as I could
ral times, and tried to climb

a tree, but nowhere could I see
more than a few yards in front.

>s, I commenced to

slash at the smaller trees, tama-
. and creepers, and after a

time succeeded in making a path-
way for myself a few yards in

length from the clearing. Luckily
lor rue, the atmosphere was now
growing i and the sun began

set On the other hand", a
horrid dread fame over me when
I thought that it would soon be
dark, and what was I going to
do in the event of my being
unable to escape and compelled
to spend the night in this fearful

place? I must have been hewing

at the jungle for a couple of hours, trying
different places and giving up after a few minutes
at each. Darkness was now settling down
swiftly, and in despair I ceased my efforts for

a moment, faintly realizing that I was exhaust-'

ing myself to no purpose.
It was now many hours since I had had any-

thing to eat, and I felt faint and sick. I was

oppressed with hideous thoughts that my ^nd
was at hand, and that unless I were delivered
that night I would surely die miserably without

anyone knowing of my fate. When these

thoughts took possession of me I gave up my
attempts altogether, and sat down wretchedly in

that weird jungle to pass the night.
The next two or three hours passed slowly by,

as I sat there with bowed head, utterly exhausted,
and oppressed with the utter loneliness of my
surroundings. My one great fear was that I

should be attacked by some wild beast before
the morning, and that even my remains would

I COMMENCED TO SLASH AT 1 III SM un I Ei . TAMARISKS, AND CREEPERS.'
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not be in evidence to tell of my miserable

end.

Whilst those dreadful reflections were passing

through my mind my heart suddenly gave a

great leap as some large object moved in the

jungle on my right. Instantly I felt, and knew,

and realized what it was. The sensation I

experienced was like the pouring of iced water

all over my body ;
and I was quite incapable of

even the slightest movement. Immediately after

this there was a tremendous agitation in the

jungle, as of some large and heavy body moving
with great force.

" My God !" I thought,
"

is it a

human being, or an animal, or am I dreaming?
1 '

yards away, two enormous e\es. glowing like

coals of fire. I think my first thought v

"What an awful death!" I knew perfectly
well that I was confronted by a wild bul

blindly ferocious, persistent, and deadly enemy.
It was pitiful- -that feeling of utter i

which swept over me as 1 ren my two

cartridges filled with shot, which would I

no more effect upon the buffalo than a pinch of

sand. Another crash, and the huge b

stood revealed in my clearing. He had me at

his mercy—there was no mistake about that. I

gazed like one fascinated at his tremendous,
massive head, with its two short but powerful

, BOTH FELT AND HEARD HV BONES CRACK As THE CRUEL HORNS STRUCK MY

Now, hope is a very strong instinct, and imme-

diately after these sensations of extreme terror

it flashed across my mind that, after all, it

might possibly be Primba come to help me. I

leaped to my feet and shouted his name. No
answer came, however, and again I realized that

I was in the presence of some terrible beast.

It was now quite dark, yet not absolutely black

—that is to say, it was possible to see some

yards in the brilliant starlight.

I advanced, half-fascinated, in the direction

from which the noise came, and was suddenly

transfixed with horror to notice, barely ten

horns ; and I wondered dimly how long they

would be crushing the life out of me. billy

scheme after silly scheme for deliverance

crowded through my mind ; but, as a matter

of fact, I did nothing hut stand and gaze

at the beast, my dominant idea being that

I was probably "in bed and dreaming a par-

ticularly uncomfortable and hideous dream

My heart gave a painful leap. I realizedI my

situation, and then it struck me how idiotic it

was to stand there awaiting the buffalo s charge

-a deadly charge from one of the ™st savage

beasts in Nature. Idea after idea chased itself
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through my mind with Lightning rapidity, and at

the inspiration came. Why not try to blind

vith the two remaining shots! But

what it" 1 should miss, or simply wound the

dreadful creature, so as to make him more

g than he is by nature ?

All these things, needless to say, took but

There was not another

mt to be lost, so, bringing the gun to

my shoulder and endeavouring to prevent my
hands from trembling, I breathed a prayer and
tired both barrels simultaneously. It was a

wild shot, of whose success 1 had only the most

ierate hope. Next moment 1 had dropped
my gun and was racing in the opposite direction

dear life. I threw myself against the wall

of jungle hoping to escape the notice of the

now infuriated and (as 1 afterwards found out)
wounded beast. He caught sight of me, how-

. and with a grunt dashed down upon me at

full speed, head down and tail in the air. Truly,
it was an awful moment. 1 remember I could

not so with me. I both felt and heard my
bones crack as the cruel horns struck my back,
and 1 fancy I remember being hurled high into

the air
; but, thereafter, I was conscious of

nothing more. Just before swooning away,
however, I think (though this also may have

m only fancy) I heard the sound of a shot

ringing sharply out on the night air.

When 1 opened my eyes again the sight I

saw made me forget the terrible pain I was in.

Above me, with my head resting between his

two hands, was my man Primba. That was my
first impression. My next was that my body
was as rigid as a stone. And my third impres-
sion was that the huge buffalo who had so

nearly finished me was lying dead close by.

Once more I thought the whole thing was a

dream. Then I was puzzled. Was it indeed

real, and if it were, was it not the most miracu-

lous of miracles— the buffalo dead and Primba
near me? Primba's joy, by the way, knew no
bounds. The first thing he did was to give me

" PRIM ItA RETURNED IN A FEW HOURS WITH A COUPLE OF NATIVES, WHO HEMOVED
ME IN A BLANKET TO MY Ho'.H .

'

not cry out, nor move, nor attempt to defend

myself ;
I only remember one idea, and that was

that my last moment had now arrived. A
second or two before the fierce monster was

upon me I closed my eyes and waited for death
with a curious calmness. In fiction, something
would happen to avert the catastrophe, and
the hero would get off scot-free. Alas ! it was

some brandy from the flask he was carrying. I

was as yet unable to pronounce a word, and
could only moan feebly owing to the frightful

pain in my back.

After about an hour I felt a little easier, and
was able to ask my servant how he got lost and
how he had found me. The poor fellow's con-

dition had, indeed, been as desperate as my
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own. When I lost myself, he had lost himself,

and was searching for me quite as frantically as I

was searching for him. We had drifted apart,

however, in the most remarkable manner
;
and

indeed the jungle was so impenetrable and

intricate that, even had we heard one another's

cries, we should probably have remained apart.

Primba had not given up hope even when dark-

ness fell, and, of course, the two shots I had

fired gave him a clue to my whereabouts so un-

mistakable that he was able to be at my side in

a few minutes.

He had emerged into my clearing just as the

huge beast was charging down upon me, and,

as he was a good shot and had got his rifle

ready as he ran, he was able to shoot the

beast, though not before I had received its

first charge.

Having heard Primba's narrative I felt easier

in my mind. The pains that racked me, how-

ever, prevented even

the slightest move-

ment, and Primba and

1 simply looked at one

another helplessly, both

of us wondering how
I was to be conveyed
into the town.

Primba, who had

some knowledge of

these regions, wanted

to go into Guayra then

and there in. order to

procure help, but

naturally enough I

dreaded being left

alone in the jungle at

night inmyhelplesscon-
dition. Then my brave

servant suggested carrying me on his back

through the jungle; but we presently decided
that this was impossible for both of us. I

decided, finally, that the best thing would b

spend the night together in the forest, and in th

morning send Primba into the town for natives

to carry me thence. How I suffered during th:: t

awful night I never can tell. Drenched with dew,
racked with pain, and burning with fever, the

hours crawled miserably by until daybreak, when
Primba left me in search of help. He returned in

a few hours with a couple of natives, who
removed me in a blanket to my home. A doctor

was waiting there to attend me, but three long
and weary months elapsed before I was well

enough to get about. The doctor explained to

me that not only had the buffalo's horns pene-
trated about an inch, but they had also broken

several small bones
; and, indeed, at the

moment of writing these are still damaged, and

serve to remind me
of that dreadful night.

Later on the day of

my removal some
natives went out and

brought in the carcass

of the buffalo, whose

head the doctor photo-

graphed specially for

am, therefore,

present W'n I

readers with

of the iden-

tical beast which so

nearly killed me.

fully realize

owe my life

to my native

Primba.

me. I

able to

World
photo.

that I

entirely

servant,

I BOUGHT IN THE BUFFALO'S CARCASS, AND THE DOCTOR

HAD THE HEAD PHOTOGRAPHED FOR M. I'ELISSIER.

Front a Photo.

Vol. iv.-64.



A Mother's Trials in India.

By Mrs. E. M. Stewart.

The trials which Mrs. Stewart particularly alludes to are snakes—the deadly cobra, to be precise.
Their cast-off skins were found near her baby's cot

; they ate all the eggs and made the poultry
yard unprofitable ; and whenever little Herbert and Eva went out to play they were sure to fall across

a big cobra, from which the gallant dog Griff was equally sure to save them.

ROM my childhood 1 have had a

very great horror of creepy-crawleys—
especially snakes of all soils.

And yet, unfortunately, I always
seemed to be coming in contact

with these particular reptiles.

On one occasion, when quite
a small child in India, up in

the lovely Himalayas, our

bearer found, on making my
brother's bed. a huge cobra

coiled up under his pillow.

Without a word he ran and got

ig stick and killed the

deadly creature, and then in

great triumph he brought it

into our dining-room, where

we were having breakfast. My
brother, being of an inquisitive
nature and being struck by the

enormous size of the snake's

body, cut it open, and to our

horror a huge rat, quite whole,
was disclosed inside the crea-

ture. This evidently had given
him an acute attack of indi-

gestion, which made him sleep
so soundly under the pillow all

night. In another instance I was dining out at

a friend's house, and being a little early found

myself alone in the drawing-room. I was told

by the bearer who showed
me in to sit down and the
" mem-sahib " would be in

in a minute. As it was

very hot I sat near the open
window, and after remain-

ing there a few seconds I

suddenly saw something
move and peep from the

white lace curtains. I

nated I looked, and saw
within a foot of me a deadly
cobra. With one bound I

rushed to the other side of

the room screaming out for

rer. As he enfc

the huge reptile, which now
stood erect several feet high
and with its hood spread
wide, gave a leap into the

veranda, and thus disap-

peared from our view into

MRS, E. M. STEWART, WHO SUFFERED SO
MUCH ANXIETY ON ACCOUNT OF HEK

CHILDREN.
From a 'Photo, by Billinghurst &r Dovey,

Weymouth.

THE SNAKE-CHARMERS WHO V BR] FOR TO
From a] RID THE FOWL-HOUSE OF SNAKES. [Photo,

the garden. In another part of Indft, well

known for its scorpions and snakes, we kept

quite a large poultry yard, but never an egg
could we get. We knew they were not stolen,
as the fowl-house door was always locked by

me
;
so my husband suggested

that we should call in a pro-
fessional snake - charmer and
see if it could possibly be a

snake who ate all the eggs
—

for the natives told us that

snakes were particularly fond
of such delicate food. In a

short time the snake-charmer
and his assistant arrived, and
after an hour or so playing on

his flute, which made a fearful

noise without any sort of music
in it, we saw a large snake

creep down very slowly from

the roof of the fowl-house and
crawl almost up to the very feet

of the charmer, when he was

instantly killed. We lost no

more eggs after this.

A friend of mine recently
came home from India, and

landed in London. On open-

ing her box, which she had packed herself in

Bombay, she discovered a cobra coiled up in

it, much to the horror of the hotel people where

she was staying for a time.

With some difficulty the

incongruous visitor

killed.

It is well known
snakes of all species
exist very comfortably for

two years or more without

nourishment, and in cap-

tivity at first show great

disinclination to eat. Of
all the i,800 known species
less than one-eighth are

venomous. I have been

told by natives that they
are without the sense of

hearing and that they are

not keen of scent. They
cast off their old skin

several times during the

year, and one of these skins

we once found close to one

was

that

can
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of my children's cots. This brings me to the

trials of a mother in India. They are many,
and they are fearsome. Climate and snakes

are two of the most serious. Now, the fore-

going are just a few instances of my experiences
of- snakes, but they have nothing to do with

LITTLE HERBERT A^IJ EVA STEWART, WHO HAD
NARROW ESCAPES FROM THE DEADLY COBRA.

From a Photo, by G. II'. Lawrie &" Co., Lucknoiti.

the startling story I am about to relate—one
of the most dangerous of them all.

In the year 1886 my husband was appointed
to a small and very pretty little station called

Rutingari, in the Bombay Presidency, down the

Malabar coast
; myself and our two children

of six and eight years of age accompanying
him. There were only three other European
children besides ours, and

they were much younger.
The station had a small

club and a billiard-room,
which latter we ladies were
not supposed to enter,

whilst children, as a rule,

were positively forbidden

to enter the sacred pre-
cincts. However, as my
Herbert and Eva were old

enough to appreciate the

illustrated papers and pic-

ture-books, they were privi-

leged to enter the room,
provided they did not talk.

Now, in this club-room
was a very large book-case
with glass doors, where all

old books and papers were

THIS IS THE VALIANT AND WATCHFUL DOG, GRIFK,

WHO SAVED HIS LITTLE CHARGES' LIVES MORE_THA>
From a] o.vxe.

kept ; and our children were allowed to help
themselves to what they wanted. On the par-
ticular afternoon of which I am speaking the
children had gone there without me, but theyhad with them their ayah, as well as the bearer
and our faithful dog Griff, who always accom-
panied them.

My husband and I had gone for a drive. On
our driving up to the club gate on our return
we heard screams and noticed a great commo-
tion. Servants were flying in all directions, and a
couple of ladies and gentlemen who had lion
sitting out in the club gardens Avere looking quite
startled. The screams I now heard were from my
own little Eva, but as yet I could not see her.
One of my friends now came forward to me as I

ran in, with beating heart, and assured me that my
child was not bitten, also that I must not listen

to what little Eva said. I pushed her on one

side_(politenessis forgotten at such times) and
ran into the veranda, to find my ayah hugging
the child and trying to pacify her as only an

ayah can, assuring her she was not bitten, and

vowing vengeance on the reptile that had caused
all this. You may imagine my state of mind at

all this sickening mystery. Herbert (now
Lieutenant Herbert Stewart, of the Suffolk

Regiment) was standing by terrified, whilst his

faithful playmate Griff stood barking madly
in front of the now closed book-case, which was

being carefully guarded by a dozen excitable

natives, every one of them swearing wildly in

their way for revenge on something that I could

not see.

I now ascertained that the children had gone
up to the book-case to help themselves to the

illustrated papers, and as my little girl had put
her hand on one of them she heard a dreadfully
familiar hiss, and in a second a huge cobra stood

erect in front of her with

its hood spread and about

to strike out. And there

is not a human being in

all India, from the highest
British official right down
to the meanest water-

carrier, who does not dread

this fearful and deadly

reptile. This cobra had

evidently been coiled up
on the very book my child

was helping herself to, and

she had only been saved

from a ghastly death by
the dog, who was by her

side. On hearing the hiss,

plucky little Griff sprang

up at the cobra, which at

once drew itself back again[Photo.
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into the book-case, and thus my dear child's

was saved. There was only one lady in

the room at the time, and she told me that

the snake was only a few inches from my child,

and, had it not been tor the dog, Eva would

undoubtedly have hern bitten. And my little

s own story was apparently true when she

mentioned having put her little hand on the

idly reptile, tor she still continued screaming

"Oh, it was so froggy, so froggv, when I

touched it !

"

Hut now came the excitement as to how the

snake should be killed. The natives said sticks

would be the best, but the gentlemen decided

shooting it. But how was it to be shot

with all the books there? Mr. A. ran off for

his revolver, Mr. 15. for his gun, and some-

body else for his sword. Meanwhile I myself

prudentlv took up my quarters on the big club

table, to be sure that the cobra was shot,

believing that if I lost sight of it its destruction

would not be properly carried out. The children

were promptly sent home; and as for the faithful

Griff, he had to be literally dragged away by
two natives, evidently feeling, like his mistress,

that the operation of slaying the enemy must
be done before him.

At last all was ready and the revolver

loaded, but how to get to the cobra

was a puzzle. The brave Chuprassie

i ame forward, however, opened the glass

book-case door, and removed the books one

by one in that gingerly fashion characteristic

of only the mild Hindu. Not a word was

uttered as we anxiously watched the operation.
At last we heard the awful angry hiss, and
saw the big creature standing almost erect

with its hood spread out as it made an effort to

fly at the Chuprassie. The next instant the

report of the revolver rang out, and we saw the

lifeless cobra at our feet. It measured over 6ft.

in length, and the natives declared that a bite

from it would have been almost instantaneous

death. So ended an exciting afternoon, though
a perilous one to my dear child, and for years
after the memory of it made her scream at even

a mouse. As for faithful Griff, he was nearly

worshipped by us all after that. Nor did his

love and pluck end here, for only a few days
after this a very strange thing occurred. The
children were playing in our garden, which was

immediately next to the club, and on running

up to an old tree round which they often played

hide-and-seek, they nearly fell headlong on to

another cobra, which disappeared in a hole in

the ground near the root. My husband, hearing
the noise and bark of Griff, ran out with the

servants, but could see

nothing, though
children assured

Vft

the
them

that the snake was down
the hole. They set to

work with spades and

pickaxes and dug away
till they saw him, and
when with a hiss he

rose up in front of them
he was hit on the head

with a heavy stick and
fell lifeless.

The natives declared

that it was the mate of

the one killed a few

days before at the club.

The bark of the dog
had frightened the

cobra into the deep
hole, and so again
the faithful Griff had
saved his little mis-

j, tress's life.

Yes, a mother has

an anxious time of it

in India. No wonder
the children are so

frequently sent home
to be educated and

"AT LAST WE HEARD THE AWFLM. ANGRY HISS, brOUgllt tip ill Old
AND SAW THE BIC CREATURE STANDING ALMOST T? T J

ERECT, WITH ITS HOOD SPREAD OUT." HmglanCl.



Our Alligator Hunt, and How it Ended.

By Dr. Edwin M. Hasbrouck, of Salisbury, Maryland.

A Maryland Doctor gives us a vivid glimpse of a peculiarly interesting industry in which he was
formerly engaged. Dr. Hasbrouck tells his narrative in a sprightly manner, and illustrates it
with photographs and portraits. You can't help sympathizing with "John" in his terrible scare.

felt fairly certain of a good winter's work with a

substantial cash balance in the bank to show for

it. And let me say right here that we were
not disappointed.

Arrived at Kissimmee, we quickly formed our-

selves into a quaint corporation— the
"
Kissim-

mee Hide and Leather Company, Limited," the

limited applying solely to the number of alli-

gators we could not secure.

Our outfit, consisting of the usual hunters'

collection of boat, tent, cooking utensils, grub,

etc., was quickly procured ; and at last, with a

bountiful supply of ammunition for our Win-
chesters and saltpetre for curing the hides, we
started on our long float down the Kissimmee
River to the Okechobee region. This was nothing
new to us. As plume hunters for, the featlx r

market we had been over this self-same territory

many times, and had been in at the death—

or extermination, rather—of many a fine rcokery
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with ks branches and tributaries, and that

ssibly we might not reach the famous lake at all.

v from the towns the work began ;

and. as the methods followed were those used

in alligator-hunting generally, a description

be intei

I o begin with, let me say that stories of 14ft.

and 15ft. alligators may be safely put down as

gg ration. I doubt if such exist. Twelve

tremendous size, and very few will be

found to measure it. I have run my tape over

alligators innumerable, and am perfectly sure

thai tor has yet to be hatched. At all

aiding reward of Soodols. issued by
a certain museum for such a one has thus far

claimed, notwithstanding the many
efforts that have been made to < it.

The part of the skin used for commercial

pur;
-

s is taken from the sides and under part

of the reptile, being cut from a line along the

sides just where the thick, horny scales begin.

The back, howevLr. is so tough as to be utterly

worthless and almost impervious to even a rifle

ball. In fact, the only two vulnerable points
are the eyes and just behind the fore-leg : while

a ball striking the coat of armour will in nine

spot. At night we fire-lighted or jacked him.

Now. the first of these plans is an exceedingly
difficult undertaking, as a 'gator has ears "ail

over him," and is not to be caught napping if

he knows it. It is also a dangerous method, as

the adventure presently to be related will show
;

but, as all hunters enjoy a spice of danger mixed

with their sport, 'gator stalking is followed to a

considerable extent, and it beats lying around

idle all hollow.

The second method is also accompanied with

danger, but it is also tremendously successful,

and we frequently secured half-a-dozen paying
1 rutes in a single night's work. We used a

powerful reflector, such as is used for jacking

deer; and one of us would paddle the boat

whilst the other managed the jack and did the

shooting. Once in the slough, dr lagoon, the

light would be turned on, and if any 'gators

were present their little eyes would sparkle like

diamonds in the blinding glare ;
while so

stupefied were they, that unless some chance

noise was made they appeared to lose all

sense of danger, and it was an easy thing to

paddle up to within a few feet under cover

of the light. Once within shooting distance

ALLIGA1
Frotn a] the I

cases out of ten glance off as from a metal plate.
But this is not to the point.
Two methods of hunting were genet ally

followed. By day we endeavoured to slip up
to the reptiles unawares while basking in the

sun. When we came upon one we would plug
him in a vulnerable part and skin him on the

BI.E POINTS ARE
RE-LEG. [Pkoto.

an explosive bullet was sent crashing into

the brain through an eye, and, as a rule, one

such shot was sufficient to put the gentleman
in question hors de combat. Next he was grap-

pled with a boat-hook, a rope slipped around

him, and he was then dragged ashore to be

skinned the following day.
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In this manner we frequently had a dozen or

inore partially skinned alligators lying side by
side on some convenient bank

; while the clouds
of buzzards marking our shooting grounds
could be seen for miles. As fast as the skins

were peeled they were dressed with saltpetre,
rolled into bundles, tied up, and then taken in

the boat and put aboard the little steamer that

makes the Kissimmee trip once a week. And

We had hunted in this manner some four
months, and had collected some three hundred
skins, when an adventure- of John's

]
ut an

to his thirst for gold, and incidentally to our
trip. Also it came so near to putting an end to

John himself that to this day one has only to

say
"
alligators

"
to see him start and change

colour. It happened in this wise.

The little steamer before mentioned, and

THIS CONVEYS AN EXACT IDEA OF WHAT AN ALLIGATOR SWAMP IN FLORIDA IS REALLY LIKE.

From a Photo, by A. P. Lewis, Palatka, Florida.

in this manner our hardly won merchandise
was shipped to market.

Alligators at best are ugly brutes, and hunting
them is at no time unattended with danger ;

this we found out before we had been long in

the business. Every shot doesn't kill— not-

withstanding the explosive bullet ; and a

wounded 'gator who turns to for a fight in the

dark is not to be despised. Also a pair of

massive jaws crunching into the gunwales of a

boat in the heart of a swamp at night is no

laughing matter, I can tell you. Moreover,

every 'gator hauled out on the bank to be
skinned is not necessarily dead just because he
lies quiet and passive. One nasty 8ft. fellow

that had been lying on the bank very quietly for

at least ten hours evinced a new interest in

things when John stuck his knife into him,
and became the liveliest corpse I ever saw.

With one sweep of his tail he knocked my
partner senseless into the bushes a dozen feet

away, and it was a wonder John Darling wasn't

killed outright. As it was, it was a week before

the effects of that one blow wore off. But, like

the man who was nearly killed by a mule, John
"
considered the source," and thanked his stars

it was no worse.

which we relied for our weekly instalment of

provisions, was for some reason belated, and

our larder was scant
; so, as there was plenty to

be done about the camp for a couple of days,

John volunteered a go a-hunting if I would

"keep house." I agreed. Taking his shot-gun
—an old muzzle-loader, but the apple of his

eye
—he started with the boat, saying he would

camp out over night and be back next day ; and

forthwith he disappeared up-stream. All went

well, it appeared, until late in the afternoon,

when, suddenly rounding a turn in the stream,

a huge 'gator was discovered on his bed fast

asleep. Hearing the boat approaching, how.

the big reptile jumped into the water and made

away as fast as his swimming power would carry

him. John declared he " was the bij gator

he had' seen the whole season," and would come

nearer the mythical 14ft. than he ever expected to

find again. And my partner wanted that par-

ticular 'gator just then more than anything else

on earth. He cussed himself roundly for leaving

his rifle behind. Marking the spot, however,

by an immense dead cypress, he determined to

float down on the monster next day, catch him

napping, and try for him with the old blunderbuss

loaded with buckshot.
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That determination was his undoing, and, as

I have said, completely broke up our trip.

Putting his plan into execution next day, the

boat did its part all right as regards floating— it

always did— but for some inexplicable reason

John missed his cue. Perhaps the gator had

shifted his bed. At any rate, before he was

aware o\ it the keen hunter found himself

' WITH A GURGI.
THE STERN, AND, 1'

GUNWALES, BEGA

directly alongside the huge 'gator, and so close

that he could actually touch him with his gun-
barrel ! To put the contents of both barrels

just back of the fore-leg and get out of the way
was the work of an instant, when with a roar,

that drowned the echoes of his gun, the monster

plunged into the water and sank out of sight.
That was the last of him. as John supposed ;

and, cursing again for having left his rifle in

camp, he leisurely began to load up once more.

Now, everyone knows how long it takes to load

a muzzle-loading gun ; and just as he was with-

drawing the ramrod from sending home the last

charge of shot, up came the 'gator closer than

ever and made directly for the boat. But let

my mate speak for hirmelf :
—

" For a few minutes it was all I could do to

keep the boat out of reach of his jaws, when he

suddenly sank again. What if he should come

up under the boat, I thought ;
turn me out,

and then catch me helpless in the water?

I didn't get long to think about it, though,
for with a gurgling roar up he came under

the stern, and, placing his fore-feet on the

gunwales, began to climb into my boat !

Frightened ? Why, for a moment I was fairly

paralyzed ;
and that

moment was quite long

enough for him to get
two-thirds of his ugly

length into the boat,

which, had it not been

a large and substantial

one, would most cer-

tainly have sunk. There

was only one thing to

be done, and that I

did with all the courage
I could muster. Walk-

ing towards the hideous

monster, I thrust the

muzzle of the gun down
his throat and pulled
both barrels. That is

the last thing I re-

member. W h e n I

came to the boat had

drifted a mile, and—
here I am. Let's quit

and go home."
Such was John's account of his adventure.

It was easy to see from his manner that there

was no more 'crator hunting; for him ; so we

packed up and returned to civilization. We each

of us have a pair of alligator slippers, a belt,

and a few other souvenirs
;

while in my hall

hangs the skin of a ioft. 'gator, the last one

we killed. But John Darling never visits me
without a look at it and a dubious shake of the

head
; and I know whereof he is thinking.

NG ROAR UP HE CAMF. UNDER
LACING HIS FORE-FEET ON THE
N TO CLIMB INTO MY BOAT."



An Opera in a Cathedral.

By Herbert Vivian.

" Wide World " readers are here presented with an able and graphic description of perhaps the
most extraordinary of all the religious pageants of Spain. And Mr. Vivian not only shows us
photographs of every phase of this strangest of festivals, but even the internal mechanism of" Heaven " has not escaped his all-recording camera.

Our Lady of the Assumption, who sent her
miraculous image over the seas in a magnificent
chest with a cover inscribed :

"
Soy para

'

—"
I am for Elche."

This chest, having drifted all the way from

Palestine, was found on the 29th of December,
T 37°> by a coastguard named Canto, who was

strolling along the hanks of the River Tamario.

Thereupon the image was introduced into the

city with great ceremony, and finally installed,

some sixteen years later, in the present
cathedral, where innumerable miracles have
been ascribed to its efficacy. Like many other

images, it is thought to have been carved by
St. Luke, though it possesses small artistic

merits according to modern notions. Some
have put about a rumour that its head, feet,

and hands have alone been carved, but this

must be mere malevolent guess-work, for the

image is very jealously guarded all the year
in the cathedral, and, when exhibited to the

faithful, is always arrayed in the fullest and

most gorgeous clothing, as a visitor can see for

himself. In any case, it remains the object of

extraordinary veneration. Its jewels and wardrobe

are of enormous value
;
and it is actually the sole

possessor of numerous palm-groves and houses,

which may be recognised by a blue slab over

their doorways, bearing the monogram
"
M.V.,"

surmounted by a crown. The image is said to

have been painted originally, and now undergoes

frequent restoration at the hands of local artists.

Our photograph represents it on the stand,

which is borne through the streets on the rare

occasions of its processions. A crescent moon

is at the Virgin's feet
;

a splendid jewelled tiara

is placed upon the head; the magnificent

brocaded mantle is a triumph of ecclesiastical

needlework, and we may notice the dainty lace

THIS IS THE IMAGE OF Oik LADY (>!' HIE ASSUMPTION— IT

POSSESSES PALM-GROVES AM) HOI SES "I Ms OWN.

From a Photo.

PM*s

HE Least of the Assumption is one

of the most popular of all the high

days observed in Catholic countries,

more especially in Spain, which has

always regarded itself as being under

the direct protection of the blessed Virgin. But

of all the celebrations of this great day, in

Spain or elsewhere, there is probably none so

pretty, so fanciful, and so frankly mediaeval as

that which may be witnessed at Elche, the

European oasis, the lovely little Arab garden-

town, which the Jinns have transported into

the midst of the unbelievers.

Elche, which has been called the Jerusalem
of Spain, is only a few minutes by rail from

Alicante. It is pre-eminent in its religious

fervour, although it stands in a province which

has been much tainted with freethought and

is in appearance so like a town of the followers

of the Prophet. This fervour is attributed to

the special favour bestowed upon Elche by
Vol. iv.—65.

r j ~

YOU CAN TELL THAT THIS HOUSE IN ELCHE BELONGS TO THE A

MGURE O THP. BLESSED VIRGIN-LOOK AT THE MONOGRAM
AND^ROWN

From a Photo, by] over the door. [Mrs. Herbert Vivtan.
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frills at the \vri>ts of the

hands, which arc joined
in the attitude oi prayer.

How Elche came to

mize an opera in her

cathedral in honour of

this figure of the Virgin
has been forgotten in the

lapse o\ centuries. But a

nd remains that the

libretto was found in the

chest which brought the

image over the seas. The
ra i^ performed every

• on the 14th anil 15th

gust (the eve and

the Assumption),
and is undoubtedly (A

.t antiquity. In<

gruous though the per
formance m

lutely nothing
irreverent about it. Tt is si mply a very ancient

5tom. On the 10th of Au

HI-KK U 1 HE CHILDREN WHO IN THE OPERA IMPERSONATE THE BLESSED
MAGDALENE, THE AM.hl.S, ETC.

IIP

[Photo.

&ust preparations
I to be made for tin- great performance.

the cathedral being given over to carpenters,
who rapidly change it into an opera-house.
First of all, every sacred image and reli-

gious ornament is removed from the altars and
nave. A rude wooden platform is then set

up in front of the high altar to form the

. low stand, provided with curtains

IDRAl. FROM THE OUTSIDE-
IARK. AND IT SERVES AS " HEAVEN '

and red arm-chairs, is erected for the accommo-
dation of the chief municipal dignitaries. The

stage is surrounded by wooden railings, which
Hank the steps and are continued right down
the nave to the chief entrance. The scenery is

of the simplest, and, as was the case in most

mediaeval play-acting, requires a good stretch of

the imagination to eke it out. There is a

little tumble -down cave to depict the Garden
of Gethsemane ;

a plain coffin for the Holy
Sepulchre, and, up on the roof, a blue cloth

with rough designs of cloud and angels bear-

ing harps ; this represents the heavens, into

which the Virgin will presently ascend in all her

lory.

There is a tremendous bustle to complete
the transformation of the cathedral in time,

and by the evening of the

13th we find the whole

town agog with excite-

ment. The streets are

crowded with men,
women, and children,
who all seem to have

provided themselves with

fireworks ; and on the flat

roofs, still more densely

thronged with eager

spectators, long rows of

Chinese lanterns and a

profusion of Bengal lights

add to the natural gla-

mour of the scene. All

are in the highest spirits,

laughing and chattering

as only Spaniards can, or

improvising strange,
1 HE DOME, HOWEVER, l

1- A
IN THE OPERA. [Photo.



AN OPERA IN A CATHEDRAL. MI

INTERIOR OF ELCHK i.l

From a]

. lilt '• OPERA —THE AM
THE OPENED GLOBE IN THE AIR.

HAv IUST
\Photo.

on the housetops, or wherever they arc—
prostrating themselves on their faces

and reciting prayers to inaugurate the
two days' l

. while the bell

every church burst forth into a joyous
peal. The cathedral, which hi

out in darkness save for a faint

that could be discerned through a

chink in the door, is quickly illumin

over the dome.
At last, on the 14th, the great doors

are swung open, and it seems as if the

whole population sought to surge in at

once. Never surely was there such a

scramble for seats. A choir has found

accommodation in the pulpit, and a

number of privileged spectators
—chit

the municipal authorities and their

families—'nave been bestowed in the

gallery above the chancel
;

but down
below it is a case of first come first

served, and the rush would appal many
were it not for the intense attraction

inspired by this great annual ceremony.
The boys, as usual in Spain, are irre-

pressible, and you may soon see then;

scrambling like monkeys up on to the

windows and cornices—even on t
• l —

font and side altars—in their zeai to

secure the best coign of vantage. The
scene is one of frightful hubbub, which

seems as though it would never die

down. All are laughing, singing, ami

chattering to their hearts' content,

apparently forgetful that this theatre

has ever been a place of worship.

romantic song^
to dreamy, half-

M oor i sh airs

upon their gui-

tars. As the

evening wears
on the anima-

tion increases.
Then there is a

hush of expecta-
tion, and at last

the first stroke

of midnight is

rung out by the

automaton of the

town clock. We
then behold a

curious sight, the

whole population— in the stre*

in their rooms,
THESE ARE THE APOSTLES-.NU 1 ICE THEIR CARDBOARD

From a Photo.

HALO KEY.
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. 1 say, there is nothing really irreverent

in all this

After long and uncomfortable waiting we
find th< f our neighbours arrested,

. all nocks arc craned to catch incomplete
m ol the performers.

. 11 in a great hurry, and jostle each

nth little regard for their dignity, so that

lish them all
;
hut we catch a

:1k- Vii
g

m ted by Martha. Mai y

. and the other Man a body-
minutive angels. Mary, the mother
lias a really saintly expression, and

. but her cardb
with her name in nspicuously

rtain slunk at first. The
small girls, with their hair pain-

ded and curled and decorated with

about as decorative as curl-papers.
f them have great wings of gilt cardboard,

and they are all dressed in ill-fitting white linen,

profusion of sashes and coloured paper

They are much more shy than one
liould he, hut the Marys are

ledly dignified. The Virgin herself is a

leven or twelve, dressed in blue

with a white cambric kerchief folded over
the head.

The procession is greeted with a strain of song
from the choir, .strangely Moorish almost

aric in fact, and altogether surprising in a

Christian cathedral. The Virgin recites a long
m as she advances, but no one

understands it, and there is a buzz of con-

s the congregation ply their pretty
When at last she reaches the sta

- down upon a bed covered with

ade and rich cushions, where she
i invoke death. Thereupon the

that is to say, the blue cloth in

the roof) opens and, amid a great peal of

is and a rain of gold-leaf, the mangrana,
or celestial grenade, is let down very gently.
It is a large blue globe painted with the

winged heads of cherubim. It opens and
an angel steps out, holding a piece of music
in her hand. As soon as silence is obtained,

ds to sing a salutation in a won-

ar, fresh voice. She announces
s prayer for death has been heard,

and her a golden palm, which shall

arried before her at her funeral.

photograph was exceedingly diffi-

cult to take in view of the dim, religious

light and the excited movement of the

crowd, all plying their fans with frantic

ur : but it affords a good idea of
the scene. Inside the railings on the left

die Virgin may be described kneeling bolt

upright. On the other side near the soldier,

who appears somewhat of an intruder, are the

various other performers waiting to come on
;

ami two priests, seated within the rails with their

ks to the congregation, confer an ecclesias-

tical sanction upon the amazing spectacle. The

"grenade" has just been opened, leaving a

large, throne like chair, surmounted by a sort

i anopy resembling a parachute.

Mary now asks, as a last favour, to be per-
mitted to behold the apostles once more, and
while the grenade is being drawn up into

heaven again they arrive upon the stage clad

in faded silk, ragged wigs, and grotesque card-

board halos bearing their names. St. Peter's

rd is painfully unreal, and his key is unduly
large ; Thaddseus looks like a Red Indian

squaw : and, with the exception, perhaps, of

St. John, they all look very commonplace beings,
and the reverse of apostolic. Indeed, the get-

up of some of them seems uncomfortably sug-

gestive ol Chinese mandarins. A bandmaster

steps to the front, strangely incongtuous in

his swallow-tail coat, and shakes his fist at

the apostles in a determined effort to compel
them to keep lime. They all hold their

music ostentatiously before them, and so

does the Virgin : but the audience, who have

seen it all so often before, do not perceive any
incongruity, and, after all, it seems to add to

the artless simplicity of the whole impression.
The apostles gather round the death-bed, sing-

ing a strange and very ancient dirge. Mary

"
BEHIND TH1 UP IN THE CATHEDRAL TOWER—HERE WI-

IHK MECHANISM BV WHICH THE ANGELS, ETC., ASCEND AND DESCEND
from a] and from the stage below. [Photo.
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THE [MACE IS I AM I
IF THE CHURCH I

"'

THROUGH THE STREETS, l'KECEDED BY THE BANNER OF THE VIRGIN.

From a Photo.

examine the remarkable system of

ropes and pulleys, with which the

various
"
grenades," celestial altars,

saints, and angels are enabled to

ascend and descend to and from the

stage. It is certainly very ingenious!)

contrived, and, though the abyss, when
the trap-door is opened, must afford

< onsiderable alarm to the younger pel

formers, they really have nothing to

fear. It is a stiff climb up to the top,
and I was inclined to wish I had asked

to ascend in the celestial grenade, but

I felt compensated for my labour by
the exquisite view over the nodding

palm
-
groves and glistening white

houses of the oasis of Elche.

During the night of the 14th the

miraculous image is laid out upon the

death-bed with an array of candles all

round it, and crowds come thither to

offer up prayers, make vows, and bring

offerings of candles. All night and

far into the next morning the proces
sion of the devout continues. Latei

on the image is taken out of the

church, wrapped in a heavy mantle of

silver and gold, and borne upon a

litter of silk through the streets of the

town, preceded by the banner of the

answers with a sweet little recitative,

then suddenly falls back and dies;

thereupon the apostles seize her and

push her down a trap into the floor,

amid the indescribable emotion of the

congregation
No sooner has she disappeared than

her place is taken by the miraculous

image of Our Lady. Heaven then

opens again, and the celestial altar

comes down, escorted by an angel in

white and two middle-aged cherubim

playing upon the harp and the guitar ;

while two more angels are strumming

upon mandolines. The soul of the

Virgin is then produced. It is a doll

dressed in white, with long black hair

Streaming over the shoulders and a

crown of gilt cardboard on the head.

This is placed upon the altar and

drawn up into heaven, while bells and

every kind of musical instrument set

up a tremendous din. The first day's

play is now at an end, and the crowd

streams slowly out.

I et us take- advantage of the respite

to climb up the church tower and
THE GREAT 1'ROCESSION PASSING THROUG

From a Photo.

H THE fAIR AT ELCHE.
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AT l'MH : 'i ill FIGURE, OR 1 HR
V a] THE HEM OF ITS MAX I

Virgin, and escorted by priests, actors, and the

municipal band playing the Spanish national

anthem. The crowds kneel at the passage of

the figure, or throng to kiss the hem of its mantle.

In the afternoon the Virgin has returned for

the second act of the drama. The scenery is

the same, except that there is now
a hole to represent the Virgin's
tomb. While the burial is in pro-

the heavenly altar comes
down again with an angel holding

-
.ill of Mary.

Just as the altar is being let

down into the tomb, St. Thomas
irs and exclaims :

"
( )h, how

t a misadventure! I am in

ilably sad not to have been

present at this holy funeral. I pray
you. most excellent Virgin, hold
me excused. I v I lined by the

Indians." But no one seems to

nueh attention to him, for the

opened and the

Trinity has come down amid a rain

The Father (repn
d by one of the priests of the

cathedral) wears the traditional long
white beard. There is a symbolical
triangle of cardboard on his head,
and he holds a crown upon his

knees. The Son and Holy Ghost

standing beside his throne are two
choir boys. The Trinity pauses in the

air not far from the roof, and Mary at

once comes out of her tomb. We
recognise again the small boy who
played her part originally.

She stretches out her hands to bless

the crowd and is slowly drawn
up,

reclining on the altar. As she receives

her crown, the bells, the organ, and all

manner of musical instruments emit

a joyful tumult. The crowd is wild

with excitement, praying, weeping, and

applauding enthusiastically. Mean-
while St. John is engaged in

cutting

up the golden palm into small pieces,

which he distributes as relics. The

figures disappear into heaven, and the

priests and apostles strike up a tri-

umphant "(dory be to the Father."

Next morning the cathedral has re-

sumed its normal aspect and every
trace of the theatre has disappeared.
But in front of the high altar a plat-

form has been erected surrounded with

fiowers and candles. Upon it is a

sumptuous ebony bed, richly adorned
with silver, given by the Duke of Bahos in

1754. Here the miraculous image of Our

Lady of the Assumption is exposed during the

Octave, and pilgrims come from far and near to

revere it or to benefit by one of the many
miraculous cures which have been recorded.

>NG In KISS

1 Photo.

anoi HER \ IE ' 01 THE PASSAGE Of THE PROCESSION THROUGH Mil- STREETS,

From n Photo.



The Strike of the Date=Gardeners.

By Raphael F. Savegh, of Basrah, Persian Gulf—Formerly Firm Dragoman to
H.B.M. Consulate in Basrah.

A phase of life and a glimpse of the East. Mr. Sayegh's gardeners dissatisfied with their pay. A
riot in the office. The visit to the groves. A scene of devastation. The night vigil. The attack.

1 he headlong flight on a mad horse and an abrupt stop.

SPENT a good many years in

Basrah, and consequently know the

district pretty well, and also the

people. Some folks call it
"
Busrah,"

and I have even seen it called

"Bussorah" in English newspapers and other

publications.
From the

war 1887 until 1893 1

filled the official position

indicated above, and

gained a pretty compli

knowledge of the mer-

cantile transactions of

nearly all the world with

the famous Persian Gulf

port. As everyone
knows, Basrah lies at the

mouth of the River

Chatel Arab, and pos-

sesses excellent accom-

modation for the ships

of every nation, which

periodically introduce

foreign merchandise into

the whole of Mesopo-
tamia.

( )ne of the most im-

portant products exported
from this place is dal

grown in the gardens
and plantations round

about the town. The

date-palm in this country
is second to none. As
a consequence, what may
be called the date Mason
— which is from S

tember to November—
finds great numbers of

st< amers, big and little,

waiting to ship this pro-
duet to all parts, but

particularly to England
and America. Now, I

had long had my eye upon this trade, which

is a very lucrative one, and at last I determined

to enter the business myself. It was not my
intention, however, to buy dates from the

natives, but rather to acquire some plantations

myself and conduct the business under my own

MR. RAPHAEL BAYEGH, WHOSE DATE-GROWING
VENTURE ENDED SO DISASTROUSLY.

From n Photo.

supervision. For, as I say, 1 had plenty of

experience.
The labour system in the Persian Gulf date-

trade is peculiar and interesting. The gardeners,

corresponding in a way to the Egyptian fellaheen,
are not paid regular wages, but have to work all

the year round apparently
for nothing. At the end
of each season, however,

they receive from 10 to

15 per cent, of the net

profits of the trade done.

This system is obviously

advantageous both to

employer and employed,
and the gardeners, it must

be said, as a rule work
hard and conscientiously.

I got on well enough
with my new venture

until the month of

December, 1893, which

is practically the end of

the date season. I then

sent to all the natives

who were working in my
plantations, instructing

them to proceed to my
office in the town in

order that I might settle

up with them. My head

man delivered this mes-

sage, and I smiled con-

tentedly to myself as I

reflected how eager they

would be to come. And
sure enough they
turned up next day to

the number of eighty at

least — quite a formid-

able crowd. Now, the

moment I cast my eyes

upon them I could

they were gloomy and

discontented. What could possibly be the

matter with them, I wondered, considering that

each of them was about to be paid what would

be to him quite a large sum ? I was still more

astonished when I saw them presently actually

declining the money tendered, and remarking
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gedly that / mted 20 per cent, this time,

as tl 'M had been a very haul and trying

one for them—much more so, in fact, than

the previous year. And certainly this was true

enough.
Hesitation, 1 thought, might be fatal, so 1

determined to taki trong line with the mal-

could not get what they wanted, they said, they
would attack my house, and probably burn it.

I believe they would have commenced opera
tions at once if their chief had not intervened.

Rising from my scat, 1 spoke impressively to

Moossa, telling him graphically that I would

hold him responsible for all the damage which

VB AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS SUCH AS WORK IN Nil- DATE Gl '

I OF BASRAH.
From a Photo.

contents. I said quietly, but firmly, that if

they would not accept the rate they had con
traded they must really pass out of my office,

and I would pay them nothing until they con-

sented to take just what was their due. Really,
when this message was delivered, I thought I

was going to be mobbed. Those who were
nearest to my desk passed the word on to their

colleagues behind them, and before I knew
what was happening I was almost surrounded

by an angry and threatening crowd, all talking

excitedly and gesticulating in such a manner
that I feared personal violence. The head

man, Moossa by name, did all he could to calm

them, but in vain. The excited consultation

continued, and presently quarrels broke out

among the men here and there, and my house
bade fair to be wrecked.

In the midst of the disorder I heard threats

uttered by men who I knew were always as

good as their word, and I began to fear that a

really serious disturbance might ensue. If they

his men might do. The effect of this was

striking, for in a few minutes the men had

calmed down. Afterwards, however, they began
to quarrel again among themselves, and I could

see from their manner that they had decided to

do me all the harm they could.

Knowing the wild character of these natives,

I advised Moossa to take them away out of my
house, lest I should be obliged to call for

assistance from the Governor. On hearing
this the strikers calmed down somewhat, and

consented to leave. As they passed out,

however, I heard some of them say that they

would wreak their vengeance in my plantations.
1 thought it likely enough that they would

attempt to injure some of the palms, and so,

soon after they had left, I went to the Governor

of Basrah and asked him to lend me a force of

gendarmes to accompany me to my property.

Of course, there was a considerable delay in

getting this force together, and we only arrived

on the spot about sunset.
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I can honestly assure you that I was nearly

driven crazy with rage and grief when I found

myself among what had only the previous day
been my beautiful and graceful groves of date-

palms. The strikers must have made for the

scene of their customary labours directly after

leaving my office in the town, and they had

broken or dragged down nearly every tree in

the plantation. Hundreds of exquisite palms,
whose feathery tufts had so delighted my eyes

in the past, lay on the ground cut and hacked

about. The whole made up a scene of desola-

tion and vandalism such as no one but the un-

fortunate owner could adequately realize. Even

a stranger must have wept at the cruel spectacle.

As I entered, accompanied by the gendarmes,
some of the scoundrels were* still at their

hideous work, but they fled in every direction

on seeing the soldiers. I felt a little easier in

my mind when I saw that the fellows had

quite left my plantation. I then had time to

look round more leisurely and estimate the

amount of the damage done. This was at least

between ^500 and ^1,000. I at once set to

an important part in this narrative. I had
dismounted, and was walking quietly about

among the date-palms, when to my amaze-
ment I heard voices which I recognised.

They belonged to the ringleaders of the late

strike. Now, I am not a rich man, and I

greatly feared that the persistent scoundrels

were about to recommence their heartbreaking
work, and so ruin me. I listened again, and
this time made certain it was they. This
decided me, and I resolved to stay the night

among the palms in order to see what would

happen. Sleeping out in the date gardens was

in itself no great hardship
—rather the reverse—

but the mosquitoes which swarm there are

greatly to be dreaded. Furthermore, I was

afraid I might fall asleep during my vigil and be

killed by some of the irrepressible strikers. I

thought the matter over for some time, and at

length decided to stay, anyhow, and protect my
property

—
particularly as I had with me my rifle

and revolver, with a belt of ammunition for

both.

I sent my attendant back to the town for a

/* rout a I TYPICAL PLANTATION OF -DATE-PALMS A CREEK AT BASRAH. [Photo.

work engaging other men, and these soon

proceeded to remove the fallen trees and

straighten up generally. A few days passed,

and during this time I did not go near my
gardens, for I could not bear to look upon the

work of destruction that had been wrought
there. One afternoon, however, I rode over

on my favourite Arab horse, Margil, who plays
Vol. iv.-66.

mosquito curtain and a mattress, and dismissed

him when he had brought these things. Then,

choosing a likely spot in the very heart of the

date groves, I spread my mattress under a tree

and lay down to rest. I can scarcely call it

"rest,"' however, for almost every second I

thought that some terrible thing was about to

happen Every sound I heard terrified me, and
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every few minutes found me opening the mos-

quito curtain and peering out. The night, I

should remark, was by no means pitch dark,

although there was no moon. As I debated

the situation in my mind the desire for sleep

sceuud to leave me. and 1 resolved that on the

morrow I would place the whole case l»efore

the Governor and seek his advice and assistance.

I think I must have commenced to "lose

myself." as the saying goes, when I suddenly
heard the murmur of hushed voices. I stood

up quickly, with beating heart, and listened

intently. Rut the sound had ceased. I resolved,

however, to take the bull by the horns and go in

ch ol' the marauders, when to my utter amaze-

ment the date-palms around my couch appeared
to be alive with moving figures, and shots com-

menced to ring out in a terrifying way in every
direction. The implacable malcontents seemed

to be firing at me point-blank, so that my
mosquito curtain was soon riddled with holes,

though fortunately I myself was not hit. In

that terrible moment I could think of no sensible

plan of action, but I realized quite well that

these men had come to kill me by way of

revenge. The instinct of self-preservation is

pretty strong, and a moment or two later I

found myself blazing away all round me with

my revolver. AY hen the chambers were empty,

however, I did not attempt to reload, but sought

refuge in flight. I rushed helter-skelter in and
out among the palms, scarcely knowing where I

went, and was soon re-

lieved to find that the

bullets ceased to whistle

about me. Really, while

it lasted, it was as excit-

ing as being in a battle
;

the darkness of night

rendering the situation

still more appalling.

My position, however,
was still desperate
enough, for I knew that

my bloodthirsty enemies
would seek me out and
kill me. Law and order

do not count for much
in Asiatic Turkey. If

only I could find my
horse ! This, I thought,
must be quite impossible,
and even supposing I

could have found him,
it flashed across my
mind later on that a

den:e plantation of date-

palms by night was hardly
the place for a head-

long gallop. Far away through the trees I

could now see lights glancing hither and thither,

and 1 heard stray shots from time to time.

Beyond doubt the would-be murderers were

searching diligently for me. I was almost

chuckling as I reflected how far off the scent

they were, when I was horrified to see a black

figure moving swiftly out from behind a tree,

and brandishing something in his left hand
which I knew to be a dagger. As the man

sprang upon me he gave a tremendous yell, and

simultaneously I floored him with a blow from

my clubbed rifle. He had accomplished some-

thing, however, from his point of view—he had

revealed my whereabouts !

As you may suppose, the excitement of this

moment was intense, and yet I had sufficient

presence of mind to realize what the low neigh
of my horse meant to me. I listened, and
heard it again, to my great joy. I glided swiftly

in the direction where the faithful creature

stood, and with one arm round his neck

remained for a moment listening. Poor Margil !

It was very evident that he too was frightened
at the unusual noises and commotion in the

night, for he was trembling violently, and

neighed softly from time to time. On
arriving in the gardens I had removed
his saddle and tied him to a tree, and I

now untied him as quickly as my nervousness

would allow. But there was no time to think

of putting on his saddle. I leapt upoi) his back,

MR. SAYEGH S ARAB HORSE,
KILLING HIM, HE

MARGIL. AFTER SAVING HIS MASTEK AND THEN NEARLY
WAS SOLD TO THE BRITISH CONSUL AT BAGHDAD.

From a Photo.
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squeezed my knees against his sides, and—

apparently knowing what was required of him—
my beautiful Arab sped away into the darkness,

winding in and out among the thickly-planted
trees in a way that was nothing short of

miraculous. He stumbled several times, how-

ever, and more than once he nearly broke my
legs against the palm trunks. But in five or ten

minutes we were clear of the plantation, and had

gained the desert country. To tell the truth, I

myself did not know in which direction the

town lay, but Margil seemed to know, and went

galloping towards Basrah ventre-a-terre. Usually
it took me two hours on horseback to reach my
office, but on this occasion Margil's headlong

gallop landed us half-way in little more than

thirty minutes.

Dawn had now broken, and -I was congratu

lating myself upon my escape, whilst my blood

burnt hotly within me at the thought of the

vengeance I would demand this day on my
would - be murderers at the hands of the

Governor. Suddenly, I noticed a small band
of horsemen riding across my track a long way
ahead. When I got closer, the foremost of

these ordered me to halt. I was almost in

despair, having apparently escaped from one

danger only to fall into an even greater one.

For these new marauders—whether they were

mere desert robbers or some of the strikers who
had been sent out to cut me off in the event of

my escaping, I could not tell—presented guns
at me, and I believed that my last hour had

come.

The next development in this bewildering
series of disasters was a wholly unexpected one.

With a swift swerve, that nearly unseated me,

my horse Margil set off at a tremendous gallop,

followed by a perfect volley of shots. I think

the horsemen pursued me for some distance,

but of one thing T am certain enough, viz., that

I felt a peculiar pain in the arm caused by a

bullet which scratched and passed me without

penetrating.
When I had assured myself that I was safe

from further pursuit I tried to stop the head-

long career of my racing Arab
; but, to my

amazement, all my efforts were useless. I pulled
and dragged at him again and again, but Margil
appeared to have gone crazy, perhaps owing to
the various frights he had received. Rememl
I was riding bare -back, and had the pain
aforesaid. No wonder, then, that I wished
to stop and rest. It was in vain, how<
that I tried every plan, from coaxing to kicking.

Margil had fairly bolted, and I could only hope
that he would stop of his own account when
he reached the town.

As we approached the houses, however, the

horse appeared to be going faster than ever.

I flashed through the gate in a way that made
me shudder to think what would have happened
if any part of my person had struck the sides,

and immediately afterwards I was racing through
the uneven streets in a manner which threatened

speedy destruction.

And no one was about to help me. After a

few minutes of this dangerous career I saw to

my horror a high wall at right angles to my
horse's route. For a moment I despaired,

thinking it meant death, but immediately after-

wards I reflected that even a mad horse would

think twice before he charged an obstacle like

that. Nearer and nearer came the wall, and at

the last moment, just as I was thinking of

slipping off Margil's back at all risks, he and I

struck the wall like projectiles from a cannon's

mouth.
I remember flying in the air, and that

is all. When I opened my eyes it was

long past noon, and I found myself in my
own house between two European doctors.

My head was decorated with fifteen severe

contusions (the miracle is it was not smashed),

and both arms and hands were badly dis-

located. It was two months before I was

able to move about again, and I did not

dare to ride Margil any more, but sold him to

a native of Baghdad, who in his turn sold

him to Colonel Mockler, the British Consul-

General at Baghdad, on whose premises hi

seen in the photo, reproduced.



A Shipwreck in Snap=Shots.

\\\ Frank II. WESTERTON.

We read about shipwrecks every day, but it is to be feared they make little impression on the majority

of us, mainly because we cannot realize the horrors of these dread tragedies of the sea, unless we

have actually experienced them. We venture to think, however, that Mr. Westerton's set of new

and unique snap-shots will convey an entirely new impression of a shipwreck, showing as they

do almost every phase of terrible experience. The author, is a well-known member of Mr. William

Greet's " Sign of the Cross "
Company.

:
. It- ft Liverpool on the evening of

Thursday. September 14th last, in

the fine Dominion liner Scotsman,

having a full complement of pas-

sengers and crew. In consequence
of the then prevailing strike of sailors and fire-

men the vessel did not lie alongside the landing-

ge, so that we had to be taken out to her by
tender. The first two or three days passed in

the usual routine

of life on board a

liner: the only
thing we had to

vary the monotony
being some rather

heavy weather,
which was marked

by a very strong
head wind, increas-

ing gradually to a

gale, and rendering
our progress very
slow.

My first snap-

shot, taken from

the deck, gives you
a fair idea of the

kind of seas we
encountered.
People have asked me whether I had any

p.esentiment of coming evil at the moment
when I snapped this little photo. My reply
is that I had not. It was my intention to

take photos, of most phases of life on board,
and also of the landing of passengers when we
reached our destination. Little did I dream,

indeed, what the rest of my set of snap-shots
were troin^r to be like. We were so much

hampered by the rough weather that one day's
run was well under two hundred miles for

the twenty-four hours. On Thursday, 21st of

September, the sea was much calmer, but there

was no sun, and presently it began to get a little

retiring that night.

A FAIR IDEA OK THE KIND OF
WESTERTON TOOK THIS PHOTO

From a Photo, by] rest of the si;

hazy, with a slight suspicion of fog. We were

all particularly happy that evening, however,

and broke up into merry whist-parties in the

saloon and smoking-room. At this time every-

one was looking eagerly forward to seeing land

the following morning. We did see land
; but,

Lord ! under what ghastly circumstances !

Most of us were rather later than usual in

As far as I can remember
it was half -

past
two o'clock on

Friday morning,
the 22nd of Sep-

tember, when we
were all awakened

by a fearful crash,

followed by a

series of terrible

bumps and grind-

ing gratings. In

an instant vague
voices arose, and

each and every

soul on board felt

an awful sensation

of terror and sick-

ening foreboding.

My first impres-
sion was that we

had struck an iceberg, and I said so to my
saloon companion, who immediately after-

wards hurried on deck to see for himself

what had happened. After a few minuter, lie

returned to say that we were on the rocks. He
also suggested my dressing immediately

— a most

unnecessary admonition, considering that I was

tearing on my clothes as fast as I could. A
minute or two later everyone on board appeared
to be astir, and the passages were crowded with

men and women with blanched faces and

curiously varied expressions of terror. The

situation of the ship at this moment is exactly

as you see it in the second snap-shot, except, of

SKAS WE ENCOUNTERED "—WHEN MR.
. HE LITTLE DREAMED WHAT THE
i' were to BE like. [the Author.
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THIS SNAP-SHOT SHOWS AT A GLANCE THE POSITION OF THE ILL-FATED
LINER CAST UPON THAT TEKKIBLE COAST.

From a Photo, by the Author.

course, that the ladders seen on the left were
not run out, nor were the passengers swarming
over the rocks as you see them in the photo.
Simultaneously with the crash, every light on
board went out for a few seconds, rendering the

situation appalling
in the extreme—
what with the
incessant grinding
of the unfortunate

ship on the cruel

rocks
;
the piercing

whistle of the
bo'sun ;

the deaf-

ening siren ; the

escape of steam

from the boilers
;

and the confused

shouts of crew and

passengers.
As you may sup-

pose, it took me
but a very few

seconds to make

my way to the

upper deck, and
then the full meaning of our position began
to dawn upon me. The fog was very dense,

indeed, and we could hardly tell whether we
were at sea or close to the shore. The unfor-

tunate Scotsman had taken a terrible list to

port, and it seemed as though she must founder

every minute. Men, women, and children were

running about in a meaningless, erratic sort of

way, clad for the most part in weird night-
dresses. Some of them were fastening on life-

belts more or less calmly. I noticed that the

men did this chiefly, at the same time assuring
the women that there was no danger. The
captain (poor fellow, I pitied him

!)
was on the

bridge shouting orders through the megaphone,
but what with the escape of steam and the

terrible excitement I fear his voice was

scarcely heard. And yet, miraculous though
seem, you could not say there was

the women-folk especially behaving
with marvellous pluck and obeying the com-
mands of the officers. This absence of panic

was, I feel sure, chiefly due to one of the

engineers, who, as we afterwards learnt, waded

through the water in the engine-room to the

starboard side, his object being to keep the

electric light going as long as possible.
After a few minutes (of course it seemed

hours to us) the port boats were lowered, and
above the uproar came the captain's order :

" Women and children into the boats." About
seventeen persons were lowered into the first

boat, which was promptly swamped by the heavy

it may
a panic

sea then running. I leave the scene that
followed to your own imagination. Everythinghad been going well and the excitement was
rapidly subsiding, when we saw these poor
creatures drowning before our eyes, shrieking

and screaming for

help in the most

agonizing way.
With all possible

speed the next boat
was lowered, and

every endeavour
humanly possible
was made to save

the drowning
people. I grieve
to say, however,
that only three or

four were got safely
into the second
boat. By the way,
it required the

greatest care to

keep the other
boats from being

swamped likewise.

This was due not only to the heavy sea running,
but also to the fact that the huge vessel lurched

with every wave that came, in a way that hurled

men and women on to the deck or against the

taffrail, causing serious falls and injuries.

Although everything was done that pluck
and good seamanship could suggest, it was

some considerable time before all the available

boats were filled with passengers, and finally

the captain ordered them to stand out about

a mile from the shore until daylight came.

By this time the fog had lifted slightly, and we

found ourselves within a few yards of a terrible

coast. Every effort was now directed to finding

the best possible means of landing the remainder

of the passengers and crew.

Several ladders were lashed together and

thrust out of the starboard gangway, as you see

in the photo, just previously reproduced. A
sailor then clambered along the ladders, tied a

rope to one of the end rungs, and let himself

down on to the rocks. This done, he hauled

the ladder ashore and made it fast. Then

began the work of rescue, which it took several

hours to complete before everybody was got

ashore. Of course, the captain was the last to

leave the vessel. His conduct was magnificent
—

quite in accordance with the finest traditions

of British seamanship. This was about half-

past six; and you must remember that the

boats, with their human freight, were still some

little distance out at sea.

After a consultation the captain ordered
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THE I S HAD TO CL1MII THES1 I S ROCKS TO REACH THEI1
: MISERABLE CAMPING-GROUND. [///(• Author.

everybody to make for the higher rocks in case

the ship foundered or the tide should rise. I

can assure you that it was quite a wonderful

sight to see old men and women and young
children scaling the precipitous rocks as shown
in the above illustration. The ship's papers had
been rescued, besides several sacks of bread :

so that when we came to review our position we
shook hands and congratulated one another on
our miraculous escape from what had at cne
time appeared certain death. It was now evident

that the Scotsman was stuck firmly on a ledge of

rock and was tightly wedged there. Only a few

yards away there was a great depth of water, so

that had she struck but a little way astern she
must have foundered at once.

It was not until about noon on Friday that

the boats, which had remained out at sea, were
able to come in and land the women. This
was done by hauling- each person up again over
the ship's side, and then down on to the rocks

by means of the ladders. My next

photo, shows the rocks as seen from
the ship, with the people climbing up
towards the camping -ground above.
The women who had been in the boats
were in a truly pitiable condition, many
of them wet through and through, and
clothed for the most part merely in

night-dresses and the lightest of wraps.
It was a terrible time, too, for those
who were eagerly watching and waiting
to know whether their friends and
relatives in the boats were or were not

safe
;

and when all were landed the

suffering and grief of those who had lost

wives, mothers, or sisters was heartbreak-

ing to witness. Altogether it was found
that fourteen persons had been drowned

by the swamping of the first boat.

As the captain had thought, we had struck on

THE DOOMED
From a Photo, by]

COTSMAN AS SEEN' FROM THE CAMPING-
GROUND 200FT. ABOVE. [the Author.

the

From a Photo, by]
IIP, with PASSEI

TO THE CAMP.
ON THEIR WAV i P

[the Author.

coast of Belle Isle, and after a kind of

council of war, men were sent out to

try and find the lighthouse which was

known to exist not very far away.

They returned next day, however, with-

out having found it, but on a second

voyage of discovery the welcome struc-

ture was found to be about ten miles

to the south. When all the people
were safely brought up to a kind of

plateau about 200ft. up the rocks, we

pitched our camp there, although on

the first day we had only dry bread and

water, of which latter commodity there

was a plentiful supply running down
the rocks. Besides, later on we found
there were many large fresh-water lakes

scattered over the island. The snap-
shot here reproduced will give you
an admirable idea of what the un-
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KATE PASSENGERS HUDDLING T(

GARB AND VARYING DEGREES OK
MISCELLANEOUS

From a P/ioto.]

fortunate Scotsman looked like from the campim
ground 200ft.
above sea-level.

That first night
we all lay huddled

up together to keep
each other warm,
hut notwithstand-

ing this we passed
a night of most

ghastly wretched-

ness and misery.
I remember dis-

tinctly that it was a

brilliant moonlight

night, and rockets

and signals of dis-

tress were sent up
at intervals, soaring
and hissing in a

melancholy fashion

over our heads, and followed by eager eyes in

the hope that they would speedily bring
relief. An admirable idea of the
"
camp

"
may be gained from the above

photo., which shows the unfortunate

passengers huddling together in mis-

cellaneous garb and varying degrees
of misery.

Morning dawned with no ship in

sight. During the second day two

vessels did pass in the distance, but

our signals were either not noticed or

were disregarded. I hardly think the

latter was the case, however. Another

of my snap-shots shows the passengers
with the captain and his officers on the

look-out for passing vessels. They are

all discussing ways and means, for at

such times everyone thinks his own

plan is the best. After waiting some

time, the captain suggested that every-
onewho felt equal to the exertion should

walk, over to the lighthouse, when they
would find food and shelter. Morei
there would, he said, be a far greater
likelihood of being taken offby passing
vessels. A number of passengers at

once started, but the journey across the

island was found to be a very formidable

undertaking indeed. The moss was very

deep and boggy, and the ground terribly

uneven, rendering the journey one of

very great hardship to people wholly
unaccustomed to such violent exercise.

It was only possible to walk very slowly,
and the strongest men among us took

six or seven hours to reach the light-
Vby the Author.

hous6j ten miles away. Several ofthe
bravest of the women were compelled to lie

down and sleep for

the night half-way

across, and their

sufferings were
terrible to witness.

Tinned meats,

biscuits, and other

provisions were

brought from the

wreck in the most

approved Robinson

Crusoe fashion,
and in this way we

were kept from

starving. My next

snap-shot is a view

of our commis-

sariat, with a

specially-appointed
official attending

view of our head-

" THE CAPTAIN, HIS OFFICERS, AND SOME PASSENGERS ON THE LOOK-OUT _

From a Photo. by\ for passing vessels. {the Author.

the food. Yet another

" OUR COMMISSARIAT
From a Photo, by] were brought

TINNED MEATS. B.SCU.TS, AND OTHER PR.

FROM THE WRECK. \tllC AUU101 .
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quarters shows the do<

of the Scotsman making
la-water. Several other

members of the crew and

the stewards arc also seen in

this little photo.

Sunday morning
a vessel answered our signal

and stood in to help us.

was the ss. M nterey, of

Allan Line, bound from

Montreal to England. Owing
to her having the mails on

board, however, she would

only take off those going
back to England. Five or six

passengers went on board.

sides the majority of the

sailors and firemen. We
were heartily glad to see the

last of these gentry, for on
the very night of the wreck,

must be well known to

readers of the English news-

papers, our state-rooms were

plundered, and valuables and

clothing of every kind stolen

by these scoundrels. They were, I am glad to

say. placed under arrest on board the Monterey,
and when they landed in England they found
the authorities prepared for them. As a matter

of fact, they were searched the moment they

stepped ashore, and those with stolen property
on them were promptly dealt with by the law.

On Monday, the majority of those who were

left on the rocks started for the lighthouse.
Some of these "

explorers
" endured awful

experiences. Many had to sleep on the

damp bog half-way

across, because they
were not able to

reach the lighthouse
before night fell. I

could tell a great

deal, did space per-

mit, of the many
gallant deeds per-
formed by passengers
in helping the weak
and infirm. It

turned out afterwards

that one or two
^ons had died

owing to the fatigue
and exposure on this

THE SHU'S DOCTOR MAKING SODA-WATER FOh
HIS CHARGES.

From a Photo, by the Author.

THE ALTHORS LAST GLIMPSE OK THE UNFORTUNATE LINER.

From a Photo, by the Author.

journey, for walking was

painfully difficult even for

the strongest. In some
cases those who left the
"
camp

"
at ten o'clock on

Monday morning did not

arrive at the lighthouse
until twelve o'clock noon on

Tuesday ! And yet the

distance was a bare ten

miles !

The last I ever saw of

the Scotsman is shown in the

snap-shot here reproduced.
On Tuesday morning the

steamer Montfort, of the

Elder Dempster Line,
answered our signals at the

lighthouse, and sent her

boats to take off the cast-

aways. She took off in all

about two hundred and fifty

persons, and then from

the lighthouse went on to

the wreck to rescue the

invalids and those who
were left behind

;
also the

captain and several of the officers of the ill-

fated liner. Before leaving for Montreal the

Montfort signalled for assistance to the Allan

liner Grecian. Captain Jones, of the Montfort,

as well as his gallant officers and crew, did all

they could to make us comfortable and happy ;

they, as well as the few passengers they had

on board, giving up their berths to the ladies

of our party. On Friday morning we landed at

Rimouski, in the Province of Quebec, and were

taken on to Montreal by special train, arriving

there at two o'clock

on Saturday morning.
As to the Scots-

man, I learnt after-

wards that she dis-

appeared during a

heavy storm on

Sunday, October 8th

last, and now lies

buried many fathoms

deep, as she would

infallibly have done

on that fateful 22nd

of September but

for the merciful Pro-

vidence that watched

over us all.



Ice=Bound in the Gulf of Bothnia.

By Captain S. R. Chandler.

His portrait shows Captain Chandler to be a fine type of a resolute, sturdy Briton, while this story,

plain in style as an entry in the ship's log, is a record of suffering so dreary and disheartening
that one pores eagerly over the photographs in order the better to realize every phase of this

impressive story of the northern seas.

BOUT 1885 the

Swedish and Nor-

wegian Railway
Company of West-

minster obtained

from the Governments of those

countries a concession to build

a railway from I.ulea, on the

Gu*f of Bothnia, to the Ofoten

Fjord, on the north-west coast

of Norway. This is, I believe,

still the northernmost railroad

in the world, and was meant

to carry to the sea in both

countries some of the richest

iron-ore yet found, mined in

the mountains of Gellivara, on

the frontier between Sweden

and Norway, in the country of

the Lapps and inside the Arctic

circle.

During 1887 the line was

being pushed on from both

ends, and ihejuana Nancy, of

London, a steamer of about 1,200 tons burden,

belonging practically to the railway company,
was employed,
amongst others,
in carrying stores

and railway ma-

terial from Mid-

dlesbrough and

Grimsby to
Lulea. The great

objection to this

railway in the

opinion of in-

tending investors

appears to have

been that, like

other ports on

the Gulf of Both-

nia, Lulea, the
outlet of the line

first to be opened,
is generally closed

by ice from the

end of October
to the end of

May or early
June. It was

resolved, how-
ever, to make an

effort to show
Vol. iv.-67.

that this is not always so
;

and, the spring of 1887
being an early one, the

fust steamer got into I.ulea

in the first part -of May.
The railway company,

seeing in the fall that the

winter was likely to be

late setting in, sent the

Jiiana Nancy to Lulea at

an unusually late date, so

as to be able to say with

some truth that vessels

could be got in in early

May and got out in late

December. This vessel,

then, left Grimsby for

Lulea on November 17th,

1887, laden in her holds

and on deck with hydrau-
lic machinery, locomotives,

brake-vans, and similar

goods for the railway.

These were to be got

into working order during the long winter

already begun, so as to commence exporting

IPTAIN S. R. CHANDLER, OF THE ILL-FATED

SHIP, "jUANA NANCY."

From a Photo, by John Haivke, Plymouth.

INES-THH RAILWAY, FOR WHICH THE "
JLANA NANCY

;ON ORE DEPOSITS AT
^"..VARA^.-^ -^-^ TH , S QRE TO THE SEA . {Photo.

F'rciu a CARRIED STORES, WAS INI
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THE CROWDED DECK OF CAPTAIN CHANDLER'S VESSEL, WITH MACHINERY, LOCOMOTIVES, BRAKE-VAN'S, ETC.

From a] new railway.
FOR THE

[I'lioto.

ore as soon as the ice broke up in the ensuing

spring. Hearing that we were going to Lulea

so late in the year, several natives of Northern
den— captains of Swedish and Finnish

ships in the timber trade from the Baltic—
warned me of the risk incurred by going to the

Gulf at that time of year ;
but it was then too

Lite for me to back out. Promises, too, of a

substantial bonus had been made to me if I

succeeded in landing at Lulea this cargo which
was so necessary for the railway ; and with six-

teen men besides

myself, who was i r

the master, I set

out upon this, as

it afterwards
proved, crazy ex-

pedition. The
names of the crew-

were : W. C. I )a\ i-

son, mate; J. H. Clifford, second mate; F.

Brocklesby, carpenter ;
Thomas Frere, boat-

swain
; James Flockhart, engineer; W. Cameron,

second engineer ; J. Bagshaw, donkeyrnan ;

W. A. Porter, steward
;
F. Seintsch, A. Kurbweit,

T. Tacobsen, and W. Bagshaw, able seamen
;

H. Bush, J. Kelly, W. Potter, and F. Watson,
firemen.

I slaved for some time by dense fogs in the

Copenhagen Channels, we passed the South

Quarken Strait (connecting the Baltic with the

Lower Gulf; on November 23rd. Here we fell

I [. ON LEFT. THE CONTINUOUS LINES SHOW WHERE THE ICE WAS SAWN
THROUGH, AND THE DOTTED LINES HOW IT WAS CUT UP. THE CIRCLES SHOW-

WHERE THE DYNAMITE CHARGES WERE PLACED.

in with the first burst of the winter—a violent

southerly gale, with snow, which lasted into the

Upper Gulf, and we arrived at the edge of

the ice a few miles south of Germudso on

November 25th. On the same day four

hundred men began cutting the steamer up to

the wharf at Lulea, where her cargo was to be

discharged. How this was done can be under-

stood by the diagram. The ice was first sawn

through with ice-saws, as shown by the con-

tinuous lines. It was then partially cut through
with axes, so as

1—
—

r
—

!
to divide it into

o o o c squares, as shown
I

:
\ by the dotted

lines.

A waterproof
dynamite cart-

ridge and fuse

were next lowered

by means of string to a depth of a foot or

so below the lower surface of the ice, and

there made fast to a piece of wood laid

across the hole in each square marked (0).

When fired, the downward explosive energy of

dynamite broke the square of ice into many
pieces, and, without scattering them about too

widely, raised a good deal of it upon the sides of

the cutting. Several sections having been so

blasted the engines were put ahead, when the

vessel pushed the broken ice before her, under

her bottom, and to both sides. She reached the
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From a] view of the wharf at i.ui.ea—part of the

wharf at Lulea on December 2nd. The dis-

charging was begun at once and continued day
and night, the weather being very inclement

during this time. At 3 p.m. on December 9th

cutting-out was begun upon the same plan used
in getting in, and was carried on without stoppage

except when the coldness and tempestuousness
of the weather made it impossible for even the

natives of the country to remain long in the

open air. On this' date the wind came from
north-east and east, and blew from that direction

with varying force and almost incessant snow
until December 25th. During the cutting of

the ice the hardships endured by the Swedish
labourers were great ; and it is doubtful whether

any men except those
inured as they were to

jours of a northern
winter could have
such exposure. Manx
of them, however, had to

leave the work ; and the

hospital at Lulea was well

filled with men suffering
from frost-bite, colds, and

injuries received during
the blasting. The sun

being visible only for

about one hour in the

middle of the day, light,
1 xcept that of the moon
and the Aurora Boreal is

during occasional inter-

vals, was got from an
electric search-light on the

steamer's deck. The ther-

mometer varied from 2odeg. to 4odeg. below

freezing point Fahrenheit.

To a poor peasantry, half-farmer, half-fisher-

man, like that of Northern Sweden, the oppor-

tunity thus offered of earning something during
a part of the long, dreary winter— always for

them a period of enforced idleness—was gladly
welcomed

;
and they came from far and near to

do the bitter, dismal work of cutting this vessel

to the sea. Many were obliged to give it up.

The number at work during those days of dreary

darkness, of howling wind and blinding snow,
varied at different times from 200 to 400, and

depended upon the supply, which I think never

equalled
— I am sure, never exceeded— the

TOWN IN' THE DISTANT!

iMtAtfiMHrMi^J

IN,, n LT THE "IUANA NANCY " FROM LULEA TO THE SEA-" THE POOR
_

PEASANTRY CAME FROM FAR AND .NEAR
TOUO^

From a] the bitter, dismal work.
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demand. All who came wore taken : and for

some time after a certain cartridge accident it

i it" the undertaking was to he a

failure owing to the difficulty of obtaining

labour. The men's simplicity and inexperience

at the work were the cause o\ frequent injury to

tli em.

Had the steamer's water-ballast tanks been

filled there was danger oi the water in them

freezing and bursting up the tops of the tanks.

Sand was therefore taken instead : and on it,

when levelled down in the holds, warmed after

a fashion by "devils," or open braziers burning
wood and coal, and serving for cooking, too, the

smoke from them escaping through the open

hatchways on it. I say, lived, slept, and ate the

one of the two shifts of labourers not at work

upon the ice. The weather being during this

time extremely cold, with violent snow-storms, it

t

m*u>^ { ft
*

LABOURERS CUTTING THE CHANNEL AND REMOVING ICE—"THE WEATHER BEING EXTREMELY COLD, WITH
From a] violent snow-storms, the hardships ihiy endured WERE considerable." \riioto.

can be easily understood that the hardships
endured by the ice labourers were considerable.

The vessel, too, got pretty well knocked about

by the usage she had received since her first

entry into the ice ; and early on December igth
the steering-gear was broken by a large piece
of ice striking against the rudder.

The ice from Lulea down had varied from

i^ft. to 3ft. in thickness. At 10 p.m. we
cleared the main ice and got into comparatively

open water, but the snow was so thick that we
were forced to anchor to the westward of Rod-
kallen Lighthouse until it was clear enough
to see our way back into the cutting, so

as to land the labourers and their gear

upon ice which was not liable to break off

with them on it. At 10 a.m. on December
20th the snow cleared off sufficiently to

enable us to see the opening, and we returned

into it for some distance. At 3 p.m. the vessel

was turned round with her head to the south-

ward again, and by 6 p.m. the men and their

gear were all upon the ice. I gave them the

only small boat we had, so that they might be

able to cross any cracks they might meet with,

leaving ourselves only the heavy lifeboats— a

step for which I had good reason to repent
later on. Their troubles were all over, whilst

ours were only beginning. A few miles of ice-

plains lay between the men and the coast-line.

A long stretch of 120 miles of water encum-
bered with ice of unknown thickness lay between

us and the North Quarken. After returning
the cheers they gave we proceeded towards the

Gulf upon a passage to Middlesbrough which we
were never to finish. We reached the mouth of

the cutting at 7.30 p.m., and three hours later in

black darkness and driving snow got fast upon
a heavy ice-floe 4ft. or 5ft. thick, from which we

did not get free

1 until we had
\ worked at it up

to the following
noon.

It will be of

little interest to

most readers to

follow closely
our movements

during the next

three days. 1 1

will suffice to

say that we were

making our way
as best we could

in the direction

of the North

Quarken Strait,

often getting
fast upon some huge ice-floe, from which we

had to free the vessel. Long detours had

frequently to be made to avoid running upon
other floes whenever we could manage to

see them. The wind blew a howling gale
from the north east, with a cloudy sky and

incessant snow
;

the thermometer ranging
from 4odeg. to 5odeg. below freezing point
Fahrenheit—a degree of cold, by the way, which,

combined with the fierce wind, seemed to take

all the life out of everyone. The vessel was

simply a mass of ice above the water-line, and

the parts of her under water were also incased

in ice from 2ft. to 3ft. thick. No observations

could be got, the sky being always obscured

by snow; and it was only by the lead that any
idea could be formed of our approximate

position. On the afternoon of December 23rd,

judging by the distance we had come since

passing Rodkallen, and from the soundings,

1

rtMtfo. j4
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From a]

Having no

the vessel was at the north

end of the Quarken Strait,

a channel ten miles wide,
formed by rock-bound coasts

on each side and further

encumbered by reefs in the

middle. Being by no means
sure of the vessel's position I

deemed it only prudent 'to

anchor and wait until the

snow ceased, and I could get
some observations or see the

coasts. And so the vessel was
anchored in sixteen fathoms
of water.

Towards midnight the wind
increased to hurricane force,

with such fearful snow and
cold that I believe no one

exposed to them could have
lived a quarter of an hour,

spirit thermometer, we had nothing by which
this phenomenal cold could be measured, our
mercurial thermometers freezing in the open.
The intensity of such cold can be imagined
when it is known that mercury freezes at 4odeg.
below freezing point Centigrade, or 72deg. below
the freezing point of Fahrenheit's thermometer,
the one mostly used in this country. I after-

wards heard in Finland that zoodeg. below

freezing point Fahrenheit was registered on this

night at Haparanda, at the head of the Gulf of

Bothnia.

Through the breaking of the chain at 10 p.m.
we lost one of our anchors and 120 fathoms of

chain. So great was the force of the wind that

it was only by going upon all fours that one
could get along the exposed parts of the vessel's

decks ; and while trying to get down one of the

bridge ladders I was suddenly blown off my feet,

falling about ten feet upon an iron "bollard," or

mooring post, on the deck below, and receiving
a heavy blow upon the left side of my head and
face. Two back teeth on that side were knocked
clean out

;
a large- contusion extended all over

the left jaw and cheek, and the left eye became
bloodshot. This caused me much pain for some

days, especially when I went into the open air
;

and I was afraid lest the contused blood might
freeze and gangrene set in.

It is difficult to convey any idea of the fearful

scene which those in this vessel witnessed during
that night. The steamer, herself more like an

iceberg than anything else, with her engines

working at their utmost, was dragging her

anchors owing to the enormous pressure of the

ice-floes borne down upon her by the north-east

gale. As some large body of ice would strike

her on one side, she would bring the wind and

mis IS PILOT JOHANSSEN, OF LULEA, WITH HIS REINDEER SLEDGE. HE WAS THE III Or
OF THE JUANA NANCY" ON HER LAST VOYAGE. [I'iioto.

sea upon her broadside, in spite of her rudder
and a storm-sail set upon the main-mast.
She would roll so violently that it seemed as if

she must scoop up the floes with her bulwarks,
the ice thundering against her sides as if it would
smash them in. The chances were about a

hundred to one on some floe going through her

plating and causing her to founder in a few
minutes. The engines and propeller too were
liable to be disabled at any moment when the

vessel, in pitching, lifted her stern entirely above
the ice.

How the machinery stood the usage to

which it was put that night has always been a

mystery to me. Had the Juana Nancy struck

upon the coasts or outlying reefs, or been holed

by a floe, no one in her could possibly have been

saved. Boats would have been immediately
smashed by the ice if lowered

;
and even if the

cold had not been fatal in a few minutes, it would

have been impossible to remain upon the floes

owing to their violent motion, as they ground

against one another with an appalling din. The
fierce roaring of the wind

;
the biting, paralyzing

cold; the cutting snow— more like finely

powdered ice than what is known as snow in

this country, which had upon the exposed face

and hands an effect like that of being hit

with fine shot ;
the straining and creaking of

all parts of the vessel as her anchors and engines

tried in vain to keep her up against the vast

body of ice driven down upon her by the wind
;

the consciousness that under the circumstances

every roll she made might be fatal and c

pitch her last—all served to make up a scene of

howling, bewildering horror which no one who

was present is likely ever to forget.

The odds, however, turned out to be pretty

well in our favour, and by 6 a.m. next day the
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wind had moderated, though snow was still

falling fast The vessel, though badly knocked
about in her upper parts, made no water : her

rudder was damaged and one propeller-blade

gone—slight enough damages considering the

ordeal she had come through.
Snow and north-east winds of variable force

continued up to December 25th, when the

weather began to show signs of clearing up ;

and at 10 a.m. on that day a dim view of the

lighthouse at Gadden was obtained for a

minute or two. The atmosphere, however, soon

me thick with snow again. During the

afternoon the wind began to die away, and it

found by the lead that the vessel was driving
to the southward. All the floes, hitherto kept
detached by the swell, now began to freeze

ther in the smooth water, and in a few hours

we were fast in a solid mass of ice, some miles

square.
When the weather cleared up about noon on

December 26th --what a ghastly Christmas

it was !
—I found, to my astonishment, that

vere in the position shown on the chart to

the south-east of Norrskar Lighthouse. On this

night, too, we lost our second anchor. Seeing
no signs of life in the lighthouse of Norrskar,
two men were sent away on snow-shoes to try

and get to it, five or six miles distant, to see if

there was anyone there
;
but they returned in

three or four hours, having been hindered by

open water and thin ice from reaching the

island. Owing to our perilous drift down from

(iadden to the dangerous position sur-

rounded by rocks and reefs on the 26th, to

the scarcity of food on board, and to the hope-
less of those in her ever being able to

extricate the vessel from the ice by which she

was beset, I determined next day to try to reach

the Finland coast or the off-lying islets near

Wasa.
It must be borne in mind, too, that the crew

of this ship were paid a weekly wage, and

supplied their own provisions. The consequence
was that the quantity kept was never more than

enough for a few days, and, as we were to have

gone to Copenhagen for coal, the hands were

counting on getting their stock renewed there.

Thus we were, so far as food was concerned,

quite unprepared for the turn which events were
about to take. The food question soon became
a serious one, and, although we were more
than economical from the first, we were, as will

be seen later, on the verge of starvation some
time before we managed to reach land.

First of all a sledge was made out of railway

sleepers, shod at the bottom with the iron "jack-

stay
"
(something like :. bar of railway iron, upon

which the sail is hoisted) cut from the main-

mast. Having given our only small, light boat

to the labourers at Germudso we were obliged
to drag on this sledge a heavy lifeboat in case

we came to open water.

In this boat we carried some reindeer skins

(taken out of bales on their way to England) ;

what food we had
;
some axes and tools

;
and a

few other articles which might be of use upon
the ice or if we reached the coast. On Decem-
ber 27th, at 8 a.m., we left the vessel and pro-

ceeded towards the Finnish coast. The wind
was light from the N.E. and the weather clear,

with intense cold. At 4 p.m., after passing over

a quantity of piled-up ice we came to a forma-

tion of ice extending north and south. This we
found too thin to bear us or the boat, and too

thick to allow the boat to be rowed through it.

We explored the edge in both directions for

some miles, but found it to be all the same.

Jacobsen, a Finlander, put on the snow-shoes

(which distributed his weight over a much

greater area than that of his feet) and started to

try and get across it, hoping that it might be

thicker to the eastward. We returned to the

steamer, arriving there about midnight. At

2 a.m. next day Jacobsen came back, having
found ice so thin that it would not bear him,
even on the snow-shoes, and extending for miles

westward of the islands off Wasa. On getting
back to the vessel the hands and feet and right

ear of W. A. Porter, steward, were found to be

severely frost-bitten.

On December 28th we went on a short allow-

ance of food, as there seemed no chance of our

being able to get any for a long time to come.

On December 29th and 30th we made an

attempt to get the vessel free, the ice showing

signs of getting thinner at some distance from

us. As a fact, 1 quite realized the hopelessness
of accomplishing anything, and it was more to

distract the attention of the crew from our

position that I made the effort. After working
for two days, however, cutting the ice and

moving the engines, finding that nothing
could be done, I was obliged to give up the

attempt. Soon after ceasing work, what I can

onlv call a stream of ice-floes of various sizes,

not water-borne, but impelled by some invisible

agency, and extending north and south as far as

we could see, came along from the eastward

over the heavy ice in which we were fast.

For some time I thought, we must be buried

under this ice, which cracked and hissed as it

slided onwards between us and Norrskar with a

noise like rifle-fire
;
and I tried unsuccessfully

to get the vessel's head to the stream. It

ceased as suddenly as it had begun without

doing us any further serious damage. This day

Jacobsen and Seintsch made another attempt
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THIS SHOWS THE
From a\

JUANA NANCY
'

DURING THE LAST ATTEMPT TO CUT HER OUT OF THE ICE OFF
NORRSKAR, DEC. 29TH-3OTH, 1887. [PkotO.

from the mainland,
and that no fire-

wood was to be
found there. They
were, however,
determined to

and were preparing
to start when snow

an falling again,
and they decided to

remain. During this

and the following
day we drifted by
the same strange
chance in such a

way as to clear the

rocks and reefs
round Mikelsoarne
and Wildhorskar. as

well as the Helsing-
allan Shoal, upon
each of which in

turn we thought we
must inevitably
strike.

On January 3rd
we were obliged
further to reduce

with snow-shoes to reach Norrskar, to see if

there was any food in the lighthouse, but did
not succeed in getting to it. A large fire was

kept up on the ice during these days in the

hope of attracting the attention of anyone who
might be upon the islands. The steward's
hands were at this time in a dreadful state.

The blisters on the backs of them burst, causing
intense pain. My face was healing rapidly.

During the 29th, 30th, and 31st the floe in

which we were gripped was slowly drifting to

the S.W. and W.
; and if the wind had remained

from the N.E., we might have driven far enough
southward to have got clear if the ice had broken

up when the next gale came on
;
but almost with

the last minutes of the dying year the wind came
from the westward, and we soon began to drift

back towards the Strait. By noon we were

driving fast to the north-east before a heavy
westerly gale, escaping by some strange chance

tearing out the vessel's bottom on the Snipan
Shoal, close to which we must, according to the

cross-bearings, have passed ;
and on which there

is only 9ft. of water !

On January 2nd we were driving past the
Island of Wildhorskar. The hands came to me
and wanted me to try and land there, as they
were becoming weak for want of proper food,
and would soon be unable to walk. I told them
that the island was uninhabited, was a long way

our allowance of

food, and after this lived upon one dog-biscuit
and a small slice of raw reindeer ham per
day. These hams and some game sent by
people in Lulea to their friends in England
were our last resource

;
and they and the

Spratt's biscuits, which were originally intended
for a dog I had, and had fortunately accumu-
lated in a locker in the cabin, no doubt saved
us from death by starvation.

By January 4th the wind had shifted to the

N.W., and the ice in which we were was slowly

drifting towards the land. At 4 a.m. good
observations made us ten miles from Tankar
Island ; and at 6 a.m. we abandoned the vessel,

taking what little food we had, some blankets,

skins, and the disabled steward in the boat-

sledge as before. Some of the men were by this

time becoming weak and nervous, and did not

seem inclined to venture upon the ice again.

The second engineer said he knew he would be

the first to be eaten ! The work at the sledge was

heavy, and we had to unload it many times to

get over piled-up ice and across patches of

water. At 4 p.m. we came upon a patch of

water on which floated pieces of ice of various

sizes and shapes, only slightly frozen together

and covered with deep snow, not thick enough

everywhere to bear the weight of a man and

extremely dangerous to walk on. It was dark,

and the sky overcast. Nothing could be done
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LY MARKED FOR THIS NARRATIVE BY CAPTAIN CHANDLER TO SHOW THE STRANGE DRIFTINGS OF THE STRICKEN
SHU' FROM DEC. 25TH TO JAN. I4TH.

:n the
"
Juana Nancy" was beset by ice none of the lighthouses in the Quarken were lit, and the lightships had been removed

for the winter.]

without light of some sort. We placed the boat

upon her keel, and lay upon the skins close

together to leeward of her, and kept on calling
each other, lest anyone should fall asleep, in the

sleep which knows no waking. Most of us were

suffering from a maddening thirst, brought on

by drinking the brackish water of the Gulf, or

through eating snow and ice. Some of the men
had been wetted during the day, and felt the

cold bitterly now they were not moving.
The long and seemingly endless night was

broken at about 5 a.m., when, by the misty light
of the quartering moon, we struck our (amp, got
a little food, and soon found to our dismay that

there was no hope of our getting across the

rough ice, unless we abandoned the boat, furs,

and food, as well as the steward and another
man (Watson, a fireman), disabled by hernia.

I was obliged to tell those who suggested this

course that, although we were no doubt in a

serious plight, we were not yet so badly off as to

justify our doing this. I said I intended returning
to the ship. I then sent two men, Jacobsen,
a Finn, and Seintsch, a German, to try to

reach the coast of Finland, and get assistance;
and after I had given them such instructions as

I thought they needed, they went on across the

dangerous ice while we went back, arriving at

the ship at 8 p.m. On getting aboard, the chief

engineer's right foot and the left foot of Bagshaw,
the donkeyman, were found to be badly frost-

bitten. My own right great-toe too showed

symptoms of frost-bite, and several others were

touched slightly.

On January 6th a strong south easterly wind

sprang up, ruining any chance which Jacobsen
and Seintsch might have had of getting to the

Finnish coast ; the ice driving out from the land.

At 6 p.m. the wind shifted to the west, and

snow fell up to the early hours of the 7th, when

it cleared up. At noon the two men came back,

having been unsuccessful in trying to reach the

shore. They had struggled on as well as they

could on the 5th, but were forced to stop,

owing to darkness.

When the moon rose on the 6th they

went on, but were soon stopped again by a

chasm of open water made by the ice cracking.

Then they commenced to return. They were

forced to spend the next night also upon the

ice, one sitting to leeward of a pile of broken

ice and snow, while the other walked about

and kept calling him lest he should fall asleep.

This failure was a heavy blow to everyone.
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With four men disabled and the others fast

losing heart and becoming weak from hunger,
our position was getting serious.

The sores caused by frost-bite had to be

treated with lunar caustic. When this was

finished a small quantity of sulphate of copper
was fortunately found. This, too, was getting

used up, and it soon seemed as if nothing
would be left but the red-hot iron for cleaning
these sores. The drift of the vessel (always

with the wind) during the following* days can be

understood best by the chart. The temperature
of January 8th was the coldest we had. Nothing
that breathes could have lived in the open air

more than a few minutes. Touching anything
made of metal meant leaving the skin ol your
hand upon it.

On January ioth, just before midnight, a

strong north-west wind sprang up and drove us

towards the Finnish coast, the ice,

as it was driven inshore, rending
and cracking, with reports like

batteries of artillery. This was

the saving of us. Had the wind

come from the south-east we

would certainly have been driven

out into the Gulf, and this narra-

tive would never have been

written.

On the nth I sent two men,

Jacobsen and Kurbweit, to try and

reach the coast. All the food I

could give them were four dog-
biscuits and four small pieces of

reindeer meat. They took two

pairs of snow-shoes and two small

axes. On January 12th, just as

I was thinking of making a final

desperate effort to reach the land,

now about six miles distant (being

only deterred from doing so by
the risk the disabled would run),

three Finlanders got alongside with a light boat

on a sledge and some loaves of black bread.

They belonged to one of several parties which

were posted at various points along the coast

trying to get the reward of ,£300 which had

been offered by the railway company to those

who got the crew out of theJuana Nancy. For

various reasons I thought it best that, the

disabled should be landed first, and they left

soon afterwards. Jacobsen and Kurbweit, I

afterwards found out, succeeded in reaching

Gamla Carleby and sending the telegrams I

gave them, but nothing was seen of them by

any of the relief-parties.

On January 14th, finding that the steamer

was driving out into the Gulf again, I deter-

MK. U. C. DAVISON, FIRST MATE OF

THE "
JUANA NANCY" — A STURDY

MARINER, WHO GAVE INVALUABLE
ASSISTANCE TO HIS CAPTAIN.

From a Photo, by Hcliografhic
Studio. San Francisco.

mined to abandon her. Tankar Island was

computed to be distant twenty-one miles, in a

southerly direction, when we left at 6 a.m.

Being now only eleven in number, we were too
few and too weak to drag a heavy boat, so we
went just as we stood, with what scraps of food
we had remaining. About eight miles from the

ship the ice cracked in our rear with a tre

mendous report, the wind freshening from the

S.E. Having no boat, return was now impos-
sible. Through deep snow-drifts, over ice piled

up on ice in places, and in others so thin as to

be hardly safe to walk upon, we pushed on

desperately in the direction of the beacon-fire

we knew was being kept up by the party on

Tankar Island. At 4 p.m. we came to a wide

crack between us and the shore, and were about

to cut off a piece of ice to float ourselves across

(although owing to the south wind our chance of

doing so seemed very slight) when
we heard the shouts of a party
of three men from Tankar, who
had come out on the chance of

meeting us. Having a small boat

they ferried us across the open
water, the wind increasing from

the south after tins, with heavy
snow. About eight miles as the

crow flies lay between us and the

land
;

but we had to make so

many circuits that we did not

arrive at Tankar before 2 a.m.

the next day. We were all pretty

well used up, but got food, and

on the following day were carried

by sledges to Gamla Carleby,

where the disabled were already

in the hospital. They all recovered.

Before leaving Gamla Carleby

for England I had the satisfaction

of giving the reward offered by the

railway to the men who took us

to the shore, and without whose assistance we

must all have perished from cold and starvation.

Later in the same year the Board of Trade

presented Mr. Charles Nylander, the burgo-

master of Gamla Carleby, with a gold watch,

in recognition of his services to us; and

gave a further reward of £s to each of the

four men, A. H. Finnholm, M. H. Finn-

holm T. T- Finnholm, and J. Asplund, who

made up the two relief-parties
which went off to

the steamer. I can never forget the kind.,

which we met with from the people of Gamla

Carleby ;
and if this should meet the eyes of

Mr Nylander, Captain Hedman, Messrs. koden,

Hargan/and others, they may be sure that they

have not been forgotten by me.

Vol. iv.-68.



Odds and Ends.

Picked out from travellers' albums and loose collections of photos, mainly because they illustrate in
a curiously striking manner some interesting sight or phase of life. If you have photos, as
remarkable as these, please send them along, with just sufficient descriptive matter to render the

photo, intelligible.

UR first photograph is of peculiar
interest at the present time, show-

ing as it does a typical Boer
and his "vrouw" trekking back to

the farm after having gone through
the marriage ceremony at the Dutch Reform

irch in Barberton, I)e Kaap Valley. Our

photo, shows the happy pair sitting on the bark

o( a waggon, which is drawn by a team of

no fewer than sixteen oxen. During the long
"
trek

"
home to the lonely farm this crude

conveyance is their dwelling by night and day—
living-room, sleeping-room, and kitchen all in

one. How many English brides would contem

plate with equanimitv the prospect of spending
their honeymoon in this uncomfortable fashion ?

re reaching this happy consummation
of his fond hopes, however, the young Boer
has had many an arduous ride to see the lady
of his choice. If his suit is approved of by the

-THESE TOWERS WERE IN THE OLD DAYS USED As LOOK-OUTS WHE
WAS EXPECTED—THEY AkE NOW FLOOD SIGNAL STATIONS.

m a Photo, by P-ourne &* Shepherd, Calcutta.

i NEMY

I.—A TYl'ICAL BOER FARMER HAS JUST
.MARRIED THE GIRL OF HIS HEART, AND IS

NOW OFF HOME AGAIN DRAWN BY -

From a] sixteen oxen. [Photo.

old folks, the father, before

retiring for the night, hands the

young gallant a lighted candle,
in which he has cut a notch ;

the understanding being that

when the candle has burned
down to that mark . the lover

must saddle up and be off.

Many tricks, of course, are

played with the candle—a fresh

one is substituted' by the lover,

or the thing is snuffed out at

judicious intervals in order to

prolong the evening. It would

appear that Papa Boer is a con-

fiding person. In the case of

the couple seen in our photo.,
the

"
oopsittin," as this curious

custom is called, has terminated

in the orthodox manner, and

the pair are now man and wife.

In the old days of tribal war-

fare, in some of the remoter
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parts of India, such struc-

tures as the one here

represented were by no
means an uncommon fea-

ture of military operations.

They were placed at-

regular intervals all along
the frontier, and served
as outposts for giving
timely warning of the

enemy's approach. The
construction of the post
was simplicity itself. It

consisted merely of a
thatched hut, inhabited

by the sentry and his

family, and surmounted
by a high platform to

which .. access could be

gained by means of a

long bamboo ladder. Of
course, the actual range
of vision was only some
eight or ten miles, even
over a level plain ; but
the cloud of dust raised

by the approaching in-

vader could be observed
for twice that distance, so
keen was the sight of
these expert observers.

In modern times, how-

ever, the Pax Britannica
has placed a stern veto

upon such warlike prac-
tices among rival tribes;
but unfortunately it has
not succeeded in over-

coming a far more
. powerful and persistent

enemy, whose operations
need the most vigilant
attention. India is

alternately the country of droughts and inunda-
tions. With the former the reader will be

familiar; not so, perhaps, with the latter,

(liven a flat district (as in our photo.), with a

large river in the neighbourhood, and assuming
that the monsoon, after a prolonged delay,
breaks at last with all its pent-up violence,
then indeed the probabilities are that in a day
or two the whole district, for an area as

large as that of an English county, will be

entirely under water— save perhaps the tops of

trees and a few raised structures. It is in such

dangers that these look-outs are of the utmost
value in giving timely warning of the approach-
ing flood, when all the cattle are driven to a

place of safety on rising ground. Fortunately,

HE QUEEREST HOUSE IN ALL AUSTRALIA—ITS OWNER, A RETIRED BRICKLAYER, HAS
PLASTERED IT ALL OVER WITH SHELLS AND CROCKERY-WARE OF EVERY KIND.

From a Photo.

the water usually subsides as rapidly as it rises,

and the people are enabled to return to their

homes —or what is left of them—within a few

days.
Here we have a remarkable photograph

showing what is probably the most peculiar

dwelling-house in all Australia. The photo,
shows the extraordinary decorations with which

a certain retired bricklayer in Ballarat has em
bellished his dwelling-place. You will notice,

among a host of other miscellaneous ornaments,

lamps, jugs, basins, cups, saucers, and other

crockery-ware of various kinds. Also vases,

statuettes, plaques, mantelpiece ornaments, and

a great variety of shells of all kinds, etc., while

in and between the endless medley a growth of
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IW THE SOUTH AFRICAN FARMER REAPS HIS CROI
[ILK on THE GROUND IS wiiKil

flowers and shrubs has been cultivated, forming
a contrast which would be more strikingly shown
could the various colours be given as they really

are. As it is. the entire affair is regarded locally
as one of the attractions of the " Golden City,*'

and is visited annually by thousands of sight-

seers, who one and all agree that the owner is a

man of original ideas.

The accompanying photograph illustrates the

method of plucking ostrich feathers on a South
African farm. When the time for plucking
arrives the farmer sends his men on horseback
to collect and drive into a

"
kraal," or inclosure,

as many of his birds as they can find grazing
in different parts.

In this snap-shot
see one bird

actually under-

going the opera-
tion of hav: e

its feathers re-

moved. On the

left stands the

farmer himself,

busy with the tail

feathers, while
his son holds the"

bird's head down
to keep it from

jumping about :

for a kick from
a cock ostrich

may mean death.

Two Hottentots

stand behind, one
of them holding
a bunch of newly-

plucked feathers. pg^ IS TH,S F0K ' NEW STREET

The value of the

small heap in the

foreground, by the

way, would be
about ^35 or

^40, wholesale.

The extraordin-

ary photograph
next reproduced
shows Main Street,

Dawson City, as it

was some three

years back. "What

do you think of it

as a lurid phase
of life in a mush-
room gold "city"?

Dawson, the cen-

tre of the Yukon

goldfields, now has

far better streets

than the one shown, of course, but some of the less

important
"
thoroughfares

"
still leave room for

improvement. Main Street, as its name implies,
is the most important in Dawson. It faces the

Yukon River, and it is here that the mineis

assemble to meet the incoming steamers with

the anxiously-expected mails from home. The

streets, owing to the traffic and an utter lack

of attention, were formerly mere quagmires, and
to make them at all passable, huge quantities of

peat and soft moss were laid over the fathom-

less mud. Each landlord was compelled to

construct a raised wooden footway running the

length of his premises, but the pedestrian had a

OK OSTRICH FEATHERS—THE LITTLE
I £40. [Photo.

IN A "MUSHROOM" GOLD CITY?—MAIN STREET, DAWSON, IN I HI

EARLY DAYS. [P/totO.
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6.—IMPRISONED FOR LIFE IN NEW CALEDONIA !
—HE IS A YOUNG

ANARCHIST, AND HE HAS ALREADY GONE MAD.
From a Photo.

very bad time of it when necessity compelled
him to cross the road. Even the packed peat
and moss did not prevent horse and man from

sinking knee-deep in the awful bog ; while pro-

gress with laden vehicles was all but impossible.
In the photo, we see a timber-cart stuck in the

mud up to the axles, while the horses are nearly

knee-deep.
Most people know that the French Govern-

ment transports certain of its criminals— "lifers"

and others—to the Island of New Caledonia—
which is a sort of French Botany Bay— in the

South Seas. Here, in terrible, nerve-shattering

solitude, these poor wretches sometimes pass the
remainder of their days. The accompanying
photograph is both fascinating and absolutely
unique, besides having a pathetic interest all its

own. It shows us a poor young Fn nch Anarchist,
who was sent a year or two ago to the dreaded
Island of New Caledonia, with a si ntence of im-

prisonment for life. It is evident from the wild
stare in the poor fellow's eyes that his awful doom
has already affected his reason. Beside him, on
the window-sill, may be seen the jug of water
and loaf of bread which form the convict's

breakfast. Even women are sometimes sent to

this terrible place, and these usually marry one
of the male prisoners after serving a certain

portion of their sentence. Such marriages
are permitted by the officials, and there is

more than one convict family in the penal
settlement.

The town of Los Angeles, California, thanks

to its glorious climate, grows in the open air

perhaps the most gorgeous flowers in the world.

Outside the town nothing is to be seen save

gardens planted with immense crops of roses,

jasmine, heliotrope, violets, and superb lilies.

In Europe these blossoms would command
enormous prices, but in Los Angeles they are

cultivated as if they were nothing more extra-

ordinary than marigolds. The accompanying

photograph gives an excellent idea of one of

these vast flower-gardens containing no less than

five acres of magnificent lilies ! The beauty of

this extraordinary "crop" is simply astounding,
and such a sight can be seen nowhere else in

the world save in California. What a country !

From a] 7.—AN OBJECT-LESSON IN THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA—" FIVE ACRES OF MAGNIFICENT LILIES. \Photo.
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VN FIREMAN S INGENIOUS DF.VICF FOR LIGHTNING-LIKE SERVICE,
From a /'koto.

A fireman's remarkable ingenuity is displayed
in the next two photographs reproduced. Some
time ago, owing to improvements which necessi-

tated the tearing up of many streets, several fire

companies of New York City were hampered in

the performance of their duty. One of them was

Hook-and-Eadder Company No. 4. When the

work of excavating the avenue in front of this

company's quarters was commenced, it became
evident that the company could not leave quarters
and respond to calls in the usual way ; and the

only solution of

the difficulty ap-

peared to be to

keep the hook-

and-ladder truck

in a side street,

with the horses

constantly har-

nessed thereto,
thus exposing the

animals to the in-

clemency of the

weather both by
day and night.
But the com-
mander of the

company, Cap-
tain Stephen
C a r t w r i g h t

,

solved the diffi-

culty in the clever

manner shown
in the accom-

panying photos.

A hook-and-ladder truck was

placed in the street at the

side of the company's quar-

ters, and in front of it the

firemen erected a wooden
frame consisting of two ver-

tical timbers strongly braced
at the bottom, and connected,
at the top by a horizontal

beam. From this the harness

for the three horses was sus-

pended by means of three

V-shaped metal hangers, pro-
vided with supporting ropes.
These ropes ran upwards
over pulleys on the beam
and then down the sides of

the structure, their free ends

being provided with rings,

which were hooked over

hooks on the vertical posts,
thus keeping the harness sus-

pended in front of the truck,

as shown in the first photo.
The horses were kept in their stalls in the stables,

and on receipt of an alarm the firemen ran them
out to their places beneath the harness. The
collars were then clasped around their necks

;
the

reins snapped in the bits, and the rings released

from the hooks, thus allowing the harness to fall

upon the backs of the horses. The driver jumped
into his seat and pulled the reins, thereby

disengaging the harness from the Y-shaped
hangers, which were carried up to the top of the

structure by small weights. Then, everything

being clear, the truck dashed

through the frame on its life-

saving mission. The animated

spectacle of a "
hitching

-
up

"

is well portrayed in the second

snap-shot.

ICE IN ACTION—THE HORSES ARE HARNESSED ALMOST AUTOMATICALLY. [Photo.
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The remarkable looking object seen in our

next photo, is at once a tombstone, a grave, and

a guardian of the dead. The curious little box

you see on the figuie's knees is the last resting-

place of the child of a chief of the Simpsheau
Indians of British Columbia. The Simpsheaus,
in common with most Northern tribes, usually

place their dead in the tops of trees, or else lay

them out flat on the ground. In either case a

shelter is built over the corpse. As the Indians

are now rapidly taking up the usages of

the white man, the queer object seen in our

illustration may be looked upon as a happy

compromise between the Indian burial in a tree-

top and the more conventional method adopted

by the white man. Our correspondent was

unable to discover whether the figure represented
one of the deceased child's relatives or not. It

is possible it may be a model of one of the

Simpsheau gods, on whose knees the loving

father has placed his dead little one in order

that its future welfare may be assured.

The accompanying photograph shows the

most primitive and inexpensive church possible.

It would not cost £$ to build ! The walls are

made of the bark of trees which have been

cut down in the surrounding jungle by the

worshippers themselves. The outside logs are

held together by one piece of wood nailed

horizontally, the upper part being left open, and

the lower part plastered with mud. The end

being gable-shaped, a considerable amount of

light and air is admitted, thus obviating the

necessity for a window — another piece of

economy ! The missionary in charge of this

curious edifice has just been administering the

II.—A CHURCH THAT COST LESS THAN THREE POUNDS TO BUIl

From a\ themselves built it.

io.—THE CHILD OF AN INDIAN CHIEF IS HERE BURIED

LITERALLY " ON THE KNEES OF THE GODS."

From a Photo, by Skene Lowe, Victoria, B.C.

Holy Communion
and baptizing a

child, and for this

purpose his camp-
table was removed

from his tent and

used as an altar.

The silver portable
font is seen to the

right. This church

is situated at a

village called Ren-

du d a h
,

in the

jung Southern

India, and Del

to the Anglican
Mission in 1

tionwiththeS.P.G.
Next we have a

photograph of the

largest waggons in

the world. Accord-
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_ to our informant, a resident of San Fran-

cisco, they were built for the Pacific Coast

Borax Company to convey borax

from their works in Death Valley to

. the nearest railroad station,

120 miles across the Mojave Desert.

There being but little water on the

route, that indispensable commodity
rried in the tank seen between

the two waggons. These waggons,

by the way, weigh 7,8oolb., with a

hauling capacity of 20,ooolb. The
hind wheels are 7ft. in diameter and
the forward wheels 5ft. The hubs
are i8in. in diameter by 22m. long.
The forward axletrees are of solid

bar steel 3 J^ in. square in cross sec-

tions, and the rear axles are 3)4 in.

square. The waggon beds are 16ft.

. 4ft. wide, and 6ft. deep. The
of each was ;£ 1 80, and ten of

them are in use. Each waggon is

drawn by eighteen mules and two horses.

Notwithstanding stringent laws forbiddincr the

him in the

orgie have worn off.

sale of intoxicating liquors to

natives in the Transvaal, every
pay-day and holiday is cele-

brated by a large number of the

Kaffirs getting drunk, and con-

sequently quarrelsome and dis-

orderly. In a country where

police are scarce, and police-
stations often many miles apart,
the Europeans have frequently
to take the law into their own
hands in enforcing order among
the crowds of unruly natives

excited to a pitch of frenzy by
spirits of a most unwholesome

description. One of the simplest

ways of bringing a drunken
Kaffir to his senses is to place

stocks until the effects of his wild

Fining him is no punish-

13.
— TH

-' <*]

.'
1 IbOKDERLV

AAL.

\ STKA , AFTEK CHURCH SERVICE IN THE HERZEGOVINA MOUNTAINS
From a Photo, by the Marquis Rollo dc Castelthoinond.

ment or impossible, and flogging is unsatisfac-

tory to both parties ;
but an hour or two in the

dreaded stocks works wonders, even in

the most recalcitrant of Kaffirs.

In the mountain districts of Herze-

govina the picturesque peasants have

many peculiar customs, and amongst
them is one of which we give a photo-

graph ;
it was taken in the remote village

of Borka. After Mass the women group

together and dance hand in hand in a

circle, in a slew, stately measure. They

sing a peculiar chant, and every new-

comer slips under their joined hands and

kisses on both cheeks the friends who re-

volve round her. This ceremony finished,

she, too, joins the circle, till more new-

comers widen out the ring, and the song
becomes a quaint and plaintive chorus.

KAI i li

[Photo.





"WE FOUGHT THESE DERVISHES DOWN THE STAIRS. AND THEN A NATIVE OJ
KATIMEH SPEARED THE PASHA IN THE RIGHT HIP."

(Illustrating Mr. Neufeld's new and startling vccouni oi hie death of Gordon.)

(Sec
-

''jo.)
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In the Khalifa's Clutches; or, My Twelve Years' Captivity in

Chains in Omdurman.*

By Charles Neufeld.

X.

I'jtgP

HE only people in Omdurman who

possessed anything worth looting
were the real Mabdists themselves

—and they deserved to be looted of

their ill-gotten gains. In dealing
with any claims for compensation for having
been looted, three things should be kept in

mind—the complainant should prove that he

was not a real Mad hist
;

that what he was

looted of on the evening of the 2nd of Sep-
tember was not the proceeds of his own looting

during the day ; and, having got so far, he

should reconcile the fact of his having been

looted of property and valuables with his tales

of abject misery, poverty, and semi-starvation.

It did not take me long to grasp the

^T?ea!ur
h
e
e
situation, for after seeing the soldiers

Lay -

posted to the houses of the
" Govern-

m en t
"

people, I started

on a v o y a g e

of discovery of

the houses of the

principal Baggara
and others. Hav-

ing had these

pointed out to

me, I recom-
mended the sol-

diers to take their

cleaning rods and

bayonets, and

probe the walls

of the harem
rooms for hidden

valuables. I am
pleased to say
that the sug-
gested operations
were not entirely
without gratifying
results: but a

very small find

indeed gratifies

Vol iv.-69.

the native troops. Whoever possessed property
in Omdurman was either a thief or a murderer.
Most had bolted with the Khalifa, and it was

through no fault of theirs that they left a few

dollars behind for people who could make
good use of them. I regret now that I did not

organize a looting party, and place myself at the

head of it.

I must leave it to my readers to try and

imagine what my sensations were as I sailed

away from Omdurman on the first stage of my
journey to civilization and liberty. Remember-

ing the reason I gave my wife, manager, and

friends, when I was begged to abandon my pro-

jected journey into Kordofan
; knowing that

others knew how I had comported myself
before my captors and Abdullahi ; conscious

that I had nothing to be ashamed of in the

PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE DREAD CITY OK OMDURMAN, AS MR. NEUFELD SAW IT FOR 1 Ml

From a Photo, by Staff-Sergeant Jenkins, R.M.L.L

Copyright, 1900, by the International News Company, in the United States of America.
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than usel< — saltpetre,
which I could easily have refined—but the real

ement I prevented ; having done nothing
in order to keep out o( that

S ier in designing impossible machines
:he manufacture o{ powder and cart rid _

E to he ashamed o( in the

Struction much good material

their construction : and thinking that

lall -
ry small — risk I ran in the

information to send to the

armies might have been appre-

jsidering all these things, I built up
my journey north what transpired to b

rds. to be blown down by a breath
-

I reached Cairo. I was bitterly

d in the reception awaiting me, and
Other released captive, and

v MahdistS. Perhaps 1 am to blame
at I'" rber, when my arrival

had been announced by a certain train ; but I

been punished for this, and yet even now
I am too uncivilized to feel ashamed of the

n or appreciate the justice of the strictures

:pon me in consequence.
When at last I did reach Cairo it was

C
Last

at but to learn that what I had con-

sidered as "joki s

"

when, on my way
n, I was complimented on the

" manufac-
ture of gunpowder with which to kill English
soldiers

"— on the "
clever design and con-

struction of the forts to oppose the advance of

the gunboats
"

: on my
" smartness in galloping

away from the field when I saw it was all over
for Mahdieh, and on reaching the prison just
in time to get my chains on again before the

Sirdar put in his appearance
"—these and a

•

many other tales were implicitly believed
in. and had lost nothing in being translated into

the many languages spoken in Cairo—and there

.uropean language is spoken, with not
v of the East

It was heartrending to me, after what
A
B
n
r"a"-

r
I had gone through, to return to mydown. own flcs)l an(j b]oocf tQ be SpUrned
and shunned as the incarnation of

vthing despicable in a man. I who had
defied my captors and looked for death, wished
for it more now that I was among my own

irtunately, however, the persecution
1 to, added to my change of life,

•:d me to break down completely ; and when
I recovered from my delirium it was to find my-
self in the hands of a few friends. Do not
think that I had worried myself over what was
mere idle gossip ; they were all charges marie in

sincerity, and this owing to the influential

quarters from which they emanated.
A few davs after receiving the generous offer

o\ my publishers I was told that I was a

prisoner o\~ war, and as such debarred from

entering into any engagements ; moreover, my
experiences were said to be the property of the

War Office I Later on, I was told that, in

consideration of the subscriptions raised by a

newspaper group in England for the purpose of
i ting my escape some years ago, I was to

write my experiences for the benefit of the

subscribers. And when, after keeping me wait-

ing weeks for a reply, they offered me ^ioo—a

sum not sufficient to pay the guides already in

Cairo—asking me to repay them the moneys
they had lent me while in prison ;

and in reply
to this offer I pointed out the ruined condition
I was in, and offered to repay the subscribers

the moneys spent from the money I was to

receive for my book, I was first threatened with

an injunction upon the book, and then with the

publication of "interesting" disclosures (?)

concerning myself.
And when H.R.H. Duke Johann Albrecht,

the Regent of Mecklenburg, graciously wrote to

me himself instructing me to call at the German
( 'onsul-General's, in Cairo, for some moneys sent

there to "give me a new start in life," I was

met, when I did present myself, with accusations

of ingratitude and broken engagements towards

people whose names even I had never heard of !

However, these people wrote disclaimers to the

Times, saying that they knew nothing of the

claims made against me in their names
; but, in

spite of the disclaimers, the moneys were im-

pounded for about five months in all, and. then

some claims paid from it, but on whose account
I am still ignorant.

Among the many articles published concern-

ing me, one printed in the London and

provincial papers on the 5th and 6th of

September, 1898, caused me considerable

injury both in England and Egypt. The
article I refer to reads as follows :—

Twice had every preparation been made. The

relays of camels to take the exile across the desert were

ready. Nothing remained but for Neufeld to pluck up
courage and quit Omdurman. Each time he backed out

at the last moment. At length he confessed the truth,

namely, that he did not care to come away. lie had
married a black wife. His friends in Germany were dead,
or had forgotten him. lie would stay where he was.

Is it not possible to find someone to swear

that ?nore than two attempts were made during
those long twelve years to extricate me ? I

have in my narrative said all I know about the

visits of any guides to Omdurman. Having
been promised the publication of "interesting"

documents concerning myself, perhaps the

proofs of the above will be forthcoming. Let it

b( proved then that on even one occasion relays

of camels were posted to effect my escape, and at
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the same time let it

RAL VIEW OF THE LATE K
From a Photo, by]

be proved that the

guide who posted
those relays ever
came to me. Why
should more credence
be given me for sin-

cerity in notes refus-

ing to escape than

was given to Slatin's

protestations of

loyalty in his letter

to the Khalifa when
he escaped?

When news
Ne

v"c
s

tSry
the of the Sir-

dar's splen-
did victory reached

England, the British

nation may be said to

have breathed again
as they read how
their martyred hero
had at last been

avenged : and when
the great rush was
made for the cheap edition of " Ten \

Captivity," which was extensively advertised—
with my portrait to attract attention— the few
known details of Gordon's death became as
fiesh again in people's minds as they had been
years before. And there being no less anxiety
and eagerness to learn the smallest of newer

nis now that the curtain which had shut off
the Soudan from the world had been torn aside,
I was constantly asked to relate all I had heard

concerning Gordon. Yet when I had done so
I was invariably met with quotations and read-

ings from "Mahdiism,"
" Ten Years' Captivity,""

Fire and Sword," and other works : for what I

had been told ot Gordon's death by eye-witnesses
was entirely different from those published.
The first to relate the story of Gordon's death

was a man whose tongue Gordon had threatened
to cut out as the only cure for his inveterate

lying ! And when this man escaped and reached
Cairo he sustained his reputation in telling the
tale. All accounts of Gordon's death have

apparently been based upon this first one re-

ceived. Gordon, the world has been made to

believe, died as a coward ; for what other con-
struction can be placed on the assertion that he
turned his back upon his assailants, and in his

bach received his mortal wound ? It is an in-

famous lie
; but, then, what was to be expected

from a man whom Gordon knew so well, and
who, maybe, had good reason to invent the tale

he did
"
J

I quote what may be called the three

iunts of Gordon's death*

IIAI.II-AS HOUSE AND COMPOUND TO WHICH THE EUROPEAN I'Rl

were so often summomco. {Staff-SergeantJenkm

Ohrwalder.
"The first Aral,

plunged his huge
spear into his

body. He fell

forward on his

face, and was

dragged down the

stairs. Many stab-

bed him with their

spears ; and his

head was cut off

and sent to the

MahdL"

Slatin.
" The first man

up tin- st i

plunged his huge
spear into hi-,

body ; he fell for-

ward on his face

without uttering
a word. His
murderers drag-

ged him down
the steps to the

palace entrance,
and here his head
was cut off and at

once sent over to

the Mahdi."'

Mahdiism.
" Me (Gordon)

made a gesture of
-coin with his

right hand, and
turned his back,
where he received

another spear
wound, which
caused him to fall

forward, and was
most likely his

mortal wound.
... He made no

resistance, and did

not fire a shot from
his revolver.''

And again," One of them

rushing up, stab-

bed him with a

spear, and others

then followed, and
soon he'was killed.

. . . He(Nejoumi)
ordered the body
to be dragged
downstairs into

the garden, where
his head was cut

off."

It will be noticed that Father Ohrwalder'.-,

account appears to be a condensation of the

first given
;

while it is hard to believe that....
coincidence only accounts for Slatin giving the

tragic story in almost the identical words used

by Ohrwalder. It is more extraordinary that

the first account should ever have been believed

and published, and still more extraordinary that
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it w. cted by Ohrwalder and Slatin
;

for when 1 arrived in Omdurman, in 1887, the

real ath of Gordon were the

ation whenever his name was

mentioned, and th many eye-witnesses to

th- or were until the Battle of Omdurman
. different tale.

It is a thousand pities that this asp
A
".*,

s
££

r "

sion on Gordon's memory should have
cordon.

i,LVl1 "corroborated" Ohrwalder
and Slatin. as was the first account by

k rs. rhere was not a man over

ag in Omdurman who could

not tell a different tale to this. I hope 1 shall

with one living reliable eye-
witn ss don's death, and get from him a

writ tement giving the details he gave me
whilst in captivity ;

for this man fought at

•

side, and was struck down with him
and left for dead. But even should I not lie-

fortunate enough to meet with him, the account

nay be relied upon as being absolutely
and without exaggerations and "

local

ts only will be given, hut

these will be such that, when next the Royal
lie memory of Gordon, the

ce, be replaced by a ringing
cheer.

Those who knew Charles Georgi I rordon will

me when I aver that he died, as they
must all have believed he died— in spite of the

ial and semi-official accounts to the contrary
—as the soldier and lion-hearted man he was.

did not rest his hand on the hilt of his

rd and turn his back to his enemies to

his mortal wound. The hero drew his

sword, and used it.

When Gordon fell, his sword was

G©pSnPeu.dripping with the blood of his

isailants, for no fewer than sixteen or

nteen did he cut down with the weap
When Gordon fell, his left hand was blackened
with the powder from his at least thrice emptied

Iver. When Gordon fell, his life's bli

pouring from a spear and pistol-shot wound
in his right breast. When Cordon fell, his

slippery with the blood of the crowd
of Dervishes he had shot, and hacked his way
through, in his heroic attempt to cut his way
out and place himself at the head of his troops.
( rordon died as only Gordon could die. 1 ,< 1

the world be misinformed and deceived about
Soudan affairs with the tales of so-called guides
and

spies,
but let it be told the truth of Gordon's

magnificent death.

A week before the fall of Khartoum Gordon
had given up hope. Calling Ibrahim Pasha

Fauzi, he ordered him to provision one of the

steamers, get all the Europeans on board, and

sel oil' for the north. To their credit he it said

that they refused to leave unless Gordon saved
his own life with theirs.

Finding him obdurate, a plot v

A
s
P
ave

to made to seize him whilst asleep, carry
Gordon. n jm QQ ancJ SQ s;nv njm j p gpjj-g Q

r

himself. But he somehow heard of

the plot, smiled, and said it was his duty to

save their lives if he could, but it was also his

duty to
"

stick to his post.'' "As the troops
must be near," he told them, ''sail north, and
tell them to hurry up."'

Each day at dawn, when he retired to rest, he-

bolted his door on the inside, and placed his

faithful body-servant
— Khaleel Agha Orphali

—
on -uard outside it. On the fatal night, Gordon
had as usual kept his vigil on the roof of the

palace, sending and receiving telegraphic mes-

sages from the lines e\ery few minutes. And
as dawn crept into the skies—thinking that the

long -threatened attack was not yet to be

delivered—he laid down, utterly worn out. The
little firing heard a few minutes later attracted

no more attention than the usual fusillade which
had been going on continuously night and day
for months. But when the palace guards were

heard firing it was known that something serious

was happening. By the time Gordon had

slipped into his old serge or dark tweed suit,

and taken his sword and revolver, the advanced
I >ervishes or it may have been the Dervishes

concealed in the town—led by *, were

already surrounding the palace.
( hercoming the guards, a rush was

Historical made up the stairs, and Gordon was
Tragedy. mv[ p.av j ng hisroom. A small spear

was thrown which wounded him, but

very slightly, on the left shoulder. Almost
I >ervishes knew what was happening,

three of them lay dead and one wounded, at

Cordon's feet— the remainder fled. Quickly

reloading his revolver, Gordon made for the

d of the stairs, and again drove the reassem-

bling Dervishes off. Darting back to reload, he

ived a stab in his left shoulder-blade by a

Dervish concealed behind the corridor door;
and on reaching the steps the third time he

received a pistol-shot and spear-wound in his

right breast, and then, great soldier as he was,

he rose almost above himself. With his life's

I know the name of the man, hut not having been in Khartoum
I have no wish to be responsible lor handing him over to the v

5 of the Royal Engineer Corps in Cairo. It is the affair,

uty, of others to find him. There will be no difficulty in

lie gave an account of himself at tli<- Wai
and if its account of him is taken from his own statement, there will

be still less difficulty in proving it a tissue of falsehoods I

office really require a hint as to the direction in which the

inquiries first might be made, I would suggest their getting t lie-

i any of the daughters living of Yusef Pash

Shellali, V i Kirdan, Abou Bakr Bey el Jarko
Mustamar, and Noor Bey Mohammad— the former commandant, 1

believe, of the Kassala tro
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THE GUARD A Rl I P I III-. STAIRS, AND GORDON WAS
MET LEAVING HIS I;'

blood pouring from his breast—not his back,
remember—the dying man fought his way step
by step, kicking from his path the wounded and
dead 1 )ervishes— for Orphali too had not been
idle with his weapons. But just as Gordon was

passing through the doorway leading into the

courtyard another concealed Dervish almost
severed his right leg with a single blow ; then
Gordon fell. The steps he had fought his way—not been dragged—down were by this time
encumbered with the bodies of dead and dying
Dervishes. Xo other Dervish spear pierced the

live and quivering flesh of a prostrate but still

conscious Gordon, for he breathed his last as he
turned to face his relentless assailants. Half

raising his sword to strike, he fell dead with his

face to Heaven.
Poor Gordon—denied even the credit of

dying as you did, what honours might not have

been yours had you sheathed your sword and
surrendered to the Mahdi !

1 he ition I have given
how Gordon died dil

very little in essentials fri

account I have sin. ived
bom Khaleel Agha Orphali—an
account which lias been read
Khartoum survivors with the i

of comparing the statements
made with what was related at

the time—that I think it advis-

able to allow my account to stand,
and append that of Orphali,
giving a few details concerning
Orphali himself. I might men-
tion that Gordon was credited
with having killed a much greater
number of Dervishes than that I

have given, but the error arose
from his being credited with

killing of the Dervishes on the
"
Gouvernorat

"
staircase

; but, as

a matter of fact, these were killed

by the guards.
The fact of Gordon having

killed so many as he did is

be accounted for in two w.

Firstly, the men who first assailed

him on the private staircase w
unaccustomed to the use of the

small spears they carried—indeed,
it is safe to say that they had

only been " Dervishes
"

outwardly
for half an hour or so : and,

secondly, they being packed on

a narrow staircase, every shot

told on the struggling mass. To
assist the reader in following

Orphali's narrative I have con-

structed from memory a rough model of the

palace as I remember it while it stood intact.

The arch-villain of January 26th, 1885, is still

alive, but as he was not actually recognised in

the palace itself when the attack was mad-

have left a blank in Orphali's narrative whi

this man's name is given. Let the authorii

deal with him.

However, if the charge of having led

th^way"? the Dervishes to the palace cannot he-

sustained, there are others which can

be, and which would anyway entitle him to art

early acquaintance with the hangman.
Khaleel Agha Orphali joined the army for

service in the Soudan in the Coptic year 1-

(1873-74). After taking part in a number of

engagements he was promoted to Bulok Bashi

—
i.e., commander of twenty- five men

;
and

when Gordon reached Kulkul, in 79,

Orphali and his men had been without pay for

months. Naturally they presented themseh
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id clamoured for their pay : he

mmended them I Khartoum for it.

i which they became abusive. On this

Ion drew his revolver; Orphali followed

but neither fired. Gordon then quietly
ordered the k. - to remove their chief in

. which they did. Shortly afterwards

Orphali. told him he Wi
•• ma . gave him a present of money, and

red him tlv if kavass to himself. This

hali at once accept ompanying Gordon
mi. and remaining with him until he

rordon's
m2d5c

a
hi«t return, in l

Kavass. he found Orphali
then in Khar-

toum, and made him his

Chi ( 'rphali is

: those men who
v but one master, and

believe that master to be

ruler of the univei

therefore, was no great
irite with certain per-

sons in the administration.

During the siege, Orphali
from Gordon's

side : and the hero's
kavasst - were allowed to

do nothing but keep their

arms clean, and be ready
to surround their master
in case of trouble. They

strictly forbidden to

posts to carry

coffee, or bread, or run

or perform the

other little services they
had been accustomed to

perform for the katibs

Orphali's ideas

to the duty of his

kav. the cause of

•ickerings, and
these came to a climax

about twenty days befo: From a Photo

fall of Khartoum,
when he espied one of them carrying an ink-

tie behind Geriag
-

Bey the head clerk, who
succeeded Rouchdi Bey. This was too much
for Orphal:. isping the brass inkstand, he
drove it with all his force against Oeriagis's
chest. This was an assault Gordon could not

pass o\

Orphali was in disgrace for eight days
s
cor

P
dSn-r and "confined to barracks "—that is

I HIS : .NT, KHALEI L AGHA
IALI, WHO WAS WITH MIS MASTER UNTIL THE

BITT1 "I- THE VAIN FIGHT FOR LIFE. THIS
SEW LIGHT n\ HISTORY.

Door.
to say, the palace precincts. But he

slept at Gordon's door as usual.

Twelve days before the tragic fall, however, he
was reinstated in favour, and never again left

( '.onion's side for a moment.

Orphali
—as Gordon is not alive to speak for

him, and as so many knew from Gordon himself

of his threat to shoot him many years before—
has been afraid, since his return, to talk about

his relations with Gordon; and is greatly sur-

prised when I assure him that, if he appeared in
•

Londra," he need have nothing to be afraid of

from the English people. Having introduced

the man, I now give his description of the night
of the 25th January, keep-

ing as much as possible
to his own words, and

only
—to give a complete

account— mentioning the

incidents occurring in

other parts of the palace
while Gordon and Orphali

fought the upper floor :
—

His Excellency was not

an early sleeper ; and on
the night the Dervishes

entered Khartoum he was

in his own room. At eight

o'clock, Consul Hansal,
Consul I.eontides, and the

Doctor, Abou Xaddara

(he of the spectacles),
came to see him, and
remained until midnight.
After their departure he

did not go to sleep, but

sat reading and writing

letters, and sometimes

pacing the room. At one

o'clock in the morning he

sent me to the telegraph-
office to inquire about the

enemy's movements, as he

had received confirmed

news of the intended

attack, and had issued

general orders to the

soldiers and employes to

be on guard to attack and

withstand the Dervishes

when the assault came. Ali Effendi Ri/a,

Mohammad Effendi Fauzi, and Youssef Effendi

natt were on duty; also the messenger
.Mohammad Omar. They reported that all was

quiet, and this news I gave to his Excellency.
1 lalf an hour later, perhaps, firing was

BegTnnmg heard from the land side (i.e., to the
oftheEnd -

south) ;
and I was sent to seek infor-

mation. Bakhit Bey, from Buri,

graphed that a few Dervishes had attacked,

but had been driven off; and when I told his
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Excellency this he prepared to sleep, and gave
me the customary order to bolt his door

; this I

did. Then I closed the door of the terrace,
and afterwards the door of the Gouvernorat,
near Rouchi Bey's room. Returning along the
corridor leading to the private apartments, I

also closed the door in the middle, and then
went down the private staircase, where I gave
the usual orders to the guards, and returned to

my sleeping place opposite the Pasha's room,
after I had told the telegraph-clerks to bring
information as soon as any news came from the
lines

At about three o'clock Mohammad Omar, the

messenger, with Kavass Ali Agha Gadri, roused
me and said that an attack was being made at

Kabakat, on the White Nile. -I informed the

four kavasses and ferrashes. Thirteen v

placed at the windows under my second, Niman
Agha; eight on the terrace

j
and three at the

door of the palace. Each man had ten dozen
cartridges, besides which each party had a

spare case of ammunition. All these arrange-
ments did not take five minutes, as each man
knew his place. I then ran up to the Governor-
General's room, and informed him of these

plans.

The day had now come
{i.e., dawned).D

D^"d?ui
a The Dervishes who ran to the front of

Day -

the palace were at once killed by the
fire from the steamer. About seventy

more were killed in the garden by tin- soldi

firing on them from the terrace; and then we
saw the Dervishes coming over the rukooba,

i HIS CARDBOARD MODEL WAS CAREFULLY CONSTRUCTED BY MR. NEUFELD FOR THIS NARRATIVE. IT WAS Al I

OF THF. STAIRCASE IN THE FARTHEST CORNER THAT GORDON FINALLY FELL DYING.

From a Photo, by George Newnes, Limited.

Pasha, who told me to run to the telegraph-office
for more news. There 1 met Hassan Bey Bah-

nassawi, who was on duty; and we heard that an

attack had been made, but had been repulsed.*
On informing the Pasha, he told me to close

the door of his room again, which I did, and
then sat down to make coffee. Presently we
heard more firing from the White Nile, and the

kavasses, having run to the terrace, called to

me that the Dervishes were coming into the town.

I ran down to Buluk Bashi Ibrahim el Nahass,
who had twenty-four men. Fifteen of these we

placed at the windows, and nine on the terrace

overlooking the garden. There were alsotwentv-

is a literal translation. What Orphali intends to convey 1-

that, on telegraphing to the line^, Bahnassawi Bey, who was on duty.
was at his post, and replied to the inquiries >en: by telegraph. The
distance hetween the palace and Bahnassawi's post wa> about two
and a half miles.

70.

where they were met by the fire from the

windows and terraces. They came in great

numbers and very quickly. Some ran to the

entrance, where they killed the guards and

opened the door. Then they all ran to the

Gouvernorat door and killed the telegraph-clerks,

all except Esmatt, who hid among the sacks in

the store-room. They then went to the terrace

and killed the soldiers, and Nahass, seeing the

massacre, jumped from the window. Four men

were on guard at the private stairs, but when

the Dervishes came back from the ( '.ouvernorat

door these were soon killed. Next some of

the Dervishes ran to the terrace and killed

the soldiers there ; others came up the steps to

the private apartment and broke the door. But

Gordon Pasha met them with his sword in one

hand and his pistol (revolver) in the other,
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. killed of them two who fell at the door,
and one who fell down the stairs.* The others

ay. Then we heard the Dervishes sm
the privati while the Pasha was re-

2

1 ran forward and received a little

Wounded*. WOUIld ill 111V .Hid will 11 the

Pasha came, he also rec< ived a wound
in the left shoulder. The man who wounded
him was a half-blood slave. We followed the

hdi B« y's room, killing three

and wounding many : the others

ran away and fell down the stairs.

went i the Pasha's

i and reloaded, but the Der-

ame back, and I received

und in my right leg
from rd. I partly warded

the blow, however, and the

nothing. We next attacked
I >er\ ishes on the private stairs

;

and while we were passing the

door a native of Khartoum,
a Dervish, stabbed the

la with a on the left

shoulde- S _ 'his man's hand
com m behind the door, I

made a cut at it, and running, h<

fell on a spear held by one of his

is on the steps, and was
killed. At this time more Der
vishes were coming along the

corridor, and we returned to meet
I now received a thrust in

'

hand, but the Pasha cut

my assailant down with his sword,
and kicked him on the head and
he died. Then the Dervishes ran

into the clerks' offices
;
and while

aiding in the corridor
a tall negro fired a shot from the

door near Rouchdi Bey's room.
I bullet struck the Pasha in

the right breast, and on receiving
this severe wound he ran up and
shot the man dead. The Der
vishes then came out of the

offices, and we turned. They
ran to the private stairs, and

fired into them, but the

ha was now getting weak from loss of blood.

fought thesi Den ishes down the stairs till

I ..;.; :- to -ay, fell dead or wounded.

we reached the last one. and then a native of

Katimeh speared the Pasha in the right hip. 1

shol this fellow, however, and immediately after-

wards was horrified to see the Pasha fall down
on the kavasse's mat at the door. When I

-lanced .1 second time I saw he was dead;
and as I turned to seek refuge in the I'm,

office, I was struck down and lost my sen

For some time I was lying down among the

d. In the afternoon a man of El Katimeh
Abd el Rahman, whom 1 knew— helped me

IN THE LEFT HAM), Bin THE PASHA CI I MY ASSAILANT
I" >U N H [TH MIS SWORD."

to go down to the river for water. As I went I

saw the body of the Pasha at the door, but the

head was not there!

THE END.



After Vultures' Nests in Central Spain.

By Lieut.-Colonel Willoughby Verner, of the Rum. Brigade.

This article was written under peculiar circumstances. Its author was Professor of Military
Topography at Sandhurst, before being appointed to the Staff of Sir Redvers Buller. It is, indeed,
impressive to contemplate this dashing soldier sitting on the deck of the " Dunottar Castle"'
writing about his delightful Natural History hobby for " The Wide World," whilst every revolution

of the screw takes him nearer and nearer the terrific battleground of South Africa.

^^vTl HEN, only some few months ago, I

made the expedition about to be

described; and when, after my return,

I decided to collect my rough notes

and photographs and write a descrip-
tion of the same, I little imagined how, when,
or where I should find myself first at liberty to

set about this business.

It is a sweltering day in October, and we are

on board the ss. Dunottar Castle, steaming
for all we are worth to

get out to the Cape
for reasons tolerably
well known. The
conditions are not

exactly favourable,
albeit it is a flat calm.

Added to the throb

of the engines and
vibration of the screw

are the hundred and
one disturbing factors

on board an ocean
liner— the crash and
clatter of the ship's

stewards, and the

merry voices of the

children.

It is under such

circumstances that I

have just opened my
diary of last April
and overhauled some

seventy photographs
and water-colour
sketches made during
the period with which
it deals.

For many years I

have devoted much of

my spare time to wandering in Southern Spain in

quest of birds and their nests. During these

expeditions I have had innumerable opportunities
of visiting the nesting-places of nearly all the

greater birds of prey which inhabit the southern

part of the Peninsula. But one species, the

black vulture, had hitherto baffled me—being but

rarely met with in those regions. Hence I

determined on a "rapid reconnaissance" of the

breeding haunts of this species in Central

LONEL VERNER AS HE APl'EABS WHEN EQUIPPED FOK
AFTER IMPORTANT NESTS.

From a Photo, by Sergeant Smith, Aldershot.

Spain, with a view to adding some of its i

to my collection.

There is a popular belief that eagles and
vultures invariably nest on cliffs of the most
inaccessible kind ; such, however, is not the

case, for several of the largest species r< i

trees, and among these is the black vulture.

The relative difficulties of reaching the nests of

cliff-haunting or of tree-haunting vultures are

rather of degree than of kind; for it constantly

happens that a I

only 50ft. high may be-

more dangerous to

climb than a cliff of

ten times that altitude.

The e x t e 11 s i v e

mountain range known
as the Sierra d e

Guadarrama, which

runs east and west

some thirty miles

north of Madrid, was

the scene of our oper-
ations. The lower

spurs, especially th

on the northern s

are covered with im-

mense pine forests,

extending for hun-

dreds of square miles.

At the time of our

visit there was still a

great deal of snow en

the whole mountain

chain, but the weather

was beautifully fine

and the sun not

hot ; in fact, the clim-

ate, at the elevation at

which we generally

carried on our operations, viz., between 3,000ft.

and 5,000ft. above sea-level, was as near perl

as possible.
The forests we explored are Crown property,

and are most carefully guarded and administered

by a regular corps of forest guards. They are

dressed in a very smart dark brown uniform with

scarlet facings and silver buttons, their wide-

brimmed sombreros being adorned witn the

silver cockade of the Royal family. I hey are
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''roni a Photo. l>y Col. Verner.

all mounted, and carry a small-bore carbine in a

>n the off-side of their saddles : and also,

on the near-side, a heavy woodman's axe, used

blazing tre

The methods of forestry in these districts are

simple enough, and are, like most Spanish
! on leaving Nature to do as

much as possible of the work. The pine trees

self-grown, and, as they grow up,
the lower branches are lopped off at

about six inches to a foot from the

trunk. The result is, hundreds of

thousands of pines of all sizes are to

be found, with stems of marvellous

strait 3 and free from branches.

Since the vultures affect the lai _

and generally those with tall.

branchless trunks, difficult to climb, it

follows that sooner or later the day
comes when the woodman places the

fatal "blaze"' on the stem of some-

proud monarch of the forest, which
has afforded a safe asylum to the great
birds of prey for scores of years. And

year by year, the older and more
favourite resting-places of the black

vulture are destroyed, and the birds

are forced to seek fresh sites in

other districts.

Having established ourselves in

quarters some miles from -
_ ia. and

well up in the Sierra, we set to work to Fnm'Tpiwto.

make the best of the time available—
one week only

— before returning north-

ward. One morning, early in April,
we started on horseback with our local

guide (a woodman) in quest of the

coveted nest of the black vulture.

We had already experienced several

defeats, having for three days unsuccess-

fully explored various portions of the

forest adjacent to our quarters. After

following the high road for a couple of

miles we struck to the right through
a small village. Beyond this we entered

the oak-scrub, which covers the low

foothills in this region. It was a

delightful morning, cool and fresh,

although the sun, even at 9 a.m., was

warm enough on our backs.

After ascending for about 1,200ft.

we struck into the pifiar, or pine forest.

This, like most forests of a like nature,
has very little undergrowth, and hence
movement is possible in every direction,

save where the steepness of the ground,
or some out-crop of rock, or mass of

detritus from the crags above, renders

a detour necessary.
The utter absence of all life in these great

forests is very remarkable, and cannot fail to

impress even the least observant. The only
small birds seen were the chaffinch and great
titmouse. From time to time the sharp cry of

the Spanish imperial eagle or the querulous call

of a buzzard or kite broke the silence. Now
and again a roedeer might be seen watching us

E VILLAGE WE ENTERED Mil-. OAK SCRUB WITH WHICH THE LOM

by] FOOTHILLS ARE COVERED." [Col. Verner.
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from a distance before it flitted away noiselessly
through the labyrinth of great pine stems.

After following a track for some miles we
came to a valley, where the Guardias, or Royal
foresters, had reported black vultures, to have
nested in former years. We now spread out to

about 200yds. apart, and rode silently through
the wood, carefully examining the tops of the

larger trees in quest of our quarry.
Fortune shortly favoured us, for

suddenly our woodman, who rode in

the centre between us, so as to indi-

cate the direction of our advance,
gave the prearranged signal, and, on

joining him, we found he had dis-

mounted at the foot of a gigantic fir

tree—one of the largest in that portion
of the forest. It was some 90ft. to

100ft. in height, and at the summit
was an immense nest of sticks. A
glance showed us that it was a nest

in occupation, for it bore unmistak-
able signs of recent repairs and addi-

tions, well known to those experienced
in the manners and customs of the

great raptorial birds. Rut the next

question
—

by no means easy of solu-

tion — was whether it was merely
repaired ready for use, or whether it

""• Vl

already contained the much -desired

egg ; for it should here be mentioned
that black vultures, as well as griffins, only lay
one egg.

Having picketed the horses and ascended the

steep hillside until the great nest was very little

above our level, we proceeded to make a close

reconnaissance of the vulture's stronghold. My
companion, who was armed with a powerful
binocular telescope, soon called out that he could
see a "yellow thing" in the nest, which object,
on the trunk of the tree being vigorously
struck with an axe, he declared seemed to

move. Sure enough, the
"
yellow thing

"
proved

to be nothing less than the crown of the head
of a black vulture, which, covered as it is with

fine down of a light brown tint, combined with

the sombre ruff on the nape of the neck, has

earned for the species the title of vultur

monachus from its supposed similarity to the

cowl and shaven head of a monk. A few more

vigorous blows of the axe caused the huge bird

to take alarm. Raising herself in the nest, she

opened her enormous sable wings, nearly 9ft.

across, and sailed majestically away ! So far,

our search had been successful, for it was now
quite clear that the nest was occupied, and
that it contained one egg. The next thing was,
how to get up to it ?

The tree was about 8ft. in circumference at

the height of a man above the ground, and
tapered imperceptibly. No sound branch bi
the smoothness of the trunk for 1 3ft .

;

but at little over half that height the decaying
stumps of branches projected for a few
from the bole at rare intervals. These wen
small and apparently so rotten that we di

garded them, and concentrated all our ener

BEJEfe?
rURE LEAVING HER NEST— '"SHE OPENED HER ENORMOl

WINGS AND SAILED MAJESTICALLY AWAY."
From a Photo, by Col. Vcnicr.

into endeavouring to throw a light line over the

lowest sound branch. After an hour's ineffectual

struggles, in which our most powerful casts were

hardly two-thirds of the way to the desired goal,

I was compelled to abandon the attempt and

acknowledge myself fairly beaten. What that

means to a keen ornithologist, who had for

over thirty years been accustomed to take

every nest he wanted, no words can describe.

Whilst engaged in these futile efforts the old

vulture returned several times, and swept past

the nest not fifty yards above us.

Knowing that the woodsmen were in the

habit of climbing the trees when engaged in

lopping off the lower branches, I besought our

guide to find me one who could escalade the

mighty pine, which had, so far, baffled all our

endeavours. This, however, was without avail,

for he roundly declared that no living man

could climb such a tree. Remonstrance was

useless ;
and my assurances that, if he could

only find me a man who could throw a rope up,

I would myself gladly ascend, were received

with the response that if I did such a foolish

thing I would most certainly be killed, and that

he would be no party to the affair. Our return

march that night is one of the things one would

gladly forget. I had embarked on a journey of
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2,000 miles with the definite purpose o\

& the egg the Mack vulture: and here I

. in the wretched position o( having found

st and seen the bird, knowing well that

st 1 ontained the object of my desires

fled by . hed pine tree ! 1 Eorrible

gs as to whether it was really such an

imp>
• would persist in intruding them-

ipon my mind.

As a "forlorn hope," on my return to our

that night I sent round word that I

wanted a man who could climb a pttio, which

1 to be unscalable; and that .a

ible reward would be bestowed on anyone
wini would accomplish this object. After a

truly miserable night, during which dreams of

http trees with rotten branches and of

mad - -.vhich at intervals landed me

ppalling situations made any attempts to

"most unendurable. I got up at dawn
and made some cocoa for myself and comrade.

Whilst completing preparations for our start

I w _ ably surprised to receive a visit from

our guide of the previous day, who said he had

found a man who could climb any tree in the

The latter was at once introduced a

hard-laced and somewhat well-fleshed individual

of any age between twenty-five and fifty.
He

told me he was a woodman who had been

gaged in lopping the pine stems since he was
a child. His name was Doroteo, commonly
known as Roteo. To my anxious query as to

whether he could pass a rope over the branch

in the vulture's tree he made the truly
nish reply of " Puede ser" i.e..

"
-Ma; The still more aggravating

national response to my question as to

whether he could climb the tree (which
he professed, by the way. to know well)

was,
"
Que se y<>: Verbnos" ("How

I tell? We shall see").
Arrived at the scene of the operation-,

of the previous day. I sighted my
camera on the nest, whilst Roteo m
the woods resound with blows from his

axe on the great tree. Soon the old

vulture took alarm and launched hersell

from th s of the nest, my camera

duly registering her in the act.

And now began a performance which,
for skill, nerve, daring, and readines

urce. I have never seen surpassed.

Taking a hundred-foot length of my
Alpine Club rope fi'jin.), Roteo, by a

skilful cast, hitched it over one of the

small, rotten-looking stumps projecting
from the trunk some 30ft. above the

ground. Holding one end firmly,
a neat "underhand" throw he

caused the rope thus hitched overhead to run

up die trunk and catch on a second stump
nine 6ft. above the first. Then, walking
round and round the tree with the ends of the

rope in either hand, and carefully studying the

shape of the stem and the relative positions of

the slumps above, he slowly and surely, by a suc-

cession of the most artistic jerks and casts,

caused the rope gradually to creep up the huge
bole, like a thing of life, until it was securely

looped over a stump, about 6in. in length, 47ft.

above the ground. I mention 47ft., for I noted

at the time that there was barely one yard of the

1 ooft. of rope (double) left in Roteo's hands.

This was the conclusion of the first "act."

Act II. commenced with a careful testing of

the strength of the stump on which the rope
now rested, by means of a steady pull and a few

sharp jerks. After this Roteo gravely handed
the two ends to our other satellite (Agosto)
and proceeded to pull off his boots and replace
them by a pair of alpargahis, or rope-soled
canvas shoes.

Agosto now weighed down on the rope with

all his strength, whilst Roteo, moistening his

palms, ascended it hand-over-hand, with his legs

round the tree, in the most approved fashion,

until he reached a small stump about 40ft.

from the ground and a few feet below the one

over which the rope was hitched. Standing now
erect on one foot on this precarious support,
and with the left arm round the tree so as to

steady him, he carefully
" overhauled

"
the rope

COMMENCES HIS WONDERFUL ASCENT OK THE GIANT III

From a Photo, by Col. Verner.
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until onl)- a few

feet remained

overlapping the

branch above.
Next, by an adroit

twist, he jerked it

off this branch

and proceeded to

arrange the por-
tion of the rope
in his hand into

a loop some 15ft.

in length.
These proceed-

ings we watched
from below with

breathless interest,

for it seemed phy-

sically impossible
for mortal man to

ascend any higher,

owing to the thick-

ness of the trunk,

which, even at

that great heighl
from the ground,
was far too big
for any man to "swarm."

Roteo, having arranged the rope to his satis-

faction, now manipulated the looped portion as

dors a sailor when about to heave the lead from
the chains of a vessel : and, having by this

means got on sufficient swing, he cast it upwards
at a small stump some 12ft. above him. The
cast failed—by an inch apparently ! Again and

again he gathered up his rope and essayed to

throw it up, but without success. It was only
too clear that he was getting

"
pumped

"
;

for

the expenditure of energy on the part of a man
thus balanced on one foot only in such a situa-

tion, and using all his strength, is very great.

Just as we were in despair as to his ultimate

success the rope, which he had kept circling
round and round, at last struck the bough, and
the loop overlapped it, hanging down a foot or

so. To us below this seemed to be a failure,

only in another form ; but we were vastly mis-

taken. Letting go one portion of the rope, he

grasped the other as low as he could reach, and,

by a combined turn of the wrist and upward
jerk, as impossible to describe as it would bt'.o

imitate, he deftly made one part of the loop
: '

flick
"
off the end of the stump, thus causing

the rope to remain securely looped round the

latter !

After testing the strength of this new point
he grasped the two portions of the rope and

climbed up. Repeating this extraordinary process
or twice again, he at last reached the

^55

lowest branch of

the great t:

Here, aftei

fully securing his

rope—for without
it his return to

earth, save in the

form of a meal
for the vultu

would have been
im possible— he

leisurely climbed

up the remainder
of the tree and
reached the nest.

The enormous
size of the latter

can be realized

by noting the

figure of Roteo in

the accompanying
photograph. Such,

indeed, was its

size that it was
no easy matter for

a man to get into

it, for it overhung
4ft. However, by

breaking away a portion immediately above

him, he at last effected an entrance, and shortly

afterwards we had the satisfaction of seeing him

hold up the well-won egg for our inspection.

AT LAST REACHED THE LOWEST BRANCH OF THE GREAT TREE.

Fran/ a Photo, by Col. Verner.

on every side some 3ft. or

\ MIRACULOUS CLTMBING FEAT ACHIEVED-KOTEO REACHES

'HUGE NEST AND PR1 ' GET INTO IT BODILY.

From n Photo, by Col. Verner.
THE
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:it up a bag containing a tin box,

in which to pack the egg safely. It speaks for

the height ol the tree that 100ft. o( rope only

just sufl lower our pri.

I was a: jo up the tree ami photo-

ph the nest, hut \\. suaded by my com
. who wry wisely remarked that the tree-

very unsuitable tor photographic work, and

that in all probability we should find another

where a hand camera and non-focusing
lid be used with better effect. Roteo

ent in the same splendid
e in which he had previously ascended.

Mounting our horses, we proceeded along
the steep declivities through the apparently
interminable maze of pine tie. -. in quest of

more nests. Nor were we disappointed, for

within a mile of the first nest we came upon a

rid, placed on the summit of a gigantic pine
. the top of which had been apparently

oyed by lightning, or during one of the

furious gaks which sweep the valleys of the

ra (iuadarrama in winter time. Whatever
the cause, the result had been to form almost

an ideal spot for a big nest to be placed, the

t branches of the pine spreading out and

offering convenient support to it.

•

e-p was the hillside along which our

horses were picking their way that we could

easil] the old bird sitting on the nest on a

I with us, and not a hundred yards away.
This tree was somewhat easier to escalade than

the first one, and before long we had a

rope securely passed over a bough about 40ft.

above the ground. With the aid of this I was
soon able to negotiate the otherwise unclimb-

able portion of the tree. Roteo, to whom such
-' ises were a matter of daily routine,

accompanied me, and suggested that he was quite

willing to save us further exertions by ascending
to the nest himself.

This proposal,
naturally, did not

commend itself to

me, as my primary
object was to take

an egg self.

Leaving my
satellite at a con-

venient point, I

made my way up
the great limbs of

the pine, smooth
and slippery with

the sun of a hun-

dred years.
Arrived at the

nest, a brief
W, ,

F THE HARD!
e brought /•>*«, a photo. i-y \ the vul

me over the edge of the great platform of

sticks— some of no inconsiderable size; and
then 1 saw before me the object of my trav

a black vulture's nest. The nest was about
7ft.

in diameter with a good-sized depression in the

middle, lined with tufts of fine grasses, such as

commonly grow on stony hill-tops in Spain.
In the centre of the hollow lay the 1

whitish in ground colour and marked with dark

ferruginous spots, the possession of which had
been my desire for so many years ! Sending
down the line I had brought up with me, I

hauled up my camera. The difficulty which
now presented itself was to get at a suffi-

cient distance to work the non-focusing lens.

My minimum distance was about 7ft., and
here I was within 3ft. of the egg. Fortu-

nately, I espied a gnarled stump projecting

through the far side of the nest. Round this I

now passed a rope, one end of which was

fastened to my canvas girdle, and, gradually

paying out the rope, I stepped cautiously back-

wards along a horizontal bough which projected
for some feet below the nest.

On getting out along this as far as possible—
in other words, until it began to bend down

ominously under my weight
—I made fast the

"
fall

"
of the rope to my girdle and withdrew

my camera from its leather case. I was a short

6ft. from the egg, and the conditions were

scarcely favourable, for the great tree was sway-

ing gently to the breeze, and my foothold,

despite the alpargatas or rope shoes I wore, was

decidedly indifferent. After a final glance to

assure myself that the two " half hitches
"
on

which I was about to depend were well and

truly made, I took the strain on the rope slowly
and steadily until I had increased the distance

to over 7ft. On viewing the object in the

finder I found that the snow summits of the

highest portion of

the Sierra Guadar-
rama appeared as

a background to

the nest and egg.

Nothing could

be better for my
purpose, showing
as it did that,

despite these vul-

tures nesting in

dense forests, the

sites they select on

these lofty trees in

many instances
are as command-

ing as an eagle's

nest on a great
\PHSJ r.VF.R SECURED— , . . - -

in ns nest. [Coi. Vemer. cliff. Pressing
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COLONEL VERN'ER HIMSELF HAS HERE BEEN SKAP-SHOTTED STANDING l.NilDt

THE VULTURE'S NEST AM) HOLDING UP THE EGG TRIUMPHANTLY.
/'roil! a Photo.

thousands of miles from the Sierra, in
the recollections of which I have

sought and found a temporary r<

from the eternal turmoil of lif.

a crowded liner. The existem
those great silent pine forests, snow-

capped mountains, and icy, fast-run-

ning mountain streams passes before
me as some delightful dream—a con-
dition of things which surely cannot
be co-existent with this feverish life

on board ship.
The vessel is being driven at full

speed against a head sea into which
she is restlessly diving, the "clinkers"

fly, and get into all our eyes, noses,
and throats. The captain rubs his hands
and announces that we have consumed
118 tons of coal in the last twenty-
four hours and are now doing

"
fifteen

knots good
"—so we ought all to be

very happy, for soon we shall be at the

Cape, and then !

Alas !

" And then-

the camera against my chest, and holding my
breath, I pulled the lever. It was a ticklish

operation, and having repeated it thrice, I was

not sorry to haul myself back into the nest and

regain a more secure foothold. Before descend-

ing I had a good look round. So strongly
was it built that it was easy to stand

up in it, although the oscillation of

the tree made it somewhat awkward.

My friend took a shot at me with

the camera at the moment when I

was triumphantly holding up the egg
for him to see.

After descending, we ate our luncheon
at a point about a hundred yards from
the tree, during which time the vulture

returned and proceeded to
"

sit
"

dili-

gently on the empty nest, as though
her egg was still in it. On going
towards the nest again, however, she

rose up in the nest and sailed away.
We obtained a particularly striking

photograph of her at this moment ;

the nest and bird standing up in good
relief against the snow-clad slopes of

the Sierra on the far side of the valley.

P.S.—We are past the Line, having
crossed it some time during the night;
the screw is more in evidence than

ever, the noises more ear-splitting, the

children even less restful, the heat

more trying. I find mvself many
Vol. iv.— 71.

As we go
to press, private information enables us

to fill in the sequel. At the Modder
River a shell exploded within three yards of

Colonel Verner's horse, and the animal, rearing

suddenly, fell upon its rider. The result is that

this valuable Staff-officer has been brought home
with serious internal injuries. We sincerely
wish him a complete and speedy recovery.

THE VULTURE SAILS AWAY FROM THE DESPOILED NEST.

From a Photo, by Col. Verner.



The Wooing of Aslak Hatvorsen.

By M mi . C \i him \ Amyot.

Many of our readers will, we feel confident, consider this astounding narrative " the best story they
read." particularly as actual photographs of the identical characters are reproduced. It is really

the personal narrative of Herr Ola Olsen Glosimodt, the well-known Norwegian sculptor, but was
written for " The Wide World "

by Mme. Cathinca Amyot, the distinguished painter, whc
personal friend of Herr Glosimodt. Quite apart from the magnificently dramatic situation where

Aslak keeps the wolves at bay by playing discords on his fiddle, the narrative offers charming
glimpses of rural Norwegian life.

HEN 1 was a child our quiet family
circle received a welcome addition

in the person of a young Norwegian,
a peasant from Tellemarken, who
was sent to Copenhagen to study

art as a sculptor ; and as his first patron in

Christiania was an old friend of my father's, that

patron gave him a letter of introduction to papa,
and from that time Heir Ola

Olsen Glosimodt became a

constant guest and a most

devoted friend of our

family.

He was very kind to me,
and he never grew tired of

the endless questions dictated

by my childish curiosity.

His early life, spent amongst
the mountains of Norway,
had been full of adventures

and strange incidents. He
represented to me a living

book, the leaves of which

I was never tired of turning
over : whilst the pictures re-

mained engraved on my
memory as though I had seen

them all myself and been

the heroine of these strange
adventures. Every Thursday
he came to spend the even-

ing with us, but it was not

easy for me to monopolize
him, for my father was as

fond of him as I was, and
loved to take him into his

own den, where they would sit together in thick

clouds of tobacco-smoke, discussing all sorts

of things.

However, one evening I had him to myself

quite alone, for my father was away from home
on business, and my mother ill in bed. I shall

never forget that winter evening : I can see the

room before me now in the mysterious twilight ;

and, lit up by the flickering of the fire in the

big stove, all the familiar furniture looked

THIS IS HERR OLA ill.SEN' GLOSIMODT, I III.

EMINENT NORWEGIAN SCULPTOR, WHOSE PERSONAL
NARRATIVE THIS IS. HE ACCOMPANIED HIS

FRIEND ASI.AK AS " GO-BETWEEN."
From a Photo, by Joh Hasset, Copenhagen.

strange and weird. Outside the white evening
mist gave a ghostlike appearance to the garden ;

so drawing my little chair close up to that of

my Norwegian friend, I asked him to tell me
some exciting episode of his strange career. I

tormented and bothered him till he yielded,
and here is the story, almost verbally rendered,
for I have a splendid memory, especially for

anything that lays such hold

on me as this did.

I will tell you an adventure

I had more than ten years

ago ;
it will make you both

laugh and cry, I think. I

was then only a young lad

of nineteen or twenty, but I

assure you it still makes my
heart pat louder when I talk

about it. We had been keep-

ing Christmas at my father's

farm, "(dosimodt," in Lille-

jord, Tellemarken. M y

parents had done their best

to do honour to the old

Norse hospitality, which

demands that everybody
shall rejoice and feast at

Vuletide. In the large

winter-room the table had

during the whole week been

decked with the grandest
Christmas fare. Relatives

and friends had arrived

from all parts to feast and

revel.

In the open place between the buildings and

outhouses the snow had been trampled down
and discoloured by the many carts and vehicles

of all descriptions, with their bright little ponies,

which brought and carried away the guests who

in rapid succession had come to "Glosimodt."

On New Year's Eve we were having extra frolics,

and all we young people had been making

merry with singing and dancing during the

best part of the day.
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HERE IS A GENERAL VIEW OK THE GLOSIMODT FARM BUILDINGS,

Fiom an Engraving.

Pretty girls we had, and no doubt about it.

There was the stately Syrinove Borasen, and the

merry Gunhild Nygarden, and the two pretty

sisters from Bjbrnae, and many others. And

plenty of smart young fellows there were as

well, so we had danced the "Stabbelat" and all

the other dances till we were fairly tired out.

The large room at
" Glosimodt

"
was, I must

confess, very bndly lighted, and the tobacco-

smoke hung about it like blue clouds, so that

the old people playing cards at a table in the

corner looked almost like ghosts. One of the

fiddlers had fallen asleep, overcome with the

fatigue of many nights' playing and carousing :

and the other one, though he scraped vigorously
on his fiddle, looked ready to drop from the

high stool on which he was perched, like some

quaint bird nodding in its sleep.

The girls, hot and panting, were fanning
themselves with their aprons, and giggling and

flirting with the young men; and large silver

and pewter mugs full of home-brewed beer were

being passed round, when suddenly Bjbrn

Johnsen jumped up, and seizing Ingeborg
Moens's hand, called to the sleepy fiddler,

"
Hej

Morten Pejkson, give us a
'

Hailing."
Two or three girls came forward to help

Ingeborg.

"Here," cried little Gunhild, "to be sure you
are not going to dance the

'

Hailing
'

with your
hair in plaits," and her nimble fingers had soon

undone the splendid tresses. Then Ingeborg,

shaking out her golden mane, settled her white

chemisette round her bust. Then holding out

her hand to Halvor, she looked him straight in

the face, and the two stepped together into the

middle of the room.

Ugh ! I low horribly that fiddler played. The

girls held their ears and laughed; the young
men swore at Morten Pejkson, for much

depended on his playing just now as the climax

of the dance approached, when Halvor was to

IN WHICH THE GREAT DANCE WAS GIVEN.

jump so high
that he could
touch the 1

of the ceiling
with his foot.

Suddenly there

was a bark of

our dog outside,

and the door
was o p e n e d

enough to let in

a stream of cold

air and the head
of a man who

peeped into the

room. He was

greeted by a

chorus of voices,
"
Hej ! Hej ! Here is Aslak

Halvorsen. Has he brought his fiddle ?
"

My friend Aslak was soon dragged into the

middle of the room. He looked half-dazed

about him like someone coming in from the

dark. He was trying all the time to make him-

self understood by me, but in the noise and

tumult it was impossible for me to hear what he

said. He was actually forced to take the old

fiddler's place. His fiddle-case was opened,
his instrument taken out and pressed into his

hands. Then calls for "The Hailing Slaat
"

filled the room.

I had elbowed my way up to him. "It is
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HOLDING OUT HER HAND TO HALVOK, THE TWO STEPPED TOGETHEK INTO THE MIDDLE OF THE ROOM.

kind of you to come and play for us, Aslak,"
id.

"
-V ." he answered, "I don't want to play.

I did not come for that— I came for something
else. But I will play for them, this one dance,"
he continued, lowering his voice to a whisper,
'"

if you will come with me tonight to Myrehejen."
I gave a low whistle to show him that I

understood his meaning.
"

I am your man/' said I
;

"
here is my hand

on it, and good luck to you, for you deserve it."

He had finished tuning his fiddle, and struck

up the quaint old dance. How he played !

Never did I hear such music
;

never had
Halvor and Ingebdrg danced like that. The

onlookers could hardly keep quiet : they tripped
about on their feet as if eager to join in the

dance
; they nodded and wagged and hummed

the tune, and beat the time with hands and feet.

At last the dance was over, and I saw Aslak

put his fiddle back in its blue-painted wooden

case, drink off a mug of beer and two small

glasses of corn-brandy ;
then he elbowed his

way through the crowd and came up to me.
" Are you ready, Ola ? Come along, it is

getting late."

A few moments later we stood outside in the

farmyard.
" Look here," I said,

"
you are surely not

going to take the fiddle along with you ? Better

bring a stout stick like mine, for the snow lies

high everywhere."
"
No," he answered

;

" where I go the fiddle

goes too."

For a few minutes we took counsel together

whether to go by the high road or venture the

short cut across the fell through the wood and

down the brae. It was certainly much the

shortest way, but, as the moon was not yet up,

and the snow had destroyed every path and

track, it might not save much time in the end.

However, we trusted to our knowledge of the

country, and started at a brisk walk. You will

wonder what our errand was? Well, I will tell

you. Aslak was going to propose to Inger

Bentsdotter Myrehejen, and I accompanied him

as his
"
Belegut," or go-between. Why did we

go at that hour? Because in Tellemarken it

was the custom to woo a girl by night, so that

nobody but she would know who the suitor

was
;
and if she refused him he would in this

way avoid the public humiliation of being known
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as rejected. That is why he always brings a
"
Belegut

"
with him. The word really means

"the boy who woos for him"; and though
the go-between does not actually do this, his

duty is to get admission to the house
and bring out the girl to the suitor who is

waiting outside in the dark. We were both

silent, and the crunching of the snow and the

cry of a ptarmigan or other wild bird was the

only noise we heard. The winter had set in

early, and was unusually severe. We had to

beat our hands together and stamp hard with

our feet to keep ourselves warm. The sharp
north-east wind came rushing up the valley, and
caught us alternately in front and back, whilst

"It

we the fell.plodded in a zigzag up
"
Maybe I had better

left the fiddle at home; it

numbs my fingers to hold

it," said Aslak.

So we took it in turns

to carry it.

"
It will be better when

we get into the wood," I

said.

"When we get there,"
he answered, looking about

him, searchingly. We were
now on a kind of plateau,
with not a trace of a path ;

and before us stretched the

dark wood, almost black

by contrast with the snow.

It would not be easy to

find tracks whicli would
land us safely on the large
brae on the other side

;

and to miss the path would
mean getting lost in a deep
ravine — impossible to get

through on a winter's night
like this.

So we trusted to our luck

and passed into the wood. Here we found our-

selves almost in perfect darkness, for the huge
fir trees standing closely together prevented the

snow from giving off any light. We stumbled

about, and were tripped up by blown-down trees

hidden by the snow
;
and although we didn't

say so to each other we did not like it at all,

and had but little hope of getting out of the

wood before daylight. Besides, we began to

feel tired, for we had kept Christmas for a

whole week, with much drinking and little rest
;

and the sleepiness which extreme cold produces
made us feel very much tempted to lie down.

However, we knew too well the danger of

yielding to this feeling, so, leaning our backs

against a tree, we stopped to take counsel.

ASLAK HAI.VORSEN
BAY BY FLAYING Dl

From

is no use, Ola, we had better give it up
and try to track our way back," said Aslak.

I did not care much what we did. My only
desire was to sleep ;

and I believe 1 must have
been dropping off, for my ideas b quite
blurred, when something that came rushing past
my feet made me start.

"That was a hare," said Aslak :

" he is in a

hurry. There's another -- look ! And yet
another. That means there air '

grey-li

(wolves) about. What is to be done? We can't

go back, for we shall meet them if we do. Come
on : we must try to get away."

So we stumbled along— quite wide awake
now, you may be sure. The moon had risen,
and in its strong, cold light the dark tree-trunks

seemed to leap and flit

past us. Now and then

we had to stop a moment
to catch our breath and
listen. Yes ! There was a

sound of something coming
rushing on far behind us in

the wood. Branches were

crackling, and there was a

muffled sound as of many
thumping footsteps. We
hurried on ; not a word
did we speak. We both

knew the danger which

every moment brought
nearer to us.

How we did race along
over the snow, through the

dead branches and across

frozen mountain streams,

up hill and down hill. It

was the wildest race I had

ever been in. We had to

stop a moment. "If we

can only keep well ahead

of them whilst crossi li-

brae, we may save our

skins," whispered Aslak, panting. A long howl,

which came through the night from the dark wood

behind us, set us off again. It was answered by

several others coming from different directions ;

then another and another, which sounded nearer.

Good heavens ! How we flew across the

ground. At last we had reached the brae. It

was here our greatest danger began, however.

Whilst in the wood, the obstacles of the tr

made it more difficult for the wolves to pui

us
;
but on the open brae they would be able to

surround and attack us from several sides. You

see, when a pack of wolves is pursuing its prey,

there are' usually two leaders which race on in

front, whilst the rest of the band divide into

WHO KEPT THE WOLVES AT
SCOKDS ON HIS VIOLIN.

a Photo.

groups to the right and left of their captains, so
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as to intercept the victim should he attempt to

turn from his course. Well, we were out of the

. and before us lay the wide, snow-covered

2 white in the moonlight. I began
el exhausted, and it was clear that I at least

would r t across the brae. Instinctively

I turned to see the dreadful enemies whose

trampling thud on the snow we could now dis-

tinctly hear.

It was indeed a picture full of terror ; and I

: clearly before me now as o\\ that

lanuarv night ten years The brilliant

n : the dark belt oi the pinewood, and the

glittering silvery brae A momen* only ; arush-

sound from the shade under . .ices ; and

here and there bright green spots like glow-
worms flitted towards us. Then a huge live

mass of dark forms, some single, some in groups,
came tumbling down the slope and out on the

. each hideous figure now clearly defini d

by the moonlight on the snow. It was like

horrible living stream pouring towards us.

"Quick, give me the fiddle." called Aslak.

"Here is your stick,
1 ' he added: "save your-

I brought you here
;

I will keep them
off a while.''

"What do you take me for?" I said, in-

dignantly ;
"two air better than one."

11 was breathing hard, and I heard that he
- trying to

open the fiddle-

I heard it,

for I had only
s for the

wolves, who were

ling upon us

with terrible

rapidity, flying

across the brae

if they had

wings, and pant-

ing and breath-

ing with queer
noises like growls

short sharp
barks like those

of angry dogs.
It took but a

second to see it

all
;

a few mo-
ments more and

they would be

upon us. I could

distinguish their

bristling hair,
their switching
tails, and the

horrible fangs of

the leaders. I

had nothing but my stick and Aslak the fiddle,

so I knew our last moments had come. The
lord's Prayer was running through my brain,
mixed up with thoughts of death and farewells

to all and everything. I had grasped the stick

firmly, and meant to sell my life dearly, when a

piercing shriek as from a poor soul in agony
burst upon the stillness of the wintry night. It

was followed by the most soubrending yells and
sounds I had ever heard.

Was it our own voices? I wondered
;
and were

we already in the claws of those demons whose

fiery eyes and steaming breath seemed quite
close to me now ? At first I was too bewildered

to understand anything, but I soon grasped it !

The ear splitting, heartrending noise and dis-

cords came from Aslak's fiddle. There he

stood in the moonlight, scraping away at it like

mad. At the same glance I saw the wolves

suddenly stop, then they cowered down, huddled

together in a large dark mass a hundred yards
from us, their heads low down, and their green,

glittering eyes moving restlessly forward and
backward close to the snow. Now and then

one of them would advance a little with

slouching steps, only to retreat again in a

terror-stricken, shamefaced way. And all the

while the fiddle-strings sent forth the most

excruciating sounds.

A WEIRD CONCER1 — "Ai.AI". IHE WOLVES BEGAN TO TAKE COURAGE, AND THE LEADERS ADVANCLD
TOWARDS US IN A DESI'ERATELV DETERMINED WAV."
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" Lead me backward now," whispered Aslak.

Pick up the fiddle-case and take hold of my
jacket. Mind I don't stumble

;
we must try to

get across the brae before the brutes get accus-

tomed to the music. I dare not turn round ;
I

must face them all the while. Oh ! There

goes a string ! Good Lord, the cold is too

much for the guts. Quick— hold me up !

"

Slowly we retired. It was a weird and grue-
some march, I can tell you ;

and we saw to our

dismay that when we had widened the distance

between us the knot of horrible creatures began
to untie itself, and the wolves, dividing them-

selves into groups, were advancing on us— not

in a straight line, but in a wide semicircle on

each side. They moved, however, in a hesitating,

scared way, and often returned and fled back

when some especially heartrending shrieks from

Aslak's fiddle pierced the night. How the bow
worked and scraped ! The music became wilder

and wilder, more and more desperate. It is

impossible to give you an idea of the noise
;

it

seemed to set one's brain on fire, to send an

icy shudder down one's back, and make every
nerve tingle and smart. The wolves had again

huddled together, and seemed held by a

mysterious spell.
" We shall soon be done for," said Aslak,

huskily; "the strings won't stand it much

longer.''

Again the wolves began to take courage, and

the leaders advanced towards us in a desperately
determined way.
"Throw the fiddle-case at them; that will

keep them off a bit.
-
'

I got the case out from under my arm, and

taking good aim hurled in out in the brae. I

saw it fall, a few yards in front of the "captains,"
who stopped short so suddenly in their race

that those following after had no time to slacken

pace, and so they all tumbled together into a

great living mass of growling and snarling beasts.

You see, they are the greatest cowards, those

brutes
;
and anything unfamiliar to them—a

trailing rope, a piece of flapping cloth, a basket,

or any such thing will make them cower for a

while until they get accustomed to it. We did

not stop to watch them though, but took to our

heels and ran
;

I really didn't know whether I

stood on my head or on my feet. It was. like

an awful nightmare to me, and I hardly know
how we reached the bottom of the brae, from

whence we could see the snow-covered roofs of
"
Myrehejen

" Farm.
The wolves were out of sight through the

bend of the brae, but not for long. A rushing

and skurrying noise made us look round, and

there they were again. One by one we saw

them re-appear over the white edge of the slope

we had descended in such flying haste. Mad
with hunger, they had no doubt got over the
formidable fiddle-case, and were now gaining
upon us with alarming speed.

"
May the I ,ord have mercy on us i

cried Aslak, as he again raised the fiddle

chin— the fiddle which now had but one string
fit to play on. But he knew how to manage
and I wondered, even in my excitement, how
that little instrument could produce such dis-

tressing screechings, such awful, pier art-

rending yells. Aslak continued to play on the

highest string till all the air seemed full of the

terrible wails.

A doleful howl came from the top of the

brae ;
the wolves stood irresolute for a few

seconds, and then suddenly turning tail they

fled, and we saw them no more, for well they
knew they were near a homestead. Death had
never been so near to me as it was that

night. The barking of a dog from "
Myrehejen

'

recalled the real object of our perilous night
march. I always wonder that Aslak felt up to

that kind of thing, and that after what we had

just gone through he still wished to propose

marriage. But once the danger was over he

had done with it, and his natural, easy-going
state of mind returned.

A few moments later we stood in the farm-

yard, keeping well in the shade of the huge
fir trees which surrounded the place. We were

as hot as on a midsummer day. Aslak sat

down on a wood-stack, wiping his forehead and

panting distressingly. The barking continued,

and soon I heard a door in the largest building

being opened.
Now was the time for me to do my duty as

"Belegut," so I went up to the door, shading

my face with my hand
;
for if I were recognised

it would not be difficult to guess whose
"
Belegut

"
I was. A boy in a red night-cap

and a few garments awkwardly put on stood in

the full moonlight, peeping carefully out into

the yard. He seemed but half awake, and

asked, yawning loudly :
—

"What do you want?
"

"We want Inger Bentsdotter Myrehejen to

come out ;
here is a suitor for her," I answf

" She is in the loft above the cow-house,
'

said the sleepy boy, sulkily.
" Then fetch her out," I said, sharply,

we have no time to waste. And show m

warm place where I can wait for them till they

have got that business over."

" Hadn't he better woo her in the cow-h<

for it is too cold to hunt her all over the pla

I shouldn't like it myself," grunted the boy.

"
I don't care where they go to,

'

I ans\u

"it is their business and not mine; but look
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sharp, for it isn't a night to be standing about

without shelter."

The boy clattered along in his wooden shoes

to the cow house, and returned soon to say that

"Inger Bentsdotter was ready to receive her

lover — though not in the cow-house. If he

would go into the state-room, above the 'stabur.'

or larder, she would come up to him there."

The boy climbed the stairs to the state-room

and unbolted the door ; then he returned to

the house, and after having brought the girl's

message to Aslak I followed him in.

We entered a kitchen

or brew-house containing a

kind of straw bed with

some woollen blankets and
a bis skin or hide as

coverings. This is the

usual sleeping-place for the

farm servants in Norway,
and I was thankful to creep
down among the straw and

pull the blankets around me.

Presently there was a sound
of footsteps outside and a

creaking of the stairs, to-

gether with the whispering
of two voices, one a gruff
bass and the other a high
treble. Under the door I

saw a line of yellow light.

"That"s the old ones,"

whispered the boy.
"
They

want to surprise you, and see

who is the
'

Belegut,' for then

they can easily guess who is

the suitor. Cover up your
face with the skin."

I did so, but peeped out

underneath it. The boy had

jumped out of bed and was

now standing close by the

door, which was slowly

opened, and the two old

people peered carefully into

the room. They held a

lighted candle in front of

them, but in a whiff it was
blown out, and we were left

in the deepest darkness, whilst the boy, giggling
in his corner, enjoyed the trick he had played
on the curious old people. The door was shut

with an angry bang, and after some swearing
and stumbling on the stairs outside, all was

quiet again.
I fell into a sound sleep, and was awakened

by a light shining on my face.

"Get up, Ola Olsen Glosimodt," called the boy.
"

It is all right : they are in the big room, and oh,

my ! aren't we all going to have a treat ! I wish

master had many more daughters to be wooed."
In the large winter-room a bright fire had

been lighted. The mother, assisted by the

maids, was bustling about cooking the cream

porridge and boiling coffee. Every kind of

delicacy had been put forth, for it was a well-

to-do house, and Inger was the only daughter.
The old man and Aslak were smoking their

pipes in the inglenook on the bench, and
next to them lay the fiddle, looking most

pitifully dilapidated with but one string left.

I HE DOOR SLOWLY OPENED, AM) THE Two OLD PEOPLE PEERED CAREFULLY INTO THE ROOM.

Inger, who was leaning against her father's chair,

was listening, pale with excitement, to Aslak's

tale of our ternble encounter with the wolves

and our hairbreadth escape.
"
Yes," said old Benth, "they are impudent

enough,
'

the grey-legs
'

;
but they soon put their

tails between their legs when they hear the

scraping of a fiddle. And a good job it is, too,

for else I guess we should have had a funeral in

the parish instead of a wedding."



Where Fortunes are Made by Theatre Applause !

Written and Illustrated by Frederic Lees, of Paris.

An article bound to attract attention in British and American theatrical circles. Our own Paris-
representative investigates the famous "

claque," or Paris system of paid professional applause. The
"chef de claque" as a capitalist, financing managers! The whole history of an astonishing pro-
fession revealed for the first time, illustrated with photographs, and interspersed with amusing

anecdotes.

-

MUST admit that at the outset of

my inquiry into the mysteries of the

claque of the various Paris theatres

my heart almost failed me. The
lurid picture which had been drawn

of this curious institution, and of the men who

kept it alive, was not altogether a pleasing one

regarded from any point of view. The claque
was tyrannical, and, octopus-like, it stretched

out its tenacles over the stage and strangled the

life out of real dramatic art. Further, chefs de

claque were social outcasts
—

parasites, and even worse,
who made a living by the

exercise of a calling which,
to say the very least, was
beneath contempt. How-
ever, uninviting though the

prospect was, I decided to

undertake the task, particu-

larly as it had never been

done before. Certain words
which M. Jules Clan-tic.

the amiable manager of the

Comedie-Francaise, himself

had used in a letter to me
acted as an incentive. Thus
the plunge was taken, and,
as an amateur— strictly as

an amateur, mind you
— I

became an honorary mem-
ber of that powerful and
ancient institution which
of recent years has been

so much reviled, but reviled

in vain.

I or the benefit of those who do not know of

this curious custom in French theatres it may
be as well to explain that the claque, properly so

called, consists of a small body of men, under

the orders of a chef, who undertake to applaud
the actors and actresses at certain set times.

The chefs de claque gain what there is to be

gained ; whilst the rank and file of the

claqueurs get nothing
—

or, at most, merely
Vol. iv.—72.

t^S

OUR ENTERPRISING PARIS REPRESENTATIVE,
MR. FREDERIC LEES, WHO ACTUALLY BECAME
A "

CLAQUEUR" HIMSELF IN' ORDER TO ACQUIRE
INFORMATION ABOUT THIS PECULIAR PRO-

From a] fession. [Photo.

the pleasure of seeing the play without pay-
ing for their seats.

"
Working deadheads "

one might call them. Now, there are chefs
de ctaque and chefs de claque, just as in other

professions. The chefs at the great subsidized

theatres in Paris, such as M. Dorlot and M.

Guerin, of the Comedie-Francaise; M. Sol

and M. Vilette, of the Opera ; and M.

Giraudon, of the Odeon, are officials paid

by the management to do a certain piece of

work. They merely act their parts in the

pit instead of on the stage.

There is not very much
difference, you see, between

them and the actors. The
salary which these impor-
tant functionaries receive

varies from 300 francs to

500 francs a month each,

and for that sum they are

expected to take with them
into the theatre at each

performance a certain num-
ber of men with big, strong

hands, and intelligent

enough to clap when they
are given the signal by
their leader.

The work of the claqueurs

is not, as will be readily

seen, intellectually of a

very high order. The chef

is supposed to have taken

voluminous notes at the

rehearsals of the play they

are seeing performed ;
to

have consulted with the manager; to have

chatted with the author— in short, to have

made a close studv of the entire work on

which his "brigade" is to ! aged. He

is the spring of the c aque. Tin- nun um

his orders, scattered here and there under the

chandelier (for
which reason they have been

called "Chevaliers du Lustre'), are merely

parts of the machinery, and they would no
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more think of applauding on their own account

than they would think of living.

( (nee upon a time tli wa daring claqueur
who did not wait for the signal ; but his short

connection with the profession—he was imme-

diately relieved of hi* fauteuil for breach of

discipline
—

hardly entitles him to the honour

of mention in the same company with, eminent

The part he applauded happened to

the only good scene in the whole play. His

sense of art. unfortunately, was stronger than

his idea of duty. Seized with uncontrollable

enthusiasm, he—the only man of taste among
the claque—
made the house

ring with ap-
plause. He is

now one of the

most eminent
dramatic critics

in Paris. How-
ever, though
mere tools in the

hands of their

chefs, the cla-

queurs of the
te theatres in

Paris are emi-

nently respect-
able men. There
are sixteen of

them at the
Comedie-Fran-
caise, and their

names are down
on a list in the

possession of M.

Dorlot, who
keeps a sharp

eye on their per-
sonal appear-
ance. Some are

small shop-
keepers, whilst

others are stu-

dents of the
drama, with

From a]

the Cafe de la Rotonde, at the corner of the

boulevard Haussmann and the Rue Lafayette,

where, crowding round M. Sol or M. Valette,

they answer to their names. The sight is one
worth seeing. To watch these men, many of

them doctors, advocates, and pupils of the Con-
servatoire with not sufficient money to spend on

theatres, reminds one— in spite of their redin-

gotes and tall silk hats—of the roll-call of one's

schooldays. Each answers "Pre'sent" to his name
and receives a metal ticket, upon which is the

number of his seat.

After one has given these details of the claque
of the State
theatres, little

more need be

said about the

system. It is far

too respectable
to be interesting,

and that is why
I said there were

chefs de claque
and chefs de

claque.

Having come
into close con-

tact during my
wanderings from

theatre to theatre

with the most

important chefs

de claque in Paris

and with many
of their men, I

have not the

slightest hesita-

tion in giving
those outside
State theatre
circles a hearty
recommendation
as a most inter-

esting class. Only
recentduring

vague notions of some day or other becoming
writers for the stage or dramatic critics !

But for benevolent chefs de claque think of the

irreparable loss dramatic literature and criticism

of the drama would have suffered \ All that

these leaders need spend each evening is dix
sous for a coffee and cognac at the small cafe
near the theatre where they assemble before the

performance, and another "
refresher

"
during

the entr'acte. At the Opera the members of the

claque number thirty. They assemble every
evening about ten minutes to seven o'clock at

THE CAKE l/E LA ROTONDE, WHERE THE MEMBERS OF THE
OPERA CLAQl'E MEET. [/'koto.

years, owing to

the action of

managements desirous of pleasing the theatre-

going public, has the State theatres made
it the custom to pay their chefs. The other

theatres, such as the Vaudeville, the Nouve-

autes, the Varices, the Palais-Royal, the Porte-

Saint-Martin, and the Renaissance, keep to

the good old rule which has been in force

for time immemorial.

At those theatres we still hear the expressive

slang which has been used for fhreescore years
in claque circles; and the romance, too, of the

institution has not yet departed—admirable
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things, for my knowledge of which I am largely
indebted to one of the intimes, or regular
claqueurs. He was an excellent fellow, this

intitne. As we sat side by side, waiting for the
curtain to go up on the second act of a new
melodrama, he told me little scraps of his

personal history. How he had once been well-

to-do, but had come down in the world
;
of his

efforts (fortunately successful) in rescuing some-

thing from the financial wreckage in which he
was involved ; and how he was now content to

eat in cheap restaurants instead of in dear ones,
and to see the play from his claqueur's fauteuil,
instead of from the box of former years. A man
who had received a good education, he gave me
the whole history
of the claque in

classical and in

modern times.

Not everybody
is aware that the

institution of

paid applauders
in theatres dates

far back in the

history of the
world. Nero is

generally credit-

ed with its inven-

tion, for which
reason claqueurs
are called, in ad-

dition to "Cheva-
liers du Lustre,"
" Romains du
Parterre." Sue-

tonius tells the

story of the
Roman Emperor who was seized with a desire

to shine as a leading member of his private
theatrical company, and so organized a body of

men to applaud him under pain of death. Thank
Heaven, it hasn't come to that with us yet !

Serious attempts to form a permanent claque
in Paris were not made until the time of

Napoleon I. Here my friend became really

interesting ; he was upon the familiar ground of

modern times—almost within his own recol-

lection : and so I shall give his own words as

nearly as I can.

"I remember talking with a very old friend

of mine many years ago on this very subject,"
he said, when we were seated in a small

cafe, near one of the boulevard theatres, during
the interval.

" He is dead now. He could tell

many good stories, and one, at least, has stuck

in my memory, because he used to say that it

showed how the claque came to be organized.
It seems that there were two actresses at the

THE LEFT M. EUGfiXE, CHEF DE CLAQUE AT THE NOUVEAUTES
THE RIGHT M. Al.PHONSE, CHEF DE CLAQUE AT THE VAUDEVILLE

From a Photo.

Comedie-Francaise, named Mile. Duchesnois
and Mile. Georges, who, being rival tragediennes,
hired bodies of men to applaud them. Night
after night these attended the theatre. Seated
in the pit, the retainers of each of these ladies
did their best to persuade the public that
the one by whom they were employed was
the finer actress. The rivalry became so
keen at last that the pit degenerated into
a prize-ring, in which claqueurs flung them-
selves upon each other and engaged in fierce

fisticuffs. Heads were broken and eyes were
blackened in this way, until one of the actresses,
I believe it was Mile. Georges, left the Theatre-
Francais. But the struggle had lasted long

enough for the

claqueurs to form
themselves into

an organized
body. It became
evident to them
that there was
an opportunity
of forming a new

profession ; they
were a power in

the theatrical

world, and, as

such, they must
have their price.

The result was

that these men

imposed them-

selves on the
of
in-

the

the

the

managers
theatres and

directly on

public. At
Restoration the quarrels oftime of the

Romantiques and the Classiques made their

position still more secure."

My interesting companion proceeded to tell

me what he knew of the claque from his own

personal knowledge. Much of what he told me
I already knew from mixing with his confreres;

but there were several new facts which he

taught me. For instance, I learnt that the

staff of the claque consists of intimes, like him-

self—that is, regular claqueurs who are admitted

to the theatre free of charge ;
lavables (a word

formed from the verb
"
laver," which in theatre

slang means "to sell"), who pay the chef de

claque a low price for their ticket ;
and solitaires

—that is, theatre-goers who, rather than go in

with the crowd at the theatre doors, pay the full

price for their seats.

The position of some of the chefs de claque at

the large Paris theatres is a very enviable one

from a financial point of view. He is a
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capitalist, a speculator. And because he has

an eve for business he is looked down upon,
and often sneered at, by the chefs of the sub-

ventioned theatres who make little in com-

parison with him. They are highly respectable
ials who rub shoulders with doctors, acho-

cates, engineers, and pupils ol~ the Conservatoire ;

while he is a mere marchand de billets — a

theatrical spider who sits in a small cafe, with a

theatre plan at his side, selling tickets to unwary

provincials and English tourists for a third

more, or perhaps twice or thrice their real value.

re the Minister of Fine Arts, a few years
. made the claque at the Opera into a State

institution, they themselves did the very same

thing, and I have known nine-franc tickets sold

at a little office in the

Rue Auber by the

former claque of

the Opera for as much
as twenty francs each.

This man used to re-

ceive fifty tickets, and
sold them usually at

\'\\q francs each. But
when an opera was a

great success and tickets

were in demand, he

naturally made people

pay dearly for them.

So the chef de claque is

a speculator. He has

a properly drawn up
agreement with his

manager, stating the

sum he pays for his

position ;
the length of

time he is to be allowed

to hold it
;

and the

number and the kind of

seats which are to be

:n to him each day.
His duties are also set

forth. He agrees to

attend the rehearsals of

each play, and to make notes in conjunction
with the author and the manager.

Certain passages must be punctuated with

applause, for many and various reasons. This

scene is a little too long and, but for judicious

applause, the actors and the audience would

grow weary. Moreover, a well-placed volley of

applause gives the actor time to breathe and
relieves the monotony of a long speech. Per-

haps a certain part of the play is rather weak.

The claqueurs applaud and, by a subtle process
of suggestion, the audience, if a gullible one,

goes home fully convinced that the play is first-

class. Or, again, a young and inexperienced

M. CHARLES BKOI ,
CHEF

From a]

actor or actress is nervous, and feels the neces-

sity of bursts of applause to give him or her

confidence. In short, the chet de claque, in

return for a certain number of tickets, performs
a piece of work. Supposing a play to be a

great success, then he quickly becomes a rich

man, and there are many cases on record of

chefs dc claque who have died worth hundreds of

thousands of francs. Auguste and Porcher, of

the Opera, both died immensely rich. The
former was rich enough, before he became chef

de claque at the Opera, to pay 80,000 francs

(,£3,200) for his position. Besides the profit

he made on tickets he received handsome pre-

sents from actors and actresses.

"More than one well-established danseuse"

says Louis Veron, "paid
him a monthly salary."

Of my own knowledge
there are many chefs de

claque in Paris who re-

ceive from 100 francs

to 300 francs a month
from actresses in order

that they may applaud
their appearances on the

stage and their encores.

One cannot be sur-

prised, therefore, that

the chef in many cases

quickly becomes a rich

man, or that he usually
has 25,000 francs, or

even more, at the dis-

posal of managers who

may be financially em-
barrassed. It would
be indiscreet to men-
tion names, but I know
one chef who advanced
a well-known theatrical

manager as much as

100,000 francs. The
circumstances under

which he risked so

money are perhaps worth

relating.
The manager in question had had some

rather heavy losses with unsuccessful plays, and

the cost of the staging of the play he was

bringing out at the time his friend the c//(/came
to his rescue had further impoverished him.

He was badly in need of money for current

expenses ; something more had to be done to

the scenery at the last moment to make his play
a success

;
nun had to be paid

" on the nail
"

for work they were doing, etc., etc. To make
matters worse, his creditors, doubtless suspecting
his financial difficulties, gave him little peace.

DE CLAQUE AT THE THEATRE
VAK1ETES. [Photo.

large a sum of
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Almost out of his wits with anxiety, he took
the chef de claque into his confidence, and,
after pointing out the good qualities of his

play and the chances of "
making a hit," asked

him to advance a sum of money. The chef was
a man of judgment; he saw that the piece
would, in all probability, be a great success

;
so

he agreed to advance 100,000 francs on con-
dition that a certain number of performances
were to be placed to his account—that is to

say, the receipts for those performances were to

belong entirely to him. The play, as it happened,
was a success. There was no real need for

the claque to ap-

plaud : the pub-
lic itself did this

w i t h whole-
hearted delight.
Tickets were sold

by the chef and
his friends at the

theatre ticket
offices at almost

any price they
liked to ask for

them, and in a

few months' time
our interesting
capitalist had not

only got back his

100,000 francs,
but had made an

enormous profit
in addition.

N nmerous
anecdotes of the

claque occur to

my mind. Told me by members of the pro-

fession, of all ages and positions, they represent
how many-sided this queer calling is. Here is

one story showing how the claque, like music or

any other art, has its special phraseology, and
how it has been regarded in the past, as in the

present, as a true art. Mile. Rachel had just

played the chief role in one of the plays of

Mad line Emile de Girardin, and she considered
that the claque had not applauded her with the

usual vigour. She complained to the manage-
ment, and was told that the chef de claque,

being ill, had had to appoint a confrere of the

boulevard as a substitute. Hearing of Mile.

Rachel's complaints, the chef de claque ad interim

wrote her the following amusing letter :
—

"Mademoiselle, — I cannot remain quiet
under the reproaches which have fallen from a

From a\ I. LOUIS, CHEF DE CLAQUE AT THE GYMNASE.

mouth such as yours. At the first performance
I applauded thirty-three times, and always my-
self. There were three 'acclamations,'' four
'hilarites,' two '

tressaillements,' four 'redouble-
ments,' and two 'explosions indefinies.' And
the stalls even got angry and cried 'Throw them
out !

'

My men were very uncomfortable
;

t

informed me they would never take on such a

job again. Seeing this, I asked for the manu-
script ; carefully studied it, and felt bound to

make some alterations for the second perform-
ance, cutting out some of the applause . . ."

Verily the claque is a great institution ! Many
attempts ha v e

been made of
recent years to

do away with it,

but, apart from

serving as an
excellent subject
for discussion in

the daily Press,
the campaign
against it has
been without
result. Emile

Augier and Alex-

andre Dumas fils

tried their best

to strike it a

mortal blow
;
and

where they failed

it is little wonder
that lesser lights

have failed also.

The theatre-

going public do

not, of course, approve of the claque. Even I,

who have actually belonged for a space to their

body, and who, naturally, am more sympathetic
to them than most people, have felt annoyed,
when attending the theatre in the character of a

private individual, at the mechanical applause

coming from the pit or, as the case may he,

falling from the gallery in the midst of

the silence of an audience terribly bored

by the production of some new dramatist

or other. Many besides myself have felt. I am

sure, much inclined to whistle shrilly as a

protest. People have so protested, as a matter

of fact, but little good it has done. The claque

is as strong to-day as it has ever been, and until

the vanity of actors and actresses is no more it

is bound to prosper, and its chefs to become

more or less of capitalists.



A Missionary Martyr in West Africa.

By. Dr. T. J. Tonkin.

It is a strange mixture of tragedy and comedy, this narrative of Dr. Tonkin's. The missionary had
come all the way from Canada to West Africa to preach the Gospel to the heathen, but the heathen

rejected him, robbed him, and tried to raise money over his death and burial ! Dr. Tonkin did everything
humanly possible for the doomed man, and even found himself in a "

tight place
" as his executor.

He had been having a

really hardly matters where he was

going, for he never got there : but

we, the members of the Hausa
A -relation's West Soudan Expedi-

tion, found him at /.aria, a town in

the Niger basin about 600 miles from the coast

of the Gulf oi Guinea.

very bad time. He
had started from Lagos
months before with £70
worth of outfit and a

prejudice against rifles
;

his object was the

preaching of the Gospel
in the " interior." Now,
if preaching the Gospel
in Africa is worth doing
at all, it is worth doing
well

;
and to start with

^70 worth of outfit

is not doing it well.

Moreover, the "interior"

is a large place ;
and

it came to pass that

after our missionary had

worked his way in some
three or four hundred

miles, he found himself

with very few supplies
in hand, and no imme-
diate prospect of getting

any more.

It appears that up to

this time he had had a

companion, whom he

now dispatched back to

the coast to hunt up
more funds. The com-

panion went back, and

stayed there. Then the

troubles of that mission-

ary began. When one
is getting to the bottom
of one's pocket it is as

difficult to find friends in Africa as elsewhere.

This the poor man soon found out. Every
petty little potentate squeezed as much as he
could out of him, and kicked him on to the next.

At last he landed in the clutches of a more

powerful reprobate than the rest, who, under
the guise of a purchase, fleeced him of the

remainder of his possessions, and left him bare—or as near bare as makes no matter.

For some time our unhappy friend had been

suffering from fever and dysentery. The

anxiety of waiting month after month for the

return of the companion who never came, and
the harsh treatment he received at the hands

of the petty kinglets on the road, aggravated
his malady. For two months he waited for

payment at the hands of

the king who had eased

him of the last of his be-

longings ;
but he waited

in vain. Again and again
he was put off; some
times with derision,
sometimes with violence.

It would seem to have

affected his mind. Ac-

cording to the account

of his native servant,

who stuck to him through
all his difficulties (pro-

bably because he hadn't

the pluck to run away),
he was more or less

delirious for weeks to-

gether. He was so feeble

he could hardly drag
himself about from place

to place. At last he

was actually driven by
starvation to beg for food.

He was nearing the fin-

ish. But, as a gleam of

sunshine often preludes
the close of a stormy

day, he was destined to

some little brightness
before the last long rest.

How he did it I don't

know, but with the help
of his mare, an animal

almost as attenuated

as himself, and his last

possession of any value,

a range of mountains

about forty miles wide and reach the gates of

Zaria, where he had heard food was cheap !

Zaria was all agog with the news of the approach
of a white expedition, and the officials of the

town, who would otherwise probably have

turned him out, regarded him with a specula-

tive eye, and took him in. They calculated we

would pay for him, and we did.

R. T. J. TONK1 ., m BEDFORD, AS HE APPEARED WHEN
GOING TO THE RESCUE OF THE UNFORTUNATE MISSIONARY.

From a Photo, by IV. Salmon, Bedford.

he managed to cross
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Poor fellow !

He has been

resting now
for five long

years in his

lonely grave on
the banks of

the far-away
Kaduna ;

out I

still remember
as if it were

yesterday the

wave of pity
that passed over

me as I entered

the broken-
down hut in

which he was

accommodated,
and found my-
self face to face

with its occu-

pant. He lay on
a ragged canvas

stretcher. By
his side was
what was evi-

dently intended
for a meal—a

handful of dirty
native rice,
sodden with

moisture, and scattered over the bottom of a
still dirtier frying-pan. One or two nearly

empty tin boxes lay on the

floor; beside the door stood

his mare, hungry, filthy, and
covered with ticks.

His servant Tom, a native

Christian boy whom he had

brought from Lagos, and who—from the fact that he had
been educated in a mission-

school and taught to read the

Bible, speak English (of sorts),
and wear white man's clothes
—was about as useful to him
as any reasonable person
could expect he would be,

roused him up and told him
of my visit.

He turned and put out his

hand in a hesitant, helpless,

appealing kind of way, much
as an infant or a blind man
might do, to touch me—as

if he doubted the evidence of

his senses. I subsequently
learned that he was twenty-

'

I ENTERED THE N-DOWN HUT AND FOUND MYSELF FACE TO FACE
WITH ITS OCCUPANT."

time. He thought

1895
— it was

'llii-. SKETCH FKOJI LIKE, bY

PRESENTS THE UNFORTUNATE
CISELY AS THE DOCTOR FOUND HIM, DYING.

WAS ONI-Y TWENTY-FOUR '

UK. TONKIN, KE-

MISSIONARY PRE-
HE

four years of

age ;
as lie lay

there I sized

him up at forty.
I le was almost
a skeleton, and
an unwhole-
some, apathetic
skeleton at
that. Dull,
sunken eyes;
dry, hollow, un-

shaven cheeks
;

thin, blanched,
and straggling

hair, all told a

story of priva-
tion and mis-

fortune. He
had struggled

against diffi-

c u 1 t y and
danger till he

could struggle
no longer. He
was down.
The poor

man took little

notice of pass-

ing events. I

found that he

had no idea of

that it might possibly be

October, 1894. He had no

comforts ;
no food to speak

of
;

no means worth con-

sidering, and no drugs at all.

At least, almost none.

When I entered his tent

he had only ten grains of

Dover's powder left. That

meant that he had only one

solitary grain of opium between

him and the unspeakable
abdominal misery of chronic

dysentery. Only those who
have been in the clutches of

the disease themselves know
what this means. He was

absolutely on his last legs.

There was only one thing to

be done with him. We must

revive him as best we could.

We must find him in money
and food, supply him with

a tent and porters, and put

him in a hammock and start

him off. And we hoped that

Providence would be mercifu
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and allow a brave man to reach the o<

where lay his only hope of recovery.

Paring the days that elapsed before he w.is

fit to move we made an effort to obtain pay-
m :it for him from the potentate (an Emir
known as the King of the Soudan) who had been

the last and the most thorough of the influential

indrels who had fleeced him. Mr. Robinson,
our chief (now Canon of Ripon), sent a mes-

le Emir across the mountains, but

all v. mse was a leopard skin that

nearly blinded us all with pepper when it was

unrolled, and a letter referring us to his chief

it in /.aria. We hunted up that functionary
and had several inter-

ts, but all he could

layment in

He wanted to

give us a couple of girls.

That, of course, we could

not consider.

"Well," said he, when
we pressed for payment
in goocP.

"
you needn't

take the slaves your-
selves. I'll give them to

Ali
"

(Ali was a friend

who was with us),
" and

will sell them for

you, and give your man
the money. Will that

do ?

No, that would not

do
;

it was sailing very
much too near thj wind
to do

;
so in the end we

got nothing at all. As
a matter of fact, I believe

that if he had thought
there was the smal

chance of our accepting
the slaves, he would
have never even offered

them.

During the time taken

up by these negotia-
tions the patient made
towards improved health. We managed to

relieve him of his pain, and of one or two of
the other more disagrees ;ults of his dis-

order. But we could not impress upon him
the seri 3 of his condition. At times his

hopefulness was very pathetic. He would soon

get well— when he reached the coast. And he
would return, and probably see us again before

ieft the country. Did we not think so?
That was his photograph— didn't we think it

like him ? It was just about as much like him
as it might be supposed to be like his great-

health and
wo arrived

grandfather. And this, the picture of a bright,

golden
- haired Canadienne, was the girl he

was going to marry. . . . At other times he
would be querulous and difficult; but I think

ho never appreciated the fact that his end might
possibly be near.

On the morning of Tuesday, November 6th,

1S94, I saw him for the last time. On that

morning he left the town of Zaria for the coast,
with six of our trustiest Hausa porters, and
some Nupes, whom he would insist on employ-
ing, in spite of our advice. He was in better

spirits than he had been since

1 said good-bye. Mr. Robinson

accompanied him some
miles on the road; then

he said good-bye. The
little caravan crossed the

river on the banks of

which the parting had
taken place, and dis-

appeared into the bush.

The solitary horseman
left on the bank turned

his face towards Zaria.

It was the last white face

poor Walters* ever saw.

For the purposes of

this narrative I am calling
him Walters.

not his name,
near enough,
reason for its

It was

but it is

and the

selection

THIS IS THE COIN tt'ITH WHICH THE KIM, OF THE ROUDAN
WANTED TO DISCHARGE His DEBT TO THE .MISSIONARY.

From a Photo, lent by Dr. I! '. II. Crosse.

some slight advance

will be immediately
evident to all who knew
the man

;
to those who

met him before he
embarked on his ill-fated

journey, and especially
to those few the memory
of whose kindness he
carried to his grave.

It was some days
before we got any news
of the traveller, then

an itinerant cola-vendor

reported having seen him at Ghirko, a town on

the banks of the Kaduna, forty hilly miles

south of Zaria. He never got farther. It was

there the quarrel with his porters occurred—the

Nupe portion of them
;
and the effort and worry

proved too much for him. He succumbed.
On Sunday, November 18th, we were sitting

at our morning meal when the doorway of the

hut was darkened by a kneeling figure. It was

one of the Hausa porters by whom Walters had

n a< companied. He held out a note, which

we hastily opened. It was written by Torn,
the native servant, and it ran as follows:-
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"Walters dead; pleas tel down quik."
It was a message that conveyed a good deal

more than met the eye.

Walters was dead. His boy, not over well

supplied with courage, was, in a sort of way,

responsible for his late master's property. He
was on the borders of a lawless district. He
was a stranger, and worse than that, a stranger
without any backbone, in a town full of reckless

characters. He was in a nasty situation. If he

were left alone, at the best he would be sold as

a slave, and his late master's property quickly

pooled among the more influential inhabitants

of the place. But what Tom feared most was

that some spirit bolder than the rest would rush

the job; and that in the confusfon a knife or

knives would get stuck into him. It was quite

possible. Many of the people by whom he was

surrounded would not have considered the goods

properly theirs, even after they had stolen them,
unless they had knifed the previous holder. His

dead body would be necessary to constitute their

title. And Tom was unaffectedly anxious to

avoid any arrangement on this basis. His

note was almost a scream—"
pleas tel down

quik."

Well, he would not be left long. His master

had been supplied by Mr. Robinson with

a tent, our only hammock, some cloth, and

brandy that we could ill spare ;
and—more

precious than all— with a little store of silver

dollars. We were not the kind of people to

sit still while property of that sort was being
sniffed at by black noses only forty miles

away. There was no time to be lost. We wasted

none in talking.

"You'd better go at

once, don't you think?"

said Mr. Robinson.

And I went.

At eight o'clock

that night I and the

two native servants by
whom I was accom-

panied laid out om-

nia t s and slept
soundly, with our toes

to the fire and our

faces to the stars. We
had left Zaria at four

o'clock in the after-

noon with the three

grass mats just alluded

to, ten pounds of

boiled rice a bottle

of honey, and a box
of matches as our

baggage. And we had
made about six

Vol. iv.—73.

miles when we camped. I was mounted.
Five-thirty next morning found us once more
on the road, and we kept going till nine o'clock
at night. It was a long day's march. We
covered over twenty-eight miles. Several ri .

had to be crossed. One very deep one was

being crossed by canoes. The ferryman, seeing
that we were in a hurry, and probably had not
time to go ten or fifteen miles down the stream
to the next crossing, was inclined to be ex-

tortionate. There was the horse, he said, and
he would charge me five thousand cowries for

the job. I had not so much money with me,
but he would not abate. There was no time for

argument. Every hour that passed was one more
hour during which someone might decide to

loot those loads. I looked at my boys. Both
of them had been with us all through the six

weeks' march from Lokoja to Zaria. Often in

the course of that journey, which was under-

taken during the rains, we made river crossings
at the rate of a dozen or so a day. Together
we had tramped through scores of miles of mud
and water. Loaded and on foot we had crossed

flood-water and rivers well on to three-quarters

of a mile wide. Was it likely we would boggle
at a miserable little hundred -

yarder
—even

though it were as deep as the pit ? So once

more to the ferryman :
—

"Fifty cowries apiece for each of the men,
and two hundred for the horse. Will you take

it?"
" No."
" Then come along, my sons."

We did not even wait to go down to the

'WE PLUNGED INTO THE WATER. AND BEFORE
SHOCK WE WERE ON THE OPPOSITE BANK

J THE CANOE-MAN HAD RECOVERED FROM THE
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landing-place. From the bluff whereon we
,!, some 4ft. above the river level, straight

down, men and horse, we plunged into the

water. It was all done in a moment, in the

heat oi impatience ; and before the canoe-man
had well recovered from the shock we were on

the opr> ank, the black men laughing as

only black men can, and the white one waving
an ironical farewell as we plunged into the

1

We stopped for the night at a little villi

called RibagO. We were only a lew miles from

our goal : but in Africa one cannot (.lo more

than a certain amount of travelling in one day,
even for dollars. We were put up at the rest

house a dilapidated hut standing in a small,

NINE O CI.

WHICH THE MISSIONARY HAD BKEATHED HIS LAST.

•grown compound, inclosed by a tattered

grass-mat wall. I sent a man to pay a visit of

ceremony to the head man of the place, whom
I presented with some tobacco.

Nine o'clock on the following morning found
me arrived at Ghirko, standing before the hut
in which the unfortunate missionary had
breathed his last. The hut stood with others in

a large inclosure, which formed a kind of annex
to the establishment of the governor of the
town. The inclosure, part of which was grown
over with pawpaws and guinea corn, was
situated alongside the walls of the town, from
which it was separated by a strip of bare and
rocky soil.

The things that I had come to take charge

o( were lying round about. There was the bed
;

there were the cases
;
there was the frying-pan ;

and—ah, yes, thank you, Tom— there were the

dollars.

Nature had not furnished Tom with nerves of

a high order. He was glad to get rid of those
dollars. For several days they had attracted

the attention of all the desperadoes in the place
and focused it on him. He had been inter-

viewed by the governor, who proposed that the

silver should be deposited with him— for safety.

Others, more or less powerful persons, warned
him against the cupidity of the governor, and

urged him to give them the dollars— to take care

of. At last Tom, who knew by how slender a

thread the threatening sword was suspended,

began to quake when
the subject was men-

tioned, and heartily
wished he had never

heard the name of

Maria Theresa or

handled the silver on
which it was stamped.

I visited Walters's

grave. By the edge
of a strip of guinea
corn, on the piece of

waste land between
the huts of the gover-
nor's household and
the town walls, I

found the mound that

marked his last rest-

ing-place. He had
been buried, Hausa-

fashion, about i8in.

below the surface,

packed with leaves

and twigs, and faced

to the morning. He
was barely covered

with earth. I thought
it would be nice if I could do something to

make his grave more secure. I could not leave

a compatriot lying open and unprotected, for

the hyenas to dig up. I set men to work to

bring rocks, and the cairn we erected would serve

to mark his grave in the future, and secure him
alike from human and jungle desecration.

From Tom's lips I gathered the story of his

death. He quarrelled with the Nupe portion of

his porters. They made demands for food-money,
and he, knowing that we had arranged all that at

Zaria, refused to pay. So they deserted. A
man in ordinary state of health would have

supported the circumstance with tolerable even-

ness
;
but Walters was not in an ordinary state

of health. The quarrel was too much for him.

!E THE HUT IN
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On the evening of the 16th of November I

suppose it must have been evident that he was
about to die, for the governor of the town came
and ordered that he should be carried outside

the walls, to die there.
" Good enough for a

Kaffir !

"
was, I believe, the phrase he used in this

connection. But the head of the porters with

whom we had provided him-— one of the

stanchest men I ever met—planting himself in

the doorway, resolutely refused to allow it to

be done. So the dying man was saved that

discomfort.

At about midnight or early in the morning of

the 17th the sinking man made his last effort.

There were several little matters he wanted to

attend to. Where was Tom? -After having
attended to his wants, Tom returned to his mat.

As he put out the lantern he saw his master turn

over and look at him. When he awoke next

morning he was still looking at him—dead !

Twenty hours later the messenger was kneeling
at our threshold with the news.

The governor, not having been successful in

getting
" the Kaffir

"
turned out of the town to

die, now tried to make the affair an occasion for

extortion. He might have known that, if he

could not coerce the dying Kaffir, he would have

less luck with the live one. He met me at the

grave-side, and informed me that he had been

put to considerable trouble and expense, for

which he expected to be paid. I asked for items.

Well, in the first place, there was the shock to

his town of having a white man die in it. I

explained that as Walters had entered the place
and paid his footing in the customary way, he

had a perfect right to die there if he wanted to.

Then there was the permission to bury, and the

rights of the land in which the interment had

taken place. I pointed out that permission to

bury was worth very little, as the body would

have to be buried anyhow. And as for the

bit of land—well ! I asked him to look at it.

He remained unaffected. A hundred and

fifty thousand cowries was. he said, the price of

the job, and a hundred and fifty thousand was

what he meant to have. I said I was glad he

was going to get it, but that in the meantime

my paying limit was five thousand. He had

better think it over.

An hour or two later he sent a message

requesting me to call round at his house. I

found him in company with some friends, one

of them evidently a chief adviser. They began

by trying to wheedle me into paying the sum
asked. That failing, they plunged into argu-

ment. The town was their own ;
the stranger

had died in it. The land was their own
;
the

stranger was buried in it. Injury to town, so

much
;

shock to feelings, so much ; price of

land, so much
; general goodwill, so much

;

total, so much—so very much !

I had only one answer: "Five thousand
cowries."

Later in the day I was again sent for- sum-
moned this time. On arriving, I found myself
arraigned before what appeared to be the
Cabinet of the place. The governor sat in the
middle. Round the walls were ranged the rural

advisers in two rings
—inner ring elders, outer

ring juniors. There was a place in the centre

for me—the bar of the House. All were grave
and gravely arrayed. I was to be impres
The governor motioned me with

"
silent

dignity
"
to be seated. I curtly requested him

to make his statement. What did he want ?

Was he still aching after that hundred and fifty

thousand cowries ? He confessed that he was.

I sympathized with him, but said that anything

beyond the amount I had already mentioned

was, if not without my powers, at least well

outside the scope of my intentions.

Then they tried threatening. I was informed

of the power of the governor
—how I and the

goods were in his hands, and who was to

hinder if he chose to consider all the property
his ? Grave fears were expressed concerning

my safety if it became generally known in the

neighbourhood that I had flouted the desires

of the council.

If I had been seated this would have brought
me to my feet. In their hands, was I? No;
hardly. I did happen to be in their town, but

I was still my own master and the master of

my goods ;
and if they wanted to see who

would hinder them taking those goods, they

had better start the taking. I was tired of the

thing, I said. They had been sending me

messages and badgering me about all through

the heat of the day, and I had had enough of it.

I would make my final statement. They could

have five thousand cowries as a fee for what had

happened before I arrived, and two thousand

extra as tips for their servants ;
and if they did

not choose to take that, they could go without.

They wouldn't get another shell from me.

On this the
" House " was in confusion : the

members sprang to their feet.

"Then you shall stay here till you've paid.''

I faced round once more. "I shall leave

this town at sunrise to-morrow morning— 1 and

my men and my goods."

It's a roval game, is bluff.

On the following morning at sunrise pi

my little cortege left the compound and wend

its way to the north gate. The whole pi;

was in a state of excitement. The roads along

which we passed were lined with people—more

people than I could have believed the town
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contained. The men marched in front : 1

I up the rear. 1 was keenly awake.

Every moment 1 expected some sort o\ attack

made. As we neared the walls the

reflection came over me that they were going to

do it in the country ; they didn't want a mess in

the town. I breathed more freely : there was

n in the open country. We reached the

A moment later my head man was shout-

me that it was locked. Then 1 saw

what the game was, and, with the laughs and

jeers o\ the crowd all round me. 1 pulled up
I what an idiot 1 had been not to fore-

simple a manoeuvre. 1 was nonplussed.
h walls, heavy gates made of the densest

1 in the Soudan, and an Arab lock with a

- thick as a waggon tyre, were things I

them, as I unslung a revolver weighing well on.

to 31b. and took my stand about 5yds. from the

gate. 1 knew as well as they did that a lock of that

sort was a very valuable thing, and worth many
slaves ; but I'd got to get out, so I thought some
of them had better trot along and tell the

governor that the Bature (white man) had stuffed

the thing full of cartridges, and that if the key
were not produced in a brace of shakes, he was

going to start shooting at it, and keep on

shooting at it, till the cartridges exploded and
blew it to atoms.

It beat the Arabian Nights. I had not even

to rub a lamp. The words were barely out of

my mouth when there rose at my side, apparently
out of the ground, a middle-aged nigger, with

anxiety on his countenance and a key as big as

NIGGER, WITH ANXIETY ON HIS COUNTENANCE
AND A KEY AS BIG AS A HATCHET IN HIS HAND."

hadn't bargained for. It was a situation in

which a man either gives in or gets dangerous.
I was just getting decidedly dangerous, when

a happy idea flashed into my mind. I recovered

my balance in a moment. Dismounting, I

threw the bridle to the head man, and stepped
out for that gate. I slipped a Martini-Henri

cartridge into the main opening of the lock,
and filled up all remaining available holes with

Winchesters. The crowd did not laugh now.

They watched with undisguised anxiety.
1 did not want to spoil a good lock, I told

a hatchet in his hand. Five minutes later we

were in the open country. Then it was our turn

to laugh.
A perusal of poor Walters's papers provided a

pathetic sequel to a pathetic story. We unearthed

a diary. With the exception of a few unim-

portant notes at the beginning, and a solitary

word elsewhere, this sentence comprised the

whole of the record :
—

" Preached the Gospel to the Prince of

Ilorin."

That was all, and he died for it.



In the Wonderland of New Zealand.

By (i. E. Alderton, of Whangarei, Auckland, N.Z.

One does not usually think of New Zealand as a tourist country, yet as a matter of fact increasing
thousands visit the marvellous Hot Lakes region yearly in quest of health or pleasure ; and after

Mr. Alderton's remarks on the eatable volcanoes and natives who elect deliberately to live in hot

water, leaving Nature even to manufacture their war-paint, one is forced to the conclusion that the

strangest resort on earth is to be found in a British Colony.

T was the Tarawera eruption of

1886 which destroyed our marvel-

lous and much-loved pink and white

Rotomahana terraces, and spread
desolation all over the face of the Hot

Lakes country. And yet in this thermal region

of New Zealand, which has been so prolific of

volcanic phenomena, and which contains all the

most awfully weird and eerie sights between

earth and Heaven, are to be found the most

long and half as broad, containing within th

limits every phase of thermal activity, from the

active volcano down to the modest "
porridge

pot" (boiling mud spring), with all the inter-

mediate phenomena of geysers, boiling and

steaming caldrons, blow-holes, mineral sprii

etc., etc.

Whakarewarewa, situated close to the shores

of Lake Rotorua, is to my mind the most

interesting centre from which to study and view

'

- ;: :

„,NG THH SCENE OK DESOLATION POUR DAYS APTER THE CHEAT TARAWERA ERUPTION OP r886, WHICH « °«TROVKD

From a Photo, by]
marvellous- pink and white terraces.

valuable and efficacious curative springs on

earth. People come from all parts of the world

to these springs. There are nearly a dozen

different Spas in the Colony, and to describe

one of these is the object of this article ;
to

attempt more would make the article too long

and weary your readers. The thermal belt,

or district, of New Zealand is about 100 miles

the thermal phenomena. Other centres sue!

Ohinemutu, Rotorua, Tikitere, Waiotapu, Wai-

rakei, and Taupo have all their separate att

tions on a larger or smaller scale, but they 1

nothing to show but what can be seen at

Whakarewarewa. "Whaka," as it is
.

locally

called, has also the advantage of being the

easiest to reach ;
it is just fifteen minutes drive
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from the railway station. The hotel is built

right along-dde the hot springs, and the principal
•rs are just in front. It is a weird

spot. The earth all round is steaming and
hot

;
the air is heavily charged with sulphur-

ous vapours ;
steam from the blow - holes

and geysers is rising in every direction : the

ris are seen boiling their food in steam

holes in the ground ;
and the visitor may even

have the good fortune to

an earthquake
shock whilst h' Some

people prefer omitting this

. but it is an "
ex-

perience," and without it

the tourist's travelling is

not complete. Xo one
seems to take to tl

earth tremors very kindly ;

in fact, the more familiar

are with them the

seem to like

them. They cause a horrid

_ YOU feel SO Utterly

5, just as if the

earth were opening be-

neath you and you were

falling into space. Some-

times, too, they cause a

nauseous feelin.j.

Whaka has so many
geysers and steam holes

that it is said to be the

safest place in the

district, on the as-

sumption that so long
as the steam finds

plenty of vent there

can be no volcanic

outburst. But while

that argument may
hold good, there is

nothing to prevent
the bottom falling out

of Whaka altogether.
It is honey -combed
and cavernous. The
whole place is literally

crumbling away ;
the

earth is undergoing a

process of slow "rot."

If you poke a stick

into the ground,
H steam immediately
f\ i>sues from the hole.

If you put your finger

into that hole, you
will not repeat the

operation. If you
break off a piece of the rotten rock showing on

the road-side, you will at once see that what

was formerly a piece of solid basalt has under-

gone complete decomposition, and is now
rotten and crumbles in your hand. Whaka is

one of Nature's laboratories, and it has the rare

merit of being "open to public inspection."
There are not many places on the globe where

the geologist can see the action of mineral

From a]

THE HOTEL IS BUILT RIGHT ALONGSIDE Till-: HOT SPRINGS, AM) THE PRINCIPAL GEYSERS
) JUST IN FRONT." [Photo.
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waters and gases actually decomposing rock.

If we go along to the geysers, and, finding the

one called Te Wairoa quiescent, drop a bar of

common soap into it, within ten minutes it will

send up a column of boiling water iooft. high.

This looks like chemical reaction, but the quid-
nuncs say it is the oil in the soap which forms

a film over the water, and by imprisoning the

steam causes the explosion.
Another geyser goes off when the debris lying

about it— mostly alum— is thrown in. The oil

argument does not fit in here, however. At

Whaka the volcanic action seems to be quite

near the surface. For more than a mile round

the hotel the ground is so rotten that it is quite

unsafe for a stranger to go anywhere without a

guide. The slightest divergence from the narrow

tracks may mean serious injury and perhaps
instant death. The ground is so treacherous in

places that the crust may be no thicker than

brown paper, and underneath may be boiling

mud. Some bad accidents have indeed occurred,

but fortunately they have not been numerous.

One of the worst happened to a pretty Maori

girl, who, on going to her whare at night, mi

her footing and fell into one of the boiling mud
wells. These wells or holes are all over the place,

and to tumble into one means instant death.

They are generally from six to twenty feet

across, with precipitous side-. The mud
boils in them like thick porridge simmering
on a fire, with a dull "flop, flop, flop," as the

steam escapes from the

hideous mass. A few visi-

tors have met with acci-

dents through getting off

the tracks, and have had

their feet or legs burnt.

If one is severely burnt,

by the way, the wound will

never properly heal. This

may appear strange in a

place so noted for the

healing qualities of its

waters
; but, needless to

say, even all the water

here is not of a healing

nature. Some water is

actually just the reverse

—so strong, that it will

dissolve a zinc bucket in

a few hours ! That is

not used, I need hardly

say, for bathing purposes.
The water used for bath-

ing imparts to the skin a

beautiful satiny feeling,

and the bather experi- THE QUAINT MA0RI BABIES

ences a delicious sense of From a\

luxury. It also has the virtue of beautifying
the complexion, and is therefore much i

by the ladies who are not deterred I:

visiting these springs either by fear of earth-

quake or other seismic horror,

fountains of Hygeia come youth and .

actual invalids, as well as those just "out
of health/' Others visit the "youth-n
fountain" in search of brighter complexi
and those roseate hues which cosmetics fail to

imitate. All sorts and conditions of men,
women, and children, from all parts of the

world, are to be found here in the season.

Many are merely sightseers "doing
1

'

this great

wonderland, but the majority are Hadjis to the

shrine of health. The ailments cured by these

hot sulphurous waters are very numerous, and

persons interested in the matter should obtain

from the New Zealand Agent-General in I .ondon

the pamphlet compiled by the medical officer

in charge of the Spas, and published by the

Government. In cases of rheumatism, gout,
skin diseases, neuralgia, sciatica, liver and

kidney troubles complete cures can almost

invariably be anticipated.
Life at Whaka during the summer months is

very enjoyable. The climate is not too hot,

the air is dry, and the weather nearly always

clear. A voracious appetite is "indicated.'

as the doctors say. It is thought that, the air

being heavily charged with the gases from

springs and geysers, visitors derive considerate

W %

MIC THE DAM-hb ur I """ *

THE BENEFIT OF TOURISTS.

.DERS WHICH ARE GOT UP FOR
[Photo.
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benefit by inhalation. ''Change o\ scene" which

the doctors always insist upon is obtained here in

a very distinct and pronounced form. The native

settlement itself is a very great attraction to

visitors. The young women, some of them quite

pretty, with their great. liquid, laughing eyes and

finely-formed figures, act as guides ; and while

they all speak English fairly well, they have a

quaint way oi describing the sights about the

place. They are very fond of dancing, too, and
at night perform for the amusement of visitors,

much as the Spanish gipsies do at Granada.

They dance the haka and pot dances while the

men perform the celebrated war dance. The
men strip and look positive fiends. For expres-
sion of passion and wild, savage gesticulation
and yelling the Maori war dance stands unique.
The Spartans of old had a law compelling
parents to teach their children dancing,
but dancing is intuitive with Maori children,
and the little niggers are as imitative as

monkeys. They often give their elders com-

pletely away by performing a little by-play
on their own account when the men are

going through a very serious part of their

dance. I remember seeing the Maoris dancing
in great form one night, for the benefit of some
tourists. They had
worked themselves up
to the passion of the

Furies, when suddenly
a little three -year-old
ran in front of the

warriors and mimicked
them in the most droll

manner. It
"
broke up

the show," and the

Maoris themselves

laughed the heartiest.

The Maoris living
at Whaka, by the way,
are not farr specimens
of the native race, for

their environment
makes them very indo-

lent and useless. Visi-

tors to the spring
furnish the Maoris
with a golden harvest,
and you know what
that means in any
country. Apart from
the fees earned by the

guides, etc., every child in the place makes
something, their chief source of revenue being
gained by diving off the bridge or into the

pools for pennies. The men get most of
the pennies afterwards, and play pitch-and-
toss all day long ;

that is all they do.

There is practically no work for them. The
soil cannot be cultivated, and even the cooking
is done in the steam holes. These are some-
times inside the whares, or native huts, but

usually outside. The food to be cooked is put
into a pot or can and dropped into the steam

hole, which is then covered. The temperature
of these holes is easily regulated. And, strange

though it may sound, the Maoris themselves

spend a great portion of their time in the hot

pools. They sit in them for hours, and on

rainy or cold days stay in them most of the day.

They only leave them to get food or tobacco.

It is not an unusual sight on a rainy day to see

a man or a woman sitting in a pool comfortably
smoking under an umbrella—or it may be an

elegant little sunshade left behind by a summer
visitor. The Maoris in this resort are terrible

beggars, and contrive to get all sorts of presents
from the visitors, from umbrellas to bell-toppers.
This rather adds to the fun of the place, as on

Sundays, when the Maori has "got 'em all on,"

you meet some wonderful oddities. The Maori,
like all coloured gentry, has no idea of the

ludicious, but in loafing he can give the Italian

points. He lies on the bare ground at night,

wrapped in a mat. The ground being warm, little

CHILDREN BEGGING FOR PENNIES IN THE HOT I'OOLS.
/•'row a] IjAVS IN HOI WATER.

.SPEND At. I. T HI- coin
[Photo.

or no covering is required. So you see Nature

provides him with blankets as well as cooking
his food ! The life of a Maori in this easy-going

community is an ideal sort of existence. The
Maoris take to it and seem to like it. They are

a very happy race, always laughing, singing, and
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dancing, and never so happy as when joking.

They take nothing seriously; they are the

children of play, and their lives are one round

of gaieties spent among visitors, who for the

most part come to drink champagne, smoke

good cigars, and generally enjoy themselves,

gout or no gout.
The New Zealand Wonderland has not in-

aptly been called "The World's Sanatorium."

As year by year the unique healing powers of

these waters become more known, people of

means come from all parts of the world and

take up their permanent residence in Auckland,
so as to be near the hot springs. Auckland
itself is one of the most beautiful cities in the

world, and is destined to be a g'reat town in

time, owing very largely to the fact of so many
wealthy people coming to settle there for the

sake of their health. Whakarewarewa is 171
miles from Auckland by railway, trains running

daily.

Among the natural sights at Whakarewarewa
the most notable, of course, are the geysers.

These are on a fine white sinter terrace, where

the solfatara formation has been laid completely
bare. This place is but three minutes' walk

steam rises in a majestic column 300ft. or 400ft.

high, forming at times very fantastic figures.
When Pohutu is going to play the eruption is

suddenly announced by a muffled roar of
thunder from below, and the earth trembles.

It is up— like a rocket. We stand spell-
bound— the sensation is so new and so

very strange ;
the picture so beautiful, the

paroxysms of the geyser so terrible. The
wonderful grace and beauty of the ascending
shaft of water veiled in steam and vapour hold
us in silent admiration

;
and we watch with awe

the convulsive throbs of this great engine of

Nature as it shoots off column on column, each

with the booming of a great gun. The steam

clouds ascend high over our heads, covering us

with the finest diamond rain, made beautiful

with prismatic tints by the penetrating rays of

the sun. An opposite draught of wind curls

the column of steam towards us. A large

pearl-like drop of the water, at about 2i2deg.

Fahr., falls fairly on the nose of one of our

party. Fortunately he was a gentleman who had

travelled considerably, and was a good linguist,

so he was able to give expression to his feelings

in a very forcible manner without the ladies

A BAR OF SOAP WILL OFTEN CAUSE THE GREAT SCALDING F™™TAtNS

From a]

from the hotel. Pohutu is the principal geyser.

It is, like most geysers, intermittent in its action,

but it usually plays once in every twenty-four

hours, throwing up a column of water 6ft.

through and 100ft. high. The display lasts

upwards of three hours. On a calm day the

Vol. iv.—74.

TO WORK.

being aware of his profanity. Our pretty guide,

Pipi, however, naively remarked,
'

1 hat the

Pakeha- war-dance, I s'pose ?
"

Pohutu rises alongside the great boiling

caldron or water volcano, Te Horo, and

when the geyser is not playing visitors stand
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watching the great, angry, seeth-

boiling pit. sometimes just simmering,
or else suddenly, by a terrific paroxysm,

throwing up tons of water to a height of

about i oft., while clouds of steam envelop the

onlooker. Waikorohihi and the Indicator are

.-mailer geysers which are nearly always active.

1 Wairoa is considered by some a finer geyser
than Pohutu, but it is seldom active, and

Nature, which could have sent us flying into

eternity.
Whaka is very rich in having so many geysers,

which are always intensely fascinating to visitors,

some of whom sit and watch them for hours,

impressed with the beauty of the steam clouds

and the descending pearldike drops which fall

from the vapour like purest crystals.

Other thermal phenomena at Whaka com-

L

* * fr

AN INTREPID NATIVE WOMAN GUIDE CLIMBING DOWN AN' EARTHQUAKE FISSURE FOR STALACTITES.

From a Photo.

requires a oar of soap to make it play. This

practice of
"
soaping the geyser," however, is

prohibited, and consequently Te Wairoa is

seldom on view. The only certain way of

getting a good display is to select a bright

moonlight night when nobody is about, and,

unseen, soap the geyser yourself. That is

what we did, an Australian friend and my-
self. We put three bars of soap down Te
Wairoa, and he went off with a terrific roar,

shaking the whole settlement. The Maoris,
who were holding a tangi (mourning for the

dead) in their meeting-house, were greatly

alarmed, but would not venture out to see what
was the matter. The display was a very mag-
nificent one, the column of water rising fully

150ft. high, while the steam circled upwards
for hundreds of feet. We stood watching this

great convulsion of Nature alone—at least, we

thought we were alone, for no human voice

could have been heard in that chaotic noise—
and we reflected upon our temerity in daring to

raise the anger of this great manifestation of

prise an endless variety of wonders
;
but one

feature has always struck me more than any
other. The Maori cemetery is perched on a

small hillock, near the geyser plateau. It i -,

perhaps, 100ft. high and almost an acre in

extent, with banks nearly precipitous. But

these banks are steaming all over with the

solfatara gases, and the place looks like a huge
natural crematorium. At the bottom of the

banks are numerous "
flopping

" mud vol-

canoes— fearful chasms of boiling slime and

seething, bubbling mud. These are the least

interesting and the most repulsive of the sights,

the black and brown "coffee-pot" ones at any
rate. These volcanoes or mud springs are of

all colours, from a dirty black to a fine creamy
hue. A nearly pure white mud volcano, said to

be composed largely of magnesia, furnished the

natives with an article of diet during the wartimes

when food was scarce. They subsisted on this

food for days. Right alongside this eatable

volcano, separated by only a few feet, is another

of an entirely different character : it is of
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hematite or iron ore. The ore has been

reduced to putty by the solfatara gases, and,

mixed with oil, it makes a most perfect paint.

Strangest of all, the oil is provided by another

adjoining mud volcano, whose top is covered with

floating oil. This paint the Maoris use for

painting their war-canoes and carved houses.

In the old days they used to carry this paint

to all parts of the Colony. Thus it will be

seen that, however repulsive-looking these mud

springs are, they serve many uselul purposes.

They are also used largely in reducing joints

swollen by rheumatism. Sometimes patients

are ordered to take a mud bath. They are

rolled in the mud, and plastered with it from

head to foot. They say the sensation is not

unpleasant, but then they cannot see themselves

as others see them. I showed one man a

photograph of himself, but he secured the

negative, and I cannot send you the picture.

Whaka is in every sense of the word quite a

chemical storehouse. There are innumerable
little lakes or ponds separated by only a few-

feet, and every pond of a different colour—blue,

green, brown, red, yellow, black, wh:

What their chemical constituents are, and how
their waters are kept distinct as shown in their

different colours, are problems for the chemist

rather than the tourist.

Lastly, I give an impressive photo, taken

only four days after the great Tarawera eruption
of 1886, which rendered desolate the whole of

this wonderful region. But any intelligent

visitor to this marvellous country realizes at

once the vast natural potentialities of upheaval
that lie only half-dormant beneath the smok

ing shell of soil. A weird region wl.

men eat volcanoes, and spend great part

of their lives in hot water in the most literal

sense.

~^X*t HHP^B

^^H
WHAT MAY BK hXPECTED FROM TIME TO TIME IN THIS w

From a Photo, by)
Upheaval of 1886.
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Our Arctic Trip, and What Came of It.

By J. Russell-Jeaffreson, F.R.G.S., Joint Leader of the Spitzbergen Expedition of 1897.

This well-known Arctic authority relates the story of his most terrible experience. How with the

smashing of the boat almost all hope vanished, and how Mr. Walkey, the artist of the party, went on
an amazingly plucky but impossible expedition to obtain relief. With illustrations from sketches done

on the spot.

HIS story is the history of a series of

accidents, one following the other

in the most extraordinary and per-
mit manner, and culminating

in the marvellous escape narrated

herein. The chapter of accidents, indeed,
broke up what would otherwise have been a

most successful expedition for the exploration
o\ the interior of Northern Spitzbergen, and
caused a great deal of money, time, and material

to be utterlv wasted. Although there were but

five men, all told,

in the expedition, it

was perfectly fitted

out with e v e r y

requisite for such a

trip.

The expedition,
which started in

June, 1897, con-
d of Captain

W. 1!. Farnham and

myself, accompanied
by Huyshe Walkey,
an artist and old

school friend, and
two Norwegian
sailors, whom I had

arranged to meet in

Advent I . Spitz-

bergen. These two
•• egians had a

little eighteen
- ton

walrus sloop, and I

had arranged with

them that they
should take us north

about the end of

July towards the
then comparatively
unknown Kin g
Charles XII. land,
which had been

only partially ex-

plored the previous

year by that well-

known Arctic yachts-

man, Mr. Arnold
Pike.

THE AUTHOR, AND LEADER OF THE UNFORTUNATE EXPEDITION, MR.

RUSSELL-JEAFFRESON, F.R.G.S.

From a Photo, by Graham, Leamington Spa.

Three days after leaving Tromsoe our bad
luck began. Just as I was about to get into the

whale-boat to land on Bear Island—which had
not been visited for over thirty years, the last man
landing there being the famous Swedish explorer,
Baron Nordinskiold, then on his expedition
towards the Pole—I fell heavily on the deck,
in consequence of my nailed shooting boots

slipping on a boiler-plate. For me, personally,
and probably for the whole of the expedition,
the result was most disastrous. Although I

did not know it, I

had cracked the
little (fibula) bone
of my leg, which
rendered me a

cripple during the

entire expedition.
When it became
evident that I was
more or less dis-

abled my com-
panions begged me
to give up the ex-

pedition and return

to England, but this

I flatly refused to

do. You see, I had
been saving up my
money for years for

this trip, and I had

long set my heart

upon it, so that, as

you can readily
understand, I felt it

impossible for me
to give up in this

way at the very
outlet. I was deter-

mined to go on—
at any rate to Spitz-

bergen - - so I in-

structed the ship's

carpenter to rig me

up the best pair of

crutches he could

make by way of

assistance. I may
say here that I
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begged my friends to push on

north and leave me at our

base camp in Advent Bay,

but they gallantly declined

to leave their crippled leader

behind. So resolute was I,

indeed, that although suffer-

ing excruciating pain from

my leg I insisted upon land-

ing on Bear Island, and was

carried ashore only two hours

after the accident happened.
I was deposited gently on a

snowdrift, whilst my com-

panions went inland to add

to their scientific collections,

each according to his own

particular metier. My friend,

Mr. Walkey, knowing I had

set my heart on seeing the

interior of the country,

positively carried me up the

snow slopes to the top of

the cliffs, so that I could,

like Moses, look down on

land I had so long striven to reach, and yet

which I was now, at the eleventh hour, fated

never to tread

or explore.
After two

days in the ice,

and when we
had reached
Advent Ha v.

I met with
another acci-

dent ! I and

two of my com-

panions, with
Sir Martin Con-

way's nephew,
were seated in

his whale-boat,
about to take

some letters and

parcels ashore,

when a huge
piece of ice

threatened to

crush us. In

attempting to

fend off this floe

with an ice axe

the implement
slipped, and I

broke the little

finger of my left

hand.

But enough

CAPTAIN VV. B. FAKNHAM, M.A., F.Z.S.—"AN OLD
EXPLORER AND BIG - GAME HUNTER, WHO HAS

FACED DEATH IN MANY LANDS."

From a Photo, by Graham, Leamington Spa.

fortnight or so,

of my own troubles : let us

turn to the more interesting

part of this ill-fated expedi-
tion. We stayed two days at

Advent Bay waiting for our

walrus-boat, which, how
did not turn up ; and con-

sidering the f the ice

— which was packed so hard

that we could scarcel)
our big and properly-built
iron ice-steamer, the Lqfoden,

through
—we could not ex-

pect the little sailing sloop to

accomplish it, notwithstand-

ing that she was stron

built with a twenty-two inch

skin of hard wood, forming

nearly perfect convex lines,

which would enable her to

glide upward out of the ice

if nipped between two flo

So, having quite decided in

our own minds that our

boat could not turn up for a

we resolved to accept the

kind offer of Herr Witt, the manager of

""»&

Vi>

\*

OUK PARTY UNP.NO ON BEAR ISLAND ro^™""™
1RTY NKAKS-A GREAT SEAT OWING TO
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IWINC lilt NORWEGIAN HUT WE OCCUPIED AFTER THE WALRUS
I E RS RES< I ED IS I Rl IM CAP]

the steamship line whose vessel had brought
us to Advent Bay. 1 1 err Witt suggested
that we should go up to Dane's Island if

the ice permitted, this place being within

twenty miles of the eightieth parallel. We
were to go by the specially chartered

steamer J. which had been engaged by
r Andree, the Swede, who was then about

to start on his perilous attempt to reach the

North Pole by means of a balloon. This little

;el had been commissioned by the Andree

Expedition to convey to the leader his last mails

just before he started. Herr Witt most kindly
offered either to take us out to see the balloon

start or to drop us and our sleighs on the north

mainland of Spitzbergen to start our inland

journey over the great white unknown inland ice.

It is interesting to know that in that year
-

there were four Arctic Expeditions in

_
i,
a fact which may convey some idea

of the vastness and unexploredness of this

desolate region.
Two or three hours before the Express sailed

there was great excitement. It seemed that

one of the little walrus sloops (they are from

sixteen to fifty tons, and have a crew of

from five to ten men e; longing to the

fleet which annually sails from Tromsoe and
Hammerfest to hunt on the Spitzbergen and
the surrounding ice-pack, had been wrecked
in October, 1896, and Sir Martin Conway had

ued the survivors of the crew, two of whom
had died in the hut which they had built to

winter in at Advent Bay, using as material their

stranded boat's timbers. I he three survivors had
lived on the flesh of bear and deer which they
had shot in the winter, and had dressed them-
selves in the skins of these animals. Another

man, whose fate was unknown, had been left in

January on the opposite side of the ice-fiord,

which was over eleven miles wide. This man,

being ill, was deposited
in an old ruined hut of

the Nordinskiold Polar

Company of 1876. As
late as May the survivors,

who had left him five

months' food, fancied they
saw lights across the

water. So great was the

excitement as to whether

this solitary castaway was

still alive or dead, that the

Express, its deck heavily
laden with our sleighs and
the members of my ex-

pedition, as well as the

Andree party, as she was

afterwards bound for

I )a ne's Gatt, landed us at the tiny bay, which we

were destined to know so well, after she had had

a morning's battle with the drift-ice that filled

the fiord. Herr Witt, Captain Farnham, Baron de

( iere, and Colonel Sir George Coleville rushed

ahead, followed by the rest of the Andree party

—only to find, I am sorry to say, no recent

traces of the lost man. A cross-bow and other

wooden implements which he had made, and

-lllls IS I HI BRAVE ARTIST OF TH] Y, MR. HUYSHE
WALKEV, WHO Ml OFF ALONE TO BRING RELIEF. TIIF.

DRAWINGS HEREIN ARE FROM HIS SKETCHES DONE ON
THE SPOT.

From a Photo, by II. Schueren, Antwerp.

which are now in my possession, together with a

diary from November to March, were all the

relics that could be found. The diary ended, "All

well
; longing for June and release. Now in good

health; just off shooting.'' Thatwasall. What
was the fate of this castaway ? God alone knows.

It might have been a fall down a crevasse or it

might have been a wounded bear or a slip on

the inland snow, when after deer
; and, although

we were fated to spend the next six weeks of
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COAST SHOWING CAPE THORSDEN. WE AI.SD BEE HERE I UK DRIFT-ICE WHICH BLOCKS THE FIORDS OF
SIT 1 . I.I. I HE SUMMER.

our life in a ten -mile radius round this spot

(Cape Thorsden), we found nothing to elucidate

the mystery.
Three hours after we landed away went the

steamer, and we felt reassured by a promise from

Herr Witt that he would call for us at the same

place two weeks later
;
or he would call at any

cairn whose position we should agree upon.
We had hoped that this period would give us

time to cross the unknown belt from Dixson's

Bay to Wyle Bay in the north, and explore
the interior of this part of the

country. We waved adieu to the

steamer, hauled up our whale-boat,
the Little Cousin, on the beach,

and then I hobbled round on my
crutches and helped to put up my
two tents. Meanwhile Captain
Farnham built a fire and Walkey,
the artist, collected drift-wood, and

brought down a lot of the logs
from Nordinskiold's old pile on

the cliff top. These logs had
been left over from Nordinskiold's

supply, which consisted of a ton

or more. That, the first, night
we sat talking over a tinned curry
and a pannikin of hot grog, plan-

ning what we should do in the

next few months. But no adage
is truer than " Man proposes and
Cod disposes." Of course, we

were never idle, and
lit ils

routine of v.

In the

tew days m
a little belter, and

Walkey could haul

up the two hund

yards of cliff from our
beach camp to the

mainland plateau,
which ran back two
or three miles in a

gradual slope to the

virgin peaks of t he-

mountains which stuck

up out of the eternal

inland ice of the un-

known interior.

The great catas-

trophe was not long-

in coming. One morn-

ing on waking we
were horror- stricken

to find that our tent

was flooded with water

several inches deep, and that our precious boat

had been floated away altogether by an unfore-

seen tide-rise of over 6ft. With the boat went

our baggage and 20ft. of painter. Our petroleum
barrels had gone also, and our Little Cousin

had likewise taken away nine tenths of our food

stores and a thousand and one little articles

absolutely necessary for life in that desolate

region, besides our sleighs and ski. That tide

appeared to spell to us death by starvation, for

Cape Thorsden was no place for game or birds.

IR. RUSSELL-JEAFFRESON'S NORWEGIAN
THIS BOAT THAT TURNED THE PARTV II

I I WAS I HE LOSS OF
, by B. C. Kitisey, Leamington Spa.
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The water had risen in the night and flooded

the beach on which we were camped. As a

tide it was several feet above the oldest and

highest winter (not to say summer) mark which

we could s<

The boat being now lost, things looked at

their very worst, because, except what was in

our tent, we had lost all. Without the boat we

could not now hope to reach the big casks of

food left by the sloop near the camps of De Gere

and Conway on the opposite side of the ice

fiord. We were, in fact, completely cut off

and without any means of communication.

Icily
I found a heavy, tin-lined cartridge box

and some fourteen tins of sea biscuit and beef

which were dented and considerably knocked

We had less than three weeks' food, and, as

u afterwards proved, there were something like

one hundred and twenty impossible miles to be

crossed before there was the slightest chance of

coming upon a camp belonging to the other

expedition. Between us and relief, then, there

lav terrible stretches of unexplored glaciers

(which, owing to the summer sun, had been

rendered soft), besides snow-fields and raging

glacier streams. There were also impassable
morasses and perpendicular shale cliffs. Of

course, we did not know these things at the

time. Well, after waiting until the Express was

two weeks overdue, we came to the conclusion

that some accident must have befallen her

on her pioneer voyage up inside Prince Charles

IHt CAMP AT CAPE 'I HOK.SDEN—FLAG <JV THE EXPEDITION ON THE CLIFFS.

about, but otherwise all right. These things I

picked up among the drift blocks of ice left on
our beach by the receding tide. However,
there was nothing for it but to make the best of

it. I was still more or less a cripple, and
whilst I was hobbling around collecting any
flotsam and jetsam that might be of value,
Farnham and Walkev were re-pitching the tent

on higher ground, and putting our fuel, furs,

clothes, and sleeping-bags in an advantageous
place to dry. After this we had dinner, and
then as it began to snow cheerfully, we sat in

the tent discussing the miserable situation. If

Herr Witt fetched us, all would be well
;
but if not,

we were certainly doomed to a lingering death.

Foreland. Or perhaps her owner had for-

gotten his promise to fetch us—a surmise

which afterwards proved perfectly true. Herr

Witt had left for Norway, and a new captain

was in charge. The Andree party were landed

on Dane's Island, and we were forgotten and

lost
;

in fact, marooned, practically starving,

and imprisoned at Cape Thorsden.

A mere four hours' sail in our boat would

have taken us to the mainland, where we were

practically certain of relief, but by this time

our boat was swept away altogether and most

likely crushed in the ice. Therefore, like rats

in a trap, we were left to perish. Night after

night, as the short Arctic summer drew to a
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close and the terrible rigorous winter approached,
we sat and talked over our chances of rescue,

which appeared very scanty indeed.

Here I may say a word or two about my two

brave companions. Captain Farnham was an

old explorer and big-game hunter who had faced

death in many lands and in many forms
;
and

he was perhaps the calmest of us all. Walkey,
with his youthful impetuosity, was ready for any

daring adventure that might afford a means of

escape, and he even volunteered to try to cross

the twenty miles of fiord on a piece of drift-ice

if I would only spare him one side of the tent by

way of a sail. The alternative that he suggested
was that he should make a raft out of Nordin-

skiold's old house ;
but I was to the last dead

against such frightful risks.

As for myself I was, as you know, a cripple,

this I based our only hope of salvation. It was

certainly necessary that we should do son

thins, and do that something quickly. Presently

Walkey suggested a bold course of action. His

plan was that he and Farnham should start to

walk the hundred and twenty miles of awful

and unknown dangers that lay between us

and Advent Bay, where we knew that there

was a Norwegian summer settlement. The idea

was that Farnham was to accompany him and

carry everything for the first twenty-four hours
— the three days' food, ice-axe, etc. Then
when they parted Walkey would start fresh, as

it were, and would not be fatigued by what we
reckoned to be one-fifth of the trip.

This plan, however, was considerably modi

and Walkey started off alone. How well 1

remember his leaving. Farnham and I packed

wmm

MR. WALKEY WAVES A LAST GOOD-BVE BEPORE STARTING ON HIS SOLITARY HUNDRED-MILE WALK TO PROCURE RELIEF.

and on that account more or less a burden to

my brave companions. I felt so helpless that

even if there had been a chance of the land

trip round the coast succeeding, I could not

have gone a mile. I even urged my com-

panions to go and leave me, and trust to luck.

I pointed out that most likely they would fall

in with one of the Spitzbergen expeditions ;
for

Advent Bay, a hundred and twenty miles from

our camp, was a regular rendezvous for the

fleet of sailing sloops before they returned home,

and also a place where wrecked hunters would

make for from any part of the country. On
Vol. iv.—75.

his rook-sack and started him off. The sombre

cliffs returned our feeble three-man cheer, and

probably the last thing Walkey saw was the tiny

Union Jack that floated above our tent.

whole scene is faithfully delineated in the

accompanying sketch, which shows Walkey

waving his last good-bye on his way from our

camp at Cape Thorsden to obtain help at

Advent Bay. After I had watched him dis-

appear in the distance, I wrote up my diary and

retired to bed. .

Farnham, though a fatalist, never gave in

despaired of our ultimate success ;
for he said
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that
"

if the worst comes to the worst my wife

knows of my whereabouts, and her relation, Lord
-

sbury, will send a gunboat to fetch home
our remains." This was not cheerful, but it

aed to contain a measure of consolation for

Farnham. I remember his last words before

we fell asleep that night. "By Jove," he said,

'"it is Saturday night and my birthday; it I

were at home now,'' he

added, wistfully,
"

I should

indulge in an oyster supper
and a bottle of '84 cham-

Our greatest comfort in

those days was our reindeer

5] ping-bags, which helped
us to pass away the dreadful

hours in warmth and sleep.

Nothing exciting occurred

until about two days after,

when, in the dead of night,
whilst Farnham and I were _

sound asleep, I was
awakened by a great crash

on the tent wall. I took

it to be a bear, and seizing
•

my rifle, which I kept partly
under my pillow, I rushed v

outside, and there, in the

darkness, I discerned poor

VValkey half -

fainting and
almost prostrate on the

ground. I woke up Farn-

ham, and togetherwe carried

in our unfortunate com-

panion, who was wet to the skin, frozen

stiff, ghastly pale, and utterly spent. I tore

off his wet things and put on him my own
warm clothes, seeing at a glance that it was

chiefly exposure and cold that he was suffering
from. This done, Farnham and I lifted him
into my cosy sleeping-bag I had so recently
vacated. Poor fellow, he was almost asleep

during the process, and all he could mutter was,
"

I have failed, boys
— I have failed

"
;
then he

burst into tears from nervous and physical
exhaustion.

For more than fifty hours the brave fellow had
tried to battle against the impossible, and it was

lucky indeed that he returned alive to the camp.
So glad were we to have him back that we quite

forgot what his failure meant to us all. He
slept

—
except when I woke him to give him

some beef essence out of my medicine chest—
for twenty-seven hours, and then woke as fresh

as a daisy, and with a suggestion that he

should have another try ! I never saw such

pluck in ail my life. Walkey had much to tell

about the frightful obstacles he encountered

on his way, and the next two sketches repro-
duced were done by himself from rough notes

scribbled in his sketch-book. In the first we
him fording a torrent between Capesee

Thorsden and Skans Bay ;
all along the coast

he met these impetuous glacier streams.

The second sketch reproduced shows the spot
at which the brave explorer was obliged to turn

THE ARTIST FORDS A TORRENT BETWEEN CAI'E THORSDEN AND SKANS BAY.

back. He is here seen testing the snow slope
with his ice-axe before venturing upon it. He
found, however, that it would be quite suicidal

to trust himself upon the treacherous surface.

Walkey worked his way along these ledges to

this point, having done fifty or sixty miles from

Cape Thorsden.
Whilst Walkey was away Farnham went off

on his own account to explore the inland ice

with a view to getting round that way to Advent

Bay if at all possible. It may be asked why we

have no photographs of what we saw and expe-
rienced. Alas! my hundreds of priceless nega-
tives were lost with the other things in the boat.

After Walkey's attempt we remained quiet for

a little while, and then after a consultation we

resolved to try to cross the fiord by water, now
that both Farnham and Walkey had proved the

land journey to be impracticable, the snow-fields

being soft and impassable even on snow-shoes,

whilst the shale cliffs were altogether too rotten

to afford foothold.

We had only two days' food now left in camp,
and Farnham and I had been reduced to shoot-
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THIS IS THE SPOT WHERE MR. WALKEY WAS OBLIGED TO TURN
COVERED FIFTY OR SIXTY .MILES. WE HERE SEE HIM TESTING A

SLORE.

ing gulls, when I beheld a sight that fairly

made me yell aloud with joy. One night we
were at supper

—
supper by courtesy

—when

suddenly, in the middle of the meal, I rose up—
apparently by inspiration, for I never knew why—and went out to the edge of the cliff to gaze
seaward for the thousandth time. To my in-

describable amazement I beheld a large boat—
a row-boat—about three miles away among the

great emerald green and turquoise icebergs
which drifted up in the morning and down in

the evening past our little camp cove. Shout-

ing myself almost hoarse with excitement, I

hobbled back to our tent and met my two com-

panions rushing out in alarm. At first

they laughed at me :

"
It must have been a

piece c f driftwood or a dark-coloured iceberg,"

they said.

However, one of us made a rush for the

glass, and a moment's inspection then showed

that it was a boat without the
least doubt. Then came a
host of questionings. Whose
boat was it ? Could it be a
rescue party, or— oh, frightful
idea! — another party of casta-

ways ?—perhaps the Lofenden or

Express survivors. " More to

feed," we groaned,
" and no

chance of escape." A thousand

thoughts of fear and joy, terror

and alarm, rush through men's
minds at such a time. Next
came our attempts to signal and
our half mad exclamations :

"They are going away— no, they
are coming—no, going !

" "
Fire

the rifles," we yelled to one
another

;

"
pour the last half-

gallon tin of paraffin on the tent

itself and fire it
; pile on the

fire this, and this, and this.

Chuck on your coat—anything
for a smoke. It's our only
chance."

A fire is made, and in a minute
or so a dense column of smoke
ascends like a twisted pillar high
into the air. Hurrah ! Hurrah !

they see us—we are saved. They
hoist a coat on an oar. We
shake hands all round and con-

gratulate each other. Then we
tell each other we always knew
there was no danger, and that we

should ultimately be saved
;
while Farnham, in

his quiet way, suggests that we would do well to

give thanks to Him above who has guided this

boat to our rescue.

Half an hour later our rescuers have pushed
their craft—a staunch walrus fishing -boat

—
through the land ice, and we stand tremblingly

shaking the rugged hands of our preservers,

who turn out to be a boat's crew of walrus

hunters whose vessel is at Advent Bay, and who

came here by the merest chance in pursuit of

game. How eagerly and prodigally we opened
the last few tins of food which we had kept for

the perilous raft voyage across the fiord, and

which we could not trust ourselves even to look

at lately ! We indulged in a royal banquet, and

a few hours later were at sea once more, gazing

—I nope for the last time—on that wretched

rat-tr of a bay which so nearly proved our

grave.

HACK AFTER HAVING
TREACHEROUS SNOW



The Strange "Mount of Olives' near Constance.

\\\ Mrs. Herbert Vivian.

Near the City of Constance is an ancient Abbey, which possesses a chapel, built to enshrine a

fragment of the True Cross, and filled with wonderful old wood carvings. Hundreds of these are

arranged round the walls on a miniature Mount of Olives, and they are here pictured by remarkable

photographs and described by a lady who has studied them closely.

WONDER how many people if

asked in which country Constance
lies would be able to answer cor-

rectly. 1 am quite sure that nine-

tenths of them would promptly

reply that it is in Switzerland, whereas it really

f wins part of the ('.rand Duchy of Baden, and is

accounted one of the brightest jewels of the

Cirand Ducal coronet.

Constance is a city that hardly receives its

full share of attention from the globe-trotter

and tourist, and its beautiful lake is shamefully

neglected for the lakes of Geneva and Lucerne.

Few of those who do visit Constance know, too,

that close by there is one of the most curious

chapels in all Europe ; and, indeed, no one
should fail to make a pilgrimage to the mar-

vellous Oelberg, or Mount of Olives, at Kreuz-

lingen.

Though in Constance you are in Germany,
still you must cross the border to get to Kreuz-

lingen, and you will not have driven far out of

the south gate of the town before a Swiss

Custom House official starts up, like a Jack-

in-the-box, out of a small house by the wayside
and peremptorily stops your cab to find out

whether you are conveying taxable goods into

his fatherland. However, he is good enough
to dismiss both your cab and your camera

with the same airy wave of the hand, and

HEKE YOU HAVE A GENERAL VIEW OF THE CURIOUS " MOUN1 OF OLIVES" WITH ITS in JDREDS OF QUAINTLY CARVED FIGURES. YOU
From a Photo. by\ GET a CLOSER view of the GROUPS IN the following PHOTOS. [G. Wolf, Constance-
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you drive on with a light heart into the

land of Tell. All the way along the road to

Kreuzlingen, on either side, are pretty villas of

all sizes, each in its neat little garden, with its

grass plot as green as an emerald, and the

beautiful rose-bushes, trailing clematis, and
festoons of creepers, for which Constance is so

famous. At last the cabby draws up before a

great church, standing back from the road

behind a handsome wrought-iron railing, and
tells you that you will find there the chapel you
have come to see.

Kreuzlingen is said to derive its name from

the fact that the Bishop of Constance of a thou-

sand years ago made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem
and there acquired a fragment of the True Cross.

This he bequeathed to a body of pious souls,

who had given themselves up to good works, the

men to teaching the faith and the women to

tending the sick. The spot where they estab-

lished themselves was then called Crucelin in

honour of the Cross, and thence the present

ings, which are about 250 years old, but of far

older origin. Before the Thirty Years' \\ ar

both abbey and church were situated much
nearer the city of Constance. However, om
the Swedish generals in Gustavus Adolphus's
army made the place his head-quarters whilst

besieging Constance, and in the course of many
a fierce fray the abbey suffered so much that it

was deemed better, at the close of the war, to

rebuild it, and the present site was chosen in

preference to the old.

When the new church was finished, the relic

was deposited in it in a place of honour on the

high altar, but it was not until a hundred years

later, in the middle of the last century, that

the reigning abbot, whose name was Donderer,
conceived the idea of erecting a particular

chapel for the relic itself, decorated to repre-
sent the Mount of Olives, and intended to

tell the story of Our Lord's Passion. The relic

was also inclosed in a beautiful silver cross,

adorned with precious stones, and placed in its

Christ's entry into -erusalem—notice the disci

From a Photo, by]

H.ES CARRYING PALMS AND OTHERS SPRErf

[G. II olf, C instance.
ON THE ROAD.

form Kreuzlingen is derived. During the Swiss

war of independence and the Thirty Years' War

this fragment is said to have had the most hair-

breadth escapes from the Protestant enemy and

destruction, and its fame proportionally in-

creased.

The church is attached to the abbey build-

new shrine. However, at the dispersion of the

monasteries this cross was sold, and the relic

placed in a plainer and less costly one. It is

now kept in a room attached to the church,

and exposed to the view of the faithful on the

high altar on gieat feast days only.

As you enter the church a friendly woman,
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armed with a big bunch of jingling keys, comes

to meet you. and offers to open the great iron-

work gates that stretch across the chapel, cutting-

it oft"" from the rest of the church. At first

the effect is rather bewildering to the eye. The

great crucifix in the centre dominates the whole

scene, and below it is the so-called Mount of

Olives. This consists of a kind of plaster

don, painted a pale greenish-grey colour, to

represent a rocky, semi-circular hill, honeycombed
with many ca\

and with here
and there what

the artist i m -

agined to be a

Roman palace or

Jewish room let

in. Myriads of

little figures,
about 15111. high,

climb up or down
the mountain, or

stand about in

groups.
There are in

all 325 figures,

carved in wood
of a reddish-
brown colour.

It is not con-

sidered likely
that they can be

all the work of

the same artist,

although some
do say that they
were carved by
a Tyrolese sculp-

tor, who spent

eighteen years over his tremendous task. Most

people, however, are agreed that more than one
hand was responsible for these marvellous

figures. Connoisseurs even claim to be able to

trace at least four different styles, besides

several figures that act as connecting links

between the principal groups, and seem to have

been added later.

The chapel was commenced by the Abbot
Donderer in 1761, who was seized with a lively

desire to beautify the abbey. He intended

also to erect a similar chapel on the opposite
side of the church representing various scenes

from the childhood and life of Our Lord, but

he died before he could carry out the plan.
He bought the carvings on the Oelberg from

a Constance merchant named Jacob Hofner.

They were then valued at 4,000 florins, and the

conditions of payment were that the Abbey
should provide the vendor weekly with a

sufficient quantity of bread and meal for his

use during twenty years.

To be appreciated thoroughly, the groups
should be taken separately and examined, for in

the view of the whole the figures must neces-

sarily be so tiny that it would be impossible to

do justice to the work. Therefore the most

curious and characteristic groups have been

singled out and reproduced here.

In the first we see the entry into Jerusalem ;

OUR LORD PRESIDING AT THE LAST SUPPER. ABOVE WE SEE THE BETRAYAL OF CHRIST BV JUDAS.

From a Photo, by G. Wolf, Constance.

the disciples and followers of Our Lord are

carrying palms, whilst others are spreading their

garments in the way. The artist has allowed his

imagination to run away with him somewhat in

modelling the ass, for he gives it the shape of a

horse and endows it with a luxuriant mane and

tail. Indeed, if it were not for those unmis-

takable ears we should not dream that he

could have intended it for an ass, but rather

conclude that he intended to carry out St.

Mark's description, which speaks of
" a colt."

The next picture includes several scenes. In

the centre there is the Last Supper, which is

being instituted by Our Lord, His hand raised

in benediction. The different expressions
on the Apostles' faces are very well done, and

their hands are outstretched in various gestures

of reverence and adoration. They sit round a

long table, each with his platter before him.

Just above the Last Supper we see Our Lord
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DESERTED BY ALL HIS DISCIPLES, CHRIST'S CAPTORS PREPARE TO TAKE HLM AWAY.

From a Photo, by G. Wolf, Constance.

betrayed by the kiss of Judas, and the soldiers

approaching to bind Him
;
while a little farther

on Peter is standing, his sword drawn, bending
over Malchus, whose ear he is just going to

strike off.

Presently we see Christ deserted by all His

disciples and led away toward Jerusalem. A
soldier goes on ahead, bearing a very modern-

looking lantern. The artist gives rein to his

fancy in the dress of the soldiers, for they date

from every age. Some are of his own period,
whilst others are clothed in skins, and their

headgear is peculiarly marvellous. Our Lord

follows behind, and two men armed with clubs

are urging him on.

In the next photo., which shows what is

M v 1<JL .ED AWAY BY THE SOLDIERS-NOTE THE EXPRESSION OF DIVINE RESIGNATION.

From a Photo, by G. Wolf, Constance.
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considered a par-

ticularly fine

group. Our Lord
i
- b u n d a n d

Ly
His

ion oi

divine resignation.
His d roo p i n g

figure, and patient
; at the man

who drives Him
onw; beauti-

fully portrayed.
Just behind is a

"half -clad ruffian,

with h i s club
raised to strike.

The figure of the

soldier with the

flag is a little

:erpiece, and
his attitude o f

command, with
arm outstretched,
is quite admirably

expressed. The
one on the left

side of Our Lord

might almost
have stepped out

of the armv of
PETER UtSlf. HIS MASTER—OBSERVE THE COCK CROWING ABOVE.

From a Photo, by G. Wo'f, Constance.

Frederick the
Great, and, in-

deed, is not unlike

the great King
himself, with his

little tight curls

and sharp, wizeni d

face. The costume
resembles that of

the eighteenth
century far more
than the first, and
the cap might well

belong to a Prus-

sian soldier of that

day.
Then comes a

very quaint repre-

sentation of St.

Peter's denial. In

the lower part of

the photograph we

see the Apostles

standing round

the fire with the

servants in the

hall of the high

priest. The maid

is accusing him
of having been

with Christ, and

he is denying the

OUK LOUD BEPORE PILATE FOB THE FIRST TIME—"UK 5TIRRETH UP THE PEOPLE."

From a 1'hoto. by G. Wolf, Constance.
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assertion with great energy. Just above the cock

sits, perched on a rocky crag, while St. Peter, in

an agony of self-reproach, has sunk down on his

knees and is imploring pardon from God.
A very striking group is Christ brought for

the first time before Pontius Pilate. In this the

figure of Our Lord is decidedly not so good,
and it is not a happy idea to place Him with

His back to the governor. There is something

very wooden and lifeless about the figure, and
it seems as if it were only steadied by the rope
which is held by one of the soldiers. On the

other hand, Pilate and those surrounding him
seem almost to breathe. The governor sits on
a beautifully carved throne in a regal attitude.

On either side of him are two lictors with fierce

faces. Their monkey-skin caps, with the ape's

head resting on their foreheads, are distinctly

Next we have Our Lord before Pilate for the
second time. The Roman governor is in his

robes of State, with a big umbrella carried o\

his head after the fashion of Eastern potentates.
He is represented as showing to them Our

Lord, who is overcome by the agony he

enduring. Pilatj is saying,
" Whom will ye

that I release unto you, Barabbas or Je
which is called Christ?" And the crowd are

pointing upwards and crying,
" Let Him be

crucified. His blood be upon us and on our

children." Barabbas is seen on the right-hand
side of the photograph, in chains, with his

hands bound, and just above is Pilate washing
his hands

;
one page holds the basin, whilst the

other pours water from a ewer.

Then Christ is led away by the soldiery, who,
after scourging Him and clothing Him in a

BROUGHT BEFORE PILATE FOR THE SECOND TIME. " WHOM WILL YE THAT I RELEASE BARAB3AS OR JESUS

original, and give them a delightfully barbaric

appearance. The chief priests and elders, in a

state of fury, are accusing Our Lord and saying,
" He stirreth up the people." The figure of

the high priest, who is shaking his finger in

Pilate's face, is perhaps the best in the whole

collection.
Vol. iv.—76.

From a Photo, by G. Wolf, Constance.

scarlet robe, are mocking and ridiculing Him.

One is spitting on Him ; another smites Him

on the head with a reed ;
whilst a third-

hump-backed dwarf—kneels in front of Him

saluting Him derisiveiy and saying, "Hail,

King of the Jews !

"
.

Last of all is perhaps the most curious and
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c group of all this strange collection. It

shows us the most horrible thing the sculptor
could conceive in the way of evil spirits. The
two solitary figures make the picture all the more

striking, accustomed as we have been to so many
actors in each scene. From a rough gnarled
trunk, that might be a dragon tree in its distorted

shape, we see Judas hanging. His attitude is

one of despair, and the Evil One, who has been

leading him on to take his life, waits beside him
to gloat o\\r his ruin.

It is difficult to extract much information from

the fair lady in charge of the chapel, for she

contents herself with smiling copiously and

assuring you in execrable Swiss-German, such
as no sane person can understand, that these
are very fine carvings, and that she knows of

many a one who would give his eyes to get
them.

The old abbey has now, alas ! been turned
into a college for school teachers, but the

chapel, with its precious relic, still acts as a

loadstar to many a pious pilgrim, whilst those
of other faiths will be drawn to Kreuzlingen to

wonder at the patience and skill of the creator

of the Oelberg.

THE WEIRDEST OK ALL THESE STRANGE GROUPS—THE EVIL ONE GLOATING OVER JUDAS,
WHO HANGS LIFELESS FROM A GNARLED TREE

From a Photo, by G. Wolf, Constance.



Dragged by a Wild Horse.

By Marshall Loggin.

Mr. Loggin was at the time a sheep-farmer in Uruguay. Going out one morning to pacify a newly
acquired half-wild horse, the beast ran away; and when the author stopped him, and picked up his
trailing rope, he dashed off again, this time dragging his unfortunate master by the ankle, like a sack

of potatoes, over a terribly rocky country.

URING 1864 I found myself in the

Republic of Uruguay, more generally
known to its inhabitants as "The
Banda Oriental." I had been sheep-

farming and horse-breeding in South
America for some years, and at this time had

just changed from one farm to another. I lived

on the Estancia (Ranch) Monsorj, which was
situated about 126 miles from Montevideo,
sixty from San Jose, and ninety from Santa
Lucia. It was an out-of-the-way ranch, you see.

The country was then suffering all the miseries

attendant on the civil wars which
are so eternally raging in that

part of the world. The Govern-
ment consisted of two parties :

the
"
Colorados

"
or Reds, and

the "Blancos" or Whites \
and

they seemed to have only the

one idea of perpetual strife for

mastery.
Horses are, by the law of the

land, considered articles of war ;

and just previous to the time of

which I am speaking no fewer

than forty of mine, as well as

many others belonging to neigh-

bouring proprietors, had been
seized by the soldiers of

General Flores—of course, "Por
il servicio de la Patria." The

consequence was that I had but

one animal remaining, and find-

ing it impossible to do my work
with this one only, I purchased
a very quiet little mare and a wild young horse

not half broken. This last beast was so strong
in the neck that it was impossible to hold him
to his picket if he took fright. His name
was Moro, and he was a real wild horse not

long caught.
One evening in the month of June—which is

the middle of the South American winter—I

had, before going to bed, picketed the wild

horse, Moro, with a very strong hide rope or

soga, as it is called, and secured the peg as

firmly as was possible in the ground ;
the little

mare was also picketed near. Very early the

next morning I was awakened by the sound of

wild mares galloping past the house, to the

accompaniment of loud neighing.

They are usually allowed to roam where they

MK. .MARSHALL LOGGIN, THE VICTIM OF
THIS TERRIBLE ADVENTURE. AS HE
APPEARS AT THE I'KESENT DAY.

From a Photo, by A. Swanlund, North
Finchhy.

please, and when (as is often the case) they
stray on to another man's ground, it is usual to

send out men on horseback to gather them
together—having first of all, however, asked

permission of the owner of the land to do so.

But in this instance the persons to whom the
mares belonged had not had the courtesy to

inform me of their intentions, and I was con-

sequently quite unprepared and prevented from

taking proper means to secure my horses from
accident or loss.

Now, the moment I heard the noise outside

I guessed the cause of it, and,

springing out of bed, dressed

myself as quickly as possible.
When I got outside my house I

saw my young horse rushing
round and round the picket pin
like a mad creature. I felt sure

that it must soon succeed in

breaking loose, and so I took

the precaution of immediately

bridling the mare. I had scarcely

accomplished this when the pin

gave way, and Moro set off at

the top of his speed. Jumping
on the back of my mare, I

started in pursuit.

I must explain here that my
farm consisted of about seven

square miles of land, through
which ran several streams. One
of these, of some considerable

size, and running from east to

west, formed the boundary of

The country was very hilly,

south - west exceedingly rocky.

This last characteristic especially must be

borne in mind. Large boulders of rock

stood out in groups from the side of the

hill; smaller ones were scattered between each

group, and long grass grew all round, in

many places completely hiding the smaller

rocks. Before mounting the mare, I had

taken care to provide myself with large wooden

bolas—an apparatus consisting of three balls,

fastened together with hide. Two of the pieces

of hide connecting the balls are from 3ft. to 4ft.

in length, but the third is much longer. These

bolas are used for catching wild horses, and are

thrown with great skill by the natives or Gauchos

a distance of a hundred yards at full gallop.

my
and

property,
on the
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The persons throwing them are called Bolea-

dores. The bolas catch in the hind legs of the

horse, tying them so that they cannot move.

The balls are sometimes made of stone, but

d is considered better, as being less likely to

injure the animal aimed at. The apparatus

:ly the same purpose as the lazo of

the South-Western States of Mexico.

With these bolas I then intended to ball

the runaway if necessary : but after following
him for about half a mile he suddenly stopped.
I jumped off the mare and ran up to him,

catching hold of the end of the trailing soga or

picket rope, which was still attached to his

head. I was hoping to hold him, but, after

looking wildly round for a few seconds, he

started off again at a tremendous rate, dragging
me after him with stunning rapidity. A fearful

thing had happened, and I was about to suffer

an experience so peculiar and painful, that it is

nothing short of miraculous I am alive to write

these lines.

Having unfortunately retained the bolas in

my hand at the moment when the half-mad

horse started, they became entangled in the

soga, while one end of them had also twisted

itself round my left ankle in such a manner that,

at the terrific speed at which I was dragged on

my back, I could not possibly untwist it. The
furious animal, more than ever excited and
maddened by feeling me in this position, tore

on more wildly than

ever. The soga was

only tied round his

neck, instead of being
fastened to a halter

(as that was an article

rather scarce with me
at the time), and as it

passed between his

fore legs it enabled
him to pull as from a

collar.

1 inding myself in

really terrible peril, I

immediately sought
for my revolver, but

to my dismay found
that in my haste I had

forgotten it. I next

felt for my knife (it is

a wonder I had so

much presence of
mind—I marvel at it

now), but that, too,

was missing. I had
before this been

obliged to let go the

soga with my hands,

and now I was at the mercy of this mad
brute, being dragged along on my back, like a
sack of potatoes, by one leg

—and that at a per-

fectly terrific pace, over ground covered with

rocks and stones, and with the extreme proba-

bility of getting my brains dashed out every other

moment. I tried to raise myself to a sitting

posture, but this only made matters worse by
causing me to roll over on my face, which was

instantaneously bruised and cut horribly. 1

struggled with a feeling of mad despair for some
time, until I became perfectly exhausted and

lay back helplessly, only managing to keep my
head from being knocked to pieces by bending
my neck forward as far as I could. It was

ghastly hideous, and almost stunning. At one
time we came to a rock with which I foresaw

that I must come into smashing contact. By a

tremendous effort I managed to raise my body
for a moment from the ground, receiving the

blow on my right hip, and rebounding from the

rock like a billiard-ball, rolling over and over on

my poor mangled face.

After this I gave up all hope, and abandoned

myself to utter despair, thinking only of death.

None but those who have gone through moments
of such deadly peril, expecting every breath to

be the last, can realize the rapidity with which
all my past life seemed to pass before me. The
knowledge that my wife and little ones were

only a short distance from me, but were entirely

DRAGGED ALONG ON' MY HACK LIKE A SACK OF POTATOES.

(Thi. is no imaginary sketch, but an accurate representation of this extraordinary occurrence drawn by
Madame Amyot under Mr. Loggin's personal supervision.)
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strange

home, and
men — these

thought, too,

how often I

and
now
this

was.

unconscious of my extraordinary fate— of who
would care for or protect them in a

land thousands of miles from

among a set of savage, lawless

thoughts half maddened me. I

of my many short-comings : of

had been wanting in consideration

kindness ; and so on, and so on. And
to have to leave all my loved ones in

sudden way, without a word of farewell,

indeed, too dreadful. Even now I cannot look

back on those awful moments without a shudder

of horror. Completely worn out, and with a

prayer to God for mercy, I became insensible
;

but I could not have gone more- than half a

mile in this state before I was aroused by a

consciousness that something
in my position was altered. I

soon became aware that we
were going through very long

grass, which is called paja, and
is much used for thatching.
It is somewhat like pampas
grass, and grows in hollows,
and sometimes covers several

acres of ground.

Instinctively I clutched at

this grass, holding on to it with

all my remaining strength ;

and for a time I succeeded

in stopping the wild horse in

his onward career, though he

still continued to run round
in a circle. I could, however,

perceive that he was nearly

exhausted, and was fairly

covered with sweat and flakes

of foam. Allowing myself
once more to hope, I made
a violent effort, and bending my body for-

ward, succeeded in partially untwisting some
of the coils of that ghastly rope. Scarcely had

I commenced to do so, however, before the

wretched beast bounded off again, startled and

half crazy, while I clung to the grass with all

my might. This amazing tug of war lasted

some time
;
and I felt as though my arms and

legs must be wrenched from their sockets, as

by vigorous turns of the screw of a rack.

After many vain efforts I gave myself up for

lost, for I felt that nothing short of a miracle

could rid me of this demon who was dragging
me to my grave. And yet deliverance was at

hand. The end of this hideous disaster was as

unexpected as its beginning. The maddened

horse, who for some minutes had been slacken-

ing speed, suddenly started off once more with

a jerking bound, and instantaneously the last

noose which held my ankle slipped off and I

THIS 1'HUTllGKAI'll SHOWS MR. LOGGIN AS HE
APPEARED AT THE TIME OF THIS INCIDENT
—CATTLE BREEDING IN URUGUAY WAS A
DIFFICULT AND HARASSING BUSINESS.

From a Photo.

was left lying free, literally more dead than alive.

It may explain matters somewhat if I remark
that a soga is cut circularly out of a hide in one
single piece, and that any moisture softens it,

and, consequently, makes it larger, looser, and

longer. And so, having passed through all the
wet grass heavy with dew, the loops in the soga,
or leather rope, that bound me to the wild horse
had all become soft and slack, and thus the

miracle of my delivery becomes explained by
perfectly natural means. But to continue :

The horse, released from the strain and appar-

ently quite as powerful as ever, rushed madly
away. In a state of the most utter exhaustion

I remained lying there some time, and when I

had recovered myself a little I found, on look-

ing round, that I was in a

hollow which I recognised as

being about a mile and a half

from a shepherd's hut.

A mile and a half! A
hundred miles the distance

seemed to me in my helpless
condition. How should I ever

get over that ground ? And
in these solitudes I had but

little hope that any wayfarer
would pass, or that help should

come to me from anywhere.
But life is too precious to be

parted with so easily, and it is

extraordinary what we are able

to do when life is at stake.

It now seems to me an impos-
sible task what I did then

;
and

yet had I not accomplished
it I should not have been

here to tell the tale. On hands

and knees I crawled along

moaning and groaning in my agony, for there

was not one little spot on my whole body which

was not bruised and mangled and bleeding.

Sometimes I tried to get up, and, holding on to

the rocks and boulders and the shrubs growing

thereabout, I managed to stumble on for a little

while, but then I would fall down in a swoon,

and when I recovered I would begin my awful

pilgrimage over again. It must have taken me

hours, for when at last I spied the shepherd's

house as a tiny speck far away on the wide

plateau, the sun was high in the skies. A
last effort, almost superhuman, brought me within

some hundred yards of the hut, and, as luck

would have it, the old Paraguayan shepherd

who occupied it was standing outside ;
I made

si<ms to him to come to me, for I was too

weak to raise my voice, and telling him, :

a feeble whisper, of my desperate condition

asked him to go and try to find my mare

I

He
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N BY PUTTING MY AK.MS ROUND HER NECK.

found her quietly grazing where I had left her,

about three miles from the place where I then

was. For these mares

are so trained that, if the

reins are simply left hang-

ing down on the ground,
the animal remains on
the same spot : whereas

they otherwise have the

instinct of carrier-pigeons,
and will return in a bee-

line to their home, however
circuitous the way may
be by which they have

travelled from it. In these

countries, where postal

arrangements then were

non-existent, a man leav-

ing his home usually took

a mare with him, so as to

send her back to his family
with a letter or other

message.
The old man lifted me

on to the back of my mare,
and I held on by putting

my arms round her neck.

She carried me quietly and

safely to the door of my

occasion, Moro

many hundreds

own house, where in a

fainting condition I fell

off, and was found by my
wife. She contrived to get
me indoors, and on to a

kind of sofa-bed, from
which I was unable to

move for many long weeks.

My clothes were torn to

atoms, a few shreds alone

remaining hanging on me.

My socks were torn off

round the tops of my Bal-

moral boots
;

but most
m e r c i f u 1 1 y

— t hough
strained, bleeding, and
bruised from head to

foot— I had broken no

bones. The next day I

sent a friend, who came
to see me, with a rifle to

find and shoot the wild

horse, but he did not suc-

ceed in doing so.

Some time after, how-

ever, a party of Gauchos

caught him and brought
him to me

; and, not-

withstanding his bad be-

haviour on that dreadful

afterwards carried me gallantly

of miles.

FAINTING CONDITION I FELL OFF, AND WAS FOUND BY MY WIFE.



To Kerak and Back, and What Happened on the Way.
By Elsie M. Forder.

This is the remarkable narrative of a holiday trip around the Dead Sea undertaken by Miss
Forder and her brother, who is a missionary. Incidentally it conveys a vivid notion of what
travel is like off the beaten track in the Holy Land ;

and it culminates in an attack on the

party by the fierce Arab robbers that infest the stony deserts of Moab and Judaea.

E are accustomed to hear of a

journey round the world or a voyage
to the Polar regions, but a holiday

trip round the Dead Sea is seldom
undertaken. It was only by acci-

dent that I made that journey, and it proved far

more adventurous than I had imagined. I do
not wonder now that so few travellers go far

beyond the Jordan. The loneliness of the way
and the intense stillness are almost unbearable.

Starting from Jerusalem in the early morning
of May 30th, 1H93, with four Arabs and my
brother, Mr. Archibald Forder, I set- out for Ker
of Moab, whose modern name is Kerak. It is

situated about ninety miles

from Jerusalem, and our

route lay via Jericho. Each
of the party, with his bag-

gage, was mounted on a stout

donkey. Our road took us

past the Garden of Geth-

semane and the little village

of Bethany. Here I longed
to stop, but our Arabs hurried

us on, and no halt was made
until we reached a Khan,

supposed to be the Inn of

the Good Samaritan. Now it

is only a piece of ground
inclosed by four walls. Here
we rested awhile, and then

set out again for the hotel

at Jericho. We had a lonely
ride. The road was very

rough, and makes a gradual
descent all the way.

After the long, hot ride

the grateful hospitality of the Jericho hotel

was a pleasurable anticipation which we could

not help dwelling upon during the last few

miles of the road. But, alas ! what was our

mortification on coming to the hotel to find

it closed, the season being over ! We had

expected rest and comfort, but instead,

had to content ourselves with sitting on the

ground and bearing the gaze of a multitude of

men, women, and children. After about an

hour of this we again mounted our donkeys and

started for the Fords of the Jordan, where we now

Miss ELSIE M. FORDER, WHOSE OUT-OF-THE-WAY
HOLIDAY JAUNT ENDED IN CAPTURE BY THE

ARAB ROBBERS OF THE DEAD SEA.

From a Photo, by Whitcombe, Salisbury.

proposed to spend the night. These few miles

seemed longer than all the rest we had travelled.

The way across the plain was terribly mono-
tonous, winding continually in and out among
sandhills. It was dark when we reached the

banks of the Jordan. A great many natives

were waiting to cross, and it was some time

before our turn came. At last we were called,

and had to get into a large, flat-bottomed boat

like a punt. Camels, donkeys, Arabs, and we
two English all huddled together. The boat

reached the other side in rather a strange
manner. Several of the men in the boat stood

and pulled at a rope which was securely fastened

to a post on the other bank.

In this primitive way we
were safely conveyed across

the stream. I believe that

recently, by command of the

Sultan of Turkey, a bridge

has been constructed at this

point. If so, it would certainly

be a very great improvement.
On landing we at once

gathered sticks and made a

fire, filled our kettles from the

river, and, when the water

boiled, put in our tea, for we

had no teapot, and only a

tin cup to drink from. This

was my first experience of

camping out, and I shall

not easily forget my feel-

ings and thoughts that

night as we lay on the

bare ground with the stars

overhead. For we were

compelled to travel as Arabs, and not as

tourists, if we were to get safely into Moab.

We were not allowed much rest, for about

2 a.m. our men called us to get up, and said

we must move on, in order to cover the

plain before the heat of the day. So up

got, mounted our donkeys, and set oil.

halt was made again until we came to the

waters of-Heshbon. Here the animals were

given a rest, and we made our morning toilet in

the river and then had a rough breakfast.

When we moved on we had a long climb before
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us, for we had to cross the mountains of Moab.
What a wearisome day that was, sitting on the

top o\~ a loaded donkey under a scorching sun

hour after hour! It was, indeed, a welcome

sight when we saw a Bedouin encampment,
ring like a black line, in the distance.

Some estimate of our bodily fatigue may be

ged from the eager way in which we looked

those tents— the best of which could not

compare with the worst gipsy encampment in

and. Indeed, a bedouin encampment does

not really mean a series of tents, but, as our

aph partly shows, a continuation of rude

coverings supported on poles. Beneath this

roof herd promiscuously men, women, and
children. On reaching it, and after the pre-

liminary and necessary salutations, we tried to

rest. But naked children and dirty women
came crowding round us in such swarms that

sleep was impossible. Most, if any, had never

seen an Englishwoman before, and they intended

to make the most of this opportunity, asking my
brother all kinds of questions about me. " How
far was I from my mother?" "Was I man or

woman ?
; ' Then they would come and feel my

cheeks, and examine my boots and clothes. To
me this was most repulsive, for their dirt was
horrible

;
but I had to take it kindly, for we were

depending on them for our bread and safety.

unset the women left us to go and grind the

corn to make bread. The men who had been
out with the goats or gathering in some little

harvest came home later on
;
a goat was killed,

a large fire kindled, and before very long all

were sitting round a big pot, helping them-
selves to its savoury contents with their fingers
and gnawing at the bones like dogs. I could

not eat in this fashion, so begged some goat's

milk, and with the new-made bread made my
first meal in a Bedouin tent.

Another day's journey brought us to a place
called Mieen. Here the natives lived in large

caves rather than houses. We went to the
local schoolmaster, and he kindly received us
and our baggage. We were told it would be
unsafe to go on farther, as an inter-tribal fight
had taken place recently, and the defeated

tribe was waiting about the country ready to

attack any who might come along. Our men—
poor specimens of men they were—were much
frightened, and returned to Jerusalem forthwith,

leaving us about half-way on our journey to

finish it as best we could. We tried every
inducement to get men to take us on, but

failed, so we were obliged to spend eight days
in this miserable cave. Our boxes were piled

round one cor-

ner, so that I

might have some

place where I

could retire from
the constant gaze
of the curious

Arabs. We had
one box as a

table, and took

our meals sitting
on the ground.
Our host was

very good, giving
us bread freshly
made morning
and evening. We

also got some eggs and goat's milk. Being
detained here gave me ample opportunity to

watch Arab life : but as the Arabs evinced an

equal curiosity about English habits, I am
afraid neither of us showed quite in our true

colours.

On the eighth day we prevailed upon two

men to accompany us on to Kerak. We had
to offer them a much larger sum of money
than was usual, but eventually greed prevailed.

Money always tempts a true Arab. It was

necessary for us to wear the native dress now,
so disturbed was the state of the country ;

and
I was not even allowed to put up my white

umbrella, as the Skour were scattered about the

way we had to travel. Another night had to

be spent in a Bedouin encampment, and then

two more weary days of journeying. Sometimes
we were stopped and questioned by fierce-

looking Arabs, armed to the teeth, and carrying

spears about 12ft. long. On June 10th we

came in sight of Kerak. The journey had

taken us thirteen days, and ought to have been

accomplished in four.

Our photograph gives some idea of the

appearance of the city. It was built as long

ago as the time of the Crusaders, who, in their

fight for the Holy Sepulchre, and temporary

;l)EK AMI III- R
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possession, threw out various outlying forts to

keep the enemy at bay. Kerak was one of

these fortresses. It is situated on an almost

impregnable rock, nearly 8ooft. high, and can

only be approached by a very narrow passage,
which a few men could hold against thousands.

The partial ruin of a very formidable castle or

keep still remains, and is at present, I believe,

used as a barracks by the Turkish soldiery.
As we were making the very steep ascent to

this city (the temporary home of my brother)

hardly knowing how to sit our donkeys, as their

backs were almost perpendicular, we saw an Arab

running quickly towards us, and in no friendly
manner either. As soon
as he reached my brother

he sprang at, and pulled

off, his moreer, a kind of

rope worn round the head.

Naturally, my brother tried

to retain
it, and the two

pulled one against the

other. My entreaties to

my brother to let go were

of no avail. At last the

Arab got furious, and,

drawing his dagger, he

would have killed my
brother, without the least

hesitation, had he not

given up the coveted
treasure. The cause of

all this excitement was

simply a star from an

English prize packet,
placed in front of the

moreer, and it was this

bright but paltry object
Vol. iv.—77.

ih.it had ro

\\

and 1 nds
with man

,

the natives, who
took us about
their city and
over the castle,

which was then

a large and in-

teresting ruin.

The p r i v a t e

dwellings of the

natives, how
are not much to

boast of. They
are chiefly made

by digging a

huge hole in the

it, perhaps a foot or two

with a straw and mud
to be careful in walking

ground and roofing
above the surface,

thatch. You have

about the place that you do not stumble and fall

through some poor native's roof.

When we thought of returning to Jerusalem
we heard that quarantine was declared at the

Jordan, and was likely to continue for some time

owing to an outbreak of some infectious fevers

in the district. For this reason we decided

to try a much less frequented route— that which

runs to the south of the Dead Sea. To travel

alone was out of the question, and we waited

until a caravan was passing on to Jerusalem by

HAD TO BUILD IT HIMSELF,
.MISSIONARIES' HOUSE IN KERAK. MR. FORDER

IT IS. OUR AUTHORESS LIVED IN IT.From a] CREDITABLE DWELLING [Photo.
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that route. One beautiful Sunday morning (I

shall never forget it— it was, I think, August

13th, 1893) I said good-bye to Kerak, with

all its pleasant memories and the kind friends

and warm hearts I had found, even there

in the Moabitish wilderness, during my short

stay ;
and mounting two mules my brother

and I joined the caravan and set our farts

ards the Holy City. I had a fine

mule to ride, and though I had to sit on top of

my boxes, it was much
better than a loaded

donkey. We made a

goodly party — about

twenty men — including
two devout Moslems

;
and

at regular times these

latter would stop, spread
their mats on the ground,
and go through their

prayers in the various

attitudes of Islam.

We started in good
spirits. Our road lay due-

south, making a descent

until the shores of the

I )ead Sea were reached.

Whenever le, we
ted out halting-places

near a stream, so that we

might fill our water-skins

and give the animals a

good drink. The men
did not allow us much
rest, however. They were Froma]

able to endure any-

thing themselvi . and

many of them even
walked all the way.

Coming down nearer

the shores of the Dead
Sea, vegetation became
more abundant

;
and

before we could reach

water we had to pass

through a small forest

of grasses and rushes,
and had to spread our

hands in front of us to

force a passage. On
the shores of the sea,

quite close to the

water, we camped for

the night. The animals

were quickly unloaded
and a fire made.

Then, like Jacob of

old, we found a stone

for a pillow and tried

to sleep. But that, we soon found, was im-

possible. The heat was terrible and the

mosquitoes worse. Even the natives, used to

the climate, say,
"

It is like purgatory."
Never shall I forget the stillness of the night.
Such a starry sky overhead

;
the sea looking

like glass ;
while the mountains behind us

stood out darkly in all their solemn majesty.
After a few hours of this so - called rest we
continued our journey within sight of the sea,

V N U

[Photo.

I. NATIVES OF KERAK WITH WHOM Mil PORDERS MADE FRIENDS DURING

THEIR STAY IN THE TOWN. [Photo.



TO KERAK AND BACK, AND WHAT HAPPENED ON THE WAY

village or encampmentand reached another

about eight. Naked children swarmed round

us with eager curiosity, and the women were as

bad until the time came for them to make their

bread. When they had baked it we were given
as much as we wanted. It was made in very

long, thin cakes, and they brought it to us

hanging over their arms, as we should carry a

shawl. This was the only time I had bread of

this kind. Leaving here we had to cross the

Valley of Salt, at the extreme south of the Dead
Sea. This is the boundary of Moab

;
and

thence we passed into the wilderness of Judaea.

Here we spent a night
—

or, rather, part of

it. The ground was very

stony. Here, again, it was

impossible to sleep, for we
could not lie in any one

position for more than a

few minutes, the stones

made it so uncomfortable.

So we moved on, feeling

cheered at the thought of

reaching Jerusalem in two

or three days. What a

terrible climb we had then !

I hardly knew how to keep

my seat, for my mule was

constantly slipping on
slabs of rocks or over great

boulders. We were very
tired and very hungry, and

our water-skins had given
out when we came to the

ruins of Masada. Here

we decided to halt and

unload the animals.' It was

about eight in the morn-

ing, and we sat down to a

breakfast of bread and

cucumber -all that was to

be had for love or money.
We had not been

sitting in this way very

long before I noticed

that something was troubling

our party.
low tones

the Arabs,' i ns might be, or what was

befalling my brother. Here 1 ;tay

minutes, however, and then was imrrn

relieved to see my brother. I think it was
before he came that 1 heard the firing of guns
and hoarse shouts, and on lookin_ the

cave saw our men running in all direction-.

When my brother came I learned that our

caravan had been attacked by Arab robb

who lurk about that district in large numbers in

order to plunder all who may come that way
insufficiently protected.

After a while we left our cave and ventured

to the spot we had so suddenly left. Here was

confusion indeed. All the

baggage lay in heaps on the

ground, and was being
overhauled by some of the

roughest-looking men im-

aginable. On seeing mv

AX ARAB MARAUDER OF THE MOAUITISH DESERT.

CARRIES A Sl'EAR OVER I2FT. LOXG.

From a Photo.

the men of

They began to talk apart in

and with an alarmed look.

Suddenly I heard confused sounds and yells,

and before I could ask any questions I was

pulled from the ground, a cloak thrown over

me, and I felt myself being dragged down a

steep and rocky place. At the bottom of this

gully was a cave, and into it I was hurriedly

thrown. What my feelings were during that

short journey must be imagined. I was dread-

fully frightened, for I hadn't the slightest idea

why I "had been so unceremoniously bundled

down there, and, of course, I knew not what

brother they searched him

and demanded money. As

he had none, they took

nearly all his clothes, and

were in the act of cutting

off one of his fingers to

gain possession of a plain

siold rin" which he wore

and prized, but one more

superstitious than the rest

prevented, saying evil

would befall them if they

hurt a white man. After

this he found a sheltered

nook for me and covered

me up. Our men, too,

brought water - skins and

whatever property they

could get for me to hide

under my cover, for I was

comparatively safe, as

Arabs consider women

beneath their notice.

We were detained

nearly all day, and had

scarcely any food. Our plunderers satisfied

their greed by taking thirteen donkeys, tour

mules, one horse, seventy-four goats, a lot

money from the debt collection, and all the 1

of the baggage. They then left us to get 01

best we could. We had not much heart alter

this to continue our journey. It took the men

some long time to pack up the rejected goods.

Some of it had to be hidden among the rocks, as

there were not enough animals left to carry it.

The' mule I had been riding was taken, so 1

had to finish the journey on a poor loaded

donkev. In this state we could make but slow

•ss, and had to spend another night in the
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open, our oniy rood being the milk from a few

ts which the robbers had d< igned to

Next day we did not get so far as we

hop, .1. rhe men would slop on a high stony

plain tor hours, exposed to the full blaze of the

sun, in order to talk over their misfortune.

They had no bread, and only a little flour,

which they mixed with water, kneading the

dough in their dirty hands for some time, and

then setting light to a heap oi~ manure (for there

nothing else to be
gi

This fuel was

allowed to smoulder a long time, and finally the

lump of dough was laid on the top to cook.

This it never did, but when they deemed it

ready, they divided the sorry cake among all,

kindly giving us a portion. But, hungry as we
were, we could not eat such heavy stuff,

cially after seeing it made and cooked.

Having lost so much time in the day, we
travelled on late into the evening. We were

all among hills, and our party gradually got
ttered until we were reduced to five— three

men, my brother, and myself. That night we

lay on the ground almost too weary and hungry
to speak. The night, too, was bitterly cold,

although the day had been so scorchingly hot.

My brother had only part of a native dress to pro-
tect him, and my jacket had been taken by the

robbers, though what use

they could make of that

I cannot think.

In the early morning
we were found by the rest

of our party. They told

us we were not far from

Hebron. Cheered by this

news we set out once

more, but were doomed
to have our spirits

damped again, for shortly

after, meeting a man, we
were told that quarantine
was in force at Hebron,
and we should not be

allowed to enter for ten

days. To travel farther

in our exhausted state we
felt would be madness,

we decided to go to

Hebron and see for our-

selves. We reached the

city about five in the

morning. But few people
were about, and, no one

preventing us, we went

straight to the house of

some American mission-
""', ls MR- ARCHIBALD ^

. ARV ALLIANCE, KERAK. NATIV
anes known to us. Here, /•,-„„,«] fanatical

although il was so early, we found a hearty

welcome, and I experienced the blessedness of

human sympathy, for we were both nearly done

up. The savoury breakfast which our kind hosts

set before us we were almost too weary to par-
take of, hungry as we were, and I fell asleep

directly I lay down. We must both have pre-
sented a pitiable spectacle, having slept on the

ground in the open for six nights. Our clothes,
or rather, what was left of them, were full of

dust
; my hair was perfectly matted, and our

faces were almost as dirty as natives'.

The men who had accompanied us also tried

to get into the city, but were captured, and so

we did not have their company on the remainder
of our journey to Jerusalem. I cannot express
too emphatically our sense of gratitude to those

kind American missionaries for all they did for

us, and the "
Ood-speed

"
they gave us on our

way. We were fortunate in securing a Hebron
man who could supply three donkeys, and
would take us on that night. He advised us to

keep indoors during the day, or we, too,

might get detained. For this I was very

sorry
— Hebron looked so lovely, with its

numerous olive trees, and vineyards, and queer
houses. But safety was our first consideration.

Our journey had proved quite adventurous

enough for me, at any
rate, and I had no desire

to see the inside of a

Turkish House of Deten-

tion. So we, like Brer

Rabbit,
"
lay low." The

road from Hebron to

Jerusalem is good. We
got to Bethlehem in the

early morning. Women
were going and coming
from the vineyards with

baskets of grapes on their

heads
;
others were fetch-

ing water. Everything
looked peaceful and
serene. It was an idyllic

rural scene, but we did not

halt until Jerusalem was

reached. Thankful, in-

deed, were we to be safe

once again within its

mighty walls. It was less

than three months since we
had goneout by the North

Gate, and now we were

returning by the South,

glad that our Arab life

was over and our adventu-

rous visit to Kerak ended.

'.. "I- 'I HE AMI RICAN Ml ION-

E DRESS IS NECESSARY IN SO

A TOWN. [I'hotO.



South African Snap=Shots.
By J. Hartley Kni

II.

This completes the article, showing by means of actual photos, the various phases of life which would
strike a new-comer in that great region towards which the eyes of the world are now turned. The
photos, showing the result of cattle sickness and how the Boers become such good marksmen are both

topical and instructive. The author of this paper is a journalist who has lived in Cape Colony for years.

T is a fact that as a rule the hewers

of wood and drawers of water in

South Africa are the women. No
male darky will do these things
unless he is absolutely obliged to.

Of course, when he engages himself out as

house-boy he must take and fetch at bidding
of the "baas" or "missus." Xot so, however,

when he is in his own kraal. There he lords

it as only a savage can do, and his wives do all

the bread winning. And very hard some of

these poor creatures work too, as they patiently

;li: the hewer D DRAWERS OF WATER
From a Photo.

sow and reap while their lord and master idles

the day away.

Wood-carrying, too, is done by these Pondo

women, the wood being taken to the towns to

kindle the fire that cooks the food of the white

man. Sometimes, when out riding on the veldt,

one will come across a dozen or so of these

women marching steadily along in Indian file,

and carrying great bundles of firewood, usually

of the thorn variety, upon their woolly pates.

This wood is sometimes carried for miles at

a stretch, and is then hawked from house to

house until it is disposed of, at 3d., 6d., or od.

per bundle, according to the state of the market.

It is believed that the upright carriage of tb

women and their graceful bearing generally arc-

due to their habit of carrying heavy weights

upon their heads. When they have got rid of

their wood they generally expend the proceeds
in beads or red ochre—enormous quantities of

which commodities are disposed of in a year by
the various European traders. The beads

to the decoration of the blanket, whilst the red

ochre is smeared upon the face— to preserve

the complexion !

The Kaffir witch doctor (unlike the prophet)
is not without honour in

his own land. Here is

the portrait of one, sup-

ported on either side by
a faithful spouse. The
man of medicine is "all

there," as 'Any would

say, in the matter of

costume, and his head-

gear is fearfully and

wonderfully made. It

errs only on the side of

simplicity. It is a mass

of feathers, and its con-

ception does not say

much for the ingenuity

of the designer. We have

seen the most wonderful

effects, in the way of

head-gear, produced by

broken tobacco pipes, lids

of condensed milk tins,

" knuckle
"

bones, and
frica are women." whatnot. But a heap of

feathers ! For the rest.

old blanket or a piece of frouzy sacking

covers the witch man from shoulder to ankle, hut
an

here and there about his person, more or

exposed to view, he carries an evil-sme ling

canvas bag, or a leathern pouch, stuffed full oi

articles representing
his stock-in-trade. An

precious collection of rubbish it is too-tufts ol

human hair, fragments of bones herbs and

roots, leathern thongs, bone snuff-boxes full of

snuff and tobacco, and a thousand and one things
He has

is

seldom without it: and whilst his left hand

holds a stick, upon which is a bundle, across

picked "up in the wake of civilization. 1 1-

his pipe full on-as a matter of
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From a] this kaffik witch DO [Photo.

-boulder, in his right he carries a rude kind

of whip, which sometimes plays a not unim-

portant part in his

operations.
These witch

doctors are for the

most part unmiti-

gated frauds.
Once on a time
—and not so very

long ago either—
the witch doctor

was a power in

the land : but
now, thanks to

the firm hand of

the authorities, his

claws have been

cut, and the opera-
tion or ceremony
of

"
smelling-out

"

formerly largely
performed by

gentry has

been rigorously put down—although th<

is good reason to believe thai the practice
is still indulged in sub rosa.

"
Smelling-

out
"
was pretty sport for everyone except-

ing the unfortunate "
smellee." If A

contracted the measles or got a pain in his

pantry through over-feeding he would

fancy himself bewitched, and straightway
send for the witch doctor. That astute

individual, having been well feed, would
forthwith proceed to "smell out" the

person
—

B, let us say
—who had bewitched

pool A. Now, B might be a perfect

stranger to A— had never even heard of

him, perhaps
—but that would avail him

naught. As the witch doctor decreed, so

it must be, and the unhappy B very soon

received his quietus.
Our next picture is one full of sadness.

It was taken on the Buluwayo road, and is

a striking testimony to the terrible ravages
of the rinderpest

—a plague which, during
the past two or three years, has almost

devastated South Africa of its cattle and

robbed the natives of their chief source of

wealth. The ox in the picture
— the last

of the herd or team— is dying, and its

owner, the very picture of despair, sits

grimly awaiting the end. He will not have

long to wait
;
the breath will soon have left

the animal, and then, if it is allowed to

remain where it is, the aasvogels (or

vultures) will come and make short work
of the carcass. On a certain Christmas

Day, some nine or ten years ago, we saw

a sight on the veldt outside Johannesburg which

even now we cannot recall without a shudder.
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From a] HOW THEY CROSS THE NONTWANI RIVER IN ZULULAND.

It was an ox dying by the roadside—just like that

in the photo. We came upon it quite suddenly
at a bend in the road

; but, instead of a Kaffir

for company, the poor beasl was surrounded by
hundreds of aasvogels, silently gloating over

the feast to come. To this day we remember
the cruel beaks of these ill-omened birds and the

still crueller expression of their eyes. As we

approached—somewhat timidly, we confess—
one or two of the hideous creatures flapped

lazily out of our path, and one more daring than

the rest flew upon
the neck of the

dying animal.
These aasvogels
are the natural

scavengers of

South Africa,
and as such do
a good work for

the community
at large. They
have certainly
been in clover

during the past
fe w years, for

duiing that time

hundreds of
thousands of
oxen have been
carried off by
rinderpest, and
so provided them
with more food

than even they, f«wi«] bun and treacle native

we fain aujy

dispose of.

Still, there is • or thank-
fulness that evei in the

country has not b
off; and science is able t

much. That this is so will he-

seen by our next photograph,
wherein you will :ome
excellent specimens of the Afri-

kander ox. This picture comes
from Zululand, and illusti

the method of crossing the

Nontwani River there on the
backs of oxen. It wants some

doing, simple as it looks
;
for

although the ox is used in

South Africa to bear the yoke,
it is disposed to resent the

additional indignity of having
to carry human beings. Some
oxen are tractable enough, and
will suffer their native own
to ride them at will. The

native boys in the picture are clearly riding the

oxen for the pure fun of the thing rather than

any desire not to wet their ankles in fording the

drift, which at this point is less than knee deep.
The native's love of fun has been all

referred to in this article. He will laugh quite

heartily even when, as in our next picture, the

joke is against rather than with him. This

bun and treacle competition between natives in

Umtali, Mashonaland, and great fun it is- for

the onlookers. This particular contest took

[Photo.

OCCUPAl ALAND. [PllOtO.
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..UFIKS NOTION OF BRIDGING A STREAM IS EXTI
PRIMITIVE

"
(MOLOPO RIVER, NEAR MAFEK1NG).

From a Photo, by D. Taylor, Mafekin

place last Occupation Day but one, on which

occasion the whole town turned out to see the

native sports, of which this was one of the

items. On these occasions the arrangements are

simple. The buns, thickly covered with

len syrup, are attached by a short string
to a cord stretched between two vertical pi

and all the competitors have to do is to go in

and win. Their hands are securely tied behind

them, while the buns are set wobbling on their

strings by a shake of the canes. The
frantic efforts of the boys to grab the

well-treacled buns with their teeth !

is an exceedingly funny business. In

a very short time their faces glisten
with the sticky stuff, and the addition

of a bag or two of flour vastly
enhances the comicality of the efi

More often than not the bun will

stick against the nose of the com-

petitor instead of his mouth, and at

such times the s-pectators simply
shriek with delight. Evidently, at

the moment the photo, was snapped
off a bag of flour had caught the

tallest Kaffir, and this, maybe, is the

cause of the excessive hilarity dis-

played by the young white gentleman

in shin sleeves and felt hat, a little to

the right of the Kaffir. Indeed, the

faces of all the onlookers sufficiently

testify to the rollicking nature of the

scene.

The average Kaffir's notion of bridging
a stream or ravine is extremely primi-
tive. If there is a fallen tree-trunk

handy he will throw it across the gulf,

and so the bridge is made. Then he

performs prodigies of valour in his

attempt to cross from one bank to the

other, and perhaps winds up by falling

into the stream and inflicting grievous

bodily harm upon himself. Sometimes
he will utilize a gnarled and twisted

tree root that repeated rains have

washed bare of earth, and which has

been left high and dry. A bridge of

the kind is to be found across the

Molopo River at plucky little Mafeking,
of which we give an illustration. The

crossing of this bridge is not unattended

by danger, as one false step, or an over-

balancing, would mean a cold bath

(and perhaps something worse) for the

unlucky person who thus distinguished
himself. That this bridge is pretty

strong is evidenced by the photo., which

shows five persons supported by it at

the same time.

Here is another way they have of crossing
rivers in some parts of South Africa. It fre-

quently happens that after heavy rains the

railway track is in some places completely under

water— if, indeed, it be not washed away

altogether. Our picture
—taken on the Shashi

River, in the Bechuanaland Protectorate—gives
a good idea of the curious effect produced
by a railway train plunging into the stream

in order to get to the opposite bank. In

TRAIN PLUNGING INTO THE SHASIII KIVER IN BECHUANALAND.
From a Photo, by D. Taylor, Ma/eking.
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the photo, the progress of the train is

being watched with much interest as, with full

steam on, the engine dashes ahead and 'burns

the stream into foaming waves. Sometimes die

water in these rivers rises so high that it is

impossible for a train to cross, and passengers
and officials have perforce to remain on one side

of the river until such time as the waters have

subsided. When a "
washaway

"
has occurred

on the line—and these have been frequent on

the Buluwayo railway
—there is a wait of many

hours until the damage has been roughly
mended.

In Khama's country, in which the river shown
in our last picture is situated, ^that curious

creature, the giraffe,

may still be met with

in considerable num-
bers. A very fine

specimen of his kind

is the giraffe that

figures in the accom-

panying picture. He
is beautifully marked;
and we believe the

colouring of this par-

ticular animal excited

much remark, when
the photo, was taken,

by reason of its ex-

traordinary richness.

It is a fact that in

the freedom of the

veldt the colour of

the giraffe is far more

striking than it is in

captivity. The bulls

are a dark chestnut

and the cows a bright

yellow ;
the calves

being a deep lemon
colour. Picture, if

you can, a whole

drove of these beauti-

fully
- marked crea-

tures scudding across

country on the first

scent of danger ! Time was when giraffes were

met with in South Africa as far south as the

Orange River, but you won't find any there-

abouts now. No : they have learned wisdom

from their experience, and if a man wants a

giraffe nowadays he has to trek to the desert

lands of the North Kalahari and the wilds of

N'gamiland. Adult giraffes are not easily

captured alive
;
and when captured are only

reared with difficulty.

Indeed, the conveyance of these animals from

their native land to the various zoological
Vol. W.-78.

gardens of civilization entail rable
trouble. Her Majesty the Quei
beautiful giraffe a year or

gift from the Bechuana ch thoen I

khama, as is popularly supposed), and
shipped to this county at great trouble and

expense. The result was that it no sooner
reached these shores than it incontinently died.

So rare is the giraffe now, and so great the diffi-

culties of bringing him over sea when you have

got him, that we believe his market value landed
in London is something like a thousand pounds.

'•

Pay liquidators Kimberley Central Diamond

Alining Co., Limited, or order, five million

three hundred and thirty-eight thousand six

hundred and fifty

\ S COUNTRY THE G1RA
From ti

pounds sterling
"-

;£5>338 >
6 5°- 'tis a

good round sum, as

Shylock would say,

and quite sufficient

to keep one going
in tolerable comfort

for at least three-

score years and ten.

This cheque was

presented ten years

ago in Kimberley on

behalf of the now
famous De Beers

Consolidated Mining
Co., Limited, in

settlement of a little

deal between that

company and the

Kimberley Central

Diamond Mining
Co., whereby the

latter company be-

came absorbed in

the former. Up to

quite recently this

cheque held the

record as being the

biggest thing of its

kind ever drawn and

cashed. It bears date

1 8th July, 1889, and is made payable on the

Kimberley branch of the Cape of Good 1 1

Bank (an institution no longer in exis

whose rubber stamp-mark plainly denotes that

this vast sum was duly "paid" to the lucky

liquidators. The cheque bears the signatures

of Messrs. Nind and Compton, two of the then

directors of the De Beers; and also that of the

late Mf. W. H. Craven, for many years secretary

of the great diamond mining company.

The original big cheque is carefully trea-

sured among the valuables of the De Beers

FFE MAY
Photo.

TILL BE MET WITH.
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A FIVE MILLION POUND " DEAL "
IN KIMBERLEY MINES.

1

npany. Of course, since the payment of

the cheque for ^10,000,000 sterling, drawn

upon the Bank of England by the Chinese
rnnient in settlement of the Chino-Japanese

war indemnity, the De Beers' cheque no longer
holds the record as the biggest thing of its kind
on earth.

Our next photograph is not that of a
mushroom field in Brobdingnag, but a kraal

(pronounced "crawl") or native village, of

the kind to be met
with in almost

every part of South
Afri - en from

the summit of a

hill, or kopje, a

native kraal has

quite a taking ap-

pearance. It usually
consists of two or

three rings of huts

with an open space
in the middle for

the safeguarding
of cattle; this

space being in-

closed by a stout

fence - work com-

posed of mimosa
and other thorn

bushes, varying
from 6ft. to 12ft. in

height. Then again

the whole kraal is ringed in by a natural growth
of scrub and bush, so that the interior is not easily

approached save by the recognised entrance.

The huts are made of "
wattle and daub," but

so cunningly is the work performed that they
last for years, and are absolutely water-tight.

It will be observed that a couple of huts on
the left-hand side are "

ringed
"
by themselves.

This is probably the residence of the headman,
or chief, of the kraal, who is responsible to the

VOL' WILL MEET NATH KKAAL-. ) LIKE THIS IN A] MO
row a Photo, by W. Ransoh.

\KT ()[•' SOUTH
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SUNRISJ l! THE CLOUDS AT GRAAFF-REIXET-
From a Photo, by IV. Roe & Son,

-SPANDAU KOP RISING

Graaff-Reinet.

IN THE MIDDLE.

authorities for the good behaviour of his people.

Beyond the kraal is an immense mealie field.

Mealies (or Indian corn, as we call it) are the

staple food of the Kaffir, and astonishingly well

he thrives on it. The corn, when ripe, is

pounded to dust in primitive fashion, and the

flour thus obtained is boiled, and becomes
" mealie pap." The boiling is effected in a three-

legged iron pot, and when the mess is ready the

niggers squat round it, and each helps himself

by the simple method of plunging a spoon or a

piece of wood into the pot and conveying it

loaded with pap to his mouth. Boiled, as the

Kaffirs boil it, mealie pap is the most insipid
of dishes, but there can be no question as to

its nourishing qualities.

Our readers will agree that our next photo-

graph is very beautiful. At first glance it

suggests nothing so much as a huge rock stand-

ing grimly forth in a sea that has been lashed

into foam and fury by the wind. It is, however,

nothing of the kind. The photo, was taken from

a point many hundreds of feet above sea-level,

as the sun was rising over the "Valley of Desola-

tion," in the Graaff-Reinet district of Cape
Colony. The soft, fleecy whiteness is composed of

715

till clouds :

the dark, oddly-

shapi
rock in the middle
of the picture is

the Spandau
Kop. It is worth
a jour n e y 1

Graaff-Reinet to

the brilliant

a tm o s p h 1

effects for whirl)

the Valley of

Desolation is

famed. If the

valley were in

Europe half the
tourists of the world would flock to see it and
rave about its mysteriousness. This valley is so
called from the peculiar formation of huge basaltic

pillars, some of which are between 300ft. and

400ft. in height. The town of Graaff-Reinet—a

picturesque little place, locally termed "gem of

the desert
"— is only about three miles from

Spandru Kop, and no tourist engaged in
"
doing

"

South Africa should omit to pay it a visit.

Our last photograph shows a couple of Boers

out for a day's shooting on the high veldt. In

front we see the spring and bles bucks which

they have killed, while in the background are the

inevitable Cape cart and the outspanned horses

cropping the grass. The men seen in our snap-
shot were such remarkably good shots that,

given a packet of ten cartridges, they would

guarantee to bring down one buck per shot—
and that in spite of the fact that, owing to the

extraordinary flatness of the veldt, it is well-

nigh impossible to get nearer than a 300-yards

range. Our photograph gives a very good idea

of the limitless expanse of level veldt which

forms the typical background of scenes in the

Transvaal. It is no wonder that men born and

bred in such a country should be good shots.

WE SEE A PARTY OF TYPICAL BOERS OUT EON A DAYS SHOOTING ON THE HIGH
VELDT^J.1

Froma\ A PACKET OF TEN CARTRIDGES THEY EXPECT TO BRING DOWN TbN BUCKS. ifflOtO.



The Queer Crime of Paul Richard.

\\\ ( 'n aki i
- Geniaux, i i] Paris.

This is the most extraordinary narrative of romance in real life that you have read for many a long
day. M. Charles Geniaux, t'.ie well-known artist-photographer of Brittany, was told of this strange
affair by one of his relatives, who presided at the trial, and he himself visited the spot and interviewed
the characters. Finally M. Geniaux conceived the extraordinarily original idea of inducing Marie
Louise and her lover to pose in such a manner as accurately and charmingly to illustrate the
remarkable topsy-turvy story of love and jealousy which he elicited from their own lips. Specially

written in French, and translated by the Editor.

PRELIMINARY word oi expla-
nation is necessary. The tribunal

of Vannes, in the month of

May, i s.jS, condemned one of the

persons who figure in this story to

ears' imprisonment. Now I, so to speak,
have reconstituted this curious romance, and
that on the very spot where it took place. You
will see that the two young people who figure

t prominently in this strange tragedy are

reproduced in the photos, which I have taken.

Naturally, the third

»n, being both
then a nd no w i n

prison, was not forth-

coming, but he has

been replaced in my
snap-shots by a typical
fisherman of the

country.
I left Paiis about

the middle of June
last to return to Lower

Brittany. I stopped a

little while in Rennes,
where one of my rela-

tives occupies a dis-

tinguished position in

the magistracy. The
moment he saw me
my uncle accosted

something like

this :

"
I have only just

finished presiding at

the assizes of the
tribunal of Vannes,
and one of the cases

which we judged from

day to day stands out

very prominently in

my mind, so that I

thought of you. It occurred to me that it

would make an excellent narrative for that

singular English magazine which publishes only
true stories of adventure." (Of course the

worthy magistrate meant The Wide World.—
Ed.) "The curious case that I speak of,"

. ilE HEROINE OF THIS EXTRAORDINARY
IV, IN Till-. IDENTICAL CLOTHES SHE WORE OX THE ALL HUT

From a Photo, by] FATAL day. [Charles Chiiaux.

pursued my uncle, "was one of jealousy, and
it very nearly led to a double murder. But
even now there is time to do the thing, for

if you have occasion to go to Cossureau you
will see there the living characters of this

tragedy."
I thanked my uncle, and at once wrote on

my tablets the names of these two young
people, "Marie Louise James, seventeen years,
mussel fisherwoman "

; "Jean Rio, nineteen

years, fisherman at the Bergerie, and liable for

duty in the fleet."

Lastly, the condemned

man,
" Paul Richard,"

who had wounded
Jean Rio by stabbing
him five times with

his knife.

Some weeks later I

found myself at the

Roche - Bernard, near

the mouth of the

Vilaine. A friend of

mine, a local land-

owner, invited me to

visit his vineyards at

Cossureau. The mo-
ment I heard the

name of the hamlet I

said to myself :

" Good
gracious ! I must

accept this invitation,

for now is my time to

investigate the strange

tragedy of Paul
Richard." I even ar-

ranged to pass several

days in the village in

order to gather from

the victims' own
mouths the details of

the affair.
" Ah ! you ought to speak to little Marie

Louise herself," suggested my friend.
" She is

a dear, nice, pretty little girl, and the moment you
see her you will be well able to understand how

any hot-blooded lad should be ready even to ply
his knife for her sake."
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Next day we arrived at the hamlet of

Cossureau, which is pleasantly situated on the

summit of a cliff overlooking the sea. Excited

by my wish at once to elicit the story, I was

soon presented to a few young fishermen, and
as you may suppose, not many minutes after we
found ourselves before the deplorable-looking
cabin of the James family. Marie Louise her-

self opened the door. She was indeed charm-

ing, a petite brunette, with clear grey eyes.

I found her people rather stupid, but soon

made both them and Marie Louise herself

acquainted with my idea and my wishes. The

girl was only too ready to tell me the story

exactly as it happened. I give it, substantially
in her own words.

" In these villages of the coast there is a

peculiar kind of good-fellowship subsisting

between the boys and girls. You see, m'sieu,

we work together, and this leads to friendship,

frequently transformed later on into marriage.

And yet I assure you that flirting is out of the

question, because we are far too tired after our

hard day's work to think of anything else

except eating, drinking, and sleeping. Every

day on the lower beach I sally forth to pick

up mussels on the rocks and in the ooze.

That isn't much, perhaps, but it is the returning

home that tells, laden, as I usually am, with a

sackful of mussels, so heavy that I can only

stagger along beneath it. It weighs you down and

kills you. Natur-

ally enough, I

soon got son 1

one to help me.

Jean Rio is a

strong fellow,
and on those

days when he

did not go out

on the sea him-

self, fishing for

soles, he used to

carry my burden
for me and escort

me home with

enormous quan-
tities of mussels.

Oh ! he was so

good, this Jean !

He knew — yes,

indeed !

— he
knew the very
best places to

look for mussels,

and, thanks to

him, I earned
more and more, " OFTen during our long chats

and yet Was leSS From a Photo, by]

tired than ever at the end of the day. I
'

you wonder then, m'sieu, that I up
a grateful friendship with him

~

J And
never, not even on my birthday, did I allow
him to kiss me.

"Now, Rio had a comrade, of the nan
Paul Richard. The two were of about the
same age, and loved one another like two
brothers. But what did I say ? Two broth

Oh! far more than that! Their lives seemed
so closely bound up together that the thing was
(arried to quite ridiculous extremes. Indeed,

frequently when my Jean and I met, Paul

would go for a stroll with us
;
and if ever we

insisted upon leaving him, and I chanced to

look round, I always saw his sad, longing .

fixed, not, indeed, upon me, but upon hi->

beloved.
" Paul Richard was the handsomest lad in all

the country-side, and at the same time he was

more intelligent and better educated than the

rest, because he had studied for the priesthood,
but had suddenly quitted the seminary and

returned to the country. And yet he had taken

with him into the village the manners of a

gentleman, and none knew better than he how
to set his cap at the young fisher-girls.

"Knowing this, I was the more astonished in

that he never greeted me or treated me nicely.

Indeed, every time he had occasion to look at

me his strange, dark eyes seemed to pierce me

, WOULD LEAN OVER MV JEAN AND RALLY ,„.,, ^JU^OO^^THOUGHTS.
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through and through. One day I said to my
lover: 'Do you know, your friend Richard

makes me afraid)5 Dear Kan. when you
him. do tell him not to look at me thus.'

•\ 3 nse, you are joking, Marie Louise!

You know as well as I that Paul is the most

intimate and loving of all my friends.'
••
In the course oi time, the friendship that

I had for Jean Rio became stronger, and,
indeed — I am able to avow it now that we
are formally engaged—it developed into love.

The vill iften saw us together, and every
time Jean returned from the shrimp fishing

he never failed to pass long hours with me
at the little rocky grotto of Korriurans. Yes,

m'sieu. there — just outside the hamlet of

isureau—we arranged the future as lovers

will, and wrought all sorts o\ pretty plans that

might conduce to our happiness. Often during
our long chats I would lean over my Jean and

rally him from his gloomy thoughts, for he was

which, had he let it fall, we must inevitably have
i dashed to pieces ! 1 screamed ami pointed,

ami, of course, Jean looked up.
"'What are you doing, you silly fellow?'

cried my lover, in an angry voice.
" Paul put the boulder down and (-ailed out,

'

Oh, yes, silly fellow—very silly !

'

" He seemed so dejected that we really pitied
him.

''Some days after this strange incident I was

waiting, as usual, at the grotto of Korrigans for

Jean, who was a little late. At last I thought I

saw him coming along with his fishing-net and
basket. I ran to meet him, and was amazed
to see in his place Paul Richard running to-

wards me, smiling and amiable, and yet with an

expression which I had never seen before.
" ' Good morning, Marie Louise,' he said.

'

Jean won't be long coming now, for I only

quitted him a few minutes ago.'
" Before I had recovered from my surprise

FACING HIM WITH FOLDED ARMS, AND MY BACK AGAINST THE ROCKS.

From a Photo, by Charles Geniaux.

apt to brood and mourn over the fact that

perhaps several years must yet elapse before we
could realize our dream. One day

—oh ! that

terrible day !
—we were chatting like this, Jean

and I, when suddenly I chanced to raise my
. and was horrified to perceive on the summit

of the cliff above us Paul Richard himself,

ghastly pale, and holding suspended exactly
over our heads an enormous lump of rock, by

Paul threw himself on the sand near me, his

fishing-net at his feet. Never before had I

noticed how sweet his voice was. He spoke
with a strange softness, and yet by a vague
instinct of mistrust I stood facing him with

folded arms, and my back against the rocks.
" ' And so you love Jean very much ?

' he

asked. Then he began to chat to me about

his friend, and that so lovingly that I could
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scarcely refrain from smiling. All of a sudden,

however, he rose up, trembling and agitated.

'I love him, too,' he murmured. 'Yes, I

love him more than you do, for he has been my
comrade from childhood, and for him I would

give my life a thousand times. It has long

been my intention to make a tour of the world

with Jean, for we are as two fingers of the same

hand, inseparaMe even unto death.'

kl Some time after this I saw the twi

ther. Paul was amiable enough -

occasion, and expressed regret foi

and angry words. He was quite livel

and very nice to me. ' Ah '.

'

said he.
'

I envy
that lucky fellow Jean, who has found su<

dear, good little woman.' Saying these \vi

he tickled me under the chin with such hold:

and yet with such good humour that we all

1 ' AH !

'

SAID HE.
'

I ENVY THAT LUCKY FELLOW JEAN, WHO HAS FOUND SUCH A DEAR, GOOD

From a Photo. by\ little woman.'
" K harks Geniau* .

"
'Oh,' I protested, 'but my Jean has promised

me to remain here when we are married.'
" ' Married ! You will neverbe married !

' was

the swift reply. 'You know the saying: "A
man married is a man drowned." At all events,

1 swear that you will never take from me the

love of Jean. Adieu !

'

" These strange words filled me with terror,

and when I met Jean I told him about this

interview. With a pensive air he s.aid, 'Yes,

Marie Louise, you are right. Paul is becoming

most extraordinary. Only yesterday he im-

plored me with his eyes full of tears to go away

with him and embark for the China Seas. Of

course I refused, and then he said :

" Don't

speak any more to this woman, who is changing

your heart towards your friend. Can you not

that, without parents and without relatives,

I have only you in the world ? And tf I lose

you, wretched am I, and woe unto me."
" '

I begged him to calm himself, and at the

same time endeavoured to make peace with

him. "
Ah, later on, Paul," I said,

"
you will be

the constant, loved, and honoured guest in our

little house, and then we will be more together

than ever, you and I."

laughed together, we three, Jean protesting

meanwhile :

' Ah ! when we are married I shall

have to forbid these little games !

'

" Paul's countenance changed instantaneously

as he repeated :

' Married ! Ah ! yes- married,

married !

'

"So saying, he walked away without

bidding us good-bye.
" ' He becomes stranger and stranger, your

friend,' said I to Jean.

"Soon our two families made arrangements

for our official engagement, and it was decided

that our marriage should be celebrated the

moment my Jean returned from his ser<

with the fleet.*

« Paul was one of the first to be acquainted

with the news of our approaching wedding, and

the moment he heard it he reeled pale and

trembling, as though someone had struck him

a blow. Then he went to seek his conn

and thev two went off together fishing for

shrimps When they were on the beach of

La Z-erie-so called because there is a big

Lrot^^
service in the French Navy.—Eu.
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"
Now," continued the vivacious

little Mam Louise, "1 come to the

day of the crime. On the iith of

N arch of last year I was returning
home after a heavy bout of washing,
and carried a large basket of linen in

my arms. Suddenly, whom should I

see running towards me but Paul

Richard ? I was about to greet him
as usual when, to my utter stupefaction,
he leapt upon me and struck me
violently in the face with hands covered

with blood. A moment or two later

1 realized that he was trying to strangle

me, crying, as he did so: 'Jean first,

and now you ! I have killed him—I

have killed him ! Now it is your turn,

wretched girl whom I hate !

'

"
Hearing my cries, the neighbours

rushed up to us and delivered me from

my would-be murderer, whom they
bound with ship's rope. With great

presence of mind others ran down
to the beach. And, indeed, they were

all but too late. There lay my
beloved Jean, apparently quite lifeless,

and with five terrible knife-wounds in

his body ! An hour or two later, and

the rising tide would inevitably have

drowned him." And the poor little

Breton ne began to weep copiously.

: His COMRADE, AND THEY TWO WENT OFF
I'rom a. riwto. by\ king for SHRIMPS." [Charles

1ETHER
i.'ia:

stood chatting a little while, until Paul

remarked, abruptly, with a distracted air :

' For

sake, don't speak to me of Marie
After a moment's pause he added :

'

I see dreadful things in my brain, because I

have decided never to lose the love and good-
will of my best friend.'

"
Indeed, this became a fixed idea in his mind,
on that particular occasion he remained

absolutely silent during all the hours they
worked together.

•Jean told me afterwards that he accidentally
let his shrimping apparatus fall into the water

near some rocks, and seeing that it was in

danger of being smashed up and his friend

put to great inconvenience and expense, Paul

literally hurled himself into the water and, at

the risk of being dashed to pieces on the rocks,
recovered the net. In the struggle he cut

and bruised his hands badly. Naturally, Jean
thanked him with all his heart, yet he responded
only in a trembling voice: 'Oh ! that I had a

chance to die for you ! Only, I implore you
not to marry this girl.'

I thanked her most cordially, and

then asked her if she would be willing

to place herself at my disposal on the

morrow for the taking of the photographs. I

told her I wanted her lover with her in the

identical dress, and in the identical places where

these cruel scenes were enacted. She con-

sented to do this.
"
Now, let us go along and see Jean Rio

himself," said I to my local friend. The

villagers pointed out to us the fisherman's poor
hovel at the place known as La Bergerie.

When we entered the hut Jean Rio was drying
one of the big skate with which the fishermen

make soup during the winter. I introduced

myself politely, and said I should much like to

hear from his own lips an account of his strange

struggle with his comrade.

Possibly, in a romance, Jean Rio would be a

most handsome and engaging young fellow ;

but, as this is a narrative of real life, and as

anyone who so pleases can interview Marie

Louise and her lover for themselves in their

Breton home, I must tell you the truth and

describe Jean Rio as a surly, unattractive

person, whom it is a miracle any girl should

take a fancy to.
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"What, again?" he growled. "All right

then, if it will amuse you, here goes. Only
bear in mind that this is about the thousandth
time I have been compelled to tell the tale.''

Behind his back I made a sign of astonish-

ment to my friend, who quite understood me.
We were both amazed that so ugly and boorish

a young fellow had been able to inspire little

Marie Louise with any sentiment other than

positive aversion.

Here is Jean's account as we gleaned it from

his own lips :
—

"Shrimps were not plentiful on that day, and
at length, depressed and disgusted, I threw my
basket and net on one side. For a few minutes

I collected certain varieties of se"aweed on the

rocks, and then, almost without a moment's

warning, Paul Richard appeared. He seemed
to be breathing heavily.

" ' You're out of breath,' I remarked.
'

Why,
you've been running.' But he said not. Several

only that,' he went on, breathlessly,
'

hut I 1

signed on for both !

'

'"Good heavens !

'

I n 'Why,
you've gone crazy, man ! J

like; but as for me, I shall remain hei
" ' Ah ! and so it is that wretched girl who

holds you so strongly ?
'

he sneered. ' But n<

mind ! In the ordinary way you are a good
fellow, and a friend whom I love above all

others. Yes,' he went on, almost in a shriek,
'

it is this wretched creature who has captured

your heart, and now you hate and detest me !

Swear to me,' he raved, crazily,
'

that you will

remain my friend and forget this woman.'
" His manner suddenly changed to pleading.

'

Oh, if you only knew how much I am suffer-

ing, how much I fear to lose the friendship of

my life ! I would kill you, and her with you, if

I thought that one day you would repulse me !

'

His mood had altered again.
"I thought this extraordinary interview had

" WHILE WITH MY LEG I WAS TRYING TO TRIP HIM UP, FOR THE FIRST TIME HIS v

AND WAS DRIVEN INTO MY SHOULDER." JEAN RIO HIMSELF POSED FOR M. GENIAUX IN Till,
P^ISE

' '

WHERE THIS DRAMATIC SCENE TOOK PLACE; AND THE REAL ASSAILANT BEING NOW IN (.A

From a Photo. by\ was taken by another fisherman. [Charles Geniaux.

times he appeared to be about to say some-

thing, but the words stopped themselves on his

lips. At last he burst out, nervously,
' Look

here, Jean, the steamer Ville de St. Nazaire goes
-leaves— for South America on the ioth of

June. They want two men— yes, two men—
and I have proposed myself and you. Not

Vol. iv.—79.

gone far enough. 'Paul,' roared I, violently,

'
I forbid you to say these things ! At the same

time I tell you once for all that your manners

displease me. Go !—clear out where you like !

—and 'leave me to live my life happily with

Marie Louise.'
" No sooner had I mentioned her name than
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he threw himself upon me and hurled me to the

ground, beneath a huge rock. He foamed at

the mouth and ground his teeth. Naturally

enough I was very much alarmed, and cried,

'You must be mad! Why, Paul, Paul, what

arc you going to do ?
'

"'You will see,' he said, desperately, with

full oi tear-. 'Oh, I am wretched—so

wretch He began to weep. I thought

myself lost. My quondam friend's fare was

hideous with passion and hatred.
'

I ask you
for the last time.' he said, presently.

* W ill you
ith me and leave this girl?' 'No, no,' I

cried, resolutely.
' And you

—
you fill me with

hop
•'

I remember that I caught the flash of some-

thing in his right hand. I knew it was his

knife, and while with my leg 1 was trying

trip him up. for the first time his weapon
•nded and was driven into my shoulder.

But I am used to hardship and pain, m'sieu, so

I didn't cry out. We were strangely calm, both
of us, at that weird interview, but I knew that

death was staring me in the face.

"Jean, Jean,' he screamed and pleaded,
'come with mi 1 et us go and forget every-

thing. I will serve you as a faithful dog. I

will be your slave : but do not abandon me.'
••

By way of reply I spat in his face" (Not
very heroic this.— C. G.)

" and dug my nails

into his arm. Next moment he stabbed me
deliberately four times with his knife. I felt the

warm blood gushing out in every direction, and
I fainted away. I think he believed me dead.

As a result of these cruel wounds I hovered
several weeks almost between life and death

;

for, to make matters worse (I learned this from
the doctor), Paul's knife was dirty, and so had

poisoned the wounds. To-day I am cured,

m'sieu, and only the scars remain. My left arm

pierced three times, my shoulder badly
hacked, and besides I had a serious stab in the
ch«

,;
I suppose you hate your would-be murderer

with all your heart?"' suggested my friend to

the young fisherman.

"Not at all," replied fean. "I believe Ik's

mad
-

If I mistake not," I added,
"
Paul Richard's

counsel at the trial suggested thai Paul him i h

was in love with Marie Louise, and that it was

through passionate jealousy that he attempted
to murder you?"

"
It is false—completely, utterly false," said

Rio, rising angrily.
" Paul Richard never spoke

one word of love to my sweetheart.''
'•

Well, then, to what motive do you attribute

his curious attack?
"

" He feared that he was never going to see

me again
—that is to say, after my marriage—

and it was his great ambition to pass his life in

undivided friendship with me."
" And yet," said I, sarcastically,

" he endea-

voured to kill you—7011 whom he professed to

love."

But this was evidently a subject which Jean
Rio did not care to discuss further. At any rate,

this much is certain : that the tribunal of Vannes
found in Richard's case certain extenuating
circumstances, and the verdict was that he had

acted in a moment of temporary insanity. But
no one will ever be able to say why Paul

attempted to murder his best friend. Will any-

one, I wonder, ever know the secret of that

strange heart ? Romantically-minded readers of

this curious narrative will no doubt imagine for

themselves a great unspoken love, desperate as

well as silent, for Paul well knew that Rio was

the man whom Marie Louise loved best in the

world. The magistrates condemned Paul to

two years' imprisonment; but, as my uncle re-

marked to me more than once (and you will

remember that it was he who presided as magis-
trate at the trial of Paul Richard), "We have

punished him for the knife-wounds, but God
alone knows what was the real motive for his

art."

The day after the interviews recorded herein
— a glorious June morning—I was conducted

bj the two lovers to the identical places where
this strange drama took place, and there I asked

them to carry out their promises to me to assist

me in taking the photos, which illustrate this

narrative in so peculiar a manner.

Readers of The Wide World will be inter-

ested to know that when I developed the plate

showing the scene of the combat, Jean Rio
declared it was a representation so exact that

the mere sight of it made him tremble afresh.



How the Spirit = Wrestlers Came to Canada.

By Delevan L. Pierson, of Brooklyn, N.Y.

A distinguished American missionary editor tells us all about a most remarkable sect, whose members,
persecuted in Russia, recently emigrated to Canada. They eat no meat, have property in common, and
offer no resistance to violence. The men refused to serve in the Russian army; hence the persecution.
That the Spirit -Wrestlers are a brave and hardy race will be evident from the remarkable photo

showing the team of women dragging the plough.

T is not an uncommon sight, in some

parts of Europe, to see women
harnessed with dogs, and drawing
carts or canal boats

;,
but it may

seem strange that in Christian

Canada women drag the plough without even

the help of a beast of burden. These women
are Doukhobors,
thousands of

whom have been
driven from
Russia by perse-

cution, and have

been welcomed
in Western
Canada, where

they have been

given land and
other help to

enable them to

make a living.

Now, why
were these peo-

ple driven from

their homes in

the Caucasus ?

Because the

Government of

the Czar —
author of the
Peace Confer-

ence — would
not allow them
to live up to

their belief in
" Peace at any

price." For a

century and a

half these Douk-
hobors ("Spirit-Wrestlers"),

as they are called,

have been subject to terrible persecution because

of their peace-loving nature and their persistent

refusal to take up arms against their fellow-men.

Five thousand of them are still in exile in

Siberia, and seven thousand others have sought

refuge in Western Canada.

They call themselves
"
Universal Brotherhood

Christians"; and the sect first appeared about

\ TYPICAL DOUKHOBOR FAMILY. PERSECUTED IN' RUSSIA, UNDER EXT1

CIRCUMSTANCES THESE PEOPLE EMIGRATED TO CANADA.

From a Photo.- by Baldwin and Blonda

150 years ago in South Russia. They beli

in taking literally the Bible commands tc
" Love

your enemies " and "
Resist not evil

"
;
and

from the first they have suffered much persecu-
tion from the religious and political rulers of

Russia. Alexander I. allowed them to settle

on the shore of the Azof Sea; but Nicholas 1.

in 1 840 banished

them to Trans-

Caucasia, where

it was thought
the wild frontier

tribes would
probably exter-

m i n a t e them.

There, how
they won the

friendship of the

hill tribes, and

enjoyed half a

century of pros-

perity and p<

T h e m a n

whom the 1 )ouk-

hobors now look

up to as their

leader is Peter

Verigin. In his

younger days he

is said to have

been rather

wild, for con-

scription had
not as yet been

introduced to

the Cauca
and as the Spirit-

Wrestlers waxed

fat, they f

the precepts of their fathers, and smoked, drank

strong drink, accumulated private property, dis-

cussed their religion only as a matter of intel-

lectual interest, and eased their consciences by

much charity.
Then uprose Peter \ engin who

set himself energetically to work to revive the old

faith and customs of the Doukhobors. He and

they returned to vegetarianism
and total abstin-

ence from intoxicants and tobacco. 1 bey re-
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divided their property voluntarily, so as to i\o

away with the distinctions between rich and

poor, and again they began to insist on the

strict doctrine of non resistance to violence.

The Imperial Russian Government felt that

Peter Verigin would be better removed, espe

cially as the conscription was then being intro-

duced into the Caucasus. He was therefore,

about twelve years ago, banished to Lapland,
but was afterwards transferred to Obdorsk, in

the north of Siberia, in order that he might be

more completely cut off from his people.
1 v Doukhobors, however, did not abstain

from trying to establish communication with

Verigin even at that distance. They also

dispatched one of their number to visit him.

After many weeks of travelling, this Doukhobor
reached the last post-town before Obdorsk. 1 [ere

he had to change reindeers, and while he was

rig he was visited by a man, who questioned
him as to his destination and the object of his

journey. The Doukhobor told no lies : but

suspecting that he had to do with an emissary
of the police, as soon as the visit was over he
made haste to get fresh reindeers harnessed to

his sledge, and pushed on quickly to Obdorsk.
1 1 reached his destination safely, saw Peter

Verigin, had some conversation with him, and
delivered letters. But their interview had not

lasted very long before the police arrived in

pursuit of the traveller, and sent him back again
the Caucasus. Some time later the same

Doukhobor was again dispatched on the same
errand. His mission was now more difficult

than before. The police supervision of the

Doukhobors had become stricter, and the police
in the north had been warned to keep a stricter

watch over Yerigin.
But somehow or other the Doukhobor finally

reached Moscow, where he consulted friends as

to the best mode of procedure. He was advised
that it was useless to attempt the direct road to
'

I orsk, which he had travelled before. The
only thing for him, therefore, was to travel to

Archangel, and then drive eastward, with rein-

deers, many hundreds of miles till he reached
Obdorsk from that side. He set out, but at

Archangel was arrested and ordered back to

the Caucasus. The police furnished him with a

passport marked with instructions that he was
to be allowed to travel nowhere but towards his

own village. With this pass he was sent from
one police post to another. Before he had gone
far, however, he found that the name of his

obscure Caucasian village was not familiar to

the police
- officers into whose hands he had

passed, and he availed himself of this to turn
his face eastward and push on once more toward

Obdorsk, using his pass, when necessary, as a

proof that his journey was sanctioned by the

police. In this manner he mad-' his way almost
t<> Verigin's place of exile— almost, but not

quite. He was once more arrested; and this

time the police took care of him till he reached
the Caucasus.

It is customary for the inhabitants of the
( 'aucasus to possess arms, and during their

period of prosperity the Doukhobors owned
weapons to protect them from bandits. When
they again began to practise non-resistance,

however, they felt that so long as one possessed

weapons it was difficult to keep from using
them when robbers came to steal a horse or

cow. So to remove temptation and to prove
their principles to the Government, they
resolved to destroy their arms. This decision

was carried out simultaneously in the three

districts they inhabited on the night of the

28th of June, 1895. In the Kars district the

affair passed off quietly. In the Government
of Elesavetpol, however, the authorities made
it an excuse for arresting forty Doukhobors
under the plea that this was rebellion against

army service. But it was in the Government of

Tiflis that they fared the worst. There a large

assembly of men and women gathered at night
to burn their arms, meanwhile singing psalms.
The bonfire was already burning low, and the

day had begun to dawn, when two Cossack

regiments arrived on the scene and were ordered

to charge the defenceless crowd. They set

about flogging men and women indiscriminately
with whips, and they kept it up until they had
worn out their lashes and the Doukhobors'
faces and clothes were covered with blood.

Why this was done nobody seems to know.
No one was tried for it, and no one was punished ;

nor has any apology or explanation ever been
offered to the Doukhobors. The authorities in

St. Petersburg depend for their information on
the local authorities who committed this blunder

or perpetrated this crime. The newspapers have
strict instructions not to make any reference to

such matters
;
and three friends of Count Leo

Tolstoi, Vladimir Tchertkoff, Paul Birnkoff, and
Ivan Tregonboff

—who went to St. Petersburg
with a carefully-worded statement of what had

occurred, and who wished to see the Emperor
about it, were banished without trial and without

even being allowed to make the matter public.
More amazing still, punishment fell, not upon

those who had done the wrong, but on those

who had suffered it unresistingly. Cossacks

were quartered on their village, and there

insulted the women, beat the men, and stole

property. Four thousand people had to

abandon their homes, sell their cultivated buds
at a few days' notice, and be scattered in
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banishment to unhealthy districts, where about

a thousand of them perished in three years

from want, disease, or ill-treatment.

A middle-aged woman thus describes some of

the milder forms of abuse to which they were

subjected by Cossacks :

" Four of us women
were going from Spaski to Bogdeanooka, and

on the road we were overtaken by a hundred

Cossacks, who brought us into Bogdeanooka.

They there placed us in a coach-house, and

led us one by one into the yard. There they

stripped us, and flogged our bare bodies so that

you could not count the strokes. Two of them

held us and four flogged. Three of

us stood through it, but one they

dragged about so that she could" not

stand."

Twelve Doukhobors who were in

the Russian army refused to serve

longer, and were condemned to join a

penal battalion. A year later they were

so emaciated that they could scarcely

be recognised. On one occasion they
" were laid down, and on each side of

them were stationed drunken men,
who began to flog them with thorny

rods like ferocious wild beasts."

Each received thirty strokes. Three

of these men are still in the penal

battalion, while the other nine were

sent to Siberia, where some have died.

The situation became more and more

unbearable for the Doukhobors, and

many vain attempts were made to

secure concessions from the Govern-

ment.

Finally, in 1897 the Empress Maria,

mother of the present Czar, visited

the Caucasus and learned about their

character and condition. She brought
the matter to the attention of the Czar,

and on February 21st, 1898, per-

mission was given to those not already

liable to military service to leave the

country. The permission came none

too soon. Out of one company of

4,000, who had been driven from their

homes, 800 had died in two years and

a half. Friends in England and elsewhere came

to their assistance, and set to work to help them

choose a place for their future home. Where

should they go? Already the fame of their

industry and honesty had travelled abroad, and

France, the Argentine Republic, Brazil, the

United States, and other countries were anxious

to secure them as settlers. One colony went to

Cyprus, but found the climate unsuitable.

Finally their attention was directed to Canada,

and Alymer Maude visited the Dominion and

secured the promise of land in Man
an allowam dollar per u tl

settlers.

The shiploads of Doukhob .inn

to their new homes early in January, 1891

2,000 at a time
;
and now there are over 7,000

of these strange and interesting people settled

in Manitoba. The welcome given to the first

contingent was overpowering in its cordiality.
When they arrived they were the topic of

conversation all over Canada. Reporters met
them as soon as they appeared off Halifax,

and accompanied them from there to St. John.

SHIPLl 'A

From a]

,1 DOUKHOISORS BEGAN TO COME TO THEIR NEW II

JANUARY, 1899."
I /V

N.B. A salute of artillery greeted them at the

port and crowds blackened the qu I he

railway journey was a triumphal procession,

Doukhobors holding a reception to the citizens

at every stopping-place.
The impression they

created was most favou.able ;
their cleanln

was praised, as though foreign immigrants w

expected to be dirty ; their splendid physique

and picturesque
costumes were admired, and

their politeness extolled.

Until the severity of the winter moderated,
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and accommodation could be made ready in

the Colonies, the Doukhobors were lodged in

Government shelters at various points Winni-

;, Portage la Prairie, Brandon, Yorkton, and

Dauphin. Some of the men went out at once
to help erect houses on the land, whilst the rest

v.-ttled down in their quarters. Some got jobs
at wood-splitting and the like, but for the most

part shoemaking, whittling wooden spoons and
forks (in great demand as souvenirs), and, for

the women, cooking, cleaning, and needlework

occupied their time.

At Winnipeg a woman organized an English
class, which was a great success, the Doukhobor
children proving apt scholars, and eager to

learn.

When the snow disappeared at the latter end
of March ploughing and digging the land were
in full swing. There were more ploughs than
teams to draw them, so the Doukhobors, women
as well as men, hitched themselves to ploughs
andjbroke the sod. In some cases the plough
was "manned" entirely by women, some twenty
of them uniting their

strength to get it along.
Those not ploughing dug
the ground with spades or

attended to other necessary
work.

All the Canadians who
have had personal dealings
with the Doukhobors speak
highly of them. The Cana-
dian axe-men who helped
in building the temporary
log houses, working with

the Doukhobors some six

or seven weeks, have noth-

ut good to say of them—their industry, good
humour, and their brother-

Iiness to one another. A
Scotch - Canadian lumber
man — foreman in charge
of one of the two parties Fro}h

-was enthusiastic in his

praise ; they were, he said,

good, Christian people, such
as he had never seen be-

fore, and he trusted they
would not be corrupted by
too much contact with other

settlers.

An interpreter employed
by the Dominion Govern-

ment, after being with the

I )oukhobors since they
arrived in the North-West,
has decided to settle per-

manently near them. And a doctor on one of

the boats which brought them out felt so drawn
towards them that he resigned his position in

order to volunteer his services for a few months
in exchange for bare living expenses.
The power that Christianity in its truest

sense has of civilizing is made manifest in this

instance. These people, deprived of even the

few necessaries of life common to the children

of the soil
;
hunted from pillar to post, made

to herd like beasts of the field, beaten, ill-

treated, and mothers separated from their

children and wives from their husbands, are

to-day the most polite, orderly people it is

possible to imagine. The villages they are

building testify to the powers of organization
and inherent orderliness of the people. The
results of self-discipline are apparent in the

people as a whole, and the very core of their

religious conviction is self-restraint.

The absence of anything like noisiness 01

excitability strikes one the instant one moves
about among the villages. The very children

exterior ok a doukhobor's hut IN WESTERN CANADA. [Photo.
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ar< curiously quiet and gentle in their mode of

play, and they are miniatures of their elders in

more than their picturesque costume.

There is something unutterably pathetic to

those who live in this wrangling, noisy world

of the nineteenth century to see women and

children of the Doukhobors quietly and silently

bearing with a great patience the load that is

laid upon their shoulders.

Their hard labour is marvellous, and varies in

kind from the finest embroidery to the building
and plastering of houses.

Most of the men are obliged to leave home
to earn money, and the women help the few-

men left in the village to build the houses, and

not only tread the mortar and use their hands

as trowels, but actually

cart the logs themselves,

drawing them for miles

with the aid of two simple
little wooden wheels, no

bigger than those of a

child's go-cart. The earth

for the mortar, too, was

carried on their backs in

baskets woven of willow,

or huge platters hewn out

of logs, the water being
carried at times for half a

mile in two buckets hewn
like the platters out of

trunks of trees, and hung
at the end of a long sap-

ling. A deep trench was

dug, and by the edge sat

a score of women less

strong than their Spartan

sisters, chopping, with a

rude hatchet, hay or grass,

to mix with the water in

the trench or pit. Bucket

after bucket of water was

poured in from the primitive wooden pails, while

six women with skirts kilted up nearly to their

waists trod the mortar as smooth as paste.

Another gang of women carried it in wooden

troughs to the houses, where six or eight others

plastered the logs both inside and out with the

cold clay paste.

The neatness of the work was astonishing,

for while in some cases logs large enough to

build a log house were to be found, in others

they had to be woven out of coarse willow

branches ; the upright posts alone being of

sufhei. nt strength to support the roofs of sods

(two layers), laid on with a neatness and pre-

cision seldom seen. The walls of the houses

themselves were not only stuffed with clay, but

presented, both inside and out,
surface as it the trowi

had been at work. In many i

had neither tools nor nails, and yet the i

tering work of the interior of the hue
a marvel of ingenuity. Thei
moulded out of clay, always p la
symmetrical appearance, which the appellal
"mud oven" does not convt They are

built close to the entrance, and occupj
space of about 5ft. square. There are always
three or four niches which are used to keep
things warm and act as tiny cupboards : while

the flat top, about 4ft. from the roof, is occupied
on cold days by the old grand dame, with

her never-idle knitting needles. Close to her

From a] INTERIOR OF A DWELLING BUILT BY THE WONDERFUL DOUKHOBOR WOMEN. 1/ <••

perhaps swings the curious cradle, covered with

a curtain drawn close round it, and containing

a chubby baby in real swaddling clothes, and

looking for all the world like a parcel tied up

with broad ribbons.

We are convinced that the history of this

interesting and unique people has only ju

begun. Russia's loss is Canada, E

Spirit-Wrestlers
have now a chance to show

the stuff that is in them.

The following appeared in the daily papers

recently "So well have the Doukhobors.

Russian Quakers, prospered in Canada that

the money advanced to them by the Govern-

ment to buy machinery and implements, they

have returned So per cent, in less than a year.
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That the person who went through the following exciting and vvell-lold adventure is a lady renders
the narrative doubly interesting. During November of last year it was arranged that Miss Bacon
should accompany her father, the Rev. J. M. Bacon, F.R.A.S., as assistant in the balloon generously
placed at his disposal by the " Times "

newspaper for the observation of the expected meteoric display.
All three aeronauts narrowly escaped with their lives, our authoress herself sustaining a broken

arm. Her photos, will be found most interesting.

1 1 1 . great shower was generally pre-
dicted by astronomers fur the early

morning of Thursday, November
1 6th : but since we were warned
that it might very possibly arrive

twenty-four hours earlier, it was decided to have
the balloon inflated and ready by the previous

night.
For this purpose Messrs. Spencer and Sons,

the well-known firm of aeronauts, in whose

capable hands the necessary arrangements were'

left, elected in favour of a large balloon fitted

with a solid or
"
ripping

"
valve, which would

allow of little or no leakage of gas during
the many hours the

silk might have to

remain filled. It

perhaps, scarcely

necessary to say that

an ordinary balloon

valve is provided with

a spring, by which it

can be opened and
shut at pleasure. A
solid valve, on the

contrary, is hermetic-

ally sealed until the

last moment, when a

sharp wrench tears

the whole away, leav-

ing a large orifice

which cannot after-

wards be closed.

ing to this cir-

cumstance, and to

the large amount of

gas liberated, such a

valve can only with

safety be ripped open
when the balloon is

quite close to earth,

otherwise an ugly fall

is the consequence.
The scene of the

ascent was the in-

closure of the New-

burygas-works, where
Mr. Stanley Spencer,
to whose personal
care we were com-

mitted, arrived with

THE REV. I. •.•,!. A'. |. MISS G. BACON AS THEY APPEARED ON REACHING
THE EARTH-ONCE MOKE. MR. BACON'S CLOTHES ARE TORN AM HI

CAP MISSING; WHILST OUR AUTHORESS HAS A BROKEN ARM.

From .i Photo. by Rev, J. S. 11 ". Stanwell.

his aerial craft during the Tuesday morning.
The aerial ship that he brought with him was

worthy of his command—a shapely monster of

56,000 cubic feet capacity. The process of

filling was shortly commenced.

Tuesday night, November 14th, was luckily a

clear one, and we were able to satisfy ourselves

that there was not sufficient promise of the

expected display to warrant our ascending. On
Wednesday night dense clouds overspread the

entire heavens, and we decided to make the

ascent at about four o'clock in the morning,
from which hour until six astronomers had

predicted the height of the brilliant heavenly
shower. We reached

Newbury at midnight.
There was some-

thing strange and un-

usual about the scene

of our start which
rendered it not a

little effective. A
moist, heavy mist,

through which the

light of the almost

full moon could

scarcely penetrate,

lay like a pall over

all, and damped the

folds of the great
balloon as it towered

up into the darkness,

rustling gently, every
now and then, to the

light night breeze

blowing from the east-

ward. Despite the

hour a large crowd
had gathered around,

dimly revealed in the

light of the gas-lamps.
There were many
kind friends present
to wish us "bon
voyage," and many
eager hands were ex-

tended to help our

skilled and genial

aeronaut, who, in

gold -laced naval cap
and jacket, swinging



himself deftly among the ropes as he made his
final adjustments, looked every inch the sailor
he has such good right to consider himself.
Many were the surmises as to the course we
were likely to take, the general opinion being
that we should travel due west, following the
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aneroid slung in the light of the Dav]
overhead The lights of the sleeping town

KILLING MR. BACONS BALLOON AT NEWBURY GASWORKS.
From a Photo, by Miss Gertrude Bacon.

course of the great Bath Road
;
and since this

would bring us to the sea-coast in about sixty
miles, we agreed that in the event of our losing
sight of the earth above the clouds, it would

scarcely be safe to remain aloft more than three
hours—or four at the outside.

Our paraphernalia was soon stowed away in

the car. It comprised a camera for a possible
shot at the stars

;
a specially constructed appa-

ratus for collecting meteoric dust that might be

floating in the upper regions ; note-books and
pencils, a Davy lamp, rugs and great-coats, and
a thick packet of sandwiches. Nothing had
been omitted. Even life-belts were provided in

view of possible accidents, but being at the last

moment deemed unnecessary, they were left

behind. Lastly we ourselves scrambled into

our wicker basket, the superfluous sand- bags
were lifted out, the last restraining rope released,
and then swiftly and smoothly we rose into the

air amid the cheers of the crowd. " Which

way are we drifting ?
"

shouted my father

to the sea of upturned faces below, but the

answer was drowned in the general outcry ;

and in another moment the noise had died

completely away and perfect calm and stillness

wrapped us round.

It was then half-past four. In five minutes we
had reached 1,500ft., as indicated by the sensitive

Vol. iv.-80.

ping
were still beneath us; but now we dischargedour first bag of ballast, and immedial md
ourselves enveloped in dense cloud. Th.
folds of damp, clinging vapour hung like a

smothering blank* t round our

already moisture-laden balloon,
and two more ballast 1

immediately to be emptied
the side. Nor was this enough.
At 4.50 we were 3,000ft. 1

proving the mist to he 1,500ft.
thick at least

; and as we rose
no more, another 501b. was got
rid of — an almost unprece-
dented loss of sand for so short
a period.

But the contents of the fourth

bag had scarcely been dis-

charged when, as in a flash,
the moon burst forth in match-
less splendour and the stars

shone down from a perfectly
clear sky. And into what a

fairyland had we penetrated !

And what a sublime panorama
was spread around ! The moon
was of a strange, tawny, copper
hue

;
and round her was a large

and glorious halo of brightest prismatic colours,
weird and wondrous, but supremely lovely. The
stars twinkled vividly overhead, and beneath

lay a sea of snow-white cloud, all piled and

heaped in waves and mountain billows, as of

some wind-tossed ocean— but with this differ-

ence, that the outlines were all of the softest

filmy vapour, glistening in the moonlight, with

deep purple shadows beneath. And from this

calm, still sea came no murmur of waters, but

an utter silence prevailed and a perfect peace
that might have belonged to Heaven itself.

For a moment we were lost in breathless

admiration. Then we thought of the meteors,
and realized that the stupendous shower we had
learned to expect so much of was not in pro-

gress. Not a single shooting star would issue

from che radiant, and we shortly found our-

selves sinking back into the mist. Another I

was swiftly dispatched, and immediately after

we saw our first meteor. But one shooting star

doesn't make a shower, and we were much
more concerned to note that we were still fall-

ing earthwards. It was scarcely five o'clock.

We had already sacrificed live bags, and two

more had to go almost immediately. It was

altogether beyond Mr. Spencer's experience, as

it was also against his professional instinct, to

part with weight so rapidly. He could only
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I \_ N S SNAP-SHOTS GIVES A BEAUTIFUL VIEW

OF THE OCEAN OF CLOUD THAT GLISTENED BELOW THEM.

From a Photo, by Miss Gertrude Bacon.

suppose it due to the enormous condensation of

moisture upon the silk during the passage

through the cloud, and the chilling of the gas in

the colder upper regions. However, we had
come to see the shower of meteors, or prove its

absence, and we urged him to keep above cloud-

level for at least a short while longer ;
and

indeed, after the seventh

bag we noted with satisfac-

tion that we sank no more,
but preserved a uniform

height of about 3,000ft.
For an hour or so we

floated thus, keeping a sharp
look-out upon the meteors,
of which, altogether, we

caught a glimpse of some
nine or ten. It was just

upon the stroke of six, as

tolled out from some village

steeple far beneath, when we
first beheld in the eastern

sky the breaking flush of

day. Very lovely was this

rising dawn of green and

copper shades, and very

rapidly it overspread the

heavens
; while opposite in

the westward the dulled
moon was slowly creeping > er, the
K^U - A 4.U 1 1

'• • ^ AND CAPTAIN OF MR.
behind the eddying mists, From a Photo, by

which now hid her in a thick veil, and then,

tailing away again, allowed us one more peep
of her darkened, misshapen face. Then from

below came such a chorus of shrill, piercing
cock-crows that it seemed as if the whole country-
side must be one vast poultry farm

; and the

lowing of cattle and yelping of dogs rose up as

joyful greeting to another working day.
In twenty minutes it was broad daylight, and

the moon had fled for good. Again we turned

to our aneroid, expecting our descent to be near

at hand ; but we were still riding at 3,000ft.

though no more ballast had been discharged.
And now for the first time a new and uncom-
fortable thought stole into our minds. In a

short time longer the sun would have risen

upon us, and his warm beams would be drying
the silk and expanding the gas

—in which case

should we not rise instead of fall, and rise for

how long?
" Would it be safe to pull the valve-rope," I

asked Mr. Spencer,
"
supposing that in half an

hour we were still at our present height ?
" But

he -answered most emphatically that it would not,

and henceforth we watched the drifting cloud

banks anxiously, as they stretched up clammy
arms towards us, yet ever just too far away to

reach us in their damp embrace.

Half an hour passed, not over happily,

despite the changing beauty of the dawn
;
and

then at length, in golden splendour, the glorious
sun appeared. All eyes turned once more upon
the graduated dial, and then, indeed, it is no
shame to own, as we owned to each other— if

not in actual words, at least in sobered faces

and gloomy hints—that our

hopes sank within us. We
had risen almost another

500ft., and were still rising.

The mists fell away below
us for the last time, like

baffled spirits of the night,
and the tightened red and

yellow silk spread its dry
folds to a cloudless sky.

One thing was abundantly
clear. Under no circum-

stances could we hope to

come down to earth till

noon (distant five long

hours) was passed. As the

day wore on we must surely
rise up into the heavens,
where no cloud would form

to shield us
;
and if this had

been the only consideration

it would not have seriously
wt, distressed us. The difti-

bacon's BALLOON. i^ 1
• t i f 1

G. w. Austen. culty lay in the awlul un-
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certainty of our whereabouts; our inability
to see the earth or judge in any way our direction
or speed ;

and the probability, growing every
moment nearer a certainty, that we were

approaching the sea, out over which we must

surely float mile after mile, beyond the reach of

aid, till with declining day our balloon settled

down upon the watery waste to rise no more.
And in order to demonstrate that this danger

was a very real and very near one, let it be
borne in mind that we had already been aloft

almost the full time that had seemed to us safe,
even with but a light wind, considering the

direction we believed ourselves to be taking.

Already the coast must be no considerable

distance ahead ; and yet many long, inevitable

hours were surely before us. Could there be
even a reasonable hope that afternoon would
find us yet within the bounds of the United

Kingdom ?

The one thing that afforded us some satis-

faction was the conviction, based on the sounds
of earth, that we were travelling extremely
slowly. At one time for the space of a good
half-hour we hovered over one particular farm-

yard, whence the braying of a donkey, the

bellow of a cow, and the specially strident and

high-pitched voice of an insistent cock formed
a continual concert very gratifying to our

strained ears. But we were rising rapidly, at

the rate of 6ooft. in every quarter of an hour, so

that such rural sounds were before long lost to

us—though the whistle of locomotives still came

up shrill and clear. The thought that we might

presently rise so high as to lose sounds of earth

altogether was a far from pleasant one, and
served to intensify the loneliness, isolation, and

danger of our position. We were now high
above the cloud-floor, which lay some thousands

of feet below us like a boundless frozen sea.

The sun was blazing full upon us with such

overpowering brilliance that we were glad to tie

handkerchiefs and scarfs round the ropes of the

car to form some kind of shield for our heads.

My father in particular stood in need of such

protection, for he had contrived to drop his cap
over the side, and now was wearing a handker-

chief instead, the knots hanging down in un-

becoming fashion about his face. In truth, we

presented a woebegone appearance; but despite
the gravity of our position the ludicrousness of

it all at once overcame us, and we burst into

hearty laughter over a situation that contained

not a little of the comic as well as the tragic

element.

Indeed, the brightness and beauty of the

scene, as well as its novelty and charm, would

have dispelled all gloomy forebodings had this

been possible. But now occurred an incident

that brought us back sharply to the i

of our position. We had been mak
breakfast off our somewhat dry sandwii
and had forgotten for the moment t<

ears for the now faint echoes of earth, v.

suddenly there rose to us a wild, piercing note
that held us breathless for an instant ere, with
mutual accord, we exclaimed to each other, in

consternation, "We are over the si The
sound was the familiar and unmistakable wail
of a steamer's siren, and mingled with it the
clash and clang of metal in the dockyards of a

seaport town. Aye, and what was that soft and
sighing murmur that rhythmically rose and fell

in gentlest accompaniment, so faint, and yet

fraught with such awful significance ? It was
the breaking of waves upon a shingly beach.
And still the sun blazed down, and still the

tense silk rose into the cloudless sky ; and our

hopes sank low indeed. To climb the netting
and pierce the balloon above the equator was
out of the question. To pull the valve meant
in all probability to fall like a stone. And
though a chance there was that the silk might
form itself into a parachute, and if we threw

everything out of the car might bring us down
alive, still it was but a chance, and the alterna-

tive was so fearful that we unanimously chose to

wait the consequences as we were, trusting to

the chance of a possible rescue by a passing

ship or boat from the shore, and preferring in

any case to be drowned rather than dashed to

pieces in such an appalling descent to earth.

That we were over some big seaport city at

this moment was amply evident. The roar of

crowded streets and busy life was filling our

ears with a deep, continuous hum. Was there

no help for us from the thousands beneath, so

ignorant of our peril above the clouds that hid

us from their view? It so happened that we
had with us a thick budget of Press telegram

forms, ruled one side and plain the other, and

these, at my suggestion, we now employed as

means of communication with earth. With red

and black pencil I scrawled on each a hasty

message of distress. My father then folded

the paper into three-cornered notes, which Mr.

Spencer labelled "Important" and dispatched

over the side. They ran as follows :
—

"URGENT ! Large balloon from Newbury
overhead above clouds. Cannot descend. Tele-

graph to sea-coast (coastguards) to be ready to

rescue.—(Signed) Bacon and - R." I

thought it might be interesting to give a fac-

simile of one of these identical messages on

which we considered our lives depended.
Work such as this helped to divert our

thoughts and occupy our time. During the

next two hours we wrote and threw over some
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three dozen of these missives. Where they
went to is still a mystery. Doubtless the

majority fell into the Bristol Channel, twenty
miles of which we were now unknowingly travers-

ing. Only in one case have we since heard
the fate of our labours. One of the earliest,

written at a time when it now appears morally
certain we had scarcely reached
the eastern suburbs of Bristol,

was picked up next day on the

top of a mountain in Glamorgan-
shire, twenty miles only from where
we eventually landed three hours
after our letter was dispatched !

Shortly before twelve o'clock we
found we had attained the height
of 9,200ft., almost two miles high—a fact not calculated to allay
our fears. A few more minutes

elapsed, devoted to our literary
efforts and to taking a snap-shot
or two of the clouds, of ourselves,
the balloon above us—anything
to pass the time that dragged so

wearily. Suddenly my father, who
had again turned to the aneroid,
announced the unexpected tidings
that we had fallen nearly 2,000ft.,
and were still steadily sinking.
This was good news in truth, nor
was it all, for almost simul-

taneously Mr. Spencer, whose
keen eyes had been searching the

cloud -

floor, suddenly exclaimed
that he could see land. Eagerly

we craned our
necks over the

basket, and be-

held clearly
enough that the

boundless cloud-

sea, though still

resembling a vast

expanse of snow,
had now the ap-

pearance of melt-

ing under a noon-

day sun, and was

breaking here
and there into

small black pits
and holes through
which, every now
and again, fleet-

ing glimpses
could be caught
of infinitely tiny
roads and fields,

trees and build-

ings, all sweeping past at a great rate, but

proving conclusively that earth and not sea was

yet beneath us.

Already it seemed to us that our troubles
were over, and our hopes rose with a bound,
only to receive a temporary check on finding
that we were again rising. True we did not

#XX-&6X*-.
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NEARING EARTH AGAIN—THIS VIEW AFFORDED THE AERIAL PASSENGERS HEARTY
RELIEF, FOR THEV FEARED THEY WERE OVER THE SEA.

From a Photo, by Miss Gertrude Bacon.
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attain to our former elevation, and shortly after

fell to still lower levels
; but we saw that our

descent, though sure, was also going to be a

very slow one. Our stout old balloon was

dying hard
;
while it had become clear that our

velocity before the wind was considerable.
Should we not, we wondered, even now, reach
the ocean before ouf wonderful voyage had
ended ?

And thus for two long hours more we watched— with what eagerness !
— the fateful race

between cooling gas and freshening breeze.

Two hours of keenest suspense and alternate

hopes and fears. It took three-quarters of

an hour to sink 5,000ft., but another hour

elapsed before a height of 3,500ft. was re-

corded, while through the opening cloud-pits
the landscape rushed past with ever-increasing

speed. At length we were level with the

mist, and after another long delay the white

arms of cloud had claimed us, and the sun was
hidden for good. A few minutes we were lost

in the bosom of the stifling cloud, and then we

emerged, beneath, this time. And, oh, joy ! a

peaceful prospect of green fields and quiet

pastures spread before us. We were falling very

fast, too fast, perhaps
—

though not for worlds

would we risk another rise by parting with a

grain more ballast. Our trail-rope already swept
the tops of the trees, and the grazing horses

scattered in terror at the strange monster bear-

ing down upon them. Then came in the skill

of the practised aeronaut. Only a few seconds

remained to him, yet in that time he had

chosen his landing-place
—a green paddock. He

had given the sharp wrench that ripped the

valve, cast over a ballast-bag to check the fall,

and released the cunning catch that sends the

grapnel crashing down
to the ground. All

beautifully done, with-

out hurry and without

delay.
And if our landing

had depended on Mr.

Spencer's skill alone,

surely none would
have been safer or

easier. But there was

another unsuspected

power to reckon with.

We were descending

among the mountains

of the western coast

of Wales, and the

breeze which had

there been blowing a

gale the last few days

THE COLLAPSED BALLOON, SHOWING A BRANCH OF THE OAK TREE

CARRIED AWAY IN ITS HEADLONG FLIGHT OVER THE GROLND.

From a Photo, by Miss Gertrude Bacon.

was still gusty and boisterous, as it sv.

down among the hills. We pitched, indeed, on
the spot chosen, but with a crash that straii

every groaning twig of our wicker car and
broke my right arm near the wrist, as

rolled over together, well-nigh out on I

ground. And then, as with a mighty sail, the

wind caught the flapping silk in a wild gust and

swept us madly across the ground in a furious

steeplechase, while we held on like grim death
and wondered what the end might be. An ugly
five-strand barbed wire fence loomed first in

the way. Through this we crashed, cutting the

wire like pack-thread. The basket shielded us

somewhat, yet one strand passed above it and
tore the garment almost entirely off my father's

right leg. Then came a half-grown dead oak

tree, and this also we passed through, carrying

away the whole upper portion in our ropes,
while the branches swept our faces. But the

root at least held firm, and in this our grapnel
was now secured. Presently, as we lay tossed

and breathless in the car, came cheery voices

and brawny arms, and the yet struggling monster

was held to earth while we scrambled out at

length, too devoutly thankful for our safety to

pay much regard to what Mr. Spencer consi<

the roughest landing he has ever experienced,
even as the whole voyage was the most perilous

of the many hundreds he has made.

Perilous, indeed ! Almost the first words

addressed to us by our kindly helpers were that

we had descended at Neath, in South Wales,

only a mile and a half from the open sea, to

which we were heading when we fell. For nine

and a half hours had we been drifting above

the clouds, and less than ten minutes more

would have seen us out over the Atlantic,

twenty miles of which

we had already tra-

versed. But nowhere

in all the world cculd

we have met with a

warmer or more hos-

pitable welcome : and

in the kind hands of

Mr. Jones, ofWestern-

moor, and his

daughter our troubles

were soon I n.

Thus ended happily

a voyage fraught with

deepest interest from

first to last, and which

three who hra\

its perils together are

likely to remember for

the rest of our k



The New Boy in a Breton School.

By Kathleen Schlesinger.

A collection of humorous original snap-shots, showing the different phases of the trying ordeal
which the new arrival in a village school in Brittany has to go through at the hands of the
other boys. Incidentally, the article contains a good deal of information concerning the educa-

tional methods in vogue in picturesque Brittany.

OOR Joseph ! The awakening was
cruel : All his illusions ami dreams
of that mysterious school-life, so

full o\ excitement and charm, rudely

spelled the very first day ! The
ordeal of the " new boy

"
is usually short and

sharp— that is if he has plenty of pluck, and
shows that he can give as good as he receives.

But woe to the faint-hearted, for his tortures will

surely be prolonged until another new boy
comes along to ere;

a diversion.

The new boy's
: - nmch the same in

little schools of

Britlany as else-

where, as we shall

see from the series

of snap-shots taken

in a village school in

Morbihan which are

here reproduced. In

France education
has become compul-
sory ; but apparently
in the country re-

mote from large
towns the law is

somewhat freely in-

terpreted, and parents
send their boys to

school as late in life

as possible. There
are so many ways in

which they can earn

a shilling or two to

add to the weekly
income — and in

Brittany the pea-
sants are so terribly

poor.
Thus it happened that only yesterday our

new boy, Joseph, was minding Farmer Jehan's
cattle under heaven's blue vault, with the fresh,
brine-laden breezes blowing in upon him from
the sea. To-day. however, finds him walking
along the dusty village street, a large basket

containing his dinner in his left hand, and under
his right arm a book. It is the ist of September,
the opening day of the school year.
The old boys are on the watch, and appear to

srent the new boy from afar : they are off on his

track at once, eager for the sport which will go
far to relieve the tedium of the first day of

'AT TH1 OF THEIR HE MASTEK ( iME.1 OUT I u ht<_i.iVE

From a Photo, by] ms unruly crew." [Charles Giniaux.

lessons. They catch him up in front of the

school-house, and at the sound of their voices

the master comes out on to the doorstep to

receive his unruly crew. Then Pierre, the

mauvais-ginie and bully of the school, pointing
with his forefinger in the direction of Joseph,
introduces him as the new boy to the stern

and spectacled arbiter of his fate.

Now Joseph is, I am afraid, doomed to have
a bad time of it during the next few days. With

downcast eyes and
flushed face he stands,

painfully conscious of

the many teasing eyes
turned full upon him

;

he tries to speak, but

an absurd lump rises

in his throat and
chokes him; he
wishes himself back
in the meadows
a m o n g his dumb
friends, the cows
and the flowers.

Circumstances are

decidedly against
him

; yet, although
his shyness makes
him look awkward
and stupid, Joseph is

no blockhead
;

in

fact, he is quite as in-

telligent as his com-
rades. As soon as the

boys have settled into

the places assigned
them the first formali-

ties are gone through,
and the new boy is

put through his

paces.
" Stand up !

"
says the master, in a severe

tone,
" and take off your cap."

In this primitive establishment arrangements
are of the simplest description : there are no

pegs for the caps, these being thrown down on
the floor anywhere. You see, they come in

handy for cleaning slates, and so on.
" Your name—now, be quick about it,"

thunders the impatient master.

Half-suppressed titters from his comrades

only help to increase the new bov's embarrass-

ment. At last he falters, in a strangled voice,
"
Joseph :

"
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AN' INTERVAL OF REPOSE—"THE MASTER, TIRED OK TEACHIN
From a Photo, by) rivers of France."

l: But Joseph who? Joseph what? What is

your surname ?
"

" Le Rougeot" (Rufus— or, in school parlance,

carrots).

Mocking laughter bursts from a dozen throats

at this. The unfortunate new boy, utterly dis-

concerted, has blurted out his father's nickname !

In the villages of the

west of France families

are almost exclusively
known by nicknames,
and in many cases

their real names arc

well-nigh forgotten.
But Joseph soon

corrects himself, and
the master, with a

sigh of relief, enters

"Joseph Prigent
"

in

his. register.

It is now afternoon,
and our second illus-

tration shows the boys

busily conning their

geography books. The
master, tired of teach-

ing, has set them to

learn the rivers of

France.

When asked to state

what he knew, Prigent
had declared with
SOme pride that he From a Photo. by\

taught him
his mothi

Praj

11 his

mettle. 1 1 his

elbows ferociou

the desk, su

head on his hands,
and puckers his hi

Now is the time-

show what he really
can do.

I lire there are no
divisions into

" forms"
or "

standards
"

; the

handful of boys are all

taught together, and
if the master finds that

the new boy is dull he-

will only attempt to

teach him reading and

writing
—

just enough,
in fact, to read his

PetitJournal later on
and to write a few-

words.
" Stand up, Prigent !

"
says the master, sud-

denly.
" Now enumerate the rivers of France

;

and you, Gloanec," turning to the angelic-looking

boy in the long blouse,
"
you point them out on

the map."
"
Yes, sir, I know them very well. First there's

the Seine— then—then the Seine, then
"

G, HAS SET THEM TO LEAKS' THE
{Charles Geniaux.

PRIGENT HESITATES, AN D
niaux.
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Prigent hesitates and looks up at the ceiling
for inspiration

— his mind is a perfect blank.

"Go on." says the severe voice oi~ the master.

But all Joseph sees up there among the dingy
rafters is a green meadow with the foam-flecked

sea beyond and his favourite Mouchette lashing
her tlanks with her tail to drive off the flies.

Pierre, whose long arms have meanwhile
been engaged in pas^ngsome mysterious objects
behind the new boy's back to a confederate on
the other side of him, prompts him.

"The Seine. . . . the Mississippi !

"

;e by one the missing i-oot-geak belonging to the master
From a Plioto. by diaries Geniaux.

" What !

" thunders the master
;

" the Missis-

sippi
—in France !

"

And so it goes on, amid jeers and gibes from

the boys, and rebukes and ejaculations from the

master, till the miserable victim feels so confused

that his brain reels, and he mechanically repeats
all the nonsense which the mischief-makers

behind him whisper so earnestly.
The mysterious objects referred to above

have now found their way into the basket,
which travels back guided by an impish foot to

its place in front of Prigent. Suddenly the

master becomes thoughtful. He has missed

something from its accustomed place, and,
watched with the keenest delight by the boys,
he gets up and looks this way and that, peers
over his spectacles, and finally, moved to

righteous but unwise anger, he cries: "Who
has taken my slippers ?

"

No answer.

" Who is it ? Unless I have his name at

once I shall keep the whole class in."

The boys point to the new boy.
"
Please, sir,.

he has got them in his basket.''

"It isn't true, sir," protests the unfortunate

new boy :

"
I haven't touched them."

"
Come, empty out your basket, and let there

be an end to all this," roars the incensed dominie.

And our next photograph shows us the

sequel.
With stupefaction Joseph pulls out one by one

the missing, well-worn, and somewhat nondescript

foot-gear belonging to

the master.

And the latter is so

divided between the

joy of seeing his lost

property turn up again
and indignation at

the daring theft of the

slippers, that he fails

to divine, as we do by

looking at the faces

of the boys, who are

the real perpetrators
of the atrocious deed.

The master in his

fury takes a step to-

wards the new boy ;

he would dearly like

to box the young
rascal's ears. How-
ever, the law in

France is most strin-

gent against corporal

punishment in

schools; therefore, he

wisely refrains.

This is a golden

opportunity for Joseph to come out triumphant
from the ordeal of the day. Had he laughed and

said,
"

Sir, someone has been playing me a trick !"

all would have been well, and he would have

risen high in the respect of his school-fellows.

But, alas ! he did nothing of the sort. He ex-

plained to the master that it was his two neigh-
bours who had stolen and secreted the slippers

in his basket. Then there arose a regular tumult.

"Oh, the story-teller! The sneak! The
tell-tale!" and yells of execration filled the

little sanctuary of learning.
"Take that, and that, and that !

" A perfect

shower of blows fell upon his back and head.

One little fiend tugged at his hair, another

pinched him, and those who were too far off to

reach him clenched their fists savagely in im-

potent rage.
"
That'll teach you to tell tales, you sneak !

"

The master is almost powerless against the tide
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THE NEW

of popular frenzy. Be-

sides, masters never
like boys who tell

tales of their school-

fellows or get them
into trouble. But the

pedagogue soon re-

sumes his seat at his

desk, and passively
waits until the tumult
has partly subsided.

Then, after repeatedly

tapping with his stick

on the desk and call-

ing out "
Silence,*' he

delivers the new boy's
sentence at once :

—
Prigent did not

know his lessons ;

Prigent caused a tu-

mult
; Prigent was

caught in the act of

stealing ; Prigent de-

nounced his school-

fellows. Therefore

Prigent will have a

detention, and will spend Sunday shut up in

the school.

Poor Joseph hears this decree with a feeling
of positive horror. Choking sobs shake his

breast
;

it is so unfair ! What will his mother
and father say to this disgrace ?

The new boy cuts no heroic figure. He is

not very manly ;
he has but little pluck ; but

does not the forlorn little figure appeal to you a

little? Can you not remember the first time

you were wrongly accused and unjustly punished—the bitter, bitter smart, the indignation, and,
at first, the utter loneliness, and the feeling that

all the world—your little world—was against

you?
Four o'clock rings out from the village

church. The faces of the boys brighten up,
and when the master claps his hands they

jump up with exclamations of joy. But their

faces grow long when they hear these words :
—

"The behaviour of the whole class having
been disgraceful on this first day of school, all

the boys will be kept in till five."

The dismay is only momentary, however, for

the little imps have the prospect of making
merry over the new scapegoat, who is terribly

disappointed with his first glimpse of school-

life.

Instead of learning their imposition the boys

exchange amenities, play tricks on Joseph,
and fill up the rest of the time with such

intellectual pastimes as holding each other's

noses and studying the different gradations of

Vol. iv. —81.

THAT LL TEACH YOU TO TELL TALES. VOL: SNEAK !

"

From a Photo, by Charles Geniau.x.

nasal twang thus imparted to one another's

speech.
At last they are free, and Joseph gives a sigh

of relief. But, alas ! his troubles are not over

yet ! As soon as the master's back is turned

his companions bind the new boy's wrists

together with twine, push him down on to the

stone seat in front of the school, and then

proceed to the "Ordeal of the Prussian Blue," as

they call it. One of them makes a rough spill,

and dipping it into the ink, which has a

decidedly blue tinge, he ornaments his victim's

face, while the others look on with ever-increas-

ing delight, passing criticisms and offering

suggestions which may or may not be adopted.
When the living work of art passes out of

their hands his face appears to be a mass of

bruises, and seeing his son enter in such a sorry

plight, Le Rougeot exclaims :

" Good heavens !

how the wretches have knocked thee about !

But his mother with superior discrimination

says : "Go and wash thy face, my boy, and no

one will be any the wiser !

"

In the evening, when relating his woes o\

his bowl of soup, perhaps we might observe that

his eyes have changed from black to red.

" Cheer up, Joseph, my lad, and be plud
for thou wilt get many a real

' black eye
'

before

they have done with thee," says the old peasant

to his son. "The sooner thou canst learn to

hold thy own, the better for thee, my lad. And,

besides, every day will find thee growing less and

less of a
' new boy.'

"



Prisoners in the Boer Camp.
B\ Bi i 'i ii i h Walker.

It is a most interesting and highly topical narrative of personal experience
ker has to tell of his capture by the Boers during the last war, and all

and suffered at their hands. Mr. Walker has no reason to love the Boers. In 1885 his brother
volunteered to help Montsoia against the Boer raiders, and met his death at their hands in Mafeking.

of

and adventure which Mr.
that he saw in their camp

HRISTMAS DAY in the year i^So

found a party ol~ throe of us on the

1 ydenburg Goldfields. Comrades
we had been in the Zulu and

Sekukuni campaigns as volunteers,

and now we were

mates together.

gging and delv-

a dden

nuga having

THIS I> MR. BLOFIELD WALKER, WHO HERE
CUES is HIS STRANGE RXPERIEN'CES AS A
PRISONER*IN THE BOER CAMP.

.111 a Photo.

i d e t h e

Martini rifle for

t h e (lick a n d

shovel. For days

previous to this

Christmas Day—
which we were

ned to re-

member formanv
a Christmas after— we had all

been putting in

our spare time-

preparing for the

coming feast.

Imagine the three

of us, then, seated

on empty boxes, stood on end, gathered round
our old, rickety, packing-case table. Stoning

plums we were, if you please, and preparing the

tough old gobbler with his stuffing. Bread-

making and bread-baking we were, too
;

and

lastly, but not by any means least, we were

trying our hands at pastry.
We had risen early, intending to complete

the final preparations for the

Christmas feed. Speedily the

_ open fireplace was
crammed with steaming pots
and billies. The pudding, which
had already been boiling off

and on during the past two days,
was for the last time lov,

gently into its bath, or rather

bucket of boiling water : for we
did not possess a pot big enough
to cook it in. And all the

morning we were busily em-

ployed, bossing the fire, doing
odd jobs, and giving our little

mud shanty a general over-

hauling and tidying up. Neither

did we neglect to decorate the

hut, but hung around

greens, to remind us of childhood's days,
hearth and home, in dear old England.
The hour for feeding was fast approaching,

when suddenly in the doorway appeared the

black figure of a Kaffir, carrying in one hand
his stick ; and stuck in the cleft made at

one end was a letter. This letter proved
to be from a friend residing some thirty

miles distant. The note was opened and

hastily scanned by one of our party.
" Cood God ! boys, can it be true?

"
he

ejaculated, excitedly devouring every word
of the note. "The—head -quarters," he

read aloud, pausing between each word to

give emphasis to the meaning ;

" the head-

quarters
— of the— 94th

— under Colonel

Anstruther—have—been—cut—up—by—
the—Boers—at—Bronker's Spruit."

"
Nonsense, old chap," we exclaimed

;

"you are humbugging." And really for

the moment we thought he must be taking
a rise out of us, so incredible did the news
seem. "

Here, hand the letter over !

"

and with one accord we fell upon its

contents, passing the note from hand to

hand, and reading it over and over again
in dumfounded silence.

Then one of us broke the spell of horror by

exclaiming,
"
No, it can't be true ! It's impos-

sible !
—must be some mistake."

Then we fell to debating on the possibility of

the tidings being a hoax on the part of our

friend. But he had sent the missive by a

special messenger, and then again the tale was

too ghastly for a joke. Moreover, a letter was

from a 1IRONKF.K S SI'KUIT, WHERE THE BOERS CUT IT THE 94TH. [Photo.
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a letter in those days, and to give an idea

how cut off we were from the civilizing influence

of the penny post, it must be stated that our

nearest postal town was Lydenburg, a good
thirty-five miles to our west, and the route to it

lay over a terribly rough and mountainous

country. Railways and telegraphs were marked

by their absence ; and a post of once a week
carried by native runners was considered a

luxury to be thankful for.

Naturally, then, this Christinas letter put us

all in a very ferment of agitation and desire for

immediate action; and we were not long in

arriving at the conclusion that we must be up
and doing.

" Let us saddle up at once, boys,
and ride round to the neighbours
and break the news," was the

general verdict. Ordering one
of our natives to drive in our

horses from the \eldt, where

they were comfortably grazing,
we hastily swallowed some food—

leaving, however, both turkey
and pudding to frizzle and boil,

or do what they pleased ;
tor the

calamitous tidings had given us

no stomach for Christmas fare.

Our horses saddled, away we

scampered over the lumpy, ant-

bear dug veldt to relate to all

and sundry in the scattered

neighbourhood the news of the

Boer rising and their first bit of

fun —shooting down from mea-

sured distances the colonel,

officers, band, and men, even From «]

down to the poor little drum-
of the <»|iii I

ment.

Having called on all

neighbours (and 1 fi

without spoiling their Christ-

mas appetites), two of our

party derided upon ridin.

once to Lydenburg, win 1

company of the 94th had b
left stationed under Li

Long. The two were Mr.
Fred. V. Kirby, author ol

"In the Haunts of Wild
(lame" (Blackwood), and my-
self. We wanted all details of

the massacre, and at the same-

time to offer our services as

volunteers to defend the fort

which we knew was being

hurriedly constructed. So off

we started, and covered the

thirty-five miles in double

quick time. Lieut. Long, the regimental doctor,
and Father Walsh, a Roman Catholic priest (and
a rare fine specimen of a Britisher he was, too),

came out to welcome us, unitedly exclaiming :

" We expected soon to hear from the (lold-

fields." I must mention, too, that we received

a most cordial welcome from Mrs. Long, the

lieutenant's wife. This lady on our arrival was

busily employed in making a large Union Jack
for the ornamentation of the flagstaff of the fort.

We had a long chat with Lieut. Long, and
informed him of our wish to volunteer our

services, and also to aid the fort by bringing in

men from the Coldfields : this providing the

lieutenant would undertake to supply arms and

IILM Ml;. WALKER MADE.

IMF ROAD THE .Mill.
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ammunition to all. I \c accepted our services,

ami those of others whom we might persuade to

join us, cheering us at the same time with the

assurance that there were sixty spare rifles in

the fort and an abundance of cartridges.
We resolved to leave the fort that night,

under cover of darkness, and ride right through
to the Goldfields, then make a few hurried per-

sonal arrangements, and induce as many Gold-

field hands as possible to return with us to

Lydenburg. Our personal comforts had been

most thoughtfully attended to during our stay of

a few hours in the fort : and our horses had

been stuffed to their hearts' content with good
forage. Therefore, man and beast felt ready
and willing to tackle the trip out to the fields

again. Our plan was to re-enter the fort at

night with our company of volunteers. As to

our ability to procure these helpers, we, at that

time, entertained little or no doubt. We were,

therefore, given
the

"
password

"

for the two nights

following.
These plans

decided upon, we
turned in for forty
winks. We had
fixed to begin the

journey from the

fort at two o'clock

a.m. At 1.30 a

sentry ruthlessly
awakened us, our

horses were sad-

dled up. and we
were soon en

route. When we
had left Lyden-
burg some eight miles to the rear without encoun-

tering a single soul, we suddenly became aware
that the solitude was broken by the figure of a

small Boer lad. The boy had "off-saddled
"

his

pony, and was sitting by the roadside. He
treated us to a prolonged and silent scrutiny.
After passing him the thought occurred to us

that the incident of his presence was somewhat

peculiar ;
for what business could take a young

nipper of about ten on the road at that

unearthly hour, when he ought to have been in

bed? We wheeled our horses round to bring
an eye to bear on his further proceedings. The
lad was in the act of "saddling-up." We
watched him mount and disappear in the

direction of Lydenburg. It seemed certain our
visit to the fort and possibly our intentions of

bringing help were known to the Boers, and

they, believing us the emissaries of secret sen ice,

had set a watch upon our movements. How

PILGRIMS REST, WHERE THE THIRD WENT TO RAISE VOLUNTEERS.
From a Photo.

ever, in spite of these misgivings we arrived in

safety at our shanty, and held a hurried council

of war with our >l

Third," who had remained
behind at the hut.

We decided that our " Third "
should ride to

Lydenburg by a different route, making a detour

by visiting Pilgrim's Rest and Mac Mac, two

mining camps lying twenty miles to our north.

This "round" journey was selected because we
believed a corps of volunteers might be raised

among the miners and prospectors of these

camps. Our "Third" was to conduct the men
to the fort, and for this purpose he was furnished

by us with the necessary password, as given us,

for the two nights. A hurried hand-shake and
a " Good luck to you, old chap," and away he

rode, remarking, confidently,
" We shall meet in

the fort either to-night or to-morrow night."
As for ourselves, we made a start by riding

round to all the neighbours to ascertain if they
were on thevolun-

teering
"
lay."

Greatly to our

chagrin, however,
not a promise
could we get out

of any one of

them. They
were, one and all,

chock -block full

of excuses. With

some, the time

for making their

preparations was

too short
;

with

others, I am sorry
to state, the ex-

cuse was the in-

adequacy of the

pay. We had been deputed to make an offer

of 5s. per diem. One old friend and cam-

paigner, however, had actual reason on his

side to prevent him joining forces with us,

for his wife and family were with him, and there

was no means at hand to transport them to the

fort. But he gave us the second best help to

his own services, by supplying us with a trusty

servant to carry the few necessaries of clothing
we had hurriedly got together. And then his

wife packed us up some grub for the road. We
decided it would be better to walk and not

ride, this time, into Lydenburg; and we hoped
to accomplish the journey under cover of the

darkness of night. With favourable circum-

stances we knew we could do the thirty-five

miles before the light arrived, to bring probably

embarrassing Boer attentions.

At sundown, therefore, after a hearty hand-

shake and "God speed you" from our old
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friend and his wife, we trudged off, with our
commissariat native following close behind our
heels. As after -events proved, it was well we
had decided upon walking, and not riding,

thereby saving our horses from ultimate capture
by the Boers. We carried no arms, and the
Kaffir was not severely burdened by the change
of clothes our belongings amounted to.

The first eight miles we covered in first-rate

style and time ; then, alas ! it came on to rain

hard, with thunder and lightning. What a night
it was ! We were continually losing our path.
Then my companion's boots, which, unhappily
for his comfort, were new ones, caused much
delay, and at last, in disgust ancf desperation, he
took them off, and handed them to the Kaffir

to carry ; whilst he, poor wretch, struggled

along the diabolical rough road, with bare feet.

The Kaffir's
" wows " and "

clicks
"

of dis-

approval were frequent and loud.

On we plodded, until at last sheer exhaustion

and thirst compelled us to call a halt. It was
five o'clock a.m., and we were not quite half-

way to our destination, which was the fort. A
fog, the successor of the rain, had settled down
around us in a dense, impenetrable mass. We
began to question and fear that in the darkness

we had strayed from the right path. We were

considerably relieved, therefore, to hear the

Kaffir language being spoken a short distance

ahead. We hailed the speakers, and by a con-

tinued interchange of sound succeeded in

finding them. We forthwith borrowed, or

rather hired, for half a crown a blanket of

them, and, rolling ourselves a tight coil in its

comforting warmth, lay down for a trifle of

rest and a glimpse of daylight. When the

fog dispersed and light came these Kaffir

allies of ours proved to be Shangaans on

the way home to their country. They were

travelling from the Kimberley diamond fields, a

nice little walk of about 700 miles
;
each man

or youth of the company carrying a "swag "of

fully oolb. weight. Every Kaffir had a pair of

boots, for the most part brand-new. These

acquisitions of civilization they were careful to

carry suspended by the laces across their

shoulders or slung round their necks, being
fine ornaments.

The light being with us, we discarded the

blanket, and rose stiff and sore to plod our

weary way to the fort. My companion's feet

were shockingly cut about. We were both wet

through, and like Job knew all our bones by

their doleful aching. In fact, we were generally

down in the dumps, and to make matters more

trying we had to keep a sharp look-out for

Boers, as we felt pretty certain they would keep

a watch on the road to the fort. Our fears

proved only too true, for 1

vigilance, when we weir within three mil
our destination, a dozen mounted B<

denly appeared from behind a rough 1,

whipping up their horses galloped tow
their rifles ready for use. Mere wa
indeed—and actually within sight of the

fort, too ! We felt mad with disappoint-
ment, but were unarmed and therefore totally

helpless. Quite possibly this lack of arms,
which at the time caused us strong regret,
saved us from being shot down wh<

stood. We were speedily surrounded. The
ugly, dirty, ragged beggars crowded round us,

bringing their rifles close to our heads. T;

were a vehement and greatly excited crowd :

and the looks they cast at us were of murderous
intent. One or two of the unwashed gathering
did not confine themselves to looks : "Let us

shoot the verdomde rooineks," and their voi

rose ioud and hoarse in angry bloodthirstin

Eor a few minutes this threat seemed more than

likely to be put into execution. Even to this

day, I often wonder some one of them did not

pull a trigger, their fingers hovered so playfully
as they handled the instrument of death. There
was one fellow in particular

—a cross-eyed brute,

possessed of a double-barrelled twelve-bore.

This man was simply in a state of frenzy for the

sport to begin.

By way of parenthesis I must state that this

same Boer a few weeks afterwards blew out the

brains, from behind, of an unfortunate English-

man named Green, as he was being led prisoner

by some Boers into their camp in Lydenburg.
This case of brutal murder was but one of

many committed by these ignorant, mixed bn

savages. But to return to our own position,

which, though not as yet arrived at the murder

stage, was quite dangerous enough to ere;

uncomfortable qualms. fortunately for our

continued presence on this earth, however, the

leader of the crowd proved more humane than

the rest, and put his spoke into the wl

our benefit, saying, "No, we'll not she

but march 'em off to our camp and let 'em be

tried by the commandant." At least, this is

what our slight acquaintance with the Dutch

language led us to understand.

After much tongue-waj this decision of

their leader's was finally accepted : anil a lively

play of significant gestures enabled us to form

a pretty clear estimate of the fate to be mi

out to us on our arrival at the Boer camp. A

move being presently decided upon, the B<

mounted. Then some wag among their number

suggested that "reims" (ox-hide cords) should

be
&

placed round our necks, and, further, that for

security and sport we should be tied to their
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horses. But as their idea of fun and ours differed,

we were glad the leader again interposed, and
the march started in a more simple manner.

The mounted Boers rode alongside and behind
ith their rifles ready for firing; and during

every moment of the seemingly interminable

time passed in covering the twelve miles to the

r camp we expected to get a shot from

behind. And our fears in this respect became

logical in the light of after events. For added
to the cowardly murder of Mr. Green was the

fiendish doing to death by these pariahs of the

veldt of Captain Elliott, Doctor Barbour, Mr.

Honey, and how many others God alone knows !

Away we were forced to trudge, feeling, I

must admit, a bit down on our luck. My
companion, after a tramp of close on thirty
miles with bare feet, long since become badly
cut and bleeding, was certainly not in a condi-

tion for making further efforts. But protesta-

tions, even had we cared to indulge in them,
were hopeless ;

we were quite powerless to help
ourselves. Our Kaffir was marched along with

us, carrying my companion's boots, and a fearful

long face he pulled : he had not bargained for

all this.

The following morning we overheard some
Boers discussing the boy's escape. We supp< i

therefore, the Boers had not considered his

capture of much importance, so they took no

trouble to guard him. We were glad to hear

that he had managed to escape, and in a faint

way we hoped that it might prove the fore-

runner of our own. We were to learn after-

wards that the boy had taken my companion's

boots with him.

As for the rest of

our belongings -

our change of

clothing
—we had

saved ourselves
the loss of that.

For we had been
driven to a some-
what strange ex-

pedient. During
the rain we had
encountered on
the "Devil's
Knuckles '

it

grew so chilly
that we took the

bundle from the

Kaffir and donned
the garments as a

means of extra

warmth. So when
we were captured

by the Boers we
were wearing two complete suits of underwear, to

say nothing of the coats, waistcoats, and unmen-
tionables ! As may well be imagined, when the

sun came out, which it did with great power
during our enforced march, we found ourselves

rather overclad. But it raised a laugh between
us in spite of our woes, and we wondered what
our captors would think of the habits and
customs of the " verdomde Englishmen

"
if

they took it into their thick heads to peel us on
our arrival in camp.
We learned afterwards of the Kaffir's arrival

home— that is, at his master's house. Our friend

and his wife vainly questioned the boy as to

what had happened to us, and it was some days
ere the)- heard the story of our fate. The Kaffir

was so thoroughly frightened by his narrow

squeak, that all he could manage to answer in

his own language was, "I don't kno\v,Boss ; but

here are the boots."

It was quite four o'clock in the afternoon ere

we arrived at the Boer encampment. Our
escort since our capture had been considerably

augmented, so that we presented quite an

imposing company of ragamuffins, for, truthfully,

our own appearance bordered close upon the

-_ arly. Unwashed, unshaved, and red-eyed
with weariness and want of sleep, we did not

give our captors many points of exterior advan-

tage. The news of the capture of two English-
men had preceded us, so that on our arrival

the entire camp, old and young, turned out to

greet us with gibes, snarls of rage like those of

angry dogs, and insolent looks. We were

marched into a space between two waggons,
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where commandants and field-cornets, seated
for the most part on three-legged waggon
stools, were employing their leisure" in the pipe
of peace (for which read "war") and the dis-

cussion of the "
rooineks

"—otherwise red-necked

strangers. These principals were surrounded by
a crowd of dirty unwashed countrymen. Some
were lounging or lying full length on the veldt.

Others were seated on the waggon-boxes ;
whilst

others again were grinning baboon-like at their

comrades through the waggon-spokes.
One of the chief bosses among this motley

throng was a commandant of much local evil

reputation. Sir Garnet Wolseley during the
British occupation tried hard fo effect the

capture of this inhuman creature, in order that

the justice he so well deserved might be meted
out to him. No one will ever know how many
Kaffirs this cruel wretch of a Boer has put out
of the way with his own hand, and God alone
knows how many have been sent out of the

world at his instigation.

Brought before the commandant to be ex-

amined, we thought our chances of liberty-

pretty small. As a first proceeding our letters

were opened and read. This was done by an

Irishman, who, possibly for his country's good,
had left it and thrown in his lot with the

Boers. This person, we learned when the war
was at an end. escaping the bullets of his some-
time countrymen on the battlefield, met with

his death by lightning whilst riding during a

thunder-storm.

With respect to the letter -
searching we

flattered ourselves we had been rather cute, for

during the march we had contrived to destroy,

unnoticed, several rather compromising docu-

ments—mainly letters penned by certain resi-

dents of the Goldfields to occupants of the

tort. The Boers tried their level best to get at

the object of our journey to Lydenburg. The
fact of our being unarmed seemed to puzzle

them, and in a way to confirm our answer
that we were travellers on the Queen's highway,
and had as much right to the road as themselves.

As for our business, it was of a purely private
nature

failing to get any information out of us, they
decided to keep us prisoners until they had
considered our case. And from the sullen,

ferocious looks cast at us we felt the verdict

when pronounced would probably be our death-

warrant. We thought the end would be that,

without further trial or bother to themselves, we
should be bi ought out and shot. And in this

pleasant pastime of brain-scattering we looked

for our old friend "Cross-eye" of the escort to

be well to the front with that rickety double

twelve-bore of his. The long tramp had made

us thirsty, and seeing a sluit ol

tew van Is from when
men were stationed, one of us wall.

it to get a drink. Then up
warning Dutch voices, addressed to

Boers standing about the sluit.
"

I your
eye on him, Cornelius and Piet, there. \\

the rooinek carefully, or it is our belief he will

run away."
These loud-voiced remarks greatly

the companion remaining by the wa and
so raised his ire that, summoning all the know-

ledge of Dutch he possessed, he angrily g

the Boers to understand that their knowk-d.

Englishmen was extremely limited if they
thought one of them would run away and leave

his comrade in the lurch. Of course, this

defence of a chum's honour was received with

scorn and abuse and much laughter.
We were taken after a time to a Kaffir out-

house, where the "Tottie" servants usually si

the building being situated a short distance from
the laager. We were thrust into its one room,
a dark, noisome hole, windowless, and redolent

of previous Hottentot occupation. Some gi

was cut for bedding, and a piece of ancient

waggon sail bestowed on us as covering. At

the only doorway a long, lanky, highly-flavoured
Kaffir was stationed, armed with assegais and

an old "brown Bess," doubtless charged with a

good handful of powder and a quantity of lead

and old iron. He was doing the double duty
of guard and gaoler over us, with full instruc-

tions, of course, immediately to "pot
"
us should

we attempt to escape. However, owing to the

lamentable condition of my companion- ;

we could not turn our thoughts in this direction.

Later on, though, when we had rested, and my
friend's feet arrived at the healing stage, we i

our first council of war. We decided that when

we should feel in marching order, in the d

of night, and having watched our opportunity,

we should seize and gag our darky gaoler,

annex his blunderbuss and assegais, and then

make a bee-line for the fort.

So from day to day we matured our plans,

and it must be admitted some were of a most

ghastly character, in reference to th-

rash enough to attempt interference with our

projects. The difficulties of escape were in-

creased by our not being permitted the si

of our single-roomed prison, for at 01

several Kaffir servants of the K

ate, and jawed nearly all night, sn the

remainder.

One thing must be said of the Boers in th

favour—the fact of their not cutting down I

food supply. We were served with good feeds,

as feeds went. We did our best to pass the
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time by chatting and sleeping, but were alwaj
anxious concerning the Boers' decision as to

our fate. In the daytime Boer visitors were

tinually arriving in camp, and each fresh

arrival was brought along to have a look at the

"verdomde rooineks." We became quite
isl imed to these visits, and grew to regard

this being placed on show as a kind of heavy

joke to be made as light of as possible. Often

after a Ao.-c we would wake up to see half-a-

dozen ugly young Boers squatting, Kaffir-like,

on their haunches in front of us : and we under-

stood by their gestures, and
a word here and there of

their language, that they
were employed discussing
our ultimate fate, and giving
their thick-headed opinions

he war outlook

_ lerally.

These discussions
afforded us amusement,
and also a means of pass-

he dreary hours. We
would speculate on the

number and names of the

Boer leaders certain, in our

estimation of their merits,
to expiate their crimes in

the halter's noose.

Time passed with us very

slowly : but one dull, misty

morning the monotony was
broken by the rattle of

chains outside our prison
walls.

" What's this ?
" we

exclaimed; "leg-irons
arrived, perhaps, to cheer
us up." The door was
thrown open and two

Kaffirs, heavily chained

together with long waggon-
trek chains, were pushed
into the room, and told to

lie down next to us. The
rattle of the chains, the rush of cold, misty air,

and the dejected appearance of our new com-

panions made us feel a wee bit humpy.
Furthermore, a cadaverous-looking Boer in

charge of the Kaffir prisoners suggested to his

field-cornet that it would be just as well to

fasten the end of the trek-chain to our F.

The field-cornet, a Boer of the same happy
turn of humour, quite agreed, saying,

" Yah !

Hut I have no orders to do so." However, he

left, promising the other that he would suggest
the chain attachment. Fortunately for us the
motion was not carried by the higher authorities

were at liberty to turn our attention to our

fellow-captives, who proved to be two Natal
Zulu Kaffirs, Lanky Boy and his brother. Now,
in 1 anky boy we recognised an old acquaintance,
and the recognition proved mutual. Of course
we knew Lanky Boy, for who among the old

volunteers in the Sekukuni Campaign of 1878
and 1879 na cl not seen or heard of Lanky Boy
-the brave, straight, and honest Natal Zulu,

Captain (now Sir Marshall) Clark's constant
black attendant? How often round camp fires

had the troopers of Raafs Rangers and Fer-

rierer's Horse chatted about

Lanky Boy's prowess ;
and

how, in 1878, he saved the

gallant Captain's life by

clubbing with his Snider

carbine a Makatese who
was on the point of stab-

bing his master. Lanky
Boy spoke English well,

and as he lay on the grass
litter next to us, chained

to his brother, he told us

the story of his capture.
It appeared the Boers

had somehow got wind of

Lanky Boy's intention of

joining the force in the

fort. Poor, unjustly-used

Lanky Boy ! All his be-

longings (and he was rich

for a Kaffir, owning land,

horses, and cattle), even to

the clothes he was wearing,
were annexed by the free-

booters who arrested him.

But as yet his faith in the

power and justice of the

Great White Queen, and

documentary evidence, had
not been shaken. He said

to us :

"
Bosses, I want you

to take a note of all my
things, that my wife may

get compensation when the Queen's soldiers take

the country again."
His speech was made in simple faith and the

belief that England, strong in arms, was certain

to redress the wrongs of her loyal subjects.

Lanky Boy went on to say that he had made
mention of his wife as the one to benefit because

he entertained little hopes of escaping with his

own life. "I think, Boss"—addressing my
companion— "the Boers mean shooting me,

for, you see, I'm a black man." Having com-

pleted the catalogue of Lanky Boy's effects to

his satisfaction (for the Boers had returned
The Boers having taken their departure, we us our letters and the other contents of our

. . KIRBY, O
BOER CAI'T
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IV II Y.
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istened to the history of hispockets),

capture.
He stated that at grey dawn he heard horses

approaching, and guessing that the Boers were
come to shoot or take him prisoner, he imme-
diately seized his rifle and rushed out of the
hut. Some Boers had already seized his brother
and bound him, and were now holding him as a
shield in front of themselves, meanwhile calling

r and

the bla<

SOME ROERS HAD ALREADY SEIZED HIS IIKOTHER, AND WERE
IN FRONT OF THEMSELVES."

The Boers

prisoner,
a shot in

were

so that

without

on Lanky Boy to surrender,

well in a line behind their

Lanky Boy could not get
killing his brother.

Seeing the difficulty, the brother yelled out,
"
Fire away, and never mind me. You will kill

me, I know, but then the same bullet will do
for one or two Boers behind me."

"No," said Lanky Boy, "I won't shoot my
own brother."

And with that he dashed his rifle to the

ground and surrendered. The Boers then

pillaged his huts, and divided the spoil among
themselves, and his cattle and horses were
driven to the Boer camp."

But," said poor Lanky Boy,
" the worst was

to come. They bound our hands behind us,
then placed a noose round our necks and tied

each of us to a Boer's saddle. Then they
mounted, and off we started for this camp, which,
as you know, Boss, is more than thirty miles.

As long as we were going over the hills it was
not so bad, as we could walk quickly or trot and
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keep pace with the horses. But when ii

to a bit of flat ground, the Boers made their
horses canter, and several times my brothe
1 were nearly strangled.
The four of us, two whites and

were on show in this wretched hole
dwelling for a whole week, and kept in continual
suspense as to our fate, until one mornin|were told the Boers were shifting camp I

to a pla<

the British

and we prisoners
were to be taken

along with the

column. This
news cheered us

up a little, as

any change was
better than none
at all.

Therefore we
were glad the

Boers kept to

the programme
of the morning,
and in the early

part of the after-

.\ noon they in-

spanned their

waggons, pre-

paratory to trek-

king for a posi-
tion just outside

Lydenburg, and
within two thou-

sand yards of
the English camp. We two white men were put
into a waggon with a strong mounted guard
surrounding us. Lanky Boy and his brother

were made to walk behind, chained and lashed

together, so that we were truly sorry for them.

A four hours' trek brought us to the camping
ground, and there, just across an intervening

river, we could see the fort, and a red-coated

sentry of the gallant 94th paring to and fro. At
this period of the war no shots had been ex-

changed between the Boers and the British :

ball opened about a week later. This v

afternoon was destined to bring about 1

release, though when the Boers I

waggons and formed a new camp we had lit

hopes of freedom. The ox-teams w
in the yoke and went feeding on the fresh \v!

suddenly a stir of unmistakable excitement ran

through the Boer assemblage, and from our

position in the prison waggon we could see there

was some expected sensation under way.

Presently another prisoner was rushed into

the camp, and then we saw all the Boer leaders

NOW HOLDING HIM AS A SHIELD
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standing in groups, conversing vehemently and
with much gesture, for all the world like a crowd
of angry baboons. Suddenly an order given by
a commandant rang out through the camp :

" letch him along," and the prisoner— a white

man—was shoved to the front. Before the poor
fellow knew what was intended four dirty young

rs had seized him, one each to arms and
. and held him face downward about a foot

or so from the ground, whilst a tall, muscular

Boer set to work with a double buffalo-hide

reim and gave him twenty-five.
This outrage, which made our blood positively

boil with indignation and the sense of our utter

helplessness, we were obliged to witness, being
within a few feet of the poor sufferer. The
last stroke given, the Boers dropped their victim

on the ground. Recovering himself after a

time he rose, and, in a dazed kind of way, ex-

claimed, "Good God!" It was pitiful. This
exclamation of the unfortunate man's seemed
to tickle the Boers immensely, and they yelled
out a mocking chorus of "Good God! "inter-

mingled with shouts of coarse laughter. The
poor fellow was then headed for the town of

Lydenburg and told to "loop" (go); a couple
of mounted Boers being told off to see that he
did not make his way into the fort.

Shortly after this brutal and unnerving out-

rage we were brought from our waggon prison,
before the same brute of a commandant who
had ordered the flogging described. Our hearts

sank somewhat, but greatly to our astonishment

—for we had expected no less than to be shot

there and then—we were told that the com-
mandant had decided to send us back to the

(ioldfields. But if at any time we were caught

away from the fields whilst the war lasted, we
should be shot dead on the spot. Our sentence

being pronounced, we were marched back to

the prison waggon, subjected on the way to a

fire of jeers and taunts until our blood boiled

with suppressed fury.

Early the following morning we were brought
out once more, and marched, under escort, for

some miles on the Goldfields road. We had
said farewell to our fellow-prisoners, Lanky Boy
and his brother, encouraging them to keep their

spirits up and endeavour to escape. This, we
learned, they managed to do about a month lat< r.

Some sympathizing outsider contrived to supply
them with a key fitting the padlock securing
their chains, so one fine morning Lanky Boy
and his brother were missing

—much to the

amazement of the Boers. The two Kaffirs

made treks for Natal, some 300 miles distant,

travelling by night and lying low during the

daytime.
But to return to our own adventures. One

Boer member of our escort repeatedly came to

a stop, and, whirling round his horse, scornfully

pointed towards the fort with his rifle, exclaim-

ing,
"
In a few days now we shall be shooting

those cursed red-coats down like Bok," adding,
with a brutal chuckle,

" And that's what we

ought to have done with you two verdomde

Englishmen."
At last they left us in the veldt on the road

to our camp ;
but there were still anxious

moments for us, as, until we were quite out of

range, we felt we were in danger of getting
bullets in our backs, for by these methods many
were [nit out of the way during the war.

But probably at head-quarters it was thought
that should anything untoward happen to us the

whole (ioldfields population would rise to a

man, directly it became known, and avenge our

murder. And it was much to the Boers' interest

that the diggers should remain quiet and enable

them to devote all their time and energy to the

subjugation of the Lydenburg Fort with its

gallant little band of one company of the 94th

Regiment and a few volunteers.

Our life upon the Goldfields for the next

three months was a monotonous, but none the

less anxious, one. The only news coming to

hand during this period was the lying reports

brought in by the Boers
;
and the Boers' powers

of lying were indeed wonderful. After the

Amajuba disaster the lies were especially
marvellous in conception, and the numbers of

the troops routed and killed amounted to

thousands.

Few Boers in those days had ever approached
or seen the sea, and most of them had not the

slightest idea of what it was like. One Boer
was known to have visited the coast and seen

the ocean, and he was so astonished by the

movement of the waves and the white foaming
surf that he filled a bottle from the waves

to bring home "up country" to show his friends

the "
live water." Upon his arrival home, the

"explorer
"
invited his friends to come and see

the bottle uncorked ;
but on pouring the clear

still salt water into a basin he was thunderstruck

at its tameness and bitterly disappointed,

exclaiming,
" Good heavens ! it has died on the

road ; it was all alive when I bottled it."
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TRAVELLER driving through the
endless pine forests of the Landes
in South-West France cannot fail to
be struck by the great gashes with
which every trunk is seared. Some

are scars of long standing, now almost healed
up, while others are of quite recent infliction,and the life sap is pouring out into little tin
car.s winch have been tied below the gash.
This is the work of the

resin-gatherers. A tree is

first cut when its trunk is

about i yd. in circumference.
Towards the end of January
the arrousiney (the Basque
name for a resin-worker)
takes an iron rake and
removes the bark from the
whole surface destined to

be operated upon during the

year. He must be careful

not to uncover the wood,
as that would seriously

damage the tree. Directly
the cold weather is over—
usually about the middle
of .March—he takes a small

curved axe known as a

hapchott) and makes a gash
at the foot of the tree.

After this he must make a
fresh gash every week just
above the last one, keeping
this up until the series of

gashes make up the com-

plete wound, known as a

care. Njxt year he begins operations again
at the top of this wound, and goes on up to

13ft., when he leaves it to heal, and recom-
mences at the other side of the tree. Thus
fresh wounds are added year by year until the

trunk is nearly square in appearance. When
a gash has to be made out of reach, the

arrousiney uses a peculiar kind of ladder known
as a pitey, which he climbs in a very strange and
skilful manner. The pitey is nothing more or

less than a stick, with little triangular steps

projecting from it, and the arrousiney puts his

right foot on a step and curls his left leg
round the ladder between it and the tree, thus

leaving both hands free to make the care with

hi- hapchott. To make anything like a decent

in academical text-books.

living he must gash as many as three hum
trees in the course of a day. Our

,,1

gives a very good idea of the surround
amidst which the arrousiney do
work of wounding and bleedim
trees.

Right in the heart of the might) Rockies, two
miles above sea-level, lies the mining town
Ouray. Far above even this diz/.v altitude

ig the pine

From a WOUNDING AND BLEEDING THE PIN]

however, among the eternal snows, the hardy
prospector runs his tunnels and washes out the

gold. Here— far removed from the railn

and even from the neighbourhood of any town—the miners have to have n the

cheerful little burro, or Rocky .Mountain

which is the sole means of transport. Our
next photo, shows a number of these hardy
animals, laden with trailing lumber for the "gold

belt," lumber for houses, for shaft pi id a

hundred other things. It is almost incredi

how much these patient creatures can carry.

They are to be met with far up on th

mountain trails, patiently plodding along with

their back-breaking and trailing f 1 the

left may be seen the severely plain of
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From a Photo, by 11'. //. Jackson. Den:

the Ouray newspaper, which rejoices in the

attractive name of the Plain-dealer. Truly,
wherever a handful of Anglo-Saxons are gathered

together they must have a journal of some sort

to represent their views and air their grievances—if it be only a manuscript production got up
in Cmtral Africa or on board ship.
The rough life of the Texan cowboy has

always had a certain fascination for stay-at-home
folk. His superb horsemanship, his wonderful
skill with the lasso, and his dare-devil fearless-

ness have endeared him to the hearts of all lovers

of adventure. Our next photograph, therefore,

is of peculiar interest, showing as it does one
of the most important operations on a Texan
ranch—the water-

ing of the im-

mense herds of

half- wild cattle.

Texas is alter-

nately a sun-
baked waste or

an earthly para-

dise, according
as a period of

refreshing rain

succeeds long-
continued
drought. After

the rains, lakes

are to be found in

all the hollows of

the prairie. The
thick brush puts
out sweet-scented

bloom; the
ground underfoot

V, Col.

this time all the a

things so hard

is covered with a

veritable carpet
of flowers, and
even the ubiqui-
tous prickly pear

produces a beau-

tiful yellowflower.
The stockman
h as learnt b y

bitter experience
to make pro-
vision against the

dreaded drought,
and accordingly
dams are con-

structed across

watercourses and

creeks, which
catch and hold

the water during
the long, dry
months. During

, scorched up, and

with the cattle. The prickly

pear, however, which grows wild all over the

prairie, has often proved the salvation of the

stock at such a time. A machine has been

invented which burns off the needle-like spines,

and the fruit then forms nutritious food for the

hungry beasts. The she( I of water seen in our

snap-shot is artificial, and is of considerable

depth. The cattle, guarded only by half-a-

dozen vigilant cow-boys, appear to be enjoying
themselves immensely, and some idea of the

vastness of a Texan ranch may be obtained from

the fact that the multitude of beasts here seen

form but a very small proportion of the herd.

From a] 1.
—TEXAN- COVVROVS watering IMMENSE HERDS OK HALF-WILD CATTLE [J'/ioto.
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1 >eer throughout the United States has come
to be a scarce game. Even in the Far West,

along the Pacific slope, they are scarce enough,

except in one locality. This is the southern

half of the State of Oregon, in the lava-beds

country. This strange district is covered for

nanv miles with lava, some areas of the mass

being spread with soil. The swamps caused by
the leakage or overflow from the pot-holes and
lakes are filled with wild fowl—teal, duck, reed

birds, and geese. The Indians hunt this game
in an original way. They steal stealthily under

cover of the tall tules and in the soft ground to

springingwhere the birds are sitting, then

suddenly out upon them they strike about with

long sticks ri rht and left, knocking down as

many as possible while the birds are flushing

and getting under way. Generally the Indians

do this kind of hunting in small bands, and an

onslaught of this sort by half-a-dozen Indians

generally brings down several hundred out of

the flock. But these little assaults are in-

significant trifles when made upon an aggrega-
tion of ducks acres in extent, and which

positively blacken the skies when they arise.

In this district, too, deer can be found

in abundance in the fall of the year. The

party of five seen in the photo, shot twenty-

four in one day, only sixteen of which they

were able to pack that night into camp. Of late

parties of professional hunters have taken to

visiting the place, and hundreds of deer are

killed in a season. But as the animals are not

fat until the autumn, when the breeding is over,

the plentifulness of the game has not perceptibly

diminished. The hunters preserve the hides

and horns and cut the meat into strips, which

they dry in the sun. If this be impracticable,

it is half roasted over a fire upon a gridiron of

wire netting, and when thus cured it is carried

ntry
and sold

,vns

and

Fiji cannibal

I by the

illustrate

is a forked bough
of a tree in «

human bones had
:n placed after

a cannibal feast in

1877. It was found

by the secretary of

Lord Stan more,
formerly Governor
of Fiji, and the re-

mains consisted principally of leg and arm
bones. Such discoveries as these are not at

all uncommon in the Fiji Islands, for in the bad
old days of cannibalism the natives, after a fei

invariably threw the clean-picked bones into

a crevice in some convenient tree. Lord
Stanmore relates the fact that on one occasion

From a]

[•HIS IS WHAT THEY DID Wl

AFTER A CANNIBAL
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his aide-de-camp came upon a party of Fijian
cannibals in the very act of indulging in a feast

of human flesh. They had cooked a man's leg,

and were having it served up for breakfast with

a certain kind of vegetable very like spinach, the

inevitable accompaniment of such a dish.

Next we have a photograph of a typical villi

cross at San Francisco, a small village near Pari,

in the province of Minas Geraes, Brazil. On
the cross are represented all the paraphernalia
of Christ's Crucifixion, including the dice, spear,

sponge, scarlet robe, ladder, crown of thorns,

and sword
; and, as you will see, the natives

have even gone to the trouble of including a

hammer and a pair of pincers. This remark-

able object-lesson in the Passion of Christ may
be said to commence with the denial of Peter,

which is represented by the frolicsome cock

surmounting the whole curious structure.

The idea of being able to reach the heart of

Siberia by water was scouted some forty yi

when M. Sidroff, a merchant prince of

ria, brought forward the theory that the ice-

bound Kara Sea could be forced and passage
made to the mouths of the great Siberian rivers

Yenisei and Obi, which connect with the very
i of Asia. M. Sidroff offered a reward of

/:,ooo to the first man who should make the

sea passage from Europe to the estuary of the

Yenisei. This offer attracted the notice of Capt.

[oseph Wiggins, a Tynesider, who set out in

the steamer Diana, in 1874, successfully passed

through the Kara Sea, and entered the mouths

of the Obi and Yenisei rivers. Several other

ships followed in the wake of the intrepid

English mariner, and in 1887 a company was

formed in Newcastle to establish commercial

relations with Siberia. A 400- ton steamer

called the Phoenix was equipped, and under

Captain Wiggins made for the Kara Sea and

the Yenisei River ; the intention being to get as

far as Yeniseisk. The difficulties attendant upon

navigation in the Kara Sea may be estimated

when it is said that the ship has to watch a

favourable opportunity when the ice, suddenly

parting, leaves a narrow channel. Through this

she must dart at full speed, as the slightest

miscalculation would mean that she would be
"
nipped" in the ice, and probably remain there

for a whole year. The Phoenix got through

safely, and went as far as Yeniseisk. While in

/.—UHI '. THE GKEAT ICV RIVER BROKE I I'. THIS SHIP WAS HURLED
From a] into a village with disastrous results. [Photo.
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8.—NOT A BATTLESHIP, BUT A HUGE FLOATING OPIUM WAREHOU
From a] huangfoo river.

the Yenisei, however, the vessel got ice-bound
and had, perforce, to wait until the break-up of

the ice. Now, the breaking-up of an ice-bound
river in Siberia is like a convulsion of Nature,
and the poor little Phce?iix fared badly. She
was carried bodily down the river, and at length

brought headlong to the shore, where she was
hurled upon a landing-stage near a village,

completing her work of destruction by smashing
to atoms some barges and small cottages. The
photo, herein reproduced depicts the stout little

vessel as she lay embedded in the ice, amid the

scattered remnants of the pier and houses she

had destroyed.
Our next photo, shows a huge floating opium

store on the Huangpoo River, a tributary of

the Yang-tse-kiang. Here the supply of the

pernicious weed is

regulated by offi-

cials, whose quar-
ters on board their

floating home are

very roomy and
comfortable. Al-

though the habit

of opium-smoking
is attended with

such disastrous re-

sults to the victim,

the plant itself is

used for a variety
of useful purposes.
When young it has

the appearance of

lettuce, and is a

very palatable
vegetable when
cooked. The pre-

pared extract is

regarded as a sort

SE ON TIIF

{I'koto.

friend" in the

China, where, applied' outwardly as
a plaster, or taken internally in the
form of a pill, it

effective panacea for all that

John Chinaman is h

name is legion.
The annual "

tr

would appear to be an all-important
institution with Sunday-schools all

over the world. Here we see a part—and by no means the least imp
tant part

— of an Indian Sunday-
school outing. It is important,
because it shows the preparation of

the food, always a serious busi ne-

at such functions,

earthenware pots,

In the two I

or gharra
goat-curry is seething ;

while the other pot con-

tains da/, a mysterious substance something like

thick pea-soup. On such occasions the n€

goats are taken out to the pienic by the boys, and
then a master—or someone else skilled in such

matters—kills and skins the animals and pre-

pares them for the pot. A "kitchen range" is

quickly improvised, and presently the savoury
odour of the curry begins to float across the

grass, titillating pleasantly the palates of the

youngsters, some of whom may be seen waiting

expectantly in the background. This particular

picnic took place in the Singbhum district of

Bengal, and was the annual "
treat

"
of the

Sunday-school attached to the S.P.C Mission

at Chaibasa.

The normal condition of the interioi

of poor man s
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: HE FLOODS A
From a]

A FLOCK OF 20,000 Mil

(CULGOA RIVER).

Australia is one of long-continued drought, but

sometimes a reversal of the ordinary state of

affairs takes place, and from a land of sun-

baked plains and shadowless forests it becomes
a vast lake, all but a few high places being
covered. Then the long-neglected bridges over

the rivers become useful in shifting stock from

the low-lying stations to places where they will

be at least safe from drowning. There is no-

thing more trying in the arduous work of the

Australian stockman than extricating sheep
from a flooded paddock, perhaps four or

five miles in extent. The accompanying photo,
was taken on a Culgoa River station during
the great flood of

1890, and shows

part of a flock of

about 26,000
young sheep,
which, after being
mustered in a

five-mile flooded

paddock, pulled
bodily out of bog-

holes, swum over

creeks, and res-

cued from innu-

merable other

dangers, are now
seen crossing a

sheep - bridge
leading to higher

country and
safety. A few
days after the

flock passed over

the bridge was
covered by the all-

embracing waters,
and was not seen

again for over two
months.

Football, as

played in the
islands of the Caro-

line group, in the

South Pacific, is

rather a curious

sport. To begin

with, there is no

ball, and the

players simply hop
about instead of

progressing in the

usual manner. No
referee is necessary—the laws of the

game being delight-

fully simple
— and

"
hacking

" and "
fouling

"
are unknown.

The only
"

ball
"

used is the naked foot, and
it is the object of each player to push his

opponent over by pressing on the sole of

the upheld foot with his own. Directly a man
is pushed over or compelled to come down on to

his two feet he is out of the running, and the

last man left hopping is the winner. There is

plenty of fun and excitement. In our photo,
we see the last two men left in the struggle about
to engage in the final encounter which will

decide the game ;
the combatants who have

already been put "out of action
"

look on with

keen interest.

HIGHER GROI M)
[Photo.

I 1.— " HJU 1 BALL
From a]

IN THE CARi.'l.l.vB*

AND
TtlKKK 1» NO UA1.I., BUT THE PLAYERS HOP ABOUT ON ONE I.I G,

TRY TO KEEP IN THAT POSITION. [Photo.
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••HOLY BLOOD" PROCESSION AT BRUGES, THE
Illustrations from Photographs.

••HOLY CITY" OF XEW JERSEY, THE STRAXGE
Illustrations from Photographs.

HOWELL'S EXPLOIT, CAPTAIN
Illustrations by Charles Kerr, and from Photographs.

HUNTED AS A MURDERER
Illustrations by Paul Hardy, and from a Photograph.

L. H. Eisenmann, of Vienna. 443

. . Charles Geniaux, of Paris. 430

... Dr. T. /. Tonkin. 450

and Fred. IV. Savidge, B.A., Ph.D. 474

Herbert Vivian. 184

D. D. Cairnie. 301

Mrs. Lily Bridgtnan. 128

Charles Sydney Clark. 488

Bazil Tozer. 319

Edward Walton. 275

ICE HARVEST OE IOWA, THE
Illustrations from Photographs.

ISLAXD OF THE DEAD, MY VISIT TO THE
Illustrations from Photographs.

IV. E. Barlow, M.A., of Iowa City, U.S.A. 141

...M. Dinorben Griffith. 160

OERXATII FESTIVAL IX BENGAL, THE
Illustrations from Photographs.

Rev. T. R. Edwards, B.M.S. 25

Alex. Crawford, of Prov. Wellesley. 592

Elsie M. Forder. 703

KARA-DAY FESTIVAL IX PENANG, THE WEIRD
Illustrations from Photographs.

KERAK AXD BACK, AXD WHAT HAPPENED ON THE WAY, TO...
Illustrations from Photographs.

KHALIFA'S CLUTCHES. IX THE; OR, MY TWELVE YEARS' CAPTIVITY IN CHAINS IN
OMDURMAN Charles Neufeld. 3, 115,227,419,531,643

Illustrations by Chas. M. Sheldon, and from Photographs.

KURDISH BRIGANDS IN ARMENIA, AMONG -ilex. /. Svoboda. 178
Illustrations from Photographs.

LION, IN THE JAWS OF A
Illustrations by Paul Hardy, and from a Photograph.

"LIOX OF JUDAH," AT THE COURT OF THE
Illustrations from Photographs.

Capt. /. H. Vanderzec. 135

Victor Goedorp, of Paris. 507
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LOVE OF MIHRIMAH, FOR THE
Illustrations by Alfred Pearse, and from a Photograph.

"LUGING" IN THE SWISS RIVIERA... ...

Illustrations from Photographs.
Ma .

MAD BUFFALO, CHASED BY A
Illustrations by J. Finnemore, and from a Photograph.

MAD MATE IN PARAGUAY, WITH A...'
Illustrations by Norman H. Hardy, and from a Photograph.

METEOR-HUNT ABOVE THE CLOUDS, A LADY'S
Illustrations from Photographs, and a Facsimile.

MEXICAN "MECCA"; AND WHAT I SAW THERE, A
Illustrations from Photographs.

MILLS AND HIS "GOLDEN HOLE," JOHN
Illustrations from Photographs.

MINE, WHAT I FOUND IN THE.
Illustrations by Alfred Pearse, and from a Photograph.

MOTHER'S TRIALS IN INDIA, A
Illustrations by Alfred Pearse, and from Photographs.

"MOUNT OF OLIVES" NEAR CONSTANCE, THE STRANGE
Illustrations from Photographs.

MULE-BACK, ONE THOUSAND MILES ON.—II. ..

Illustrations from Photographs.

Mrs. E. M

... Charles /•'. H

Gertru

Mrs. L. M. Terry, of Mexico City. 54^

fohn Marshall, of Kalgoorlie. 2 1 3

.Oliver Roberts, M.E., of San Francisco. 20

Mrs. E. M. Stewart. 602

Mrs. Herbert Vivian. 692

Mabel Penniman, M.A. 75

NAGA-LAND, OUR RAID INTO ...

Illustrations from Photographs.

NEW ZEALAND, IN THE WONDERLAND OF
Illustrations from Photographs.

Rev. E. M. Hadow, of Cinnemara, Upper Assam. 561

. . G. £. Alderton, of Whangarei, Auckland, X.Z. 677

ODDS AND ENDS
Illustrations from Photographs.

OPERA IN A CATHEDRAL, AN
Illustrations from Photographs.

106, 218, 329, 522, 634, 747

Herbert Vivian. 609

PANTHER, OUR MYSTERIOUS
Illustrations by W. B. Wollen, R.I., and from a Photograph.

PASSION PLAY IN THE WORLD, THE QUEEREST
Illustrations from Photographs.

PLUNGING DOWN A PRECIPICE
Illustrations by Paul Hardy, and from a Photograph.

"PORTAGE" IS WORKED, HOW A
Illustrations from Photographs.

PYTHON, A BEDROOM BATTLE WITH A
Illustrations by Paul Hardy.

Lieut. H. C. Sandford. 190

E. Franklin Pa^c, fun*

Rev. f. F. Flint, of Harvey, III. 510

...Edward f. Stillman. 63

Claude Manning, of Ml. Edgecombe, Natal. 312

RUNAWAY ISLANDS, HOW WE FOUGHT THE
Illustrations from Photographs, Diagrams, and Drawings.

Francis H. E. Palmer. 305

"SACRED NUGGET," FATHER LONG AND HIS ...

Illustrations from Photographs.

SAVED BY "JACK" IN THE BLIZZARD
Illustrations by C. J. Staniland, R.I., and from a Photograph.

SAYING OF THE "COTOPAXI," THE....
Illustrations by Alfred Pearse, and from Photographs.

SEALERS ENDURED ON THE ICE, WHAT THE ...

Illustrations from Photographs.

"SEISES," THE DANCE OF THE
Illustrations from Photographs, and a Facsimile.

SHIPWRECK IN SNAP-SHOTS, A
Illustrations from Photographs.

SHORT STORIES:—
I.—Buried Alive in an Avalanche
II.—The Strangest Revenge in the World
III.—Chased by a Mad Buffalo

Illustrations by J. Finnemore, and from Photographs.

fohn Marshall, of K 5S

Egerton R. Young, of Toronto. 155

Gerald II

Arthur P. Silver, of Halifax,

Herbert 315

...Frank H We 620

..Mrs. Emma i 66

Rev.

Mrs. E. M.



THE WIDE WORLD MAGAZINE.

SINGING INSECTS OF JAPAN, THE
Illustrations from I 'lis.

SNAKE DANCE, WHAT I SAW AT THE
Illustrations from Photographs.

HI AFRICAN SNAP-SHOTS
Illustrations from Photographs.

SPIRIT WRESTLERS CAME TO CANADA, HOW TUP ...

Illustrations from Photograph-.

STANLEY RELICS, AND WHY THEY ARK PRIZED, SOME
Illustrations from Photographs.

STRANGEST REVENGE IN THE WORLD, THE
Illustrations from Photographs.

. THE UTE, THE LOVERS OF
Illustrations from Photographs.

Yei Theodora Ozaki, of Tokio. 458

George Wharton James. 264

/. Hartley Knight. 576, 709

... Delevan I.. Pierson. 723

/. R. Wade. 95

Rev. Wm. A. Cornaby. 70

P. VerHll Migheh. 199

TERRIBLE ADVENTURE OF EMIL II A PL, THF
Illustrations from Photographs and Sketches.

TRAPPED BY A MANIAC
Illustrati ons by Alfred Pearse, and from a Pnotograph.

L. H. Eisenmann, of Vienna. 30

.. Mrs. Emma Brewer. 210

UGANDA, OUR ADVENTURES IN UNKNOWN
Illustrations from Photographs.

UPPER CONGO, A MISSIONARY ON THE ...

Illustrations from Photographs,

Li&ut. R. Bright, Rifle Brigade. 169

Rev. Chas. John Dodds. 202

VESUVIUS, LOST IN
Illustrations from Photographs.

YULTURES' NESTS IN CENTRAL SPAIN, AFTER
Illustrations from Photographs.

Dr. Z. E. Birasky, of Essec, Sclavonia. 91

Lieut. -Col. Willoughby Vemer. 651

-T AERICA, A MISSIONARY MARTYR IN
Illustrations by Charles Kerr, from Sketches by the Author, and from Photograph-.

WILD HORSE, DRAGGED BY A
Illustrations by Madame Amyot, and from Photograph-.

WOOING OF ASLAK HALYORSEN, THE
Illustrations by the Authoress, and from Photographs.

... Dr. T. /. Tonkin. 670

Marshall Loggin. 699

Madame Cathinca Amyot. 658
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